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in seeking to clarify

of material
limited

to other

or in application

from others'

of the views of most of the writers

and will

as a general

to examine and evaluate

theories

current

comparisons to other kinds
developed for

present

systematically

attempted

though I have used selected

general

form at least

of the

structure.

approach in comparison with

data)

part

work

so thoroughly he revealed and
which both forced and enabled me to

aspect, both in the field
The present analysis

of needs, especially

and in

and Malinowski's

psychobiologicals

as presented

Theory of Culture and elsewhere.. may be linked at the

of adjustment to what I have called the ecological

environment.

aspect of and

That is the system of kinship

be held to represent an adjustment in social

and demographic

and rank as analysed here may
relations

and interaction

to the

xi
conditions

by the ecological

established

of needs in Malinowski's

satisfaction

the scope of the analysis
have,, it

will

to the significance

formulating

the present

see Trobriand
it

explored
in kinship

ftr

Kinship
as it

Itr views in this

were from within,,

(1)..

of social

relations
Indeedp

structure.

his arguments herep the point

"from outside*,,

connection

by those of Fortes

groups in social

concept of structure

beyond

a matter

of departure

in

was In a sense an attempt

to

as a total

system,

Malinowski

i. e. from the viewpoint

having

of the participant

the present purpose I am only concerned with Malinowski's

Trobriand

views in so far
material

methodN in field

Ofunctional

thooryo

"Anthropologym

Brittanicaj,

the theoretical

of 84vazee and Coral-Gardens

that article
; it is only in the Special
0; smigl-04
"functional
the
is
method"
referred
Athat

the word Ofunction't is listed

1953 Passim-

by him., first

His use of the word function
with

the

Thus I sought to follow

but am not concerned with

as such as formulated

not always consistent
Sexual Life

re3earchs

in the Encyclopedia

purpose.

general

as the use he makes of them in presenting

bears upon my own analysis.

"functional

(1)

is

in the

relations.

theoretical

present

factors

of sdale and complexity
descent

of unilineal

I have not applied

although

here.

been much affected

the relation

as regards

especially

but this

sense;

attempted

be apparentp

and demographic

a

the

in the article

13th (1926) edition.,

on
for

the

in the major monographs is

formulation,,
and their

although

both

Magkq were published

after

Foreword to the 3rd (1932) edition
to in arq of the monographs, while

in none of their

indices.

To avoid unnecessarY

xii
I have not used the word in connection

confusion

here., employing it

in fact

distinguishable
any
of

aignificance

and fourth

to the conceptual

in reference

as the analysis
the beginning

of Chapter III

terms are used in generally

necessary

in defining

the specific
omissions

Hich of my own material

in which he treats
concerned with
presented
analysis

it

7.

Other

from the
to the minimum

and I have taken

Halinowskils,

material

it

at

wherever possible

While
Since

of my own wherever relevant.
are presented

unnecessary

of Malinowski's

in any given passage.

in more than one of his

to give all

tried

to a given

references

to give the references
or discussion,

presentations

from the same viewpoint

here only from the viewpoint

the argument.

not invalidate

will

but have rather

the topic

of the kinship

are defined

uses of terms in the approach developed,,

and interpretations

have
felt
I
howeverp
worksj,

discussion

to his descriptions

of course adducing additional

most complete or recent

approach formulated

terminological

duplicates

by referring

on every occasion,

The terms I have used

accepted ways which should be clear

context;

the same material

or system
the third

in Chapter V Section

and restated

I have sought to restrict

this
of
advantage

or

the key terms and concepts used are formulated

proceeds;

but I hope any resulting

situation

to what Nadel called

(2).

senses of the term function

specifically

topic

element of a social
I believe

in the wholep which approximates

the sense of the part

with

only rarely,

the concepts developed

with

as that

Data on contacts
of establishing

and rank system in the present

to the
or those

from which I am

with

Europeans are

the validity
situation

of the
in the

have been much influenced by his insistence
(2) Nadel 1951 P. 369.1
tend to be over-complez.
logic in awaysiag but feel his definitions

on

xiii

ex,qmination

of the processes
later.

to attempt
in future

the present

I consider

Trobriands;

Ilizoilarly

work with

specific

I hope on the basis

I have limited

the bibliography

to those referred

on the Trobriands
Malinowski's

in addition

monographs into

and

myth.

than specifically

of works other
to in the text#

to,, excepting

to those referred
foreign

most are referred
pages.

to facilitate

as they did when they were taken,

further

visual

documentation

shot in the field

dynamics of Trobriand

would be helpful

could be offered

social

consultation

no photographs

while

translations

of

if

it

on

in the Thesisj,

of Trobriand

life

with

since

in 1950-51

should be felt

in connection

the

with

some are discussed

the facies

as well

works

are in the Appendixp inside

to more than onceq while

works represent

relevant

and the like.

languages

I have included

Finally

outlined

on the

but have included

Tablesp Diagrames Maps and Genealogies

those in Malinowski's

a film

organisation

and possibly

activities

the back cover., and are loose in order

several

social

to deal

analysis

the aims and method of the Thesis as already

In accordance with

text;

of this

aspects of Trobriand

which I hope

situation

and AnDend *

BibliograDhv

Trobriands

to a full

prerequisite

and events in the contact

e. g. symbolism in ceremonial

culturep

All

analysis

that

the analysis

as evidence of some aspects

of the

organisation.

11

1.
Chapter

I

Ecology and Demography

The general

topography

only to stress

therefore
pattern

of settlement

Section

1.

factors

and GeograD

is

Tradewinds

South-easterly
The former lasts

(13wailima)

year., with

Malinowskip

the

from year to year,

Tradewind.,

difference

between the main seasons

heavy throughout
for

in July

1935,1,,

1922j, pp. 225-226;

the year.

Papuas 1900-1951,

in

Secs- 1-3.

1935., 1, Fig-

the

in a normal

and 14 - 15 inches

Part I.

and

which is normally

itself.

establishes

be
to
about 11.5 - 12 inches
seems

11;

(Boma&

to the end of October;

in the Annual Reports

l51nches
about
of
peaks

I&
CaPs1922..
ssp.

of the

winds between the two main seasons (2)p

This is on average fairly

average monthly rainfall

that

of the Northwesterlies

of these are very variable

never really

are given

W&P l.,

of December to the end Of March or mid-April.

important
the
most
ScologicaU, v

Where figures

by two main seasons;

(e. g. 1950) even the Southeasterly

steady and reliable.,

is in rainfall.

of the

degree of East

of South Latitude

and that

of calms and variable

but the onset and duration

C;f.

on the 151st

are situated

characterised

from about the beginning

in some years

have

is proposed here

to the understanding

relevant

from about the end of April

There are periods

It

Islands

.

Group of Islands

The climate

Appendix).

(2)

(1).

by Malinowski

certain

of the Trobriand

8th
9th
the
between
and
parallels
and

Longitude

latter

features

Density

and economic organisation.

Climate

The Trobri"

and Population

and natural

described

been admirably

already

Factors

Geographical

Part 1.

3 pp- 50-51.

I

2.
But no figures

January - March.

Resident

in which the Assistant

maturing

swift

Magistrate

in 1900 - 01, when there

Guinea ;

in 1902 - 03

1925 - 26;

and 1932

33.

been due not to drought
(conditions

crops in the ground;
in Sinaketa

especially

district.

1934 onwards the Reports
administrative

its

average,

distribution

during

the

Northwesterly

covers

the

maturing

passage

an hour

village

be on a front
of

the

from

squall's

track

the Islands

included

the map., plus

Kitava

sites

During

the

1933;

after

northwýst

from
as an

The tem

in the pre-1942
Island.

dry

the
under

yards,
the

1ATheTrobriand
Administrative

except

to be highly
of land

strips

Islands

so that

water;

but

the
bright

which

season..

tends

drench

across

in

on a monthly

Southeasterly
rainfall

may be a foot

quite

constant

by no means uniform,

squalls

as a few hundred

remaining

V. Map 1,, Appendix.

is

tradewind
to

southeast

as little

Islands

main yam gardens,

Typical

and garden
of

the

season.

of the

is fairly

precipitation

over

and local.

spasmodic
their

total

although

planting

the Trobriands

with

the

which rotted

(3).

subdistrict

In fact,

and harvesting

late

is lacking

do not deal specifically

New

1921 - 22 ;

planting

of very

Information

are

S. Eastern

of 1950 also),

the second was the result

"emergency"

of these appear to have

during

rain

the main harvest

which affected

of the main

191/+ - 15 ;

and the last

but to excessive

years

Such "famines"

throughout

1912 - 13 ;

The third

failures

or maize.

was drought

1910 - 11 ;

ie*

years;

of "European-introduced

crops., e. g. sweet potatoes

recorded

"famine"

recorded

the planting

yam crops which necessitated

for

are given

land

in

half

this

may

on either

side

Thus although

sun.

Islands"

on

refers

subdistrict

here to

as shown in

3.
it

is by no means unusual for

days, it

longer

for

rain

nowhere in the Islands

to fall

for rain

is rare

a week., leaves

for

rain

without

about ten days the tendrils
may be retarded;
less

Geologically
lowlying

formations,

coralline

than half

The cultivable

points.
debris
of

and humus., is

coral

which

without
in

the

mechanical

as the

though
ridge
depth.

greater
limestone
are

and ridges
itself
for

lies

along

These result

is
short

in

occasionally
where

the

permeable
periods

rock
also,

after

garden
is

of
land.,

and water
heavy

in

rain.

areas

in

fragments
but

Except

about

faults

in

on the

feet

eighteen

in

the

such
of

much

underlying

and such faults
in

are most apparent

lies

three

Shore,

East

with

fragments

outcrops

and humus,

and caverned
rarely

about

coral

of

widest

to be moved

than

of the

part

at its

down coralline

big

too

from

in width

probably

accumulation

tunnelled

Island,

and contains

deeper

is

depth

greater

from

coarse
lumps

to

especially
the

are relatively

of broken

nowhere

average

formations

and coralline

found

is

occur,

pockets

which

The soil

and its

lands,

garden

inches,

aid.

Islands

and varies

more or less
grains

the

while

to about seven miles

from

size

out,

(Kiriwina
of which

consists

which

everywhere
in

vary

be more or

and neighbouring

narrowest

soilý

the crop will

permeable to water.

the largest

at its

after

yellow;

and growth

have dried

will

long from North to South,

a mile

to turn

begin to wither,
rain

are highly

the Trobriand

Map 2) is 25 miles
less

the subsoil

formations

geological.

underlying

of growing plants

for

affected,

severely

begin

without

to remain without

time a yam garden goes

on the vines

a fortnight

after

localities

particular

towards harvest

If

periods.

more than a few

for

them.
land

swampy areas

the

outcrops

The rock

surface
and in

except
creeks

4.

surface

streams;

impermeable,

as rainwater

drains

seems that,

but since taro

short

it

crop., at least
may be less

by without
to the point

one or another
of actual

Supply of Yams without

a useful

village

privation.,
outside

it

the risk

but to that
assistance

domestic

Cf - Malinowski., 1926 1., pp. 295 ff
-

crop in conditions
replaces

the yam

hardly

in this

of having

on eight

at least..

Island

a season goes

way - not usually
an inadequate

to meet ceremonial

needs.

to

of food shortage

Kiriwina.

affected

even more

not suitable

standby

appears that

being

to swampsp

Taro gardens,

are affected

where taro

but in Northern
Islands,

sometimes also

sources.,

to some extent,

(4);

and in some of the outlying

tends to vary

Thus the staple

of drought.

In Sinaketa,

the

the permanent water level)

quickly.

spells

provides

adverse to the growth of yams.

from drought

feet.,

in underground

grow in swampy conditions

will

into

in lands marginal

except

permanent water

the yams grown on Kiriwina..

particularly,

to accumulate

dry out relatively

by quite

away from swamp or other

as the staple

is about fifty

though the size of such pools

of coral,

and subsoil

yam crops are affected

quickly;

in an hour or so.

of garden crops cannot reach down into

the soil

which is beaten

square,

so seawater percolates

Water tends also

But it

the rainfall.

while

disappear

will

away easily,

formations.

pools in the outcrops

the roots

a village 0

are no permanent

Water is always to be found at or somewhat above sea level;

perhaps less.

with

there

of the land above sea level

The average height

underlying

which floods

and rain

hard and relatively

for

tidal.,

of the sea.. which are mostly

and inlets

requirements

recorded

occasions

5.
the whole of the Islands

however,

in 50 years,

the availability

what2 but for
famine.

On the other

or stored

yams, if

results

similar

That traditions
already

records
it

as inadequate

however,
as it

learnt

when the Kiriwinans

did then for
Water for

was before

that

Goverment

human consumption

is never entirely

in drought

and farther

afield

for

to the permanent water

and elsewhere

it,

where there

is always more or less
diluted

unless

generations

ago the island

undrinkable.

(5)

With their

cf. App. II,

the villagers

the Japanese war,,
might withdraw

again,

last

may have to go farther
sources

and where close
Tradition

of Iwo in the Marshall

records

coconuts

pp. 160 - 163note 43.

of the coral

for

drink

that

some

had to be

water became

the inhabitants

Such

may be

to the sea it

Bennetts

because the permane

a severe drought

Malinowski., 1935,1,
ibid..

This latter

is access to seepage from the sea.

brackish

by rain.

undrinkable

after

(6).

that

absent.. but as the

subside

evacuated

feel

a while.

levels

water

acute than

and the natives

underground

outcrops

is borne out by the

them to starve

than it

effective

the Trobrianders.

though less

remains,

crops have been introduced

is less

of Omarakana, through

in fact

are rooted

nowadays the Government would not allow
consideration

produce

the consequences of famine for

Today the fear

quoted.

the growing

at harvest,

Tokulubakiki

rainfall.

of such calamities

was., since other

dried

they cannot be properly

(5)., has recorded

Malinowski

may, by rotting

rain

by

might have been

resources,,

of outside

hand, excessive

have been threatened

sought

6.
refuge

and obtained
drought

Thus the Kiriwinans'

easy.

magic., is rooted

their

Section

Native

2.

Sir William

Macgregor,

Resident

Assistant

for

estimate

it

the Trobriand

is

was designated

house visit"

These figures

1905, estimates
1912 he instituted
calculated

of the group,

(But see p. )0).

was 10,408.

Annual Report for

says that

8000

for

the first

the population

from about

inaccurate.

district

in

Austen's

own

Magistrate,

In

on the basis

Kitava

Southeastern

of a "house to

the Lusancays but not

had a further

798

are not broken down in any way.

the population

estimate

never exceeded 10.,000.

including

1905 - 06 R. L. Bellamy..

the

Leo Austen who was

the Trobriand

1904 - 05, the then Resident

the population

inhabitants.

highly

estimated

subdistrict

the population

the Hon. R. M. Moreton,

District,

in

apparent

to what area this

not clear

was probably

area is that

this

the Annual Report for

Kitava,

for

Magistrate

war days it

pre-Japanese

in 1891, f irst

a visit

group as about 15., 000.

to the area that

if

referred;

of improved hygiene

.
after

1930 - 37, comments (7) that

or the

hazards.

and immediate

in practical

PoDulatio

and streams which

sun, wind and rain,

concern with

of the Trobriand

population

of habits

has not made the inculcation

beaches - this

to Iwo when the

to the permanent watersources

or on visits

rain,

appear after

in the pools

bathe only

The Kiriwinans

broke.

but returned

and Kiriwina,

in Kitava

appointed

of Kiriwina

census to check for
of the Owhole group"

In the

A. R. M. Trobriands
Island

only.

in

In

cases of V. D., and

as 7,240 adults

and

Austen,, L., 1945, pp 16 - 17.

i

7.
(children

adolescents

under about 11 years
at 8,500,

he estimated

the total

a death rate

of 31.2 per thousand.

born in this

year,

population

the first

simple register

the totals

estimated
ages other

of 38.2 and

rate

167 male and 158 female infants
Bellamy

after

instituted

were

the keeping of a

Constables.

He further

males and females

(presumably

at 1,412 and 856 respectively

figures
-

of unma ried

than babies)

a birth

with

and deaths by Village

of births

In 1913 - 14

were not counted).

of all
which will

be commented upon again later.
Although
been kept,
Reports

time on increasingly

only mention totals,

Trobriand

in f'ull

they are not presented

Only in two Reports

Appendix.
for

1919 - 20 a total

(over 14 years old),,
were 4511

children

are the total

Kitava)

of 9,134

broke down into

(which included

the pre-19/+2

in Table I of the
broken down by sexes.
7,012 adults

included

throughout

There

fullseale

the estimated

(how adults

New

Australian
population

of

females,

and

males and 2,567 adult

3,033 adult

and non-adults

were

is not revealed).

The breakdown of the figures
contradictory

for

In 1950 - 51, when the first

1,877 male and 1,657 female children
differentiated

figures

the

185 males and 156 females were born.,

of both sexes;

the Japanese War was undertaken

Guineap the total

for

tendencies

figures

of 8023

and many

of whom 3t158 were male and 3.,051+ female.

and 105 males and 113 females died.
census after

in any Anmial Reportsý

are presented

population

seem to have

records

The available

subdistrict

administrative

detailed

or comment upon apparent

or decrease.

to increase

population

In that

from this

and inconclusive..

present
so far

in Table 1 is in many respects

as population

trends

are concerned.

B.
In 1903 - 0/+ the Assistant

Resident Magistrate

deaths",
in
I'mudh
of
excess
were

estimated that birth

a few of which were the result

Reports of other epidemics occur in 1910 - ll,,

measles.

85% of them infants
unspecified
unspecified);

disease;

of German

when 140 people,

were said to have died of an

or young children,

in 1921+- 25 (dysentery and 'flu;

number of deaths

and in January to September 1926., when bronchial

deaths.
to
have
352
caused
said
was

There are allusions

amongthe Natives on other occasions.

In Table I.

pneumonia

to poor health

the birth

rate is

higher than the death rate in four of the years for which figures
and lower in four also;

available,

rates

and taking the totals

are

in other years

into account excess deaths in epidemic years seem to have been compensated
The reports

by lower rates in others.
Magistrates
decrease;

indicate

that they regarded the population

Assistant

Resident

as tending to

Whitehouseý who was A. R. M. from the end of the 1914 - 18 War
judgement;

1928, passes no definite

until

of the earlier

Austen on the other hand (7)

seems to have considered that by his time an early tendency to decrease had
checked, and by the end of his tenure of office

had even been reversed.

Considering the period covered by the Reports as a wholep however, the
figures

seem to indicate

that the population

groups, excluding Kitava Island,

of the Trobriand and Lusancay

has remained fairly

constant from 1900 to

the present at about 8,,500 inhabitants.
Many apparent discrepancies
increase of 258 in the total

17.
Op. cit.
p.
x

in the figures

population

(e.
Table
the
in
I
g.
given

between 1918 - 19 and 1919 - 20s

9.
births
deaths
15
over
an excess of

despite

only 123 births

Constables,

working

in 1910 - 11.

the 1914 - 18 War, and it

the war however there
labour

information

received

labourers

was a resurgence

comment that
the past,
figures

he had no doubt that
there

and that
for

later

years.,

the difference

From this

point

significant
again

conclusions,

in discussing

next Chapter.

for

to

were between 50 and 70 imported

856 unmarried

that

it

in

had been practised
still

The

continued.

do not appear to bear out this

in 1919 - 20 and 1950 - 51 cannot

as a whole,
for

as small

the extraction

of sex ratios

will

inference

as this.

from the small

apart

of the Omarakana village

not the only

females

of the Reportp the

in a population

but the subject

The main if

in the Trobriands,

the author

are inadequate

the population

after

female infanticide

between sex ratios

population,

were

just

expired;

males as against

of view indeed the figures

of the total

during

(Map 2 overlay).

such as they are,

significant

were 60 such

In 1951, according

were indications

be taken as statistically

size

of planting

in 1913 - 14 drew from Bellamy,

reported

of this

but there

contracts

from the Manager, there

of lp412 unmarried

of imported

many of these labourers

that

when their

on Muwo Copra Plantation

The figures

view;

is probable

Village

in European planting

must have been required.

which extra

Figures

in the Reports,

There was a decline

sent home or not replaced

either

population

by

partly

kept by the native

on European plantations,

appear only occasionally

population
labourers

of the records

and of

period

may be explained

by the presence of a floating

partly

labourers

native

latter)..
the
deaths
in
over

them to inaccuracy

attributing

in the former

of reliably

be alluded
cluster

to

in the

to be drawn from the

10.

figures

Vakuta,

Kiriwina,

at about 8,500 until

stable

of the islands

population

Manawata., Kuiao,

Kaileuna,

have been fairly

the total

is that

under discussion

Simsim and Kitava
the beginning

of

seems to

of the

Japanese War.
As to the first

the population

included

did not lie

within

of Kitava

the pre-war

Moreton in the Report for
and that

1904 - 05 gave the population

which is much more in accord with

by 2pOOOor more in the interim,

this

applies

was probably

to his

for

figure

650
at this
about

have remained as stable

with

the estimated

In the Report
villages

for

on Kiriwina

also,

of age.
"Villages

and hamlets"

for

to be drawn is that

the population

that

if

by about one fifth.
of that

of the rest

Island

population

to

of the Group

8,480,
be
9.,
134,
about
was
would

which accords

War figure.
gave the population

as 4,976.. excluding
1913 - 14 he stated

on Kiriwina).

in 1905 - o6.,

No mention is made

Assuming the Kitavan

1907 - 08 Bellamy

(In the Report

figures.

the population

time.

pre-Japanese

Island

at 8000

which might have reduced the population

as the Kiriwinan,

in 1950 - 51, when the total
well

Kitava

on Woodlark Island),

Kitava

and the conclusion

Moreton seems to have overestimated

(Moreton only

Headquarters

subsequent

catastrophe

or other

as noted already.

in Kiriwina

of the Group excluding

as 798,

of Kitava

group as 10,408,

a year of residence

the population

of any epidemic

Subdistrict.

administrative

Group from District

the Trobriand

estimated

Trobriand

of 9)134

which as has been noted already

Island,,

of the Trobriand

of the rest

Bellamyp however, after
visited

census of 1950 - 51P the figure

post-war

children
that

The only figure

of 81

under 9 years

there
for

were 91
Kiriwina

Island

12.
(8),
by
Austen
as a whole was given

itself

under 15 years

of whom 2,153 were children
be as near the average for
above for

predicated

This fits

the whole Group., the figure

Report for 1949-50 for
June 30th 1950.

of the northern

today would still

photographic

survey

Forces in 1947-8 in connection
to this

to South,

and its

covered in the census up to

the central
coastal

part

strip

of Northern

about 7.25 miles
triangulation

map the Island
width

is

defence

plans

almost

exactly

through

by the scatter
ridge

Op. cit..,

but its

of villages.

its

25 miles

distribution

prepared

States

Army kir

long from North

a mile

in the
to

Luba district

area as obtained

over 70 square miles

71100 population

Island

the Western Pacific.

in southern

Kuboma district.

actual

for

from something under half

varies

of the estimated

square mile;

the coral

with

of the map is just

The density

Kiriwina,

or those to the south of

conducted by the United

of Oburaku and Wawela villages

neighbourhood

be about

in the Annial

Map 2 of the Appendix is taken from a map of Kiriwina,

According

of 8"500

Density.

Population

from an aerial

to

figure

(Map, 2).

Kwabula in Luba district

3.

to that

of 5,128 given

the area of Kiriwina

This area included

but not the villages

Section

the figure

well

quite

itself,

on Kiriwina

Assuming this

old.

as is his total

the Island

of a total

that

of 8,537 as at 31st January 1935 7,093 lived

population

7; 100.

who stated

by

(about 45pOOOacres).

is thus just

over 100 per

is very uneven,, as is indicated

Where these are closest

to each other,

between

to the east and the swamp to the west in south Tilataula

p. 17.

12.
and Kiriwina
figure,

while

resident
miles

in the swamp and coral

elsewhere,

of swamp and coral

of the total
leaving

at least

estimates

land a fair

difficulty

is second and third

proportion

of mapping even freshly

land,

arable
class. "

cut garden sites

triangulation

appears to have been attempted

Japanese War caused the withdrawal
Austen went on to estimate
be deducted for
cemeteries,

sites

that

especially

as many wartime

cultivable

land available.

These installations

encroaching

bush will

of most of these areas.

op. cit.,

p. 16.

installations

include

many large

in

time

break

UP the

On the other

1942, when the

before

in any case.

25 percent

his

of total

estimates

correcto

reduced the area of

is likely

concrete

must

sacred groves,

camp and other
but it

in garden sites),

surveying

is probably

have further

of

No accurate

"at least

fraction

this

exaggerated,

is 84,000

In view of the

control,

Although

from Austen's

although

by surface

old and new, various

roads etcetera".

land area appear grossly

uncultivated

figure

from his

of villages,

plantations,

areas left

of Administrative

gardens,

Island

methods, credence must be accorded to the U. S. A. A. F. map.
surface

That isv

vary widely

area of Kiriwina

acres of which some 50,000 acres could be called
this

15 square

for

17,280 are unusable

"The approximate

He wrote

are at least

These figures

27,720 acres of garden land.
(9).

areas., there is no

where the land is uncultivable.

outcrops

of 45,000 acres,

the average overall

outcrop

to the Map there

According

population.

may be twice

density

the actual

districts,

sites
that

foundations

handy some wartime

(cf.

MaP 4p

the
and surfaces

installations

are

13.
The main motor roads built

to be permanent.

likely

to Gusaweta and Olivilevi,

as is the southern

These roads total

ground.

the area lost
tending

shortening

Both the landing
Including

about 16 miles,

their

prefer

of their
strips

areas and hard standings
and since

permanently

lost

situation.
deductions

as a result

an

strip

concerned over it;

War.

the first
In all

cover
strip
land

of cultivable

None of the native

completed

the end of the last

only the southern

though the other

(10).

19512 but by then they had hardly

they can hardly

the permanent loss

is to be maintained

in these ways appear greatly

since

offer

are about 2,000 yards long and 150 yards wide.

long time to break up naturally

cultivation

the latter

unless

along

journeys.

should not be more than about 40 acres,

land lost

paths are

but the area appears

of the new roads,

surfaces

dispersal

dispersals

Some native

the shade of palms and undergrowth

more than 250 acres each at the most,
without

use as an emergency landing

and are about 20 yards wide;

because of the new roads,

since the natives

the old to the better
appreciable

for

airstrip

by the

are maintained

by them is thus about 116 acres.

to be disused

negligible,

the most densely populated

(Map 2 overlay),

area to the anchorage at Kaibola
Administration..

through

and northwards

from Losuia eastwards

may take a

owners of the
at least

fallowing
an estimate

not in

cycle

of

of 220 acres

the
Japanese
War
the
amply
cover
should
of

Thus from the total

surface

must be made in assessing

Island
the
area of

the cultivable

the following

land area3-

that
the
(1948,
damage,
most striking
discussing
wrote
Mair
war
p. 221)
in
to
10where,
order
construct
Kiriwina,
in
land
example of
wastage occurred
leaving
removed
only
8,,
was
000
the cultivable
acres
...
an airfield,
soil of
the bare coral".
She tells me in a personal communication that this figure
Nationsp
that
United
she
and
the
to
Government
Report
was obtained from a
It is completely at variance with my own
regarded it without conviction.
observations and information.
(10)

14Total

45,000 acres

area -

17., 280
Areas of swamp and outcrops7,000
Native paths, villages
etc. 220
Permanent loss ex WarTotal area to be deductedRemaining cultivable

cultivable

land as 33.6 square miles

population

on the garden land is just

Section

Pressure

4.

An attempt

necessarily

various

districts

the land varies

couple of feet,

of the population,

by

are not available.,

on a bed of corraline

garden sites

coral

of greater
outcrops

to some extent.

outcrops

or boulders,

depth,

data from the

and the productivity

the land is level

noted the mean depth of soil
pockets

arrived

but also within

deposited

with

The figures

comparative

inland

cleared

previous

since

(11) "...

but here also

of coral

the

not only between districts

greatly

lands;

mainly

of how far

of the average household.

of the Island

As already

of the

over 200 per square mile.

be very approximate

brown soil

the density

acres),

land meets the requirements

As Whitehouse said

areas".

(24500

and the

on the Lancl.

the requirements

at will

of rich

of the Island,

now be made to answer the question

will

supply of cultivable
estimating

area

7,100 as the aver, age population

That is taking

24.5
21., 500 acres.

with

them.

a scanty layer

rock., but only in limited
is probably

no more than a

even in the richest

reduce the actual
Elsewhere

of

area of

cultivable

cleared

sites

garden

may consist

and heaps of stones collected

during

cultivations(12).

(11)

Amual

(12)

Cf. Malinowski 1935 1, pp. 7,, 76,120-121,290,
op. cit.,
pp. 16,18.

Report,

1920-21.
and Plate

37;

Austenp

15.
land which when cleared

If

or more be rated

cultivable

area second grade,
under 20 percent

within
lst

land yielding

20 percent

50
percent
-

area as fourth

cultivable

defined

may be very roughly

each category

80 percent

which is

a surface

grade,

first

cultivable

yielding

yields

80
percent
-

50 percent
third

grade and land

grade,

the areas falling

thus 3-

Grade - The area of Northern Kiriwina
marked as the most fertile
garden
land on Map 2, and probably central Kitava and Vakuta Islands.

2nd Grade - The rest of 'Llorthern Kiriwina
district
inland ;
Tilataula
north of the central
swamp; possible
and Luba districts;
parts of Kaileuna Island.

Kuboma and
S. eastern Kuboma

(arouhd
3rd Grade - Western and possibly
Kuboma;
district
Luba
central
Oburaku and Wawela);
Central Sina1kceta (around the villages);
The rest of the outlying
Islands,
with the exception of areas
already specified.
4th Grade - The borders of all coral outcrops and ridges,
the land
including
between East Shore and the eastern main ridges;
The borders of
Shores of the lagoon and inlets.
swamp areas;
Land of all
Coral
for

Ridge

growirglong

jungle
of

of

above

informants

informants
various
site

(13)

of

East

depth

grading

is

necessarily

the

there

frequent

are

yams and especially

and the

the

grades occurs to some extent

of
are

correlated

superficial
on the

the

firstly

of

and areas

a given

in

the

the
to

to

garden

land;

of

that

as much cultivable

Omarakana

neighbourhood-

1935 1., pp. 291Y 315.

soil,
since

(13).

which

and thirdly
land

seasons

moisture

distribution,
of

amounts
give

droughty

conserve

village
fertility

with

districts

or. ýhiinowski

tend

observations;

basis

area

soil

in

even in the

of deep fertile

pockets

valued

districts;

in all

in

the

Taking

view

of

my own
drawn by

must be cleared
surface

the
The bases

secondly

comparisons

used

in

as a cleared
this

area

as

16.
of Grade 1,, on a very rough comparison

representative

to four

as much, grade 3 UP to three

up to twice

2 require

the same for

an average household

see in the lagoon villages,

shall

the household varies
figures

though it

(kkvmu,p-,
w )., while
(4,750

of taro

viewpoints

areas cultivated
included

and reduces
by

from it

in the same

in land can be obtained

of Omarakana and Tilak. aiwa

of Tilakaiwa

gardens

third

the central

in

(kaymat ) and 48 householders

(taDo

14)-

gardens

planted

0.11 acres

The garden areas were

upon which is based Map 4 which
sketch map, page 430 of

of householders

other, Chapt6re

per household.

village

of Malinowski's

The figures

I.

as we

There are no

some 4.295 acres of subsidiary

compass triangulation,

Gardens, Vol.

from other

requirements

of the villages

3 householders

by traced

covers roughly
Coral

planted

square feet)

obtained

and the yield

of 5.313 acres of main gardens

of the same villages

(excepting

must be very approximate.

householders

a total

per annum

the area cultivated

in each grade of land.

accordingly

of the area cultivated

In 1950,33
planted

and grade 4 UP

where sea food is important

season., but some idea of the household
on other bases,

everywhere

in garden produce to some extent),

the requirement

available

times,

kssuming the amount of garden produce required

times.

to be roughly

those areas graded

;

concerned are discussed

we are concerned here only with

The gardens of Kasanai village

are not

here because some of them were made about a mile East of the area

covered by the map and were not surveyed
also be ignored,

since

their

area is

accurately.

so small;

but it

The taro

gardens will

may be noted that

(14)
For types of gardens and crops grown, v. ilialinowskij,
Sees. 2-5, and pp. 58p 463.

1935,1,

Cap. Xp

17.
this

was stated to be normal,

since much of the taro

and environs is grown not in separate
especially

in more swanipy areas,

subsidiary

gardens.

The average size
acres,

On this

0.25 acres of land for

plots

sample therefore
itus gardens.

of their

plots

of other householders

in ceremonial

own, since they contribute

however cultivates

at least

the presence of the Tabalu Chief's

fact

that

for

the greater

cultivates

in 1950-51,

partly

the preceding

because excessive

of seed yams available;
into

the planting

on the new sites
Thus the sites

through

rotting,

season and delayed
so that

of 33.

no main

for

main plots

the main

Each household

own, and this

together

and the

affines,

had caused the loss

accounts

normal size
of much of

and thus had reduced the supply

because exceptional
the cutting

than usual,

a proportion

which cultivate

of its

rains

and burning

the work had to be hurried

were smaller

the sake of speedt while

plot

but

to others;

13 polygamous households

rains

and partly

the main

requirements,

than of main garden plots.
thdil
the gardens were lessAhalf

to informants

main harvest

that

presentations

in the total

only three

number of subsidiary

However according

0.161

roughly

to the work of cultivating

one subsidiary

with

he himself

domestic

some households

represented

required

should be understood

the cultivators'

made for

plots

in the sample is therefore

each household

It

co.w.utments

no allowance is therefore

of the main or

parts

0.089 acres.. or 7,013 and 3., 898 square feet

garden acreage does not represent
is determined by their

as tends to be the case elsewhere,

but in suitable

of main garden plots

that of subsidiary

respectively.

plots

consumed in Omarakana

of the bush

when the rain

the
planting
and
of the planted

had continued

less

eased.

thorough,

yams did not grow

for

18.
because the ground remained excessively

properly

There was nevertheless

planted.
for

the next harvest

these gardens were less
inveterate

Kiriwinan's

as a gardener,

tendency

probably

It

taking

to exaggerate

his

capacities

on p. 16 up to four
A sample presented
one other

region.

this

times

by Julius

to be on the

be assumed to be

of gardens per year.

the average requirement
of relative

(15) confirms
that

per household
fertility

in other

the estimate

for

given

districts*

reasonablý

in October 1947 the villagers

well

for

of

(Map
3) had about 40 acres of main and
shore

on the lagoon

"probably

no more than six

acres"

of subsidiary

gardens.

With 85 households

each had an average of 0.47 acres of main and 0-094 acres

in the village,

gardens also,

and achievements

and the normal average

accepted

area might be required

He reported

Kavataria,

of subsidiary

account the

However in order

to the estimates

according

into

these gardens were made on grade 1 land,, so

acreage does not represent

the whole Island;

and the claim that

is,

types

all

the main yam

purposes ;

in the sample will

that

be recalled

will

ceremonial

lest

normal size

be partly

0.5 acres for

about domestic supplies

at the end of the season was

somewhat overdrawn.

of the households

approximately

to late

for

than half

safe side the claim will
requirements

anxiety

though some concern was apparent

should prove inadequate

harvest

their

the weather

provided

favourable,

normally

no apparent

they were

wet after

gardens;
especially

planting,

i. e. 0.564 acres per household
the subsidiary.,

and we may estimate

1947., Part 2ý Section 7,, p. bl.

These

altogether.

be
to
rather
said
were

smaill

the normal annual requirement

owing

dt 0.5

19.
gardens per household,

acres of main and 0.1 of subsidiary

Thus the main garden requirements

on the generous side.

already

considered,

there

plot

for

presentation

Northern

Kiriwina,

be twice

as large

statements
were half

for

subsidiary

plots

it

might be expected

normal size

the statements.

That is,

plot

is only

typical

indicate

of lagoon villages,
lands.

villagers

for

that

regarded

gift

acres)

the average main garden would

is accepted,

in Kavataria

despite

of their

if

domestic

subsidiary

Kavataria

requirements

from European sources in exchange for

inland
native

garden

be taken as
of the lagoon

by the reliance

garden produce with

region

about 0.5 acres.

region

the lower productivity
for

the

main garden plot

the average lagoon village

This can be accounted

a proportion

and.. if

the samples bear out

in an average year the inland

that

as

throughout

the gardens I measured in the latter

(0.16

upon exchanges of sea foods for
upon obtaining

that

about the same size as the inland,

villages'

size of a garden

as in the Omarakana region;

would measure about 0.25 acres and that
But the estimates

area as a given

to Dersons of the same rank is uniform

in Kavataria

villages
0

are about equal.

As the amount of the harvest

of my informants
their

the inland

village

double the acreage must be

at least

to give the same cultivable

on Omarakana land.

proper

requirements

of this

(16) are in an area graded "2
3"
-

lands
garden
to.

to my informants

according

cleared

those for

while

and its

Kavataria
(p. 15);

total

to the estimated

approximate

again erring

of the lagoon

in garden produce
villagers,
products

and
and

(16)
in
The boundaries marked on Map 2 indicate
the grouping of villages
districts.,
not the boundaries of their landsp which may cut across them.
Thus the garden lands of Kavataria extend inland across the boundary of Kuboma
District
as shown, and are not confined to the immediate shore of the lagoon.

k.,
--

20.

services

supplies

fishing

As a leading
all

Those of these

main gardens

According

to the

page 15) very

Kavataria
lagoon

the

the

again

for

allowance
Northern
there

the

were

only

In

considering

cultivation
the

of taro

North.

middle

category,

that

up to

one acre
small

of which

of

totalling
about

these
is

it

half

estimates

half

for

average
per

(18).,

of

will

be recalled

0.11

acres,

while

while

to

while

Island.

in

(17)

Op. cit.,

(18)

1935 1, esp. Cap. X, Sec. 2,, pp. 295-300-

p. 61.

a
of

some caution

cultivated
makes

by the

cultivated
the

by

inland

stated

that

sample
there

(17).
in

Southern

emphasizing

being

also

gardens

be borne
in

land

Julius

3-4-

We may estimate

estimate

that

lands

and a quarter

with

garden

on

graded

its

main

of

as big.0

regions

lands
for

at Kavataria

must

be twice

various

garden

of taro

acreage

it

household;

allowing

This

year.

an acre

per

have garden

whole

Kavatarians
gardens

may be taken

area

2 or lower.

subsidiary

the

of

an acre

the

of

of

villages

and,

much more important

Malinowski

all

household

per

acres

and one third

about

the

apparently

three,

garden

of

mean requirement

Kiriwinans,

was one taro

in

is

of Kavataria,

2-3,

gardens

cautiously,

each household

those

graded

of

an area

gradings

typical

not

as much as the

0.25

estimated

inlanders.

as Grade

about

one third

estimate

subsidiary

as representing
then,

the

is

is

on fishing

as large

like

maps and the

one third

village,
of

that

the

Kavataria
classed

rely

twice

likely,

are

comes into

an acre

least

at

approximately

as 1-2,

graded

have been
do not

which

to

available

however2

lands

Omarakana people,

as do the
their

villages

do cultivate

readily

village,

whose garden

villages

probably

are less

which

this,

mind that
Kiriwina,

the
Island

than

makes no estimate..

21.

absolute

either

this

taro

three

areas required

as just

given month by this

household

of taro

cultivation

differs

comparing these figures
Northern

yam cultivating

from that

those for

Kiriwinan

Kiriwinan

annial

households

(0.23

on the basis
Julius

in Kiriwina.

(65 households

of yams, and the value of

estimated

the average for

per household,
households

of cultivable

of an estimate

Op. cit.

of the number of

(20) gave the average household
in a population

population

in five

inland

will

villages.

3.25 people

at a cautious

at 7.,100., there

of Kavataria

11y own figures

of 301).

land arrived

be about 2,,185

at at the end of Section

Under the system of shifting

1951., P- 18(20)

the

up to 2,200 acres of garden land each year.

requiring

was 21,500 acres.

above at 0.5 acres

in garden land of the average

the whole of Kiriwina

and the total

The estimate

gardens of the

questionable.

(p. 42) work out at an average of 3.28 per household
Estimating

and

But the

acres).

as up to one acre in a normal year.. we can calculate

requirement

as 3.54 persons

adults

under normal

the main and subsidiary

the average requirement

household

of three

the Japanese War in a

since

household,,

in a normal yearp is at least

Taking.. then,

that

acknowledging

while

as 1100 square yards

greatly

with

one must simply

(0-083 acres)

under 400 square yards

and the maxiimim area cultivated

circumstances,

total

are similar,

household
Busama
the
to
a
meet
needs
of
gardens

children

together

information

Hogbin (19) gave the minimum area required

be wrong.

well

may quite

of gardens,, of the area of taro

in the absence of other

the overall

assume that

for

or relative

in the South;

plots

types

to other

P. 59.

cultivation

3 (P- 14)

the recovery

22.

of the lands

period

and on this

the total
is,

the Island

The mean for

4 years up to about 7.
5-6 years,

under the different

classified

for

requirement

say 25 percent
required

way in the estimates

either

in a given year - it

land available
population,

the estimated

capacity

techniques

and tools

is thus to be treated

population

Furthermore,

in the past.

could hardly

always has been without
especially

in competitive

gardening

were available,

if

up to twice

the recovery

(21)

V. (Next Section).

(22)

Cf. Malinowski

e. g. 1935,1;

before

available

as evidence

the traditional

production

for

purposes

on the scale

land

of a larger
of quantiti-

of conspicuous
it

apparently

excess of land available..

seasons (kavas

the average

size,

- 22).

of the garden sites

pp. 211-217-

On such occasions

or even more;

the annual requirement
cycle

to some extent

caution

have been undertaken

the gardens might be up to twice
could only be done if

in the past.

population

This excess of available
with

some considerable

and

of the present

of cultivation

es of yaas in excess of consumer requirements
consumption

to
up
-

in cultivable

in the past may have been limited

the advent of Europeans to the area (21).
over requirements

the resources

a larger

have supported

and could well

efficient

of land both available
that

seems clear

annaal

a wide margin of error

in excess of the requirements

are well

But the productive
by the less

Allowing

of

and one sixth

use in any one year - that

between about 3,600 and 4,400 acres as against
of about 2,200 acres.

from about
be about

would probably

between about one fifth

estimate

land would be available

cultivable

grades varies

and this

of cultivable

land

were not to be upsets

23.

Thus.. whether

of European contact,

period

has on the whole

different

of major

from

the
the

wars

or intervillage

motives,

political

are

such motives

more important
possibility

5.

Diropean

The first
Trobriands
probably

of land

shortage

Kiriwinans

of better

- certainly

the

these

and the

usually

It

ecological

garden

local

recurrent

as
from

arise

seems fairly

situation

the
in

sites

by my informants

mentioned

woman trouble.

clear

of the

Kiriwinans

yam shortages

resulting

did not arrive

in the

the end of the last

until

began much earlier,

Some traders
for

regularly

Sinaketa
Mission

(23).

part

of**Kavataria.

Casual contacts

however

by traders,

and whalers

visits

had preceded permanent settlers
had apparently

village

of the Southeastern

trading

however the Methodist

sites

Overseas

near the lagoozi village

at Oiabbia,

and that

of Tukwalukwa.

Administrative

Division

1925, pp, 19.. 24.

by

in the North and in

at Kaibola

of the century

a headquarters

also occupied

At about the same time some traders

shore between this

Austen L.,
available.

century.

of the year,

By the turn

had established

apparently

and certainly

and provisions,

perhaps 25 years.
fairly

PoDulation

permanent European settlers

in search of water

(2,3)

not

disputes;

in

famine,

of

the

in the

than

past

drought.

Section

part

factors

to

possession

were

from

or result

the

This does not df course preclude

over

but

areas,

problem

years.

arising

in

assume that

we may reasonably

or sixty

of conflicts

possibility

that

fifty

was larger
D

population

been a pressing

never

not in the last

causes

the

or not

settled

along the lagoon

The Trobriands

of the British

Annual Reports Previous

became

New Guinea

to 1900 are not

24.

Government in 1900, and thereafter

at Losuia to tackle

a Hospital

was established

disease.

R. L. Bellamy became medical

Assistant

Islands

the Trobriand

with

1915 and 1918, until

that

the problem

Subdistrict,

when the need for

of 1929-30,

of venereal

the Annual Reports

as an Administrative

in 1905,

until.,

and, the next year,

superintendent

Thereafter

14agistrate.

Resident

by the

regularly

on Woodlark Island

from his headquarters

Magistrate

Resident

fairly

were visited

deal separately

except between

economy reduced the

scope of the Reports.
In

given

the

Report

as 12:

Mission,

1905-06,

of uncertain

beche-de-mer

New Guinea settlements
fishermen

Annual Report for

for

to others

was forbidden

in

the

departure

of
the

such visits,

calm season
to fish

price
of

and sell

of pearls
two resident

the

by white

pearls

on the

to

traders

in

the

white
to fish

annually

had resulted

natives
buyers

and this

following

in the
disease

by which pearl
in the

who came annually
to

In 1907 there

market,

world

a floating

and spreading

and tried

them.

and the

they are called

a Regulation

pearl

Northwesterlies

two were

they were accompanied by some

than Kfiwinan

except
of

was also

"no good to the Government,

fishing

is

These were Europeans from the

pearls.

however,

Bellamy

the Islands

also - "Manilamen and Malays",

By 1907-08,

cessation

time there

and from Queensland;

1904-05,

Trobriands

and the other

another

numbers,, which visited

among the natives".

villagers

of the Missionary,

At this

and especially

the

of

population

The women were members of the Methodist

9 men and 3 women.

seven were traders.

population,

during

white

Of the men, one was the Missionary,

remaining

coloured

the

one of them being the wife

teachers.

for

of

induce

lagoon
drop

was a sharp

was reflected
year.

the

At

this

in

the

time

also

25.

were introduced,

buying licenses

pearl

but there were

and one Assistant

women at the Mission,

one man and three

still

(sexes
12
not given),
was

European population

the resident

By 1913-14

f.5C per annum.

costirýg

Resident

Magistrate.
were thirteen

By 192-1-22 there

the world depression

had begun a period

and Papua generally

the years immediately

until

on Kiriwina

was closed

like

luggers

visits

of pearling

resale

by the resident

extent

by buying

ceaseds and trade

worth

village-cured

maintaining.

and by two or three

their

the latter

further
'War.

plantation
Its

style

copra;

traders

on Kitava

was established

of livings

to exercise

and entertaining

and later,

come into

when they

when

post war difficultiesp

in connection

more than small
Island

production

had been established

on Kiriwina

however were hardly

he was reputed

The annual

but the expense of running

Such plantations

owner soon became known locally

of the influence
his

raw coconuts

which had barely

on Muwo Island
stores;

costs

to purchase and

World 'War ended and the market began to suffer

made them hardly

transport

of New Guinea.

was limited

at first

from the natives,

the very few European plantations
the First

the

They were able to make copra pay to some

traders.

the technique.,

after

price,

of world

the rest

Hospital

The native

World liar Two.

difficulties

the Trobriands

and so on affected

which lasted

difficulty

of financial

of pearls,

in the Trobriands,

in 1924, and was not reopened until

Trade was bad;

Japanese war.

had learnt

preceding

in the value

the trade

had affected

this

After

children.

By 1930 the fall

give no figures.

date the Reports
reflecting

adults

and three

after

as the "King

European visitors.

groves.

the First
of Kitava"

over the natives

with
A
World
because

and because of

I

26.
Sacred Heart Mission

In 1936-37 the Roman Catholic

of Tukwalukwa.

the
lagoon
Gusaweta.,
village
near
at
were then increased
three

of the Station,

establishment

This

nurses and teachers.

Sisters,

or four

hand some children

to Australia

to school.

the resident

white

and a Lay Brother)

face of possible

At about

was augmented by a Patrol

born to traders

and

to be the

continues

Officer.

120's were being sent

in the

There seems thus to have been some fluctuation
in the inter-war

population

years.,

In 1942, when they were withdrawn

case at present.

residents

numbers have fluctuated.

but actual

the same time the Government establishment
On the other

The white

men (two Fathers

by two or three

a station

established

and this

the

still

from the Trobriands

the European residents

Japanese occupationt

is

in

in

numbered about

20.
In 19/+3., Government returned
Mir. Whitehouse,
Officer,

Patrol

Administrative
A period

in the person of., I believe,

to Kiriwina

who had been A. R. PL from 1918 to 1928.

Accompanied by a

he came back as a member of the Australian

New Guinea

Unit,

of military

and was soon followed

by advance parties

ensued during

occupation

which troops

as numbering betwee6 30,000 and 60,000 were stationed
They were predominantly

Kiriwina.

A number of bomber squadrons operated

British.
for

American with

the reinvasion

units

scattered

leave

centre,

of the Solomons;

over the Island;
with

a hospital

By mid-1945 however the last
missionaries

began to return

there

and it

and rest

variously

estimated

in or passed through

some Australians

and a few

from two airstrips

constructed

were many defence and ancillary

was further

'used as a transit

had left,

administration

and

around Gusaweta.

camps established

of the armed forces
when civil

of armed forces.

and traders

was restored.

and
In 1951

V.
the resident

white

population

the crews and passengers
night

stop on a fortnightly

total

figure

of flying

Missions

service,

air

visitorsp

The

and myself.

ý-

Methodist
-

me
111
1-

and baby

wife

Officer
and wife
Assistant
and wife

Total

Fe

1
1
431

C.

Totals
M.
F.

431

11
2

son
Total

Catholi

:.and one Lay Brother

13
3
11

Total

34

1

47
Traders

Kiriwina
-

Islandý-

1. Lumleys (Gusaweta)
Mrs. Lumley, companiorý,/secretary
Ralph Lumley, wife and two small

2
1

sons
Total

132

2. G. Hancock (Iookuia)
George Hancock, wife and daughter
3. W. Hancock (Teyava)
William Hancock.. wife and three
Muwo Island

Plantation

daughters

113

3.-

Manager., wife
Kitava

Plantation

C.

ý-

Missionary,
wife and small
One Teacher and one Nurse
Two Fathers
Four Sisters

occasional

boats which used the lagoon as an over-

inter-island

Officerý
Assistant
District
Cadet Patrol
Officer

Medical
Medical

38, not including

of 38 is made up as follows.
Officials

Government

totalled

and daughter

Island:. -

owner/trader
Totalp

all

Europeans

56
13

16

28.

Ralph took up residence

generation.

earlier

other

of the white

all

in Kiriwina

to live

and returned

took jobs

though all

only after

little

brothers

in Australia

in semi-European
community.
mid-thirties,

to by Malinowski,

either

Thus there

him during

The influence
population

wish only to point
two main subjects

with

herself,

mysteriously

to Samarai.

of the
of all

in

white

from his boat in the

The Brudo family,

of Malinowski

three

she lives

and although

also referred
period
the

after

was no one among the Europeans with

whom I could

which came up from time

my informants.

be discussed

with

in this

European culture

in more detail

out the significance
discussed

stay in the

at the end of the lucrative

Kiriwina

of the contact
will

his

counts as a member of the resident

check reminiscences

to time in discussion

and she and

personally,

or.. in the case of a son, did not return

fishing

Japanese war.

white

left

Mrs. Lumley

Hancock,
his
widow, trades
11.4rs.

disappeared

on a visit

while

satisfactorily

hardly

himself

Billy

atall

Hancockt the father

She is a halfcaste

style,

schoolingp

the Japanese war.

to do with

was Billy

major monographs.

near Wawela.

Sinaketa,,

after

whose name appears in the indices

there,

now trading

of Malinowskils

of pearl

friend

His particular

islands.

nor any

The A. R. 14.

people by birth.

is the only European I met who knew Malinowski
her husband had comparatively

his wife

Ralph Lumley and the two Hancocks were

had been born in New Guinea, while
born on Kiriwina2

Neither

are Island

women resident

the Japanese

her after

with

over the business.

taking

war and is gradually

the

Ralph' s motherp represents

only Mrs. Lumley senior,

these,

Of all

of their

chapter

represented

in Chapter V'-.
presence in regard

the
matter
-

by this
Here, I
to the

of land resources

29.
In

of fsmine.

and that
apparent

former

of land

holdings

large

almost solely

also is not large.

incentive

anyhow;

and in village

plantations

as the supply

hardly

The matter

of famine presents

and climatic

situation.

of assurance

that

with
crops;

(24)

for

this;

plantings

I
that

it

Government

as a special

area;

lack

of
for

proposition

from native

sources,

of palms along roads

have been in production.

concerned., then., the presence

On the one hand, the Europeans'

starve

hand, but understand

and the adequacy of the supply

(see Chap. 7)

at Kaibola.

expeditions.

yearsp when copra was not a paying

of land is

purposesp

Muwo was used by the

on major fishing

the Trobriands

to

So

of Europeans has

it.

affected

(24).

or other

Mltivated;

since the Government instituted

especially

residences

more than 50 acres)

There are a number of reasons

in the interwar

the small planter

up by their

plantations

at first

plantation

which has tended to treat

policyp

coconut

as a camping site

can not speak of the Kitava

taken

or no

has been made by Europeans

uses land not normally

That on Rawo,Island
natives

of land

(not
one

the Lumleys have a small

although

far

for

has had little

presence

No attempt

are negligible.

and stations

their

The amounts

significance.

acquire

the

it

the presence of stores

Cf. Malinowski,

own crops fail,

they will
of alien

not be allowed

failure

against

in which bully

beef., rice

480161.
p.
p.

some degree

crops provided

to some extent

e. g. 1935,1,

the geographical

has given the natives

Not only has the introduction

the means of safeguarding

however.

picture,

has not affected

presence

On the other,

should their

a different

rather

etc.

of their

to

them
own

can be bought

30.
this

means that

additional

and, perhaps in certain

or goods to barter;
all,
last

is the belief

there

and will

some extent,
an attempt
presentday

situations.

in general

there

its

effect

be discussed

and even actual

life

of the villagers,

ceremonial
social

these factors

of local

shortage,

with

that

own resources.

and

to show that

the hazard of

in the past,

and
things,

the Europeans might withdraw,
Meanwhile there

the resources

which is

when

place,

amongst other

not to the extent

shortages

system to

the indigenous

but that

has been great

absent in the present;

but limiting

use of foodstuffs

organisation.

starvation

the Kiriwinans

them again to their
risk

the social

in the appropriate

further

is and has been no land

is not altogether

the recurrent

have affected

of

in the

them starve

Here however I am concerned prima ily

the Japanese war taught
and leave

not let

as they have money

most important

contexts,

Government will

be made to correlate

will

food shortage

that

these considerations

All

resort.

source is open to them so long

so important

continues

of endangering

available
a feature

for

the

the

of Trobriand

31Part 2.
of Settlement

The Pattern
The general
Kiriwina

been adequately

have already

is necessary here only
aspects

of it

Section

1.

to factors

twelve

discussed

villages

(v.

village

(p. 21).

certain

Chapter.

Bellamy

cited

The general
cultural

which is probably

but not less

and the total

layout

sub-sitess
10-11).
pp.

Taking

of the villages
modified

(25)

Eg. 1922., pp. 49-62;

(26)

Eg. 1922, pp. 55-56.

(Maps 2

at least

that
Island.,

of these
80 villages

number of households

dealt

with

in detail

in

and 49-112 inhabitants.

has been correlated

by Malinowski

in some cases by topographical.

1935 Is pp. 3-12.

and some 300

about half

than a quýrter

the estimated

range from 14 to 33 households

factorss

with

on Kiriwina.

is probably

21)s the average size of the villages

the next Section

households

85 households

65
villages
named about

Vq informants

distinct

or four

are always of the

villages

comprising

is above the average sizes

village.

as 2,,185 (p.

with

and relate

e. g. Kwaybwagas Okaikoda or Diaghila

most of which appear on the maps;

(cf.

and it

to a hundred or more households

but such large

3/+-36);
pp.

Kavataria

inhabitants,

comprise

pattern

from three

range in size

inhabitants

to fifteen

compound type

of this

in the last

(25),

by Malinowski

to summarise the general

some 350-450 inhabitants;

and 3).

described

of

and villages

General Considerati2a.

The Trobriand
with

of the countryside

appearance and layout

The

(26)

32.

pattern

classic
inland

(111ap5).

villages

Around the lagoon it

because of the broken nature
irregularly

their

villages

case the classical

are sited

tend to huddle

building

normally

uncultivable;

is cultivable,

normally

may have some value

pattern

be followed

cannot well

of suitable

stand is

land on which the lagoon villages

is found in the

and the villages

of the ground,

to the availability

according

which the inland

of houses and yamstores

rings

of concentric

The

sites.
that

on

however.

in reducing

In

the area

taken up by the village.
a.

Village

There is,
be sited

as Malinowski

close together

topographical
for

village

lagoon.,

to cluster

while

together

clustering

defence.

to spacial

to a village

effect

(28).

for

Cf. Malinowski,

(28)

Ibid.,

tend to be (27).

but he also

be so close together

1935,1,

lacks

cluster"

easy and
may

supplies

Inland

and by the
including

seems to refer

where these are contiguous.,
says that

some villages

may,

as to comprise a cluster
definition.

pp 24.- 346-

cf. Kurokaywa villages,

is a tendency

forms of cooperation,

various

of sites;

The term as he uses it

(27)

access to water

use of the term "village

cluster;

with

the land and the more dense the Dopulations

sites

distribution

though not contiguous,

inland,

to

villages

way around creeks which offer

canoes;

has advantages

Malinowski's

prima ily

in this

the village

for

On the lagoon., there

features.

the richer

a tendency

out,

This may be correlated

in clusters.

and mooring for

be of importance,
the closer

has pointed

and sociological
sites

safe landing

refers

and Tr3es.

Clusters

p. 278,346p 355.

in

As he shows,

he

33.
spatial

is reflected

contiguity

Population

of villages

;

than those whose sites
relations.

inhabitants

of their

in the frequency

and their

Of this

kind ;

any two is
show that

less

SO far

as it

adjacent

Such clusters

sites

significance

may promote frequency

rather

clearly

;

of social
villages

by

cluster

to the map will
fertile

may be a aile

and

or more apart.

might be distinguished,
distinction

and organisation

intercourse
within

prove

will

in
except

between members of

clusters

in day to day

interaction.
Distinctions

which are essentially

however be drawn between what I shall
Villages

latter
the
-

of sociological
call

simple,

between

distance

the greatest

but this

structure

a single

circumstances.

comprise a single

such clusters

than of more distant

recognise

recognised

but reference

of such clusters

social

apparent

headed by him to some

where land is less

are contiguous
for

while

(!Aap 3) ;

within

usually

in

apparent

group under certain

corporate

of the Island,

villages

between the

generally

unit

in the next Section

dense, villages

to whether

to have little

parts

together,

and more specifically

two of them are contiguous,

in other

vil 1ages

other

may have such intensive

exists,

are more or less

a single

discussed

and multiple

according

relationship

not more than 800 yards

Population
Single

inhabitants

villages

sited

interaction,

that

of the

thus be used here to denote a

an economic and political

as comprising

The five

will

closely

of intermarriage.

and constitute

outsiders

social

together

cluster

more or less

of interaction

be seen further

will

are the closest

of which a special

the intensity

extent,,

but it

The term village

group of villages,

leader

in the intensity

joint

importance

may

and compound

loosely.,
again
two being terms which are usedf

by

34o
Malinowski

Coral Gardens. Volume 1.

throughout
to the fact

generally

that

most Kiriwinan

than
by
one subclan,
more
are owned
to such rights,

reference

with

The term "joint"

villages

village

village

site

exploit

land together

site

own fields

or plots

in a single
have its

in its

such owning subclan may form the nucleus

of this

The significance
it

is probably

less

use the following

be discussed

will

than might at first

terminology:

of the village

On the other

area of the garden lands

a particular

exploit

team, even

gardening

of a separate
attached

later;

as a synonym.

owning a single

own section

lands.

in

freely

the term "compound" more or less

though in such cases each subclan will
and its

and lands

sites

uses "joint"

and Malinowski

There are cases however where the two or more subclans
its

refers

hand, each
team and

gardening

to the village.
may be noted that

but it

thus

I shall

glance be suspected.

-

Simole Village

where a single site and its lands
by a single
subelan and exploited
gardening unit or team.

Joint

two
by
its
lands
site
and
garden
are owned
where a single
in a single
or more subelans in common and exploited
gardening team, though each subelan may have special rights
in certain areas of the village
site and lands.

VillaRe

Compound Village

where a single site and its garden lands are owned by two
or more subelans with separate sectors of residence and
garden teams within the village:
and comparable situations.

There is some evidence
in

stages

the

certainly

in

contract,

for

sites

to unite

are owned by a single
and
residential

fusion
recent

that

or fission
times,

of village

There

sites.

sometimesp

become contiguous,

represent

and compound villages

been a tendency

some to be deserted
or to

joint

for

village
for
and

or the

reverse,

has probably

sites

to

expand

some originally
according

alwayss
and

separate
to

35.
in the local

fluctuations

it.,

b.

and those few inland

village

or North

coast

to

trees,

useful

said,

areL too

of

have

retain

many kinds
or

snacks

special

value

in

ridges

contain
normal

swamps or coral

longer
for

Each area

contributes

own.

uncultivable

long
in

always

by children;

scarcity

(30).

Most of the

which

the

have

population

(29)

Cf. Malinowski., 1935., 1.. pp. 17,363-4-

(30)

Of- Malinowski., 1935,1,

p. 160.

frequent
secret

fled

in

kuvi

valued

but
coral

they

are

as
take

outcrops

recourse
hiding

they

fruits

The wild

them.

are

been

Normally

yams called

especially

and most villages

and

ridges

lands.

times

seasons;

and nowadays

garden

areas

to which

providing

as has already

the

East

own

since,

found

soil

watersources,

to

The coral

beat

yams,, but

its

grow taroý

will

swamp

of

on the

from

Thus apart

seasons
the

of deep

the

normal
of

dry

permanent

ridge

and foreshore

seasons.

than

staple

pockets

seasons

in

value

grow in
in

in dry

land,

garden

of

of beach

swampy areas

crops,

the

which

relishes

areas

areas

and grasses,

special

in

with

(29).

lagoon

moisture

grown

even in

no beaches of their

with

village.

damp and sunless

regularly

the others.,

all

on the lagoon or with access

needs of the

introduced

also

they

the

creepers

some European
outcrops

in commonwith

villages

associated

and most with

or on the

utility

special

is

site

outcrops,

and coral

group occupying

Lands.

VillaRe
Every

features

between those situated

from differences

to the coasts,

of the social

the nature

has certain

site

each village

apart

population,,

But whatever

Omarakana cluster.

see in examining the

as we shall

is

places

emergencies

in

had
in

on
and

36.
Also in the coral

times.
pre-ýEuropean

to rest

to be laid

The areas of beach and adjacent
to

the

in

their

economy of

in

The East

vicinity.
during

eight
time

During
the
is

is

to

thus

The land

between

gardens,

categories
when,

the

but

is

being

nearer

they

Omarakana

stony

and is
than

the

the

year

the

and it
sailings

round

comes into
to Kitava,

the

at
East

its

full

force

is

own when preparations
the

period

of

3-4

the

villages.

terms

sites,,

used

the

of
in

dry

taro

or

seasons
coarse
Nowadays

have been dessicated.
many places

are
calms

on this

Administration.

resort
in

for
full

and early

land

by

But all
and loversp

children
swing
in

it

an offshore

sometimes

only

coast2

while

"inland"

whole

raised

East

little,

in

its

shallows.

along

is

in

and during

canoe with

garden

of the

a favourite

swell

ridges

on the

in

the

marginal

are

grade

gardens

diet

relatively

round

year

staple

offshore

its

along

whole

of

importance

general

Trades,

the

cluster

inland

instigation

Shore

during

of the

a native

used

have been established

inland

the

the

item

is

and rocky,,

coconut

partly

lagoon

and coral

after

villagers,

the

even into

yams may grow there

the

situated

Southeasterly

open sea in

beaches

sea-level

plantations

villages

produce

discussed,

earlier

the

but

Eastern
very

the

wind

the

economically

have not

when the

the

on to

venture

breeze;

for

to venture

can be fished,

the

by the

year

dangerous

fish

open to

is

of the

of

rites.

on East Shore belonging

ridge

an important

are

Northwesterliesý

shallows

to

possible

Shore

months

it

the

risky

is

and sea foods

safety,

this

It

however.

margin.,

in that

lagoon

the

coral
District

Kiriwina

eastern

of

villagers

of the mortuary

the completion

after

on the seaward

mostly

where the bones of the dead used finally

are the eaves and crevices

sides,

ridges,

for

the

Kula
Northwesterly

37.
when a large

season,
children,

often

signifies

to most inland

and,
0.

Communication

one man's

One other

This

and districts.

mainland

New Guinea,
where

a day's

journey

afford

part

a man could
between
lagoon

to

of

by canoe is

except

Station
the

Northern

Vakuta

five

the

supplies

but

Kitava,

large

the

(cf.

Shore

East

Kula

the

coral

Under

in

journey

completed

make the

outcrops

normal

can easily

villages

and back

a load,

a day,
from

between

and if
Kaibola

not
but

throughout

the

is

by which

no road

and his

they

to

are

to

the

dawn and sunset.

North

to

skirted.
places,

of

any

Goverment

a canoe can be found
in

the

cross

in

a native
the

the

easily

difficult

conditions
travel

bushknife
over

possible

going

which

of paths

communication

is

it

on the

In Kiriwina

handbag

here

infrequently

not

flies.

There

his

of

D'Entrecasteaux

by a network

but

with

between

many areas

make it

crow

Again

on foot

Kiriwina

Kiriwina

the

of

Maps 2 and 3).

easy.

within

to

contrast

even by bicycle,

and Sinaketa,

further

and communication

obstacles

himself.,

requires

at least

interconnected

transport

relatively

Islands

islands

as the

miles
are

the

marked

nowadays

Island

the

in

and other

ridges

Kiriwinan

villages
readily

short

travel

to

is

easy walking.

at Losuia

is

In

absence.,

obstacles

and even to

where

afford

lagoon

the

Kiriwina

Elsewhere,

the

relative

comfortably

Northern

of

is

villages

the

Northern

paths

of

cover

the

swamps of

the

topography

easy travelling,

very

greater

of the

and

wives

"Holidays".

This

mountain

hand all

other

fish

of natural

villages

group,

a time.

not

their

with

.

aspect

itself,

villagers,

at

villagers

phrase,

consideration.
Island

days

for

camp there

in

of the

proportion

in

Sinaketa

one of
or

38.
Communications with

Islands

the outlying

seas must be crossed and the Kiriwinan

the Lusancays (Map 1) are rarely

year round;
all,

though people from these Islands

calms or Northwesterly
Kitava
to sail
this

directly

involves

the risk

becomes necessary

it

from Kitava

of surf

Trades provided
this

Northwester

and vice

overland

from Olivilevi

northern

Kiriwina.

Kiriwina

to Kitava

has either

through

to sail
the Gilibwa

Southeaster
too late

verg

to wait

hopeless,

for

season, when Kula sailings

Sinaketa

for

all

then it

It

and hope for
North

it.

sometimes continue

in 1951 Kula sailings

south through

the fleet

visit

the lagoon from Sinaketa,

Channel and thence northeast

me to go with

but Kitavans

if

this

the fleet
seems

the lagoon to Sinaketat

to Kitava.

to sail

to

from Northern

the onset of the Southeaster

round Kiriwina,

at

to the calms or

and Kitavans

or via

the

Normally

Kiriwina.

a break in the wind or,

abated long enough for

in moderate

easier

is on the bean, while

take place;

on East Shore,

are held up until

is

to Kitava

the year round,

When as occurred

though

the lee of the land with

coast into

from Kiriwina

sailings

is possible

on the East Shore, when it

landings

is dead to windward of northern

limit

though it

and Sinak-eta or Vakuta during

the wind is moderate,

season Kitava

these factors

between Kitava

directly

at

in the

often

the Southeasterlies,

the hazard of being blown out to sea past Tuma.
winds to sail

the

at these seasons that

is only

during

preventing

to round the northern

fairly

Kiriwina,

from Northern

to Kiriwina

by the Kiriwinans

visited
Kiriwina

visit

Similarly

seasons.

can be reached directly

not beat to windward

canoes will

may be reached in moderate weather all

Kaileuna

except in calm waters.

are not so easy, since open

direct

In 1951 the
to Kitava,

Communications between Kiriwina

but

and the

39.
are thus

Islands

other

live

Thus the Kiriwinans
and the villages

always,

and gardens,

for

necessary

its

various

fishing

and overseas

contact

with

basis

of social

clusters
water,

groupings

of villages
while

factors

of population

of this

Chapter$ we shall

of the different

features

as we shall

such groupings
see;

by land or

though less

together

discussed

now begin the analysis

the

to each other
Islands

and density

distribution

provide

and

groups or

background,

this

and close

but such larger

accessible

between the different
Against

kinds

tend to demn cate clusters

and to some extent

is by no means impossible.

infertile

have easy communication

and all

also,

of secondary bush

most have access to the sea for

requirements;

are always readily

communication

by stretches

own lands

Natural

groups among the villages,

have also

the clusters

such as swamps or relatively

has its

journeys,.

neighbours.

which

of compact villages,

separated

features

Each village

stony areas.

in clusters

often,

or by natural

seasons,

of Kula both to the east and the southwest.

the rules

conditioned

partly

by the

and limited

governed

easy
the

with

in the first

of the Trobriand

part

social

system.
Section
a.

2.

Omarakana Village

Demop-,
rap

.

propose in this
villages

which

formed

of the data presented
The villages
and Wakailua., lying
Kiriwina

ClUster.

to give

section
the

scene

as far

of

an ethnographic

intensive

as possible

fieldworko

to later

account
leaving

(Maps 3 and 4).

All

of the most fertile

are frequently

analysis

Chapters.

concerned are Omarakana., Kasanaip Tilakaiwap
in the middle

of the five

referred

Yolawotu.,

area of Northern
to in Malinowski's

40.

(pp.

33-35).

their

hut
today

"twin"

circles

being

simple

villages,
with

however

deserted

subelan

which

The two joint

villages.
points

of view

villageo

since

cultivated

separate.

The five

villages

a tendency

is

there

remain

villdges

boundary between Kiriwina

south of east,

the furthest

are frequently

Kurokaywa villages"
contiguity,

(31)

accretions;

the

for

the

west,

(31).

together

south of Yolawotul.
referred

This usage reflects

in the same way that

lands
their

just

southwest
Tilakaiwa..

to by Malinowski

joint

all

certain

a compound
of

each to be

respective

the

to

gardening

east

of the

Omarakana. and
from them to the

of Tilakaiwa

and

Kupwakopula and

"the
the
name
of
under
primarily

their

the name Omarakana. is often

Cf. e. g. 1935 1, pp. 277, Z78.. 355-

owning

may from

about 330 yards

about 250 yards

the

are

others

(Map 3),

districts

Tilakaiwa.

in

was

each owned and

comprising

garden

was a

Kupwakopula

and Kasanai

though

close

and Tilataula

then Yolawotu

Wakailua. about 500 yards
Yolawotu

situated

Tilakaiwa

are

been reoccupied.

villages,

Omarakana

villaget

and Wakailua

of deaths

has not

demands by eithers

are

time

as together

Section
"twin"

Yolawotu

simple

are

last

a multipleý

a series

site

of

the

fourth

the

he spells

shown on Map 5-

after

and their

be regarded

however

as occasion

Kasanai being

as is

and Wakai-lua

subclans

form

Malinowskils

and the

now extinct,

by single

in

1301s,

late

the

Tilakaiwa

Individually,,

teams

in

is

though

1;
in

Tilakaiwa,

contiguous.

Kupwakopula,

Vol.

explained

together

Omarakana and Kasanai

village

occupied

terminology

In the

Yourawotu.

village

all

especially

monographs,

major

Gardens,

Coral

in

spatial

used to include

41both that

The garden teams of Tilakaiwa

and Kasanai.

village

are today., and always appear to have been, quite
1950-51 the Tilakaiwa

during

the latter

the Yolawotu garden site,
of its

magician
five

By their

own.

are more often

villages

The word boda refers
for

a particular

group

organising

group

attending

as "the
the

Omarakana team,

term

of

Chief

other

villages

used

nuclear

crew.,

group

of

Kwaybwagal

Thus when the
competitive

the

present
dance

Tabalu

festival

(MLlamal )of 1950, the inhabitants
ship were referred
"Mitakatals

to collectively

dance-festival

and the dancing

itself.

and dance teams from other
At the Kula preparations

thus

etc.

inhabitants

these

five

of

the

and followers

analogous

groups

(gumgu-v

Chiefs

) of the

or the

Wakaisa

Chief

of the

Omarakana,

(kauves

)at

harvest

as Obodala la kauves

of other

were similarly

village
Uitakata,
season

under his leader-

MitakataOy
with

Chiefs

but

followers

of

Osapola

the

the

be translated
context;

of

company", both in connection

localities,

to

according

of the Omarakana cluster

The followings

or the

could

lesser

Liluta-

a fleet;

dancers.,

Omarakana

associates

the

a team of

e. g.
of

a unit

sagal

as against

e. g.

constituting

or

or

the

close

Omarakana.

) as against

party"

on

however all

as bodal

canoes

(kayas

rite

to distinguish

notabilities;

of the

a major

fleet,

the

of

Bodala

of Omarakana village,

local

clusters.
held

regularly

as the

villages
Tabalu

is

or mortuary

and so forth.

it.,

and by outsiders

context;

crews

spells

then no competent

cooperating

a specific

although

certain

to collectively

any group

collective

a feast

having

own inhabitants

in

or

independent,

performed

village

referred

to

purpose

crew or the

a canoe's

garden magician

and Yolawotu

the organisation

and notabilitiess

designated

by contrast.

of 1950-51 also the seven canoes of the Omarakana

42.
bodala Omarakana as against

were designated

cluster

such as bodala. Liluta.

from other clusters2

used to denote the populations
to specific

reference
fact

that,

as will

groups of general
although
their

are the significant

The population
the Appendix,

Chapter,

are those of Mitakata,

the Chief

Kureaij

Headman of Yolawotu.

these are bachelors

all

all

from having

capacitiesp

one household
elderly
sister

constitute

as well

as specific..
which form

in Table la of

for

and five

incomplete

affinal.

The total
a separate

the village

of the households

cluster

of Omarakann, and two those of
heads are single

men;

responsibilities
adult

and some have dependants

lives
living

their

of the man's dead wife,

death to help bring

spouses late
and moved into

up some of her children.

in life.

of

heads are

(see next Section).,
according
with

to their

them.

in which the male and female heads are not married;

persons who lost

five

to remarry.

widows who are unlikely

full

of

are polygamous;

Four of the household

widowers.

these are elderly

and other

each village.

each occupying

Ten household

these persons lead more or less

physical

for

an average population

twelve

Apart

clusters

is recorded

among 99 households

Fourteen

women;

village

units.

of each sex are presented

house, giving

the

usage reflects

or the kin-groups

villages

3.28 members per household.

single

and this

significance

of the Omarakana cluster

of 325 persons is divided
dwelling

;

as groups without

where the numbers of male and female householders

and children

adults

individual

in some contexts

nuclei

clusters

events or undertakings

economic and political

of canoes

But the term is also freely

of village

be seen in a later

aggregates

There is
both are

The woman is the

his household

upon her sister's

These two are not regarded

as

43.
of the inhabitants.,

couple by the rest

a married
other

to them as father

The remaining

and mother.

in the life

of the community,

having lapsed,

husbands'

in this

fathers

table

because their

houses had been built
subelanst

maternal

for

the

owning

by the time I left

households

subelan

household

heads,

subelans,,

and are

there;

they

two are

the

are both

other

in

houses

daughters

(Of. p- 57 )in

the

villages

middle

aged but

late

in

still

age,

where

the

of

female

of

their

own

and neither

two are

cultivate

matrilineal

small

to

also

them

of

widowsý

remain
gardens

in
for

heads, 33 (40 percent)
subclans,

children

or adopted

uterine

vigorous,

Of the male household
their

four

who have chosen

they

heads (males)

Of the
villages

their

The other

again.

middle

the Island.

residence.

of

up one or more of

and villages

viUages

or in their

of the household

houses

occupying

to marry

husbands'

resident

the

bringing

shows any inclination
elderly,

of

no

at the time the count was made, nor had they

In Table 2a are shown the relationships
to

that

occurred

fathers'

in the sons'

alone and

of their

in the households
had so recently

marriages

them3 either

villages,

set up independent

living

were still

their

The two sons'

to.

referred

adult

or because,

young enough to live

they are no longer

are shown

a fall

is playing

because of youth

either

as do the widows and widowers already

wives listed

in Table la as uAdult

None of these persons

in Table 2 in the Appendix.

garden,

are those of

in which they live

Dependants" to the male heads of the households

marriages

however refer

70 households

persons listed

of the fifteen

The relationships

role

for

couples.

married

normally

they are caring

the children

as husband and wife ;

to each

nor do they refer

constituting

one

their
married

are
the

44*
largest

49 (60 percent),

remaining

who are all

by far

the largest

a father's

villagep

totalling

data will

be further

residence,

enough for present
relationships

by a specific

of residence

category

single

category

in their

represented

is that

in the later

of these

reckoningp

householders

unaccounted

is

it

of the

the majority

are close by native

in

of residents

on Kinship;

chapters

of

villages

The implications

out that

purposes to point

of the

link;

"strangers"

26 (32 percent).

explored

represented

kinship

whether

matrilineal

or affinal.
Two male non-citizen

to residence

whose rights
kinship.

are formilated

One is Mosiviyagila,,

Tabalu Chiefs'

in Keleba the native
Omarakana.

Although

Methodist

remaining

attendants

pastor

I have included

for

the

in

The other

and counsellors.

him and his

than

of the

representative

of the Mission

tablep

in terms other

by the natives

the last

of ceremonial

retinue

remain

Church and School at

family

in the census
9

figures

his position

he hardly

em

exceptions
subalans,

all
i*e.

in the village
cluster
other
b.

is unique,

a as a member of the native
residents

and garden landst

in terms of affinal

comm,nitY
other

recognised
phrase their

or clan kinship

and in many respects
(32).

With these two

than members of the owning
as having
rights

with

of ownership

rights

to residence

in the

members of one or the

owning subelan.
Clan and Subelan MembershiD and Distributj
Repeated references

(32)

of the villages

those traditionally

see later,

as we shall

The Positions

to the characteristics

of'both

of Trobriand

these men are discussed

clans

in Cap. V.

and

t 1
,i

45are to be found in the indicks

subelans

main features

A summary of their
for

further

Malinowskils

of all

of the census figures.

analysis

The subelan (dala

in the recognised

33)
consists
-

descendants.,

male and femalev of a common mythical

by a brother

or brothers,,

thereby,

(111ja)

village

and garden and other

Chiefly

QD&M)., lesser

also

its

of a village

inhabitants,

other

like

was

or the deeds of the

claims

form the nucleus

purposes,

certain

including

groups,

also,, as

A number of the men of the owning
of the corporate

any other

irrespective

The term refers

group of

other

to the aggregate
attributes

as against

of the same village.

hand, never figure

ultimately

whose membership of a named clan like

of residence,

owning subelans

Olans (11UM11 - 34) as such., on the other
corporate

of its

the members of the subelan., male and female., constitute

while

units,

myth of

)
(toka
To1j&ajz
or commoner
or

Chiefly

normally

group for

a corporate

The rank of the subclan

the togunAI& 10.

emergent ancestors,

at a known spot and

over the site

rights

at the same time,, by the verbal

established

oubclan(s)

lands.

whox accompanied

in the subelan's

as recorded

her descendants'

established

matrilineal

ancestress

emerged from the underworld

or by her subsequent activities

origin

here,, as a background

be attempted

only will

major works.

as
of subelans

was promulgated

by

,61

the emergent ancestors.
mythical

ancestors

circumstances

eg.

(33)

Cf.

(34)

Cf. Malinowski

There are no traditions

of subelans

of the same clan as such;

cases of joint

esp. Malinowski,

of kinship

ownership

of village

1935 Is pp. 345-346-

1929s Cap. ZI-Is See. 5.

links

between

but in special
sites,

in joint

or

46.
compound villages,

the emergent ancestors
of their
if

animals.,
rather

birds

and fishes,

Land rights

system of leadership
clan

with

the other
it

the mortuary

clans.

rite

that

associate

links

is,

themselves

the only really

of their

role

are not corporately

in the ritual.

clan membership, but indirectly,
the same clan regard

(35)

Malinowski,

(36)

Ibid.,

each other

through

p. 421.

myths.

notably

way
in

food distribution.,

tend to be associated

involved,

for

(kakave

occasion.

clan kinship.,

may override
Matrilineal

that

attending

and affinal.

descent determines

subalan membership.

as pseudokinsfolk

1929, pp. 419-420.

origin

significant

occasions.,

the organisers

between them and the main parties

as determinants

ill

members of such subelans
with

to the

attaches

is malting a mortuary

all

but as he

nor have they any permanent

subelans of the same clan in the locality

but the subelans represented
kinship

in clans,,

(35)

Malinowski

from the "i

is on some ceremonial

in the ceremonial;

totemic

in a myth which establishes,,

order

Thus when one subelan

rites.

subelans will

certain

Commoner
hierarchy
-

In fact

or authority.

membership is manifested

mortuary
all

are not vested

their

rank andý

in rank of the clans;

myth is of a different
etc.

with

of the four

difference

(36) rank in the Chief

and this

subelans,

is affinal,

figuring

prestige

for

of the situation

concerned may be of different

the animals

the relative

between

or affinal,

in justification

Clans are associated

the myth accounts

shows elsewhere

matri-lineal

between the ancestors
clans.

nebulously,,

says that

The subclans

postulated

be of different

also

relations,

are sometimes claimed

descendants.

the link

kinship

special

Members of
and apply

A
ý"ýI
1
1!

47.
terms to each other,

kinship

of approximate
strictly

Kiriwina

in ceremonial

Island,

situations

appear to be connected with
to be a means of dividing
parts

on occasions

subelans are always

exogamous in theory,

are not always

Cap. V. See. 5. )

(v.

In Northern

on the basis

contexts,

But while

membership.

though also

exogamous, clans,

together

primarily

age and generation

so in practiceo

in ceremonial

two of the clans

any formal

the local

when everybody

moiety

This does not

two.

the other

against

associated

are often

it

organisation;

two approximately

into

population

seems rather

involved

is more or less

in the locality

equal
II

in

some public

My informants

event.

said that

I;

the most and the least
It

rnimerous clans in a given area are often
the other

two, and that

according

to the numbers in each clan locally

the grouping

In Table 3 (Appendix),
is

presented

Furthers

the population

of villagers

Female wives or householders
Of the total

of 325 people,

(46
members
percent).
subclans

Lukwasisiga
together

the highest

of the Omarakana village

79 (24 percent)

may be related
ranking

and by residence

as Adult

of all.,

cluster

in villages.

Male householders,

Adult

and Dependants are shown under each village.
the Mailasi

clan are most numerous with
associated
their

with

the other

and constitute

ceremonial

total.
the
of

to the presence
which belongs

148

the smallest

combined numbers

The Lukuba number 81 (25 percent)

they number 160, or 49 percent

of Mailasi

from place to place

numbering 17 (5 percent),

165 (51 percent).

way over against

represented.

They are ceremonially

the Lukulabutas

totalling

tends to vary

by clan and subelan membership,

the proportions

in this

associated

and the
pair;

The preponderance

in 0marakana, of the Tabalu subelan,
to the Mailasi

clan.

To what

I

48.
the distribution

extent
Islands

of clans

cannot be discussed

There are eight
of

the

in

Table

the

five

3 by underlining

subelans'

to

in their

reside

households
ranki
of

site

strictly

which

in

the

the

at

of Kasanai
apparently

of the

northern

could

the

the

of

Kasanai

of

southern

part

Mailasi

the

"an extinct
(of

begun

part

Omarakana)".

of the
at the

time

Kaluvau (39) owns this

this
village

owners
is
is

which
(38)

said

"the
OmarakanaO
and
of

of

being

now counted

Omarakana,

of Malinowskils

part

are

clan,

Malinowski

Its

shrinking

fathers'

The highest

villages;
of

Men tend

their

marriage.

Yogwabu. (Map 5).

be evidence

had already

The subelan he called

part

called

village

before

Tabalu

the

cluster,

site

long

from

there

villages.

4 and 5.

Tables

in

moving

ma riage

or fathers'

husbands'
appear

or not

name Yogwabu designated
part

their

village

as against

proper,

a contiguous

northeastern
part

own subelans'

Omarakana and the

Kasanai

in

in

members reside

of virilocal

rule

indicated

is

membership
their

Not all

by the

course

distribution

their

nowadays usually

ng subelan

both

that

to

relating

of

to live

tend

women and children
Figures

for

villages,

will

(37) in one or other

Their

cluster.

figures.

relevant

it

chapters.

of ownership

rights

Omarakana

of the

villages

of view in later

points

subelans with

of the

parts

in the absence of data;

statistically,

however be examined from other

in other

and subelans varies

of present

a process
fieldwork.

day Kasanai.

(37)
Cf. Malinowskil
1935., 1., passim.
1929, p. 417;
e. g. 192-2, pp. 70-72;
As used here "ownership" implies the right by birth
to reside in a village
its garden lands;
"citizenship"
implies the acquisition
and exploit
of such
but not by birth into the subclan.
rights by affinal
or clan kinship,
(38)

1935,1.,

PP- 414,431.

(39)

1935,1,

esp. PP- 342,41/,.

49It

appears as no- 4, Obukula subclan

of joint

of Mailasi

clan,, in table

3,, with

rights

the Tabalu in Kasanai.

ownership with

Naming of Subelans
A brief

-I

In the reference
the

last

given,

subelan concerned,

Bokaluvau,

Malinowski

which told

ancestors,,

emergent ancestor(s),

by the name of its

place

A subelan is often
but it

used where more than one subelan

in both the Lulkwasisiga

subelans
and 39.

It

reference

given

is in fact

not easy to follow

Obukula".,

of "the

from which the highest

emerged the animals
latter

ranking

emergence (Obukula)
of Kiriwina.

is

to by my informants

subclans

of this

called

Bulimaulo

But on the same

emerged, and from which also
of the

, In the account

of Savages, pp- 419 - 420, the hole of

said to be near Labai village

In discussion

In the

of emergence, called

in the same myth of clan origin.

myth given in The Sexual Life

are Vabari

account.

came out".

most famous of such holes

but even

Table
3..
26
nos.
-

of "the waterhole

in Obukula from which the subelan of Kaluvau
page he writes

clans

Malinowskits

(1935, ly p. 3/+2) he writes

be called

name is perhaps more

Thus there

and the Lukulabuta

to

referred

emerged at the same place,

such cases the name of the place may be used.

in

as often

may quite

The ancestor's

of emergence.

Kaluvau and

Bulimaulo

at the spot called

by the name of its

in

mythical

of Yogwabu.

here.

the myth of emergence of

outlined

how its

emerged from the underworld

Obukula grove in the environs

often

may be permitted

of the naming of subclans

discussion

on the Northwest

Coast

myth the place of emergence was referred

by the same name, Labai,

as the village;

referred

to the place of emergence of the subclan associated

Obukula,

by which name they regularly

referred

to the subelan

and they
with
itself

Yogwabu as
also.,

50.1
although

were familiar

men at least

the older

the names of Kaluvau and

with

Bokaluvau.
It

seems, in short,

of factors;
the

for

instance
but

same point;

the name used for

that

on whether

especially

also

subclans

are concerned,

of emergence or villages
interchangeably
myths are well

for

their

own localitiess

only

loosely

associated.
in both

in

myths tend to be unknown to the other

where they live,

Villages

and they may be designated
with

possibilities

as a Factor
make it

of Kasanai village,,

informants.,

which their
of confusion

are

subelans
for

locally

the outsider

is that

in Residence.
that

clear

which my informants

Thus Tabalu and Okukula subclans
to the Tabalu,

Lukwasisiga

clan has limited

derive

from their

the owning subclan

which apparently

In addition

rights

On the other

men.

are of low rank or unipportant

by the names of the villages

However genealogies

term.

to the older

the

since

of confusion

risk

situations.

Ownershipjof

section

subelans

There are in short

place

to subclans which own distant

belonging

the relevant

of the villages

residents

the

with

them, are used more or less

with

at any rate

when their

familiarity

of

of namesý of ancestor,

the same subclan without

known locally,

especially

degree

on the

a variety

associated

handý in the case of residents
villages,

or not more than one subelan emerged at

Thus on the one hand., where locally

myths of emergence of the subclan.
important

a subelan depends on a number

a lesser
rights

traditional

was called

called

rights

in Kasanai village.

(grumaiwau) subclan

of ownership
position

Kaluvau by Malinowski's

Obukulao and I use the latter

have joint

chiefly

of Yogwabu

of the

in Omarakana village;

there

as supporters

these

(affines)

51.
of the Tabalu Chief,,
important
is

Northern

Kiriwinan

30 no. 25).

Genealogical

Tilakaiwa

(Table

is

village

3, no. 13).

(Table
Bwaydaga
as

to it

no doubt that

This is the only Lukwasisiga

Mitakata,

Owned by one subelan,

As with

(41) as gardening

Malinowski

his successor

at present

these names

subclan with

any

one.

for

Toluluwa

as Tabalu Chief.

Finally,
clan

although

Malinowski

Wakailua village

Lukuba

clan

designated:

although

but again,

for

(42)

are associated

says there

of Mailasi

was
(Table

clan

has one owning subelan,

(Table 3, no. 2).

to by name by Malinowski,

is usually

of

Two owning subelans

of emergence of one of them - Gawari,

subclan

Lobwaita

of Omarakana are now gardening

They are the Kalomi and Gawari subelans

Osisupa of the Mailasi
not referred

the

the Bwaydaga (Kwoynama), two members named by

with Yolawotu village.,

3, nos. 5 and 6).

place

This

a wife.

of ownership on the Omarakana cluster.

rights

only

again leaves

and most

Kwoynama by

is called

always referred

evidence

to the same subclans.

refer

It

village.

(40) but my informants

ranking

from which he receives

subclan

the subelan which owns Liluta

Malinowski

of the highest

and as representatives

The last

four

he mentions

subelans

the
are

the name of the

or Gawali., the name by which the
persons whom Malinowski

members of the owning subelans of these villages

names as

appear in the genealogies

I collected.
In Tables 4 and 5 (Appendix),

1935) 1., pp. 362,415,417
(41) ibid,

pp 399,408.

(42) ibid,,

p. 346.

figures

etc.

are given to show the proportions

52.

of the same village

in other villages

subclans,

the village

outside

are for

In the former Table the total6given
owners by clan;

as adult

status

in the latter

having

no rights

other

own village

to sex and

of ownership
for

villages;

(i. e. members of owning subclans
own);

and C. Residents

of the cluster.

Table 6 adds

than their

other

in any village

for

shown in Table 5 those

owning oubelans

subelans whose own villages

totals

non-

owners are

according

own subelans'

cluster

in villages

resident

to the figures

for

figures

is classed

in their

as A. Residents

in their

in the cluster

but for

Household Heads and Wives and Male or Female Dependantsý

and by residence
B. Residents

the total

for

owning subclans,

the consolidated

In both Tables the population

analysed.

these figures

the members of the owning subclans.

and Table 5 for

of the cluster,

population

and in villages

cluster

Table 4 presents

cluster.

of their

in the villages

of the members of the owning oubelans resident

are outside

it;

when this

members of
is done the

under headings A. and B. remain the same in both Tables,

under heading C. change, while

the percentages

under all

but those

headings

are of

course also changed.
The figures

sample, 22 percent
28 percent
and clusters
(cf.

reside

reside
in other

were nstrangers").
is

of their

in their

These figures

more significant

in

subclans'

might

theory

as that

of the villageE

as members of owning subclans

was seen that

matrilineal

population

subclans;

matrilineal

of the same cluster

villages

in which they have no rights

were living

of the total

show that

in the villages

Table 2a and page 43, where it

holders

village

in these Tables

presented

40 percent
villages,

suggest that

than

in

practice;

of male housewhile

residence
but

if

60 percent

in the own
the

figures

53.
of view of distribution

are examined from the point
than from that

rather

for

the rates

the two sexes are examined,

in other

In other

the cluster.

outside

within

rights

and 20 percent

of ownership,

and 50 percent
typical
with

outside

of present
the possible

contact

with

exception

may be however that

in the Omarakana cluster
the Tabalu Chief.

(v.

the

the proportion

European

under

It

extent.
out of five
live

rule,

will
adult

the

of "strangers"

later,

Omarakana

to

Chiefs

at present

this

only
and the

for

have been

be reflected

all

in

three

one small girl
other

resident

a variety

considerably
these

adult

woz=2

of

attracted

undoubtedly

seven out of nine boys and six

cluster.,

at the

owing to the prestige

and although

be noted of the Tabalu that

in Omarakana and Kasanai.

outside

the

of

enough remains

females,

where more intensive

than in others

be discussed

and power

prestige

at least,

Kiriwina

Cap. V- ).

many people to Omarakana. in olden times.,
reasons

reasonably

may have emphasised patrilineal

is higher

As will

cluster

own village

of Northern

of the lagoon villages

European influences
ties

in their
is probably

in the villages

conditions

expense of matrilineal
It

This distribution

it.

have

subclans

though in the total

it,

outside

in villages

of the members of the

of the people live

sample, 50 percent

population

live

where their

cluster

in the

and 45 percent

own villages

80 percent

the village

emerges.

picture

of ownership

rights

but only 20 percent

words,

owning subelans live

different

in their

live

of the same cluster,

villages

with

and if

populations,

a rather

subclans

35, percent

of the cluster,

villages

of the village

of composition

Thus of the members of the eight

of members of subelans,

figures

males,

ýII

of
curtailed
to

1ý
some

four

out of nine girls

is living
two boys

in a village
and two girls

54living

in the village
to the fact

related

in the cluster

has rights

be recalled

will

this

concentration

fact

that

their

resident

outside

subclans

of Yolawotu.

Osisupa

and thirteen

villages.

It

is

men of the Tabalu
(but

Two out

and the
that

do Sol as is

the

living

ownp thirteen

the

are

resident

father;
further
data

this

is

discussed
given

here).

Lobwaita

the
the

Tabalu

Father's

the

next

- v.

but

(The last

reside

Section,,
of

above).

the

two in

also

cross

cousin

as will

the

the

recorded

in

own

that
their

own
should

Of these

19 adult

Father's

village

marriage
significance
cases

the

all

children

than

of

their

Father's,

Husband's,,

the

commoner

seventeen
their

other

Daughter's
is

of

residence

in villages

Husband's.

Thus 50 percent

out

outside

of

should

village,

a case of patrilateral
in

ten

rule

two Mailasi

the

of

women and dependant

cluster

Mother's

villages.

the

with

all

so that

this.

men live

two subclans

village
in

those

Bwaydaga,

nine

line

case with

within

and Wife's

of

other

nearly

and one each in Mother's
Husband's

in

the

males of each owning subelan are

except

of twenty

course

of

not

villages

in making up for

own villages,

out

of which

also,

weak at present

cases some of the adult

other

as a result

what power remains to him, and with

may reinforce

may be of some value

In all

be

may be

own village

of the Chief,

prestige

the subelan is also numerically

concentration

males

in their

clan,

1 c. later).

Section

Cf.
-

in the cluster

for the Tabalu to concentrate

with the diminished

correlated

Lukwasisiga

in Omarakana; Tabalu women would not readily

of residence

The tendency

of the

to that

clans

the Bwaydaga subelan,

that

to men of nonowning subclans

married

also

are of different

whose owning subelans

(It

Tabalu.

are the only two villages

Omarakana and Tilakaiwa

that

This is

of Tilakaiwa.

residents

are all

cluster

of

Sister's
the

and will
of

the

residence

man's
be
other
in

55.
Father's

are of men of the same village

village

as the father.

cluster

Sex and residence
If

it

be considered,

women and children

will

case of the Tabalu are the members of an owning subelan
village

concentrated

in its

(64 percent) of

fourteen
the
Kalomi
of
nine
out
subelan are, and
members of
the

There

Gawari.

43 percent

do so.

but only

27 percent

of adult

and 27 percent

each case of course live
In other

villages.

and three

villages

just

three

while
village

twice

cluster

proportions
their
village

as many live

as many in the village

it

as outside

(50 percent)

clusterp

in their

cluster.

the pattern

own villages

may be higher,

own
own
it.

own villages,

in other

the

villages

than

than the Omarakana
of the Tabalu may

the proportions

and that

in

About the same

the presence

of residence,

30

while

outside

own within

In other

of all

in their

as live

own villages.

of both men and women live

of all

The remainder

as in their

than their

where as has been indicated
affect

cluster

outside

other

or in their

own but in the same village

to some extent
living

in villages

cluster,

as many men live

times

But as many women of owning subelans live

matrilineal

but not in their

cluster

and

and 14 percent

of adult

females do so.

in the village

words,

times

of all

adult

and 25 percent

the village

outside

relevant

of

in their

of adult

only 12 percent

In contrastp

male members of owning subelans live
percent

56 percent

and age groups.

males of the owning subelans live

of all

the

in

difference

a considerable

sexes

own villages,

subelans'
females

the

between

frequencies

thus

is

all

subelans

(12
24
percent)
of

out of a total

only three

the males are so resident,

in the

in two other

Although

of 77 percent.

to the extent

only

be seen that

of men

of men drawn into

tile

56.
from outside

cluster

lower,

may live

children

But

they

not

perhaps

also

patterns;

but

sample

to

to be correlated
cluster

rather

their

their

in

high

A significantly

villages
in

subclans

own village

to

sex and age

of the

same cluster,

according

other

owning

a degree

to

cluster

village

own villages,

live

socalled

men and women respectively.

the

the economic and political
villages

as sub-units

within

the cluster

population
find

we shall

of the village

importance

respects,

total

This

cluster.

in certain

as a unit;

significant

the

of

of members of
in

for

accounts.

proportion

reside

with

in

own subelans.

of the differential

residence

importance

do live

majority

found

of

Malinowski's

a higher

great

are

in

presaged
of people

the

the

emphasise

proportion

while

rules

of their

cluster

bear out the importance

and virilocal

Similarly

and more of them and of their

own villages2

the village

outside

These figures
avunculocal

in their

which

- an assumption

themselves.

drawn by the natives

is borne out by comparisons
fewer women may live

sample indicates

than this

be found to be

will

than as units

in their

own right.
0.

The Web of Intermarriq&e_.
The nexus

in some detail,
villages
this

of affinal

as it

both within

nexus reflects

residence

discussed

exists

the unity

between

within

and without

villages

of kinship

in the relations

subelans

will

cluster,

We shall

but certain

generally

and marriage
and local

with

and
see that

as did the pattern

heading;

of kin

now be dealt

and between subelans

the Omarakana cluster.

of the village

under the last

emerge about the nature
these are apparent

linkages

questions

will

in particular

groups.

of

as

57.
A quantitative

upon the formal

centering
husbands.

through

Collected

in the field;

but not discussed
Formal affinal

relations

death

of a spouse

not

easily

ascertained

with

discuss

such matters

to

divorce

as such,

thoughtunable

to

the

individual

sense are

women.

The latter

age,

(43)

all

four

household
are
might

1929t p. 125.

the

concerned

of marriageable

Fourteen

of

Section#

preceding

42).

p.

for

being

are

unwilling

stigma

attaches

the

reciprocal

but

fear

difficult

of
sexial,

especially

personalý

are

or quarrelsome,

about

their

marriages

past

Adults.

In the

this

wound up;

properly

to be self-conscious

people

that

provided

a satisfactory

a reputation

or histories

No particular

(43).,
showed
are

whether by

many individuals

reasons.

marriage

maintain

cause divorced

Unmarried

not

to

the

or of having

relationship.,

or

in

be noted

Cap V Sec. 1'.. ).

frequencies

since

relations

will

of a marriage,

and divorce

personal

as Malinowski

involved

(esp.

Chapters

any accuracy,

for

frequencies

the termination

end with
or by divorce,

to

obligations

until

women and their

at the time the data were

existed

as divorce

later

of the relationships

the nexus of affinal.

with

as it

gifts

such matters

in detail

for

of gardening

obligations

the harvest

the

tends

be attempted

I am concerned here primarily

traceable

being

first

will

examination

all
still

criterion

was the
but

age,
heads

in

elderly
remarry;

head of
not

the

but

of adult

are
are

in

two of

fact

adults

married

single.,

independent

used was whether
All

a household.

sample

still
but

all

status

ten

widows.

in

(cf.

men and four
In

them have moved into

terms
the

ýý

58.
of their

villages
intention

to remain single.

sexually
far

females

active

they have adopted.
houses,

They are felt

have also adopted "neutral"
daughter

married

other

male householders

garden for

sister's

daughters.

Like

go to live

as dependants with

The other

One of them

Mwanebu, was once married,

single

male household

where he gardens for

magician

of the owning subelan.
that

a younger man called

she had no intention
four

man,, Gumilobwaita

Kaluboliku.

married

bachelors,

11ý

the man who
lives

Mwanebu still
sister

in

to the garden

his wife

even

to him, and he

of returning

whose ages range from

Three of them live
of the Lobwaita

This man, I was told

0

bachelors.

him for

left

He did not want to divorce

about 25 to about 45, have never married.
Mwanebu., but the fourth

probably

they die first.
9

unless

but his wife

a classificatory

The other

again.

amount for

men will

heads are all

is now head of the Bwaydaga subelan at Omarakana.
Tilakaiwa

The

someone for whom they are at present

gardening.

five

still

widowers also

the widows, these four

will

has not married

a

One is

and each gardens a certain

as they are as long as they can work and then,

was obvious

for

him, and he may remarry.

with

live

though it

but they

are widowers.

The two younger of these four

son or daughter.

a married

as temporary;

in the same village.

resident

have grown up families,

all

so

husbands'

in as much as each is gardening

young and has a young son living
four

of

fulfilling

status,

is regarded

status

roles

Five of the ten unmarried
fairly

from the list

two widows have remained in their

their

extent

serious

and mother to the young children

of both father

The other

and to this

to have retired

and to have adopted a neutral

the roles

as possible

is taken as evidence of their

subelans, and this

alone,

subelan,

as does

lives

4ith

when making the census.,

V

59.
is

Gumilobwaitals

Accepting

my informants'

young man himself)

of Gumilobwaita

met with

evasiveness

those most likely
discreet
strenuous

statements

On finding

also.
and denials

which may indicate

that

for

By either

was.

in the village

of the subclan that

cluster,

owns Wakailua,

for

reckoning

both

Gumilobwaita's

where Gumilobwaita

any of these five

bachelorsp

since they

wives nor children.

while

"other

much time in his youth
training

at the Methodist

garden magician

of Tilakaiwa

Among the other

dependants

mature,

are three

Thus of the total

spinsters.

none to be confirmed

or 7 percent

of the 95 adult

is an elderly

subelan of Tilakaiwa,
Stations

Both the present
classificatory

spinsters

headman and the

the others

wives;

are

bachelors

(Tables
372
sample of

(0-02
percent
and seven

males) to be confirmed

but spent

at Gusaweta and

Some of the latter

count yet as confirmed

population

bachelor.

younger brothers.

widows and two sons'

and adolescents.

but they hardly

in Table 2 (pp. -41-44)

brother)

Mission

pastor.
are his

children

listed

mother's

of the Lobwaita

to be a native

unmarried

dependants"

(the
wife's
one

In age he is second senior

we find

situation;

an embarrassing

denials,

are widowers,

physically

from

of knowledffe of the exact relationship

it

but

enquiries,

was a homosexual menage elicited

Four of the fifteen

are all

the

is a classifacatory

as to whether this

have neither

son.

the census.

enquiries

No one gardens formally

Sideia

when taking

I made further

this

to know., and began to suspect

is Siutala,

lives.

as a Lobwaita

who appears in the genealogies

men are members of owning subelans
father

younger brother's

(I never succeeded in interviewing

I counted Kaluboliku

But the only Kaluboliku.
father

i. e. his father's

younger brother;

bachelors.

4.5

or
and 6),

of the total

60.
Marriaae

and Local GrouD Membershi

Relationa

We shall
and village

now consider
cluster

the survey 18 (21 percent)
the five

of 86 marriages

marriage.

involved

subelan at least.
were Mitakata's
Mitakata's

Kureails

of the marriages

Fourteen

marriages

were with women of non-owning

both garden for

gifts.

discuss

the

transactions

exceptions
and the

fathers'

married
households,

independent

households

in the last

three

In one of

garden for

before

owning subalans

of Mitakata's

from other

gifts

in

and both
Nearly

subelans.

someone., while

spatial

the

first

distribution

of

all

the

persons,
some of

or for

three

before

other

the

husband's

local

resident

groups

to garden

in the

in Kiriwina,

at marriage
father

and range

couples who had set up

my arrival

cases the exchange of gifts

numbers

been allocated

couples who were still

very shortly

two cases

the

examining

No one had by the time of my departure

the two recently

husbands'

Two of

to Gardening Rule -

I shall

involved.

harvest

harvest

and receive

them also receive

for

were polygamous - twelve

the remainder

villages;

householders

harvest

in the

as headman of Yolawotu-

marriages

and most of the unmarried

Excr, Dtions

in the remaining

one member of an owning

wives were members of the two non-14ailasi

householders

of

involved

of the 86 marriages

and two Kureails

Omarakana and Tilakaiwa

in

one spouse who was and another

spouse was a member of an owning subelan

neither

Thus 87 percent

cluster.

at the time of

in existence

in the cluster;

who was not a member of an owning subelan
11 (13 percent)

and extra-village

were between members of two owning subelans

57 (66 percent)

villages;

of intra-

frequency

the relative

though

had been completed.

was a member of

the

6

61.
Bwaydaga

subelan

Lobwaita

of the

girl

of the

other

in

his

father's

two cases

the

husband's

present

the

son lived.

of

any of the
in

his

the

Neither
villages

of

father's

of

own nor

cluster.

successor

There

In the

designate

subclans

was talk

of

of

of Tilakaiwa

whose village
bride's

his

no decision

but

village,

in

subelan,

)48
P-

note 37

was the

father

son's

the

(cf.

a

to

and seemed likely

Tilakaiwaj

village

Lobwaita

headman of the

the

house

subclan

owning

as a citizen

remain

of

and a resident

son had married

His

Omarakana.

owner in

were

building

owners
him a

by the

had been reached

time

my departure.

Two of the three
Tilakaiwa

in the other

of this

village

In one the wife

also.

of the village;

Omarakana.

newly established

in this

The wife

were in

households

was a member of the Lobwaita

neither

The third

cluster.

independent

spouse had rights
newly established

owning subelan

presented
but it

after

case was a member of the Osisupa owning subolan

number of the wives'
by their
I was told

appointed
that

gift

completing

presentation
kinsmen,

contributed

not cultivated

representative.

proper

representatives

kinsmen in time to cultivate

Of all

three

had been

subsequent harvesto

from the main gardens of a
specifically
five

for

the husbands

of these recent

would be appointed

urip. -ubu proper

In all

exchanges at marriage

the household was set up, at the first

was an ad ho

was in

household

of Wakailup and the husband was not an owner in the cluster.
of these cases the vilakuri

in any

of ownership

marriages

by the wives'

(4.4) and present

it

at the next

main harvest - that of 1951.

(1+4) Malinowski 1929, pp. 74-75;
Cap.
V,
below
v. also
implications
structural
of these data.

See. 1 for

62.
In five

well

marriages

established

divorce

recently

he was felt

him, but since

to receive

the formal

by her kinsmen against

supported

had sided with
these

this

their

case the failure

their

The wife's

maternal

obligation

along with

could comfortably

agreed,

out of his

that

cope with

friendship

her husband

him by their

for

for

(by her

sons by his

own

commitments

own subelans, to whom they had a prior

to the other

In

subelan of Tilakaiwa.

and the husband's

kinsmen of the Lobwaita

of

man of the Gawari owning subclan

was dead;

from gardening

was

the wives

The fifth

own kinsmen.

her children

marriage

The wife's

three.,

father

first

to garden for women of their

case the wife

her'and

husband) were too young to garden;

which

her husband expected

kin to garden for

first

were prevented

in the quarrels

in the first

where an elderly

of the wife's

to her husband,

gift

In this

woman of the Lobwaita

to a youngish

was by mutual consent.

they

kin

she had returned

her husband;

husbands against

cases was in Yolawotu,

was married

the harvest

at the 1951 harvest.

gift

prime still.

As she had been away over

to be in the wrong by the wife's

had led to her leaving

in their

the

for

of gardening

ran away from her husband and had

no one had presented

the 1950 main harvest
for

they were all

much persuasion.

after

returned

for

had previously

case the wife

likely

they did not.,

if

the husband sooner or later;

wives in the meantime,

In the fourth

cases of quarrels

No one else had taken on the task

would ensue.

men or their

only

for

the household

kinsmený who were however considered

between the husband and his wife's
to resume gardening

in three

This was the result

at the time of my stay.

for

no one was gardening

obligation.

subelan2 who owed her a prior

women of the subelan,

in gardening
the Lobwaita

for

these,,

had more than

and the husband had

(to whom he was himself

"

63.

related

he might
remained
by his

do so;

the

strong,

and that

first

wife

No affine
are

sometimes

and fellow

formally

gardens

"father's"

his

subelan,

his

resources

whose wife
two other

to

by his

for

the

five

at

the

main harvest

to

compensate

one,
is

in harvest

gifts

widowers were gardened for

On the other
but only for

brother.

mother's

like

their

the Omarakana cluster
Another

cases are the results

Cf- Malinowski

(kovisi

needs.

man is partly
of quarrels.
an affine,

1935,1,

the

by two of his

blind

harvest

married

of

and lives

rank

in

brothers

of

multiplicity

Another

rank.

of

widower,

sons by her;
by his

for
gifts

any of the
from time

45)garden formally

for

nobody,

One of these men is a stranger

whose subelan kinswomen live

to garden for

high

son;

receive

of the householders

own domestic

lack

their

No one gardens formally

or neighbours

hand four

of

they

own subclansmen

by one son each, and the fifth

the bachelors,

sons

but

by two younger

for

high

deadp was gardened for

was recently

to time from kinsfolk

his

reflects

by their
for

who is

gardened

three

householders,

bachelor

some extent

householders

his

of

wife.

own son and by a classificatory

widows, but they,

who refuse

him and his

of Kasanai,

village

classificatory

purposes.

for

some produce

given

villagers,

his

(45)

provide

one or other

him,
as he

so long

no one would

when he became old,

Of the widower

status.

four

would

that

were however

chances

able to garden for

found himself

one of them later

If

temporarily.

at least

to waive his rights

in a number of ways affinally).,

too far

and incapacitated;

away for

to

practical

the other

two

One of these men is also one of those
and is generally

pp. 190-191-

recognised

as a trouble

64.
maker.

In the other

brother,

so that

behalf

the former

despite

obligations

them, since this
Normal. Harvest

was nothing
Gift

(Urigubu)

With these exceptions

two or more.

than one donor,
notables
their

constitute

harvest

me riages

gifts

from three

gifts

to four

(excepting
their

gifts

any harvest

subelan.

The exceptions

Kureai,

and Kureai,

who as polygamous

to only

gifts

from more

gifts

by kin

of each of

the Tabalu Chief.,
of his twelve

three

men.. husbands

of his two wives., and himself
these two., the other

mentioned)

received

130 gifts

recurrent

a few irregular

discussed

harvest

own, and some

the headman of Yolawotu village,

Excluding

no such gifts

to his

persons in respect

but presented

in addition

receive

head

household

in addition

of 1950 Mitakata.,

these were regujArly

already

husbands.

Both are gardened for

cases.

to widows and bachelors

happened that

own

to garden for

refusal

sisters'

many households

persons in respect

All

their

man and single

from 72 different

those already

could ascertain;

it

special

persons.

turn.

their

from those of Mitakata

and one betrothal,

of women of his

kinsmen's

one household

at the main harvest

wives;

received

every married

Conversely.,
apart

to

Presentations.

at least

for

gardens regularly
for

to do with

on

obligations

gardening

to fulfil

continued
wivest

elder

in the two cases referred

similarly

their

his

with

This man is however still

wronged.

page the householders

on the previous
gardening

himself

brother;

gardened for by his wife's

his

to fulfil

refused

subelan feeling

of his

had quarrelled

case the householder

and others,,

were presented
total

fourteen

household

presented
heads

and presented

might be presented

as already

mentioned;

at the main harvest
householders

117 in

as far

presentations,

gifts

received

as I
at
but

of 1950.

who received

d; A,

65.

no regular

harvest

(pp. 60-62)

gift

(pp.
62-63).
who made none

and fourteen

Tables 7 and 8 in the Appendix show respectively
(Mitakata)

and for other

individuals
receives

ceremonial

individuals,
in respect
for

four

of whom., all

a given wife

clan kin of Mitakata,
affines

of the Chief

who are classed
(cf.

the sense that

more wives

than any other

number.

men;

thus he receives

gifts

to.
The remaining

harvest

gifts

household

(47).

per wife

for

(for

political

The Chief
harvest

gifts

from 133 individualsp

senior

of the wife,

but

reasons as
1).

The

is thus 6j which is also the mean in

on the other

them and the Chief

hand gardens for

from 24 times

of 96 households
giving

for

only three

as many men as he presents

in the cluster

receive

an average of 1.6 donors per

The number ranges from no donors per household
this

himself

his

Chapter V., Section

(4) have six men gardening

84 of the total

to 5 donors in one;
villagep

formally

one

The smallest

is 3P the largest

below pp. 311-AM,

average number of gardeners

(46)

(46).

is 12, some of whom are not subc1an or even clan kin

wife)

each;

to the Chief

and one direct

wives,

which is named Dubilekwaiai
for

number of contributors

from 72

men, make two contributions

senior

of one of the twelve

The Chief

cluster.

of his marriages

in respect

presentations

his main yam store.,

of the village

each household

the Chief

sample the number of

members of the population

for

gardening

for

in 14 cases

is the headman of the Bwaydaga subelan in Omarakana

whose kin in Liluta

the
Tabalu's
Osapola
are
-

closest

rivals

in

Malinwoski 1935 1 p. 220 and Plate 72.

(1+7) The households of the three
men who had quarrelled
with affines
and
received no harvest gifts
at the 1950 harvest are not included in the total
because it was not certain how many donors or presentations
they would have
received otherwise (of. p. 62).

66.
individual
have
31
one
-

More households

rank.

any other

rmmber, though two thirds

gardening

for them.

have a total
is

average for

distorting

effects

although

almost half

harvest

gifts

of counting

remains true

the households

the households

even if

harvest

in each case, but thatp

from whom the Chief

receives.,

the gifts

although
will

or village

be apparent

cluster,

of their

necessarily
contribution

that

status

the primary

and this

of most of the men

in
donor
a
count
as
may

discussed

relations,
social

receives

related

this

is,

as

the presentations
kingroups

corporate

intended
is
not
and

significance

harvest

that

within
Moreover

hereunder.

to households

way of saying

of affinally

the

should be noted that

the exception

as is further

noted the Tabalu, Chief.,

householdsp

on average,

men who made two each to the

the same individual

they make to the domestic

As already
of twelve

formal

receive

from more than

gifts

It

except the four

a convenient

made between representatives
respect

Thus

and widows, who are not

excluded.

are said here to be presented
later,

when the

obtained

a man may garden for more than one individual

more than one case, since
the village

of bachelors

again with

but the

than those of the Chief
he receives

we

them, that

donors is excluded.

than do the others

giftsare

donor makes one presentationp
Chief,,

other

from more than one person,

to regular

entitled

closer

for

per household;

to that

the Tabalu Chief's

times as many donors per wife

three

gardening

gardeners

is probably

Kiriwina

and the othersp

the Chief

for

and 205 individuals

over two ceremonial

an average of just

general

two
individuals
have
21
many
as
-

Combining the figures

of 96 households

them than

for

gardening

of the gifts

are

in

to imply
lies

in the

households.
the
needs of
who figures
gifts

in the data as the head

from 21+times

as many individuals
'IA

67.
as he presents

or households

is borne in mind that
are determined
wives'

from others,

not by what he receives

husbands he has the responsibility

of assuming this
be called

though married
for

gardening

important

a mother's

be required

affines;

or an elder

to garden for

unmarried

brother

with

gift

from anyone.

or in practice

principle
of harvest

Mitakata

for

a householder

are married

householders

harvest

gift

a household

kin

no wives'
households,

elderly
devolves

head necessarily
to
though

garden

formally

usually

widowers as well
on their

gardening,

children,

they

for

such gifts;

all

in

the men gardening

than a formal

Normally

however

to a regular

entitled

' bachelors

someone.

as widows is a personal
rather

no harvest

But not everyone who is

them even though
for

can

and of receivers

himself.

householder.

garden

but may

but not everyone who gardens

and anyone who is

receives

to

expected

is to be expected

correspondence

is an independent

in

especially

even though receiving

a householder

womený

man of the subelan

rank and importance

are gardened for,

proper

ceremonial

and of some seniority.,

is necessarily

one of its

are usually

youths

between the number of presenters

Because of his

gifts.

for

only

Thus no one-to-one

mature male may

reasonably

a kinswoman when no older

do so., or may choose to do so themselves

whose

of his own subclan,

as more reliable,

his

or

he becomes in virtue

relationship

men are chosen by preference

for

subclans

subelan to garden for

upon by the members of his

gifts

his wife's

especially

on behalf

Any physically

responsibility.

harvest

own or other

of gardening

in the affinal

whose male representative

help

in presenting

a man's responsibilities

but by the number of women of his

kin,

it

This may appear anomalous unless

them to.

they

and widows
have their

The duty

responsibility
obligation

of

have

own

caring

for

that
undertaken

by the

68.

latter

of their

as representatives

corporate

Chapter V,

AL).

Section

Bearing

in mind., Table 8a shows the numbers of households

these points

gardened for by residents,
84 residents

cluster.

as an ordinary

both householders

not including

cluster..

the Chiefp

Many of these presentations
harvest

gifts

The overall

since,

the Chief,
averages

0.3 presentations

than he presents

gifts

from.

other

senior

other

men of the cluster

On the other

the Chief's
he may try

than do others.
presentations

the village

also

the Chief
gifts

position

receives

into

harvest

garden for

three

harvest

as they receivet

from

gifts

receive

gifts

to as many men as Ao

three

men himself,,

whi-le Kureai,

as presenting

is the same as that

householders

wivess

about 1.6 each.

urigub

is

of other

to give more to each donor as a matter

The other

the

account,,

to., and than the others

he gardens for

So far

four.

and the others

cluster.

but if

men though he has twelve

hand he gives

men of the cluster;

headman., gardens for

except that

that

of the

and presented

per donor is thus 1.5;

per household

show clearly

more individuals

as both received

seet they occur within

only three

and

133 presentations.

of which donors are the heads is taken

who gardens for

These figures

therefore

twice,

average of presentations

number of households

who can be counted

84 householders

while

between them receive

figure

as we shall

Mitakata,

of the number of men he gardens for,,

in respect

citizen

of the Omarakana

and others,

including

are concerned,

between them they make 124 presentations.,

far

subelans

(v.

however make nearly

and most garden for

and four

the Yolawotu
concerned
senior

men,

of his prestige
as many

more than one person.

f- r,
U70

SDatial

of Harvest

Diatribution

Gift

Presentations.

As was noted pp. 67-68 persons who receive
may present
garden for
in their

the householders,

village,,

householder

harvest

classificatory

brother

classificatory

mother's

His wife's

of his wife;

donors are dependants
bachelor

the Lobwaita
latter

in his own household,

husband.
clan kinship

to his wife's

as a determinant
brother

This man's wife
her mother's

the householder

which places
mother's

of the direction

brother

the householder

gardens for

his

is a member of
because the
daughter's

sister's

in the position

of son by

the latter

relationship

over-rides

of harvest

two

a confirmed

brother

because the mother's

gifts

is headman of the owning subelan of the village

addition)

the other

in Tilakaiwa;

to a woman of the same clan as his

This link

and one

mother's

elderly

the old man being

as yet unmarried.
and he gardens for

subclan,

is married

his wifets

Ii

example, the

one uterine

persons;

are both householders

and the youth

only 11 persons living

and an adopted son about 18 years old.

brother;

two brothers

22 persons

In one case., for

from four

gifts

themselves

gifts

village,,

garden for

but the latter

of them householders.

all

receives

Thus in Tilakaiwa

to others.

such gifts

no harvest

(the Lobwaita).
daughter

own ma ried

In

who lives

in

Wakailua*
As in this
it

case, where householders

occurs both within

householder

villages

and often

and dependant living

come under one or other
Sec. 1,, would probably
such cases it

will

with

receive
within

him.

of what Malinowski,
regard

as variants

be found that

an affinal

urip-ubu from non-householders,
households,

Mostly

between

such transactions

in Coral Gardens,
of uriMLýu_ proper.
link

exists

I,

would

Cap. 6,

But in all

between donor and

kil
I

70.

recipient
fill

of which the harvest

in respect
fathers'

their

yam stores

so are contributing

sons are formally

see later

shall

or village
involved

economy greatly,,

structurally

significant

village
will

cluster

the relationships

later,

as indicative

of the structural

the urip-, ubu transactions
villages

of these villages,

cluster

Other residents
outside

it,

residents
of harvest
(cf.

(48)

of the cluster

presentations

receive

make presentations

receives

not counting
from 19

gifts

to householders

from 19 villages

the

gifts.

in 13 villages

are received

There is t1rius no regular

of the

outside

also receives

to residents

from which gifts

between local

On the other

gifts

are all

in

are involved

householders,

from which the Chief

villages

of Omarakana cluster.

in all

The Chief

presentations

householders

not necessarily

67-68).
pp.

itself.

but his three

ten being villages

also,

28 villages

of the Omarakana cluster

of the cluster

The other

cluster.

of

significance

involved.

Table 9 in the Appendix shows that

the five

and

however the amounts of garden produce exchanged

presentations

be discussed

concerned

and inter-village

In comparing intra-

subelans.

relationships

though the persons

otherwisej,

their

inter-village

do not affect

nor are the individual

as we

subelan;

through

affines

transactions

cluster

are always of different

fathers'

their

Such internal

mothers and wives.

of their

to one who is an affine

uri

but in doing

regard

out of personal

partly

Thus sons

is presented.

gift

by

reciprocity

(48)

between
households
than
any
inore
groups

hand there

are seven cases in which individual

Note that reciprocation
implies here no more than that it happens in
both give and receive harvest gifts
some cases that residents
of two villages
in harvest
to each other, not that there is any principle
of reciprocity
between local groups as such.
gift relations

71.

villages
respect

with villages

relations
Chief,

outside

villages
with

within

villages

outside

nineteen

villages

the Chief's

members of the cluster
2 have ties
23
32
12

with

villages

as a whole,

respect

in the table
villages
with

such as Kwaybwaga, Diaghila

compared with
that

that

of Omaralcana cluster

If

of

on the
in this

which the relations

the villages

listed

the range of villages

have urip-ubu relations

as plotted

extends no farther

in the

do not are components of compound

and Liluta.

of those of the Chief

the former

Not all

away.

with

the list

relations

those with

while

while

be seen that

will

links

in the sense that

If

has reciprocal

those that

urigubu

is the same;

Hap 3, it

to it,

tend to be farther

residents

nineteen

are not reciprocal.

which the cluster

appear on the Map;

which other

apparent

with

of its

eight

in both directions

tend to be those nearest

are non-reciprocal

villages;

though not symmetrical

are reciprocal,

in Table 9 be compared with

whole the villages

of the

relations

eleven cases the presentations

villages

the cluster.

1

the number of transactions
other

by the

of which

residents

with

4 of the Omarakana cluster

Taking the cluster
external

be seen that

will

gift

received

from outside

received

uriF-,ubu, it

have urimbu

harvest

the gifts

not including

the Omarakana cluster

outside

But in 25 cases

have non-reciprocal

none of the gifts

who reciprocates
Again excluding

it,

basis.

one-to-one,

the cluster

in this

relations

of these cases the

but in three

it,

are not on a symmetrical,

presentations
individual

have reciprocal

the Omarakana cluster

within

north

on Map 3., it
than Liluta,

will

is
be

whereas the

72.

latter

most of the villages

includes

hand, residents
on the

garden for

in the cluster

lagoon

and Gumilababa,

shore,

men as far

both

the

men who make these

however,

and do not
cluster

presentations
personal

connections

the

represent

normal

range

of

Tabalu

the

with

cluster,

villages

southern

relationships

affinal

Both

Omarakana

in

0:

of

Omarakana

residents.
These,

a fairly
those

eastern

of

in

as represented

restricted

range

its

however,,

Chief

.,

of Tilataula

part

in pre-European
of political

times.,

control,,

transactions,

urip-

in

of villages
extend

close

5-;

the Chief's

more distant

clusters.

residents

population

of the cluster

relationships,
to generation

the point

for

this

the present

indicate

reciprocal

between members of the local

of the high rank and prestige

of the Tabalu.

south-

of Mitakata

to establish

is that

the normal
further

the area covered

continuing
ties

with

with

of the

relationships

of marriage

in

of the cluster

relations
gift

a degree

the advantages

the range of villages

in the renewal

to

cluster;

and the

is discussed

could expect to maintain

as expressed

the

covered is probably

in the external

In contrast

in particular

to

he were capable of exploiting

The district

importance

be confined

over which he could normally$

have expected as Tabalu Chief
provided

to

relationships

clusters

minimum area of his power, not the maximm;

reflects

proximity

The affinal

and village

of his rank and prestige.

Chapter V Section

tend

most of Kiriwina

over

Districts.

cover the range of villages

other

junior

in Kuboma districts.

"strangers"

are

who have strong

south as Tulwalukwa.,

having

villages

headmen, the former in Kulumata and the latter

On the other

Kiriwina.

of northern

which the

social
from generation

groupap in the absence of a Chief
The non-reciprocal

affinal

73-

relations

transactions

and the general

considerably

so far

even from harvest

as their

to harvest,

although

in principle,

irrespective

ProDortions

of their

Considering

further

the gifts

received

togetherp

into

different

villages

involving

the total

those between villages

includes

proportion

cluster

the cluster,
from his

less

and 36 percent
receives

about the same proportion
55 percent,

from other

made within

receive

cluster

more than half

his harvest

residents

gifts

villages

in their

of

it;

their

of intra-

presentations
from outside

gifts
it

and 10 percent

from outside

within

villages

28 percent

on the other

householders

of

who

72 percent

within

villages

of other

64 percent;

the remaining

harvest

villages

of those from other

of extra-village

from other

those involving

villages,

gifts,

from other

and

of the cluster,

of intra-village

of their

separately

are to the Chief,

64
and
percent

The other

than a quarter

by residents

received

householders

villagers.

and the others$

in the same village,

presentations

only 15 percent

fellow

in Table 9. Table 10 analyses

76 (36 percent)

90 percent

The Chief

received.

Gifts.

and those involving

of the cluster

The other

villages.

village

the gifts

of all

at a given harvest.

by the Chief
residents

of 209 presentations
10 percent

receives

at least

Harvest

of the same cluster,

Taking first

clusters.

are of course regular,

the data presented

and presented

gifts

donors and

residence

and External

of Internal

group relationshipsp

as the individual

as far

are concerned the presentations

recipients

them may vary

concerns local

significance

and such uri

mobile,

underlying

relationships

tend to center

villages

highly

who are relatively

on non-owning residents.,

rather

with more distant

of the other residents

hand receive

the cluster,

and more than halfy

of residence.

74-

Chiefq

of the harvest

hand, the proportions
householders

cluster
within

of the

proportions

Discussion

of harvest

the proportions

Kiriwina
within

about half

villages.

so great

it;

a half

cluster

and to

analogous to that

within

clusters

for.

Apart

factor
from this

may be restricted

village

clusters;

is distributed

harvest

of the same clusterf

each cluster,

and that

one
and its
though

of other

Similar

of the pre-eminence
also,

may

conclusions

by uri

implied

the external

by such factors

a relatively

amounts

equivalent

roughly

of the Omarakana Chief

as in the case of Omarakana.

though again the differential

from other

while

between his DOsition

the Tabalu must be allowed

of Northern

clusters

villages

range of relationships

that

are reasonably

There is always at least

high rank and prestige

be drawn about the spatial

village

- about

leads me to think

the ceremonial

to other

from such outside

in no case is the difference

isolation

and village

outside

headman is in a position

of other

the

of

villages

householders

to villages

of relatively

transactions,

with

about a quarter

and about a quarter

householders

sources

my informants

villages

is,

that

the village,

subelan

gifts

of the inland

generally;

are received

three

these

other

to the other

relating

representative

villages

are about the same as the

outside

each to

to other

of residence,

villages

received

urignibu

made by the Omarakana

presentations

from

On the other

own village.

it.

outside

villages

within

and a quarter

villages2

within

their

and to villages

the cluster

in his

to men resident

and they are all

are made by the

of 124 presentations

total
the
three
of
out
only

cluster,

in the village

presented by residents

On the other hand, of the gifts

isolated

links

as spacial
unit

of

is

75s
by the Kuruvitu

represented

speaking the range and numbers of the urigrubu transactions

generally
ordinary

householders

cluster,

for

allowing

of different
cluster

may be taken as comparable to those
the effect

clusters

however in the last
Turning

for

him as has Mitakata

position

of the leading

No other

has as many wives and affines

gifts

between his

difference

in polygamy.

and that

of other

village

its

the other
and 82 percent of

proportion

within

(24 percent)

the cluster

received by the

of the uriRub

the greater part entails

of main harvest crops grown by its

About 50 percent of this harvest is distributed

give harvest presentations

than do they to outsiders
to some extent their

is partly

a matter of chance;

while

their

But their
Chief,

but it

residents

also reflects

of the Chief., so that not only do

gifts

because

the

of the clusters

to the other Omarakana cluster

share in the prestige

on the whole., to be bigger.

within

own

The fact that more

clusters.

come to them than they send out.. but the gifts

areap

Thus

they make are to other householders of the cluster.

and about 25 percent to other village

more gifts

is

the Chief

while

of the growerss about 25 percent to other villages

outsiders

the

headmen and Chiefs

from within

other householders comes from outside the cluster,

residents.

such large

cultivating

of Omarakana;

be seen that

will

householders receive 76 percent of theirs

the circulation

or village

village

receives 75 percent of his urizubu from outside the cluster

while a significant

men

one of degree only.

analysis

again to Table 10., it

the presqntations

of

in Oraarakana

of the rank and prestige

as manifested

headman or Chief

and numerous harvest

restricted

But

Kuboma District.

in Northern

cluster

themselves

tendp

come from a relatively
of his

high

rank

and power,

not

76.
from a wider and more distant

only receives more gifts

but also is given more garden

than the other householders of the cluster,
in respect

produce

Further
is

to later

of the

reasons

in

amounts

the

numbers)

doubtless

and while

the

status

of primarily

should

be remembered

represent

the

is

retained

total

and for

domestic

probably

up to

includes

the

vary

(49)

was general

and as to variations

appropriate,

always

made about

the

that

by the
and other

of

the

of

the

to harvest,

Cf - Malinowski

amounts

of

with
were

gifts

standard

donor

out

and

the

to

according

the

find

to

amounts
the
it

also.

as urip_-ubu do not

gardens,

main harvest

ascertain

discussed

the

as to

some extent

purposes.

amount

a certain
the

In a normal
is

given

next

of which

planting,

season

however

awayy and this

(49).

should also be remembered that

from harvest

size

use as seed yams at

ceremonial

crop

these

main

for

actual

is
For

donors

the

was however

distributed

amounts

grower

threequarters

best

in

from the

harvest

of

agreement

and to

recipient

the

to

I was able

although

involved

amounts

claims

there

exaggerated,

of

here

gifts.

accurately

and relationships

of the

the

1950,

harvest

the

in

I was unable

harvest

distribution

The matter

informants.,

produce

presented

to be examined

question

handled

Introduction

the

at

spatial

recipients.

It

garden

the

handled

the

felt

of

last

the

data

the

of

significance
0

structural

Chapters;

amounts

indicated

Presentations.

of the

analysis

deferred

that

of each presentation.
in Harvest

Amounts Involved

range of villages

according

1935 1, p. 2,30.

the amounts distributed

must in fact

to the size of the gardens,

as partly

77.
determined

by stocks

of the season.
hold,

If

it.,

might be twice

the other
kayas

neighbouring

of the district

less

than half

held

in the Omarakana and other

by informants;

inadequate

certainly

than usual

the normal size.

harvest

but I think

for

domestic

basic

clusters

the

requirements.

There a kayas

supplies

declared

but was not because it

in time

and it

that

also,

was that

was

of seedyams the crop
In the

to informantst

a kayasa should have been
since

season (Cap. V).

the fact

On

in the Omarakana and

and inadequate

I suspect

made

even in a

may result

of rain.,

however the crop wasý according

villages

the

year.

than a normal one in a good growing year.

other

that

lack

except in Kwaybwaga cluster.

was said to be no greater

presentations

as big as in a non-kj5aa

than usual,

but owing to poor weather

for

and would be much

and the Migub

especially

of 1950 was smaller

villages.,

a major feast

times

season were being

Given good weather during

and perhaps also for

envisaged,

The harvest

hold,

or three

year in crops smaller
gifts

the normal size

the crop,

hand poor weather,

ceremonial

gardening

than ordinarily.

cultivated

season and at harvest,

growing
with

(50) or competitive

a kayas

the gardens might be up to twice

more intensively

and to the success or otherwise

of seed yams available,

had arranged

This was however denied

a kUas

proved impossible

Mitakata

should have been

to organiss

it

properly

was denied that ka-vas should have been held becausep in

spite of strenuous though unorganised efforts

by some senior people

the

crops were so small that they were *shamed".
The unit

of measurement of the 11"t

(50) Cf. Malinowski, 1935, Is
pp. 2U ff-

or staple yams which constitute

the

78.
main harvest is the 22La or round woven basket., which on the average will
hold approximately 15 pounds of yams (51).
rank and average status
repute

the rest

with

baskets

The householder of commoner

man,, but in his prime and in good

- not a senior

of the community - would expect to receive

from his peer in his wife's

about 50

subelan in a normal year - that

is in a

year when gardens and crops grown were of normal size and no competitive
season was declared.

gardening

to garden independently
father

wife's

who gardened for

about half

him on behalf
kinship

her daughter

this

own household

would give about half

he would

A woman gardening

the amount,, or 25 baskets.

The headman of a commoner subelan would expect to receive
these

amounts from a commoner gardening

a highranking

was of some importance

or garden magician
doubled

again;

garden for
cluster

its

of his

the beat gardeners
most important

chiefly

(51)

Mainowskis

this

Where the marriage

he were heir-designate

amounts would be approximately

from each of his affines
outside

it.

allotted

to

in the cluster,

A cluster

headman of

of Kwaybwaga or Diaghila

amount again.. that

1935j, Is PP 392 fft

member of

A low rank headman of a village

ranks such as the Chiefs

would expect about twice

subelan.

of a subelan are usually

affines.

might get 200-300 baskets

about twice

him, as would a junior

- e. g. if

subelan - these

and about the same amount from others
lesser

for

subelan from a commoner wife's

of the recipient

(which

subclan

happens not infrequently)
kinsmen.

able

From a

amount.

of his wife's

about the same amount as from his wife's

expect
for

he would expect

see in discussing

as we shall

From a dependant in his

clusters.,

is about 400-600 baskets

Austen, 1945s p. 19.
,I

79.
from a wife's

Tabalu
the
headman
the
highest
a3-I,
of
ranking
and

kinsmen;

high
from
baskets
500
rank or
men
of
Omarakanas
each
of
would expect about
those gardening for him on their

These may be regarded as minimal ideal

ranking headmen.

as they can., while grading their

gardens for Mitakata as a wife's

in a given

to this,

the harvest

gifts

marriage

A certain

of Chiefs,
the gifts

relations.,

or in connection

alsoo in

be limited

with

gifts

lower

if

of the recipients

requirements

headmen and other

received
householders

connections

is used for

domestic

and most of that

in collective

and to mortuary

rites

but some

by men of

activities

to feasts

in

between subelans.

purposes,

received

of

factor

men and to those who represent,,

group - e. g. contributions
canoe building,

but this

seniors;

are

at the level

unimportant

obligations

ranking

than did he from the same source.

of the amounts they receive

relatively

goes to meet their

by the subelan or local

greater

made to junior

amount of uri

in the case of junior
importance
r

amount

and the amount actually

would be offended

the domestic

as determinants

tends to affect
their

received

be noted that

not important

as

by what the donor and his kinsmen had to give to their

persons than himself
will

who

but this

expectations;

season would partly

But the Tabalu

affines.

It

legitimate

by the amounts of yams available,,

to Mitakata.

reference

Thus the headmanof Lilutas

brothers would present as much uri

he could over and above Mitakata's
would be limited

according to the rank of the

gifts

as well as other factors.

recipients.,

other

given in each

Generosity is expected of men of ranks who normally try to give as

case.

given

and

expectations.,

the amounts actually

the status of the donors would affect

=ch

lower
baskets
from
300
and about

behalfj

undertaken

at harvest
etc.

time

80.
the figures

If

to rank etc.

according

the Appendices,.
be seen that

for

it

for

the figures

the then Chief

the figures

given

the competitive

Kiriwina;

if

contribute

more than in an ordinary

in villages

If

year.

what Malinowski

(A) is

show that

baskets
figure

the amounts involved

in this

If

category.

of 160 baskets

in fact

it

would probably

is

targets

chronically

gardening

for

estimated

addicted

the prestige

is probable

of their

uri

expectations

figures

are closer

Chief

per donor;

other

is taken,

uri

gifts

the

I obtained

accurate;

but

the ideal

proportions

for

in practice.,
aim.

though they may
But the Kiriwinan

both his aims and achievements

and since my informants
that

the average of

This appears lower than would

do in fact

to exaggerating

reasons of prestige;
it

all

be safe to assume that

at which the gardeners

Oma akana cluster

Z70 baskets

given

range from over 1,, 000 down to 50

men of rank are by no means always attained
provide

throughout

would not

part

be seen that

will

the average for

for

show a great

the summarised figures

per donor is obtained.

be expected were the figures

will

This is

was not universal

not taking

it

tables

whose gifts

harvest

Genuine urigubu

1. it

season in which they were made..

at the bottom of Page Y)!5rbe examined,
called

given by MA21nowski in

(Document
IV) than in
commoners

for

perhaps because of the ka-vas

so those living

estimated

degree of correspondence.

of Omarakana, Toluluwas

was the case that

gifts

and IV., of Coral Gardens. vol.

III

they show a reasonable

range in size,
if

amounts of harvest

be compared with

Documents II,

however greater
those

given here for

as loyal

they exaggerated

and those of other
to what my informants

supporters
the difference

cluster

headmen.

in

were of the
of and sharers
between his
Malinowski's

said were the expectations

of

in

I

lower

and headman.

chiefs

ranking

of their

But the numbers of men and the distribution

in the same Documents.

comparable to the data given by Malinowski

closely

The next Section

of some of the figures
will

be discussed

with

repeating

already

I shall

whatever

the relationship

in terms of affinal

in the spatial

in the five

distribution

of kinship

given;

the first

in particular

for

and subelans
YOlawotu

of the village

of the component villages.

the majority

they present

gifts

emerge from the analysis

is the importance

of the inhabitants

in a tendency

and affinity

of Omarakana., Kasanqi,, Tilakaiwa..

villages

Two points

and receive.

cluster

of the
in the

This is

of members of the subelans with

of ownership

in one or other

village

in their

own as against

other

necessarily

shows., is the

of members of clans

and Wakailua,, and in the range and number of the harvest

rights

types

the various

as Malinovski

Chapter have been examined the ties

as manifested

apparent

of

in making the gift

differentiates

and this.,

or other,

distinguished

Summaryand Conclusions.

In this

relationships

myself

to the Kirivinans.

essence of uri

figures

content

in Coral Gardens are to my

is always phrased and regularised

of some sort

Section 3.

point

motivations

by which Malinowski

the gift

relationships

because,

proper

and the specific

(which are the criteria

involved

the types of uri

all

essentially

as urigubu

the donor to the Chief

resident

On this

in these Documents and elsewhere

mind to be regarded

of urigubu),

V).

analysis

ties

and the range of kinship

givenp

(Chapter

later

here that

by Malinowski

and further

be devoted to the recapitulation

will

is

villages

of the cluster
villages

to reside.,

of the cluster,,

not

but in

82.
the cluster
tendency

as against

for

their

in villages

residents
his

Nevertheless
ties

all

to villages

their

of other

in the external

position

relative

infrequency

this

perhaps requires
of intra-

figures

presented

as against

in a village
ties

with

of another

villages

outside

total

of 86 marriages
The remaining

not of both,
18 are wives,
political

relative

I-

the

gifts#

in a significant

majority

of

of any village

or her subelan has rights
therefore

of ownership
involve

affinal

Table 3 shows that

while

in the cluster

are represented

by adults

of

63
in
out of the
are concerned

in the cluster.
are represented

The representatives

by adults

is a special

case.

male member of their

of either

total

of these subelans

ton of these being wives of the Chief

than he have no adult

harvest

cluster

the Omarakana cluster,,

19 subelans

importance,,

and

the higher

Despite

examination.

Members of these 20 subelans

some affinal

with

economic,, of the groups concerned;

These marriages

cluster.

of

he heads.

an index of their

extra-village

i. e. his

20 of the 39 subelans listed
both sexes.

the importance

one of the spouses is not a citizen

of the Omarakana cluster;

with

from those of the Chief,,

apart

in Tables 9 and 10 show that

(79 percent)

marriages

cases

case of ties

have some residents

particularly
further

in his

gift

in all

cluster

evinces

is not necessarily

in the relations.,

proportion

in fact

in harvest

of the cluster

relationships

the cluster,

outside

itself

clusters

villages

importance
point

The preponderance

of the Chief.

than that

the village

within

by the

confirmed

as expressed

relationships,

to be concentrated

presentations.,
other

affinal

and is

clusters.,

village

other

only

sex only.,

23, of whom

whos because of his

Only eight

wives of men other

own subelans

resident

in the

83.

village

Of necessity

cluster.

husbands are with

villages

reasons which are later
from the effects

there

is a strong

close

to one another

is often

adult

for

his

their

aibter
father

locality

his mother's

relieving

be gardening

for

sex of a given

subelan resident

her.

harvest

harvest
it

gift

entails

village

in the village

presentations

usually

of this

left

her,

or

the

her now home

nearer

is usually

living

a marriage

cluster

to or from residents

neighbouring

responsibility.

the mmber of members of each

a Osisteru
that

to garden

he himself

since

involves

so

one or

in other

localities,,

in another

village

involving
also

of other

a spouse with
one or more

clusters;

between residents

ones.

uneven,

either

from Obrothers"

exchanges of goods and services

clusters,,

undertakes

one of the locality

gifts

between them.

the sister

in a given locality

The chances are therefore
of ownership

brother

or if

In fact

or one or more of the men garden for

no rights

subelan live

he may also garden for

the father,,

when the subelan is a non-owning

more of the women receive

often

man of her subelan living

another

to garden for

cluster.

concerned.,

# thus a man who as an

to do so on his behalf.,

might undertake

that

village

of

the women and their

relation

relationshipP

in his father's

might undertake

on marriage

for

of the kinship

in the same locality

marries

would already

of the subelans

of the affairs

of the nature

thereby

For

which derive

and from consideration

the men to garden formally

to reside

continues

Secs. 2 and 3),

relationships

but not always., a close

his fatherp

for
If

..

of these women's

tendency whenever man and women of a given

husbands irrespective
This

(Cap. II.,

discussed

in the organisation

expediency

ties

than those of the Omarakana cluster.

other

of personal

the affinal

therefore

that

in different

is,

P.

84Although
relatively

great..

services

from people living

of garden produce discussed

to the fact

that

social

intercourse

to be homogeneouss so that

barter

or trade

food at times

obtaining

which are primarily
contingent

of hardship

stress

determines

status

and prestige..

at at its

source,

political

rivals

importance
lower
they

residents

received

and headmen receive

residents

for

and as such are

in the last

is presented

headmen or Chiefs

under

analysis

what

is the amount aVailable

may be less

and present
part

he receives.,

harvest

gifts

of the main harvest

and

Townis of

than those of other
than theirs

whereby others
as part

(cf.

than Chiefs

of a system through

is redistributed

localities

by very

and the relationships

numerous and important

the relationships

in the same and in adjacent

received

where the leading

residents,
the gifts

gifts

may overshadow in bulk

though more numerous and important

We may regard

which the greater

relationships)

might be more generous than potential

by other

importance

individually.,

collectively.

as means of

affinal

wider

V, Sec. I)

as in Omarakana,, the harvest
or cluster

rank or lesser
symbolise,

would be unreliable

in hard times.

village
that

and

tends

takes place production

adversity;

and neighbours

Secondlyý while,
pre-eminent

local

of Chapter I.

might not prove reliable

whether and how much I=i

from the

apart

between which more or less

(Chapter

matters

or political

Section

The Chief's

of shortage.

political

upon his

the cluster

in the first

economic and other

regular

is

importance

to the chances of recurrent

the range of villages

within

their

some garden produce and

outside

This may be related

of the Chief.

shortages

at least

they ensure that

since

are obtained

affines

is small.,

the mimber of such presentations

annually

Table 10).

between
The garden

85.
may be considered

produce thus circulated

both primary

call

hardly

be regarded

main harvest

and its

season,, during
through

the population
those

rainfall

is greatest.

of local

different

The greater

part

village

of the uri

relations

of

village

cluster

by produce of his own.. and

extent be regarded as a surplus over and above the individual

the Chief for the underwriting
redistributed

to the community at large.

mainland New Guinea.
depends, as we shall

urip-ub-u transactions
the case of Chiefs

of food,

through which it

of the

the position

from that of his counterparts

is

in
way

see in Chapter V,, upon his rank and power.
of Trobriand

kinship

are a manifestation,,
or in that

the urimb

is

relationships.,
not only

of the remainder

only in poor gardening
that

Essentially

through

The area from which he draws the surplus in this

For the importance

is probably

which is made available

of communalundertakings

Trobriand Chief is thus no different

short

of crops

valueOp especially

by an important

received

consumer requirements of the population,

it

the

clusters.

Chief or headma% howevert is not reciprocated
may to this

failures

Thus the kinship

may be said to have economic "insurance

involving

can

take place at the end of the Southeaster

redistribution

which as we have seen the risk

unreliable

it

is to be noted that

but it

system;

This

of roughly

as he and they gave awayt so that

as a profitmaking

would

needs.

and group in possession

each householder

the same amount of foodstuffs

of what Malinowski

determined;

and secondaryp or culturally

leaves

redistribution

in respect

of the population

consumer requirements

the normal

as representing

of the population.

is valued

in

economic,, either

seasonsp when a village

received

of which the

primarily

Indeed

or cluster
for

its

is

use in

86.
immediate

domestic

overt

are also

gifts

in particular

of affinal.,

but also political

groups that
regulating

the population

are regulated

and
of local

the context

is within

place.. kinship

the defining

provides

modes of interaction2

is itself

of a village

of kinshipp

in terms of which not only economic

membership of the corporate

groups as such;

is

respect

of ties

manifestations

see it

takes

in this

of the system of circulation.

forms of interaction

of the various

principles

of local

and tangible

as we shall

such interaction

importance

nature

relationships,

and other

For while

organised.

although

the general

in considering

significant
Harvest

consumption.,

its

and

not membership
by

group represented

in terms of

phrased and regularised

kinship.
The data presented
of ties

of certain

importance
kinship

in this

sorts

as a social

within

unit

Chapterp then., by showing the concentration
the villa,, -,,e cluster,

under its

has appeared in various

system.

been carried
intermarriage

either

In no other

and this

emphasises the importance

not only

in the lives

of individuals,,

regularity

and continuity

the formal

relationships

may be said that

while

to their

an examination

of the pattern

out in terms of analysis

transactions.

of uri

begin

This examination

between villages,,

At all

forms as the vehicle

and in the next Chapter we shall
kinship

Chief.

have emphasised its

and analysis

of settlement

of kinship

of the

has in fact
in and

of residence

or through

way could it

the intermediacy

have been done adequately,

in the Trobriand

social

system;

but also as a means of imparting
formal

of the population
the kingroup,

of such relationshipsp

of the frequencies
directly

in the discussion

points

relations
generally.

with

each other
To this

and to

extent

subelan or clan,, can be defined.,

it
and

87.
the system of related

statuses

meaningfully,,

reference

analysed
kingroupis.

without

in terms of kinship,

of which it
to local
in particular

is

composed can be differentiated

grouping,

the latter

of affinal.

can only be

relationships

between

88.
Il

Chapter
Kinship

and the Individual

subelan of Tilakaiwa

of the members of the Lobwaita
with

the other

considered

in other

partly

than any others;

because it

partly

at the villagep

analytical

The relation
essentially

to that

similar

common residence,

normally

however lead to loss

Omarakana and Yolawotu

village

residents'

is

rather

since
atypical

is

or compound villages

in intensity

of the subelans'

in different

by the factor

of

different
of
members

formal

this

in the former

does not

individuality.

the latter

villages;

with

and more convenient

to some extent;

is probably
the relationships

Both
more
of

by the presence of the Tabalu Chief.

share ownership

of the village

members tend to occupy adjacent
households

a simple village

I knew well.

of uniting

activities

type of village..

are rendered

each subelan's

a simpler

though modified

are joint

In Yolawotu two subelans

other

took
I
why
reason
one
which was

villages

which has the effect

in corporate

of this

and in some ways most

is the biggest

presents

better

relationships

between members of owning subelans

subelans

residents

village

between subelan members in joint

of the same cluster.,

typical

in
the
I
time
was
of
most

since Tilakaiva

while

than the other

situation

be
to
is
subelan

and their

residents

the one owning subelan it

villages

at their

one anotherv

with

members of their

other

and with

commoner subelan in the cluster,

up residence
only

knew its

village

The Lobwaita

villages.

because I lived

and therefore

important

in the village

residents

subelan resident

Kiriwina

the
focussed
be
relationships
upon
w12l

Chapter the analysis

In this

being intermingled

and garden lands;

houses on the village
with

little

reference

site.,
to their

89.

with

into

team for

a single

divided

into

The whole population

the two owning subclans.

relationships

two named sectors

two owning subclans

have their

By contrast.,

purposes.

gardening

(p.

combine as a single

in each of which the members of the
the dependants

houses., while

both

cases the ownership

subclans
All

the villages

were in pre-European
which seems further

loss

serious

drift

constant

secondly
villagesp

noted this

in size

since

at least

can be discerned

the increased

in the

today than they

in the case of Omarakana.,
This is

his time.

- not so much as causing

over the last

any

years,, but rather

fifty

to some extent.

has taken place from the inland

the restraints

in

although

which as we saw in Chapter I appears to have

redistribution

in the power and Influence
through

Malinowski

toward the lagoon villages

major influences

of Kasanai

is vested

and plots

appear to be smaller

of European influences

about its

of population

Kiriwina

times.

purposes,

other

Lixe

sector.

members individually.

of the cluster

of populationý

remained remarkably
as bringing

fields

to have decreased

the result

probably

of individual

and their

separately

and for

gardening

of

or adherents

of both sectors

however,, the residents

team for

is

Kasanai, village

members of each owning subelan have houses in the appropriate
the Yolawotu population.,

combines

villages

and the neighbouring
in this

seems that

It

process;

firstly

of the Tabalu and other

inland

of northern

the diminution
village

near which European residents..
have set up their

goverment

officials,

partimdar

seems to have attracted

importance

as political
traders

and missionaries

establishments.

TWO

districts.

placed upon them by European administrators,
economic as well

some

Pearl

Chiefs
and
of the lagoon
as

as well
fishing

people to the lagoon from the inland

in

go.

it

tailed

of its

the period

during

villages

and many stayed on even after

1930's.
the
the
to
of
slump
owing

off

to in Chapter V

it

however;

because Omarakana village
Chief

flourishing..

of the Islands

than other *illages
stood to lose

it

to note here that

sufficient

had a greater

probably

concentration
times.,

in pre-European
of its

proportion

precisely

of population

and consequently

than others

population

of Tilakaiwa village

(cf.
60
1950
in
persons
was

1 and 3., Map 5 and Genealogy 1 in the Appendix where the ==bers
the names on the Map correspond

ceremonial

"square"

(baku).

alongside
the

indicating

There were 16
houses around the

The heads of seven of these households

to the Lukuba clan;

Households 1.2
All

clan.

successively

dwelling

Tables

- nos.

on the Map - are men of the Lobwaita, owning subclanp which

these men will

Mailasi

one of the separate

each occupying

4-10 inclusive

with

to those on the Genealogy,

of the owners of the houses and yam stores).

households,

belongs

also.

The QQdlan in ita OwnVillagga.

The population

relations

referred

were the seat of the most important

and cluster

and clusters

a greater

Section 1.

is

This is further

the kinship

of other

household

and 15 are those of men of the Kauoma subclan
three

are sons of no. 16, Mikalai,,
of the garden magician

been dead,, but whom Malinowski
subelan

Malinowski 1935,1,

heads

be discussed.

first

two daughters

the Ilaolabuma,

relations

well

now extinct,,

v. Index.

knew (1).

of

who married

Nasibowai,

who has long

Nasibowai was a member of

the owners of Kupwakopula village

site.

Ikf

91.
subelan owns Moligilagi

Mikalails
after

his father-in-law's

first

wife

Nasibowai ;
who lives
(no.

men of the Lobwaita

Touladoga., the present

married

her younger

in Yolawotu.,

by which time both his daughters

death,

had married

his father's

(P. MO).

He lives

husband.

Mokaivau,, Mikalails

Kaivaguli

returned

in Tilakaiwa

Hikalails

gardening
elder

his

ry after

son by his

to Tilakaiwa

to live

while

for

PuluwaYwo (no. 15) also gardens for

Mokaivau,

Mikalai

and for

his

Mwanebu also gardens in addition
gardener
lack

and his reputation

Kiriwinaj,
decided

receives

which member of his w:Lfe's

garden for

him.

him.

from

His younger brother

who in turn

gardens for

husband Miolaku.,

his

for

whom

Mwanebu is a keen and expert

a few months before
it

for

his

my arrival

in

had not yet been

subelan which owns Liluta

non-owner householders.,

(Tomiyala.,
4
of no-

village

His father

no. 3 is the brother

who is an owner of the village).,

No. 3 asked and was allowed

relationship.

thereý

a

should

him.

Of the remaining
wife

has married

gardens for

I was staying

as yet from no one, for

uri

him

sister's

as such compensates him to some extent

Puluwaywop who married

of a wife.

second wifep

sister's

to Touladoga;

son Mwanebu

deserted

wife

the Lumleys.

classificatory

subelan..

eldest

Kaivaguli

to

successor

Touladoga., his

for

and her brother

subelan,

first

by his
daughter

of the Lobwaita

village.

Gusaweta.. where he had been working

father

of Tilakaiwa.,

Miolaku,

married

sister

The elder

subelan.

garden magician

2) is the man who did not rem

woman of the Lobwaita

but he stayed on in Tilakaiva

villagej,

lived

member of the Tabalu subelan,

to live

in the village

of the

and gardens for
in virtue

of this

in Oma akanas where he was a son of a

until

he became too old to garden,

when he

92.
went to live
taking

in Liluta,

his young family

Tilakaiwa

to live

with

in his

also came to live

and his

he was in fact

as did his

childhood.,

as a dependant

"fathers".

have kin

as Liluta,

Tebeli,

Daibunat
is

his

no. 10.

different

their

subelans

"pseudokinsman"
in virtue

brother

mother's

of householders

owning subclaný

father

of ownership

also gardens for

of one of the Chief's
his

by her brother

Tebeli..

household.

and their

Mitakata,,

Negidageda's

wives.
sister's

in their

and lives

gardens for

Okopukopu, which is too far
they do not think
Finally.,

classificatory

No one gardens for

mother lives

wife's

sufficiently

no. 14, Gumisakapu, is married

important

village

brother$
and
in

in her "daughter's"
kinsmen live

his wife's

easy transport

village

as he is a

The brother

husband.

Mtukwapwapu, for

away to permit

his marriage

whose wife

mothers were of

are members of the Osisupa subelan which owns Wakailua

Omarakana clusterv

to a

Negidageda is thus also a clan

He also

relationship.

and sister

on Map 5, is married

and is gardened for

of the Lukuba clan.

in

villages.

being the same though their

Mtukwapwapu (no. 12) gardens for
sister

has rights

of the men of the owning subelan,

of this

father

members are

Mokawokala and his brother

No. 13, Negidageda,

"sister".,

Their

and its

of the Omaralran cluster

no. 3-1 on the list

woman of the Lobwaita

His younger

sister.

in his household.

5'0- 51).,

so that

in three

and affines

and

His own subelan is Bwaydaga of Lukwasisiga

clan which., as we have seen (pp.
Omarakana as well

subelan..

to a village

returning

was a member of the Gawari owning subelan of Yolawotu.,
thus Mokawokala's

children's

Thus when Mokawokala (no- 3) came to

him.

on his marriage

people he had known well
brother

of his wife's

the village

of

while

to make the extra

to an elder

sister

at

effort-1,.

of the wife

93.
of Daibuna,

Daibuna's

subelan.

designate

no. 10.. who is heir

gardens for Mitakata

wife

has given Gumisakapuls

others,

of Gumisakapuls own mothers for
thisp

Mitakata

classificatory
gardens for

them as *brother

Gumisakapuls wife

who lives

subelan of the Mailasi

in the village

daughter's

and to the ViUage.,

owning other

villages

are,, with

Her daughter

Toginigini

maternal cross cousin (v. Section 3)each other

clan.
the exception

of

of Miolakup

a

Bomakwasi is married

to

who is a classificatory

mother's

classificatory

is thus married

sister's

sister's

to his

classificatory

The other wives are Istrangersu

though four

of the cluster.

the two

sisters;

The mother is the wife

his mother's
son).

is a

to each other except through their

no. 8 on the map and genealogy.,

daughter's

Gumisakapu himself

women are classificatory

in Yolawotu.

(actually

garden for

there

SUbclan and two members of the Kaibola

are mother and daughter.
man living

who live

at Kabulula.

clan, unrelated

The two Lobwalta

than

rather

and sisterO

is of the owning subelan of Kaulagus

and Gumisakapuls younger brother

son of Miolaku

After

But the two are much of an age., and because he

two who belong to the Lobwaita

Toginigini,,

she died.

sister

mother.

The wives of the residents

Lobwaita

younger

who is Gumisakapuls

his wife.,

member of the Sakapu subelan of the Lukwasisiga

others

was because he

him to garden for

as does her brother#

husbands.

it

requested

as "mother and son".

him,

Gumisakapu

a considerably

whom he gardened until

hers most people class

and her father

a daughter.

however., said that

She is in fact

of the woman.

of the Lobwaita

to Gumisakapu,, is the husband of an

whoj, according

adopted mother of Gumisakapu;
was the brother

to the headship

to

of them are members of subelans

4 ,,I
41

94There is one other

married

independent

in the village

household

Daibuna.

Toulogu is Daibunats

the Vabari

subelan., Lukwasisiga

Mailasi

subelan
Vabari

for

expelled

back on the Ocharity"

driven

mother's

together

(2)

here rather

since

it

son Namwana

be dealt

as illustrative

1929,, PP. 10-13.

subelan of
father's

On the other

handy

and were they

second wife,

way gain entry

however if

village

to her

they were formally

would brand them as undesirables.

the members of a reasonably

Malinowski.,

Should

household.

husband's

of a wife.

This would not be possible

which will

than Toulogu and

to remain in their

of Daibunals

These data w:L1.1 not be analysed
of formal. kinship,,

the

subelan,

as Toluluwals

to her kinsmen might in this

out of Tilakaiwa,,

presented

mother's

they move to that

unless

in time.

is of Waibitu

from Omarakana (2)., they would have to fall

of their

in attentions

village

in Daibuna's

to leave Tilakaiwaj

they have become the "childrenO
diligent

now dead,, who was of

second wife

members other

They are both likely

village.

marriage,,

after

clan.

had been made by

is now abandoned and the members of the subelan

any reason be forced

Kaulikwau

wife,,

Daibuna's

Mwawesi who also lives

Guyau was formally

first

son by his

Indeed I heard of no living

his young brother
they

when arrangements

Toulogu is of course of his mother's

clan.

whose village

scattered.

housep but were going to set up an

in Daibuna's

resident

and still

they were newly

At the time the data were obtained

no. 10, and his wife.
married

Daibuna.,
the
son
of
-

couple in the village

here in detail
with

from the point

in Chapter III;

they are

dyadic
the
of
network
of
typical

village.

of view

Certain

ties

binding

points

will

95.
however be made before

going on to examine the relationships

members of the Lobwaita
Firstly

As often

be apparent

will

as not the factors

than that

one or other

involving

resident

the non-owners reside

all

a man to live

which decide

and used to provide
the link

basis

to contributes

and by participating
etc.

directly

in other

He contributes

one or other

someone for

residence

involved

as well

in turn,

by their

stranger

to enjoy the rights

by his
his

as asserting

activities

Personal

of the
team.,

gardening
to

to garden

obligations

members or on their

behalf

for

garden produce.

evocation

the person

of the link

the obligations

claim upon the owners of the village,

resources,
enter

recognise

the right

in the villagep

of residence

factors

sought
and

and contributing

by accepting

acknowledgement of the link

collective

to the resources

in such cases as contracts.,

acknowledging

is

the village,

as a member of its

indirectly

link

a kinship
into

residencep

imposes upon the Ostrangero

directly
productive

operate

seeking

obligations.

it

of the owning subelan's

links

in its

instances

or indirectly,

whom they have to provide

The kinship

of sharing

that

He contributes

owning subelan.

factors

In some cases political

of incorporation

is always of such a kind

obligations

friendship

advantage he

or some personal

in the particular

a valid

other

between subalans also determine

relationships

the motive

in a village

such as a particular

of the village,
in it.

in the

of members of the owning subelan.

of some kind

residence

the formal

But whatever

feasts

that

of his own subelan are personal,

hopes to gain through

for

subelan.

as kinsmen or affines

village

with

it

of the remaining

including

so long as he observes
into

the relationship

of the
that

his

both at the

who..

96.
stage of gaining
decision

when they partly

entry.,

to seek residence

to his wish;

in a particular
later

and at all

and they on his if

must be regularised

a kinship

element is basic,,

own contracts

in the village.

relationship.

the contract

itself

both husband's
are uniquely

they may also be affected

Section 2.

with

other

been given for

members of their

Section,

of their

is even more

ties

and personal

may not

In marriage,
subclans,,

on the individuals
and his wife's
respective

however,

personal

while

ties

and

concerned., though.
personal

subelans.

of the members of the Lobvaita
though not in as great

those resident

be dealt

with

examples when necessary.

Tilakaiwa.

focussed

on that

The Subalan as a Corporate =t.

examined in this

resident

the position

of which male non-owners live

and wife's

by the husband's

The interrelationships

subelan will

residence.,

member of their

in marriage

in virtue

upon a single

involves

relationships

ties

factor

contract

the contract

is

Here also the contractual

of marriage.

The man's kinship

depend specifically

reaction

"contract".

the personal

although

than in the kinship

significant

continued

depends ultimately

of wives in turn

husbands and on their

his

good wi.11 is not enough in itself;

through

The position

for

owners'

as the stranger

him as a useful

they are to retain

But personal

village.

and its

in so far

good will

Ia

both the individual

village

stages also..

dependent on the owners'

ultimately

determine

in other

villages

in their

detail

own village

as a whole,, individual
Essentially
is similar

the position
to that

be

subelan will

in all

of Tilakaiwa.
members being

cases as has
Here the
cited

as

of members of the subelan

of the "strangers"

resident

in

ýli
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The Lobwaita
in Tilakaiwa,

their

and 19 outside
the subelans
living

n=ber

Their

investigated,

in their

own village
(Cf.

than in many cases.
consider
it

covers only four

is

postulated

distribution

approximates

though there

are rather

with

Indeed there

subclan's

to thisp

the relevant

werej, regrettably,,
reaction.

It

myths well

to each other.

but it

challenging

may be noted in passing

that

they

heads together

and

to provoke

when a dispute

discussion

Mitakata

consisted

men concerned about the precise

myths,, in the course of which the myths underwent
Presumably the content

If

seems that

of Yolawotu over rights

which took place before

seems the

been challenged.

members of the two owning subelans

readjustment.

men

and the vagueness as to

men would put their

enough;

not sufficiently

between the senior

mythical

were in

in as much as it

have never recently

should be, I was assured., the senior
"recall"

relationship

among the older

and not all

in the cluster

may be related
to land etc.

rights

No precise

of the emergent ancestors

subelan-numerically

the myth of origin

most commoner genealogies,

of opinion

of the myth of origin,

we

(Table 3) show., the Lobwaita are at present the

As the figures
single

If

remembered human members and their

agreement even about the relationship

strongest

of the cluster

villages

azW accuracy.

was some divergence

all

fewer of the Lobwaita

like

be seen that,

will

generations

content

to the average for

more in other

and rather

between the oldest

about the precise

of Omarakana cluster

villages

Tables 3-5., Genealogy lp in Appendix).
it

the genealogy,

ancestors.

39 in other

own villaget

it.

persons., of whom 14 are resident

living

72 recorded

so desirable
occurred

a certain

a

between

to a name, the

largely

content

and interpretation

my enquiries

in argument

of each others'
amount of
of myths could

%
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various

.

I was., albeit
to obtain

mach hesitancy

with

The Kiriwinan
and personalities

The resultant

uncertainty

frequently

in alternate

same family

if

someone dies
of spirit

bearing

and the living.

The genealogy as presented
spontaneously

showed some degree of interest.
individual

ancestors

even ascertain

with

subelan and village.
the present
not all

by my informants,

the "real"
could recall

headman, and it
their

Cf. Malinowskip

range the relationships

three

1929, pp. 145 ff.

of Monumadoga,

men,, who might or might

were variously

This reflects

of

headman of the

brother"

was only Monumadoga and his

names at all.

is

I could not

significance.

a "mother's

contemporaries;

have been of the same generation,

connected

and in whom they

the name of the last

He was probably

headmano and his

This is

covers the range of individuals

or no social

any certainty

or in the

generationsp

to confuse the relationships

Beyond this

have little

names,

the same name among both the dead

of individuals

more or less

of re-using

depth.

(3)p but the procedure

children

and leads to a tendency

in the

interest

at and beyond this

prematurely.

and personalities

recalled

loses

is added to by the practice

in reincarnation

in no way systematic,

ancestors

and sometimes in proidmal

of siblings,

beliefs

of his

able

from the genealogy

generation

commoner apparently

relationships

of my informants,

on the part

a few names in the next ascending

as presented.

(3)

of the

relationships

subelans.

DeDth of Genealo

with

changes in other

to reflect

be modified

similarly

recalled

as being

contemporaries

both the semi-official

who
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of traditional

nature

and the fact

village

(v.
and map

no. 16 on genealogy

in the household of his

living

no other

members of their

of the subelan,
precise

informants..

and that

it

The names and subelans
either,

set up no perman

are repeated
relationships

in successive
with

not the earlier.,

no special

relationship

maintained

with

are completed.

relations

children.

to their

relative

Bomilaboyowa was the

as they appear in the genealogy.
recalled

them in two cases.
they

between subelans unless

and where this

is the case the
that

from

result

Even in the case of living

than a personal
of their

to my

unimportant

are concerned are those

marriages.

the subelans

attached

to establish

generations..

other

appeared quite

agreed that

special

which the living

the later,

their

they were "sisters*,,

in order

were
members

husbands were not spontaneously

and I was unable definitely

Marriages

rituals

followed

of their

women of it

mothers of living

significance

was generally

the others

There were

were urAcnown even to their

sisters

nor was any particular
although

that

to each other

Whether or not they were uterine

eldest

but four

generation,

buts beyond the fact

relationships

seniority,,

appeared to be about 70 years

They were the mothers or mothers'

remembered.

Daibuna., no. 10.,

use as informants.

were of little

subelan and

Tonupoi was living

(tabu)
son

Both he and Mikalai

and owing to senility

generation.

pp. V -U).

daughter's

sister's

where he died in 1951.

the memory

Lobwaita
the
Tonupoi
of
were

men of the village

The oldest

old,

descending

commoner beyond the third

of a Chief.,

the status

enough to perpetuate

not even headmanship is

that

of an individual

Mikalais

headmanships, as against

persons

one between individuals

is

deceased spouses once the mortuary

The death of such aged widows or widowers is

100.
by only exiguous

attended
formal

ties..

affinal

Affinal

subclans'
Relationships

It

will

daughter

married

to Idtakata

Toluladogas

the Omarakana Ghief.

also garden for

Giovadalas

who both live

her3--

He married

was married

younger brother
Similarly

Toluluva

classificatory

daughter's

while

and

brother,

who survived

but is

some years
in 1930-

him by a few years.
subelan,

and therefore

Kadumiyu., when she married
her Ofather"

of the

is genealogically

Kadumiyu when he succeeded Toluluva

was marrying

married

"motherN and "Daughter"

(4)

Mitakata

he took from the Lobwaita

Mitakata.,

designate,

and Mokaimwau and Tomanam, who live

to Boutukema (4).

her "brother-in-lav'A.,

Four of her

her.

Daibunap Mommadoga's heir

in Tilakaiwa;

is

Monumadoga and his younger brother

of Tonupois Monumadoga's mother's

She was the second wife
married

headman of Tilakaiwaq

both garden for

in Omarakana and Kasanai respectively.

Toluluva

part

Kadumiyuý a classificatory

of Monumadoga,, the present

than he.

an active

Tabalu Chiefs.

with

Obrothers*

younger

end, or before

marriages

relationships.

the garden magician,

generation

tend to be renewed from

existing

be seen from Genealogy 1 that

sister's

of existing

hand, politically

become too old to play

brothers

affinal

in no severance

On the other

and even before

the husband or his wife's
in their

results

headmen or Chiefs..

as with

to generation,

generation

it

between subelans.

relationships

important

for

rites

(cf.

Toluluwals

Section

3).

two women of the Bvaydaga subelan who were

to each other,
daughter

and Ritakata

and daughter.

Malinowski., 1935., 1., PP- 395s 408p 417.

is married
In all

these

to their
cases the

101.

with

to the kinship

regard

desired

The significance

be reverted

system will

to later;

A new Chief upon his

wives from the subelans

obtaining

there

none already;

is no apparent

of his predecessor's
in this

of his

is

lineal

to prefer

he has

if

affines.,

and amy woman of the subclans

wives,

here it

sets about

succession

predecessors'

tendency

of this

between the subclans

to emphasise the way in which the relationships

concerned are renewed.

eligible

Ofath6rs".

classificatory

women were marrying

descendants

concerned is

respect.

UnimDortance of Genealogical-Lineages.
As was noted earliert

the only

the genealogy are those with

Nor does the fact

that

structural

the children
with

other

descendants

their

significance

members of their
from that

subclan,

tending

and do not appear to constitute

their

especially

affinal

de facto

The temporary

affects

of her brothers$

of the subelans'

groups are temporary.,

constitute

personal
if

and this

of

as important.

factor

have

lineages

localisation

of

relationships

her husband's

is

village

always affects

the

but the localised

relationships;

to break up on the marriages
recognised

generation

The genealogical

descendants.

as such.

of a woman necessarily

some distance
organisation

lineal

of these women are unknown and are not regarded

relationships

apparent

living

named women in the eldest

of the children,

elements in the formal

structure

of the subelans.
If
see that

we take the lineal
her eldest

became the oldest
handicapped

by bis

descendants

daughter

of Bomilaboyowa as an example, we

died without

issue.

Her son Motaipa,

man of the subelan on the death of Tonupoi,
personality,,

and has never married

who

has always been

or played

a full

part

102*

in the subclan's

He is a poor and unenthusiastic

otherwise.

affairs

for

and has never assumed responsibility

gardener
regular

uri

any of the subelans

For some time he has been acting

obligations.

(Map
Oma
4).
near
akana

general

factotum

in a trader's

Bomilaboyowals

daughter

Kaulabaku died in 1951.

inefficient

store

husband Moyola in Omarakana., where their

She lived

father

of ownership

in Yogwabu (Kasanai).

of Geumwala, Mitakatals

Kaulabaku's

the three

children.,

her eldest

Botaolip

senior

daughter,,

her subelan's

of Mitakatals

override
his

any personal

This marriage

and his wife

being Mailasi,,

Mokaraybida.
daughter's

uterine

heir

though his

wishes,

brothers.,

and they had refused

brothers

either

their

of

fathert

to Bwabwau's eldest

a breach of clan exogamys both Vanoi
subelan is Tabalu and hers

Bwabwau was in bad odoar with
classificatory

to the subelan

gardens for

who is married

though

sisterst

he may have had to garden for

designate,

involves

Kadumiyus one

sister

His obligations

him

with

son Mokaimwaup

of his uterine

either

Bwabwaup his younger brother..

Vanoi., Mitakatals

daughter.

their

preferences

where she lives.

eldest

classificatory

in the Omarakana cluster.

own sisters.

and for

his

(p. 100)y not for

wives

they also live

Kaulabaku's

village.

in Omarskana., gardens for

resident

and remained in Omarakana.

Mokaivau (p. 91)p and lives

married

clan,,

Of

whom he gardens.

a man of Wakailua,,

married

Mailasi

He is a classificatory

sons have married

Bomlaina., the younger daughterp
in Tilakaiwa,

for

wife,

her

with

Moyola

grew up.

children

(Omarakana no. 200 l4ap 5) is a member of the Obukula subelan..
who have rights

as a rather

for

his

permitting

to garden for

old enough to garden for

affines.,

especially

the marriage
the girl.

her out of personal

his

against

She had no
affection

103.
despite
also

opposed by Mitakata,,

the Lobwaita

on Bwabwau through

and consequently

Yobwimaj Kaulabaku's

for
to
garden
used
son,,

third

the events outlined

their

Because of this

father

instead.

Kaivagulij,

of Tilakaiwa

in 1950.

Kaulabaku's

her husband brought
garden for

than sons usually

earlier
gardening

for

the continuing
see later).
lives

with

Mitakata.

He is on close

daughter,

residence

do because six

in her father's
young brothers

sister's

Their

fathers'

household

at Moligilagip

who was adopted by the father's

has with

rather

in the subelan are

which often

villagesp

facilitates

as we shall

an uterine

sister

who

son is the bachelor

The remaining

second sister

sister

at Gusaweta.

brother

elders

sons gardens also for

her husband at Yolawotu.
(v. p.. fg).

of their

own

grown up sons now

mother's

is one of the factors

of sons in their

One of Botaoli's

Gumilobwaita

Two of their

their

terms with

personal

in Wakailua,

living

for

from

his uterine

even when he lived

taken over from their

(This

for

in his

as a houseboy., to live

up eleven children.

them, having

youngest

them by choice

eldest

brother

elder

son, returned

There he gardens for

Bomlaina and her husband (p. 91).

Botaolis

his

he now gardens directly

trouble

Kaulabaku's

them both# and gardened for

and his

above.. since Bwabwau was gardening

Gusaweta., where he had been working
village

as their

as well.

Bwabwaup before
father.

to bear

pressure

his wife's

with

was

is a measure of

his influence

men through

Bwabwau is out of favour

the Chief

own subelans and with

it

to bring

He tried

senior

The marriage

subelan.
to prevent

and his inability

weakness of his position.

the present

affine,

of their

of the rest

the disapproval

has been divorced
together
sister.

with

and lives
one of her

No one gardens for

104her,

nor for her younger

had
1950
in
recently
who

sister

of one of the Bwaydaga men living
one had been allocated
Of Botaoli's

five

household., while

remaining

Yolawotu.

Isowai

Thus all

in the household

is in fact

of their

line

in their

The adults

oubelan.

share equally

villages

children
according
to live

distinct

with

their

being

unit2

largely

of residence

to die,, Mokaimwau would probably
stay,

marriage.,

son Yobwima,, however.. would probably

closer

in age to Daibuna and his

them than with

his uterine

of their

and production
lineage

brothers.

brother

is

and when the

at present,,

among the villagesp

While the women will
Kaulabaku's

stay on because he gardens for
at any rate

not

of the

hand their

be redistributed

if

where they grew up., but were their

non Rrata., because of his daughter's

he is

scattered

of

equally

affairs

of consumption

at marriage.

sons have stayed on in the village

youngest

almost

husbands the men have grýeater choice.

Bwabwau.would also probably

in
'

clusterp

or in others

On the other

also.

grow up they also will
to the rules

interact

in the corporate

effectively

of residence

not a territorially

Isowai,

the exception

own village

in the same Village

subelan.. though they are members of the units
of their

in her

sister

eldest

time.

at that

mother Kaulabaku.,

of descent., with

live

whether they live
All

cluster.

of his

case no

couple
living

were still

the son

Pold enough to be his mother".

the woman and boy in Moligilagi,

intensively

three

children

the members of this

in the village

the newly married

had been adopted by Botaoli's

one girl

and one boy was living

In the latter

in Omarakana.

to garden for

married

go
three
father

the Chief.

so long as he remains Derso
with

his

own kinsmen.

go to Tilakaiwa,

to live,

and is more friendly

He might in fact

The
for

with

move to Tilakaiwa

105.
before

his
If

death.

father's

father

however their

and friends

the brothers

death.

But when they die or leave the village2

might well

be represented

or move into
children
marry,

the village
be with

will

Meanwhile other

in that

subelan.,

But

the

than the lineal

unit

are differentiated

from

the

continue

or of

to be represented
of Kaulabaku.

of

in

continuity

remainder

residence

a formal

constitute

co-resident

subelan

as such.

descendants

of marriage

is
the

members of

which they

members of the subelan has no

do not

the

marry

of the sisters'

of residence

the subelan will

such lineages
itself

sisters

to men of Omarakanap where their

women are married

as a determinant

which

village

from individual

ties

no

will

uterine

or those into

villages

brothers'

mothers'

descent

members of

the

time

own natal

though by others

village

of their

children

father's

their

lineage

their

But the personal

are growing up, so that

significance

and the

later.

Lobwaita

Thus lineal
formal

unless

their

their

not with

children

there,

of subelan

remain in Omarakana after

affairs.,

longer

own contemporaries

or are superseded in control

die,

in Tilakaiwa

their

so long that

lives

in

a given

of

its

as such..

division

these

within

respects*
at

village

members by this

a given
fact,

as

ýji
a result

of more intensive

and because
life.

the

residentsin

Nevertheless

and residence

they

in different

as such, although

if

interaction

with

each village
remain

fully

the villages

a village

cluster

no way moderates

are distant

the degree to which they can participate
Within

such as that

together

share

members of the
in

villages

each other

it

actively

will

than
in

with

the

others..

its

corporate

corporate

subelan

their

formal

necessarily

in their

of Omarakana at leastp

alsoy

status

affect

subelan's

affairs.

the villages

106.

are in fact

so close

together

that

the members of the subolan in their

affects

any more than it
Resiclenge-as

does their

a Fact! 2r-in

formal

team of that
leadership

of the Tabalu,

Chief.

in its

figures

of their

derive

determine

the formal

and thusp directly
Let us consider

status

or ritual

or indirectly.,

was organised

fully

and jural

for

for

These

subelans.

other

which affect

in the different

and

villages.

subelans.

In each case the

in the subelans'

own villages.,

(5) and organiser

of the bul2ding

to the headship

the builders

of the Tabalu canoe, and, as affines
also.

in Omarakana contributed

They also

contributed

1922,, pp. 117-120.

X

of the Tabalu

of the subelan and

JLs members of the village,

canoe.

resident

Malinowski,

when

the &uýl of 1951s one was built

the Lobwaita

in the case of the Lobwaita

it

occasions

matters

the Lobwaita

in building

of the

as affines

on all

group vis-a-vis

by men resident

being the "owner"

viUagep

status

as residents

canoe., and Daibuna.9 the heir-designate
its

and responsibilities

examples of each type of situation.

the Tabalu and another

Mitakata

under the

of the members of the subelans both as such

When new canoes were being built

enterprise

each other,

enterprises

rights

from their

as a corporate

in ceremonial

are primarily

for

joint

At the same time they participate
subclan

with

in Omarakana belong to the gardening

in virtue

which in turn

as residents.,

interaction

Subolan Membgrshin.

and take part

village.,

hardly

villages

status.

Thus the Lobwaits, men resident

their

in different

residence

yams for

the feasting

of Mitakata..

of

they assisted

yams to the feasting

of the

6

107.

constructio%

Mitakata.

In return

than in Daibunals,
determined
other

they had the right
the actual

although

affines

of Mitakata

etc.

the ceremonial

of Mitakata.,

containers
crew of his

of Omarakana contributed

thereby

In short,

canoe,

who by sex and status

their

signalling

subclan.,
it

or kinship

the assembling

to the ceremonial

yam

as members of the

status

Otherwise

do so in the
they seek to attach

to the canoe of another
and other

activities

village

or

connected with

accordingly.

Local

and KinzrouD 02rDorate-Activities.
The kula.. like

days e. g. warfare)
existing

formal

in ultimate

(6)

ties

in building

and participate

during

to go on kW& normally

are eligible

by affinal

At

the members of the work team of a village

canoe of the owning subelan of the village.
themselves

as

6)"
held
to
-

of the crews and the fleet

of the canoes, the Lobwaita

the crews.

(tasasori
the
beach
on

food distribution

one or

in the building.,

joined

village

and were taken into

or Daibuna,

the incorporation

signalise

canoe rather

of crews was not

selection

in either

not resident

seats in his

(as e. g. women) or did not want to sail

of the canoes were ineligible
others

to claim

of

Some persons who helped build

only by these factors.

on kula;

a hand

lent

and occasionally

but most of the work they did was on that

its

with

canoe in Tilakaiwa..

of Daibuna's

builders

Ibid,,

the other
activities

relations

reference

pp. 146 ff.

corporate
of local

of kinship

(in

economic and political
groups,

grouping

to which such activities

is a situation
operate..

in which the

providing

are organised

olden

the means

and regulated.

108.
Membership of villages

is,

The corporate

kinship.

and affinal
primarily

to relate

relations

are adjusted.,

principles

marriage#

especially

are as Malinowski

the uri

another
In ritual

later;

mattersp

by their

of the people concerned.
over his daughter's

party,

this

disputant
bitterp

(7)

and

which
the

with

We shall

but here I shall

for

subelan., no matter
Bwabwauls quarrel
did not prevent

marriage

his mother;

headmen wherever

about rights

rites,,

affected.

the non-resident

have

consider

over a field,

relations

his matrilineal

with

his playing

a full

about rights
supported

In a dispute

kinsmen
part

also were resident

apparent.
in Wakailuaj,

in the

to use a name.,
their
which arose

in which the owning subelan of Wakailua

the heariman threatened

1929, p. - 127.

what the personal

of Yolawotu

they were living.

was even more strikingly
subclan

members always support

and in a dispute

the members of the two owning subelans
respective

are

such situation.
or jural

rites

and mortuary

of the subclans
rites

unity

are on the one hand

(7)
out
concerned essentially

to mortuary

and are supported

mortuary

in that

of such situations,

organisationp

institution.,

has pointed

to refer

occasion

social

kinship

groups and the

involved

Perhaps the clearest

in Trobriand

may be said

in which formal

of kin

and organisation

of the relationships

readjustment

briefly

structure

in terms of subelan

of subelans

or in which the unity

and safeguarded.

the most important

activities

hand to situations

on the other

of social

expressed

as we have seent formulated

was a

Some members of the other
and as the dispute

to expel them from his village.

grew

Nevertheless

109.
to stand by their

they continued

the fact

cases illustrate

for

of his incorporation

into

upon the subelan is

bound up with

of its

members wherever

of the subelans

members of a subelan into

distance,,

as in the last

its

factions

in this

the support
matters.,

feIlow

and there

As we have seen

villages.

in the village

kinsmen may not be readily

is a natural

of

to occur along

but where some members live

own village;
of their

The splitting

way is most likely

of members of a subelan tend to reside
their

of the members
is not - unless

status

out of the second.

in more distant

group

and must be

the solidarity

formal

corporate

cases mentioned#

are those in which the

concerned are threatened
although

of residence

the local

may side with

develops

of Groups resident

in day-to-day

in which ties

The former

in the latters,

status

they reside.

between situations

in which individuals

type of dispute

which includes

the formal

of a subelan is analogously

of subolan membership.

the majority

and responsibilities

the status

involvedp
of a subelan
subolan may be involved,

the lines

his attachment

and conversely.,

defended or asserted;

the first

overrides

by membership of subelans,

statuses

His dependance

of any village.

which affect

and those of disputes

formal

the possibility

including

of residence

that

are over-ridden

depends upon

ultimately

in matters

But we must distinguish

irrespective

it

villagep

to stay on in such a village,,

statust

social

the population

such that

towards his village

his

these

of subelan

in a stranger

by residence

The individual

or another.

context

and responsibilities

as an adult

elects

his membership of a subelan

of the subelan;

the rights

in principle

even though the individual
whether his father's

own subelan.

that

membership are not affected

In the present

tendency

for

cluster
at a
obtained

such persons to

UO.

rely

fellow

of their

more upon the support

so that

villagers.,

of the members of the subelan concerned may be weakened so far
relationships

are concerned.

of his fellow

villagers

formal

subelan's
his

of the Lobwaita

to his

who lives

(p. 41,
g)vwas

involved

and rumours arose that

suspected

that

Negidageda was causing

they had been started

whom Negidageds, had had a personal
become unwell.
and possibly
brought
other

whose village
in the matter,

leading

to tension

men of the cluster.

by certain

formal

of

as a dependant
these points.
for

some timep
No credence

and it
residents

some time after
the tales

was generally
of Omarakana, with
Monumadogs,had
credence

gaining

Negidageda

and the Lobwaita,,

discussion

before

Mitakats,

The members of Negidageda's

and only one., a brother.,

subalan for

Mitakata

daughter.

involved

his relationship

attended

and

own subelan,

of the Lobwaita.
.,

Negidageda gardens on behalf

one of whose wives

I was told
with

that

subclan's

formal

is

Negidageda's

had the accusations

the Tabalu rather

status

I

U- I

in which

the proceedingsp

as affines

classificatox7,

against

him

than the Lobwaita,

but his own subelansmen would have been drawn into

because their

own or that

by sorcery.

itself.,

quarrel

own

is Mwadoiap to the West of Omarakana (Map 3)., took no part

sister's

latter

health

this

between himself

up one day for

Negidageda had the support
of his

illustrates

In order. 9 however., to prevent

the matter
senior

in Tilakaiwa,

headmanp had been in ill

to these rumours in Tilakaiwa

to their

support.

in which Negidageda,
subclan

his

as informal

on the support

no threat

involving

for

subelan

can rely

involves

and in any dispute

status,

Mommadoga,, the Tilakaiwa

was attached

so long as it

only

subelan he must look
A dispute

But the "strangerd

the solidarity

not the

the dispute,,

of the Chief

would have been

',jj,

]n.
As it

involved.

in Tilakaiwa,

position

and it

subelan whether he continued
elsewhere,,

was directed

was the accusation

and garden for

to live

to his

importance

there

the Chief

to be able to garden for

he continued

provided

little

was of relatively

his personal

against

or

him on their

behalf.
Structural

31-anifiggrce
,L

of the Subolan.
of the Section

We may begin to summarise the findings
the subelan emerges as a single
formally

differentiated

significance
basis

as such.

members of the subelan,
it

may affect

their

though if

interaction

with

existence.

determined

by sex and generation

have no formal

The status

genealogical

villages

and roles

of a set of categories

of social

in virtue

members of other

and of social

but within

or distance

structure

of their

of the members are ordered

relationships

are distant
solidarity

in

of members of a subalan are

membership,
nearness

of residence

members and their

other

of the

status

the categories
dispersal

and spacial

significance.

The subelan is a unit

and with

their

social

occur on the

groupings

the formal

does not affect

day-to-day

thus distinguished

hand de facto

On the other

but this

of residence,

of descent with

or lines

lineages

into

that

which the members are not

within

unitp

by saying

organisation,

corporate

group in certain

and jural.

significance

like

units.

in so far
contexts.

(though usually

in so far

as it

consists

membership of which the
and definedp
It

as its

both with

is also a unit

with

of population,

members act together

These are primarily

each other

as a

those of ritual

economic or political

effects

U2.
and concern the formal

also).,

changes arising

from such contexts

to other

relation
traditions

affects

so far as their
equally

affected

disputes.

formal

Similarly

to each other,

Thus any challenge

individual

in other

their

of total

e. g. as spouses or as gardeners.

corporate

solidarity

greater

where the villages

ability

especially

are personally

integrated

into

great

into

spends the greater
to establish

formal

ties

the owning subelan., derives

member of a formal

kingroup;

it

prolonged

the corporate
part

local

of his daily

with

ultimately
that

their

group of their
may result

in a

group within

which

existence.

the remainder

is upon this

in their

the degree to which

the corporate

enough and sufficiently

cluster.

are some distance

and consequently

may thus affect

importance

of a single

of residence

may be affected.,

activities

though

to the same

which the members can play

roles

degree of integration

the individual

concerned are part

members

relative

respectv

in the marriages

separation

and if

subclans,

in this

Spatial

also.

individuals

his

where the villages

for then the active

subclans'

involved

as units

residence of membersof a subclan is of little

may be of importance

apartt

subolans

members equaUy

extentý

It

in

by their

or ending of marriages

the members are personally

even Practically

and fundamentally,

ways - e. g. as participants

not all

Differential

I

is concerned# though the members may not be

relations

and Of all

to the myths and

rank and other

members equally

the contracting
status

of the subelan in

of the subelan to land,

status

personally

the formal

affects

its

all

as a whole,, so that

the positions

affect

subelans directly.

in which the rights

prerogatives

of the subclan

status

of the local

from his
his

Nevertheless

status

incorporation

group.,

as a
into

3.13.

the village
into

affection.,

himself

the process of incorporation
procedure

whereby the ties

validated.,

and the rights

kinshipp
affinal

including

integration

and obligations

in these

a kingroup

The latter

subolan,,

time with

however will

formal

On the other

and inherent

in

to their

and

hand

in the fact

in intensity

spatial

also

to

of birth

not dependent upon personal

vary

e. g. as we have seen their

other

are

always both

involves

senses.

and is

Other factors

villages.

by members;

and hence of clans,

is implicit

members are concerned according
in distant

integration

in reference

is achieved

Residence in a village

to a woman of a recognised
integration.

to the

upon citizenship

attendant

membership of subelanst

into

In contrast,,

and operate.

and incorporation

incorporation

from such personal

resulting

of

through

the group concerned.

such incorporation

relationships.

and so forth

and interest

*one of*

of ties

as the term is used here refers

are formulated

In the Trobriands

integration

from the development

shared experience

which he comes to feel

any village

The process of personal

or kin,, derives

local

any group,

personal

depends.

of residence

if

relationss

can affect

personal

members of the same subclan;

so far

as subolan
they reside

the active

relationships

role

played

at a given

but these do not affect

their

status.
The Trobriand

consisting
formal

group.

can from this

in a territorially

structure

of kinship.

village

and interrelationships

That is,
But local

delimited

kinship

grouping

enters

point

of view be defined

corporate

group of individuals.,

of which is established
into

does not enter

the definition
into

as

in terms

of the local

the definition

of the

the

114which at this

subelan,
individuals

delimited

in reference

formally

in reference

analysis

will

and this

be followed

the formal
Section

descent

to matrilineal

This

involve

factor,

to which the personal
bears upon formal

distinguishing

group of

and structured

first

First

Sections.

up in later

and residence,
will

as a corporate

to sex and age categories.

the way and the extent
interaction

is to be regarded

level

step in

we shall

itself

deriving

subelan and village

between two levels

examine
from

membership;

of kinship

ties.,

and the personal.

3.

Perso!*141 Interactign

and Formal-Relationshi-os.

Th2 Ma-rria-ae of Togrinjaini.

The starting
marriage

of Toginigini.,

Genealogy.

in the eldest

Olivilevi

village

were brought

descendant

generation

in Northern

up.

All

three

each one rearing

designate.

villages

of Omarakana cluster;

heir

designate

constable.
magician

of the Genealogy.

She married

a man of

where her children

married

men of neighbouring
of Okaiboma, Moligilagi

as "elder

brothers"

Three of the women's daughters

Her classificatory

of the four

Two of the sons of these women came to live

married

one of them is the wife
(Kasanai)

of Yogwabu village

of Tilakaiwa,

(Map A,

in the villages

where they are now classed

the heir

Map and the Lobwaita

of IgabwaiO the junior

of her daughters

of the

be a consideration

will

Luba district

a family

and Kwaymwata respectively.
in Tilakaiwa,,

discussion

no. 8 on the Tilakaiwa

He is a lineal

"sisters"

villages.,

in this

point

mother's

gardens for

her,

into

other

of Mbalota..

and of the local

brother

of Daibuna

Touladoga,

the

village
the garden

and so does a classificatory

brother#

U5.
which incidentally
a garden magician
be likely

the importance

reflects

kinsmen in the cluster,

locally.

have remained or married

for

men gardening
the rest

their

hardly

in the Omarakana cluster;

spouses or their
living

subelanso

a Z111 part

and played

and the other

local

gardening
personally

their

mothers,

owners of the village

before

interaction

remained in the distant

daughters

for

or those of

although

of
they

her out of affection
for
their

Kaulabaku's

one
mortuary

of Tilakaiwa

kinsfolk

to Tilakaiwa

returned

subelansmen resident

so that

to the residents.

been very little

does

villages.

knew some of their

for

with

but this

subclano

Nevertheless,,

in them alongside

When the sons of Igabwails
they already

interaction

are known to the younger generation

or could grieve

the

subelan,

members of the subelan.

as full

members of their

in the Omarakana cluster.

knew her personally

or married

of the Lobwaita

of the men and two of the women came to Tilakaiwa
rites,,

villagess

of the subelan resident

status

there.

of Igabwails

and they have no regular

Not even the names of these distant

Lobwaita

fathers$

subsection

formal

of a joint

resident

daughters

other

in their

a local

their

would hardly

by classificatory

sisterso

not of course affect

their

brothers

utertne

sons and three

They constitute

gardened for

are also

not by their

Three of the other

(Mitakata)

a Chief

today;

constables

the commoner headman of a section

Her two sisters

as such.

daughters

gardens for

who already

also to garden for

villagga

of village

there

they were not entirely

to live,,

who had been
unknown

They had also of course the status
they took up residence
between the children

villages

and their

there.
of their

of full

But there
sisters

has

who

agemates in the Ome akana cluster.

u6.

Olivilevi.,

and married

entitled

to do this;

he was both personally
for

but it

he had come with his mother for
Isalolup

"Father"

he came to live

Bomakwasig a girl

daughter

"father"

of kinship
daughter

at Tilakaiwa,

for

rites

which

incorporated.,

marriage..

her classificatory

IV,

while

their

could be said that

this

and woman were "distantly"
the question

i. e. cross

(8),

because the use

taboo between own father

marriage

related

as "father"

of the significance

was between

of the type whose marriage

to Malinowski

would involve

particular

By

brother.

and her father's

between them is not regarded

marriage

clang and

the marriage

cousins

between the girl

Of. e. g. 1927, pp. 72-72;

mother's

Usage 12)y

terms tends to extend the incest

intercourse

of the Mailasi

classificatory

according

ultimatelyt

to the relationship

incestuous

at the age of about 22., Toginigini

of the Kauoma. subclan

and Odaughter"p

even though sexual

(8)

group into

a local

in Tilakaiwa.

(Chapter
usages

kinship

is disapproved;

raises

subolan he was of course

meant leaving

the mortuary

of 141olakap Toginigini's

the formal
formal

to

and "Dau-ahter* Marri! ýffM.

After
married

who was buried

his right

ton
boy
a
of
about
as
when
except once

one which he had never visited

sister

to exercise

and,. by his mother's

integrated

This marriage

village.

of a neighbouring

As a member of the Lobwaita

in Tilakaiwa.

fully

a girl

a year or so, and he decided

broke down after
live

up in

is the son of one of these womeno and was brought

Toginigini

sister'S

1929., pp. 86-87,

it

because the man

and *daughter";

of OdistanceA

son,

as truly

no breach of exogamy.
was permitted

and

in this

but this
sense.

and esp. p. 447.

We

2-17.
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have

seen that

in

have no effect

that

the fact

aspect

category

that

the significance

status

or

of the relationships

as members

In as much as the formal
are the same in relation

"distance"
involveds

statuses

to any given

should not indicates

some may marry where others

of this

or both.,

distance.,

spatial

of individuals

relations

categories.

members of a given

individual.,

genealogical

upon the formal

or of kinship

of subelans
of all

some respects

in the formal

is not inherent
or in the status

relationships

of

the individuals.
Formally

Toginigini

than was Miolaku
it

the factor

was no less

since in this

as such that

respect

as the girl,

cluster

as formal

"fathers"

relationship

with

and "daughter"s
her while

to his formal

marriage

interacted

had all

Toginigini

they were living

"daughter"q

genealogical

but by the spatial

establishing

a personal

was.'thus

distance

relationship

kin

his
men of

to the girl

in the same village
personally

Nor was

of the other

they were no closer

But whereas theyp as residents

he married

subclan-

distinguished

from those of the majority

the girl

the subelan,
was he.

distance

of genealogical
with

a Nfather'A of the girl

male member of the Lobwaita

or any other

relationship

fully

than

or village

her to some extent

with

had no such established
in distant

villages.

made possible

- His

not by the

between them, which precluded

in terms of their

formal

their

status

relations.
This implies
between fathers
status

relations

same kinship

that

in so far

and daughters,

as incest

taboos prevent

they do so not as elements

concerned$ which are the same between all

categories,

but as functions

of a certain

marriages

of the formal
members of the

type of personal

#.

I

Fý-.

relationship;
absentp
their

without
it

and with

status

personal

as members of kinship

relations

as members of quasi-biological

and the physical

sex and age grouping

those of the biological

genito

and dependent offspring.

other

. F-enetri

members;
personal

of their

but such extension

by similarity

to the incest
to relationships

or for

kinds
barrier

their

formal

in which there

and daughter.,

this

who

of descent(9).

by reference

and *daughter*

to ma riage

is incestuous,,

is that

rule

relations

terms "father"

is no barrier

marriage

to explain

status

or morally

to marriage;

in terms of the personalt

relationship.,
sexual

refer

on the one hand,

the same terms refer

in terms of the formal

Malinowski.,

father

"wrong".

s. v. Father

Daughter;
-

The

to two different
there

intercourse

is no
and

is incestuous.

1929) Index.

of

taboo between them by reference

of relationship;

hence marriage

(9)

the incest

Yet the kinship

but in which on the other
best hypothesis

for

automatically

There is no rule

relations.

between Trobriand

account

taboo.

toward

speaking dependent upon

exogamous subelans by the matrilineal

system,

of

one of the other

with

ensured nor prevented

of status

marriage

We cannot therefore
to the kinship

as individuals

and is neither

to different

grouping

developed

Attitudes

is psychologically

or dissimilarity

exogamy to prevent
belong

identification

interaction,

family

elementary

of the

may be extended by a given Vlember to non-members

members of such units

on the basis

in which the

interdependence

and emotional

members reproduce

between individuals

i. e. units

of residences

units

whatever

The type of

categories.

which develops

concerned is that

relationship

be

taboos will

between two individuals

be presentt

they will

incest

relationship

such a personal

esp. pp. 384p

F- -, -
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Personal

and Formal KinshiD.

The personal
biological

level

and psychological

individuals.

itself,,

in

the

affective

disliking,

roles

of

responses

love and hatred

the basis

etc.,

be socially

in formal

must be presented

the complexes of attitudes

developed

that

members of prescribed

required

at the mortuary

personal

anguish and misery

evoke the appropriate
should

(10)

rites

Cf. Malinowski

but conventions

To
in

and the
exhibited

may

governing

overt

not be assumed to

should

of affective

in

attitudes

whereby e. g. a formal

every donor must feel

to display

kinship

these emotions

categories

every visible

at

may be

manifestation

of

whether or not they knew the deceased personally

charged emotional

situations

emotions temporarily

not be assumed that

on

every outward appearance of anger and scorn by

the time;

In such highly

contexts.,

Conventions

or relationships.

require

(10).

cultural

relationships

no means necessarily
similarly

and reactions

of such attitudes

also;

or

interaction.

on personal

in the standardisation

with

impulse

sexual

e. g. liking

to some extent

depend upon or to result
situations

the

to one another,

by different

of

conditioned

and generations,

effect

from

derives

interaction

towards whom they are characteristically

determined
of behaviour

the

physiologically

of individuals

may be affected

range of individuals

particular

sexes

the manner of expression

behaviour

patterns

the

then

in

and processes

the

of such elements and their

some extent

gift

include

of kinship

content

or

elements

These would

differences

overt

of meaning

conventional

1929., Cap. VI,

the overt

in the participants,
behaviour

See. 2.

automatically

behaviour
but it
ensures

may

120.

i
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similar
The fact

that

indeed it

some hating

prevent

towards loving

predisposition

is not necessary

outward behaviour
Prescribed

personally

into

and treated

kinship

are idiosyncratic

relations

behaviour

as the individuals

in any situation,

but provided

"father"

context.

defined

social

in any dyadic

kinship

kinship

are by no means always

in which the one element will

Germans, policemen

all

not as stereotypesp
To this

to that

predominate

personal

unpredictable;

personally

will

except

Obviously

to a particular

the formal
react

he

kinship

formally

to any

element in the relationship

by reference

relationship;

extent

known to the fieldworkerv
react

or

People when known

occurs.

how "sons"

of kinship.

or other

as a cultural

he understands

thus refers

which is determined

categories

brother"

be stereotyped.

"son" will

systematically

between individuals

who gets

and essentially

system,, he can predict

The term formal

policeman

as individuals.,

are personally

how a particular

in any formal

Hun*, "the

interaction

whom personal

with

stereotypes

emotions towards

appropriate

formal

"father"

the appropriate

towards

But such attitudes

even though their

cannot predict

purposes

be developed

such as "the

or even perhaps Othe mother's

are evaluated

in so far

but only that

they should,

or individuals.,

brothers

mothers'

parents

For many social

cases.

may to some extent

of the policeman.

transformed

their

should be observed.

of relationships

equivalent

or situations.

them., or even ensure a strong

them in all

that

attitudes

naughty boys*,

relationships

should behave as though they loved

children

cannot of itself

formal

in all

reactions

emotional

to their

membership of

both elements

but we may indicate
over the other.

are involved
situations

Thus the

ý
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element will

personal
though its

form is

tend also

element will

to be primarily

it

station,

while

towards

a doctor

Similarly
mother's

to receive

personal

performing

fully

or harvest

presentation.

another,

so the value

facilitating

formal

but the fact

that

it

the status
level

of personal

Relative

such a value

relations

than of formal

the existence

personally.,

and if

or may not be of the kind that

of a particular

doctor

and

in enhancing
and expressed

relationship

that

That is., the value

to one

and
in Kiriwina;

indicates

and enjoined

that

are not inherent
relates

rite

- patient

favourably

who react

relations

is formulated

rather

in

to the

kinship.
AsDects of Kinship

term "father"

of the formal

concernedp but not necessarily
one another

as the most effective

of Formal and Personal

Thus the use of the kinship

from him as a patient.

toward him at a mortuary

roles

is appreciated

in the total

concerned.

Independence

necessarily

formal

attitude

son from experiencing

between individuals

interaction

in a railway

of knowledge or dislike

of good personal

to elements

relates

reaction

the sister's

But just

is experienced

relationship

lack

the appropriate

upon personal

to know and have an affective

not preclude

will

The formal

sense.

which is not contingent

the appropriate

of the

in the privacy

the purchase of a ticket

country

is not necessary

in Kiriwina
brother

personal

in interaction

predominate

in this

even

by its

of an infant

of members of a household

as e. g. in this

relations,

or in the feeding

conventional,

mother,. and the interaction
home will

such as lovemaking,,

in situations

predominate

and Ochild"

relationship

Relations.

implies

between the individuals

the personal;

i. e, they may or may not know

they do., their

affective

is regarded

as proper

relationships
or desirable

may
between

122.

fathers

and sons, or daughters.,

formal

relations.

status

those between fathers
of interaction

aspects
status
rules

Incest

relations

in a particular

different

and social

to the psychological

interaction

that

more Juvenile
physical

kinship

dependants

and emotional

co-resident
psychological

content

family

We have seen that

if

unit

anything

as such, it

is not the incest

inhibit
postulate

the marriage
that

there

is in Kiriwina

their

roles

being properly

same woman, but that

there

father

this

of father

experienced

and that

marriages

the
are
the
society.

or sexual

'OfatherO and "daughter"

tends of itself

and daughter.

as elsewhere

of

and intense

in a particular

categories

although

of own or personal

between the psychological
inhibit

taboo,

kind

sex and one or

comprising

tends to inhibit

between members of the kinship

of that

is

relationships

relationships

intercourse

it

as members of a

taboos,

are formulated

that

continaing

of such typical

and significance

relations

group in

of either

one another
incest

we must attribute

as a social

and significance

with

relationship

the same however the status

essentially
elementary

that

unit

family

of more or less

in a state

unit;

and may or may not

system,

between an adult

occurs typically

defined

may then be formulated

content

by

specifically

to the status

directly

handp relate

The hypothesis

societies.

specifically

as a socially

between members of the elementary

marriages

preclude

family

the elementary

within

of exogamy, on the other

as defined

to or determined

than those relating

of

to other

by reference

must be explained

and daughters.,

by the discussion

-as indicated

taboos,,

their

do not affect

but such considerations

an inherent

to

We may thus
incompatibility

and husband which tends to
or developed

by a man towards

is no comparable incompatibility

between the

the

123.
formal

the formal
Ir

been suggested,
to all

automatically
theless

and busbandp since one man can be successively

and the husband of the same woman.

father

as has already

this

of father

statuses

that

This

do not extend incest

girls

members of the kinship

attitudes

"father"

category

implies)

further

they may be extended towards some members of the category,

occurs they tend to inhibit

in the same way that

they inhibit

identification

of the individual

of their

status

but is not enough to bring
has acquired

and is

with

it

being

upon there

more than normal psychological

the process.,

the status
for

significance

leads

the own;

with

unless

the

elements

that
concerned

father

about in itself,

with
Such

may tend to facilitate

relationships

but

the own father.

contingent

formal

concerned

be correlated

will

between the individuals

relationship

to the identification
similarity

of the formal

is psychological.,

in the personal

in this

and when

and daughter;

those of own father

the degree to which they are effective
degree of the identification

of the individuals

the marriage

Never-

as such.

relation

the individual

concerned.
For instance,
father-child

relationship

relationship

with

father,
first

in so far

more than one male household

the second may be conditioned

adolescents.,
content

members of the category
though this

by that

as the second may be identified

or older

extend the affective

adults,

with

and some degree of transference

But adults.,

to all

adopted young enough may develop

a child

of affect

can hardly

of their
Ofather"

head., and its
its

with

psychologically
take place

be expected

relationships
with

a personal

with

whom they

may tend to occur in particularly

first
with

the

consequently.

automatically
their

interact
close

to

own fathers
only as

individual

r7-
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On the other

relationships.

men who are formally
with

hand children

not their

indistinguishable
in postulating

that

the personal,,

be also a child's

necessarily

is not formally

a personal
only

if

use is appropriate
It

concerned.
kinship

be further

that

even though a particular

mother's

to the status

brother

child's

filial;

a conception

with

of other

could never term the mother's

only

"mother's

brotherN,

or by another

term appropriate

e. g. a

children

brother

is

point

with

"father"

to their

but

formal

as members of the same subelan.

relations

There were in the population
mothers'

brothers'

When in enquiring

used such a phrase as "Has ....
always corrected

for using

mothers'

brothers

brought

sample nine such cases of children
(cf.

households
whether

Tables 13 and 1/+, and Cap.

these were permanent adoptions

become the true

the term "child".

said to have moved permanently
formally

of subelan

The present

the child

V., See. X).

of the individuals

relationship

from that

of

can be used

kinship,

fathers,

up in their

But the use

the terms and statuses

their

status

relationship

it

relationships

personal

may be indistinguishable

need not

from the development

in the next Chapter.

discussed

are

system.

opposed to those of affinal

are structurally

which will

kinship

automatically

is enough to say here that

at least

and the genito

which is psychologically

relationship

its

father;

does not follow

relationships

father

or psychologicalp

formal

of

Thus we may be justified

own fathers.

in the Trobriand

recognised

of the term "father"

behaviour

of overt

from those with

up in the households

appear to develop

14fathers"

such men which at the level

brought

into

'child'

"

even though the children

the households

and sisters'

of ....?

children

concerned;

I

I was
were

they were

and would always be so;

125.
but their
fathers

were in all

Personal, relationships

the children

were counted as "true"

assured that

no matter

the adoptive

in all

so that

same subelans,

brother

in both cases.
towards

husbands were all

and one by an elder
Both the married

siblings

elder

the sister

became not "father*

but 'mother's

been somewhat older

children

the terms for
personal

for

their

the statuses

relationships

of father

incompatible,

so that

successively

personal

of Ofather"
a relation

but the child

one of subelan kinship;

both being

relation

with

of father

relations

accordingly,,

the elder

brother

had the

that

the incest

to use

to some extent.
and "mother's

a member of either

brother"

and the

of affinal

may have a personal

or

category.

On

and husband are structurally

of affinal

kinship;

and husband are psychologically

father

roles

and of course the

have been different

opposed, the former being

equivalent..

were concerned

assumed parental

"parents".

are structurally

hand the statuses

siblings

I was told

to the child

the other

one by an

siblings.,

"reclassified"

brother".

would probably

father-child

of the children

became a Omother"., while

Thus in relation

psychological

fathers";

when adopted they might have continued

Nelder sibling"

relationship

the

with

"true

of younger

the younger., and were terminologically

but as subelan kin;

latter

affines

uterine

sister;

I was

mothers were members of the

adoptive

There were two cases of adoption

concerned*
older

and their

their

relationships

husbands would become their

mothers'

cases the children

formal

previous

Omothers" however

of the womenp while

children

what their

those of

respects

by formal

In 31 cases of adoption

and chUdren.

children

apparent

taboos prevent

but the psychological
opposed or

the same man from being

and husband to the same woman.

Again the

0
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of father-in-law

statuses
Toginigini's

personal

from that

and mother's
relation

of any son-in-law
remained that

brother

are structurally
father

his wife's

with

of mother's

brother

Toginigini's

relationships

with

were those of a subelan,

not an affinal,

relationship
every respect

Thus personal

of formal

contexts,

status

relationsp

limits;

significant

to two distinct

of the formal
Trobriand

I have called
discussions

it

will

while

that

meaning at the level
prevent

either

of personal

(2-1)

Cf.

system;

the personal

kind

kinship,,

with

structurally

the kin-ship

level

marriage

terms thus refer
I emphasise this

the present

relate

thereafter

works refer

discussion

to a

be used in explanation

almost

accounts
exclusively

of
to what

of kinship.

In view of the preceding

for

that

with

the father's

of formal

kinship

of marriage

(11).

instance,

the mother's
sister's
since
It

1929, Cap. IV,

the various
brother's

daughter
no rule

daughter

is lawful

only

between personal

See. 4.

statements
is

has no

of exogamy operates

is meaningful

in as much as marriage

esp. Malinowski

degree of independence

and because Malinowskils

be apparent,,
that

the same form in a

of relationship.

which will

in his published

made to the effect
unlawful

structure

kinship

kinship

that

and we may postulate

of social

subelan

kinsman.

which they may modify within

because in the next Chapter I shall
definition

members of his

other

and show a significant

though connected kinds

formal
son, and in

and sister's

may take essentially

relationships

of formal

variety

was indistinguishable
but their

his father-in-law..

with

opposed;

at the level
kin

of the

to

P-Ijrý-.

lZ7.
concerned is felt

categories

because it

unlawfulo

seems to me to lie

in a failure

with

If
it

analysis

this

or to explain

such views imply

we regard

the formal
distance

and the formal

though affected

viewpoint

coincidental,

unaffected

Ibid..,

kinship#

by the factor

is associated

spatial

with

they,

of spatial

the personal
factor

aspects

and relations

of kinship

by each other,

(12);
which

like

relations

we may say that

the genealogical

category.

genealogical

by the genealogical

p. 447.

by

has upon customs and ideas"

remain the same whatever

of personal

are conditioned

family

were of elementary

at least.

between members of a given

are a function

(12)

the personal

relations

or

classificatory

processes

in

applied

in KinshiD Relations.

independent.,

as essentially

as it

Egoo and on

relationships

and systematically

of psychological

questionable

as a Factor

with

of personal

to explain

which language

conceptions

seem to me highly
"Distance"

to try

relation

the consequences of such conceptions

to Othe influence

reference

is accepted

as a watered down version

relationships,

If

distinction

kinds

specific

of such confusion

on the one hand to formal

as they may refer

having

than

rather

the dual meanings inherent

to appreciate

should be unnecessary

kinship

The basis

having the same status

to individuals

Ego.

formal

terms,

of members all

the other

and reprehensible,

would be incestuous.

in the use of kinship
categories

to be repugnant

or spatial

In as much as incest
it,,

are the product

taboos
of and

That in many cases

propinquity.
nearness of kin

is

from this

relationships

concerned being

as such.

Those of Toginigini's

128.

mothers'
closely
Jý

sons who lived

sisters'

but as residents

in the same village

in terms of their

personally
*daughter",

the girl

relationship

with

on the other

members of the same household,
not such that

their

incest

of strong

taboos.

of the personal
distance

marriage

their

affective

factor

by spatial,

in the case of Toginigini,

personal
her as

with

relationships

her would have been impossible,

The significant

relationships

There is possibly
develop

another

rather

categories.
brother

were
because

is thus the conditioning
factors;

not genealogical.,
in that

and proximity

close personal
than with

of his wife's

But in as much as about 50 percent
are adopted,
natal

that

households

is transferred
to others

Frequency of Adoption).,
"trueO

brother

in this

it

is preferred

kin
that

kinship

(cf.

i. e. personally
of the children
as infants

a woman's personal

is almost

sense will

as likely

not be her uterine

By the time they are adolescent,

ur&nown, formal

brother.

in the population

Appendix,
p*
that

from

resulting

sample

from their

or young children

Cap. V, See. I

one

with

of the same

subelan in the relationships

than a distantt

close kin

genealogically

more distant

reasons it
their

that

in terms of formal

relations

genealogically

For practical

rather

likelihood

a greater

should represent

her marriage

will.

because of the existing

"fathers".

other

will

with

so readily

hand they had not lived

so that

her

with
and

None of them could

as could Toginigino,

her;

than he was himself,

as "fathers"

relationships

had not.

were no more

they had interacted

cluster

formal

whereas Toginigini

have married

he married

to the girl

genealogically

related

in the Omarakana cluster

Table 13.,

a woman's personal
brother

such adopted children

as that

or
he

come to

129.

"true"

as their

may be distant.
or formal

personal
least

brother,

mother's

50 percent

father

relationship

(thegenito

genetri

Unlike
marriages

with

their

the marriage

that

formal

daughters,
father

the motive

their

of their

subelan and as an Oowner" of the village

his birth,,

but having been brought

personally

integrated

moved there
his

as an adult

Obrothersn

personal
formalp

into

while

relationship
Theoretical

after

the latter
without

The view put forward
then that

personal

kinship

status

as a member
established

by

subelan until

he

marriage..

whereas

first

This again indicates

that

of and cannot be established
by any kind

by

of personal

qualifications.

of the DistinctiQ
on the basis

encouraged

he had not been

village
of his

marriage

son's

sister's

His status

of his

cannot be established

the proper

ImDlications

of that

up there.

are independent

Toginigini's

wag; fully

up in a distant

the dissolution

had been brought

relationships

community.

the population

for

formal

integration

the village

developed

pp. 21,7-209).

men of the subelan

personal

into

or personal

in the case of Chiefs'

operate

as a means of facilitating

of at

as the husband of the girl's

discussed

and other

as the

the adoption

to be strongly

affine

is further

motives

His wife's

was personal.

distant

so far

the "trueO

that

suggests

taboos are most likely

relation

the political

Again,

are concerned.

be a genealogically

may as often

the

of itself

is irrelevant

children

towards whom incest

Otrue" brother

and the mother and the mother and her

But this

of girl

and the mother's

parentsx

even though genealogically

between the children

relationship
brother

"true*

as their

the adoptive

regard

41

-

of the arg=ents

is to be treated

as a distinct

already

advanced is

phenomenon from

130.
formal;

to put it

between individuals

experienced
is

concerned.

relationships

are a function

be affected
kinship
it;

by status

isp neither

level

of kinship

of members of the society
be examined at that

and uniform

and their

associated

terms of the other

of marriages
will
with

or to give

rise

do not affect

status

to some extent

can only

patterns.

result

there

between members of the formal

father

members of

other

disapproval
categories.

relations

formal

status

are expressed
defined

to explain

roles

the one in

of the problems,

as may be

and dau-hters.
0
is a degree of disapproval
and daughter

is related
This

is

as it

of members of the

by the socially

see in the next Chapter that

should not

as are their

taboos between fathers

also be shown this

they

relationships

in confusion

the effects

cannot be explained

relations

Attempts

for

to the other

system in so far

the kinship

to

the relationships

or that

organisation,

to the-personal

behaviour

seen in the case of incest
We shall

of

by reference

even though the ways in which personal
may be standardised

overtly

Tna riage

but that

by reference

relations.,

level

neither

which are not and cannot be standardised

society,

but it

in social

may

mode of expression

from the other

upon the other

level;

a system of standardised
satisfactorily

and their

can be explained

in individual
not of

This does not mean to say of course that

purposes.

of the one level

elements

of personalities,

relationships,

can be said to derive

relations

analytical

of the interaction

system

of the formal

sense independent

even though personalities

and conditioned

that

within

of relationships

of the kinship

In as much as psychological

relationships

statuses,

content

the context

as in a significant

to be regarded

social

the personal

more explicitly,

categories;

to a preference

preference

can be

for

131.
adequately
disposal

of the resources

introducing

it

of affective

in the relationship

marriage

with

the father's

The present

holds

that

this

from personal

takes

maY not be significant.
not another
relations

father's

even incest

A girl

hence

because there

with

of the

of extensions

taboosp between individualsp
of affective

responses

of status

her father,,

but

resulting

relations

may or

identify

and feel

the one but not with

is

as a structural

contract

may thus psychologically

son with

would be incestuous

to each

taboos are a part,

is preferred

in which similarity

sister's

and "daughter"

does not deny the possibility

place on the basis

interaction

daughter

This view obscures the significance

analysis

attitudes,,

brother's

and daughter;

concerned and of the marriage

categories

of Psychological

daughter

sister's

view

in the extension

of which incest

between own father

taboo in her case.

mechanism.

the mother's

with

without

Malinowskils

nature.

son results

sister's
attitudes,

inherent

kinship

marriage

the

with

relationships,

because the use of the terms "father"

between her and her father's

no incest

connected

in affinal

of a psychological

is specifically

is disapproved

by the other

considerations

of the subclan

considerations

assumes that
that

by practical

explained

one but

that

sexual

the other;

but

A
she might also,
was psychologically
with

her father

on the basis
significant

on practical

(Cap. IV,, See. 4., Preferred
sister's

daughter

to her,

identify

in the same way, and feel

also would be incestuous.
is a preference,

of some element in their

On the other

that
hand it

not psychological
Marriages),,

as such, but with

for

relationship

a mother's

which

brother's

sexual relations
is recognised

with
that

grounds as we shall

marriagep

not with

members of the kinship

son
him
there
see

the father's

category

of whom

132.
lesser
is
consequent
a
and
she
one,,
disapproval,
but with

for marriage

in particular

preference

for

the other

The distinction
kinship

implies

as in some contexts

between individual

and in others

to the status

terminology
family

implies

exogamy between formal,

the consideration
with

between personal,

fathers

least

to the Trobriand

with

regard

in the statement
correlated
this

with

that

terms of relationship
of kinship

material

of incest,

as the institution
simply

the kinship

the elementary

For the foregoing

of the incest

is enough to render
Malinowski's

"There is not the slightest

is

for

of the absence of a rule

the presence

and daughters.,

the prohibition

taboo2 exactly

kinship

an explanation

members of society.

together

categories,

upon which distinguished
also that

of individual

in particular

kinship

system mtst be sought outside

and relationships

relationships

discussion,

It

in as much

terms,

to the personal

members of the formal

relations

in

of meaning or significance

they may be used in reference

are based.

of the general

of meaning of kinship

two levels

relationships

categories

Incest

type.

between two levels

relations

as such,

of the one type of

but are not the basis

instances.,

daughter

of whom she is one.

category

taboos may add moral repugnance to the disapproval
ma riage

than an active

brother's

the mother's

not with

members of the kinship

rather

preference,

that

an extension

at

views as expressed
exogamy is

is merely

of the clan with

taboo

untenable

doubt that
it

of

its

of the family

an extension

of

classificatory
and its

mode

nomenclature"(13).
lb

(13)

Malinowski 190p p. 243.

Wýý
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But before

of the Trobriand

explanation

between it

relation
in

which the foregoing

Chapter is that

thepsychological,

of elementary

regarded

least

It

system.

is true

both empirical

the matrilineal

the development

Section

of the personality,

in the Trobriand

complex,
i,

KinshiD

In the last
Toginini

that

the

effect

but

not

This

individuals

system affects

Development.

spatial

the

the

to which

personal

content

hypothesis

the
of

kinship

their

of the marriage

of kin

separation

relations

status

basis

of the Oedipus

that

of

on the

in

characteristically

factor

into

are at

assuming that

for

by Malinowski

was shown by examination

was developed
relationships

and theoretical,

it

formal

there

child.

and Personality

of modifying

or a patrilineal

to show that

in particular

of the

can be

relationships

Section

the

their

family

as those put forward
kinship

from

and in particular

the personal,

becomes necessary

of the Trobriands

that

arguing

of

therefore

as good reasons,

this

in Savage Society",

the same whether under a matrilineal

as essentially

kinship

in particular

For a major implication

is taken.

main theme of the present
content

the

review

as discussed

development

OSex and Repression

quotation

a conceptual

systemv we mast first

kinship

and personality

of Malinowski's

sections

to formulate

in the next Chapter

attempting

of

their

kinship

as members of kinship
that

there

terms

refer;

personal

are

in

had

relations,
categories.
two kinds

effect

those

interaction

kinds

certain

of

of

arising

with

between

one another.,
U

and those
status

prescribed

relations

in

or existing
the

kinship

between
system.

in

individuals
Furtherp

it

terms

of

their

was argued

that

there

134-

is

correlation

no strict

former,

between the latter

so far as the psychological

especially

concerned,, these being regarded as part

and the range of individuals
formal

kinship.
kinship

personal
it
that

In this

with
Section

is essentially

is necessary

to try

the process

will

the same in all

to demonstrate

and results

kinship

kinship

systems as such may affect

different
If

system is concerned,

societies

relationships

kinship

as the effect

factors

the notion of social

that

91

what I have Ca3led

of individual

much as such variation
at least

systems, to

of comparative analysis
in any social

Any analysis which involves

in a large

of and response

is itself
degree,

conditioned

the process

system.,
the

on the basis of observed behaviour

in fact of course presupposes the elimination
interpretation

in the

so far as it may be a

without reference to, i. e. taking as a constant factor

of a population

in

variously

then formal kinship

can be discussed at the level

of systematic relationships

to

systems.

structure

what I have called personal kinship.

of the

not related

has much the same form and content as a factor

of kinship.,

formulation

in the Trobriands

development

the hypothesis

of membersof any society,

which is related

and to show this

is as good reason to hold

other

personality

their

a case can be made for

personal kinship

function

whatever

although

by
what I call

be argued that

so far

society

behaviour

in overt

are concerned,

development

of personality

kinshipp

personal

societies,

there

that

are much the same as in a patrilineal
formal

expression

further

are

of relationships

of what was called

whom they develop
it

and the

of relation
content

as the mode of their

so far

though affectedt

kind

to similar

situations.

by variations

of analysis

of the factor

implies

In as

of personality
the el: Wination

P,

P"
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of the factor
regularities

and systematic

systems of kinship

in personality,

and consequently

kinship

systems are in any real

to kinship
for

in configurations

at the psychological

then logically

relationships,

the great

adequate.

But such a view appears to rest

assumption,

that

as experienced
order

the personal

by individual

of social

as this

relates

psychoanalysis

are not

wi1tings

defined

of socially

or the same thing

is

presented

upon the hypothesist

or

relationships

is somehow of the same

members of societies

significance,

family

which the data so far

of monographs and other

content

formal

which the discipline

with

in at least

family

hand that

structure

of group or social

equipped to deal and for
majority

produce variations

of elementary

sense extensions

are trained,

variations

of elementary

the study of social

which few anthropologists

is held that

and on the other

level,

must take the form of a sort

not theoretically

it

necessarily

relations

can be made about

statements
If

relationships.

in the formal

relationships

before

variation

of personality

as, the social

relationships

themselves.
This is implicit

individuals

"learnn

types of behaviour
families

elementary
relevant

status

relationships

their

kinship

appropriate

It

relations

to their

partly

relations

as indicated

from,

by a process
with

of extending

members of their

of similarities

or are even primarily

of members of the elementary

the formal

status

concerned with,
family,

to

that

of the

in the wider use of the kinship

is by no means to show that

derive

is of course apparent

to non-members on the basis

relations

But to say this
themselves

terms.

usages of kinship

classificatory

in reference

in the use of such terms as "extension"

whether

terms.

relations
the

personal

and

r', ý
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or formal,

psychological
The present

derives

analysis

the formal

status

as defined

from a directly

relations

are the same, and th4t

family

social

From this

no more and no less

immediately
complexes,

and Repression

of view the Trobriand

based on occupational

physiological
rivalry

(14)

that

in detail.

concepts

(14).

and hostility"p

kinship

system has

than have systems
in

specialisations

of certain

and psychologists

Thus Malinowski

both father

saying that

LnOwski, 1927, P- 136.
14al:

accepts

of mother right

"it

of psychological
it

in his

of his analysis

the views of Dr. Ernest

illustration

protects

We are concerned

as he deals with

As the basis

cautiously,

dthe combination
paternity)

in particular

of development

of the processes

method of approach of anthropologists

the effect

significance

purpose to examine Malinowskils

the Oedipus complex,

albeit

society"

development

the present

by whom he takes as a "typical

primitive

organisation

of social

in Savage SocietY8.

in part,

accepts

for

his analysis

especially

family

the characteristic

personality

of psychological
with

categories

of society.

is not necessary

interpretations

point

statuses

Complex Western types
It

as a unit

to do with

of say institutionalised

determine

systems.
namely that

opposed view;

from elementary

they do not derive

of the elementary

and social

members of given kinship

of all

membershipo but on the contrary

systems.

in the kinship

"Sex

he

Jones,

differences

an essay
in the

to the problems

statements

of

by Jones to

and ignorance

and son from their

(of
maternal

(to
him) to be perfectly
seems

in

-

mv
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harmorq with
kinship

other

avunculate

discovered

....

system arose,

as a defence

...

14alinowski,

kinship

and agreeing

the development

compleX (16).

of the pattern

Malinowski
is

himself

concerned at least,

any elementary

the

complex with

the primordial

will

arose in order

in the Trobriands

no different

of

systems.,
to avert

be argued here however that
by

as presented

of the Oedipus complex

as the development

essentially

family.,

against

the latter
It

of upbringing
so far

are,

uthe matrilineal

absence in matrilineal

as to its

to the view that

the facts

through

I

any

seeing the Oedipus complex as a result

does not commit himself
of this

and with

is acquainted

But where Jones held that

Oedipus tendencies",
patrilineal

in Melanesia.,

(14alinowski)
which

system with
(15).

1ýterature"
its

the facts

all

to those of upbringing

whether under a patrilinoal

or a matrilineal

in

kinship

system.

0

The Trobriand

The overt pattern
family

elementary

of interpersonal

presents

one or more dependent

single

household.

During

relationship

much the same picture

A man and woman united

societies.
for

Famil . (17).

Elementary

childrens
early

primarily

most of the time though later

(15)

Ibid..,

whom they bring

up as members of a

(16)

Ibid.,

(17)

Of. Malinowski,

19Z7, Part I.

are responsible

when they are known as Dwarv
of either

who keeps them close

in this

PP. 138 and 139.
pp. 139-141,142.

found in many other

contract

infancy.,

by the mother,

as that

by the marriage

the same term as is used of the embryo, children
cared for

in the Trobriand

sex are normally

to her physically

stage they are handed over

11

138.
temporarily
After

more and more frequently

they achieve

the children
playgroup,

a minimal

to others,

degree of physical

begin to spend an increasing
at about three

starting

termed MiL4.

$children"

and girls

calls

"infants"

responsibilities

for

reach the age of about six years,
irresponsible

but training

kinds

partly

not expected to take too seriously

adult

It

to take their
is not usually

and so on with

their

1929, Cap. III.,

site,

gardening
until
fathers

See. 1.

after
that

for

girls

and

but only
at all

they

are held to be
but at about this

of the same sex on visits

by instruction,

any adult

Until

earlier.

activities,
parent

and partly

group of the village

garden in the main village
expected

begins

events and so on, and to learn

by imitation

Thus in 1950 the boys'

years

both boys and girls

age they are encouraged to accompany their

of all

but

sex groups,

they begin to assume adult

and unable to understand

to the gardensp to public

boys

time in sex differentiated

ten to twelve

boys roughly..

more seriously,

as

At first

as in separate

they tend to spend more of their

to fourteen

republic

about the age of puberty.

until

At the age of puberty,

activities.

or "babies".
or children's

spend about as much time together

as they grow older

twelve

(18).

it

of the parents

or so, by which time they are

They remain members of the play group,
Malinowski

independence

amount of time in the village

years

as against

8mothers". 1

to other

especially

undertakings
of Tilakaiwa

the older

social

techniques

but they are
until

puberty.

had their

own

boys took or were

seriously.

they have begun to go to the gardens
boys begin to interact

with

their

mothers'

139.
brothers

fathers,

of their

control

Before

personally.

and later

public

instead

events

of their

remains in the father's

focussed

Often however the mother's

infrequently

brother's

about excursions

the result

to play with

his

with

brother

in particular.

comes into

into

there

is often

encounters
village

with

a sister's

It

children.

is on such visits

of his

the mother's

subelan's
brotherst

son during

a mother's

perhaps to join

own village.,

they are

village
children

a

connected

on matters

has gone out with

contact

personal

brothers;

of residence

to men of

There is rarely

stage.

such mothers'

contact

brother

he

him in some activity
the sister's

that

personally.

and

who are formally

also.

By the age of puberty

marriageable

with

to know the population

nchildren"

playgroup

personal

motherv but not

the child's

subelan at this

Once a child

of course to interact
his

sister's

him in his

may go and visit

son begins

of casual

to his

visit

her marriage.

or simply

whom the child

with

so that

villages..

more than one man of their

frequently

with

brother

so long as he

stage his

on any one mother's

or to

to spend

continue

more than one woman of the same subelan is married

much formality

brothers

expeditions

his father

this

is the man who gardens for

the same or neighbouring
with

with

and during

village,,

are not usually

most frequently

of the senior

or fishing

but a boy will

fathers;

most of the time away from the playgroup

relations

that

inereasinr&under

begin to take them along on gardening

I

under the personal

From the age of about seven, mothers'

members of the playgroup.
usually

they are at first

this

or a little

the group of youths
girls

(nakubukwabula)

later
(ulatile)

of

the

the boy has graduated
and the girl

village

of

into

residence,,

that

from the
of the

and in

the

140next two or three

years many girls

they are about twenty.

until
village

until

of their

i. e. that

village.,

about the age of 16-17.
father's

village

until

marriage.,

no proper

for

married

place

house (bukumatul

when the first

newly married

harvest

proper

couple,, which indicates

degree of stability.

fathers,

the case, but it

has had little

which the Mission

is received

campaign was primarily

by the

and more often
effect

a

houses,, of which there

may have some effect

apparent

them as

other

men

than used to be
morality#

at

than to drive

the

on premarital

directed,

in inducing

under cover to some extent.

activities

As noted above, the personal
elementary

family

includes

the mother's

the relationship
brother

relation

Malinowski,

of members of the Trobriand

relationships

appear to be much the same as in other

subelan in the sister's
respect

for

the marria,,,7,e has achieved

longer

villages

is often

a year or so after

until

The abandonment of bachelor

to stay in their

this

that

one in the Omarakana cluster,

was only

19)
there
-

(urigzubu)

gift

to

opposition

a house is built

them to move to until

at

remain in the

owing to missionary

since

This does not take place usually

men.

marriage.,

when they are past adolescence

Nowadays however they also often

of the bachelors'

brother's

boys should move to the mother's

own subelant

the institution

may not do so

of course remain in the father's

Girls

ideally

marriage;

though the youths

marry,

the father.

with

represents

the jural

marriage;

but,

between him and his

1929, PP- 59-64.

societiesp

As 11alinowski

and other

interests

as Malinowski

also

sister

prevents

and

emphasises,

of their
points

out,

him from intervening

the

0

141in the domestic

personally

who is personally

of her household.

activities

so long as they are in his household;

the children

becomes so only when and for

as long as they visit

Otherwise,

during

and in particular

development,

until

the mother's

brother,

discipline
during

time of residence

as the representative
is only

of his

interests

to formal

the children)
a particular

only when his personal
(20).

situation

systems,, derives
the affective

not from his

reactions

other

male.

affective

(20)

In the process

attitudes

Cf. Malinowski,,

of his

influence

His personal
formal

status

of personality

focus upon the individuals

matter,

he is the representative
head is

and as its
conduct

formal

and care in

the father

resorts

relationship

with

to deal with

is inadequate

prestigep
as Date

as also
directly,

to him as an adult

and emotionally

1929, pp. 44-46.

For that

families

elementary

of the children

upon whom they are physically

for

does this

the father

brother.

status.,

(which is a function

authority

such

the boys

trains

that

irrelevant

and her children's

But as in other

affairs.

not

instils

authority,

in the household,

for both his wife's

responsible

is

jural

is the father,

and generally

of the mother's

one source of his

own subelan's

village

it

him.

him.

with

speaking,

him or go out with

or seven, it

as is required,

brother

the mother's

years of personality

represents

who personally

Psychologically

this

the critical

the age of about six

and obedience

their

partly

and the conduct of

for both the wellbeing

responsible

is the father

It

in patrilineal
but from

male personality

more dependant than upon any
development
with

constellations

whom personal

of

interaction

I
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takes

place,

be fully

can hardly
respect

with

bases of the personality
is little

that

figure"

laid

same under the Trobriand

sister

(22).

(21) from interacting

To this

therefore

extent

than the father

to the child;

between father

matrilineal

by the

is prevented

he rather

in relation

relation

of which young children

they reach an age by which the

after

reason to suppose that

the psychological

formal

until

are already

become the "authority

brother

and his

between himself

her children

or roles

statuses

The mother's

aware.

relationships

personally

there

formal

not upon their

and child

it

rather
is

should
seems
the

essentially
system of

as under a patrilineal

kinship.

Factors

Pers2nalit-Y

affectim

Other factors

than the formal

of the Trobriander

personality
Classificatory

kinship.,
descent,

matrilineal
and "mothers"
physical

DeveloDment.

may be one, since

in the child's

render

as much as its

less

intense

with

physical

this

(21)

Of. Malinowski,

(22)

Ibid.

that

village

its

at least

esp. pp. 44 and 45.

after

infancy,

needs may be satisfied

and may

from a

focussed upon two individuals.

of residencet

e. g. 19V pp. 70-71.

"fathers"

dependence upon them., in

psychological

than being uniquely

is the pattern

or of

tends to weaken its

of residence

own parentsp

societies.

of members of other

the presence of many formal

and psychological

rumber of sources rather
Correlated

as against

the

system may however affect

whether under a system of patrilineal

dependence upon its

similarly

kinship

whereby the individual

W-1,

w.
daily

is spent in great

life

"children's

republicO

of children

from adult

disciplining

them.

members, that

senior

cooperation

may be significant,

relatively

with

the child

appears first

factors

societiest

societies.
patrilineal
but rather

with

factors

personality

development

in all

societies;

various

Trobrianders

as in any other

small

scale

communities

matrilineal

rather

elements

in themselves

scale

and
European

than
kinship

system,

of residence,
do not so much
as tend to

in the same range of basic

point

to occur,
people,

patterns

and simple

in western

Moreover., they probably

qualitatively

kinship

formal

subgroups in larger

and complexity,

from this

type of complex is as likely

of Trobriand

type of classificatory

particular
of scale

with

and so forth.

weaken or strengthen
types

and social

to some extent.

characteristics

as e. g. in some rural

or any other

of the playgroupp

to the Trobriand

related

They are not correlated

systems of education
affect

are specific

and some in cultural

more complex societies,

and
Again,, the

of personalities

Rather they are found in many relatively

system.

discipline

characteristic

in the "standardising"

nor are they directly

society,

to learn

in the ways of self-expression,

the emphasis upon conformity

But none of these

in

at the hands of its

than at the hands of adults.

rather

range of choices

could be significant

use of force

and the minimal

control

freedom

the relative

with

is in the playgroup,

restricted

together

together

Indeed it

effectivelyp

or the

in the

of the children

the group life

or parental

whose

the house, in the village

outside

part

Further

gardens and so on.

the families,

more than bedrooms for

little

houses are in effect

personality

of view the Oedipus or any other
and have the same basic

though its

intensity

form,

in or effect

in
upon

144-

not however derive
To this

so far

that

as the effects

as amongst other

peoples,

tend to "standardiseO
cultural

of the typical

determinedýhe
but this

the adult
In other

contexts.

determinant

psychological

words the formal

system,

of exogamy is relevant

and rules
Incest

is

suggested that

the same pattern
family

definition

of the statuses

of-unit

membership of wider
context

development

of incest

upon the enormity
attitudes

(cf.

incest

processes

between incest

taboos,

as elements

family

taboos.

among its

unit

But this

incest,

adults.,

were no social
in terms of

is not to say that

membership has no effect

In the Trobriands

having

members as the

even though there

units.

social

and other

taboos

in personal

of members of the unit

and roles

of brother-sister

of parents

of

pp. 118-119).

of reproduction

of elementary

family;

of the social

as a part

of psychological

of age and sex distribution

biological

social

in the elementary

would develop between members of a residential

relationships

is

here.

Taboos and Rules of Exog
It

may

than in other

any more than it

The relation

ways.

kinship

system is not a

kinship

of maturation

the kinship

in characteristic

than formal

personality,

may not emphasise some aspects

development

system.

system are concerned

more effectively

personality

context

kinship

occur amongst Trobrianders

factors

other

Trobriand

is not to say that

matrix#

their

although

Trobriand

of the kinship
types will

personality

above - which do

in assuming as a working

we are justified

the same range of basic

indicated

from the formal

specifically

therefore

extent

hypothesis

by the factors

may be affected

the personality

the cultural

as reflected

no doubt affects

the

upon the
emphasis

in the emotional
the relationship

'45.
of even young children

the respect
sister

aspect
is

leave the play

family

in the importance

affinal

of the brother-sister

of exogamyp with the associated
reinforces
family

in the
The rule

kingroup.

on sexual intercourse)

prohibition

taboo between the members of the social

elementary

who belong to the same exogamous subelan., i. e. mother and son and

especially
incest

the incest

and

emphasis upon it

relationship

of the exogamous matrilineal

relations

brother

While the

the cultural

relationships$

even though

group,

from the psycho-biological

is held here to derive

taboo itself

until

enforced

the attitudes

affect

play

adolescents.

group as maturing

of elementary

rooted

formal

cannot be effectively

relation

psychological

and may also

as members of the village

to one another

of children

the family,

within

brother

but no rule

and sister;

taboo between father

and daughter.

That is,, the term incest
and such taboos are regarded
intercourse

associated

restrictions

conditioned
partners,
irrespective
exogamy.
personal,
established
appreciating

rules

with

so that

it

arouses

in the personality
formal

feelings

against

kinship

one another

from marrying

before

other

who halve been
as sexual
to the act,
by a rule

is held to be a function
and their

as here distinguished,

relations

with

in the partners

of guilt

of such attitudes

kinship

on sexual

occurs between individuals

interaction

sense2

may be said to be

or not they are barred

The development
not formalv

of exogamy, or associated

when it

personal

of whether

from prohibitions

Sexual intercourse

incestuous
by their

taboo is used here in the psychological
as distinct

on marriage.

psychologically

the

of exogamy reinforces

the child
and norms.

of
of

bases are

becomes capable of
It

is suggested

moreover

9pp

146.
that

such attitudes

tend to develop between members of residential

will

elementary

families

irrespective

another.

'While most Kiriwinan

and Omothers" with
brought

social

up by social

formal

"mothers",

social

"children".

"siblings",

but whose children

sexaal

of such residential
i-e-

incestuous

units

marriagep

would be considered

as morally

families,

exogamy between "mother's

brother"

intercourse

whom is not classed

However incest
categories
matrix

within

"mother".

which personality

members of these categories.
taboos determining
with

the socially

between corporate
incest
kinship

brother's

taboos normally

Ofather".

the grouping

and "sister's

son and mother's

the nature

as suvas

"child",

q

develops
It

wife

develop

determined

significance

matrilineal

kingroups

reprehensible#

daughterd,

between members

is rule

of

but none

or the women of her subclanp
(v- P. 150).

between members of the kinship

"brother"
initially

and "sister".
usually
so far

since the

consists

of marriage
conditions

of

from incest

of exogamyp the latter

The absence of a rule

sons'

between members

i. e. there

together

as a relation

the fact

taboos develop between members of these rather
categories.

sisters'

of members of such

may be said that,

of the rule

count as

observations

intercourse

of exogamy is different;

between sister's
with

as sexual

although

are

comments by informants,

with

and therefore

in terms of the rule

units

see later,

What superficial

together

"fathers"

up by social

fathers'

one

with

wives who also

count as their

in the sense defined,

of normal elementary

and their

*siblings".

intercourse,

relations

some, as we shall

Omothers' brothers"

not their

status

are brought

children

could be made of such situations,
suggest that

formal

of their

that

normally

than of other

of exogamy in reference

formal
to the

11+7.
father
taboo

between

that

the rule

as leriving
of

members of his

and other

from the

formally

taboos

in this

if

way, the

and incest
universally

should

be extended

extensions

can be induced

stereotypes

by techniques

will

so far

provoke

itself

on the basis

in the

case of wartime

Of indivilual
Rather
tCkes

place

soldiers

than

this

those

reactions

those

of affective

when one person

is

is

its

with
This

to one another.

psychologically

are
that

stereotype

stereotrpe

of course

apparent

and the reaction
(Cf.

between
ilentified

such

in such cases

of the

is

can

toward

while

Othe HunO etc.,

attitudes

attitudes

no evidence

the

not the

is

whom they

representatives

of

pattern

members occur

except

of propaganda;

interaction.

and civilians

classificatory

affective

towards

associated

incest

restrictions

we know empirically
speaking

propaCanda about

in

same basic
of

systematically,

individual

of personal

the extension

subelan

origin

employe<i in

and the

as I am aware there

like

the affective

father's

where the kinship

are also

family

but

to occur

that

no certainty

on the basis

taboo

had their

in the relationships

other

developed,

is

incest

societies

psychologically

to individuals

originally

there

of the

be regarded

cannot

same associated

all

fa.-Aly

elementary

as elements

although

in

occur

in human societies;
Moreover

case,

and the

the elementary

taboos

kinship

indicates

algo.

same rule

in as much as the

itself

in

male members of the

all

of an incest

presence

formal

of exoda=y in general

rules

used within

usages,

in

extension

since

Ofatherg

intercourse

on sexual
terms

usages,
termed

Moreover,

systematic

the

and daughters

of exogamy as an element

classificatory

are

fathers

own or personal

desnite

subclan

above,

P.

individuals
with

another

120).

148towards

whom a certain

interaction,

beinC

the

"identifier*

in the

the primary
of

status

personal

This

and so forth,

relations

and does not

relationship,

Of status,

occupation

father

Bay, a bus c*iver

is,

aV. bus driver

father

might

general.

Lctu&1

interaction

in

neurotic

the

stereotype

not be safe
towards

all

to assume that
other

systematic

attitude

more than

of other

provide

interact

relationships

is

categories,

therefore

But rules

place

still

categories,
with

even in

might

lead

would be the

would

same

to members of kinship
that

although

any

such extensions

they

may affect
in

so far

of exoga=y and prohibitions

and it

to

to assume that

unsafe

less

in

and hence

such cases it

members of eateL-.orie3

upon interaction;

a

bus drivers

between members of exogamous group3 or between

are not contingent

althougý.

with

him personally

response

can take

exten3ion3

personally.

intercourse

It

bus drivers.

social

so that

the affective

the bases of kinship

individu&113

of kin

Ibus driver*,

as though

some degree,

bus driver

towards

attitude

feel

towards

attitudes

Eý;ols

that

relationship

a friendly

with

fact

Thus e. g. the

a father

the develop. ment of a different
toward

upon similarities

Eý,o will

display

Il. y to the

automatically

who had an unfavourable

bus driver

ta, 'rýes no cognisance

incidenta.

of his

in

concerned

person

does not mean that

were automatically
individuals

ma-ladJusted

follow

factors.

or other

to the

except

causes

which

more or less

concerned

of identification

sort

contingent

relationship

he reacted

same way that

of personal

sense being

secondary

individual

to the

relationship.

formal

in the

some element
to react

unconsciously

as a result

in the psychological

identification

upon there

has been learnt

attitude

is

safer

an
as they

on sexual
other

kinds

to assume,

1.49.
because

this

assumption

kinship,

personal

do not give

coincide
they

imply

may not be utilised
turn.
to

other

the maintensnce

sister

of incest

can carry,

the pos3ibility
much as it
different

are to be related
from the social,
intercourse
that,

with

as in

rights

other

not

marriage,

make it

husband and wife
and since

clear
is

the basis

the continuance

taboos

the sexual

this,

relationship

as the establishinr,

arisinc

sexua3fact

in the

the

covers

as in any society
personal

individuals,

of exogamy,

More than

as well

between

which may be found
contract

in as
of

between

of

and

precludes

intercourse

of the spouses.

of their

brother

same subclan,

identification

the marriage

that

are

or weak

stronj

of representatives

to the rules

for

taboos

incest

contract

of the

incest

but

be reinforced

no formal

marriage

on sextial

the basis

societies,

however

participation

not the psychological,

and responsibilities

accounts

of the

as &Z&inst

were

intarcourse,

and thus

the= personallyp

to the latter

as it

taboos
on sexual

irystez

,

same time

of exo,; amy.

between m=bers

same subalan,

on sexual

Lt the

can be shows that

The prohibitions

subclans.

members of the

Irin-thip

formal

the

requires

of and

system.

of rules

the nature

of marriage

are indepen4-ent

of such rules

may be between
since

incest

where incest

tlýat

hand it

Thus under the Trobriand
the taboo

kinship

in respect

On the

essential

societies

of exogamy or prohibitions

rules

with

in their
not

does not

a function,

of exojazýy or prohibi-6ions

rules

of a formal

as elements

assumption

in all

occur

like

that

misleading,

are to be considered

they

to either

rise

intercourse
this

as they

less

potentially

of which

In so far

taboos

is

sexual
I'lalinowshils

relation
with

of marriage

between
one another,
at one

150.

denends on the

level

is

relation
same time

see in later
N

the

sexual

than

the

formal

from the

between

relations

seen in the

freedom

relationships

with

of

could

but

close
of

the

their

In

result

personal

formal

marrJazes

breaches

brother

are

phrases

as Otrue

can lea-I

to the marriage

if

exceosive

between

brothers

helping,
subelans'

symbolised
brotlýers

in

tho

to

amounted for

it

It

same time

and sisters
ensure

that

representatives

presentation

the

garden

of' members of

approvei
the

their

of

sistors'

no wnjot;nt

above,

marriaq; es,

appreciated.

for

relationsi'llps

sense - miCht lead

is

and efficiently,

if
-

in

to the

a-I-.Iho,,-,;h it
the

value

for=a-1

the

brothers
in

the

t, ý ensure

and sexual

As po.,Inte, l

of

in

w.,

it

that

be concl-,, Ied

these.

exoZamy.

as their

Gly

it

itself

marriage

to contract

contract,

roles

willin.,

6C

more diffle'Llt,

in the pwycholooical

relations

marriaCe

however,

such interest

of some in--iiviluals
not

as maý, be

inO'-,I. -e in

to

and in a wa:ý the

in one another

to a fixation

failure

jistirIZ-uished

from marrIaZe,

of exo.r-amy affect

Lhe Same subelan;
instance

member7.

:-ove-. ni%. - both

of rules

interest

sexual

From this

ý--_Ians &M tijetr
sr_:

freedom,

to this

becomes the more important,

where the nziles

rather

one another.

As a corollory

observance

syst -em

as a means of establishino

inOividuals

of u-=arrled

'-inshiT)

the vehicle,
as
-led

to be re.,

contract

is

interecurse

sexual

-f

at the

is

and, as we shall

formal

the

sexual

it

P,.it

c: )ntract,

narria-e

snouse,: is

their

spouses,

narria: _-P.

of view

Doint

of the =arriaZe

essence,

of view

fc-nal

in the

betwoen

relation

affinal

point

extent

Cha ters,

of their

the basis

one (Aonent

ordy

relationship

nersonal

this

to

of the

carry

aspect
Oult;

their

sisters'

The roles

of

harvest
express

Zift,
the

of

the

and
social

such
value
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of their

through

that

of his

affairs

interests
of their

of the respect

explanation
associated

in

involved

taboo

between

in

interfering

at the

may be found

brother

or

whether

overconcern

the marriage

between

incest

to his

must

sexual

marriage,

through

or

considerations

relation

on the

emphasis

household

sister's

In these

6ubelan.

of the

husband leading

of the

the individuals

of

of

attachment

and interest,,

intimacy

the wellbeing

imperil

jealousy

the brother's

the domestic

those

mi, ht

But this

sisters.

to a degree

lead

it

lost

kinds,

of other

the

attachment

personal

be controlled

to their

and sister

them as against

with

expense

of

the
and the
other

incest

taboos.
We may thus
personal

formal

to originate
these

in the

that

between

subelan

of the psychological
of closeness

the subelan;

it

samo household
between distant
reaction

of this

is
that

preclude

the possibility

and the associated

only

incest

type.

taboo,

varies

incestuous
real

horror

and especially
The term

rivniova

the

The third

in intensity

to

members of

between members of the

and revulsiong
clan,

element,

according

between individual

intercourse

is

such intercourse

or distant

in it.

who indulge

of the relationship

provokes

subclan,

kin

of which

how close

no matter

wrong and reprehensible

the degree

systematically;

in terms

intercourse#

Two may be said

system and to operate

of ex0Za=WP which

the

as these

particularp

contract.

members of the same subclan,

on sexual

relationship

in

and sisters

kinship

the rules

between

prohibitions
equally

formal

and controlling

affecting

elements

of the marriage

significance

are of course

of carriages

three

of brothers

relationships
the

affect

distiz6guish

kin

while

provokes

designates

intercourse

a minimal

breaches

of the

ir152.

on sexual

prohibition

also to breaches

applies

between breaches

of exogamy.

distinction

it

arouses

and disgust.

of horror

reactions

on sexual intercourse

reaction

kind,

of this

which

but they are not "dangerousO as are incestuous

of the prohibition,

and indeed suvasov

clan kin has greater

piquancy

Thus the effect
prohibition
justified

of incest

in ascribing

of formal

individuals,

the former

kinship.

intercourse

each other
but equally

other.

The relative

father

and daughtert

Cf. Malinowski,
esp. P- 433.

within

from that

the subelan,

to the level

As indicated

of sexual

may reinforce

taboos differs

intercourse

on sexual

prohibitions

(23)

and especially'

subclan

between permitted

breaches

sexual

(23).

partners

that

than an affair

they

although

count as suvqq.Qva;

between distant

On

in the

incest

which would not involte

arouse very little

sense,

term

or any other

does not count as

and daughter

father

strong

kin,

is drawn

the breach of such a prohibition;

of the prohibition

take place between distant

hence it

in the

incest

nor does this

and those which do not,

handp breaches

psychological

But no formal
which involve

between own or personal

suvasov , although
the other

and clan,

which does not involve

to incest

thus incest

the subclan

within

of the prohibition

sense,

psychological
refer

intercourse

so that

of personal
incest

earlier,

may affect

where they coincide

of the formal
we are

and the latter

taboos and formal

each other;

that

in the relationships

the absence of one may weaken the effect

psychological

weightings

mother and son and brother

1929, Cap. XIII,
-

to

of the incest
and sister

isp they
of
of the

taboos between
may differ

See. 5., OSP- PP- 422 ff.

In

6,
see.
and
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the Trobriands,

as may the effectiveness

their

or strength

weighting

of the formal

characteristics
already

(v.
noted

indicates

in other

that

in explanation

from the prohibitions

psychological

incest

conceptso

seen the incest

PsvcholoRic&l

Conflicts

The statement
may strengthen

will

explain

that

and formal

incest

kinship

of personal

relationships

essentially

similar

intercourse
of exogamy,

rules

neither

as we have

this

the latter;

taboos and prohibitions

it

will
within

to that

implies

will

any

be apparent

that

the Trobriand

of the relationships

and the development

formations

as are found in the individual

But in as much as the Trobriand
aspects

that

kinship

of the personality

intercourse

on sexual

what have been distinguished

may not always be in harmony.

must be assumed to involve

weight

on sexual

them.

personality

various

to

and the Kinshin-System.

or weaken each other

in any society,

explain

and

they

since

by reference

the related

not dot consequently

that

arguments are accepted,

unit

that

in origin

they may be affected

Although

like

categories,

taboos will
concepts

intercourseý

whereas the prohibitions

by concepts

psychological

as different

taboos mast be explained

between members of kinship
must be explained

on sexual

by the same concepts.

by formal kinship,

may be, the discussion

taboos must be regarded

the incest

factors

to other

system and partly

However this

pp. 142-1").

cannot be explained

as personal

kinship

to the

owing partly

societieSp

from

Ointernalisation"ý

of their

the

If

the psychological
family

elementary

of the Kiriwinan

social

psychological

the same processes

system differs

is

the analogous

within

personality

content

of complex

in other

societies.

from others,

and of complex formations

it

may

154differently,
involves

content
content

of personality

taboo between brother

since
that

there

unmarried
this

of attention
through

affinal

on the sexaal

or absence of psychological

societies

of the formation

which contrasts

sense reinforce

incest

in terms of coresidence

have sexual relations

sexual

intercourse

established
fathers

subelans
by the rules

intercourse

But

between

no account is taken of the existenco

taboos between the individuals

concerned.

taboos

cannot have

and personal

are not prevented

interaction

should noither

of exogamy, while

from marrying

of exogamy even though incest

between them individually,

and daughters.

taboo.

the exogamy of the

nor marry because of the rule

members of different

with

the incest

That isq members of the same subelan between whom incest
developed

this

relation

on sexual

in which is reflected
prohibition

brothers

between formal

relation

so

At the same time

individuals.

as the prohibition

members of the same subelan,
in terms of this

and sistersO

the freedom of the sexual

kin may in another

is not the same thing

subelan;

on particular

group,

"brothers

chance than in other

with

vers

incest

system and local

with

the emphasis on respect

so strongly

and vice

system,

the psychological

kinship

surrounded

focussed

attitudes

the focussing

relationship

child

is perhaps less

of neurotic

and sisters

and sister

lives

its

by
the
be
in
pattern
weakened
one sense
may

imposed by the Trobriand

the Kiriwinan

societies

development

of the

some aspects

are in accord with

in the Trobriand

may be in conflict

As a function

of interaction

which in other

of kinship

development

of personality

to society,,

of the individual

the adjustment

personal
formal

in as much as the process

so that

But apparent

or-having
taboos are

as in the cases of own or personal
inconsistencies

between the effects

i

j

wl"ll,
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and of formal

of personal

inconsistencies

the formal

within

develops

Personality

should not be interpreted

kinship

in the formation

of balanced

of ambivalences

and conflicts

and adjustment

For present

purposes we may distinguish

The first

involves

responses

and impulses

be said to relate
towards

attitudes

toward interest
inhibit

its

of the process

into

personality

of integrating

development

society

of the focussing

in the personal

sublimated

but it

relationships
The process

involves

at this

level.

personal

and enters
involved

in the development

drivesare

attitudes

socially

of incest

and son, which is held in the present
as in other

taboos,

upon the same object,,

derived

or innate

societies

here

and desires

seeks to impose upon them, whereas the former

of ambivalent

same in the Trobriands

drives

of

which is

society,

The conflicts

the

also

to the requirements

into

individuals

tending

in terms of the

rationalised

We may examine the second type of conflict
father

ambivalent

or repressed.

and desires

drives

taboos may

incest

may be found the second type of conflict,,

as illustrated

the ambivalent

is

between the individual's

are essentially
the controls

it

own affective

sex,, the sexual drive

elements in the relationships.,

and herein

part

elements

may be partly

or repression

of the individual's

adjustment

conflict.,

so that

expression

of such conflicts-

since they involve

of the opposite
other

kinds.

of different

the psychological

type of conflict,

individuals

determined

socially

of the individual's

the

through

attitudes

two main types

to one another;

in them while

of sublimation

society;

the adjustment

to this

system itself.

kinship

development

as indicating

and
type of

is the result
whether

or not

in the temperament.

in the relation

between

argument to be essentially

the

where the child

UP

is brought

3
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II

I

in the elementary
father

family.

If
that

- son relationship

mast be attributed

One feature

is

of Trobriand

of other

in Savage Societ-vO is the conflict

personal

to his

son and the culturally

basis

of the work;

but the notion

the father's

ethnocentricity
express his

culturally

defined

Ofather

kinship

system;

princip4k

enjoined
right"

kinship
brother,

and mother's

statuses
opposites

right

of brother
in relation

the possibility

that

that

and the roles

be no conflict

conflict

kinship

with

each other;

individuals

of the sister

in the Trobriand

as the basis

or wife.

of the

the statuses

of father

to the children

rather

opposites.

and husband are to be regarded
to that

are

There is no socially

in relation

system complementary

cannot

between a social

see later,

involved

some

father

descent

of patrilineal

I

societies

way, yet there

particular

As we shall

in all

appears to suggest

and one of mother right

system.

in Part

in the same way,

expression

the Trobriand

upon

makes the

and mother right

ways in which he may do so.

can therefore

do not in fact

terms of the formal

son in this

his

or principle

there

of father

Matrilineal

concerned,

for

affection

seeks to find

For although

of outlook.

Malinowski

arguments,

and descent,

inheritance

imposed limitations

right
his

underlying

and love

attachment

i. e. in patrilineal

other

of father

of much of his discussion

in

between the father's

This conflict

it.

kinship.

by Malinowski

stressed

particularly

the ways in which he can express

or more

paternity,

"Sex and ReDression
attachment

societies

aspect of Trobriand

not the personal,

of the relationships

social

of the

features

so.. any significant

are not characteristic

to the nature

to the formalp

accurately

this

they are in
Similarly

the

as complementary
This is not to denY

may wish to behave towards

others

in ways

I
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to their

not appropriate

status

his

son as a person to his

his

social

But if

heir.

this

between them and the formal
between the formal

case may be said to be deviant
kinship

in the case of Chiefs,
benefits

is in fact

on their

the motives

impelling

sons are political

rather

in such a

relationships

in terms of the Trobriand

or maladjusted

Such deviation

system.

and a non-existent

and the personal

descent;

of patrilineal

descent

of matrilineal

principle

relationships

not because of a conflict

involved,

relations

son

in ways which set up a conflict

concerned have developed

of the individuals

principle

is because the personal

it

occurs

may prefer

he could make his

soný and wish that

sister's

father

an individual

relations;

so far

rare

as I could discover;
temporary

them to confer
than personal,

as we shal-I see

later.
Thus incest
called

of father

the "principle

termed the personal
prohibitions

intercourse

kinship

these two levels

as essentially

aspect of kinship
development

personality
aspects

or other

processes

psychological

the marriage

context

and

principle

We must regard

as a constant

in social

systems.
within

and the
That is,

which

a

the ways in which different

and affects
but it

or the basic

with

rules

recognised

kinship.

the former

the social

are expressed;
involved.,

of formal

factor

variable

takes place,

of the personality

psychological

distinctý

provides

with

which is the only

system, to that

as a characteristically

the formal

associated

to what is here

of exogamyp together

and rules

of descent,,

principle

in the Trobriand

latter

are to be ascribed

right"

of kinship,,

level

on sexual

the matrilineal

sense and what Malinowski

taboos in the psychological

does not determine

constellations

mechanisms, even though it

determines

the

of complexes
the social

10
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and to some extent the range of individuals,,

relationships,

develops.

with whomthe personality
The InterDretation

of Biological

The distinguishing
implies

two levels

Characteristics

of two levels

of meaning of the kinship

by the way in which the Kiriwinans

interaction

where the emphasis is mainly

kinship

personalities,,
terms.

Thus children

These on the other

learn

interaction

learn

to use kinship

addressing

or Oelder sister".
elicits

the desired

be strictly

regard

the child

general

indulgence
child's

explanation

attempt

its

could hardly

at formal

of

is that

in general
behaviour.

than
where

participating.
kin

in their

presentations

and

behaviour

responses
for

in

food,

"elder

Such behaviour

brother"
usually

use of the term may

be supposed that

the donor's

by the use of the term to

stimulated

of the kind

close

or "father"t

to do so*

right

sense of the obligations
children

relationships

may ask a stranger

such as "mother"

or her being

as "own" kin

towards

I-

but it

from his

A more reasonable
adult's

at e. g. harvest

even though the child's

response,

incorrect;

response results

implies

In day-to-day

but at the same time they

to talk;

Thus a hungry child

that

is

used in contexts

names of their

and to employ them to evoke formal

him or her by a term,

and this

of the individuals

relationships

terms formally

situations.

relations

use these terms.

hand are normally

as soon as they ýegin

mortuaz7 rituals,,
informal

terminology,

on the dyadic

to use the personal

daily

in kinship

names are used much more frequently

personal

the emphasis is on the formal

in-Kinshi-o.

of significance
0

confirmed

individual

in interaction

indicated

by the usage employed.

the appeal succeeds because of the
of his

or her status,

and approval

coupled with

of the particular

There is thus in the use of personal

159.
terms an implicit

names and kinship
themselves

between their

e. g. academic,
in private

with

one another,

in the use by ourselves

implicit

to as "John"

we should refer

by the Kiriwinans

relations

of forms such as "Dr.

contexts

life

and formal

personal

comparable to the distinction

distinguishing

in formal,

Smith" of a colleague
if

we knew him well

whom

enough

personally.
It

is primarily

their

formal

usages of the kinship

classificatory

sex and age characteristics
families

are recognised

in others;

is

in some relationships

to one another.

as factors

and cannot be ignored,

formal

behaviour,

in ways that
or elementary

relationships

where these exist,

or to imply

where they do not;

or to imply

where dissimilarities

in fact

learnt

within

classificatory

itself

in people's

derives

their

responses

and are

family

membership in some
in others

such differences
to these

characteristics

as far

as such usages

and so forth.

the extension

family

relationships,

appear to take no cognisance

in regard

kinship

classificatory

the elementary
kinship

similarity

exist,

terms are concerned,

significance

terms are used formally,

of sex, generation

of kinship

an explanation

but always affect

of difference

To suggest that

of such characteristics

Ve cannot expect to find

Yet the kinship

with

the treatment

which,

ignored

and terminologically

such usages in the psycho-biological

of these human characteristics
are always apparent

elementary

and membership of psychobiological

systematic.

of the system underlying

in the

are reflected

In these usages biological

terms.

and we must assume that

in the terminology

associated

meanings that

involves,

of elements

of behaviour

to non-memberso or especially
from such extensionsp

implies

that
that

i6o.
the processes

of extending

to outsiders

quasi-

or psycho-biological
of biological

the pattern
associated

with

the processes

in this

inherent

aspect

we know empirically

is not the case.

of the fact

the elementary

family

family

has such significance

formal

classificatory

the social

in all

kinship
of all

organisation

unit2

so that
kinship

if

were

found
in
be
should
systems

If

in all

lay

But

cases.

hand the

on the other

kinship

of classificatory
as a social

the elementary

of classificatory

kinship

classificatory

and interaction

societies,

and should have the same characteristics

societies,

explanation

which_mirrors

in all

content

or the origin,

of extension,

of residence

and maturation,

of reproduction

has the same form and personal

family

this

the processes

as

notedp as a

distribution

sex and generation

itselft

But as already

is a unit

that

unit,

relationships

family

of the elementary
unit.

or a social

a psycho-biological

all

in the nature

are inherent

either

family

in
elementary
such elements

in the significance

of

then in as much as the elementary

societies

systems of some kind
but this

peoples;

to find

we should expect
played

that
in

the same part-

to
does
appear
not
again

be the case empirically.
We can hardly

to elements

reference
the same.

the dyadic

unit

so, the significance
of reproduction

relationships

of its

must be taken as constant

such as e. g. the nature
relationships

differences

in human relationships

This being

quasi-biological

process

expect to explain

that

in social

are everywhere

of the elementary

elements

in all

and range of differences

between members of elementary

essentially

family

and of the psychological

members as centering

by

institutions

as a

content

of

upon the reproductive

culturesp

so that

factors

in the affective

families

must be treated

as

ofij
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in all

constants

family

the elementary
different

are variable

of its

any explanation

must relate

organisation

than the biologically

kinship

personal
kinship

relates

the processes
kinship

social

the kinship

system from the viewpoint

Malinowski,

in so far

as he dealt

have done so from this
to further

preliminary
kinship
system;

from the point
that

in which biological
appear rather
related
relations

in this

enviromento

Trobriand

significance

to do so as a
to examine

in the total

social

and units

statuses

and elementary

family

by reference

of statuses

membership may

than as determinants

Since as has been shown the formal
sense cannot be explained

treats

may be said to

kinship,

analysis.

in distinguishing

to

members of society.

is also necessary

formal

membersp

the analysis

But it

sex, generation

of the

and adjusts

viewpoint;

as referents

statuses.

"learns"

is necessary

is as a system of related

personal

family

and it

of view of its

of the dyadic

and interpretation

of individual

with

situation

In considering

whereby the individual

his
in
as an element

element of

content

of elementary

and relationships

kinship

to which the concept of

definition

to the social

roles

psycho-biological

determined

here.

as formalated

of

organisation

in the total

families,

of

than as a psycho-biologic-

elements

and psychologically

reference

with

including

to other

and

organisation

as a structural

significance

and

categories

or formal

rather

as a social

of members of elementary

relationships

formal

family

to the elementary

al unit,,

in the social

and in as much as classificatory

peoples;

relates

kinship
in social

and the significance
factors

defined

of socially

systems of formal

wider

within

both the structure

groupings

social

systems.

social

statuses

established

But as a unit

aspect

of the

of kinship

to personal

kinshipp
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system must be treated

the status
without

reference

A formal

distinguish

family

the relationships
as to provide
and techniques

later

the basis

of regularity
interaction

of social

taken over by formal

kinds
is

has not this

and defined

terms;

in other

if

and in classifying

people

as to ensure as little
interpretation
biological

since

content

it

experiences

which,

range of variability

idiosyncratic

family

to a significant

and subjective

although
in all

in the social

perhaps
system

r

or other

system in this

categories

in distinguishing

sense

and groups to

the statuses

From this
relationships

of formal

and
themselves

and groups must be such

in their

as possible

the distinguishing

is at least

affective
general

for

of elementary

significance.,

kinship

as members of categories

variation

usages

as the means of standardising

by members of the society.

basis

uniform

the referents

so

in the processes

e. g. of occupational

the status

which the term apply are to be effective
interaction

are standardised,

and groups of interaction

But where a formal

then we may assume that

regulating

a part

played

to

Classificatory

formal

categories

status

of specialisation.

found,

in general.

conceptually.

membership of which

and predictability

from times when kinship

distinguished

at large

of members of a population

of terms may occur where kinship
as survivals

to their

and groups in reference

own right,

when terms applying

exists

are also used systematically

relationships

categories

were in its

is to be explained

it

system as here conceived

kinship

to elementary

if

kinship,,

to personal

as it

as existing

status

recognition
viewpoint

and
the psycho-

cannot provide
categories

degree the product

a

and groups,,

of the individual's

they may be assumed to have the same
societies.,

to be unreliable

are yet

sufficiently

as the bases of expectations

-q
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and predictability
adequate in relations

with

subjective

of relationships

experience

which individuals

cited,

re-classified

ftmother's

themselves

must be defined

general

Biological

as individuals

that

to the sixth

is

personality

systems,

standardisedq

no different

differ
although

the formal

from that
status

seen that
family

of the Kiriwinan
of children

relations

in the Trobriands

from their

the experience

of elementary

must be assumed to exhibit

is

relationships

of the development

context

in the

period

members of the elementary

with

Nevertheless

families.

the critical
family

Firstly.,

of the foregoing

counterparts
family

the same range of uniformity

in so far

argument carries

as the Trobriand

kinship

two major implications.

terms apply

in

of father,

variability.
Acceptance

not

by their

yearp and we have already

ot-seventh

essentially

and sister

kinship

relationships

in

membership are objective

them psychologically

of elementary

relationships

societies.

motherp brother
in other

to be effective

as members of elementary

of such interpretations

personal

family

appear to agree that

are concerned the psychological

patrilineal

and categories

meanings are socially

to interpret

experiences

psychologists

as its

child's

may be

brothers"

referents

and elementary

sense only as their

personal

from birth

so far

e. g. as

categories.,

but the statuses

etc.;

may be conditioned

idiosyncratic

development

"elder

by more objective

sex, generation

in this

Modern child

as members of formal

the way in

affect

interaction.

social

criteria

may to some extent

where formal

brothers"

The

known individuals.

well

personally

place one another

in the cases of adoption

though they may be

in general..

interaction

in social

to the formal

and
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families,

of members of elementary

statuses

sense from the extension
families

to personal

must be regarded
have their
their

At the same time the kinship

linguistic

Trobriand

kinship

for

counterparts

kinship

Secondly,

and have to do with

family

ways in classifying

that

formal

meanings of kinship

the criteria

kinship.

in formal

nature;
all

if

they were, their

frequently

characteristics,

of biological

age,, sex

are treated

in different

social

indicated

interpretation
characteristics

the social

beyond the immediate

for

of

purposes
as

psychobiological

would be as uniform
themselves;

interpretation

implications

and the

of the nature

meanings of the human characteristics
in their

in

significances

of the personal

are interpreted

cannot be inherent

as we

although,

categories

terms and poses the question

as are the biological

societies

Malinowski

kinship

of

defined

of socially

emphasises the independence

The social

of

categories

always have the same basic

by which these characteristics

But

societies.

societies.

them as members of formal

interactionboth

referents

patterns

the characteristics

have seen, these characteristics

as

unique to and characteristic

membership of the population

dyadic

families

Trobrianders

to status

sense., as they refer

system., are essentially

the fact

and elementary

formal

members of other

which do not occur in other

relationships

terms as used in

the same range of meanings for

meaning in the formal

the formal

in any significant

between members of elementary

relationships

as having

kinship

between members of elementary

of relationships

to non-members.

reference

derive

themselves

not because the categories

categories,

are members of formal

families

so because members of elementary

as doing

they must be regarded

but as

of such

of the physiological

in

of
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roles

cannot be explained

is relevant,

one case there

concerned and in the other
of their

personal

of e. g. ritual
kinship

people do not lose

for

except perhaps in highly

individuality

or ceremonial

from or imply

group activities.

the loss

in the

awareness

emotional

contexts

Such phenomena of formal
in some usarges obviously

as the merging of the sexes and generations

do not derive

as though it

between the individuals

unity

is not,

there

as though

e. g. that

by inferring

adequately

is a sense of personal

instance2

and in another

kinshipq

in formal

for

thaty

in one relationship

terminologically

irrelevant

were socially

The fact

variable.

of sex is treated

difference
it

is highly

of the sexes,

of awareness of reproductive
ý6

different
It

form and be explained

and must derive

personalities.,

phenomena.
is therefore

kinship

for

justifiable

conditioned

socially

explained

by reference

biological
at the level

interpretation.,

and neither
Section

5-

determine

in this

these

individuals

to this

situation

other

other
is to be

than the

At the same time
have universally

of their

we mast conclude
are essentially

social
that

the two levels

independent

of,

each other.

- the Third

from questions

significance

themselves.

regardless

extent

nor explain,

this

characteristics

terms and relations

ConcOsions

Starting

characteristcs

kinship

for

so that

of meaning of kinship

in the total

to factors

of personal

significances

have no significanco

to them, and that

attributed

and psychological

of analysis

formal
the
of

and psychologically

of the population

characteristics

than that

purposes

the biologically

system to assume that

similar

in terms of quite

Leyel of Sinificance

posed by the marriage

Chapter at the distinction

of Kinshin.

of Toginigini,

of two levels

we have

of significance

Of
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the Trobriand
to derive

kinship

The onep that

system.

from elements and processes

in any human society;

the other,,

of and to derive

characteristic

The development

that

characterise

of formal

that

including

kinship,,

since

extended to individuals

ally
thaty

of membership of formal

on the basis
within

between individuals

roles

of individuals

individuals
with

with

coincide

roles

members of the appropriate

household#

the elder

ascending

brother

generation,,

may be classed

of formal

is limited

by what was termed the structural

to affinal

kinship,

so that

may become to some extent
subelan,

relations

although

formally

father

son usually

possibility

of personal

but

brother's

But this

brother
father

the subclans

males of the

opposition

an elder

they can never term one another

in

with

on the basis

the psychological

experienced

and so on;

up in an elder

brother.

ascription

and sister's

categories,

is brought

as mother's

kinship

Thus within

brother

kinship

as where the child

roles

was shown

r

in most cases the personal

formal.

as mother's
formal

automatically

the referent

provide

towards

but idiosyncratic-

the actual

although
their

may be

family

At the same time it

analysis

categories,

have personal

where they do not,

first

may in the last

of

such attitudes

categories,

limits..

significant

them to kinship

ascribing

kinship

interaction.

of personal

structurally

while

does not take place

developeds this

taboos

incest

than members of the elementary

other

whom they are originally
on the basis

has been shown that

it

society.

to the level

and such complexes as the Oedipus., has been ascribed
personal

is held to be

of Trobriand

attitudesp

of psychological

interaction

personal

kinship$

from the structure

is hold

kinship.,

of personal

of

interaction

of subelan kinship
or-a

mother's

of a child

brother

of the same

and son., but only mother's

-4
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brother

brother

or elder

and sister's

son or younger brother

on the basis

of their

as the case

may be.
We saw further
of the pattern
is

that

relationships

of personal

as much reason to assume that

as that

societies

his

own "kinIm and "descendants"

this.

But in terms of their

groups and kinship
one another,,

terms are conditioned

a part

of formal

kinship,

upon the same individuals

of integration.

Thus an individual
father

friendship;

the father

if

he may be incorporated

are affines

to

or some other

into

as kinship

a village

in a village

takes

relationships

who provide

may choose to live
individual

with

in virtue

of this

and

plays

group it

is

the

place however
involved

the personal

may
foefts

in the same village

whom he has a close

is a member of the owning subclan
it

integration

of the newcomer into

and the formal

or may not center

as his personal

In so far

Incorporation

level.

of personal

of newcomers into

integration

group of subelan or of residents

at the level

r

kin-

of meaning of the same kinship

be reexamined here.

may briefly

at the personal

corporate

usages and level

and child

by

by this.

in the personal

kinship

father

the Kiriwinan

and

conditioned

as members of formal

drawn between the processes

The distinction
incorporation

are no more and no less

of meaning is

relations

status

categories

and the formal

level

there

biological

than they are elsewhere,

in Kiriwina

terms at the personal

family,

members oýf other

Thus in terms of their

a man's children

relationships

use of the kinship

as for

and

of these

content

the Kiriwinan

they are different.

and psychological

the elementary

within

the psychological

are much the same for

relationships

behaviour

observable

formal

of the village

relationship.

-4
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Otherwise

formal

kinship

status

as

the
kinsman
member
of
owning subelan with whom
clan
a
of
a
or

e. g. an affine
his personal

may be his

of incorporation

the basis

from the point

may be secondary

relationship

of view of

integration.
Personal

kinship

gives

which are not inherent
involves

in formal,

in the Trobriands

as her male representative
formal
there

obligations

Similarly

incest

the social

subclan,,
incest

family

the

in social

or
- sister

organisation.
development

played by kinship
with

the incest

rules

in

of

taboos between

who belong to the same exogamous

or they may have no structural

taboo between father

societies

in the brother

in association
with

her and acting

of personality

to the part

this

may be different,

involved

from the process

exogamy, as is the case in the Trobriands
those members of the elementary

In other

played by kinship

system, they may be stressed

for

of gardening

the attachment

According

family.

kinship

he expresses

sister;

obligations

on the part

taboos derive

the elementary

within

formal

relationship

Personal

.

relations.

in which he expresses

depending

vers

in the processes
in affinal.

may be no particular

relationship,

and vice

to a particular

a man's attachment

attachment

to elements in interpersonal

rise

significance,

and daughter

as in the case of the

who belong to different

exogamous

subalans.
Personal
since

kin

individuals

another

are always formal
belong to formal

kin

kinship

whether or not they have personal

membership of the categories.
males of the later

generation

also;

Thus all

but the converse

categories
relationships
men are formal

of the subelans

in relation

is not true,
to one

in terms of their
fathers

of all

from which the men of their
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J1

own subelans have received

similarly

wives;

mothers of the members of the succeeding
and of the subelans
It

on.

of other

is therefore

of a child

to a married

situation"

of kinship,

and integration

kinship,

formal

affinal

of the first

nor the birth

marriage
Renression

"initial

takes as his

initiates

the formal

reason look

for

kinship

range of intra-elementary

family

fact

implicitly

that

other

social

he does so.

no other
the

system outside

level

of the formal

of meaning so far

terms differently

of significance

in

of the concept or set of concepts
kinship

discussed

data.

aware of these two levels

he uses kinship

aware that

that

from the empirical

stages of abstraction
at least

of a third

in explanation

at the two levels

arrived

kinship

for

if

relationships.

system and terminology;

which we must formulate

in SQx and

in any sense

we must therefore

of the formal

This leads us to the postulation
the kinship

of kinship",

a new

But neither

subclans.

which Malinowski

situation

the explanation

as a new personal

as well

respective

child,

system;

and personal

and at the same time initiates

between their

relationship

The contracting
0

society.

a now formal

establishes

incorporation

in both formal

situation

and so

the birth

that

is the child's

initiates

between husband and wife,

relationship

"sister",

be termed the "initial

system and into

the kinship

in as much as it

own subelan,

kinship

of personal

couple can meaningfully

is however an initial

of marriage

of their

formally
they
term
women whom

and what it

into

women are the formal

generation

at the level

only

all

through

system.

himself

of meaning., as is

of meaning of kinship

is

shown by the

contexts,

and is

This need not always be the caseP however.. since

systems the two levels

A

successive

The Trobriander

in different

We

in

terms may be fused

170.
as it

were,

played by kinship

ing to the part
kinship

is almost
level

structural

formal

models of both personal
formulated

in values

and formal

attached

to the Kiriwinan's

closely

kinship,

since the Kiriwinan's

affected

in analysis

If

of analysis,
women, that

that
their

men always live

in their

subelants

it

takes
uterine

statistical
so constructed

cognisance
sisters,

analysis

of such data as that
etc.;

of

may be termed

(2.1+) In Kroeber

behaviour,

statistical.

(ed. ), 1953, Social

the

as the basis

brothers

garden for

or motherts

brotherts

of the hinship

brothers

not all

garden for

is the result

model

But the

Structure,

is not

model" to the extent

value

and in as much as this

observed

kinship

analysis

"conscious

from the Kiriwinan's

of personal

were taken

only utrue"

But the anthropoloCist's

that

on observed behaviour.

data obtained

normally

adult

system differs

however corres2, ond

system will

models of the Kiriwinans

clearly

of relationship.

would appear that

and so forth.

village,

types

model of formal

conscious

has conscious

more or less

model thah will

conscious

by the statistical

only the conscious
it

kinship

to use

That is,

relations,

to the different

formal
the
model of

The analytical

but of the

not of the personal

them (2/+), the Kirlwinan
kinship

the

call

which can be

system and terminology.

terms as I understand

Levi-Strauss'

But the

what I shall

of kinship,

stage
analysis,
of
t2

accord-

personal

relationships.

unaware of the thirdp

of meaning or significance,,

meaning of the kinship

although

structure,

in social

factor

certainly

reached only by a further

less

in social

is always a significant

Trobriander

or no importance2

little
be
of
may
meaning

or the formal

of

the

structural

Section
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kinship

of
system

significance
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of kinship

is to be understood

model of formal

kinship,

concerned with
It

ships.

underlying

through

the consideration
analysed

to abstract

the structural

in order to explain

for

phenomena is that

cannot be explained
be sought.
accepted,

If

characteristics
kinship

in any society,,

are no more determinants
societies,
that

statuses

of specialised
to be conceived

if.,

of formal

differentiated

criteria.

be to attempt
formal

to find

a third

as has been aigued,
another

level

content

kinship
must

and psychological
of personal
societies,

which vary in different
groups and categories

systems,

such as systems of

in terms of occupational

analogue

of

Chapter are

the same in all

systems of formal

kinship

formal

the content

systems,

social

level

of explanation

in this

presented
the tiological

kinship

The formal

as the functional

observed and

from its

from which derives

the framework of other

and units

empirically

and which are essentially

than they are of other

may provide

of meaning or significance

the attempt

at is that

of human beings,

the

system.

the arguments and evidence
arrived

is

has been made to

of kinship

in terms of personal,

the position

which inform

The next stage will

significance

The reason and justification
meaning in kinship

level

where possible.

kinship

interrelation-

model in as much as it

of the dýta an attempt

the formal

and their

statuses

of modes of behaviour

statistically

should be

system and can be used to explain

kinship

from a formal

a personal

of the statistical

stage of analysis

mechanisms or principles

Thus in the analysis

differentiate

analysis

as a mechanical

model of the formal

statistical

the final

model of formal

is to be regarded

concerned with

it.

so that

a mechanical

a further

after

and other

system is from this

in the Kiriwinan

social

types

viewpoint
system

172.

distinguished

of such otherwise

systems of institutionalised
distinguished
kinship

and elementary

family

relationships,

that

content,

all

differentiation
of statuses,

and categories

of which interaction
in this

sense;

to the formal,

of these

required

such as to permit

not the personalp

formal

in the light

The formal

of a kinship
aspect

kinship

of the

aspect

and units
in terms

statuses,
is

systematic
refer

relations.

be made to formulate

system such an explanatory

of the foregoing

standardised

with

system must therefore

of kinship

will

sex,

of statuses

characteristics

can be standardised.

and the notion

conditionod

endows biological

and groups based on these

In the next Chapter an attempt
to the Trobriand

it

to

of these

aspect

membership characteristics

members of a population
on the basis

of

sex.. generation

psycho-biologically

in the sense that
family

as by reference

to do with

having

from their

deriving

and elementary

meanings for

criteria

The personal

membership.

is not systematic

generation

in essence in the analysis

as well

is,, relationships

that

relations;

to other

should

and groups based on statuses

categories

by reference

formulated

concepts

they might be applied

be such that

therefore

classes,

and the explanatory

more complex societiesý

in other

groups and categories

in reference

concept As is

disc! assion.

,Z#

0,
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Chapter III
and Social

Kinship

of Terms.

Definitions
Personal
that

beings

from the biological
into

and enters

is within

The focal

interaction

or initial

the more or less universal

biological

unit

age and similar

Within

factors.,

psychological

to some extent.

traits.,

To this

condition

determined.,

and determine

significance

of kinship

relationships

ddriving

from these factors
variability

such interaction

conceived

may be extended to refer

as a quasiof sex..
such as

and relationships

roles

basic

psychological

modes of expression

traits
are,

to the individual

may be taken as constant

in these relationships

The terms thus used within

factor.

female

male, adult

as the biological

terms as used in reference

and individual

taken as a constant

their

although

as individual

characteristics

and in so far

extent,

which

such groups differences

of sex and age and associated

not culturally

family

of reproduction.

temperamental

significance

of adult

grouping

including

for

as

of human

each other

with

situation

i. e. the elementary

and dependant children;

societies;

dyadic

kinship

generally
characteristics

and psychological

their

members of society.

family

stage in the analysis

at this

aay be redefined

kinship

element in the complex of phenomena called

derives

innate

Structure.

are
the
personal
in all

may also be

the elementary

to non-members of the group whether or not
It

a kinship

link

exists

of two individuals
relationship
with

with

them., where there

which are felt

significantly

a member of his

by one of them at least

equivalent

elementary

are elements

family,

to that

developed

particularly

in the relationship
to make their

by him in interaction

that

of orientation.

174Thus in English

societies,

from idiosyncratic

result

of the individuals

significance

in terms of social

are differentiated
terminology

kinship

classificatory

of the terminology

reference

to formal

always are in that
in all

its

the criteria
interaction

families,
formal

But they rarelys

by which the formal

to its

if

also2 as in

of idiosyncratic
in

significance
that

organisation;

personal
they

evidently

between the members of a society
ever,

in themselves

constitute

groups and defined

categories

as the same terms are used to designate

as refer

to different

personal

relationships

they have a second meaning in this
kinship

difference

categories

of social

are differentiated.

In so far
categories

in social
interaction

they affect

aspects.

to social

This is not to imply

categories.

categories

the use of terms applicable

be subject

will

no

the kinship

If

then the possibilities

are not important

relationships

involves

in reference

systems,

extension

by which social

to them.

allocated

society

family

in the

elements

they do not result

That is,

of the criteria

or individuals

the elementary

within

and other

affective

structure.

application

of a particular

but such

concerned2 and have of themselves

relationship

from the systematic

persons who are

may be found in many primitive

usagess to which parallels

metaphorical

to call

and so forth;

or "Aunty"

to them "Uncle"

unrelated

quite

may learn

children

society

in reference

to it.

between the relationship

or her own elementary

family

his

any other

relationship

with

respect

From this

point

of an individual

to whom he applies
individual.,

formal
within

groups and
elementary

and we may speak of
of view there
with

is

no

a member of his

a given kinship

e. g. a classificatory

termo and
kinsman#
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the same torm in designating

to whom he applies

family

provide

kinship

categories,

so that

for

terminologically
kinship

terminology

but this

organisation.,
terminologically

all

at the level

at that

and groups of the social

a society

are enabled to differentiate

of related

concepts

distinguished

for

formulated

structure.
structure

is defined

to the behaviour

of

formal

the characteristic

system in terms of which the members of

categories

systematically

social

in reference

and can be used to explain

a human population..

one another

of social

analysis..

which is formulated

construct

But although

is not to be assumed

it

organisation,

For the purpose of the following
as a logical

system and

may be assumed always to have

categories

of social

where the

likely

a segmentary kinship

with

have equal significance

will

degrees would be

of varying

is not the case in the Trobriands.

differentiated

significance

kin

recognised.,

This might be especially

is associated

formal

them terminologically

and collateral

differentiated.

if

in differentiating

one of the referents

we may expect to find

example lineal

elementary

kinsman on the other.

on the one hand and a classificatory

degrees of kinship

that

to the member of his

by the individual

same term as applied

meaning of the

in the personal

a difference

There is nevertheless

belong.

to which both

a category

their

purposes

formal

of social

as the logical

from the more or less

conscious

status

relations

The system

interaction.

construct

with

is of course to be

sets of values

and norms of

the population.
The social

system is defined

and groups in reference
and regulated.

It

as a system of formal

to which the interaction

is the social

statuses,

of a population

system., of which a formal

categories
is defined

kinship

system

176.
as defined

above pp. 162-163ý forms part,,
in individual

predictability
Social
dyadic

interaction

social

system in standardising

the regulative

whichp without

in all

unpredictable
Personal
social

the formal

kinship

The kinship

in social

personal

used in reference

Firth,,

derives

within

system,

differ

than any other.,

which

operates.

static,

as the

the dynamic element

from the interaction

of

and

(1) in one major respect;

from those of Firth

which is here used in reference

conceptualisation,

to what Firth

of

in the process.

is one factor

use of the term structure

(1)

demand;

process,,

at the level

context

as essentially

and predictability

of the concept of structures

arbitrary

of the total

conceived

the. social

explanatory

of

would be equally

in terms of the system, not from the system itself,

kinship

of logical

system,

is to be considered

forms part

system is

organisation.

These definitions
that

as here defined

of regularity

the population

of the social

and the effects

system, as an element in the social

and social

requirements

forms of behaviour

interaction.

where it

organisation,

of the

in human relations;

human beings

of all

in the

patterns

and other

values

effect

social

kinship

factors

the variable

motivations,

and

from the operation

resulting

the interaction

which characterise

regularity

as the characteristic

of the population

in individual

variations

provides

interaction.

and inter-group

is defined

organisation

that

calls

while

the term social

structure,,

generally

to a level
system is

speaking.

The

here proffered

is of course no more and no less

and I am quite

prepared

1951., esp. pp. 28-35.

to amend the terminology

177.

10,

levels
the
three
that
in favour of a more acceptable one., provided
analysis
line

are recognised

with

current

around the terms social
here;

indeed I have thought

so myself.

the general

usages are more in accord with
reference

application
metaphoricals

and to involve

than the application
for

structure

groupings

or social

of the other

can be empirically

observed;

concepts

organisation

rather

the same time recognising

interpretation
social

than for

the formal

the idea "of people getting
involves

social

the always present factor

(2)

OP- Cit.. P. 36.

(3)

Op. cit.

for

pp. 29-31.

factors.,

of individual
It

seems to me

Wo
there is room for diversity
he
as
suggests
of a particular

things

of ends and procedures at leasts while at

in personal behaviour and relationships.

organisation.,

the term

in much the same sense as does

as involving

the minimal selection

however that if,

I reserve

Therefore

done by planned actionO, and emphasises that this

variability

conceptualisation,

system.

(2) when he defines it

including

but the

seems to me to be more

degree of abstract

two terms.

the explanatory

I use the term social

Firth

is a sense

there

a greater

In

meanings of the words.

to human affairs

of the term dstructure"

them

these

that

analysis

of a human population,

and "system"

in which "organisation"

social

activities

to switch

confusing,

However,, I use them in the ways

seemed to me in the last

set out above because it

in
be
more
would

it

system as I have defined

and social

structure

to the social

perhaps less

and therefore

thought.,

that

may be felt

It

by it.

of

concept..

this

such interpretative

of

should be of the concept of
diversity

in relation

to this
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concept would then correspond with the element of diversity
in humanbehaviour.

ability

the greatest

abstraction

with

Flexibility

of the definition
to the flexibility

correspond

is to secure the greatest
with

of the concept of social

organisation

that

data at this

him in principle.,

to the concept of structure,

of a concept,

flexibility

that

be) is desirable

so must its

science

must have a budget of terms of general

interpretation

(5).

may be one of these*

at low levels

of phenomena, which is why I suggest that
organisation

my definitions

are better

definitions.

But the concept of social

an analytical
in their

tool,

regarded

designed

life".

social

for

importance

Op. cit.

p. 29.

OP- cit-

P. 31.

the wider

"any

and that
may be acceptable
a wide range

both in his

sphere for
as Firth

and in

general
says (6),

"is

how men behave

my own view;

those social

the behaviour

is

range of human behaviour

to it

structure,

This is in accord with

to be of critical

p. 26.

a definition

on the grounds that

to serve us in understanding

concept is

Op. cit.

if

Broad definitions

as the proper

goes on "The essence of this

(10

not in

of interpretation

application,

which is applied

would

level.

in as much as they may deal with

of abstraction

and the term social

(for

in definition

is imprecision

reality".

and specifically

precise

'structure'

degree of

degree of correspondence

of empirical

But I cannot agree with
reference

(40.,
$the
passage

As he says in an earlier

task before (the anthropologist)

and impredict-

relations

but then he
which seem

of members of the society,
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so that

if

said to exist

of these relationships
in the overt

in this

sense of structure.,

behaviour

in itself

relates

system, judging

critical

in forming

anthropologists,
disagreeing

according

is

societies,
any systematic

In other

structures.

relation

temperaments and interests.,

of a given

clearly

capable

can hardly
classification
words., while

of itself;

society

the desirability
have already

workers

be expected

such a definition

if

it

is

conceded that

anthropology

cannot prevent
from
and in as

is incapable

to their

of the term might

significance,
level

should mean, it

of the structure

Firth's

at this

of

to enable us to

structure

amongst anthropologists.

in

to be

systems by reference

of social

seems to me acceptable

enough;

in analysis

of itself

of the use of terms of general
alluded,

or not.

in an even wider

of resulting

cannot be expected to lead to agreement as to the nature
societies

not

of relationships

Such a conception

lead to agreement as to what the concept of social

of particular

will

to which they are felt

when used by different
it

or not in this

behaviour

similar

syst em.

to their

about the structure

range of interpretations

attain

is critical

a structural

by the extent

the particular

much as the definition

different

this

critical,,

one cannot know

to the degree of importance

essentially

is

there

is of course in one sense precise

of structure

a social

Certainly

relations;

of overtly

represents

to be decided which

to differentiate

from non-critical

whether it

This conception
but it

of human beings

or recurrence

it

ones?

only whether a piece of behaviour

sense, and frequency
indicate

But how is

"seem" to be the critical

nothing

by observation

(my italics).

form"

in that

could not be

the society

were not in operation,

such relations

suggestion

as to

to which I
of analysis

of becoming an exact

only
science;

iso.
but while
yet

may in fact

this

to accept

be forced

so defeatist

upon us if

are incapable
this

the grounds of its
If

structure

may be misleading
structural

and non-structural

of degree exist.
in all

dyadic

in the interests

putting
removing

utility

which it
forward

(7)

hand structure

forward

yet another

has held

from social

definition

term for

these

difference

between

only differences
as consisting

conceived
(7).. it

is difficult
at all,

organisation
and better

or conception
in the pursuit

and from this

must be assessed after

1940, passimg esp. p. 190.

that

of social

to the level

of any definition
and effectiveness

and

so

dispensed

with

economy and clarity.

the term specifically

is devised,,

is

would appear redundant

of theoretical

helps.

a qualitative

is in view of these main considerations

The validity
its

this

where empirically

as Radcliffe-Brown

one term or the other

It

may imply

is to be differentiated

leads us to

of attack

the use of a special

relations

on the other

If

relationsý

to see how it
that

in as much as it

of the discipline

in the key groupings

only

organisation.,

view Will

step would appear to be to change

and see whether

is held to consist

in social

relationships

one line

If

the obvious

definition,

hand, this

the terms and concepts

definition.

about a term,

conclusion

On the other

an attitude.

we agree that

of precise

seems to me too early

prove to be the case., it

point

I feel

justified

and i n doing

structure

of an explanatory
rests

ultimately

of course upon

of the analytical

of Trobriand

so,

concept.

of view the definitions

the analysis

in

kinship

purposes

for

here put
and social

181.
is

structure

Nevertheless

completed.

use of these definitions
their

conceptual

way before

certain

emerge in the course of discussing

will

to apply them to the Trobriand

the analysis

of which they are propounded.

Section

The Formulation

1.

The advantages
distinctions

of social

of social

groups and categories.,
to explain

structure.

are original.,

It

them more systematically

unit

of social

the definitions

between the Trobriand
that

organisation,

range of formal

as a unit

in the social

systems that

of the formal

social

as a set of explanatory

structure.

with

and concepts
at the level
these distinctions

tend to recognise

the definitions

used in systematic

analysis.

group of individuals

each other;

having

and on the other
which underlie

of the group of individuals.

as a structural
organisation
concepts

should

subelan as on the one hand a

is as the set of statuses

relationships

is as the analogue in social

conceived

that

is as a defined

relationships

The subelan may also be defined
that

systems;

put forward

or rather.,

at

and interrelation

relationships.,

to be more efficiently

a certain

the categories

these social

than most;

enable these distinctions
Thus we may distinguish

of social

from the

of human beings,,

definition

the formal
at that

for

system,

given derive

is not of course suggested that

but only that

further

Concept.

the definitions

organisation;

which can be devised

kinship

by them between the behaviour

the level

of social

Structural

of the

claimed for

recognised

in the

which we must now examine in a more general

implications.,

proceeding

advantages

potential

unit

of social

of a unit

in the logical

organisation;

of structures
construct

iA
of
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As such a structural

unit

distinguished

from other

relationships

of the members are functions

of subelans;

i. e. groupings

by kinship.,

especially

recognised

That is,
formal
that

unit

of social

the status
kinship

we may say that

kinship

the local

is not structured

system works in social

spatial

separation

as a characteristic
term (8).
biologically

interpretation
grouping,,

referent

like

as local

in different
occupational

in distinguishing

social

is not the case in the Trobriands.

(8)

Leach., 1951., Part 1.

of

i. e.,, by localisation

is regarded

grouping

and similarly
systems.

specialisations,,

this

but

descent groupas as Leach uses this

processo

the formal

so

group,

by the factor

of human populationsp

characteristic

of the

are the subelans,

is affected

of viewp local

point

as sex and the reproductive

social
local

determined

are a function

2, the way in which the formal

of the members of the subelans;

From the present

but not a

in terms of kinship;

structured

organisation

of subclans

and from this

sense in terms of the local

In this

kinship

units

is as we saw

is here conceived.

population

as we saw in Chapter Up Section

although

order

group is

village

as a structured,

in which the structural

system,

are determined

kind,

as the latter

of a village

as members also

relationships

of this

a grouping

organisationj,

relations

statuses

The Trobriand

group may be defined

of view the local

structural,,

of their

relations.

in Chapter I Part 2 and Chapter III
point

in which the formal

groupings#

in which the formal

affinal

may be

the subclan

organisation,

of social

categories

as a

of the same

subject

to varying

In some societies
may be interpreted

of the social

Rather the Trobriand

system;
village

as a
but
is

7
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to be regarded

as the necessary

context

system., as the means of regulating
point

of view the local

the individual

of social

the formal

structured

constructs

with

The formal

relationships

themselves;
grouping

the level

of the members of structural

but these statuses

status

statuses

of social

are affected

organisation

or transient..

like

i. e. subelanse

units

are also

and structured

as local

interaction

relationships

of

units

by such factors

by such factors.

structural

which are also always structured.,

and

in the structural

are not affected

to and

system;

units;

or membership of canoe crews., though people's

terms of relative

population

of the members are

in the structural

status

in terms of their

course structured,,

social

villages,

in which the relationships

in terms of their

units

in the units

elements

both structural

of the formal

which are permanent., like

formulated

system., structural

organisation2

units

of

relationships

of the members of which are analogous

the structural

canoe crewsp groupings

concomitants

thens we have conceptual

of the conceptual

of social

relationships

units.,

delimited

are established.

of the social

at that

and at that

of structure;

coterminous

of the explanatory

which are the analogues

of statuses

units

each other

from this

operates;

the physical

with

structure;

kinship

by means of which the formal

contracts

(subelans)

units

At the level
units

which are themselves

marriage

of structural

interaction,

social

group may be said to be a spatially

of householdsj,

aggregate

which the formal

within

in

We have thus at
between individualst

relationships,,

which are

not always structural.
As a logical
or the product

construct
of., factors

social
in

social

structure

is not itself

organisation

conditioned

which derive

from the

byp
Jý
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characteristics

analytical

tool,

tation

as here conceived..

of the formal

relationships

do not relate
necessary
social

social.,

attributes

of all

be formulated

their

social

other

hand,, social

level

but at the structural

organisation;

not their

interpretation.,

and the form they take., including

differentiate

and recognise

determined

to these
here
the

and content

social

without

derives

from

elements
of

the

of social

reference

are to be useful

this

one another.,

and psychologically

and the

in

social

the

kinship

is

characteristics.

structure

in the analysis

in

social

the

other

structure

terms

than

as in

It

would be possible
in a vAriety
but if

the

But

population.

conditioned,

systems,

system

seek to

partly

human society;

to the interaction

of

kinship

we must thus

of

as here defined

of social

Trobriand

concept

structure

relationships

system

to any particular

in an idiom applicable

the formal

consideration;

of Trobriand

system, by these

conceptions

of

by which people

with

biologically

we cannot explain
characteristiess

concept

psycho-biological
form

But on the

characteristics.

by reference

formulate

in

relationships

the criteria

relationships

by their

to some extent

We have seen that

formulated

formal

their

factors

significance,

of the social

human groups,

are conditioned

These are

we are concerned with

biological

systems are attributes

The

in terms which

and hence necessarily

populations,

interpre-

system.

to such human characteristics.

specifically

as an

in the usages and

the kinship,

specifically

concept can and should therefore

structural

the systematic

is to explain

which can be detected

of such characteristics

function

Its

of a human population.

the

any

to formulate

of ways.,
such conceptions

they must be formulated

of human beings.

That is,, we

I
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the conception

can formulate
is

of social

to human social

explain

discussed

the formulated

of both structure

being attributed
inherent

concept of social

and the formal

to social
must be

and Organisation

of the

in the formulation
social

in

for

structure

are

system significances

elements in human behaviour

in the psycho-biological

should

is to be of any value;

it

Nevertheless

to universal

system it

social

however formulatedo

both structure.,

in the same terms.

concepts

if

Organisation

the process of relating
Organisation

the formal

through

capable of being related

structure

it

in such a way that

only

Ili

which are not

of people which make these

characteristics

elements universal.
This is clearly

which are differentiated

categories

and so forths

specialisation
The economist's
the lawyer's
Opatient",
denoting

enough seen where a formal

concepts

of "Judge",
Obutcher"

abstractions

much so indeed that

it

certain

is necessary,

consciously
law as it

of "producerOs
"plaintiff";

and other

etc.

the lawyers

are isasily

that

his

and involves

exists

in its

social

system which comprises

that

that

legal

among other

is

scientist

sometimes

to human beings.
structure

is ones

of human beingsp
for

between,

human beingsi

as a structural

so

relationships;

of social

consists

is,

as

enough recognisable

concepts relate

to differentiate

or

terms., such as "doctor"s

or social

society

individual

"enterpreneurn;

to formal

of which the analysis

not to forget

own right;

economist

too readily

and systematically
affects

to occupational

"consumer"p

when used in reference

purposes,

system comprises

as is the case in complex modern societies.

or "baker"

accused of forgetting
But for

by reference

social

but

example.. the

and the law as it

element in a formal
specialised

institutions.

ýV

ýta
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as in many other

But in the Trobriands,
institutions

no specialised
organisation.
forth

categories

The significance

In personal

kinship

the individual

"father"

for

formal

kinship

Kiriwinan

an individual

specifically

to such distinct

Olegislator"

or Oparish

forths

organisation

as elements

cannot be adequately

etc.

same general

Being a single
significance

kada nor any other
analogy with,

status

in our own society

"tenant

to roles

terms refer
in our social

elements which in our own social
statuses.

meaning for

in all

farmer"

of

the Kiriwinan
attach

status
aspects

to conceptually

of social

or even in language appropriate

institution
interaction,

kinship

and so

in social
kada status

of a variety

in a single

Trobriand

or "crew"s

The Trobriand

system.

system attach

of formal

of the term

system

and categories

as the aggregate

formal

kinship.

or in our economic system Oownern of

as against

conceptualised

dyadic

(kada) may

but at the level

terms as e-ge in our political

councillorOp

where the English

brother"

a meaning comparable to that

of elements that

boats

set of termsý

also to the personal

refers

the term kada has a comprehensive

e. g. lands fishing

refers.

concepts which

to the single

member of our society;

which embraces a variety

terminology

the term e. g. "'mother's

relations

have for

system of

termed
been
here
has
to
personal
what
-

of individuals

relationships

but this

terminology;

formal

generalised

only in reference

are

economic and so

and the structural

of such categoriesl

there

of social

political.,

to which the kinship

and statuses

is the kinship

societies,
aspects

legal,,
-

aspects

them., can be discussed

explain
that

its

of the one functionally

functions
are
-

social

to particular

relating

Rather all

simple

of

distinct
with

the

neither

the

can be interpreted

by

to the analysis

of., multiple
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discrete

statuses in formally

such as we find

institutions

of the formal Trobriand- kinship

formulate both the latter

and its

of the formal

examin tion

of the Trobriand

characteristics
determined
of this

Kinship

country.

in our own and similar

though of course it

retains

But it

the means of differentiating

is no longer

relationships
loss

with

Trobriand;
individual
Kiriwinan
certain
Kiriwinan
It
kinship

from the personal

to us in everyday life
and interpersonal
or other
points

of view,

terms with
follows

kinship

there

English

for

our

is perhaps the
us to distinguish

is almost entirely

as the

a matter

of

when we translate

words which correspond

is a tendency

individuals.

in such societies

so that

relationships,,

terms into

It

difficult

of kinship

content

for

lost

system,

and regulating

as a whole.

which may make it

has largely

social

significances

and other

members of our society

of such significance

the formal

legal

system

in the population

societies

to the total

once had in reference

it

what significance

system

and psychological

than is our social

population

social

kinship

by the same characteristics

or to be explained.,

organisation

in the total

elements

by the biological

determined

social

As such., the formal

such as our own.

is no more and no less

of the general

system in Trobriand

kinship

in some other way.

explanation

as the analogue of functional3, v specialised
system of societies

we must therefore

system;

structural

Such a way may be found by further
significance

in social

the nature and the significance

society without distorting
organisation

in our own

with

them from

to equate the meanings of the

these correspondences.

from the above that,,

are to have generalised

if

the terminology

functions,,

they =st

and statuses

be differentiated

of
by
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which are themselves

criteria

in a variety

significance

interaction,

in formal

specific

mode of interaction,

specific

for

sex, generation

and elementary

differentiating

categories

determined

by the formal

in the formal

explained

this

that

then,

behaviour

social

determined

structure
by than it

characteristics
it

comprises

similarly
is :

to explain
is

I shall

is arbitrary,

attempt

a'--system of communication,

of differentiation

is

pattern

consisting

systematic.

of the data

of a formal

biological

system,

and psychological

kinship.,

in so far

interaction.,

social

Trobriand

structure

social

of units

as

U

The question

concept of social

in a series

social

of,, and no more

and formal

to formulate

ultimately

in fact

by analysis

as independent

of general

is to be

which rests

of these human characteristics.

in what terms is the explanatory

formulated?

stracture,

the inherent

a system of categories

Their

terminology

the characteristics

determines..

in terms

specific

or any other.

constructed

of any human population;

independent

minimally

terminological

conceived

of

human

system are specific

in the kinship

As a concept or set of concepts
of social

kinship

in terms of a concept of social

upon the hypothesis

must be

words2 the criteria

system., and the pattern

and merging of these characteristics

any

themselves

to such modes of interaction
social

of

membership which serve in

family

economic, political

in reference

significance

for

significance

In other

but they are of themselves

of modes of interaction,

of types

a variety

the referents

although

purposes of identification.

characteristics;

for

relationships

can have no inherent

the referents

differentiated

the categories

If

of contexts.

are to have significance

or capable of having

generalised,

essentially

then

to be

structure

as

of comminication

I

4

leg.
in relation

with

internal

their

each other.,

system of modes of commilnication
to the relations

reference

communication

to or with

relation

of each unit

with

here to a conceptual

refers

dynamic human comrminication,

like

other

from consideration

following

anthropological
what little

such a terminology
hardly

simply

the specific

of levels

to a variety
conceptual

static

and of itself

conceived
result

this

statico

of the dynamic social

and predictability
influences

in social

put forward
it

explains

from which they derive.

from

in its

to reflect

here is

a formal

though capable of being
The formal

process.

to human interaction
process

might

the concept

term is too general

of human interaction

structure

unchanging;

as inherently

it

would

adequately

of the system under consideration*

nature

The concept of social

to discuss

and easier

as a system of interrelation.,

application

by

because

structure

hand.. while

and because on the other

of view be preferable

points

from the

ethnography

and "modes of structureS

as "system of structure"

be acceptable;

certain

to the concept of social

in reference

specifically

Rather I use the term

theory.

I have read of communication

"communication"

any modern

in which I have no doubt been influenced

of view,

point

I use the

the concept derives

data of Trobriand

of the empirical

of being in

or specific.

whether generalised

ion or cybernetics;

of commini

The term

concept., not to any form of

term Ocomminication'A not because I am consciously
theory

in

units.

or state

condition

in a systematic

units

from each other

differentiated

a set or

comprising

structure

affect

it

in social
in turn

essentially

system which is also
changed as the

system gives
organisation;

through

regularity
the dynamic

human interaction

U
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A further

reason for
is that

communication
of being

I find

However I shall

the formal

social

formulated

as a conceptual

data., which will

the subelan in general
formal

kinship

Section 2.

of human interaction

in the attempt

begin with

of social

ancestress.

It

in daily

to call

the subelan; r by virtue
subelan is already

unit

to the
in
by

as conditioned

should

structure,,
This

explain.

to apply the concept to the
of the structure

to the analysis

of

of the

of CommmicatigM.

organisation
matrilineal

of their

Section

of interaction

The exogamy of the subelan

birth

was defined
descendants

in consideration

a group of individuals

established

of the preceding

reason.

of social

an examination

might be more accurate
it

than does

in the next Chapter.

in a group of recognized

structural

construct

system of communication,

as consisting

life

me the

in reference

nication

The 3tibclan as-a Structural-Mr' at
as a unit

for

;

dynamic relation

terms as a preliminary

terminology

The subclan
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interaction"

condition

the term system of interaction

system which the logical

is hoped become clearer

Trobriand

of a static

of course a subjective

use the term system of co=

to the dynamic processes

reference

it

is

concept and, in contrast,

structural

"in

than of being

though this

concept a system of

to conceive

easier

connotes a more specifically

the term communication,

will

it

Oin comrminication"

term interaction

the explanatory

terming

recognised

of a mythical
significance

as members of

to women whose membership of the

in the same way.

In the discussion

the subelan was further
in social
(dala)

of its

on PP- 45-46

on pp.

characterised

as a

organisation.
is both a function

of and afactor

in
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its

in these senses.

unity

the marriages

controlling
effectiveness
in turn
social

derives

from its

apply.,

deriving

from its

referents

ignored

are variously

and the way in which this

reference

form. to which the kinship
2

social

differentiated

is done follows

or is the analogue of a unit
The general
terminological

unity

from the formal

kinsfolk",

terms are rarely

with

These in turn
in contrast

kin,

may be referred

that

between uterine

or as yevagwa mokwita.,
subelans

of the

to as kakavey-a-gyal

in the Kiriwinan
and formal

and classificatory

members

other

kin;

kin

These

clans.

the subelan to differentiate

or rather,

of

members of other

members of the other

system between what I have termed personal
cuts across

with

members of other

with

ever used within

and Oclassificatory"

in contrast

as tomalcava, "strangers";

in contrast

if

refers

with

concept.

to its

Omy true

"my pseudo-kinsfolk",

in the structural

of communication

of the

corresponds

A member of a subelan

who are classed

(kumila).

which as a unit

in a variety

subclans

by

explained

and the significance

structure,

as ve-va--wa, "my kinsfolkO,,

collectively

These
usages,

of the subelan is reflected

usages.

to sex

seniority.

systematically

of a human population

terms

by reference

in terminological

or recognised

to the concept of social

subelan as a sector

same clan

amongst a set

of the subelan.. and can be systematically

significance

of the formal

unit

the same sex and generation,

and, within

and this

organisation,

as a structural

significance

and which are terminologically

and generation

"true*

in social

The members of a subelan are distributed

system.

of categories

of exogamy in

members depends upon its

of the sabelan's
of interaction

as a unit

of the rule

The efficacy

between

kinship
this

distinction

in many cases.
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Nor are these terms ever used in reference to affines

of membersof the

subelan.
The affines
dour (exclusive
its

singular

the rest

plural)

members are referred

to collectively

relatives-in-law".

The term is rarely

form,, to distinguish

of his

Its

subelan.

between all

collectively

a man's personal

the members of all

subclans.,

including

subelan has no affinal
Within
ludetasi,

those of the speaker's

tuwadasi2

(exclusive

plural)

sisters,

to the other
"our elder

not that

of the other
to their

and 'brothers'

ivadetasi

in reference

of the terms tuwadapi

to the speaker's

in its

of our wives".
to their

affines

relative

of the same sex.
relative

and sex and are employed reciprocally,

are used selfreciprocally;

that

The term tubudasi,

seniority.,
Men refer
"our brothers-

meaning "husbands of our

Womensimilarly

and bodadasi which recognise

use the term
With the exception
seniority
all

is the same term is used as its
which carries

sex as

"our younger

individually.

primary

sexop

Both men and

or bodadasil

of the same sex as luboudasit

affines

'sisters'

reciprocal.

which his own

of the opposite

to the men.

members of the subelan

or perhaps more accurately

the same generation

the

to the women as

or siblings

of the same sex".

siblings

of the same sex",, according

in-law",,

the members of all

members of the subelan of the speaker's

siblings

collectively

which the

with

clan., with

collectively

and the women use the same term in reference
women refer

distinguishes

relationships.

the subelan the men refer
"our

and all

heard in

from those of

it

the subclans

relation,

as da veivaisi,

affines

meaning is that

primary

subelan has an affinal

speaker's
other

of all

the primary

within

these terms
own

meaning of
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"members of alternate

generations

used self-reciprocally.,

is often

formal

aspect of their

affines

the unity

organisation

the level

of social

structurep

in a set of related
like

other

distinguished
unit

by reference
like

and other

the unit

Within

by marriage

relation

of social

where the structural

organisation,

structural

units

of social

between representative
to provide
subelans

individual

groups are structured
groups also,
require
The Unit

formal

in so far

systematisation

between the

is

is the conceptual

between subelans

expressed

interaction

at the level

between subelans

relation

members of the subelans.

the bases of all
and their

interaction

modes are

of communication

analogue of the affinal

as consisting

of communication

of communication

The relation

units.

may be defined

of communication

to the relations

in the marriage

These contracts

kinshipp

as the relationships
in social

as'

contracts
are held

between the corporate

members and.. in as much as local

in terms of formal

At

system.

of communication

in a relation

modes of communication

units.

subalans both at

other

unit

levels

their

all

in the next Chapter

of the social

the conceptual

to the subelan at the other

corresponding

with

and at that

on the

as affines.

discuss

of the subelan in relation

of social

with

by both men and women for

which we shall

the level

and is also

emphasis is placed

people who are eligible

These usages and others
reflect

used when less

relationships
or for

collectively,

the subelan",

to Ego's within

and other

between other

of individuals

corporate

and groups

interaction.

of Structure.

The unit

of communication

in terms of which is formulated

in the conceptual
the logical

system of communication

explanatory

construct

of

1949
Trobriand

social

is

structure

like

other

involved.,
involved

in these relations
in them.

modes.
reference

convenience

The originative

active

are distinguished

with

other

as the latent

as the element of the total
relations

of communication

the passive,

with

states

with

which is indirectly
other

as involved.,

of communication

mode is

unit.

The latent

as parts

of the total

the

obtain;
in reference

The passive
the former
involved

not longer,
conceived
units

unit..

to
modes

is conceived
in its

directly

involved;
involved

as in a state

of

the transmissive

through

and quiescent

in

unit

but might be directly

units,

was.. but is

between units

unit

are established.

modes of other

originative

as the originative-

units

other

and the quiescent;

The originative

mode of one or the other
conceived

units

as the element that

in these relations.
communication

relations

unit
with

is directly

that

mode is the element in the total

mode is the element in the total

which such relations

of the unit

and the transmissive

the originativep

to which communication

of

is indirectly

modes are distinguished

The two active

transmissive

active

that

and two of which are active,

termed for

receptivep

of the relations

two of which are passive,,

units,

in the unit

as elements

in reference

which are distinguished

structure

in a set of four

as consisting

These may be defined

modes of communication.

with

conceived

passive

modes are
in

but not significant)

in which the active

modes are

significant.
Formal InterDretation
The significances
membership in formal

of Bioloideal
of biological
kinship

Characteristics.
sexp generation

are explained

ýave
to
thdy
held
and
are
no significances

and elementary

by reference
in formal

family

to these concepts.,

kinship

other

than
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those explicable

is

social

of the active

relationships
and that

of structure

the mechanism in which is

between units.
,j

The social

in marriage.,
to demonstrate

possible

should be socially

utilised

note their

utility

general

and relating
Similarly
social
factors
social

the fact

significance
of historical
significances

modes of a unit

or interpreted
as referents

that

of communication

In terms of interaction

and receives

quite

and men are capable of transmissive
kinship

and social

we may

has one type of

systems the social

from

and transmissive

to one sex rather

than

woman both originates

ways as do women in other

roles

L

reason why the

no conceptual

the Trobriand

in various

relationship

interaction.

than the other

should be attached

the other,

other

social

in terms of the originative

explained

is not

is to be assumed to result

There is

accident.

as freely

is., it

and mechanisms in distinguishing

one sex rather
than another

rather

thus explained

in these ways, although

and groups of formal

categories

of comminication

why the sexes and the marriage

precisely

is

relationship

that

arbitrary;

it

which is the

relation

or to the quasi-biological

is apparently

is the

that

of the significances

attribution

it

the formal

relationship

of the conceptual

relationships

that

on the hypothesis

is explained

expressed the formal

to the one sex or the other,
socialised

mode of the concept

Similarly

mode.

kinship

is the analogue in formal

originative-receptive

transmissive

of human marriage

analogue in formal

it

Trobriand

of the female sex on the hypothesis

analogue of the active
significance

that

on the hypothesis

explained

Thus the

concepts.

male sex in formal

of the biological

significance
relations

in terms of the structural

individually
significances

societiess

in interaction.
of the biological

In
Ii
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In the Trobriandsj
significance

equally

as it

it
female
the
sex,
of

were, through

relationship

with

a man may be married
(tokwava)
marriage

do not cohabit,

so that

but the marriage
that

a full

with

by its

is

to give him to wife,,

girl

and his

the basis

contraction

*male wife"

of such a
of a man and

relationships
units

of social

may as it

were reinforce

in itself

complete,

of economic and political

relationship

affinal

established

the male wife

a formal

by a female as soon as possible..

is replaced

sexual relationship

operate

relationships,

to establish

between structural

relation

The male wife

a personal

for

sex and the personal

a woman, but the political

may on occasion

The Chief

instead.

even symbolicallyp

is not biological

Organisation.

have no nabile

a Chief,

to the Chief

wishing

is reflected

mode usually

Thus in political

men.

the members of a subelan or village,

affinal

is

the transmissive

although

in the social

if

significance

to the sexes equally.

might be attributed

well.

or both modes of social

be reversed.,

sexes could theoretically

between the Chief

the political;

in the sense
formal

interaction

and the subelan which

him the male wife.

gives

Such social
in a particular

way to the human characteristics

to the same characteristics
may attach
societies

to quite

certain

But if

in other

different

where the formal

ted by reference
of roles.

as these which in the Trobriands

significances

categories

way,, the pattern

may be differently

systems and., in others

attached
again,

as is the case in largescale

referents..

to occupational
these

social

are attached

of social

or other

significances
of terminological

interaction

forms of functional

do attach

are differentiaspecialisation

to sex and marriage

usages in regard

complex

in a

to sex., generation
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follows

etc.

regarding

the terminology

Analysis

diagrammatically

be helped if

will

of the sexes and generations
Thg Structure

of Units

the comiminication

in a unit

The large
representing
interrelation

denote units

of the unit

and their

structure

of communication,

modes in each total

both sexes together;

lozenges.

other

with

of human beings;

modes of communication,
expressed

in a particular

the same or similar

through

conceptual

interaction
and that

signs

the

Within

the

male and female sex and
circle

represent

and the small

sex differences

here however they represent

modes of communication

if

expressed

conceptual

the general

is the analogue

of that

status

systems;

might in other

as
but

social

in the sexes., when the symbols

they could be used at all.

meaning of the sexes in the Trobriand
is made that

symbols

the modes.

way in the sexes in the Trobriand

would be used differentlys

hypothesis

component modes.

and enclose

the triangle,

these

of

and are used because these modes are conceived

systems be found to be differently

social

representations

The arrows represent

unit.
units

respectively

In subsequent diagrams

as characteristics

are

the units

schematically

the symbols used are the same as those for

units
for

four

of various

of Communication.

of the concept of social

lozenges

units

of

of population.

Diagram 1 in the Appendix represents
communication

units

diagrammatic

with

by

and regrouping

comrminication

and juxtaposed

represented

explained

of the grouping

as expressive

in terms of structural

sexes and generations
orders.

and can be systematically

from it

logically

kinship

As regards

system however,

the
the

of the male sex in formal

of the originative

of the female sex, of the transmissive

mode of communications

modes and the male and
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to indicate

female symbols are used accordingly
the unit

of comiminication.

The triangles

in Diagram 1 then represent

and circles

modes of each total

and transmissives

originative

The small lozenges

and the lower

that

of another

cannot establish

a relation

unitary

such a relation

nature;

other

units.

Conversely.,

that

through

The transmissive

unit.
with

of the other

the originative

the first

the transmissive

mode of the other
structural

of the second unit,

and the remaining

indirect

relations

structural

originative
each other

and transmissive

between the two latter

The transmissive
other

by reference

ships with

other

with

is indirects

and originative

to their
units.

unit;

positive

because of its
between it

and
of

into

relation

is then in a direct

relation

but the originative

mode of

relation

the originative

with

modes of both units

each other.

Within

each unit

structural

but the structural

through

the active

in

the

relation

with

relation

modes.

modes are distinguished
significances

mode

are similarly

modes;

The two passive

own

mode of one or the other

modes are in a direct

the two passive

and with

itself

mode of one is brought

mode of the one unit

is in an indirect

mode of its

can be said to be in a state

two units

and

of comiminication

can only be established

COMMIniCation only when the originative
with

The

mode.

passive

the unit

with

of communication

the upper

mode of each unit

Conceptually

unit.

of comminication.

the transmissive

through

modes in other units,

or through

the latent,

between the originative

show the relations

originative

unit

the two active#

modes in each unit;

the two passive

represent

the quiescent,

represents
arrows

modes in

the appropriate

in the unit's

modes have negative

from each
relationsignificances
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in such units,

as it

were, their

consequent upon the positive
distinction

from each other

by the nature

is thus conceived

as a state

concerned,

they exist

in so far

so far

there

unless

exists

gical

units

of a structural

any

component modes are

in relation

to a given unit

between it

and them;

between other

relation

with

the formal

units

are

itself.

consequences of translating

The social

referents.

in a system of formal

into

modes, they would be formally

only

modes;

this

meaning of the sexes would
as analogues

relationships

in relationships

of the

and they

where their

where they were analogous

indistinguishable.

subelan

the idiom of biolo-

of the system of communication;

distinguishable

were analogous to the active

the
Trobriand
of

composition

system of communication

component modes of the units
would be formally

of a state

of the Subela .

what would be the logical

statuses

and their

of communication

they also have a direct

sex and generation

be their

as other

a state

We may begin to analyse

conception

the quiescent

no longer

but not with

unitsý

is concerned., the relations

Thg ConceDtUal Structure

by considering

like

and other

and are distinguishable

as a given unit

irrelevant

been but being

mode

passive

commanicationj,

upon the existence

contingent

But so far

unit.

distinguished

made between the component modes of the

are all

between it

particular

active

"having
of
-

activity

of com:minicationA

and passive

The latent

passivity.

of potential

Thus the distinctions

of communication

only

of their

No

modes.

between active

being

units

but they can be conceptually

modes;

as one of no potential
active".

of the active

can thus be drawn conceptually
passive

modes of other

with

significances

elements within

unit

relation

statuses

to passive

The relationships
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concerned would be those of marriage,,

communication.
would be that

establishing

affinal

with

Unity-of

like

the subclan would have both

unity

formal

to its

relate

population,

statuses

significance
and would derive

dependence as expressed
That is

activities.
its

significance

in personal
total

as a

as a unit

of
in so

only

of communicationp

of states

its

of Statuses,

structural

unity.

and social

in the social

significance

of communication.,

unit

system
in a set

consisting

in the kinship

system;

as a corporate

group of members of the total

from its

its

by their

structural

unity

kinship,

and its

in the organisation

social

unity

of the social

would

and inter-

corporate

would relate

unity

social

members' solidarity

in and developed

in formal

kinship..

to its

would relate

as the analogue of a conceptual
of related

of establishing

of communication

and-Equiva. lence

the Subelan and Opposition

structural

in

units.

As such a unit
Its

to that

meaningful

as analogues

relationships,

of

function

The subclan

between units.

as the analogue of a unit

had affinal

other

point

contract

relation

of view its

group would become socially

interaction

as it

a formal

would be incidental

relationships

descent

matrilineal

far

families

elementary

the formal

from this

of

of the marriage

significance

were the means of establishing

it

between units;

interaction

social

the formal

would

between units

have meaning only as the analogue of the relation
That is,

contract

which as a social

interests

and
to

conceptually
to its

significance

interaction

of the

population.
Similarly

related

the notions

to the formal

of structural

and personal

levels

and social
of kinship-

opposition

may be

The statuses

and
11
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status

of formal

categories

may be said to be structurally

kinship

equivalent

of the same unit

of communication,

units

of subelan kin

and categories

those of affinal

kin

complementary.

But the structural

the referents,

distinguished
status

and individuals

may preclude

structurally
brother

and sister

normally

status

where their

are analogues

they are analogues of passive
biological
special

sex is then socially
cases,

But the statuses

and brother

of each
between

statuses

of

but the sex referent
of males in a femal e category.,
modes of communication;
together

where

since their

may also be in other

as it
already

to (p. 196).

referred

are both structurally

both structurally

and socially

and socially

etc.

The notions

of equivalence

of the interchangeability,
the structural

irrelevant,

are

of individuals

modes they may be classed

of e. g. husband and wife

opposedp those of brother
equivalent,

of active

"male
the
wife"
of

e. g. that

also.,

equivalence

the categories

equivalent,
grouping

is

and categories

Thus the formal

categories.

the terminological

statuses

social

of transference

are structurally

precludes

into

are classed

the possibility

equivalent

their

opposition

of sex., by which the statuses

that

especially

of statuses

equivalence

but

equivalent.,

are structurally

imply

; hus the

of communication.

opposed., though their

are structurally

of subelan kin does not necessarily
since

opposed when they

and to be structurally

are analogues of modes of different
statuses

of the component modes

as the analogues

where they are explained

level,,

Modes of communication

center

and opposition

or substitution,
and of individuals
in the same unit

upon the possibility

of modes of communication
at that

of social

are thus conceptually

at

organisation.
interchangeable
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without

affecting

formal

may preclude

roles

i. e. where it

possible;

interchangeability

they are formally

irrelevant,

I am not suggesting

that

ever supposed that

awareness of themselves
beings;

of social

Direct

and Indirect
Status

certain
with

unit

are in a direct

modes;
"opposite

relation

with

has in

equivalence
or fail

to develop)
as separate
in the

in indirect

relations,

Thus the active
with

units

direct

as structurally

conceptý we have seen that

are to be regarded

as in direct

relations

the direct

through

modes of communication

each other.,

and with

is in a direct

where a relation

as where the transmissive
the originative

between individuals.

as here put forward.

of the structural

mode of one unit

number" in other

between them;
relation

modes.

and each active

are always distinct

between Statuses.

modes of communication

of other

even when

of such a conception

may also be distinguished

and others

interaction

relationships

any imputation
equivalence

Relations

At the level

each other,

relations

or structural

lose,

in social

or of ot6rs

relationships

or indirect.

their

personalities

literally

subclan

sex and age

any user of the term social
individuals

structurally

of the total

sex or age differences

I wish merely to avoid

notion

and affect

and their

even in the absence of obvious

fact

individuals'

are always apparent

is

of

opposition

sense does not imply

in this

equivalence

of personalities;

characteristics

the nature

would not affect
Social

as an exogamous unit.

social

where it

substitution

The members of a

as such.

except that

interchangeable.,

subelan, are similarly
their

of the unit

the significance

two passive

relation

with

of communication

mode of one unit

mode of another.

its

But all

of a

its

exists

is in a direct
other

relations
1ý,

203between modes of units
between the two passive
same unit;
through

and where a state

the relations

indirect$

other

Those status

respectively.
the analogues
the units

of all

of the direct

of one unit

are in a direct

direct.

regarded as structurally
hand is not;

of one unit
another

their

statuses

of communication

through

and mother's

brother

relation

of alternate

relationships
structurally

other
indirect;

this

those which

(wife)

of brother

is

is thus

includes

on the

of the originative

of communication

structurally

with

child

of

Similarly
and mother

direct;

indirect.

that

mode

the status

unit;

indirect.

and sisterp

of husband and wife will

mode

the two modes

of husband to wife

structurally

as

mode of another

each other;

the subalan are structurally

generations
than that

(husband)

are the analogues

are therefore

between the statuses

of

are explained

mode of one or the other

the relation

within

direct;

That between brothers-in-law

in a relation

the transmissive

of brothers-in-law

relations

with

and the relation

relation,

system which are

system of the transmissive

(marriage)

of communication

are

modes of the units

of husband and wife

and the originative

of communication

in a relation

other

social

each other

between modes, to be structurally

relations
statuses

in the formal

with

between modes of communication

relations

Thus the formal

mode of the

in the kinship

relationships

are the analogues of indirect

the analogues

between two units

and the transmissive

may be said to be structurally

of structure

indirect.

modes in both units

that

modes of the

mode of the one and the originative

the originative

through

the active

exists

of cornminication

the unit

within

through

modes is indirect.,

the transmissive

other,

are indirect;

of structure

but the
All

affinal

be found to be

the
relation
course
of

between the

H-

F II
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the statuses of father
relations

in social

each other

with

But of course people have direct

and child.

interaction

by all

as regulated

these

relationships.
It

of the sexes in the kinship

significance

the differentiated

The two active

the status

of the unit

may expect to interact
including

generations,

his own, during

in various

or any combination

of three

relation

But where the status
co=mnication,
they will

five
of
--

of a generation

merged.

generationst

discernible

mode,

human

From the point
all

where the status
of the active

differentiated,

five

of view

such generations,

of a generation

and the generations

however these five

will

since
be

of an Ego in the middle

generations

are grouped,

also.

mode of

distinguished

and the generations

From the viewpoint

in

modes of comaninication.,

is the analogue of a passive

significance,

,

of the

ones, may be the analogue of the unit

the sexes cannot be terminologically

have no formal

terminologically

of five

relationships

of Ego is the analogue

be terminologically

of

member of a human population

his lifetime.

successive

We may then say that

to that

the sexes will

formal

point

of the latent

generation

A

in a human

From this

is the analogue

generation

of

to the two

generation

generation.

representatives

with

of the individual,

of structure.

of a middle

But the ordinary

of communication.

that

to

modes as well.

have a relation

of the descending

mode, and that

quiescent

by reference

of communication,

and a descending

of the ascending

the formal

to the two passive

analogous to that

to an ascending

population
view,

by reference

while

systemT explained

modes in Diagram 1 together

modes which is

that

modes of the unit

active

is explained

generations

passive

from the foregoing

be apparent

will

one

as a single

I
'11
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unit

or by successive groups of three,

the alternate

generations

are always

analogous to passive modes of communication., whereas the proximal ones are
not always so.
That is,

in those relationships
indirect

structurally
relationships
formal

as this was defined on p

of members of alternate

direct

structurally

are merged in some and distinguished

generations
The Structural

Exo1anation

Thus the procedure

of Formal Kinshin

these formal
applies

by direct
regarded

to statuses

reference

categories

to the structural

concept;

the system of communication-in
tion

family

and elementary

The procedure

can explain

the biological

referents

be terminologically
but it

and distinguishing
formal
kinship

in formal

explain

the structural

It

concept in the
not explain

will

terminology

can be explained
but others

the general

relationshipsý

would have to be

idiom

of sex, genera-

in the general
social

is as though in being
concept acquired

sense.

significance

of

and thus why they should

in some and merged or ignored
conceptually

conceptually

of the concept of

cultural

i. e. kinship

usages in the terminologyv

behaviour.

of the usages.

in the formal

the particular

conceptually

sexes and

in others

from the Oexpressionu

membership;

distinguished

cannot in itself

distinct

of the population

and status

were as resulting

But in

guished.

Usw! es.

Some elements

usages of itself.

as it

distin

of Oexpressingw the structural

of the sexes and generations

relations

both sexes have the same

generationso

the biologically

relationships

which are

203., as are the status

and cannot be terminologically

significance

as it

of subelan kinship

the specific

pattern

and associated
expressed

characteristics

in others;
of merging

elements

of

in the idiom of
which were not as it

2o6.
in itself.

were inherent

Thus the structural
formal

kinship

and social

the analogue in social
in the logical
there

is nothing

determines

its

of the structural

expression

in marriage

by kinship

the consideration

institutionalised

specifically

conditioned

Thus the structural
formulated

or other

---workr

as being

that

relations
for

be applied

of kinship
will

by the nature

to

conception

But granted
the

and descent,

have characteristics

of the idiom.

explaining

the relation

I

an

referents;

in the Trobriands.

relationships

principle

cultural

to apply a similar

in the idiom

of structure

well

:"

But

of such groups whether they were

of European influences

the "expression"
resulting

could equally

II

that

contractual

other

is

it

of communication

of communication

as against

and descent

be made in a later

will

or relation

that

system of communication.

human groupso and it

purposes to the relations

distinguished
attempt

of the state

in the concept of the state

of institutionalised
analytical

on the hypothesis

system is explained

organisation

construct

as an element in the

of marriage

significance

the rule

of communication

of exogamy may be
cannot exist

within
ý9

a unit

in the system of commilmica ion but only between different

But rules

of exogamy express this

fact

there

that

is no inherent

of human groups except
social

constitution

structural

significance

possibility
considerations

of formal

can be explained
communication

must be taken into

within
account

between members

of marriage

as the definition

of the group renders

by the

in a form conditioned

principle

impossibility

in so far

units.

it

of the contract

impossibles

whereas their

on the hypothesis
the unit

and the

that

there

1

is no
. -I

of structure.

in attempting

to explain

Similar
the

2(Y7.

structural

of the relationships

significance

terms,

usages of the kinship
statuses

which must be understood

significance

of sext generation

but to their

significance

biological

life

individual's

cycle;

social

career

formal

relations

with

general

members of five

subolan kinship
the unit

application

to the five

successive

of structure

of a subelan with
his

of the usages of

of the structural

A and G represent

which the five

generations

an Ego in the middle

units

interacts

normally

and circles

could be variously

generation.
of three

structural

grouping

population

of the subclan

population

of the subelan,

structural

aspect

collective

usages referred

of communication

social

The unit

at a given point
living

use of the term tubudasi

represent
generations

of

of

the viewpoint

of

ion A indicates

of comimini

the

by the living

represented

in time., or by the total

and dead., at any time;

of the subelan as a total

during

as analogues

groupWfrom,

generations

concept of

of the population

generations

In Diagram 2B the triangles

the subclan.

his

condition

the men and the women of each of a span of five

collectively

statuses

human generations.

members of which each individual

or her lifetime.

which his

the explanation

by the conceptual

psycho-

stages in the

generations

successive

Diagram 2 in the Appendix represents

by their

as conditioned

social

J

of individual

to death, * during

from birth

of three

as a member successively

membership in generalp

by the successive

specifically

,f;

by the social

relationships

one another

with

to the

as referring

family

and elementary

in the particular

members of the population

in the formal

not as distinguished

of individuals

and categories

distinguished

that

unit

to on pp. 191-193.

it

is reflected

In particular

may be said to distinguish

is this

the status

in the

the collective
of Ego's
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contemporary
social

generations

adults

of social

generation

of "pre-adultsO.

includind

and unborn "descendantsu

children

the statuses

viewpoint

to the active

two others

to the two passive

of the social

"males and females"

indistinguishable.
merged in this
total
status

collective

terminologically

usage in contexts

distinguished

Diagram 2C represents
generation

of B three

as analogues

of units

of generation

B1

the quiescent

and the latent

But the status
modes of unit

of generation
C1

Ego Is generation,
active
that

(v.

passive
B2

or the quiescent

which are merged in the

)
257
ff.
pp.
of an Ego in the middle
the successive

can only be analogous
modes of unit

to that

of communication

C 2;

between
C 1.

the active

and the status

mode of C3 variously
generation

generations

between the statuses

The relation

unit
mode of

Similarly

are

are

generations

B 3. may be the analogue of the latent

generations.

that

in the internal

may be the analogue of either

modes of C2 or the quiescent
of other

generations

subelans;

ways of grouping

and Ego's generation

two

where the emphasis is upon the

other

of communication.

and those of the

the other

while

Osocial*

from the viewpoint

possible

would

would thus be that

generation

from the alternate..

use of the term tabu

selfreciprocal

adults

of the members the pr63dmal genealogical

relations

From

and thus terminologically

is only proximal

of the subelan as against

unity

widows

adults.

of social

of the subelan,

"sexless"

But it

social

of communication,

Ego's

modes;

adolescents,

and Impost-adults",

of the living

modes of a unit

would be socially

generations

unmarried

of Ego's generation

correspond

man and women) from the

of the subelan,

and widowers and the dead ancestors
this

(married

of

mode of C 1P the
in relation

to

B /+ may be the analogue

Ii
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of the latest

mode of C2 or the active
in relation

can only have a status
of the latent

modes of C 3. while

Where the diagrams suggest possible

genealogical

with

of the statuses

the generation

In the relation
derives

immature also.

of the first
C1

career

generation

ascending
"initiation

ascending

in relation

In this
generation

to its

his

modes, and this

C2 and the first

modes of unit

latent

mode of the same unit
It

generation.
proidmal

seniority

sadultu.,

that

the formal

usages.

to their

effective

roles

will

the usages
generation,

and

descending

generation,

in

to the

analogous
analogous

relations

roles,

to the

of the descending
of members of

were in this

systematic

statuses.,

mode of

ascending

that

as it

The relative

of the members Ego's generation
and change its

status

in the internal
formal

conditions

situation"

are Ocrystallised"

of the generations

subelan also relate
lifetimes

in the Oinitial

is of course the formal

generations

and condition

descending

to that

in relation

has the status

which Ego's generation

system,

and thus

is the analogue of the latent

active

active

significance

in the kinship

status

at the same time those between Ego's and the first
with

this

generation.

he is unmarried

between the members of Ego's and those of the first

the relation

of Ego's

situation"

situation

in the formal

of the relation

significance

immature baby or child

when as a physically

unit

the first

from the individual's

socially

and expressed

concerned in the social

with

and the two proidmal

of the middle

to the basic

which relates

structural

alternative

the one "selected"

generations,

usages is that

which is the analogue

C

mode of unit

interpretations

B3

to generation

B

generation

prestige

situation
and

organisation

of course;

but during

normally

become socially

and status

in the formal

of the
the

relations

is
,
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ceases to be socially
descending

similarly

will

generation

the first

while

become socially

normally

before

adult

or death of the

divorce

through

ceases to be so, whether

Ego's generation

ascending

by the same criterion;

adult

generation

the first

before

subelan by marrying.,

of the total

members.
The alternate

normally
their

generations

Ninitial

one another's

indirect

becomes socially

be socially

Opost-adultu.,

to playan

active

in the formal

part

Ego's will

maturity

members of Ego's own generation
status

as analogous

middle

structural

of tormal
their

the hypothesis
generations

unit

kinshipp

relations

that

one another
the social

being

formally

alternate

generation

formal

significance

as physical

and social

adults.

and "sexlessn;

and the sexes within

it

situation"

will

be

of

Following

conceptp we

be terminologically

as anon-adult"

from their

sexes and

to the structural
will

social

significance

of the biological

significance

subelan;

modes in the

even in the ainitial
structural

or

between

The relations

be the basic

generations

attains

generation

and transmissive,

generation

in reference

indistinguishable

ascending

their

originative

will

can be explained

expect that

derive

and social

since this

with

shall

the first

to actives

descending

will

too senile

of the total

relations

"post-adultO.

be socially

of the

generation

ascending

members deadp widowed or simply

its

by the time the alternate

similarly

the intermediacy

viewpoints

speaking., by the time Ego's

the alternate

adult

or

structurally

and the practical

through

Moreover., generally

generations.

generation

infirm

either

from both the structural

are essentially

relations

proximal

directly.,

situations"

empirically;

in

in Diagram 2B however are not involved

merged,
similarly
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distinguished,

terminologically

descending

the first

while

but the sexes will

generation

be merged within

Thus the social
family

structural

system of comm3nication

conditioned
careert
istics

Their

from the point

of human beings,
but these

(counting

significance

social

generations

next Chapter that
in Ego's relations
sometimes two,

constituted

another

it

unit

with

comprised

affinal

generations,

and two structurally

relationships

of the structural
the subclan
into

are classed

terminological

passive

subalans

units

other
We shall

active
active

of view
only three

see in the

the usages distinguish
sometimes only one.,

as though in one relationship

structurally

one structurally

with

distinguished.

members of other

a single

char6aterbecome senile

merged alternate)

in relation

is

social

purposes,, though from the point

can be formally

formal

subelan

formal

as a total

in formal

in his

Within

generations

as one the terminologically

of its

statuses

matureý reproduce,

or biological

genealogical

for

of subelan kinship

as here defined.

relations

generations

of view of

of social

are not determinants

characteristics

to the

in the

the consequences of the biological

as they are born,

of kinship

members of five

and formal

units

by the changes in the individual's

significance

adults

may be said to be expressed

in the terminology

expression

and

by reference

explained

of kinship

which are themselves

and die;

four

sex, generation

members of the subelans as structural

organisation.

distinguished,

it.

membership as conceptually

usages and relationships

individual

be terminologically

will

of biological

significance

elementary

formal

be the sexes in Ego's generation.,

as will

generation,

middle

generation

and terminologically

the whole

while

in

of social

merged alternate
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the ultimate

generations,

referent
of his

of Ego's generation

status

between the total
The Structural

Rank is regarded

social

usages being the structural

in the formal

subelan

affinal

organisation

of RAILý.
the purpose of the present

for

structurally

of total

subclans

of some units

of a characteristic

of co mmunication

in the system of comminication.,

relations

of commanication

of other

units

characteristic,

and are thus indirectly

related

ally

whether or not they are also in direct

relations

being

expressed

have the same formal
(8).
of sex
social

Rank as an attribute

organisation

individual

their

is primarily

kinship

usages with

Chapter discussion
although

of seniority

of total
manifested

tend to be focussed

subelans as local

structurally

descent

subelans

it

is regarded

will

the subc1an or
units

as structural

in the affinal

Since it

groups.

significance

with

terminology.,

within

as individual

which we are primarily
of its

structur-

of commanication

heads of subelans however, upon whom affinal
importance

political

rank irrespective

possessing

own, and members of the same subelan

of its

in a terminology

the

to each. other

on the kinship

rank has no effect

Relative

so that
upon a unit

are centered

this

analysis

as the analogue in

which can be explained

whereby they become foci

one another.

relation

subelans.

Sicmificance

as an attribute

in the formal

of

relationships
relationships

of
of

representatives

does not affect

of

the

concerned here and in the next
be deferred

to Chapter V.

as an element in the formal

kinship

system.

Cf. p. 4F., and Malinowski

esp. 1929v pp. 25p 26,421;

1935 It

f33
pp.

i
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Section 3.
In the present

system may be explained

terms at, the level

in general

argued that

the assumed systematic.

but it

structure;

is

from what it

is intended

categories
that

the notion

explanatory

in a way that

structure

is better

of structure

than to the social

construct

the notion

to the higher,

levels

social
explanatory

the concept

of structure

as

than those of system
in formal

observable.,

hence it

structure

is not;

conceived

as relating

is

to the

The terms social

system itself.

organ3. s4* are thus used in reference

system and social
social

and that

are empirically

and relationships,

be called

to distinguish

is more metaphorical

The latter

and organisation.

felt

a term is required

to human relationships

can be explained

term should be used for

this

to explain,

has been

It

kinship

or not it

whether

suggested that

concept on the grounds that

of formal

nature

only in terms of such a hypothesiso

applied

of a concept of social

phrased in terms of a system of communication.

structure

formal

of, its

system by the development

in the social

significance

has been made to show how the kins hip

Chapter an attempt

to the lowers
in analysis

of abstraction

and

of human

relationships.
The structural
explain

concept as formulated

the kinship

But potential

referents

of kinship

towards

advantages
for

might themselves

types

can be indicated

purposes of social

by the general

particular

and is

system in the sense of accounting

origin.

Characterised

cannot,

for

serve as referents

its

to,

historical

in the use of the

organisation

absence of specialisation

of interaction

not intended

in societies
of social

- economics political

in the distinguishing

roles

etc.
of formal

- which
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categories

of specialisation

in the activities

institutionalised

or simply

and preferences;

but before

system.. it

must logically
concerned,

institutionalising

it.

have pointed

however small

always the need of a minimal
interaction

of its

The utility,

family

discernible

general,

in that

to the fact

does not relate

for

may.

while

not derivatives

where the distinguishing

formulated

may be, there

If

sex.. generation

is

in the

formal

to specific

types

on the other

(FO) OP- cit... pp. 30-31- Cf. Fortes
as a "middle range* system.

type of social

of

as in large

of interaction

hand the formal

1953 ;

in any type of

and categories

analysis

is

significance

statuses

Hence the concept of social

and elementaryý,

they are always

their

of a specific

of statuses

the purpose of the present

of communication.

(9) and others

of view in such

point

applicable,

interaction,

it

appears to be

exist

in the sense that

criteria

and systematically
they-are

societies

in

and predictability

from this

that

and may serve to distinguish

scale

throughout

utility

a society

degree of regularity

interaction,

interaction

interpretation

but., as Firth

and simple

were, of kinship

as it

membership are specific

readily

of a social

concerned and the complexity

interaction;
scale

skills

members.

may be related

societies

of personal

must be some social

of the human population
of its

socially

can become the basis

specialisation

and there

aspects

out,

is

the spontaneous manifestation

Whether or not such conditions

of the scale

of distinguishable

it

whether

of people,

be capable of systematic

the population

a function

There is of course always some degree

of interaction.

and units

structure

was

as a generalised
social

the Trobriand

system

system consisted

is regarded

here
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in statuses

and categories

types

of specialised

ducer and consumer" in economic or "legislator

e. g. "pro-

of interaction,

in

and administrator'A

.i

the explanatory

institutions,

political

in terms of specific

have to be formulated

of social

construct

types

conceptual

would

structure

of interaction

also.
then,

In the case of the Trobriands,
in a system of units

consisting
each unit
In this

comprising

static.,

each other

with

of the interaction

but capable of being

the basis

of formal

human population;
interpretation

it

connotations

specific

structure

as explaining

the statuses

system of interaction

(sexes etc. ) in which the statuses
enter

into

conception,

the analysis

of

but which derive

the nature

will

membership

has characteristics

in the structural

and this

is not itself

and categories

which are not essential

are formulated;

as inherently

the social
family

and elementary

serve to distinguish

of the idiom

as to the

in any form of dynamic interaction

is conceived

The formal

in which units

between the members and groups of the

of the sex, generation

interactiong

each otherp

with

The system is conceived

expressed

relationships

as

conceived

modes of communication.

This concept of social

rather

as they

referents

in relation

as being a state

without

involved.

of the human population.

formal

and two passive

is

structure

of communication

sense comminica ion is conceived

are in a relation
nature

two active

social

from

of the system

of the kinship

terms.
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Chapter
The Kinship

We shall
structural

begin this

first

rests

terminology

systematically

(1).

interpretation

individuals,

their

level.

either

terminological

by their

explained

those

significance

treatment
in social

in order

the biological

phenomena.

have social
so that
structure

generations

systematically

during

relations

But the terminology

the social

to the individual

within

Cf. Radcliffe-Brown.,

the context

relations

of
of

members of
tool

of the span of

is thus by applying

1941, pp. 53-54-

was therefore

the analytical

which the members of the society
It

of

interpretation

and formal

must be applied

lifetimes.

biological

at the psycho-biological

system of communication

of the terminology

their

As their

and

cannot be systematically

in the analysis

and sexes with

a consistent

or in the perceptions

to explain

meanings in relation

and can be

merging and

significance.

in general

the formal

pattern

is held to follow

social

The concept of the structural

formulated

that

Thus the terminological

of their

does not vary,

interact

and then

membership,

have a systematic

and relationships

significance

social

of the

those of subelan and secondly

of the sexes and generations

systematic

society,

of subclan

upon the assumption

ultimately

explained

distinction

kinship

examination

kinship.

The analysis

(1)

a general

of the terminology

explanation

of affinal

kinship

Terminology

Chapter with

the terms individually,

analyse

IV

are likely
the structural

to
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concept to the relationships

of an individual

of the human population

I shall

of the Trobriand

characteristics
Section

Social

1.

We shall

Structure

begin with

kinship

two active

modes of communicationý
distinguished
the units

themselves

also being conceptually

relations

with

like

five

other

generations

generation

3A

between the unit

and other

distinguished

by being in

The five

generations

span of the members of the subclan with

member is likely
represents

to interact
the three

which are conceptually

each sex symbol denoting

each sex in each generation.

at different

units

in four

consists

units,

In Diagram 3 of the Appendixp C represents

units.

of a subelan,

.

concept., without

of structure

and two passive.,

to the relation

by reference

Kinshi

merged and differentiated

to the structural

Each unit

terms.

the formal

of the way in which the sexes

discussion

the sexes and generations

generations

system.

and the Usaaes of-Subelan

a general

to the specific

reference

to explain

attempt

of the subelan are terminologically

and generations
by relating

that

a span of five

with

of communication

the

shown represent

which each individual
of his

periods

the members of

all

Diagram

life.

as analogues

of which each
v

trio

of successive

will

be recalled

that

lozenge

represents

modes;

the triangle

circle

in the span of five

generations

in the diagram of the unit

the total

active

and the lower the latent

and the symbols within

it

its

component

active

mode, the

mode,, the upper small lozenge

passive

C1 and 3.

modes.

Unit

it

the large

of communication

the originative-receptive

represents

the transmissive

superimposed on units

unit,

could be grouped.

the quiescent

C2 may be imagined

as
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In 3B

merging and distinguishing

the terminological

in the kinship

generations

terminologically

from
the status of a male
seen
as
statuses

distinguished

The triangles

Ego in the middle generation.

The lozenges

represent

terminologically
statuses

of

statuses

preceding
In Ego's

distinguished

status

within

circles

in her own sex and generation,
of the opposite

statuses,

in some but not all

relationships

either

case the structural

explanation

usage being similar
may differ.
discussed

and the first

of

and last
statuses

the single

circle

there

seniority

the single

the

would
statuses

distinguished

of a female for'the

is because the symbols

but this

not the terms which denote them, which
for

of the statuses

statuses.,

sex, though in

Ego of either

indicate

the structural

The usages are numbered in the order

second and fourth

not

indicate

the substitution

whether Ego is male or female,

in the next Section.

first

symbols

for

The numbers by the symbols in diagram 3C
to the various

the

Ego were female,
C.

and one triangle

differ

usages referring

merging

distinguished

indicating

male Ego would not change the diagram;
to the distinguished

male

If

sex.

Otherwise

sex.

with

the

the sex, and the single

of the opposite

be three

indicate

three

sex is

in which

generations

generations
the

generation

by seniority

correspondingly

of

and succeeding

distinguished

refer

from those of the male.

The arrows

distinguished.

represented.

status

from female., and the circles

distinguished

the

statuses in which

represent

of the female sex where differentiated

statuses

Here the symbols denote

usages is represented.

male sex is terminologically

of the sexes and

concerned is

similar.

the terminological
explanation

although

of the

the terms used

in which the terms are

The numbers 5 and 5a, 6 and 6a in the
and fifth

generations

indicate

selfreciprocal

9
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There are in all

usages of two terms.
terms in the formal

3 A. of grouping
as analogues

of units

the

the

hypothesis

originative
sexes
of

Ego;

is

the
is
A 1,

and that

A 3.
is

generations

to the

within

of the

and hence

Within

in

are

latent

and the

between

as well
to

terminologically

Ego's generation

to both

reflects

as the
they

merged.

structural

the

(of.

modes
descending
latent

alternate

co=mnication,
modes in

The use of

relation

a sing gle

structural
of

passive

of the

formal

sexes

significance

200-202).

the sexes are terminologicaUy

term

equivalence

analogues

equivalence

pp.

that

ascending

and the

and both

have no distinct

and

to

second

passive

as the

and

quiescent

quiescent

the

on

6a
the
and

second

modes of

generations.

generations

which

Ego's

mother

generations

of

the

passive

analogous

relationships

alternate

reference

between

relation

being

and that

between

explained

B6

In usages

of the

status

and 5

transmissive

and that

relation

that

latent,

status
the

is

of Ego,

two alternate

two alternate

these

communication

them,

to

status

in

statuses

modes of

Thus the

of the

statuses

selfreciprocally
of the

to the

this

the

between
Ego's

between

analogous

generation's

that

to

analogous

modes of unit

Ego's

between

the

A 1.

communication

of

trios

successive

of Ego usages B3

statuses

between

that

merged in

analogous

is

generation

to

in diagram

concept.

brother;

the

between

analogous

relation

from that

and mother's

relation

terminologically

generation

Ego's

the

into

in the structural

generation

mother

of

modes of unit

are

of unit

sexes

which are to be explained

in 3C

represented

by seven

ways., represented

possible

of communication

ascending

that

brother

mother's

to the three

the generations

In the first
distinguish

of subelan kinshipv

terminology

by reference

conceptually

nine usages designated

distinguished#
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transmissive

their

and 2 reflect

and usages B1

differentiation

descending

4 and 5a merge the sexes in the first
male or female;

in either

the analogue of the latent
the transmissive

either

A 3. while

while

used by Ego of either

of that

is

is the analogue of
In usage

used by Ego of either

in usage 5a the term used by Ego male is the same
sex in uWe5.5a

representing

noted the

as already

use of the term.

selfreciprocal
Bip.mificance

is represented

are terminologically

as a Determinant

Life-Cycle

of the Biological

Usage B2

because relative

twice

since

system of comminicationv

persons of the same sex and generation
to the statuses
recognition

of members of other

of relative

seniority

of Usages.
and juniority

seniority

between members of Ego's own sex and

distinguished

These usages cannot be explained

generation.
conceptual

generation

mode of the same unit.

or the originative

4 the term used by Ego female is the reciprocal
sex in usage 3;

Ego's

Usages

whether Ego is

generation,

of the descending

case the status
mode of unit

A 2.

of co=jnication

modes of unit

and originative

of the

as analogues

directly

to the

of all

as the same in relation

conceived

Rather

generations,

within

the status

structurally

is

by reference

the terminological

the sex and generation

is,

like

e. g. the rules

(p.
206)p held to be a consequence of expressing
of exogamy

the structural

system of communication

That is,

it

some individuals

generation
consequently
marrying
child

is held to be conditioned

earlier

by the fact

physical

capable of attaining

and assuming formal

the individual's

attain

in the idiom of kinship

social

affinal
status

that

maturity
the status

responsibilities
is analogous

a human

within
before

relations.

others.,

of social
and rights.

to the latent

and are

adults,

by

As a
mode of

221.

commmications
active

in social

social

attained

it

organisations

terminological
opposite

the status

attainment
distinction

of social

associated

with

may result

sexes
membership
from

hence Ego makes no

maturity;

and junior

in the

statuses

age between individuals,

of physical

are of course always significant
social

maturity

factors

the social

seniority

of the members of a generation
of the statuses

relation

it

course always an important

in their

factor

The usages represented
as referring

to statuses

modes of communication
to statuses

quiescent
to statuses

relative

which in relation
in the units

A1

which similarly

A lv

are analogues

the relative
the structural

does affect

it

to one another#

the statuses
and is of

relationships.

may thus be structurally
to that

explained

of Ego are analogues

2 and 3-

to that

or the latent

it,

personal

in Diagram 3B

which in relation

mode of unit

does not affect

and

in one sense they

Thus while

of the sexes within

of members of the same sex within

those of sex.,

upon marriage;

of the individual.

roles

like

in perso nal relationshipst

are not contingent

determine

refer

between the

relation

than any that

between senior

upon his place

effect

between the opposite

differences

the

who have not

sex and generation

the status

affects

sex.

Differences

unlike

or transmissive

change of status

because of its

maturity

sex are more significant

or later

earlier

this

For in the relation

the same generations

of the opposite

but while

does not affect

sexes in his generation.
within

of the originative

to that

members of his

with

relation

similarly

adult

to sex;

model according

individual's
yet

as a social

UsagesB 6 and 6a thus

of Ego are analogues

mode of unit

of

A 3;

of the transmissive

of the

usages B3

and

and originative

11
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A 1;

modes of unit

and transmissive

originative

and 2 to statuses

usages B1

modes of unit

which is the analogue of the latent

status

say that

in relation

are analogues
of the first

ascending

generation

of the second ascending

of the two active

the statuses

while

of the first

and the latent

passive

of the generations

2P 3 and 5),
that

their

statuses

in the structural

terminologically
the formal

kinship

their

biological

with

their

social
Life

of active

they are distinguished

interpretation

But in certain
potentially

of communication.

of Ego are analogues

the sexes are

respects

misleading.

and significance

to KinshiD

Diagram 3 Ap like

By the fact

of their

in

terminologically

where they have distinct

extent

and their
nothing

which are always distinct,
as analogues

Relation

We may than say

be differentiated;

has to this

of

(usages Bl.

modes.

of the terminology

significances,

Cvcle--in

are analogues

where they are differentiated

or differentiation

merging

with

The Social

unit

to that

and must therefore

and significances,

terminological

generation

system,, and are therefore

similarly

modes of the

(usages
6
B
5a,
4,,
merged
and 6a),

are analogues

and social

those

of the sexes in

merged where they have the same status

indistinguishable;
statuses

of the active

the statuses

in relation

explanation

generations

of communication;

modes of another

ion;

modes of commini

units

and 5a to a
We may then

of alternate

descending

Where the sexes are terminologically
the statuses

A 2.

of the

mode which is the analogue of the status

generation;

and that

and usages B4

mode of unit

are analogues

of the quiescent

Ego's generation

A 2;

modes of different

of passive

as that

same unit

to Ego's statusp

which are analogues

to do

but only

of modes of communication.
Usages.
any other
differential

diagram,

is

representation.,

I

'A
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the diagram might suggest that

of the explanatory

represented.,
interaction

from the viewpoint

arranged

But if

represented.
three

social

those whose marriages

ever exist

through

in its

statuses

of an Ego as he moves during

of these three

Diagram 3X
frowthis

point

structural
the total

generations

status

attempts
of view.
relations

population

successively

interacts

social

these are the

of a spouse are no
to the structural

refers

to the successive

through

these three

successive

human

of the kinship

the explanation

Here the unit
of the three

the analogue of three

only

social

generations.

to represent

of a subelan.

five

with

unitp

and of the "old".,

"adults"

lifetime

terms as

of the five

population;

terminology

his

and

the kinship

as they are related

of these three

populations

cycle

generation

the death or senility

statuses

and consequently

living

of married

The kinship

social: ýreffective.

generations,

life

the subelan as a structural

of unmarried. "children",

generations

longer

of an Ego in the middle

we consider

generations

span of the subelan

generation

and the need to represent

of human beings,

in relation

both the structural

by the biological

is dictated

which in turn

of

The representa-

of communication

to relate

to the five

concept and the terminology

as analogues

ignored.

units

in order

is necessary

structural

sexes and generations

concept as three

A lp 2 and 3

to the subelan as a

significant

were potentially

which are terminologically

modes of communication

to the terminology

of communication

in relation

between Ego's and the other

relations

tion

there

or that

unit,

units

distinct

or otherwise

were conceptually
structural

the three

of commnication
social

Ego's
of its

status

generations
is

represents

usages
the

discernible

conceived

in

as being

modes of comminication.,

according

221+.
These three

to sex.
other

statuses

together

or "pre-adult"

usages B 3P 5 and 6;
the originative,,
similarly

as that

The social

as the analogue of

of the transmissive.,

for usages 1., 2) 4 and 5a;

career

of the latent

his incorporation
or genealogical
formal

status

modes explains

and Ego's

mode of the unit

modes

social

Opost-adult"

of co=inication

6a.
B
usage

explains

that

"adult"

social

or Ego female's

accounts

and quiescent

originative

mode in

and sexes as

generations

social

as the analogue of the latent

status

treatment

with

whereby the status
terminologically

effectively

1935, 1,, cf.
-

which he enters

(2)

called

and Mother's

distinguished

to Ego's

of integration

Ego's birth

into

Ego's

generation

of the

of modes of communication.,
is

of the male as the analogue of the
as the analogue of the latent

status
into

the human group begins

his mother's

esp. pp. 200-201.

upon

were the terminological

as analogues

from that

to

the "filiational

Brother.

ascending

as it

analogous

of the female as the analogue of the transmissive

mode in relation

with

fixes

career

significance

social

But the process

mode.

Siblings

the sexes of the first

stage of his

of their

originative

what Malinowski

into

in a status

of communication,

mode of a unit

groupd of Mothert

relationship

begins

of the individual

at birth

subelan at this

(2)

of the other

Ego male's

Thus Ego's

as the analogue of the latent

status

of the transmissive.,

analogues

statuses

usages of Diagram 3 B.

the terminological

to the statuses

relation

each of the

with

relations

by Ego in each of his own successive

not occupied

account for
"child"

social

in differential

statuses

family

of procreation,

where
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the kinship
for

Thus Ego's family

him.

situation"

The terminology

of the formal

But it

in the "initial

is the formal,
in this

established
differential
brothers,

as against

mode between originative

is a function
other

unitss

Similarly

of direct

no terminological
of "child*

of sex as explained

relations

distinction
or *sister's

part

in the affinal.

relations.

of the sexes that

is

of sex as a
mothers and mothers'
families

stage the formal

relationship

is analogous

and the latent

modes of the unit

to the

can be made within
this

modes since

(pp.

of

the
distinction

of the unit

mode is indirect

with

20;t-205)-

can be drawn between male and female
child",

since the formal
is a function

as the analogues

relationships

situationO

significance

of

The members of the p=dmal

so long as they are in the Rinitial

have no formal

relationship

of the subelan

relationshipsp

between units.

generations

and elementary

in the relations

of the latent

affinal

of the

"

by the concept of structure

in formal

participation

generation,

of formal

and transmissive

significances

whereas that

in the statuses

structural

significances

As we have seen,, no distinction

communication.
latent

kinship

At this

between the active

relation

of Ego's formal

in the marriages

between the sexes in these generations
conceptual

of their

of the statuses

of Ego's generation.

of orientation

between proiJmjal

is the significance

that

Ego's status

the context

significance

not the biological,,

characteristic

meanings

personal

him the "initial

kinship

relationship

situation"

situation;

their

group".

by the formal

of the subelan is thus fixed
to each other

but in formal

is the "filiational

situation*

is for

of orientation

kinship,

of personal

"initial

begin to acquire

terms and relationships

of the
descending

of formal

of Ego's generation,

kinship.,
and
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are therefore

socially

But no married person is socially

sexless.

are regarded as already married., and thus

the infants

in infant

betrothal

as social

adults.. so far as their

Similar

considerations

also explain the fact that within

this

ship;
others'

of orientation.

and sister

transmissive

of their

they are still

is so even while as children

families

of brother

features

marriages are the essential

each others'

Lt this

the same
but also)

distinguished

The formal roles of brothers

each sex, seniority.

formal relation-

membersof each

stage the latent

adult statuses

of the originative

as analogues respectively

even though as children

the analogue of the latent

of their

In other words,, the
by their

kinship usages between proidmal generations are conditioned
families

formal

and those

of procreation;

between the sexes in the same generation are also conditioned
or actual formal statuses in each others'

and

they share a single status,,

mode of commanication.

statuses in the ascending generation's

in

and sisters

modes of communication, determine the terminology

formal relationships

by their

marriages and families

latent

of

procreation.
But it must again be stressed that it
institution,
organisation,

and the elementary family
not as a biological

that are relevant

as conditioning

social meaning in relation

(3)

Ij I

formal marriage is concerned (3)-

generation not only the sexes are terminologically
within

a child;

is marriage as a social
unit

as a structured

or quasi-biological
factors.

unit

of social
of reproductionp

Sexes and generations have

to Ego through the institution

Cf. Malinowskis 1929., pp. 83-84, esp. 89.

of marriage as the

'T
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of the structural

analogue

the terminological
individual's

if

the social

the analogues

or latent

of quiescent

they are terminologically
from the nature

results

of the human life

of view,

point

in each otherst
socially

marriages
in their

sexless

to each other

in this

treated

between members of alternate
structural

modes in a unit

formal

as analogues

of passive

to Egots generation;

term merges also Ego's with
To recapitulate
social

briefly

the preceding

meaning of the sexes and generations

them to a series
Diagram 3.

of conceptual

The expression

terminology

of their

is however conditioned

human generations
terminological

that

each other,

discussion;

use of this

we have seen that

may be explained
ion,

the

by relating

as indicated

in

meaning in the kinship

the fact

merging of the sexes in alternate
that

of structure.

generations.

that

we must apply the explanatory

on the hypothesis

and equivalent

are merged in a single

generations

of comrmini
social

status

by the process of human reproduction

which also determines

and maturation,,

explained

units

with

and the self-reciprocal

the alternate

formal

they are consequently

modes in the unit

Hence not only the sexes but the alternate
term in relation

have no direct

families;

relations

than another

But from the

inevitable.

or elementary

but.

of communication;

which makes interaction

generations

alternate

they are

is that

way rather

cycle.,

generations

can be

generations

generations

meaning of alternate

to the same

in reference

of statuses

a cycle

by the

meaning is oriented

social

Thus the merging of the sexes in alternate

explained

that

expression

passage through

institution.

of their

but

between units;

of commini cation

relation

it

is to a span of five

generations

they are analogues

Thus the

concept.

(usage B 6) is

of the latent

and
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modes of units

quiescent

terminologically

3 and 5 are explained
by the roles

families

by reference

families

Usages lt

families

We may say then that
of communication

are terminologically

the subelan with

specific

of orientationo

the first

as brothers

and sisters.

sexes are terminologically
including
lower

those with

descending

generationso

sexes as analogues

of passive

Thus the kinship

subelan., which as a unit
unit

of communication,

is itself
is explained

the biological

characteristics

of biological

the subelan;
ascending
statuses

to formal

partly

his own

in these relationships
and the first

and

of the generations

relationships

in reference

and partly

and maturation,

and

are indistinguishable.
within

the

system of a

to the structural

by factors

of the human population.

reproduction

J,

than these the

the analogue in the social

concept of the system of comiminication,,

processes

generations

modes of communication

usages as applied

families

of mothers and mothers'

In other

the formal

of

and

of orientation

of procreation.,

the second and higher

the

modes

of active

families

merged within

by

of the sexes in

in Ego's generation's

generation,

and in his own generation's

generation.,

and conditioned

in those generations

in the families

These are,

usages

generation.

differentiated

ascending

A1

sexes as analogues

roles

of Ego's generation.

procreation

brothers;

formal

Similarly

which are of course also

descending

the biological

in

status

2 and /+ are explained

of procreation..

of the first

of orientation

unit

by the roles

A 2, and are conditioned

Ego's own generation's

of their

to comminication

they are

and that

of Ego's generation.

of Ego's generation.

to unit

reference

and A 1;

way is the result

merged in this

to the elementary

relation

A3

of communication

inherent

These include
as well

in
the

as the sexes
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and their

and generations,
the biological

unit

the expression

individual
formal

is explained

2.

relations

with

The Terminology

In this

Seetion

or affects

of Subelan Kinshi

term will

first

and descending

be considered

at the levels

for

Ego of either

be indicated;
basic

significance
So far

sex, or where it
it

otherwise
for

aspect

as the general

in situations

however personal

of their

relative

(mother)

or especially

sex

of the
roles

and

of its

Ego's generationt
and descending

ascending

generations

be

the subolan will

in that

personals

and formal

structural

term has different

is to be assumed that

and

Each

order.

significances

is used by Ego of one sex onlyj

significance

this

will

each term has the same

of kinship

terms is

concerned., it

they are used as terms of both address and

or contexts

of the relationships

intercourse

is

Ego whether male or female.

should be borne in mind that
reference

life-cycle

those used within

Where a given

meanings or significances.

terminology

.

terms used within

discussing

ascending

but

concept;

his or her effective

then those used between Ego's and the prox1mal
the alternate

reflects

others.

the kinship

individually.,

analysed

by the structural

in the biological

significance

as this

meaning of these universal

meaning in the kinship

social

determines

as this

status

Section

of their

by their

conditioned

The social

of reproduction.

elements in human relationships

family

in the elementary

grouping

involved.

in which emphasis is
In most situations

on the formal
of daily

names are used by the participants,

age or rank.

Some terms,

irrespective

(father),
tama
eeg.

tabu may be extended idiosyncratically

social

Ina

to persons who
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do not belong to the formal

to Egoj much as the

in relation

categories

English

terms 'AauntyO and "uncle"

may be extended to unrelated

without

implying

of the formal

the key kinship

designating
Osiblings
"sisters

the establishing

relations,

of opposite

(Ego female)

in law"

extended in this

It

way.

Obrothers

and classificatory
meaning that

accompanied by a possessive
kada-la,

his

(her)

mother's

sibling

of opposite

affinal

terms

sex.

(cf.

terms of subclan
body or objects

with

and may be designated

being the first
1.

LUTA.

formal
(4)

siblings
sister

usually

in the examples given above.
forms,

but in use are always
tama-

suffixed

but sometimes infixedt
form of the possessive

Another

It

root

but that

is used also with

which the possessor
the corporate

term to be analysed

fatherv

,a

as lu-P. -u-t

. my

is used with

some

to alýove occurs with

referred

words meaning parts
intimate

has an equally

all

of the

relationship,

form of possessive.

or unconditional

form of the term is written

ashada,

tama or luta,

In

the last

here.

Appendix., Diagrams 3 and 4 W-

In the personal
Ego's

brotherp

pp. 259 ff)p
kinship.

any case the root

particlet

not the formal.,

is the personal,,

here in their

by definition

as "own" or personal

otherwise

may be extended idiosyncratically

are never

members of the category

to all

equally

and it

to Ego;

The terms are written

(Ego male) and

in law"

also that

must be re-emphasised

concernedo whether they are distinguishable
kin

those used between formal

"wife"..
between
'Ahusband"
and
and

meaning of a term attaches

the formal

But terms

relationships.

especially

sexO, between formal

persons

sense this

of opposite

term refers

to individuals

sex in the same family

for whom Ego male gardens personally.

Cf. Malinowski.,

1929p Index

s. v. Brother-Sister;

brought

of orientation,
or the formal

up as
and to the
brother

esP- PP- 437-440-

,P!ý
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who gardens for

in the first

or sister

Structurally

sense.

is the analogue of the complementary,

of the same structural
In the

formal

and the status

of comiminication,

unit

transmissive

is

status

male, or of the transmissive

mode., if

female., of the structural

luta

in which Ego's

the term denotes a relationship

the analogue of the originative
if

brother

Ego's personal

Ego femalep who are not necessarily

modey
of the
mode

or originative.,

unit.

sense

the'term

includes

of Ego's subelan of the same generation

in

but of the opposite

members

all

category

a single

sex to that

of

Ego.
The formal
structurally
within

statuses

equivalent.,

a single

unit

status

female roles

in formal

being

explained

of siblings

in as much as they are held to be analogous

of communication.

the internal

of origination

in the affinal

relation

of the female,

whose formal

as formal

affinal

formal

transmission

thus explain
structural

by difference

and origination

equivalence

through

as transmissive

the marriage
so far

opposed., in

of sex., although

their

in terms of the relation

- reception

of interaction.

use of the term luta

of the status

interaction

of formal

may be said to be socially

as complementary

the selfreciprocal.

of the male sex

role

At the same time the formal

are concerned.

and "sister"

must be regarded

and reception

is thus regarded

role

as auch as they are characterised
opposition

social

to the male and

between two subelans

established

relationships

of "brother"

statuses

the formal

interaction,

to modes

in terms of

They are distinguished

by
reference
subelan
a
of

relations

as that

sex may be said to be

of opposite

of brother

We may

as expressive

and sister

between

of the

and of the
F

2,32.

complementary

the single

within

in the biological
of formal

of the social

aspect

subelan., their

siblings

use of different

reciprocal

social

being

opposition

By contrast

of the sexes.

opposition

and personal

of the roles

opposition

of the sexes
as it

apparent
the status

of the same sex are characterised

were

relations
by the

terms -

2. TUWAand BWADA,,Appendix., Diagram 4 (5)In the personal
up as Ego's senior
same family
or junior
associated

and junior

"brothers"

in affinal

Structurally

these terms refer

same mode of communication
Ego's

siblings

status

of miale siblings

In the formal

is marriagej,

to play a more important

and to be termed tuwa, Oelder sibling

(5)

sibling

to the

that

of

members of the subelan of
senior

or junior

affinal

to Ego.

in determining

are of longer
relations

standing

tend

of the total

of same sex8 while

of same sex".

Cf. 1"I'alinowski, 1929., PP- 434; 438-

of all

of communication.

of the same generation

in the formal

of the

the collective

of the originative..

those whose marriages

to be termed bwada,, "younger

subelans.

Thus the status

of the subclan;

who are respectively

part

of their

which are analogues

mode of the same unit

between adults

to senior

refer

the same in relation

sense the terms distinguish

sex and generation

The normal referent

generations

in the

whom Ego is personally

status.

being the analogue

females of the transmissive,

subclani,

to-statuses

of the same sex is collectively

of the sexes in other

seniority

with

as representatives

as is Ego's

status

Ego's

Ego they may also

or "sisters*

relationships

who are brought

of the same sex respectively

siblings
For adult

of orientation.
formal

to individuals

sense these terms refer

others

Order of birth

tend

as such
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is

of importance

of itself

determines

usually

individuals

among members of the same elementary

primarily

of equivalent

of genealogical

use of the terms only among

in other

status

lineages

the conceptual
and junior

of the statuses
unit

these terms is not to be considered
as other

It

usages.

fact

consequence of the biological
physical
adult

at different

times

among the Trobrianders

status

fundamentally

important

Marriage

also.
for

difference

social

persons of a given
opposite
seniority

sex.

similarly

of members of a given

in terms of the relative

social
generation

purposes.,

so that

which in this

an actual

towards

economic or political

of adult

there

of married

is a
and unmarried

sense consists

of all

the same persons of

or potential

sex and generation

attain

also to become socially

marks the attainment

sex who use the term luta

There is

tending

between the status

members of the same sex and generation2

significance

as a direct

members of a social

times., thereby

at different

maturity

and the use of

as of the same structural

that

In

was made between senior

modes of communication

to be considered

is rather

of marriage

of members of the subclan.

no distinction

of communication

in

significance

by the significance

and roles

of the two active

variants

and their

is to be explained

seniority

as a determinant

in the use

of subelans

terms.

As noted the terms are used reciprocallyp
distinguishing

I found no recognition

respects.

between collateral

seniority

of these or other

the formal

but

family,

difference

even when all

significance

in the

are married,

of their

marriages.
Thus senior
said to be actually

and junior

members of the same sex and generation

or potentially

socially

distinguishable

may be

in terms of their
i
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in the affinal

status

But in terms of the external

organisation.
subelan with
their

statuses

of affinal

own subalans

relations

that

equivalence

as a determinant

ReCiDrocal

equivalence

modes of

one structural

may be said

other
of

to

derive

characteristics

from

individuals

the

statuses
unit

from

of
the

of

opposite

significant

in all

as socially

is

formal

other

equivalent.

the

sexes

complementary
of the

social
sex within

use of the term
and social

Their

sexes

on the

to

relating

as analogues

relation

of the

generation

conceptual..

comrminication.

and roles

complementary
of

formal

words the relative

the selfreciprocal

equivalence

formal

of the

social

of tuwa and bwada2

is only

of the sexes in a single

structural

explanation

opposed

In other

of the structural

as expressive

of the statuses
Their

subelan.

of their

Usaaes.

been suggested that

may be interpreted

relations

is made between them in any other

terminologically

and SelfreciDrocal

has already

is their

usages among themselves;

of kinship

status

generations

of the status

between themselves.

they are treated

relations

luta

feature

reciprocal

as their

of members of the same sex and generation

seniority

It

So far

are concerned.. it

affiness

distinction

than that

as the formal

own and both sexes in other

is the outstanding

and no terminological
relationship

all

in as much as

equivalent,

so far

are concerned.

sex of their

and with

of the total

and as members of the same sex

equivalents

they are interchangeable

internal

its

affect

relationship

they are socially

units

are structurally

the other

with

like

other

and generation
roles

of the subelan as these

relations

of

social

the

the

active

equivalence

between

the

biologicall

one hand and on the

relationship

between

a single

generation

formal
of

the

categories
subelan.

J
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is as though the element of social

relation

were sufficiently

characteristics

the complementary

expresses

"brother"

and "sisteru.

sex within

a single

not necessarily

of biological

complementary
usage;

aspect

of,

is

relations

to assert

in their

status

Formal and Social
As referents
individuals

Generation

But biological

for

equivalence

the

in., or the

is

apparent

in simiarity

of members of kinship

the element of social
use of different

opposition
terms.

MembershiD.

are normally

formal

clearly

and senility.

cannot be established
genealogical

statuses

categories

age may not be so readily

to either

equivalence

in the reciprocal

in distinguishing

the extremes of immaturity
generations

is a tendency

or opposition

concerned in a selfreciprocal

relations

tends to express

as members of kinship

sex characteristics

one another.

with

in difference

apparent

membership as characteristics

relationships

but

socially..

where the element of social

that

the element of social

the status

the terminology

categories.

themselves

membership there

but where the element of social

of sex or generation

reference

to identify

sex or generation

terminology

usage persons of opposite

selfreciprocal

may then be formulated
status

terminology
by the

relationship

of the subelan may be said

psychologically..

in formal

opposition

the kinship

between members of the categories

term luta

In this

generation

The hypothesis

so that

of the formal

aspect

use of the single

selfreciprocal

kinship

of the two sexes,

kinship

of the biological

in the opposition

apparent

and roles

in the formal

opposition

based on each statusp

distinguishable
discerned

as a referent..

kinship

biological

and applicable.

Membership of formal

in the Trobriand
relations

and in classifying

except at
or social

system by

between individuals

or their
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relative

age, since normally neither

physical

in any case., as in any other society,

that

It

generations.

age between membersof proximal

who belong genealogically

for

valid

and vice
Trobriands

some socially
Earlier

vers

in determining

formal

social

status

marriage

relative

seniority

It

because of its

in their

in the

referent

anomalous

such apparently
upon their

of the same

into

their

opposition

that

opposition

in

status

formal
is asserted

use of the terms tuwa and hod-ap which

reciprocal

them one from another

sociallyo

the element of social

being

their

while

of the subelan has the effect

and of expressing

one

the same sex and

effect

element of social

of the same sex and generation

formal

reason for

valid

is this

may be said to distinguish

them socially,

within

the element of social

relations.

terminologically

is the basic

class

generations,

which in the case of subelan usiblings

relations,

sex" is to introduce

to the same generation

or later

of individuals

classifications

genealogies

reason as members of proximal

and is the socially

generation,

of identifying
in their

equivalence

relationships.
Similarly;

the ultimate

and in classifying

fulfilled

referents

individuals

and in terms of reciprocal

his

found in constructing

is often

individuals

another

known, and since

even where they are known there is

always a degree of overlap in physical
genealogical

is accurately

in distinguishing

as members of such generations

rolesp

appear to be the actual

by the members of the subelan in personal

contemporaries

in the subelan in respect

relations

as defined

by their

contracts

establishing

their

social

ma riages.,
marriages,.

of their

generations,
terminologically

formal

interaction
relative

or more specifically
Ego's contemporaries

roles
with

Ego and

status
the affinal
in this

sense

237.
are those members of his or her subelan who were members of the playgroups
their

villages

member of the playgroup
we saw in Chapter II
brings

of the village

there

up a younger sibling

be regarded by the younger

and the fulfilling

marriage
associated

or expressed
It

relationships.

Sectionp

meaning for

the society

generation

sibling

3.

(6)

Cf. ýhlinowskijp

social

that,
their

as we say
social

his own

Within

identity

as a member of

persons of the

from persons of the same sex by the

Ego thus distinguishes

the sexes formally

in the

also.

INA. V. Appendix., Diagram 4;

of orientation,

himself

family

by the analogy between theý

term towards

a selfreciprocal

sex, but distinguishes

In the personal

his

roles

of the sexes by using

significance

he asserts

as social

in elementary

acquire

members as explained

rather

distinguished

socially

to

in terms of formal

in these respects

relevance

the social

them;

generation

who

ascending

as they are relevant

sex characteristics

and its

terms.

sibling

words generations

in membership of and interaction

biological

terms towards

ascending

family

In other

in so far

Ego distinguishes

use of reciprocal
first

uterine

as a member of the first

of the associated

the same subelan by using
opposite

an older

of the sexes and the modes of communication.

statuses

different

for

Thus as

up.

as a dependant, member of his or her household

is from their

in the last

in which he was brought

is a tendency

than of his or her own generation.
phenomena have significance

the same time as Ego was a

at approximately

of orientation

of

sense this

cf.

usages 2) 3,7,

term refers

who is not necessarily

1929p Index s. v. Mother;

Diag.

3B

to the female head of Ego's
Ego's biological

OSP- PP- 434-437.

mother;

an

ll

1111
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may use this

adopted child

Structurally

unit

the relation

between the statuses

between the latent

to that

analogous

term of more than one woman in the personal

modes of a single

that

preceding
formal

LATU.

in the personal

they belong to

of ina is latu.

sense to the children

whom Ego female
her

who are not necessarily

of procreation;

the same unit
its

term latu
generation

between the transmissive

of Ego female and her
and the latent

modes of

of communication.
formal

and generation
generation,

between the statuses

the relation

is analogous to that

Cf.

of the generation

offspring.

Structurally

In

generation.

Diagram 4 (7).

Appendix,

up in her family

biological

members

as members of this

and biologically

The reciprocal

generation.

This term refers
brings

may be classed

even where genealogically

Ego's own or another

ascending

be in age and genealogically

of Ego, but individuals

generation

the subelan by all

women of the first

to and of all

In most cases these women will

(7)

transmissive
the
and

sense the term is used within

of Ego's generation

latu

of Ego and ina is

of co=unication.
In the formal

4.

sense.

sense

within

irrespective

the

term

members of Ego female's

members of the proximal

As in the case of the other

of sex.

than the first

by all

used

the subelan of all

may be used of individuals
other

is

who are genealogically

sex

descending
terms,, the

or by age of a

desodnding.

1929., Index s. v. Children,,
Malinowski,
Latu is
esp. PP- 434 ffbut as they count formally
also used by Ego male of his wife's
children,
this use of the term is discussed
as his affines
in the next Section,
pp.
ff.
AM
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Diagram 4 (8)

KADA. Appendix,
In its

term is used by Ego of either

sense this

personal

ina, ls generation

males of personal

who garden for

to the man who is the formal

cially
marriage

contract

and maintains

which establishes

The term is used selfreciprocally,,
the children

subelan in the

family

Ego's

of orientation.

and thus also means in the personal
(luta)

of both sexes of the "sister"

as the representative

her and her husband., espeof their

representative

sex of the

for

sense

whom Ego male gardens

but the term is not of course used by

of her subelan;

Ego female of members of the descending

generation

of her subelan,

who are

her latu,.
Structurally
to that

between the latent

genepation

the status

generation

mode of the same unit

sense the term denotes

of the subelan irrespective

irrespective

The terminological
differentiation

Cf. Malinowskis

in the relation

descending
of their

all

of the latent
with

generation

and

the descending
and that

of communication.

males of the first

of Ego's sex;

of

ascending

of Ego male is the analogue of the originative

aU members of the first
children")

modes of the same unit

sex is the analogue

mode;

sex of the latent

In the formal

of kada is analogous

the male kada in the first

with

of Ego of either

the status

of kada of either

(8)

and the originative

of the kada of the originative

generation

their

between the statuses

In the relation

commmication.

that

the relation

ascending

and.. where Ego is male,

of the subelan

("sisters'

sex.

merging of the sexes in the first
in the first

ascending

1929j. Index

s. v. Uncle,

generation

Maternal,

descending

and

of the subelan was

esP. Pp. 434., 435., 4399
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terms in the last

in general

and transmissive

originative

generation,

analogue

of the latent

descending

of formal

situation
"filiational

of the ascending

by
their
-

the subelan,

within

generation.,

female members.

as it

and in the families

The effective

social

roles

the ascending

generation

their

roles

while

changing the effective

social

in the old age of members of
of the subclan

relations

mode of the unit

the formal

categories

as established

status

in the initial

effective

between the relevant
situation

have

modes., thus

as they were in the

of the generations

relations

of

generation

or transmissive.,

But such changes in people's

situation.

not affect

(cf.

roles

contracts

of its

of procreation

in the formal

originative

in the

roles

at the same time those of the descending

become analogous to the active,,

initial

in the initial

of the members of the generations

may be said to become analogous to the quiescent
comiminication.,

the

relationship

to the marriage

change as they mature and age,, until

necessarily

were,

respective

in relation

4

in the first

of communication

is crystallised,

subelan kinship

group"

of the

meaning as together

The meaning of the sexes in the formal

generations

as

in the first

of communication

undifferentiated

mode of the unit

generation.

between proximal

modes of the unit

and of their

ascending

and elsewhere

meanings of the sexes as analogues

of the differentiated

expressive

224-225,

There the usages were explained

and 5 of Diagram 3 B).

as usages 3.4

(pp.

Section

social

roles

do

kinship

of subelan kinship

10).
P.
Formal Significance
Ego of either

selfreciprocal

of Elementary

sex uses a reciprocal

term toward males (kada)

Family Membershi
term towards
of the first

females
ascending

(ina)

and a

generation

of

1

241.
We have seen that

the subclan.

may be taken as expressive
selfreciprocally

the same generation

within

of social

the kinship

categoriest

generations

we may see a similar

and vice

so that

equivalence.,

the element of social

express

likeness

the terms used

significance

in elementary

family

as analogues

of modes of the same unit
in the relation

in the fact

that

to categories

members belong to the elementary
first

ascending

of the proximal

descending

to categories

refers

of one anothers'
the formal

social

in this,

children"

family

elementary

with

members

membership,

members

"mothers'

brothers"

relationship.

as sex and

may be held to express

relations

of members of the

subelan.
Formal Sianificance

of the Filiational

As we saw in Chapter
brother

exercises

little

II.,

especially

personal

GrouD.
Section

responsibility

4, the kada or mother's
for

in

use of the term

as well

above.. pp. 234 ff...

hand

opposition

in their

equivalence

in the status

or opposition

and their

and the selfreciprocal

membership as discussed

equivalence

relationship

the element of social

the element of social

Thus we may say that
generation

families;

between "sisters'

asserts

formal

use of the terms asserts

of members of the subclan who are not normally

may be said to be apparent
accordingly

of the women of the

The kada usage on the other

generation.

elementary

relation

the subelan whose

within

of procreation

in their

opposition

equivalent

may be said to be apparent

the reciprocal

so that

generationt

the element of social

families

membership.

The element of

of communication.

of ina and latu

the terms refer

of

In the usages between proximal

versa.

of ina.. LgLtu and kada may be said to be structurally

equivalence

L

in the relation

opposition

The statuses

social

of sex

his kada or sister's

All
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so long as they are domiciled in their

children
At this

authority

group of its

of this

But the child

mother's

incorporation.

husband's

house for

Malinowski

that

is a rule

and some of the rituals
(9).

at its

birth

Before

her child

is born,

of her personal

that

it

if

parents

of her mother., rather

are divorced,

father's

the woman will

new household.

household

of either

who as it

were witness

mother's

its

The rule
mother's

incorporation

is not of course contradicted
supplement's

(9)

Malinowakils

into

analysis.

See.

is because

it

rather

if

her

than her

should be born in the
mother's

brotherp

group of its

subelan by its

significances

by this

house

is more accurately

mother's

their

household

as such;

a child

As

her husband's

of the corporate

and personal

or invalidated

V. Mzqinowski.. 1929., Cap. V=

(10) Ibid.
193P0

is thus that

her

brother.

of her father

go to her mother's

mother or of its

account of the magical

It

than her father's

as representatives

subelan her child's

Malinowskils

(10).

and

as expressive

brother's

or mother's

the mother goes to the household

is also that

the corporate

the mother leaves

the woman leaving

observed in every childbirth.,

of his

of pregnancy,

mother or mother's

in about the seventh month of her pregnancy"
stated

into

may be interpreted

removal to the father's

saidt"This

on behalf

at birth

is incorporated

subelan,

the procedure

especially

over the children

and responsibility

brother.

wife's

of procreation.

is part of the formal role of the husband to exercise

stage it

personal

mother's family

explanation

iý

birth.

of the practice
which rather

ill,
1i;
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Incorporation

A child

W- PP- 111-114 I&A
-

Integratio

and

is incorporated

into

subelan., not in the household
relation

through

subclan kinship

with

and mother's

an elementary
begins

family,

Trobriand

and social

family.

In the process

and child

follows

process
elements

maturation
personal

the universal

of the child

enters

family

by its

mother

the formal

of biological

formal

is gradually

of fathers

mother

and the

reproductions
determined

concerned.,

and the relatively

father

of the

characteristics

of members of the elementary

of the individuals

which it

I

the human group

in terms of the biologically

during

dependence upon its

represented

however the grouping

pattern

of the adults

roles

situation"

elementary

which also give their

of integration

in the interaction

physiological

by the specific

relationships

takes place initially

I

The "group of incorporation"

family.

systems,

to the personal

of its

into

integration

elementary

as determined

.4

but is born at the same time a member of

personal

is to be regarded

significances

the "initial

It

brother.

mother's

situation,
and its

group,

of entry

Thus in terms of

heads.

not that

of the filiational

as a member of this

kinship

is

society

mother or mother's

system in this

of its

one or other

into

but that

of orientation,

from her

derive

rights

of the group of kin involved

incorporation

of a child's

kinship

with

as that

as well

in which the mother's

her husband, but in one in which she has right

affinal

location

by being born to a woman of that

a subclan

by the

conditioned

long period

of

from its

initial

and mother and, to some extent.,

elder

freed

siblings.
Thus whatever
the elementary

the formal

family

as a unit

status

relations

of social

involved

organisationp

r

in membership of
the interaction

of

244.
its

members as individual

from personal

interdependence

or quasi-biological

system,

it

expressed

is elements in the relationships

of the same family.,

is expressed

relationships

the element of social

are

being

in their
in their

opposition

use of the terms ina and latu,,

in the reciprocal

between Ofathers'O and "children",,

and tama and latu

that

and equivalence

may be held to be expressed

families

so that

unity

to

refers
kinship

by this

conditioned
Thus the social

in the usages.

of members of elementary

terminology

in the Trobriand

inherent

relations

status

as necessary

as members of a biological

and of solidarity

In as much as the kinship

unit.

formal

characteristic

produces

personalities

deriving

a sense of unity

see in the

as we shall

next Section.
between kadap however,

In the relation
sister's

not the personal
family.
kinship

solidarity

The unity

of the subelan is a characteristic

and gains a sense of unity

child,

he does not begin to acquire

with

the members of his

with

them in formal

members of different
formal

family

Whereas the Trobriander

family

relation

selfreciprocal
equivalence

and informal
elementary

is

other

as an adolescent

unity

equivalence

to associate

as they are

the element of opposition

and the social

as a

and solidarity

he begins

Thus in sofar

activities.

the elementary

members in the process

a sense of personal

families

of the same order

into

in this

use of the term then appears as an assertion
statuses

is

of the Trobriand

between kada may be taken to be expressed

of their

and

subelan., there

not a unit

is integrated

its

with

subalan until

brother

from membership of the same elementary

resulting

system in which the elementary

as the subalan.

mother's

to the same corporate

belong from birth

children

although

in the
fact.

The

of the structural

of the categories

0
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the development

to which they belongp which may facilitate
unity

and solidarity

unity

of their

between adult

formal

used between adult
developed

the existence

of social

RelationshiD

As used by girls
a formal

reinforces

of residence
development
daughter

for

the-Ina.

of

"mothers'

generally

the
the

little
To this

identified

with

her children
and sister

term

denotes

differential

and
pattern

likelihood

of the

the sister's

extent

her brother

of the socially
explained.,

in this

opposed statuses

usage,,
of

and the use of the term latu

of either

In these

sex socially.

may be said to be terminologically
the brother's

and the sister's

the selfreciprocal

to

is

solidarity.

as structurally

of brother

however
owing

nature

of the sister's

as discussed

of the

to the effectiveness

whichy

as though they were counterparts.,

the brother's;
sisters

in

relationship

of the complementary

male counterpart

the

and reinforce

and Kada Usaizes.

brothers"

of a sense of personal

usages the statuses

As

unit.

of members of the subelan,

nucleus

fundamental

Latu

in

men and women,, there

and sisters

the

orgaaisation.

by the mother also identifies

treated

being

may be said to be socially

in virtue
brothers

a large

of such a nucleus

subelan as a unit
The Luta

the term may be said to express

of at least

solidarity

kada by emphasising

and adolescent

as members of the same kinship

relations

males,

of the sense of

status

being the

the female counterpart

use of the term luta

above may be said to have a similar

between brothers

of
and

connotation

(pp. Z34-235).
But the use of the terms ina and kada towards the women and men
respectively
distinguishes

of the first

ascending

generation

them from one another

in relation

emphasise the element of social

opposition

of the subelan terminologically
to. Ego.

in the status

These usages thus
relation

of luta
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(brother

This was discussed

aspect.

in the relation

the subclan the difference

in the formal

of formal

situation"
status

the social

expresses

sisters.

Nevertheless

complementary

is expressed

of the terms latu

in certain

sister

affinal

as a "female

her brother
affective
with

father".
into

or other

who shouldv

sisters'

as a sort

of matrilineal

and Repression.,

usages., including

portray

may

are concernedy

as appropriate

father

as a sort

as Malinowskils
to

appropriate
to that

accounts,
the

as

the status

of

that

to the relation
with

the mother's

authority

of male matriarch,

say that

so far

is not to imply

(not personal)

formal

Similarly2

it

and the
in Kiriwinan

That is to say that

forms of behaviour

be regarded

him.

I

that

and it

generation;

as a "male mother",

of her own;

in view of his

childreny

relations

even though no term exists

English.

the mother are also regarded

brother,
his

may be regarded

is the male counterpart
attitudes

and

from the

in the formal

intra-subelan

of a woman's children

relationships

of brothers

deriving

roles

ascending

usages.

brother

which could be thus rendered
the formal

used of the proximal

and kada as used of the descending

Thus the mother's
father's

opposed formal

relations

in the "initial

of the statuses

opposition

in other

status

words in the internal

the element of equivalence,

of their

nature

or the subelan,

be seen also

In other

subclan kinship.

generation

of their

aspect

of

generations

men and women of the

of adult

roles

of the subelan the terminology

relations

the argument of which may

as these are crystallised

generation,

complementary

between proximal

is the more important

generation

the descending

with

Section,

in the last

be summed up as being that

ascending

than its

as Ego's Ina and kada) rather

and sister

than

rather

especially
father's

over

in ý=
sister

247.

children

It may be noted also

of his.

is the female counterpart

term is used between Ego and father's

that a selfreciprocal

this

sister;

is the next to be analysed.

the subelan it

term is tabu. and as used within
6.

to her

in
formal
her
that
than
relation
status
no more

imply of itself
brother's

is intended to

purposes as a female father

may be regarded for analytical

TABU. Appendix.. Diagram 4. (11).

mother's personal mother and mother's brother., and,, if
children

of her own children,

sister's

daughters.

Structurally
are analogous

alternate

descending

to that

modess and that

generation

to that

is analogous

generations

of the subalan.

In the selfreciprocal

and of all

may be said to be socially

those of other

children

(11)

Malinowski,

Cf.

are less

likely

of

of tabu in the

between the latent

and the latent

modes.

all

category

members
generations

use of the term the status
identified

with

joins

that

the subelan.
to develop

of Ego's

of the alternate.

Ego's family

usage are less

of orientation

specific

than

Because of the pattern
a personal

1929., PP- 434., 435., 441-442.

and

of the alternate

and succeeding

preceding

senses of this

terms used within

residence

to that

in a single

Unless an aged member of the category
as a dependant.. the personal

status

between the quiescent

sense the term includes

unit

and that

between Ego's and the status

of both alternate

generation

modes of a single

between Ego's

generation

between which

to statuses the relations

between the passive

The relation

In the formal

of his personal

As noted. above the term is used selfreciprocally.

ascending

the quiescent

Ego is female.. to the

malep to the own children

if

the term refers

communication.

to Ego's own

term may be said to refer

In the personal sense this

relationship

of
of much

248intensity
other

they are in fact

categories;

intensity
live

in the same village

distinguished

by having

special

Ego's own (personal)

than in virtue

of his tabu status

in the elementary
All

the other

family

denoted by the kinship
the corporate

each category

its

of proximal

so far discussed

however imply

mother's

in other

personal

to live

in its

hand a child
brother.,

mother's

own village

specific

the individual

the case,

relationshipsp
one member of

intensive

or mother than with

relation

of residence,

with

than with

any subclan
them.

personal

it

to develop

is likely

which approximates

If

relationship
any other

the case the mother's
village

A child

as of his own.

own mother's

who adopts it

reciprocal

categories

at least

a particularly

brother

of residence

with

as well

as is often

personal

is adopted by its

as is often

kin

than the child's

a close

roles

generations.

in these individual

to develop

Indeed if

villages

to develop

generation

rather

Ego and they may be said to represent

relationship

personal

more likely

subelan tabu.

likely

with

no specific

of members of alternate

termso so that

a special

is however hardly

live

as sucho which carries

subelan. towards one another

each Ego having

its

Though a tabu

he does so as a substitute..

role.,

relationships

relationships

of orientation

mothero and is thereby

between any given Ego and members of each of the formal

roles

with

this

cases perform

subelan who

Ego's family

with

members of the kada category.

from the other

may in individual

of their

group of tabu none are

this

relationships

members of

much the same

with

generations

Within

cluster.

as has the kada who gardens for
distinguished

to interact

likely

any members of the alternate

with

than with

members of the tabu category

individual

with

ýII

personal
it

of
kin

is more

tabu who happen
on the other

mother or mother's
a personal

to that

with

relationship
the own

010

"70

as we saw in Chapter

or fathar,

mother

in the child's

early
so far

discussed

the

Similarly
are

not

in

in

specific,

families,

formal
the

Ijb_U merges in a single

the relation

is

is

ones in relation
the

affinal

involved;

since

and the
there

may, like
to each other,

as these

Of Ego's

structural

unmarried

of such formal

and to have no social
by their

The conceptual

as it

passive

Thus the

of alternate

the formal
generations

the alternate

of the
alternate
sexless

in
in

as generations

in the

affinal

which

modes of comminication

were,, of

terms

to be socially

distinction

roles

be terminologically

significance
status

proximl

no formal

roles

between them in

be said

children,

in the

are directly

of sex and generation.

and quiescent

passivity

of having

them cannot

sexes within

are differentiated

of the operations,

absence

them

I

1ý

social

from the

own generation

no difference

is

own generation.

between latent

his

of

sexes within

of formal

purposes

which

point

modes of com=1nication

characteristic

in which

system of interpretation

relation

the

own by the

in the

From this

are distinguished

generations

furthers,

themselves

generations

terms

these

to Ego's

and that

distinguished,

so far

that

for

point

categories

and elementary

and the

generations

the passive

with

relationships

generations

formal

the alternate

which

sexes and generations

marriages.

each others'

meaning.

designate

relationships
the

all

personal

terms

place

the other terms

to relationships

refers

affinal

category

The important

of structure.

Organisation

in

between

by the analogy

explained

unit

in

roles

specific

the other

while

in each others'

roles

have no such specific
view

sense that

term

takes

adoption

however unlike

little

sense the

the

provided

Otherwise

term has relatively

its

have definite

which

development.

Up

may be drawn
is unimportant

kinship

system.,

that

asserted

is

relations

and it
in the

in
is

1i
I
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1i
formal

usages.
then the statuses

Structurally
as analogues

they are "passive"

socially

have no specific
families

in each others'

of orientation

or procreation

distinguishable,,

of social

cases,, on the basis

except in individual

of formal

affinal.

alternate

generations.,

to have become socially
"adultO.

"post-adult"

As in many other

the relationships

separation

over roles

appropriate

constraint

to enter
that

in this

there

to that

is a tendency

tends

is socially
of tension

in

a tabu takes

if

a degree of

which tends to characterise

kin,

consequent upon the process

of fulfilment

Section 5 under).

generation

between the members of the alternate

between male kada, and other

In such circumstances

that
for

of

which may result

generations
is notable

in the conduct

separation

tends to be a lack

sense, and it

to a kada there

approximates

of cooperation

by the time the descending

societies

the relationship

to any marked

of which the ascending

between members of alternate

from their

generations

as the result

or terminolo-

At the same time

exists

because of the temporal

relationshipss

neither

and identification

unity

between members of the subelan where none normally

so that

terminological

term tabu.

use of the single

the usage can be seen as an assertion

their

conceptually

they

or elementary

thereby..

as established

while

formally

relationships

marriage

which explains

merging in the selfreciprocal

extent.,

since

nor the sexes in them are formally

generations

are equivalent

in the same unit,

to each other

in relation

roles

the alternate
gically

modes of comiminication

of passive

generations

of alternate

and which arises

ultimately

of formal

the tabu would probably

rights

the relation

from rivalries
and obligations.

be counted as a kada (cf.

251.

Such constraints
from

interaction
than

rather

between

as being

relationships
so in

possible

adverse

constraint

this
but

in
are

the

on the
of

than

Summar-Y -

in
the

with
its

with

before

affinal

relationships.

we may say that

explanation

upon and in

Enressign

de facto
vice

generations
equivalence

bi6logical,

versa,

that

stress

where these elements

again
here

formal

system

kinship

we

of this

of the terminology

of the subelans

the adult

to cooperate
life

has been suggested

their

opposition;

social

of the
that

within

the structural

where elements

social

of

as wholes,,

is most likely

usages stress

their

of

Organisation;

some of the findings

It

stress

requirements

and Egavalence.

of the sexes and generations

relationships

own

organisation.

of the subelan during

the selfreciprocal

individuals.,

be considered

which Ego's generation

generations.

achieve

will

of the

Taking the generations

those with

such feelings

should

the

in the next to the analysis

proceeding

minimise

with

of ODDosition

of view we may restate

and sister

to

individual's

and Social

social

brother

between

This

structural

members are the two proximal

and social

may conflict

Respect

relationships

the

some extent

relationst

as tending

relationship

Kinship

in the conduct of the affairs

these three

between

respect

were;

discussing

effects

point

Section

to

status

relationships

of

and relationships.

erminological

From this

system

organisation

themselves.

relations

may be regarded

where these

roles

of their

stringent

most

personal

by controlling

Chapter

next

status

hand., as it
the

and desires

concerned

rather

out

formal

the

relationships.,

effects

also

or her

in

in social

as arising

terms

in

intensity,

by controlling

dispositions
his

inherent

other

get

partly
partly

individuals

of varying

and less

of

should be conceived

unity

of their
andp

equivalence.,
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usages tend to emphasise the element of social

reciprocal
formal

It

relationships.

was further

suggested that

tend to occur where a sense of solidarity
is likely

to be least

developed.

between mothers'

brothers

of maturation.

The majority

This

and sisterst

separation

of the opposition

of the formal

between personal

relationship

in some degree the ties
the same elementary
The selfreciprocal
solidarity

solidarity

through

generation

the living

the latter

interaction

and cooperation

It

has already

with

been suggested

between these generations
the subelan and the social

and

may be assumed to weaken

between them as members of
playgroup.
of the

hand tend to occur where the sense of
developed,

as between parents
family,

of a subelan through
the generations

likely

normally

the lifetime
to develop

the selfreciprocal
an assertion

equivalence

of its

or between

cooperation

in

represented

solidarity

in personal
generations.

use of the term tabu

of the structural
living

and

of members of a given

members of the two alternate

that

involves

at marriage,

of the subelan.

Of all

are least

because

partly

then embodies a reassertion

of a subelan during

generation,

period

the respect

while

membership of the same elementary

as adults.

population

one another

or of the same village

to be strongly

is likely

interaction

are not likely

of residence

developed

members of the same sex and generation
shared interests

with

and sisters

of orientation,

usages on the other

and unity

and children

brbthers

usages

the children's

and sisters

of the sexes;

roles

use of the term luta

of the single

Reciprocal

brothers

solidarity

of solidarity

family

from personal

during

under the pattern

as adults

selfreciprocal

is the case in the relationships
children

of formal

to develop much sense of personal
of their

deriving

in their

opposition

unity

of

members where solidarity
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likely

amongst them is least
all

and succeeding

preceding

similarly

and future

The distinction
was discussed
opposition

of communication
structural

opposition

the categories

or opposed;
in the formal
communication,

it

was said also

necessarily

imply

opposition,

as between formal

social

be said to be socially
the same kinship

statuses

equivalent

related

to Ego's

structural
or structural

that

individual

of

those of members of
subelan are structudid not
social

Human beings may

when they are members of

to members of other

socially

equivalent'

as the analogue

opposition

and categories.

to one another

of the modes

structurally

equivalence

members of a single

as these

and implies

while

are in

statuses

of the unit

organisation

equivalent,

in relation

equivalent

same sex and generation
the categories,

equivalence,,

categories

socially

that

units

as analogues

of members of the same subelan,

subelans which are affinal1y

opposed.

means that

those of different

system are explained

are thus structurally

structural

In as much as the formal

system and in social

social

that

of modes of

they also may be said to be variously

of comiminication,

rally

with

and opposition

the modes of the same unit

structure;

each other.

of the kinship

and categories

as attributes

equivalentj

are structurally

equivalence

was said there

It

are conceived

in the concept of social

communication

and

between members

can exist

and social

on pp* 200-202.

and equivalence

unity

of the subclan.

generations

between structural

briefly

to include

extension

and social

of structural

sense of solidarity

where no personal

of pastp present

In its

of the subelan the usage may

generations

be taken as an assertion

equivalence

different

to be developed.

interpreted

category
criteria

categories.
will

This

be of the
distinguish

members of the same category

may
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replace

in formal

one another

But of course they retain
so far

one another

relationships

their

individual

as the personal

members of other

with

and cannot replace

personalities
of formal

content

categories.

is

relationships

concerned.
But in ahalysing
the relationships
individuals,

in the notions
kinship

opposition

when it

express their

the social

usages assert

or features

opposition

as their

social

terminology.
by reference
the biological

socially

features

This social

characteristics

than the terminological

equivalence

or expressed

opposition

whatever

The categories

and opposition

is explained
but

system of co=unication;

of the sexes and generations

significance

remains
to

or meaning may be attribdod

of members of a subclan

to each other

characteris-

in the usages of kinship

meaning of the sexes and generations

complementary

self-

while

of the sexes and generations,

characteristics

to the concept of the structural

equivalent

social

These other

of categories.

meanings are recognized

unchanged and apparent
them socially.

equivalenceý

may be said to be the self-evident

of the complementary biological

This

opposed in others.

distinguishing

social

usages tend to occur where other

reciprocal

are at the same time

usages stressing

tend to occur where other

sufficiently

In a sense

personalities.

and socially

reciprocal

equivalence

meanings than those

to which the terms apply

was said that

apparently

of categories

to individual

in some respects

those between

the terms social

or additional,

as applied

we are concerned with
than with

rather

been using

different,

categories

equivalent

was implied

tics

rather

with

terminology

categories

and have consequently

the formal
socially

kinship

between kinship

and opposition
implicit

the formal

from the point

are conceived

as

of view of the relationships

255.
of the subelan as a unit
like

of the internal
composing it

sense analogous
generations

differentiation

relation

of their

opposition

From this

relationships.
indistinguishable

within

Of social

relates

equivalence

to the oppositional

relationships

between affinal

complementary

opposition

shall

categories

find

in formal

the subelan..

formal

affinal
are socially

aspect
statuses

relations

reverses

we may say that

roles,,

such
and

and the members of affinally

formal

apparent

involve

also

even though these statuses

in the sense that

unit

and reciprocal

that

I

Moreover the

relationship.

equivalent

as asserting

the concept

and the concept of social

and categories

in opposition,

members of a single

interpretation

so that

of this

between the

opposition

to the complementary

are not socially

both selfreciprocal

a sense their

since they

generations

of complementary

of social

are structurally

interchangeable

is no such

from each other.

sexes and generations

related

directly..

in each others'

sexes and

there

generations

each other

in a

complementary

of the biological

of view alternate

point

We have thus a relationship

categories

with

roles

reciprocal

is

of

As between

roles.

opposition

but as between alternate

of complementary

opposition

social

to the complementary opposition

have no differentiated

may be said also to be

of the subelan the categories

of a subalan,, this

as such;

other

opposed., in as much as the distinguishing

are socially

generations

with

But from the view point

of view.

system and organisation

implies

categories

and organisation

categories

from the same point

equivalent

proximal

structure

and the members of different

units,

socially

of social

of social

they are

usages between affines.,

social

equivalence

in their

we

organisation.

use within

but in

or opposition
the subelan-

iI
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We found within

the subclan

that

the same sex and generation,
same generation

of opposite

of reversal

Between affines

sex.

selfreciprocal

sex and the same generationp
hypothesis

This can be explained

significance

of sex and generation

formal

which precludes

a relationship

sex between affines

however means a formal
That is., since

upon marriage.

members of the same subelant
the element of social
inability

.

of sex between members of the same subelan means from the

viewpoint

contingent

difference

status

the oppositional

between members of different

subelans

relations,

marriage

between them stresses

relation

between the sexes.

sex may be said in formal
itself
while

an assertion
in inter

complementary
Similarity
relations

of the oppositional

nature

of the formal

of sex on the other

to constitute

an assertion

it
affinal

difference

or potentiality

aspect

of sex

of

of the biological

of these hypotheses..

difference

within

the subelan to constitute

aspect

of the statuses

constitutes

relatior

the complementary

asserts

the complementary

relationships

since their

Conversely

the actuality

On the basis

between

members asserts

relation,

in itself

since

subelan relationships

impossible

or is

element in the biological

the complementary.

status

is

marriage

of

which involves

relationship

between the sexes as against

of their

Difference

marriage.

of sex between its

in their

opposition

to marry stresses

aspect

on the

kin.

The Terminology of Affinal-Kinshi

Difference

of opposite

usages.

reciprocal

of the social

of the same sex and
between affines

usages,

membership as between subolan and affinal
Section 3.

term between members of the

and a selfreciprocal

however we find

generation

terms are used between members of

reciprocal

of
in

of the sexes#

an assertion

of the

relationships.

hand may be said in intra-subalan
of the complementary

element,

formal
or social

257.
in the statuses

equivalence,

it

relationships
formal

affinal

constitutes

of the total

and reception

of interaction

being the provision

gardened for

of the status

characteristic
within

a subelan is their

in the external

formal

reciprocal

of social

an assertion

of social

whereas subelan kin
one another,,

aspect

of their

same generation
social

opposition.

social

but opposite
affines

relationships;

terms,

Hence in the

it

of the same generation

the facts

affines

thus asserting

sex use selfreciprocal

constitutes

while

that

terms of

use reciprocal

opposition.,

an

constitutes

relationships

and that

feature

the essential

explain

roles

between persons

of sex in itself

This view will

use selfreciprocal

reciprocal

equivalence,

their

formal

opposition.

of the same sex and generation

thus emphasising

sex and generation

social

or are

of the same sex

while

subalans

but in affinal

equivalence,

garden for

in terms of their

of subelan kin likeness

relationships

assertion

is their

Thus within

the primary

exogamous unit,

in different

between the

by members of

between persons

equivalence

relationships

either

we may say that

of the total

relations

of the same sex and generation
of their

the relationship

subalans

relationships

social

of the females

and are gardened for

extent

affinal

can take place.

interaction

but the males of other
To this

in the external

and that

of the means of establishing

by Ego.

males and all

of the males being the origination
subalans

other

males both garden for

subelans;

the subelan all

and roles

subelan,, that

which such formal

through

the subelan all
other

Thus within

with

in the

of the element of opposition

the same status

relationships

in inter-subelan

members, while

an assertion

relationships.

females have essentially

subelans

of its

of the same

the complementary
subclan

kin

terms which assert
but opposite

of the
their

sex use'

4
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terms which assert

selfreciprocal

but opposite

same generation
social

their

social

of the

affines

equivalence,

terms which assert

sex use reciprocal

their

opposition.

The Formal Affinal-RelationshiD.
Selfreciprocal

usages between categories

to be assertions

of their

Non the same sideO,
subclan

in the individual

the fact

complementary

their

that

in the roles

opposition

of their

affinal
internal

from their

status

being

of the total

relations

involve

relations

of the members of the categories
As between

usages are taken as asserting

selfreciprocal

aspect

deriving

are thus taken

to which Ego is a party.

marriage contracts
-U

however,

affines,

this

equivalence,

were, in the formal

as it

notwithstanding

elements of social

social

of subelan kin

opposed reciprocal

the

relationships.,

since affines

as members of different

exogamous units

are not socially

sense of being formally

interchangeable

members of the same exogamous subelan.

These distinctions

of course stem from the interpretation

as being primarily,

contract

of establishing
viewpoint

between units

relations

the parties

from the point

directly

of social

wife

as the female representative

the male representative

sister

of the wife's.

versa;
with

so that,,

In this

as we saw earlier,

the children

may conceptually

of the marriagep

be regarded

of his

as that

of the status

brother

as

of each

of the sister.,

from the point

"female
a
of

may be

subelan.. and the

sense the status

the status

a means

From this

contract

subelan and the wife's

may be seen to be the male equivalent

and vice
relation

of his

kinship,

organisation.

concerned in each marriage

to be the husband as the male representative

in the

of the marriage

of view of formal

said

binUr

equivalent

of view of the
fy

of the husband's
father",

and that

of

259.
the wife's

as that

brother

of a "male mother".

must be regarded

of the latter

The key relationships
kinship

relations

status

as incidental

to these,

generations

the analysis

wife's

and their

of affinal

husband's

children

the affinal
contracts

in other

contemporaries

and.9 though her roles

importance.,

in the successive

usages with

brother

and sister's

and we may conceive

subelan as consisting

of tW& Trobriand

significance

children

with

or "matriarchal".

authoritarian.,

than of practical

rather

symbolic

The formal

its

in the formal

are those of the husband, wife,

are ritually

total

as formally

even though the "motherliness"

are regarded

relations

of each
between

of marriage

Thus we start

subclans.

the terms used within

sister.

each generation

of

affines.
7.

WAVA.

Diagram 5 (12)

Appendix,

sense by Ego male of his

This term is used in the personal
partner

in the marriage

Structurally

between Ego's

between the originative

and the transmissive
relation

contract.

the relation

to that

analogous

8.

of kwav

and that

is

of comiminication

which the two units

are in a

of communication.

or,

WAIA.

if

a formal

Ego is a polygamistv

category,

partners.

only the current

The reciprocal

marriage

is

Appendix.. Diagram 5 (12)

This term is used in the personal
partner

status

mode of one unit

through

mode of anotherp

The term does not designate
partner

female

in the marriage

sense by Ego female of her male

contract.

iI
(12)

Of. Malinowskip

1929., Cap. V.

Structurally

the relation

between the status

is analogous to that

between the transmissive

mode of another unit

of comminication.,

relation

of Ego and that

of mWala

mode of one and the originative

through

which the two units

are in a

of commaication.

The term does not designate

a formal

but only Ego's current

category

husband.
These two terms are unique
on pp. 230-29-;bs is that
intimate

they alone of all

form of the possessive,

of personal

kinship

terms take the least

they refer

to the most intimate

to Ego.

in relation

are thought
towards

Ego.

to categories

But whereas all

the collective

relation

members as differentiated

Use of the "Conditional

and kway

Cf. Malinowski,

kinds,

of other

with

between the total
into

Possessiveft

affinal
with

unique
however,

and that

kinship

between

are established

these-Terms.

used with

1929, pp. 62,, 452.

subelans

categories

in

one member of any

of two subclans,

representatives

sense

equivalent

Through this

Ego.

relation

in a specific

to only

refer

when they

the same 8tatus

terms refer

with

to formal

women may be referred

subelans who are socially

The two forms of the possessive

(13)

kinship

other

relationship

between individual
affinal

as may kin

of persons all

of members of single

subolan in an unique

relationship

their

of as an aggregate

term,

to Ego, the terms mwal

relation
given

under the single

is that

In a sense of course the

wives of the men of a subolan and the husbands of its
to collectively

noted

individual

terms have no normal use in reference

of individuals

categories

although

already

The second, noted above in the definitions,

relations.

they alone of all

The first,

in two respects.

terms may be

(13)9
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distinguished

between possessor

and possessed;

words designating

e. g. parts

as involving

contingent

is

conditional

as to both its

inception

concerned,

unconditional.,
kinship

affinal

and the Collective
this

difference

contractual.,

of

nature
contract

of

kinship,

affinal

by two subolans

representative

through

lasts,
will

the other

married.

as well

the fact

as with

that,

total

the

of a marriage

for

fixed
having

in

subelans
with

the rest

subclan

relation

is entered

of

as long as the marriage

no choice

of the affinal

kinship,,

between a

as to whether they

husband
the
and wife
or not once

That is,, the establishing

and of

between the remainder

relationships

is unalterably

usages

of

and

the

husband and wife

once the affinal

the contracting

as affines

and "wife"..

in general,

form of the possessive

members of the subelans

count each other

relation

and

in general;

in law"

between their

relation

of each, the formal

the members of the subelans

terms of subclan

all

between individual

ii

The former#

usage may be taken as reflecting

The use of the unconditional

may be taken as reflecting
into

is used with

meaning Orelatives

upon which the affinal

terms

of the individuals

continuance.

of the affinal

may

In the latter

also.

awala and kwava, "husband"

in the possessive

ma riage

partitular)

the

term veivai,,

conditional,

the voluntary

depends.

and its

the specific

except

and in as much as the relation

upon the will

form of the possessive

may be

and possessed which is

of the "possessed*

be between human beings., upon that

is used with

possession

between possessor

of the possessor..

upon the will

case the relationship

Conditional

of the body.

a relationship

relation

form of the possessive

this

The

possessive.

and involuntary

an intimate

as indicating

former may be defined

defined

and the conditional

as the unconditional

relation

have

between subelans

-ý
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into

the marriage

and to maintain

count one another

The absence of formal

all

kinship

initially

terms refer,,

as analogous

kinship

The status

conceived

as the analogue in the formal

of the structural

mode of another

and the affinal

contract
by it

are conceived

units

established

structural

as analogues of the state

significance

subelans

as units

of the units..
social
only

of the formal

since

marriage

contract

iso at the level

that

I

established

between the
The

modes.
establishes

it

is

is the means both of differentiating

it

system and the categories

and elementary

in distinguishing

to the marriage

the marriage
subelans

respective

and the contract

kinship

sexj, generation

meaning as referents
in reference

than that

while

of communication

between their

of marriage

thus no more and no less

as the analogue of the

of the wife

between the total

relationship

of

system of the originative

of commanication,

by the relation

contracted

of the husband is

The status

kinship

and that

unit

nature

between modes of communication

concept.

of commilnication,

to which

of husband and wife

relations

to the relation

units

transmissive

in the

by the unique

system as a relation

different

mode of a unit

and "wives"

of "husbands"

is also to be explained

between individuals.

are explained

lasts.

Cate! zories.

to Ego, comparable to the categories

in the Trobriand

of marriage

is

or not so long as the marriage

categories

subelan in relation

other

but once the marriage

contract;

as affines

No Formal OHusbandO and "Wife"

spouse's

to enter

representatives

members of the subelans have no choice as to whether

the remaining

contracted.,
they will

of their

dependent upon the decision

is ultimately

contract;
of social

family

kinship

of members

membership have

categories

and statuses

and at the same time the
Organisation.,

the means of

Ii
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establishing

is at the level

It
that

we may find

contractually

of its

between individual

For th e purpose o ff

between subelans

as fully

of one representative

of each subelan.

kinship

efficiently

it

as possible.,

by ensuring

that

Trobriand

resources

and by the system of preferred

existing
affinal

that

ma riages
marriages
relations

pre-existing

would duplicate

formal
explain

relation
the fact

polygyny
Section

the direction

reverse

to individuals

the marriage

rather

permit
The

as possible.
this

by limiting
contract

(and of course polyandry)
4, pp. 311 ff. ), whereby
of wifegiving

of marriages
existing

of

population

in

which establish

marriages,

The limitation

now

or repeat
of the use

than to categories

by these considerations,
contract

as efficiently

in any one marriage

have ceased to operate.

to Ego is conditioned
that

(v.

in favour

between subelanso

of the terms mwala and kwav

organisation.,

as circumstances

relationships

sororal

marriage

are inhibited

ones that

and affinal

of the subelan

subelans

of each subclan

to one of each sex., by prohibiting

r elation

marriage

system can be said to seek to achieve

the number of representatives

further

if

in

by the marriage

as many members of the living

as wide a spread of affinal

kinship

the affinal

established

Further

each subelan marry members of different
thus achieving

is

relation

of subelans..

as a mechanism of social

to use the available

is necessary

representatives

ormal interaction

is to be considered

is to operate

the marriage

that

organisation

of Obusbands" in one subelan and one of "wives"

not between a category
the oth er
.

of the fact

and

groups also.

as a mechanism of social

efficacy

the explanation

established

between the categories

interaction

them,, between local

ands through

of kinship

units

of formal

relationships

which

in
also

is phrased in terms of the

261+.

relation

between individualst

a formal

relationship

between total

In a way of course all
formal
it

of the Trobriand

relationships

is the Trobriand

kinship

as an analytical

and indeed,

of the system,

which is the degree in which the construct
logical

of the empirical

explanation

husband - wife
brother

and husband and wife
contract

9.

Appendix.. Diagram 5;

In the personal

in different

sense this

(MHaLa) of the sister

(luta)

(luta)for

so that

selfreciprocally,

who gardens for
Structurally

analogous

data.

it

cf.

refers

also

since

that
all

a consistent
aim the

between Wife's
to

are parties

(14).

The term is used

to Ego's wife's

between the statuses

kinship

system to that

of commini

of lub

of the kwava or luta
It

sister,.

with

of this

of

(kwava) brother

'I

her and Ego.

mode of one or the other

mode.

the

term is used by Ego male of the husband

the transmissive

transmissive

together

that

of the validity

also above.. pp. 1,40 ff.

units

of that

test

all

degrees.

of two different

between the statuses

at one level

does not invalidate

whom Ego gardens.

the relation

in the formal

is

In pursuance

and husband's

the marriage
LTJBO-

this

can be used to achieve

must be considered

relation

in the absence of historical

the ultimate

constructs

the usages and

system are as they are because

At the same time this

can be said about it.
explanation

kinship

system;

about the development

evidence

establishes

subclans.

is to say no more than that

this

it

as wholess although

not subelans

ion in relation

makes no difference

Cf. Malinowski., 1929., Cap. V. See. 3;

with

each other

The structural

unit.

or sister)

is explained

between the originative

is thus established
(wife

of lubou

through

modes
through

relation

the intermediacy

as the analogue
to the structural

Cap. VI., See. 6.

as

of the
relations

tl
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involved
to;
is

which of the units

thus Ego's status

their

relation

the

the one hand, and all
"brothers"

some contexts
as indicated
It

but in others
by the formal

Appendix.,

The use of this

In the personal

selfreciprocally
Structurally

to all

modes of different

subelan on

used in this

male affines

of Ego's

way in

type of lub

in a particular

or subelan membership,, as against

term corresponds

sense it

situation.

subclan
female affines.

units

mode.

of women to

relations

is used by Ego female of the wife

of Ego's husband's
the relation

in the affinal

Iý

Thus -

who gardens for

Ego and her husband.
(Mwala) sister

system of that

of comamnication

is also used

is

explained

as

between the transmissive

as related

relation

(kwava) of

for whom he gardens.

of ivat

with

modes of the two units

The structural

It

(luta)

between the statuses

kinship

between the originative
transmissive

of his

1ý

and all

of the wives of Ego and his own

involved

relationships

case.

husbands

to one or the other

may refer

husband

Diagram 5 (15).

the analogue in the formal

other

it

of lubou in those of men.

(luta)

Obrothers"

The term is in fact

to refer

10.

relation

mode belongs

and sister's

the

category

a single

on the other.

of generation

the brother

brother

women of Ego's generation

of all

irrespective

that

in

the subclan

is also used loosely

IVATA.

both wife's

with

includes

term

subelan Obrothers"

subelan

the transmissive

the same and the terms used are the same in either

structurally
Formally

of communication

e,ach other

through

by the

one or the

between the statuses

of

(15) Cf. Malinowskis 1929., PP- 434-435If Ego is understood to be female
the definition
of the term on p. 434 is correctp as is Diagram lp p. 435P
but Diagram 2 on that page is incorrect.

11
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is thus a consequence of the structural

Ivata

through

"sistersd

and all

the subelan "sistersu

of all

of one or the other

has the status

either

sister

a brother's

of either

wife

her male affines.

In all

she normally

rite

in relation

wife

or a husband's
to refer

stand
On

sister.
her

to all

the usage parallels

these respects

among males,. and may be regarded

of-lubou

is in practice

or of a brother's

hand Ego female may also use the term loosely

female as against

"sisters"

whom she terms Lyatap who similarly

in the ritual

participants

on the one hand.,

e. g. in a mortuary

type of ivata;

their

the wives and all

however Ego's status

contexts

of a husband's

to her in the relation

that

of one lubou

her
Ego
husbands
the
subelan
and
of
of

In most formal

on the other.

category

subelan "brothers"

Ego female's

subelan

the other

in a single

the term includes

Formally

to other

as the wife

of the other.

and sister

that

of the Lvatily

of one or the other

the status

between those of lubou

relation

on this

as patterned

relationship.
Marriage

as a structural

been explained
structure,

as the analogue of the state

in which the originative

communication
the other

with

unit.

that

to provide
originative
order

of another

their

modes of the units
the social

conceptual

of

mode of one or

relation

being

ion is to transmit,

of., comminication

concerned.

of

of communication

relation

in oomraini

part

the channel of transmission

to explain

the transmissive

modes concerned., their

since by definition

between units

mode of one unit, -is in a relation
through

has

organisation

of comimini cation

There is however no parallel

between the transmissive
indirect,

element or mechanism in social

of

between the

This distinction

meaning of the sexes in Trobriand

is formulated
kinship,,

and

in
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in so far

is valid

howevert marriage

organisation,

of two subelans;

atives

to be structurally
marriage
formal

kinship,,

for

of their

point

of social

of the spouses.

basis

rather

element of the structural

relation

sex is that

explained
it

regarded

as a necessary

as formally

the personal

19292 pp. 24 ff.,

members of the subelans

status

attribute

esp. p. 25.

husbands'

sisters

subelans.

Their

concomitant

than a basic

may

interaction

subclans.

incapable

of their
that

of originating

subelans;

the social

this

But cf.

is

not the originative,

as members of their
of rank., their

and

meaning of their

has shown (19)., although

As Malinowski

men, including

is

contract

RelationshiDs.

on the hypothesis

the same personal

is not of

to husbands and wives and

between their

as representatives

as individuals

(16)

between all

is the analogue of the transmissive,

mode of communication.

establishes

from another

of the marriage

of their

Male and Female Roles in Formal-Affinal

it

representatives*;

but also wives and their

is however to be regarded

in

significance

of the subelans

is thus not limited

as representatives

upon the

between the two men as representa-

of interaction

be said to interact

structurally

is that

the function

brothers..

interaction

organisation.,

of the two "official

husbands and wives'

receiving

its

But the interaction

Interaction

Womenare socially

of lubou may be said

relations

of the other,,

interaction

may be said that

the formal

the status

(sister)

reciprocal

to that

of view it

to provide

purposes

subelans.

course limited

between human represent-

in as much as they are conditional

the luta

of direct

As an element of social

aim.

interaction

involves

thus while

indirect.,

of one with

the basis
tives

may succeed in this

as it

formal

Austen 1940.

women have

subelans
role

as do

in subelan
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kinship
their
its

external

between the subelans

The formal

in

the

same way is

becoming foci

most apparent

of polygamy.

the

in

on by their

fact

male representasuch interact-

and receive
that

This as Malinowski

respects

in terms of which

relations

carried

they

cannot

exercise

I

their

showed precludes

as may men who have the attribute

sex does not prevent

their

of rank in other

privileges

is

organisation

of political

although

affinal

of women to originate

inability

the rank privilege

of rank,

of the formal

marriages.,

the interaction

tives.

with other subclans may be regarded as the provisions

relations

their

the role of the female members of a subelan in

Similarly

subclans.

through

ion

not the exercise,, of such status on behalf Of

is the transmission.,

women from enjoying

the personal

(17).
11,

Thus the ivata
of their

subelans

is the reciprocal

relation

affairs

of their

total

the sisters

does not involve

relationship

as does the lubou relationship,

of such men do necessarily

in such interaction
In practice.,

contract

women can and do exercise

conduct of the political

between their

in spite

represent

the subelans

negotiation
particularly

Ibid..,

with

it

that

influence

statuses
brothers.

"behind

the

to bring

they cannot formally

Thus, at the level

is not unknown for
one another

and their

and economic relations

in such interaction.

of marriages.,
friendly

of the fact

Nevertheless

of those of their

considerable

scenesO upon the actual

of the interests

concerned.

meet and interact,

are the female counterparts

subelans..

which essentially

between men as representatives
in the marriage

subelans

women in the conduct of the

girls

of the

'! ,
llflk
Jillil
II 'j

who happen to be

about the marriage

of one

p. 29.
4

46
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of them to the "brother"
to other

ma riages,

possible
as it

recognised,

women of strong

little

regarded

upon the personal

though of course no less

On the whole however
in political
except where

of the women themselves,

the interests

absorbing

influence

of the subelans,

interests

as "men's business"t

Similarly

political

interest

overt

and the conduct of the affairs

these impinge directly

different.,

considerable

attitudes

should be formally

to one another.

or husbands as Chiefs.

women take relatively

father's

their

friendship

their

that

becoming Ivata

brothers

their

by influencing

no doubt exert

character

relationships;

are still

in order

were in their

upon and through
the Trobriand

of the other,

of the women being

or important

in their

way than

those of the men.
The only
ritual

formally

important

and ceremonialq
death.

especially
play a part

the subelans.

connected with

On these occasions

which is

complementary

representation

when.. the mother moves into

brother

(pp. 241-242).

ceremonials;

but it

parallel
rite

as ivata.

those of men;

gifts.,

while

marriage

the household

of

of a mother or mother's
their

parts

the relation

women's mortuary

is significant

to reward them, as my informants

concerned

at the time of

in marriage

that

reciprocal

distributions

at the end of the main

of food for
put it,

dill

between the parties

women have no such continuing
rites

and

as women's concern,

primarily

of the subclan occurs

distribution

are

of the men as representatives

are regarded

At mortuary
but it

of birth,

the women of the oubelans

is only men who maintain

the men hold a special

subclan,

the life-crises

Both men and women play

in the annual harvest
relationship

of women in subelan relations

to that

Pregnancy and birth

in which the formal
birth

roles

for

the women of their
OhelpingO their

ii
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(18 - v. also

"brothers"

women are debarred
jural

from the active

the subelan in ritual

which afford

perhaps the clearest
between subclans

relationships
been indicated

that

Thus we may say in general
relationships

between total

the main part

in ritual

formal

From this

rites.

is to be considered
it

subclans;

if

of different

units.

incidental

as it

part
it

thought

as symbolised

to the formal

idiom

Cf. 14alinowski,

status

between the women
relations

between the total
of formal

T!

and

ritually

their

of reproduction.,
subelans;

relationships

the
thus
is
same order
of
and

1929., Caps. VI and VII.

as members

connected with

in the process

and apparent

as

members of their

interaction,,

may be in matters

relationship

of kinship,

their

and ritual

and raust be socially

interaction

in formal

were a consequence of the expression

in the cultural

(18)

role

symbolises

But their

important

transmissive

subelans

the

of men, necessary,

roles

the other

with

is

and in mortuary

gifts

one another

formal
degree
because
of
some
and
related

is

integrated,

not personally

of affinally

practically

with

also

and reinforces

of women in ceremonial

of the social

werep because women also interact

identified

of harvest

of view the part

as a reflection

of men, theirs

which symbolises

and ceremonial

point

conduct of the affinal.

the active

is the province

as in presentations

relationship,

of the men.

to that
while

subelans

is as has

them, the women's part

and within

ritest

of the formal

representation

ritual

from

indeed in mortuary

situations;

as subordinate

regarded

debarred

men are not similarly

representing

whereas

of the subelan in economic.,

representation

relationships,

and political

is to be noted also that

It

Chapter V).

it

is

and roles
as the formal
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relations

of parent

to one anotherp

have no reciprocal
to the role

subclans

with

as formal

roles

to ceremonial

husbands and wives having
providing

the basis

relation,

while

But

rites.

the significance

from the same viewpoint

female

of

the lubou

which establishes

is the incidental

between jvata

are

subclans

between individual$

relation

contract

towards

between the

interaction

affinal

the formal

of the marriage

that

and at mortuary

or

gift,

brother

of their

representatives

in the formal

between luboul

is that

but they

and so on;

of his wife's

exchanges at marriage

relationship

undertakingst

comparable to those of the harvest

obligations

and their

the essential

in personal

of birth

crisesp

of the husband as representative

her children,
restricted

life

to be friendly

expected

are generally

to be ready to help one another

in connection

especially

Ivata

and child.

to

counterpart

the male lubou relation.
The formal
view of social

organisation

ship between total
regulative
relations
reciprocal

basis

relation

subelans

the-status

it

contract

is

a formal

establishes

and their

of interaction

representatives,

"siblings"

terminologically

the complementary
and in their

the structural

relation-

which provides

the

In the status

of opposite

membership and roles

use of the terms lub

be taken as asserting
relations

and social

aspect being apparent

sex, the

opposition

in the individual

in the same elementary
by men and ivata

brothers

may be
of their
marriage

family.

by women may

the element of complementary

between husbands and wives'

of

reciprocal

between them in general.
and their

from the point

use of the terms kwava and MEala between husband and wife

The selfreciprocal
similarly

that

of husband and wife

said to assert
statuses.,

of the marriage

significance

reciprocity

on the one hand

in

272.
and between wives and husbands'
social

of their

opposition

marriage
family.,

contract.,
as well

opposition

The Marriage

as in

their

of their

is

the reciprocal

from the conceptual

to their

by the ma riage

formal

between units

performance

of services

of one kind

the former

the
reciprocal
g.
e.
for

personally

and the latter

observance

of mourning by the members of a widow's

their

representative

relationships
expressing

in turn

gardening

held for
relation

for

members is not conceived

as such;
and reinforcing

rather

relation,

etc.,

services

or the

the former;

or widower's

h

subelan and

of the dead

between the subalans and
as consisting

they are to be regarded

the formal

and

and her children

his wife

them by the subelan kin

of interaction

of course

as the reciprocal

as well

caring

The

as verbal,

economic and political

or another

members

of structure.

exchanges as well

of the members of the subclans

But the formal

system

and their

members includes

and their

on the part

brother.,

of subelans

relationships

of goods in reciprocal

distiAbutions

of Interaction.

would be used to

the term system of interaction

in the form of combined activities,

spouse.

contract.

in the concept of the system of communication.

interaction

the mortuary

differentiated

as the analogue in the kinship

conceived

between subalans

of husband and wife's

The social

subelans.

relates

statuses

system of communication

relation

both commanication.,

different

of

as the Basis of Formal RelationshiDs

was said that

affinal

and

in the terms of the

apparent

as established

communication

distinguish

formal

membership

interaction

Formal interaction

On p. 190 it

the structural

by which they cannot be members of the same elementary

Contract

of structural

being

statuses

or equivalence

in formal

roles

on the other,

sisters

in these reciprocal

as different

as is marriage

itself

ways of
as a
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relation

The formal
marriage

affinal.

as a state

of social

interaction

structural

of voluntary

social

relationship
so that

organisation.,

economic.. jural

personal

reasons only,

the motives
involves

for

the parties

interaction,

different

clans

affinally

related;

only

"affinesO

by clan kinship,

regarded

as the operational

interaction

so that
subunit

of the Trobriand

The marriage

contract

female representative

(19)

in so far

each other
formal

contirning

otherwise

members are possible

for

formally

"exist"

of social

subelans which formally

in so far

between their

relationships

point

All

of

as they are

as they may reckon one an ther
from this

it

once contracted

Indeed in a sense subelans

in general.

interaction
only

between their

or for

But whatever

these levels

at all

relations

a relation

and establishes

of their

permits

in reciprocal

I

by individuals

into

of them;

marriagep

as

of view the subelan may be

of the clan in the total

social

population.
is established

of two subelans

Cf. Leach., 1951, P. 52.

by the attachment

in a relation

fýý'

purposes of

see in the next Chapter.

of a particular

the

places

becomes also a political,

one or the other

or for

the contracting

contract

it

for

significance

and may be entered

contract.,

as we shall

is that

units
The

representatives.

of attachment

the ma riage

these kinds

reasons of all

individual

of general

and a ritual

between subclans; as total

attachment

is

kin,

of affinal

relations

reciprocal

of such a state

significance

by and expressed in the

established

and between their

in a formal

parties

itself.,

relation

and the prescribed

contract

conceived

for

(19).

between individuals

of a male and a

which also

involves

all

27L.

other

members of their

transferred
literal

in person to their

sense that

the part

marriage

husbands'

kinship

systemsj, especially

between kingroups,
as the Trobriand
the structural

mother's.,

between kingroups;

in so far
subelanss

except of course in the
on

of residence

would consist

in analogous

in a group of men., their
and their

male children

of both sexes,

The relation

,,
of formal

by the transference

would be corresponding
e. g. the *initial
as that

But in the Trobriand
and symbolised

by the relation

their

their

kinshipp

matrilineal

aspects
kinship

unmarried

Oýj

between such units

of the formal
would involve

would

and there

relationships;
the same

etc.
system the formal

affinal

to a male representative

ý0

chi ldren

is

relation

by the attachment. * not the transference.,

of one unit

of
of

wives and their

of women from one to the other,,

of formal

of personal

with

were# instead

analogous to the Trobri"

parentso

interaction

changes in other

situation'

female representative

together

wives

relation

modes of commIni-

from each other
unit

or

of womenp and

as it

of communicatioO,

In

of the same

units

in the transference

system being marked off

subelan would consist

be established

in such cases the affinal

as they may be structural

of

subelan.

women may be transferred

In such systems the structural

communication.

fatheriss

not their

might be found to consist

unit

as in the Trobriand

established

communicated or

a transference

patrilineal,

but grouped around the "state

personnel

subelans,

involves

normally

members of their

communicated personally

adult

of as being themselves

relationm-

subelan at the expense of membership of her own., and her children

course are fully

cation

affinal

But she does not become in any sense a member of her

of the wife.

husband's

in a reciprocal

subolans

Womenare not to be thought

ship.

other

respective

of another

of a
by a

J
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contract

of marriage

a sister

of the former

representatives

respective

(1yat
1) is of ritual
women
or jural,

political

significance,

than to exercise

their

ment.
harvest

gift

the point
pattern

establishes

The pattern

is not bound up with
The Structural

-and

The status

(but

not all)

casesp these roles

structural
explained

on the assumption

the lubou relationship
brother

in a particular

the manner of expressing

that

the formal

relationship.

the same structural

since

brother"

distinguished,

on

in most
nor

of the

Both these points

and structural

it

as lubou;

individuals

as such in the discussion

is the same whether
affinal,

roles

of "wife's

are not terminologically

concept of the system of communication.

or type

Wife-Givin-a.

of the Direction-of

by Ego towards different

distinguished

from

relations.

male combines two discernible

exercised

were they conceptually

or useful)

of social

husband* on the one hand and that

Although

in the annual

in any situation

are desirable

to any one aspect

Significances

of every adult

of "sisterts

the other.

Social

by the attach-

established

effective

relations

or limited

were.. rather

of the members of the subelans.

is potentially

in which formal

as it

system may be seen in the general

kinship

the interaction

of interaction

of relationship

that

for

economic,

but the essence of the relation

observances;

as

of women in marriage

), as symbolised

(lubo
the
of
men

and in other

role

the subelanso

is to attach

of view of the total
it

the formal

since

roles

between the two

than practical,

rather

in the relationship

rights

This is the role

in reciprocal

The relation

subelans.

and symbolic

between subelans

as a relation

of the latter,

and a brother

of their

but also

not only the husband and wife

which involves

significance

may be
of

Ego is the husband or the wife's
What may be said to vary is
mechanism in the formal

H
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of the total

reciprocal

relations

this

of view the roles

point

always that

and husband's

the same formal.,

the subelans

of the ivata

sister,

of wife

significances

and the lubou relationships

political

and harvest

(cf.

significances

of husband and wife's

of the marriage

husband's

formal

the brother's

relation

subelan kinship.
by the relation
organisation

with

the subelan

relation
sisters'

remain in their

(20)

his

his wife
is

sister

consists

prevents
sexual
mothers'

Cf. Malinowskil

structural

differential

economic and

is

for

in their
established

of social

and for

the continuity

of exogamy,, which in a sense is what
unit

the men from taking

families

The

the men of which are

successors.,

as a structural

capacities,

it

that

and conditional;

contractual.,

As a unit

in terms

positions

but is inherent

not,

of lubou is

their

between the

in the fact

contractual

in a population,

But in the interests

makes the subelan effective

they are not,

to the husband.

presentation

the relation

"sisters"

provided

acquiresspecific

respective

between the husband and wife.

of the kingroup.

in their

with

Similarly

dependent upon their

respect

and in their

the harvest

relationship

If

rank.

This may be seen symbolised

who gives

as

relationship,

difference

considerable

brother

contract.

is the brother

acquire

lubouy

See 4)-

There is of course nevertheless
roles

Ogivingd

gift

are alternative

relationship,

concerned are of equivalent

the direction

from

representatives;
brother

of husband and wife's

and complementary ways of expressing
are those of wife

and their

subelans

any active

or in their
of procreation

1929p pp. 72-73,171,

of social

children
(20).

Cap. VII,

organisation
or overt

the

interest

so long as they
Hence the men of

See. 6.

Z77.
a subelan are under the necessity
their
matters

contract

shing of their
role

over their

his

services

Ph-vsiological
It

formal

as her brother's

Stru2turally

is to be noted in this

indigenous

clinical

of kinship

denies

Sexual Life,

the father

purpose the coatroversy

propagated

According

to this

producing

a "clot"

otherwise,,
the baloma.
Malinowski
informants.,

child

or else was garbled
who maintained

that

this

"mission

and for

of actual

of the reproductive
of the world,

its

account
talk",

both accounts

to be possibly

enters

accurate'
indigenous.
blood,

by way of the head or

liquickeningu
either

to the

ignorance

of the menstrual

(baloma)

in

account

from the "scientifically
teachers

dogma

our present

held in many parts

and which proceeds to grow-after
that

for

the formal

Malinowski's

clear,

the semen acts as a coagulant

My suggestions

the

the natives'

given an account

beliefs

and other

which a spirit

The

as genitor.

sufficiently

by mission

of the brother.

of reproduction,

I was in fact

and at the same time diverges

since

whatever

by the attribution

with

capacities,

Irrelevant.

that..

6,
Sec.
makes this
esp.

in accordance

relinqui-

of sexaal access over the wife,,

and Socially

connection

raised

roles

representative.

any status

Kiriwin, qns is irrelevant.

accounts

The

powers., may be seen as a return

knowledge of the facts

Cap. VII,

process which is

rights

over her reproductive

Paternity

in

of the brothers'

reproductive

them on behalf

grbLnting to the busband of exclusive
rights

a delegation

sisters'

of the husband is to exercise

as against

of the brothers

to the husbandsp but not an outright

sisters

rights

in

their

of the women.

activities

may be said to involve

of their

as guardians

representatives

the reproductive

connected with

marriage

of securing

to act as the formal

own interest,,

sisters

husbands for

by the entry
that

contradicted

were stremously
were "true",

of
of

denied by my

but that

they were
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"different".

Malinowskils,

situations.,
to

in

e. g.

me was "women's

sisters

told

sexual

interest

It

matters

as they

in

the

is possible

of "Saxnial Life

mutually

of Savarrnnu, pp. xxi

or the other

in the matter

nor do I.

it

What matters

'Adoes not exist"

for

is that

a childish

hand can it

(21)

Cf. 1929, Cap. 1, See. 1.

be interpreted

since they relate

levels

of kinship

previous

to commit himself

one way

knowledge;

following

as the formal

formally

in any real

relationships,

rights

rights

is

sexes and
e. g. that

so., as Malinowski

as Renito

as compensation

his

kinship

known or not,

This being

of formal

edition

that

stated

in fact

to

to
what
-

of situation

in certain

of such non-existent

other

which though

in the same sense that

of the subelan,

cannot be interpreted
the relinquishing

or their

Foreword to the third

so far

whether

be said to be nonexistent

can be no question

father

clinical

at least

emphasised2 there

beliefs

- xxii. 4 expressly

paternity2

generations

gift

more than

logic,

and the formal

of Kiriwinan

between alternate

harvest

take

given

account

fathers

was what

contexts

he had not intended

concerned physical

the

as are the clan and subelan

however., in the Special

notwithstanding

generatio4may

it

indigenous

contradictory,

the personal

publications

like;

formal

in

valid

sex.

might have termed different

Malinowski

irrelevant;

is

enough to

became old

both are coexistent

might be termed otherwise

system is

that

are not so in terms of Kiriwinan

myths of origin,

precedent2

talkn,

and the

ownership

talk",

opposite

that

by European standards

relations.

land

of

was "men's

said,

and children's

children

what Malinowski

they

so that

j,
to the social

(21).

sense as material

the

Nor on the
compensation

279.

case of lubou of equivalent
more, and may be less,
sister's
for

off

given by the husband in turn

than that

of a harvest

the receipt

produce of his

rank the amount of garden produce received is no

own gardens,

gift

must be contributed

enterprises

of the subelan or village,

feed working

be stored

normally
is

parties

dependent for

its

cumulative
harvest

annial

householder;

longer

that

on behalf
for

Motives

its

the household

(22).

Thus despite

own productive

little
matter

(22)

of total

local

groups., the

economic advantage upon-the
upon the Chief,

since

by the possession

of living

average

he cannot materially

of wealthp

which he

value

16

of the harvest
than its

marriage

or economic standing;

means not a beginning
Malinowski's

legitimate

is rather

The Kiriwinan

economic significance.

to improve his material

although

to the Kiriwinan

gift

she be said to do so in order to obtain

activities,

efforts

of the community.

symbolic

marry in order

since

they cannot

MarriaRe.

The "real"
up with

or to help

distributions

e. g. mortuary

gift

than six months or so, and thereafter

confers

nor for

the

collective

or other

ceremonial

in the economic life

importance

enhance his own standard
controls

towards

needs on its

gift

of the harvest

as a proportion

Moreover however many yams he receives

etc.

its

no better

than he would be were he to retain

especially

he receives

to his own

head is thus materially

The average household

husband.

for in the

brother,

for the services rendered by the husband to the wife's

bound
does not

nor can he or

access to a sexual

partner.,

but a restriction

of legitimaie

sexual

show that

the restrictions

on a

accounts

Cf. Malinowski,
esp. 1935P Iv p - 193, dSocondary cropso of main
Ux).
Austen.,
1945,
garden),
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husband's

extramarital

activities

he limits

his partners

to unmarried

some latitude,
jealous

sexaally

in favour

by a man of a wife

and symbolised

for

both by their

Malinowskils
arbOt life

until

restricted

part

formal

adult

social

statement
he marries"
played

motive

in their

the children

pressure
(25).

upon them for

their

0...

significant

a status

have,, and this

for

life

of personal,

them than for

marriage

a psychological,

as against

in return

families
formal.,

Cap. IV. Sec 1, esp. p. 68; 1935,1.,
1935,1,

for

pp. 201-202.

too

claims

the care

of procreation,
children

to bring

need by both

individual

pp. 202-203.

a

(not a genito

father

to establish

of

As strong

men.

who delay

parents'

in

as men, but the

brothers

in order

gift.

status

also may influence

as against

Cf. Malinowski., 1929- P- 170 ff-P

by

established

1929j, p. 97ff

(2-4) Ibid.

is only

may make the attainment

care in the old age of the parents

- course the possession

it

has no full

women as well

own sakes upon sisters

in their

that

of the ann3al harvest

the Trobriander

for

The basic

by marriage.

husband
by
ivata,
of
and
a
woman
,

receipt

(24) holds

or own children,

bestowed upon the children

(25)

that

There is also a social,
personal

adults,

and lub
joint

may lose

Thus the individual

case may be the need of a social

they will

to bear for

sexes for

(23)

as full

by women in public

less

status

provided

also may have

a wife

may be seen in the fact

of marriage

the possession

long

(23).

or economically

persons who count formally

married

for

In practice

girls.

husband, or to shame him publicly

sanction

enforced,

she does not behave in such a way as to enrage a

provided

as much as he or she gains
social

are not always strictly

and of

is in itself

1
ý1:
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an index of adult
for

motives
formal

status

may be considered

ma riage

Trobriand

kinship

found in all

motives

in the Trobtiands
settled

domestic

motives

affect

sanction

in favour

point

its

of the married

significance

of view,

of organising

wife

hand his

in the total

formal

interaction

marriage

From this

point

point

status.,

political

fully

in virtue

activities;

to and differs

their

status

to their
with

from that

the spouse, i. e. tuwa and bwada.

This may be called

terms., as against

the subelan;

their

use within

the terms are used reciprocally

but on the
a

in a particular

status

status

as fathers
as husbands.

the spouse's
with

Usiblingso

the spouse in

Ego uses towards them the same terms that

significance.

the individuaIý,

man stems from having

of his

of view also Ego's relations

From this

serve the purposes

and groups,

in social

or other, ý',

is bound

and this
system.

kinship

and affinal

a

is to be seen in its

and social

of view to be incidental

of the same sex is incidental
formal

kinship

and in the case of men at least

contract,

appears from this

adult

for

but the ultimate

individuals

full

Thus

and indeed may affect

partners.,

to do so as a married

or husband and lubou or ivata

the desire

and specific

between individuals

participate

01fier capacity

for

of other

or interpreted.

as an institution;

state

in as much as marriage

who is not marriedcannot
other

of marriage

as the means of attaining

significance
up with

choices

of the

as husband and wife

attachments.,
factors

personality

toward marriage

attitudes

the operation

structured

romantic

These

marriage.

characteristic

between individuals

as elsewhere.,

individual

with

associated

to some extent

is socially

relation

existence,

is

and do not exclude

system,

relationships

however the marriage

individuals'

in as much as it

the affinal

whereas within

are used by
use of these
the subclan

between members of the same generation

and

!HWIý
ýý,
Iý

282.
they are used reciprocally

sex., among affines
generation
11.

but of opposite

Affinal

Ego's

sex.

Tuwa and Bwada.

In the personal
spouse's

between members of the same

Diagram 5 (26).

Appendix,

between Ego and

sense the terms are used reciprocally
"siblings

personal

same sex"

of

between Ego and the spouses of Ego's personal

(luta)

on the

one hand,

and

(luta)
of same sexO

"siblings

on the other.
Structurally
is

the

the

same as that

between

relation

between

the

usages 7 and 8, pp. 259 ff),
of the status

of subclan

In the formal
same individuals
of same sex! 1;
subclan

the

and bwada

(mwala

and wife

and kwava,,,

and social

equivalence

kin of the same sex and generation.

sense, Ego uses these terms in the same way and to the
as does Ego's spouse or the spouse of Ego's

subelan

"sibling-

on the one hand Ego terms both his or her own and his or her

tuwa and bwada's spouses "siblings

and on the other

"siblings

tuwa

affinal

of the structural

of same sexý' by the same terms as

the spouses use to them, or Ego uses to his
sex".

of

of husband

statuses

in virtue

statuses

the spouses'

of same sex'sR

Osiblings

or her subelan

tuwa ahd she terms him bwada;
bwada and she both her elder

formal

elder

brother

he terms his
sister

of same

of same sex" and Ego's

spouses term Ego by the appropriate

Thus Ego male terms both his

"siblings

and the latter's

reciprocal.

and the latter's

spouse's

formal

subelan

spouse

younger

sister

spouse tuwa reciprocally

and so on.
The Social

Identification

Structurally
(26)

of Swuses.

the statuses of Ego's and his or her siblings

Cf. r1alinowski 1929t pp. 434,435

and 4/+8.

of the same

283.

spouses and their

sex's

or transmissive

of originative

of the same sex are the same, as analogues

siblings

modes of other

relation

to Ego's status

That is,

Ego may be said terminologically

herself

with

the siblings.

that

roles

formally

the same "socialn

of biological

significance

subclan
(pp.

256-258).

Conceptually,

of the same formal

of biological

therefore,,

sex,, marriage

disapproval

Ego's

siblings

imply

anjf element of opposition

Ego's

siblings

of the same sex.

their

will

explain

Ego with

spouses,

in the formal
In discussing

occurrence

of later

within

marriages

sibling

later.

or her spousep and

the usage may be said to

status

relation

of Ego and

the relationships

the same sex and generation

or earlier

usage i'll

structurally

discussed

his

tuwa and bwada (usage 2, pp. 232 ff. ) the terrainolo.
gical
seniority

and opposition

or her spouse's

which is further

socially

of the same sex with

and in the

in as much as they are by this

and this

of such ma riages.,

At the same time in identifying

relative

siblings

as between

equivalence

between Ego and his

of

of the social

reversal

characteristics

of social

of the same sex would be inappropriate,
the social

as being

to one another's

a formal

of
but it

of husbands and wives;

sex in relation

kin as expressive

and affinal

or confusion

sex, as in the case of the "male wife"..

of the interpretation

reversal

of the

of the same sex

any identification

The usage thus implies

him- or

siblings

Ego and his or her spouse are regarded

or ustructural"

of the same sex.

to identify

or her siblings

and characteristics

mode.

or originative

to the latter's

the spouses of his

This does not imply

the psychobiological
does imply

and formally

his or her spouse in relation

in

of communication,

as the analogue of a transmissive

same sexp and to identify
with

units

distinction

was referred

of subelan
of
to the

among them and the conseq uent

J
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structurally

significant

may now be traced

otherwise

subelan and generation

their

although

from the viewpoint

subclans

ii'@@ani iigalw w4blifigs

Ego's generation

se'

their

of all

has unique

of their

the statuses

of all

his

generation

and formal.,

personal

himself

formal

being

and his total

spouses,

as lubo

as a formal
affinal

rather

subclanj

undertake

sofar

relationships

is

or ivata)

contingent

relationships

the absence in formal

concernedý

willst

which are the same as those through

and his

own

both

whereas the

in others'

to what extent

marriage

relationships

of the subelan in its
to fulfil

unique

through

involuntary,

although

corporate

responsibilities

is not the presence

between Ego and the affines
relationships

automatic-

in consequence of the marriages

upon his will

But what makes Ego's marriage

formal

upon his willp

as Ego is

roles

both

ensue from it

that

are conditional

specific
(lubou

representative

as a member.
different

or her subelan;

upon Ego's but upon others'

Ego may personally

roles,

members of his
relationships

affinal

members of

which do not follow

and formal

members of

of view his or her own

to individuals

members of the subelan are,

conditior4not

or ivata,

him in specific

involves

in which Ego is involved

relationships

of other

of other

and the personal

marriage,

it

in relation

from the marriages

ally

for

in two respects;

total

to the members of the corresponding

not shared by those of the other

significances

For

spouses.

relations

tuwa or bwada as the case may be, yet from Ego's point
marriage

their

with

affinal

are the same in relation

of the subelans

generation

as male members of the same

identification

of the formal

This in turn

positions.

were2 of an element of formal

statuses

equivalent

through

social

as it

to the introduction,

in their

opposition

in their

difference

concerned,

the marriages

Ego's own marriage,

of a

but

of others,

of the specific

285.
reciprocal

with individual

relationships

of procreation

membersof the same elementary family

from Ego's own marriage.

which result

Incest Taboos and Suvasova.
As Malinowski reportedý there is a taboo on sexual intercourse
of spouses and the spouses of siblings

siblings

them is socially

disapproved.

(Z7), and marriage between
polygyny or fraternal

There is thus no sororal

is structurally

and the absence of the former particularly

polyandry,

explained by the unique significance

of the marriage contract

and the consequent formal identification

with the

as discussed,

of spouses apparent in the affinal

tuwa-bwada usage., whereby the spouses become of the same Osocial sex" and
as a social

marriage

inappropriate.

This explains

or levirate..

sororate

absence of sororal
significance
There it

polygyny

was suggested that

resources,

since
marriage

in particular

and from this
personnel

and material

establish

other

affinal

from the viewpoint

organisation

relation

exploitation

sororal
resources
relations

of each.

is

is advantageous

fully

subelan's

established

There is thus as it
of existing

might result

which otherwise

of the

of the corporate

by the duplication
polygyny

the

(pp. 2&%-263) also apply here.

between subelans

between representatives

viewpoint

adduced in discussing

the absence of such practices

of the efficient
a formal

the absence of any automatic

the same considerations

to be gained structurally

nothing

conceptually

in social

of marriage

from the viewpoint

a single

while

formally

between them is consequently

contract

by
were

marriages,

in a waste of subclan

might have been used to

where none previously

existed.
BS

(Z7)

1929., pp. 384t 4232 425.
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The taboo between husband or wife
sex is to be regarded

as of the same order

between father

intercourse

as that
).

pp. 116 ff.

case., and, as 14alinowski

of the same

sibling

of significance

(cf.

and daughter

in either

marriage

precludes

and the spouse's

on sexual

No rule

of exogamy

breach of these

said,

taboos does not count as suvasova.. a term which he took to denote $breach of
exogamy" and any degree of "clan
said to mean sexual

intercourse

family.

thus suvasova may or may not be "incestuous"

intercourse

Summarising various

intercourse

by supernatural

auvasovas but it

intrigues

while

of their
affinal

total
relations

existing

marriage

(28)

father

or father's

of her mother and father;

would duplicate
Ibid,

and would to this

between the individuals

a formal

with

affinal

pp. 447-449.

the affinal

is not sanctioned
there

of,

but it

relationships

social

explanation
affines

also duplicate

proposing

to marry.

relationships

members

the existing
A girl's

soný would duplicate
of a man with
already

may

whose

between other

extent

that

does

Whatever psychological

between formal

sister's

are several

in the form of polygamy

tabooss their

in relationships

existing

subelans.,

marriage

sister

occurrence

03. Sexual

is not a form of

sister

disapproved
(28).

it

bad;

whether

strongly

of these

either

would duplicate

marriages

is

sisters

a wife's

marriage.,

are not infrequent"

bases might be found for
be found in their

bad;

with

elementary

wrbte
;

mvasov

to be extremely

is felt

considered

a deceased wife's

occurs

is not called

and 05- Intercourse
is

11alinowski

sexual offences,

it

penalties;

cases on record8;

or with

between members of a single

the own daughter

with

a member of Ego's own exogamous groups

with

i. e. clan or of cours6 subelan;
in the sense of sexual

the term can be

More precisely

incest1m.

the

his wife's

established

by his

287.
first

marriage.
accounts show that the force of the different

Malinowski's

taboos varies.

The term incest is here reserved to denote sexual intercourse
the psychological

contravenes

of members of the sane elementary

interaction
Incest

in this

may be taken as primary

to be incestuous

husband and wife's
of the latter
by incest
that

with

with

that

marriage,

as well

the sexual

socially.,

rights,

act may appear to acquire
Thus the father

intercourse

is regarded

because it

as against

psychologically.,

identified

where marriage
would duplicate

existing

from social
as less

marriages.

contract

cover sexaal

circumstances

sibling

disapproval

desirable

on the

or equated socially

of the marriage

spouse - spouse's

as arising

between the formal

intercourse

some of the significance

sex taboos may be regarded

in the 3)sycholo-

would be incestuous

under the appropriate

daughter,
-

so

or own kinsman of the

act is to some extent

so that

kint

personal

between one or other

obtains

in as much as the terms of the marriage

as other

itself.

identification

But taboos on sextial

concerned may be explained

hypothesis

comparable to those evoked

reactions

concerned are "closeO

whom intercourse

sense indicated.

Cases of intercourse

brother.

to the sexual act and a personal

degree,

be

between

intercourse

less

still

and husband's

or wife

some degree of psychological

gical

sense,

proper where the individuals

forbidden

kin

sister

in this

type may arouse emotional

of the partners

maladjustment.

of neurotic

evidence

between members of exogamous groups as such can hardly

Sexual intercourse
considered

).
ff.
144
pp.

(cf.

family

in which the term is used by most

sense, which is that

psychologists,

from the personal

resulting

conditioning

which

the sexual
contract

of the same
of sexual

than in other

This social

cases,

explanation

u

288.

also the psychological

supplements

put forward

already

Inheritance-of

in Chapter II,

intercourse

between men and their

The former

as it

involves

in the act it

effect

is

is not subject

adultery

subject

that

Chiefs

may be succeeded by his

formal

my informants

that

indicated

The only records
the same subelan,

or traditions
let

their

there

is in fact

of polygamists

alone personal

ment marriages,

whereby a dead wife

of her subelan.

The replacement

on of the old contract
himself

in order

affinal

but the conclusion
wife

of the subelans

(29)
(30)

Malinowski
1929, Cap. V. See. 2.
.,
Ibid.,
Pw 114P 115-116.

(31)

Cf- MalinOwski,

1929,, p. 112.

no levirate

of

to the

since a Chief
Discussion

or sororate

with

as such.

more than one woman from`ý

marrying

are of cases of replace-

is replaced

by a young woman
to the Chief

and although

the

they yet mark not a contimatiIf

of a new one.
may be married

to postpone the likelihood

relations

(bwada) (30).

her predecessor,

may be exiguous,

an old man the replacement

designate,
formal

wife

wives,

(kayma-gul ) is married

the ending of his mourning for

exchanges marking the marriage

made by Malinowski

or own sisters,
of a Chief

one of the partners
The disapproval

predecessors'

younger brother

strongly

as such, but in

sanctions

sanctions.

statements

other

is

sisters

by
29)
least
at
-

to the appropriate

tend to inherit

wives'

to formal

(ka-vlasi

may appear to contradict

soon after

4, esp. pp. 1/+2-1/+7.

summary quoted on page 283 shows, both sexual

and marriage

disapproved.

marriage

Section

taboo

- sister

Wives.

Thus, as Malinowski's

so far

of the brother

consideration

to his

of another

concerned

(3l)-

the Chief

is

successor

interruption

in the

289.
Similarly

successor may marry those of his predecessor's wives

a Chief's

to be given younger womenfrom their

who are young,, but is more likely
if

subclans

If

any are available.

of the old Chief

by courtesy;

is a sister's

the successor

if

such women whom he did not marry might stay on in the village
ina, (mother - JgUls
other

widows,

would

own subelans'
Chief's
contracts
his

entered

own affinal

closely

takes
into

by him in virtue

to his

no question

widow inheritance

In the personal
family

elementary
household

his wife's

own.

A

must build

ma riages

up
so

group.. i. e.

political

Except in the case of Chiefs

cluster.

of replacement

their

and owning subelans

aý,single

own as,,ýconstitute

Latu.

kind,,

of this

still

less

there
of

of procreation

the husband of the woman in whose

Ego is reared,,

the children

of procreation.,

unless

unless

(or clan).

this

happens to be the

The reciprocal

whom Ego male rears

as members of

they are adopted members of his

own

subclan.
Structurally

(32) 1,ialinowski
445 ff-

is

Appendix,, Diagram 6 (32)

sense tama designates

then designates
family

the now Chief

beyond the range villages

to

but not the affinal

position,

of it;

of a male member of Ego's subelan

latu

or perhaps

like

as such.

Tana and affinal

affinal.

over his predecessor's

son,, any

perhaps they,

daughterp

a married

with

the Chief Ia village

normally

12.

live

But more often

as

as his affinal

where they might be given houses of their

alliances

related

basically

go to

villages

successor

usage 13).

wife.,

wives

and be termed and regarded

may stay on in his village

wives of the successor

is a younger brothers

the successor

the relation

between the statuses

1929, esp. Cap. VII,

Sees. 3,4

of tama and affinal

latu

and 6., and pp. 384,434,435

1

290.

is indirect,

being the analogue of that

and the latent

mode of another unit
through

of cozLmmication

all

of communication

of the latent

which is that

male members of the same and the proximal

the husbands of women of the first
latu

similarly

designates

both proximal

generations

designate

males,

all

all

children

of his

"childrenO

of all

Derivative

Nature of the formal

The formal
wife

(mwala

brother

- wife's

The close

relations.

emotional

in their

In relation

to tama the formal

derives

relations

from her social

with

and mother - child

latu)
-

bonds between tama and personal

latu

give rise

significance
with

of the status
her ina,

his kada, tama's

to be socially

identified,

in one sense, with

selfreciprocal

use of this

term stressing

of the formal

called

"the

lubou relationship

paradoxical

state

tama's

of affairs"

wife,

of latu

as members of

brother

the complementary
sister's

is most apparent
whereby it

that

however he may be said

his wife's

in his

aspect.
female

of latu

brother.,

wife's

From Ego's Viewpoint

as his male representative

aspect

in the formal

which are not inherent

corporate

relationship)

from those of the husband-

derives

relation

the same total

group.

the

(ina

equivalence

male from his equivalence

and latu

subelans,

of Ego's subelan.

lubou)
kwava
-

to elements

sense tama may

Tama-Latu Relation.

of this

significance

of "fathers'"

and

men of Ego's and

wives of all

females,

males., as against

category

of Ego's subelan,

but in a wider

subelan;

uti

of the subelans of

generation

of all

females,

as against

in a single

generations

ascending

\I

and the transmissive

mode.

sense the term tama includes

formal

\\\

mode of one

which are in a relation

mode of the first

the originative

mode of the second unit,
In the strict

between the originative

(lubou,

aspect

household.

the

of this
This

in what Kalinowski

is the father

who is

.1

5s

"of

w

291.

the girl's

all

below Cap.

his

V Sec. 1).

brother,

wife's

her children's
of his

affinal,

corporate

biologically

of her brother

the formal

from the marriage

viewpoint

differentiated

of the child's

with

in the socially

between structural

established

being apparent

relation
Similarly

in their

units,

in their

the complementary

is apparent

mother.

roles

use of the terms asserts

oPposition

in their

status

the child,

of the children

identity

of spouses,

as discussed

pp. 282 ff.

Malinowski.,

1929, p. 72.

their

roles

of the

significance
relations

are

aspect

of their

in the elementary

social

family-

between tama and latR

relation

in the elementary

family,,

the element of social

may be interpreted

The use of

but also as asserting

the complementary

relations.

and child

not only as recognising

aspect of the formal

reciprocal

parents

arrange

the male from the female

attributed

reciprocal

reciprocal

(33)

between father

between the sexes as the means whereby formal

relation

to

affairsp

and

as the male representative

relation

be interpreted

relations

the element of opposition

usage,

domestic

private

to his

major duties

between himself

relation

terms tama and ina which distinguish

may from this

parent

her

and V.

subelan.

seen that

resulting

the distinct

on behalf

marriage

sister's

in

personally

We have already
is

is of course one of the tama's

It

who cannot because of the respect

intervene

sister

)" (33;

he is not reckoned as her kinsman (vevol

legally

although

the person who has most to say about her marriage,

family,,

and the

and structural

The use of the same term latu, by both
as an assertion

in connection

with

of the social

the affinal

tuwa-bwada

292.
of the term tama to the male members of the mother's

In the extension
husband's

subelan may be seen an expression

and the social

(affinal

the next usage to be discussed

of the female members.

equivalence

husbands.. their

mothers'

sons,, i. e. tamals

(not affinal)

subclan

generations

use of the term kada asserts

these three

generations

equivalence

in the external

all

the other

affinal

that

of their

Formal Status

we saw that

subelan

significances

internal

relationships

use towards the affines

others

which are analogues
generation
termed

of passive

of the affines'
-jat_u-

Turning

of the sexes

with

of active

A,j

than from
each other.
Subclans.

of Affines'

and lub

tuwa and bwada

of Ego's generation

in the structure

are analogues

subelanp as

Ego's subelan., rather

with

the terms mwala and kwava. ivata

statuses

and structuralt

of view of their

from the point

and Descending Generations

to Ego's status

collectively

the formal

social

of the total

of Ascending

relation

descending

their

relationships

relation

the merging of

of the subelan;

structuring

affinal.

of the proximal

equivalence

in their

these terms distinguish

These

the selfreciprocal

usages reflect

in their

and sisters'

of the same subclan,, while

significance

In analysing

Ego's subelan

strictly

of males of the

the relative

in the tama usage reflects

in the external

significance

the social

asserts

brothers

mothers'

subclans;

statuses

in the affines'

and generations

to other

tuwa and bwada and kada.

the social

in the internal

generations,

similarly

The term includes

subelan brothers.,

usages as we have seen distinguish
same and proximal

tabu)

of the subelan

unity

male members in relation

of its

equivalence

of the social

and subclan

of the subelan which in
modes of co=Mnication

modes., as e. g. the status

from

of the

subelan where the members are
again

to

Diagram

2 the

brackets

ý as

ý

alongside
0
It

293.
symbols B indicate

the generation

which shows the unit
of kinship

unit

of communication

in its

affinal

used by Ego to affines
B3

lub

of his own generations

social

sexes of the ascending

"post

the statuses
of unit

of the spouse's

in relation

status

generations
adultO

social

to that

status

(P. 19,t).
status

of all

But the strict

of all

Similarly

quiescent
are treated
generation

In the

of the sexes are thus

A. and have distinct
distinguished.

The

subelan are however

That is,

mode of com=nication.

(of.

subclan

of the females

from that

the collective

of the female members of *fathers'"

subelans. 0 and distinguishes

tabu (usage 15.9 p. J06

ff).

subalans.

and the two

their

of the women and of both sexes in the alternate

who are aU counted as affinal

the

the

sense to distinguish

use of the term merges the men of the fathers'

from that

as

301ff).
pp

the term tama may be used to distinguish

of their

ýd

as though they were a

terminologically

males of the wife's

the male from that

pro; dmal generations
status

generation

of Ego may thus be explained

The term lubou may however be used in a wider
collective

to generation

in the usages

they are terminologically

generations

the analogue of the passive

single

which corresponds

merged in the Yawa.usage., which also merges the generationso

whose collective

two ascending

In the terms

units.

other

terminologically

modes of comm3nication

meanings as such so that

terminologically

to the subclan as a single

of the sexes in the corresponding

to which these terms refer
of active

Ap

tulra and hjLa&a., and of course mwala or kwava.

affinal

relationships
analogues

with

subelan are differentiated

ivata.,
.

of commini cation

corresponding

relationships

of the diagram., the statuses

of the affines'

of the unit

in B as analogues

and sexes represented

the generations

ways of grouping

potential

collective
es

generationsi.

This strict

fl

294.v
usage of the term may be said to treat
of his

generations

that

subelan

is the analogue of the active

a status

that

the sexes as analogues

affinal
Ego's

of the two active

only theequivalent

subelan contemporaries

is terminologically

treated

related

subelan

so that

the sexes are distinguished

etc.

usages, while

merged in the ySML, affinal

latu

subelan however the strict
also

the two proximal

socially

adult

mind that

generations

in the marriages
are in a structurally

specific

reciprocal

generations

relations

as formal

generations

established

involve

subelans

the carrying

representatives

As applied

of the total

the tama usage,

but

if

it

is borne in

Ego's and his affines'
with

actual

or potential

of the total

indirect,
or potential

subclans;

of other

status

relations

with

and do not in
reciprocal

roles

subclans.

by Ego male to children

usage may also., like

of Ego's

generation

the marriages

are structurally
out of actual

relations

subelan as a single

interaction

through

ivata

not only the corresponding

relationship

in the affinal

status.,

they are

In the affinal

of the affines'

direct

adult

in the lubou,

it

of Ego's subelan however Ego's generation's

members of the other
themselves

usage treats

of his own generation

statuses

in the affinal

and descending

a social

This can best be understood

generation.

roles

within

of

in the affinally

generation

and tabu usages.

formal

so

of the generation

of members of the ascending

by the marriages

established

generation

Thus in the

subelan.

as having

formally

in the ascending

social

modes are terminologically

the marriages

through

established

"adultI2

modes of commilnication,

of the father's

in these generations

relationships

and the proximal

a single

as constituting

with

distinguished

the father's

of his male kada the affinal

sometimes designate

the collective

latu
status

295.
males of the subelans of the kada's wives

of all

designates only membersof their
wife's

terminological
generations

p. 292, be interpreted
status relations

equivalence as a memberof his own subelan with its
use of the terms tama and latu may, as we saw on

as asserting

of "fathersn

the element of opposition

and IchildreO.

in the formal

But the term is also applied

kin other than those to whomEgo counts as formal tama.

have seen Ego terms the children

of his subelan kada as his children

and he may extend the sameusage to children
category

usages., merges in a single

other affinal

and a number of subelans who stand in the same formal relationship

The reciprocal

to affinal

use

category membersof both sexes, many or all

and social

to Ego through his social
members.

strict

subclans of the generation of the kada's

This usage., like

children.

but its

kada as his

not as members of his

affines,,

kada usage is associated

of persons who fall

with

the use towards

(Usage
have
3. p. 237 ff. ) denotes
as we
seen
the first

ascending

of Ego's

generation

into the

of the term

in subelan kinship

subelan,

as well

also;

This affinal

subelan.

affines

As we

:d

which

JIM,
the women of

as his personal

"mother".
13.

Affinal

There are two types
generation

Diagram 6 of Appendix.

Ina and Kada.

from that

of affinal,

of Ego;

the first

and the second the wives of his
the term ina classes
different

subclans.,

into

in the first

ascending
formal

"fathers".

case this

usage of

are the wives of his

subelan kada.

a single

but there

"mothers"

(34).

formal

In either

category

is a significant

9

women of a number of

difference

between them in that
I

(34)

These usages are noted by Malinowski,
are not discussed by him.

es 1ý

1929, Diagram 1, P. 435, but they
N
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Omothers" are the affines

in sense 1, Ego's affinal

formal
Ego's
the
of
wives
are

the husbands of Ego's

themselves
are direct
structural
subelan,

affines
status

and formal

and have no specific
in sofar

of their

and the children
subclans

by Ego and his
v

roles

in its

brothers

have specific
of Ego's

relationships

and are termed yawa.

of the terminology
their

at all,
of subclan

mothers and other members

lutaý
bwada
tuwa,
or
as

be classed

of

in virtue

is involved

relationship

ina,

affines

relations

affinal

extension

of such affinal

may similarly

subelan

In sense 2. the women

marriagesp

as a social

as kada by a logical

they are classed

of men who are

sense 1 are not direct

of Ego's ina in affinal

relationship;

kinship,

roles

in the affinal

though not in Ego's generation's

subclan

of this

"mothersO.

their
kada,,
and
subelan

of Ego's

But the brothers
Ego's

subelan

of the brothers

is

that

fathers,

i. e. they

of affines;

tabu etc.

contemporaries.

iLigi of type 1 may become E,go's mother in the personal sense
11.,
%
(of.
Caphe is adopted by a brother of his father in early childhood
An affinal

if

Section
affinal

t;

girls

are never adopted by their

ina of type 2 may become the personal

the case of "adoption"
or mother's

ina of either

relation

type is

to the relation

or an

mother of Ego of either

in the household

between the statuses

of,

sex in

a subelan kada,

transmissive
is

established

of the latent

those
Ego
of affinal
and
of
case, being analogous

in one sense the same in either

between the latent

and the active

that

brothers);

brother.

The structural

the relation

by, or upbringing

fathers'

(through

passive

mode of another
through

mode of one unit
unit.

the originative

the status

of communication

But whereas in type 2
mode of the same unit

of Zgo's kada),

in type 1 the

as

till
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latent
that
the
than
belongs
to
involved
unit
of
another
mode

originative

the transmissive

modes

that is the analogous statuses involved are those of

Ego as a memberof his subelan - father
brother's

Ego's subclan - father's

brother

as affines

of father's

subclan.

and father's

wife as affine

men whomEgo terms tama

other than womenof Ego's own subclan or clan., of all

all

this

one at least

subelans

ascending
include

usage includes

in the widest

in the widest

sense the wives of all

Affinal

sense the wives of all

type 1.

of Ego's mothers'

brothers'

are classed

).

Affinal_lna

Father's

ds formal

Affinal

subclan,

of the subelans
ina.

the relation

subelan mothers)

affinal

Such an indirect
rights

or other

relation

and obligations

of one or other

does not of itself
upon Ego's and his

v,

male members

are also classed

of such an affinal
that

By

fathers.

of an usage is however possible

of each with

of Ego's

generation

(the brothers

between Ego's subelan and that

fathers.

reciprocal

ascending

fathers

to Ego's

extension

consequent upon the relation
formal

formal

of men married

Such a logical

: 11

of the use

extension

"mothersN whose husbands are Ego's formal

analogy the wives of other

of

not as kada but as -yawa

as a logical

of the term towards the women of the first
formal

ina (mothers)

Ilifes,

ina usage 1 is to be regarded

his

of his

ina type 2 (i. e. the brothers

of affinal

(usage 1-1+,pp. 30.tff.

'

men whom Ego terms kadaý not

But the brothers
wives)

I

ina of the second type

only kada in his own subelan., but also the brothers
affinal

men of

to a woman of the first

of whose members is married

of Ego's
subelan.
Q

generation

of

the wives,

type include all

ina of the first

In the formal sense affinal

(father);

or

as

only because
ina is
of Ego's
impose

affinal

mother's
01
It ý0
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whose members have no specific

subelans,

But Ego is likely

as affines.
with

many such "mothers",

will

and Ego's personal

be similar

to.,

father

mother,
consistent
though

though

Ego's

in

the

between

The logical

absence

his

luta

extension

playgroup

significant

conditioning

children.

But,

belongs
will

of

factors

Ina

his
is

own
thus

affines,

affinal

or clan

does not end with

their

children

in the personality

and

ina are in many cases

affinal

"mothers"

in Chapter

id

be termed tabu. . tuwa or

of his upbringing;
these

with

II.,

it

and their
pp. D42 ff.,

development

will

be

children

in

as possibly
of Kiriwinan

the use of the terms in these relationships

the existence

concerned.

brothers.,

of-these

in the village

were indicated,

If

of significant

the wife

formal

of a formal

father

to the same clan as does Ego, then she and the rest

be Ego's clan kin,

term

husbands

who are termed kada

brothers,

who may2 on occasion,

as has been said,

between the subclans

with

subelan's

relation

also their

The children

involve

of the

of the usages of subelan kinship

relationships

the village

wives and

subelans.

subelans

members of Ego's playgroup
Ego's

direct

their

relationship

fathers'

his

with

mothers and mothers'

as the case may be.

does not in itself

extension

but includes

noted.. their

that

This

logical

Here there

village.
with

of

these women and their

with

as,, his

another

and their

members of their

recalled

of

subclan's

so intensive

relationship

the women concerned,
as already

not

relationships

the normal pattern

in residence

relationship

and siblings.

with

only

kinship

other

father's

personal

be a number of men of the subclan

children,
will

in his

and live

residence

follow

each other

with

to have personal

as a child
his parents

if

in relation

status

and as such the same terms will

relationships
of Ego

of her subclan

apply to her and them

Is

V,
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as would be extended to them on the basis

the use of the terms would then have formal

father:

not of the indirect
father's

Ego's

relationship

other

than

hand,

Ego's.,

the

In

own subelan.

subelans

would

Ego and the

subelan

and one if

determine

case the

the

"mother's"

formal

and "child".

and "brothers"

of reference

in his interaction

he was brought
Affinal

(cf.
up

their

and "sisters",
with

SectionS

Ina as Mother's

status

but

subclan,

direct

are direct
mothers'

affinal
brothers'

relations
reciprocal
meanings,
termed ina,

extension

indirect

term which designates

direct

roles

orientation

or procreation
latu.,

affines

of Ego.

to the child

between

their

between

and usages

as "mother"

relationship

would provide

frame

Ego's personal

in which

od

of their

wife

be

cannot similarly

marriagest

so that

though a mother's

of Ego's

brother's

,E,

is

wife

not as kada but as Yawa2 a

the elementary

we have seen that

of his male kada's

specific

have specific

subelan whose status

which establish
Further

the status

and involve

significant

There

and those of his

The terms used therefore
that

I

).

as we saw, classed

in the marriages

no specific

same term,

in the fact
are,

a member of

of the ina usage of subelan kinship.

and obligations.

her brothers

a different

Wife.

wives in virtue

as is apparent

to

relationship

between Ego's subclan

relationships

to

them as members of the village

of the members are structurally
rights

be married

relationships

P. 331 ff.

Brother's

as a logical

may belong

affinal.

But the use of the term ina of the kada's
explained

of Ego's

her as a clan kinswoman.

ina

well

members might

Ego Is

in virtue

significance

with

relationship

through

as an affine

such an affinal

of

its

this

the "mother"

with

but of the direct

subclan,

On the
clan

of the relationship

wife

involves
families

of

Ego uses the

as does the kada;

this

es
,
11

, ým
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IT

was explained

as evidencing

of kada in their

status

not consistent

the structural

relations

must be considered

of the term ina to the kada's

as a structurally

between her and Ego with

through

also

her identification

(cf.

mother"

and significant

specific

the social

which may be said to come about through
relation

her husband, who is

265 ff. )., there

-pp.

between the structurally

and wife

(and of course brothers-)

and of sistersand sister

were held to explain

between sisters-in-law

and subclan

and luta

in their

terminolodical

"children".

with

Ego, his mother,

is

mother's

by the factor

in-law,

of husband

while

the statuses

These aspects

of their

use of the terms
The

and sister.

between husband and wife

of the mother's

consistent
brother

with

brother's

aspects

with

of the relations

brothers

the personal

and the latter's

of residence.

wife

in relation
relationships

wife

was

uterine

of the same sex.

or her "siblings"

these structural

also

is a complementary

between brother

and those of Ego's mothers and mothers'
It

(kwava and

as in the use by each of the same terms

as well

identification

thus consistent

are affected

and

Ego's "male

socially

use of the same term L4tu of the wife's

and bwada) as the spouse uses of his

own status.

subelan ina,

the selfreciprocal

in the relation

identification

said to be apparent

status

of the status

opposed statuses

equivalent.

are structurally

relationships

element of social

is

usage alsop-

)
7,8
ff.
231
pp.

(luta,
1
usages

element in the relations

lyatq

which

p. 21+6).

mwala, pp. 259 ff. ) and 10 (Ivata.

status

wife..

identification

between Ego and his

that

with

As we saw in discussing

of brother

of the

equivalence

These usages are in a sense

affines.

with

the extension

with

and social

(tuwa
The

the mother
between her
to Ego's
between

as these relationships

38
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during

We have seen that
mother's

brother's

representative

as it

son's

relationship

personal

relation
interaction

In this

with

situation

of her husband's

women this

in matters

where a mother's

brother's

in such formal

at the level

wife

providing

on occasions
directly
children.

especially

such as at mortuary

On the other

and Jural

Dolitical

sister

freely

wife

Nevertheless

his
of

1

rites,,

with

This is however not a formal

active

subelans

into

as her ivat

i3i

so that
interaction

as such has no formal

role.,

an affinal
she can

and may do so on his
his

sister's

husband

mind but cannot approach her

the marriages

part

gifts,

asDects of formal

to approaching
sister's

a mother whose

of harvest

where he can not,

an alternative

e. g. in connection

for

hand women have little

her own and her husband's

him with

formal.,

of the relationships

aspects

situations

when he needs to know his

himself;

son's

may act as a substitute

her marriage.

approach her husbandts
behali,

formal

the mother's. brother's

of bringing
through

relationship

wife may act as the representative
Wýrh

as the presentation

of the economic.

beyond that

to some extent.

d

activities

the ritual

as against

by the respect

her freedom of

of residence

connected/her
>k

in ritual

son is mourning his dead wife.
part

own formal

but at the same time the

son;

village

Like other

is most apparent

When Ego moves to his

which restrictSt

the mother's brother's

relationships.

marriage.,

from intervening

sister

his mother tends to be affected

members of the latter's

sister

is
1.

sister's

between her and her brother,

his

the latter

is enabled to act as his

were toward his
with

represents

since

of her household.

the latter

village

father

interaction
toward his

relationship

in the relationships

personally

his

Ego's childhood

purposes of formal

by the respect

prevented

mother's

for

brother

--4

of the role

of his

I,

sisterts

of the kada's

wife

I

302.
as ivata of her husband's sister

for the mother is not important

substitute
to live

while her possible
if

as a social

significance

Ego is female, and does not go

upon marriage in her mother's brother's

but in that of her

village,

a

husband.
The use of the term ina of mother's brother's
to be conditional

extent

Young children

04
generations.

Ego female regularly

subelan.

and his wife,

father's

this

of her jy&t_a, brother's

identification
other

the

wife

and husband's

which

taking

14.

V. Appendix.,

Yawa.

In so far
primarily
It

the

as it

ya

with
nature

reference
usages

Diagrams

has a personal

to the parents

is used selfreciprocally.,

children

sister.,

the child

of Ego of either

terms for

of Ego's

has also

a

the children
of the former

the children

as tabu though more

of the one with

of the relation

in the use of the term tabu of their

considered,

of her

The use of the term tabu here suggests

the friendly

Yawa to

the women of their

use of the term for

sometimes classed

of the relationship

term

situations.

uses the term tabu of the children

being the selfreciprocal

as latu.

kind of ivata,,

reflected
with

as tabu with

are classed

being always abd those of the latter
classed

her in formal

with

Thus Ego female may use different

sister.

correctly

interaction

may use the term tabu of her.. in the same way that

especially

men of the alternate

brother

upon actual

wife appears to some

that

id

of the

both being

with

children.

again the

This term,

been made, will

together

now be

first.
5 and 6 (35).

sense, this

term may be said to apply

spouse and their

and thus applies

siblings

and spouses.

also to the spouses of the

sext and to the spouses of Ego male's

sister's
as 1!

(35)

Cf- 11alinowski.,

1929,, PP- 434,435.

303.
children.
Structurally
that

the relation

between the statuses

between the originative

or transmissive

or latent

and the quiescent

same as in the tama - latu
The term is
Ego's generation

the direct

subelan,

to that

in an indirect

the direct

i. e. of lubou's

between an active
relation

affines,

as lubou2

and right

hand units

siblings

of opposite

in any y

ivat

between

in that

related

modes of the middle unitsex of the

of opposite

sex is the same.

relationship

unit.

which are indirectly

the active

of each with

through

modes of a third

is represented

relation

No specific
derive

which all

roles

reciproc-

from affinal,
with

other

etc.

sense the term includes
generations

in a single

of Ego's and his

the men of the same., and all

the subelans
-

this

the active

of

mode of another

an active

in terms of which Ego has such reciprocal

of the ascending

opposite

with

of these

relation

modeý( of one unit

between Ego and the siblings

relation

In the formal

subclans;

relation

or ivat

The structural

of these modes with

are involved

relationships

are the

Is spouse, where he

spouses of Zgo's
al roles

the relations

of his

modes of the left

The structural

or

usage.

In diagram 1 of the Appendix,

through

the transmissive

of the members of

relation

the active

of comminication

also used of the spouses of the affines

is analogous

communication

through

i. e. structurally

or she is not a member of Ego's subelan.
statuses

mode of one unit

mode of another,

mode of the second unit;

originative

of Yawa is analogous to

category

all

members

siblings,

spouses'

members of ascending,,

generations

of the wives of Ego's mothers'

sex of the spouses of Ego's siblings

subclan

brothers;

the siblings

of opposite

of

of

sex, and the spouses

I,
I,

304.
of the siblings

descending

(mother's

of Ego's

generation

brother's)

tuwa and bwada (except

and affinal
lubou's

subelan);

or

members of their

Yawa as such have no reciprocal
contracts2

nor formal

established

thereby;

the marriages,

roles

concerned in negotiating
ramilies

spouse's

of procreation

but once this

roles

to play

marriage
families

opposition

of

of other

mother and mother's
the marriages

of the members of Ego's

and his

brother
and

spouse's

and as such have no

(36).

in his marriage

and social

fathero

is done they become Ego's ya

members of both sexes and different

kinds

individual

of the elementary

and establishing

The vawa usage merges in a single

of structural

and all

affinal

though they do so., not as ya-wa but in virtue

are directly

further

these n,

but some of them are concerned in the establishment

Thus e. g. Ego's

generation.,

(sister's
kada
and

is used selfreciprocally.

in the relationships

relationships.

elementary

it

in one anothers'

roles

Ego's kada's

the spouses of lubou

subelans who do not stand in a more specific

to Ego, and, as has been noted,

relationship

Ego's

where they are members of Ego's

The term may also be used of the spouses of all

son).

of all

and te.bu;

and the spouses of latu

luta;

_ivatals

the term designates
kada and tabu;

tama, ina,

kada. luta

ina.

wife's

That is,

subelan.

and bwada's spouses'

and Ego's tuwals

ivata

and the spouses of members of the proximal

of the same sex;

siblings

sex of the spouses of Ego and Ego's subelan

of opposite

formal

category

generations
in the formal

and the members of Ego's generation

in relation

to Ego

and subclans.

The element

relationships

between "wa

of his

subelan may be said
4

(36)

Cf. 14alinowski,, 1929, Cap. IV, esp. Sees- 1-3.

305to be apparent

membership of different

in their

than those of Ego and his

families

their

formally

The structural

the usage,

explain

the complementary

as expressing

as members of affinally

opposed relationship

between the statuses

relation

and elementary

and the selfreciprocal

siblings,

subclan

use of the term may be interpreted

subelans

of all

the same;

is essentially

aspect of

to
is
held
which
.

ya

direct

are affines,

and all

subelans.

related

or
,z;

indirect.,

of Ego's

subelan,

which have no specific
in virtue

reciprocal

of the marriage

ary families

generation

or subclan

roles

contracts

of orientation

This being

raries.

of their

but belong to generations

Ego's generation

with

which establish

of his

and yawaý who are thus socially
and cannot be formally

without

statuses

are not distinguishable

are well

aware of the differences

personal

relationships

with

etc.

sex, generation

characteristics,
affinal

But of course individuals

terminologically.
in the significance

different

between Ego

hence their

from one another;

distinguished

sext

in the relation

socially

contempo-

subclan

so, membership of the same or of different
has no relevance

subclan

the element-

and maintain

of Ego and his

or procreation

own subclans

formal

of their

3M30, e. g. with

lubou's

wife

and

as against

father.

wife's

In this

usage the statuses

of husband and wife

merged., in as much as the spouses of all
of Ego and his or her subelan
This.. like
(kada's

the tamavlatu

wife)

the statuses
complementary

usagel,

- ina,

siblings

aspect

yawa in the subelans

may be said to reflect

of the social

of the spouses

of the same sex are also

the affinal

of husband and wife,,

are terminologically

tuwa - bwad

and affinal

the social

identification

turn
in
which
opposition

termed

is a manifestation

of their

statuses.

-vawa.

ina
of
of the
As applied

306.
to the spouses of lubou or ivata however, the use of the term
-yawa
The basic
distinguishes the statuses of the husband and wife concerned.
that
be
to
be
the
thus
said
usage may
of

significance

who have no specific

reciprocal

families

elementary

in the established

roles

members of his own generation

the

term

towards

and the

generations
reciprocal
spouse's

roles

towards

Similarly
from

reciprocal

roles

spouses

have none.

respect

of

examined
15.

in

a different

use of

term

of Ego's

lubou

or

relation

to

Ego in

range

tabu

of kin,

marriage
where

the

of Egots

virtue
usage

reciprocal

and the

two terms

are

of

their

specific
while

their

significances

in

marriaget

has comparable

the

roles

statuses

having

latter

from

contract.,

the

distinguishes

ivatat

alternate

whose members have no

generation,

the

iv]

be further

will

together.
Tabu.

In its

personal

Appendix.,

Diagrams

sense the

term

to the "sisterO

selfreciprocally
Structurally

11alinowski.,

tabu

5 and 6 (37).
as applied

for whom Ego's personal

to the child
the relation

tabu is analogous to that

(37)

of

descending

The affinal

Affinal

primarily

first

his

the

differentiates

generationp

Ego in virtue

the

those

wife's

of Ego

contracts

Thus the use of

and subalan.

subelan

ascending

proximal

own and the

involved.
spouses

members of Ego's

of the

siblings

the affinal

through

affines

and

marriages

of Ego and Ego's subelan

of procreation

same sex from those who have such rolesp
and the other

distinguishes

it

of the "brothern

1929., Index

s. v. Paternal

father

affines

refers

(tama) gardens,

who gardens

between the statuses

between the passive

to

for Ego female.

of Ego and all

mode of one unit
I

Relatives,,

affinal,

of

esp. PP- 450-451-

and

307communication

and the originative

mode of the first

tabu statuses

with

that

it

of Ego's formal

males of the alternate
while

includes

subelans

with

the same subclan.

within

in a single

of these

category

the women of the

all

subelan

subelans

"brothers".

lubou,

any one member of which Ego can trace

both affinal

term.. like

and subelan kin

that

a tabu relationship

in the single

of ina., tama and others.,

with

the structurally

elements

in the relationships

generations

significant
similar.

by which their

The analysis
terminological

the subelan kin,

also to its

affinal

to Ego.

This terminological

that

tabu

between all

in reference

merging was explained

use;

(usage 6, pp. 247

but the latter.,

the term among clan kin,, merges members of different
as of both sexes and different

which implies

of the meaning of the sexes and

to the use of the term between members of the same subelan
ff. ), thus applies

tabup the affinal

category

socially

are essentially

11

and of the

may also be used of the

It

may be said to be identified

relation

293-291+)y the

tabu..
termed
be
may also

of Ego male's

of the children

In as much as the usages of this

well

of the affinaI

identification

or subalan kinship.

of affinal

includes

between the two passive

But as we have seen (pp.

generations

of Ego female's

between the affinal

meaning of the term as used of affines

fathers.

the term is used also

children
total

generations

sense the primary

may be said to be that
subclans

But because

hence the terminological

of alternate

In the formal

mode of the second unit.

and thus comparable to that

is indirect

modes of the same unit;
status

the transmissive

modes, the relation

of the latter

of the intermediacy

through

mode of the other,

and the transmissive

generations,

like

subelans

in a single

merging of subelans

the use of

and clans,
category

in

may be said to

as

1:1

308express both the structural
its

latters'
fact

to each other

in relation

opposed units

structurally

members are also

socially

opposed.
related

rule

marriage.,

These observations

units.
to affines

initially

apply

learnt

related

through

of kinship;
father's

by Ego refer

through
sister

Ego is

as each individual

involved

his motherj, mother's

brother.,,

on the one hand, and through

as

which he is

Ninitial

him in his

with

concerned,

That is the tems

to members of the subelans with

the individuals

equivalent

of course to the extension

in general

also apply

to members of only one subclan.

initially

of a single

may be said to be structurally

terms which., so far

of all

of their

to Egolss between the members of which the

clan which are affinally
of exogamy prevents

hand subclans

On the other

are

the statuses

while

organisations,

of social

the

notwithstanding

of Ego's affines

the xubelans

of the

equivalence

of Ego on the other.,

of that

as affines

subelans

that

on the one hand, and the structural

affines

collective

to

of Egots subelan in relation

unity

and social

situations"

and to some extent

father

his own and his

spouses

siblings'

on the other.
The selfreciprocal

use of the term tabu in its

to express the complementary
it

similarly

generations
that

expresses

the structural

of the same subelan;

the structural

all

In its

and social

roles

in the marriage

between affinesp

aspect

of its

it

significance

between affinal

the subclan

use within

included

and

the essential

in a single

category

have
the
which
subelan
no specific
of
contracts

which establish

as

of alternate

equivalence

is in this

of the term was said to be that

members of those generations

reciprocal

it

of the relationship

of the relationships

similarity

subelan tabu can be found.
significance

aspect

sense may be said

affinal

the elementary

309.
families

of Ego and his

to such specific

in affinal

roles

which are their

relationships

physical

embodiments., as it

from this

viewpoint

the subalan.

within

of subelans which have direct
no specific

Ego as a member of his
specific

affinal

the marriage

roles-in

reciprocal

family

elementary
marriages

identification

involves

reciprocal

of fathers'

Neither

Ego in reciprocal

may perform

as e. g. the performance
observances

certain

between Ego and the tabu.

and reinforcing

has such

extent

the affinal
roles
ritual

with

relationship

of their

subelans-

the alternate

with

be seen as an acknowledge-

tabu as such, except that

the formal
their

sisters
status

services

for

Egot

but such ceremonial

dances;

and reinforcing

their

and

nor the subelan tabu

and ceremonial

In the case of fathers'

in the

have such roles

between Ego and both affinal

may be taken as symbolising
a formal

in Ego's formal

roles

sisters

of beauty magic at public

may be taken as symbolising

of such services

in which

who may be taken as the

though Ego's fathers

of the relation

of these kinds.

of t "b

but who have

and subalan normally

subelans,

of Ego's subelan kin may to this

relationship

tabu are members

families

or elementary

as the male representatives

sisters,

ment of the similarity

both types

father's

relationships,

The terminological

subelan kin

have no such
or socially

each other.,

with

the

roles.

of their

generations

weret that

affinal.

relations

contracts

tabu# have no specific

affinal

family

terminologically

Simi,

or her sex, generation

Thus the women of Ego's
typical

is in reference

meaningp where the generations

they and the sexes cannot be distinguished

roles

Since it

and in elementary

contracts

and sexes have social

generations

of the subelan.

generation

relationship
performance

as Ofemale fathers"p

which is not otherwise

strengthened

by

310the carrying

out of reciprocal

use of the term for
interpreted

the children

their

tabu thus parallels
formal

roles

to that

generations

children

of these

formal

Ego's,

status

2ah2u.

this

distinction

of their

to those with

being

classed

relations

with
that

paternal

subc1an in virtue
between Ego and YaWA
that

tends to
of the

as a by-product

fathers

mothers,

and motherspas
whose formal

tabu., but which lack

is preferred

Thus Ego male's

reciprocal

the children's

affines

characterises

is the fact

members of which marriage
own subelan.

ivatas

thus distinguishes

that

affinal

interaction

sisters

the relation

for

relationships

the degree of personal
with

tabu affines,
Associated

are found in subelans with

members of Ego's generation

cross-cousins

and

each others'

members of Ego's own subelan.
jigbu affines

V.

or indirect

of his

generation

fathers'

&LbU and their

and closeness

and leads to their
with

-va

Ego are similar

interaction

and their

and the brothers

The term

direct

no specific

by the degree of personal

between these

between children

with

But the relationship

relations.

between children

relation

with

who have themselves

Ego or members of his

is not characterisod
obtain

the members of the alternate

(usage
have
14,, pp. 302 ff.;
as we
seen

also refers.,

with

reciprocall

Tabu Statuses.

Diagrams 5 and 6).. to members of subelans

individually

between affinal,

of Fgo.

The term UM

with

and

Ego in reciprocal

and in the absence of specific

between subelan tabu,

Comparison of Yawa and affinal

relations

be

between brothers-

The relation

as such.

Ego's

children.

may similarly

of the relation

does not involve

both in closeness

the relation

brothers'

of Inh2u or ivata

which nevertheless
towards

obligations

their

with

the closeness

as reflecting

sisters-in-law

roles

count as affinal

in his
tabu. *

3Uhis maternal

while
yqML

cross cousins

in the case of Ego female,

while

as tabu,, but both her paternal
But these are only

as tama.

members of the subelans
brothers
is for

and others.,

cousin

kin.,

by marriage,

basis

of this

although

it

The Kiriwinan

preference

than of other

categories

of

cross

or paternal

sister
affinal

man's or his
disapproved.

wife's

a marriage

of her father
sister's

and mother.

subdlans
pp. 28-5-

sister

or with

the

would duplicate
through

subclans

such marriages

that

her father's
On the other

and his marriage

any woman of her subelanp who all

respective

not

the

the

are socially

between a man and a woman of his mother's

husband would reverse

a marriageý

his wife's

subelan brothers,

and that

subolan would duplicate

of a woman with

between their

relationshipse(Cf.

with

between their

marriage,,

Similarly

the marriage

of one of his

relationship

Obrother's"

existing

a man's marriage

of the wife

that

between them will

marriage

relationships

might reverse

subelan

sister'

cousinsp

may be found in the consideration

preference

of any existing

We have seen that

his

count

mothers and their

a close maternal

with

brothers

some collateral

also.

tabu are such that

of affinal

28$).

of his

is classed

sex as such.

the duplication

brother's

cousin

as

1'rgfeXXed Ma=iages.

the relationships

existing

.U

brothers

mother's

of the spouses of Ego's mothers'
ILb

mothers'

cross

and their

some of many tabu;

count as affJnnl

of appropriate

The formal

involve

her maternal

cross cousins

than for marriage

rather

Section 4-

and their

between members of the tabu rather

marriage

affinal.

count as latu.,

of the mother's

sister's

with

relation

his father'

count as affinal

while

son would duplicate

hand a man's marriage

the affinal

brother,

with

the sister

established
s sister's

that

daughter

tgbU., would reverse

1

through

the

or
Ir,

312affinal

Duplication

of existing

is a prerogative

such duplicate

normally

marriages

e. g. of sorcerers

of repute

by public

clearly

show., is a political

localities#

of the Chiefs#

mechanism the social

to become foci

from each of his affines'

would secure him no further
the first

marriage

otherwise

support
subelan

the prerogative
ban affects

him in respect
sister

of polygyny

in their

takes
he
when

to take more at one time

of both marriages.

between individuals

the number of marriages

siblings

than accrue from

irrespective
essentially

so that

it

of

But the

serves also to

That is# the rule

of the spouses
can be invoked

between members of any two subelans
duplication

with

in the operation

and members of the subelans

of polygynyj

and

The ban on marriage

and economic organisation.

of the same sex.

it

As a social

or economic advantages

not individuals.,

of kin,

to limit

for

relations

organisation.

subelans;

in political

subelan

undesirable

of which is that

utility

thus ensures maximum efficiency

of their

same generation

accounts

since the same group of men would have to garden for

categories

marriages

political

tacitly

as Malinowski's

may be said to be most efficient

marriage

commoner

more or less

and clan kinship

of affinal

men,, or of any

important

privilege

and hence of economic and political

only one wife

limit

but that

consent;

mechanism a Chief's

a wife's

of individual

subelanst

than Chiefsp

The polygamy of others

or of the heads of locally

a matter

granted

enables Chiefs

in the case of other

are not possible

is no polyandry.

is largely

to the heads of highrankimg

restricted

women since there

subclans

by marriage with a living

relationships

affinal

marriage.

of the same sex would involve polygamy, and in as much as

spouse's sibling
this

through his father's

established

relationship

in the

of such marriages

being

the same reasons in the case of polygamous Chiefs

I
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namely., that they add nothing significant

and monogamouscommonersalike;
the existing

affinal

by a single

established

in material

resources

in establishing
already

marriage,

and maintaining

or reciprocate,

which might be more advantageously
relations

affinal

with

used

subolans where none

however., the dissolution
affinal

relations

Thus marriage
is preferred

formal

to marriage

son during

sister's

formal

with

the latter

between the respective

subelans

of their

brother's

no longer

daughter

the formal

to their

objection

reciprocation

marriages

rather

which establish
exist,,

is already

although

related

is desirable

that

affinal

marriage

of existing

the real

formal

to all
relations

subelans

marriage-

and

for

must however be

preference

is for

between subelans where none

they may have done so in the past.

affinally

affinal

son and mother's

The preference
marriages

son

because the

the existing

sister's

11

or father's

tama and I&tlU to one another.,

disappears.

relations

brother's

by the parents'

established

than positive;

concerned.

daughter

however fatherls

marriage

also the

or mother's

would duplicate

count as formal

than duplication

rather

as permissive

regarded

marriage

subelans

brother's

of Ego's parents'

while

On the dissolution

see in the next Sectionp

daughter

motherts

affinal.

existing

any reason terminates

sister's

that

marriages

duplicate

between the total

father's

the existence

would reciprocate

relation

for

of a marriage
by it

that

As we shall

subclans.

established

with

than marriages

rather

for

the preference

explain

between total

relationships

it

wastage of a subelan's

exist.

reverse,

already

1"1

which is fully

they may entail

while

and personnel

The same considerations

former

between the subelans,

relationship

to

of its

Where a subelan

neighbourhood

should be established,

there

with

which

may still
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remain a surplus.,

Their

the neighbourhood.

within
for

werej, of members who in practice

as it

than duplicate

rather

reciprocal

provided

they are of equivalent

Relative

Freg]lgncies

Statistical
brother's

mother's
this

marriages

shows no actual

son and father's

to some extent

and mother's brother's

between the subelansp

relations

affinal

by the preference

K=ip=L.

kind was found in the total

balanced

be affected

will

seek wives

rank.

of jrefejXgd

evidence

will

of 85 investigated

Only one marriage
and this

closelyl

between formal

daughter - that of Toginiginis

between own

marriage

daughter.

sister's

by one marriage

for

preference

father's

is

sister's

pp. 114 ff.

of

son

On the

other hand in most of the marriages the husband and wife could by some
reckoning or another have been counted before marriage as tabu to each other..
because of this., partly

and partly
relations

no attempt has been made to tabulate

were uncertain,

of marriage between different
frequencies

degrees and kinds of kin.

of marriages providing

as against those of duplicate
Thus of the 85 existing

the only affinal

link

relation

that ist

generations

generations.

and in the other

of the subelans,,

AU except

three

6/+ percent)ý

twelve marriages involved in

three

seven of them being
and five

of these reciprocal

marriagges, were between members of the owning subclans
cluster,

between subolans

(approximately
53
-

the Oexchange" of women between two subclansp

successive

But the relative

between the two subclans concerned;

24 (26 percent) were reciprocalý-

between the equivalent

frequencies

marriages can be considered-

and reciprocal

miariages investigated

were the only extant affinal

effect

also because in many cases genealogical

as between
or Nexchange"

of the Omarakana villageý

cases one of the subelans

concerned was

315an owning subelan of the cluster,,
Only 8 (10 percent)
direction
six

were duplicate

cases the duplicate

generation

will

be further

that

they indicate

of these data for

discussed

for

marriages

generations

because of the senility
reason the marriage

temperamental
Structural

or other

SLanificance

In the light
cousin

marriage

preference

of the foregoing

for marriage

a means of gratifying
benefits
individual

of Preferred

upon their
cases;

ji

(pp. 288-

marriages
dissolution#

for
because
spouse or

some

e. g. owing to

to last..

of the individuals

concerned.

14arriw-es.
11alinowski's

between men and their
desire

sons may certainly

His account

fathers'

to confer

represent

but such considerations

of Trobriand

analysis

only up to a point.

the fathers'

involving

Chiefs

tending,, towards

as not likely

incompatibilities

reciprocal

as replacement

the existing

of one or the other

was regarded

is acceptable

by informants

were contracted

for

existp

with

I

where none

marriages

in connection

is

significance

as an expressed

already

duplicate

concerned were already

organisation

relationships

were regarded

discussed

six marriages

between the subelans

other

The six

of social

here their

affinal

which establish

of the type already

When these

either

in
il
e
wh

of as well

preponderance

marriages.

members of successive

289).

the analysis

and., where such relationships

than duplicate

marriagess

marriage

members of the successive

in the next Chapter;

a numerical

are in existence..
rather

of the

of the two subelans.

The implications

preference

duplication

in an existing

involved

marriage

involving

marriages)

between subelans

giving

of wife

though the other was not.

sisters'
material

possible

cannot explain

cross

of the
daughters

as

and other

motivations

in

the preference

for

1
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between affinal.

marriage

of marriage

with

the formal
of their

affinal

relation

resources,

while

by marriages

tabuj, especially

affinal
brother's

wife-Is

so that

fulfil

in effect

toward one another,
the different

roles

which are fully

though different
on behalf

is unimportant

successive

or in the same generation
analysis

of equivalent
in as

reciprocal.,

in an exchange of women between the subelansj,

of view it

Leach's

with

marriage.

may tend to produce between subelans
relationships

wastage

relationships

of existing
for

to

or men of the mother's

the men have at the same time the status

brothers

significancOý

which add nothing

Thus the preference

them.

between

cross cousin

and may involve

the reinforcing

permitting

subelans.,

may result

subolans.,

women of the father's

rank a network of affinal
much as it

of marriages

in

marriage

subelan is only ones has structural

between total

which reverse

for

of whom the female paternal

the likelihood

minimises

only one case

significance

practical

hand the preference

tabu category,

as a member of Ego's father's
in as much as it

have little

On the other

members of the affinal

that

cross cousin was found in 85 marriages

these motives

organisation.

fact

the empirical

while

a female paternal

examined suggeststhat
social

jgjýg,

of their

whether the reciprocal

of husbands and of wife's
in practice

Individuals

will

subelans.

From this

marriage

occurs

point

in a

of the two subelans.

of the structural

implications

of Trobriand

cross-cousin

marriage (38) necepsarily suffers from Malinowski's limited interest

in,, or
eý

indeed &PPreciation
Trobriand

(38)

kinship

of,, the formal

as against

as here distinguished.

the personal

Leach's

analysis

aspects

of

is a logical

1951., passim, s. v. Trobriand system of Cross cousin marriage.

to
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treatment of the data as presented by Malinowski,

considered marriage as other than essentially

really

between individuals,

this

marriage

the patrilateral

with

am here concerned with
social

units

as that

with

female cross

marriage

I am entirely

each other,

of *explanations

number of unstated

and unverifiable
to explain

attempts

psychological

the foraal

status

on the basis

of Malinowskils

to show that

enter

into

possible

published

e. g. the formal

preference

may in some cases be reinforced
psychological
its

members "

attitudes

learnt

Ego to members of his

(39)

Op. cit.,

within

P. 36.

kinship

elementary

for

from

but I have at the same time

of such relationships
It

system.
marriage

with

mast

is thus quite
an affinal

JILIBI

or phrased in terms ofs,

identifications

families

the biologically

group relations

the elementary, family

categories

as in the

than Leach could hav'e done

by, or even felt

extended by personal

members of the same formal

family

kinship

a large

by postulating

to dissociate

kinship

content

support

(39).

accounts;

of the formal

Leach's

assumptions"p

of elementary

the psychological

the operation
that

in an attempt

I

relating

which involve

marriage

for

But since

as such.

data)

psychological

of Trobriand

relations

tried

(of kinship

content

and gives

preference

in sympathy with

and daughters-in-law

I have however gone further
conditioned

a formal

cousin

Chinese preferred

SjAip! kthies between mothers

analysis,

as a means of formally

primarily

of Hsu's criticism

various

is in fact

there

never

a personal relationship

Leach's

view also underlies

to such assumptions

rise

but as the latter

to other

are socially

who also,

group towards
kin who as

equivalent

as brother

for

or sisters,

318.

although

such psychological

kinship,

they neither

factors

determine

do not give rise

to rules

between personal

fathers

cant explanation

of the formal

(father's

(father's

tama and latu
axe other

preference

sister's

kinds

the other

the one or prescribes

precludes

kind

formally

structurally

factor

significant

but rather

follows

outs *as far

logically

as the marriage

,

system is

bearing

marriage
(40)-

interpreted

ways of

to the Trobriand

material

to the point

already

as referring

Oexpres4ed,O in the Trobriand
in other

(40)

kinds

of relationships

OP- cit-, g P- 52.

the preceding

system of kinship
in other

V

betweenýý
a

those relationSIA

statement

made., that

can be

the formal

and marriage

societiesp

relations

in the situations-

'expressing'
this

analysis,

as Leach pointed

in mind that

factors

is only one of mwW possible
In reference

between the two subelans

concerned., the status

Group A and Group B mast be taken as given

I

in the presence of the

of rank difference

from it,

since

is not of

of wife-giving

This in no way contradicts

concerned in a marriage.

than between

of marriage.

but becomes so only

significant,

JLb_U

of exogamy or endogaw

As was noted on pp. Z75-277,, the direction
itself

signifi-ý

daughter)p

brother's

no rule

and since

of

taboo

between affJnal

son) rather

son and mother's

example

a structurally

marriages

brother's

and mother's

for

the incest
and
,

ver

for

taboos

incest

does not afford

and daughters

of formal

as a system of status

Section 4j

of exogamy or vice

daughter

sister's

it

nor explain

But

categories.

the operation

may affect

As we saw in Chapter II,

relations.

there

belong to these formal

son or daughter,

mother or father,

so that

relations

may be Oexpressed*ýl
formal

kinship

319.
as the functional

must be regarded
other

social

symbolise

the reciprocal

and reinforce

of members of two subelans,

marriage
contractual
formal

Thus "exchanges".

systems.

relation

relation.,

consists

entered

in the marriage

a structural

mechanism of social

significance

whether

members of a given
giving

implicit

from,

rather

through

a defined

which sets up a formal

point

preferred
of wife

of their

and their

the marriage

entered

contract

the general

Considered

wivesit

subelans

by the members of each subolan.,
interaction

pp. 27JL-Z7.*).

is to be regarded

is

I

marry women

as being that

between total

from this

point

view-

as the material

to be interpreted
relation

between the two
From this

between the two subelans,

exchange of women,, goods or services

between the subelans.

into

(Cf.
members.

of two individuals

and establishing

relations

marriage.,

predecessors'

is conceived

direction,

in as much as they

themselves

of their

of reciprocal

relationship

individual

embodiment of the formal

symbolising

predecessors.,

i,

of wife

cross cousin
Chiefs,

giving;

by

of a wife

in the opposite

it

As

as such.

makes the direction

paternal

of marriage

organisation.,

has the same

or the receiving

the giving

system of status

contract

but their

subolans;

marriage

organisation.

and tends to fix

significance

the formal

expresses

element in social

than give wives to., the subclans

the formal

subelans

which itself

0

by the

established

nor in the exchanges involved

the direction

The structural
e3tablishes

relations

significant

in the so-called

the marriages

formal

The rank factor

significant#

which would reverse
tend to repeat

involves

subclan.

structurally

to that

it

in

of womenp goods and services.,

between the total

into

as a structurally

neither

institutions

analogue of non-kinship

and the reciprocal,
as at once

of reciprocal
of view

interaction

the direction

of

i:,

320or goods and service

wife

is the establishing

of a reciprocal

to duplicate

no need either

this

is fully

between the subclans
reason for

structural

as to the direction

relationships

may be inefficient
its

and wasteful

women and its

affinal

Duplicate

of pre-existing

designate

Reciprocal
effect

of an ageing Chief

marriages,

or the rendering

of being immediately

basisj,

are duplicate

For this

reason,

the old Chief's
on the other

the effect

the formal

basis,

the structural

although

relation

of his

exchanges etc.

or inefficient
concerned,

as

and have

in which are symbolised

between the subelans

significance

in

on an equalp fully

of the subclans

and established

as we have seen)

hand., in as much as they involve

of the resources
the ceremonial

as

death.

are not wasteful

of placing

them

effective

may marry women of the subelans

between two subelans.,

marriages

pre-existing

cease to be effective

the exchange of women and U goods and services

reciprocal..

of servicespý,,

of a subolan. in terms of

when the latter

marriages

two sabolans.

wives before

predecessor's

marriage

even though they do not strengthen

they have the advantage

as the means of relating
the heir

of the resources

between subelans,

while

replacements

giving

is equally

existing

manpower,, but they do not destroy

productive

relations

structurally..

of wife

there

by repeating

'

links

is nol

there

marriages..

marriages,

of each;

are the only affinal
level

at this

or duplicate

reciprocal

them.

no reason against

of one representative

recorded

But if

concerned.

from the point
between subelans,

relationship

affinal

of marriages

There is thus

marriages

existing

by the marriage

as we have seen, 65 percent

what matters

of interaction.

relation

of a formal

achieved

immaterial;

structurally

or to reverse

of view of the establishing
since

is

giving

of the affinal

on a fully

reciprocal

relationship

is

321o
fully

by the first

established
giving

of wife

as between subelans

so far

significant

subelans

jubou

brother.

The fact

of advantage relative

structural

significance

any sense.. either

structure

here formLlatedp

is relative

structural

husband or his wife's

regarded
sincep

the preference

as associated
for

and wife-giving
marriage

characteristics

membership as the idiom
systematised.
for

marriage

available

marriage

like

human and other

he is the latter's

with

the fact

that

resources

of social
advantages

it

of

is in ma riage

the preference

for

uti-lisation

JLIýu

of

family

and interaction

organisation,
for

as such,

is in itself

and elementary

relationships

be
to
not

of marriage

of wife-giving

of sex, generation

tabu offers

sister's

tabu is

affinal

are structured.,

in which social

affinal

of superordination

a consequence of the cultural

That is,, at the level
with

in a position,

significance

the direction

relations

social

is to be considered

the biological

for

in the

pp. Z75-Z76# Z77-Z79).

Rather,

significance.
that

(Cf.

the structural

with

the reasons given,

no structural

is

who is not.. whether
brother*

in themselves.

of status

superordination

the jahoU who is gUM

do

relations

the
terms
in
concept of
of
or
and subordination

super-

produces formal

to thelabou

Similarly.,

since the status

the Kiriwinans

of formal

rank that

sense;

in relation

for

the

does not affect

brothers

wives'

husbands in

individual

may place

of the relationship,

not carry

It

to their

husband and wife's

both sister's

involved

the roles

that

relationship

by the use of the

as is indicated

(Usagge 9. pp. 26.1+ff. ). for

same term,

not structurally

of the foxmal affinal

is concerned,

the direction

viewpoint

rank is

of equivalent

as the establishing

between the total

a position

From this

marriage.

are

the preference

the utilisation

of a subclanp by discouraging

of the
I,

their

41
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marriages and promoting full

wastage in duplicate

OExchange" in this

of women goods and services between subelans.
does not, be it

of a literal

noteds carry the implication

in the exchange

reciprocity

context

transference

of

womenbetween two subelans, since as has already been emphasised wives remain
fuLlly

members of their

own matrilineal

Moreover no Kiriwinan
"sisters"

by their

against

Nbrothers".

the direction
duplicate

either

marriagess

between the subelans
duplicate

marriages

the members of the total

of wife-giving

existing

marriages,,

marriage

of Fq-,,
ols father's

them to be of equivalent
direction
generation

of wifegiving

between a man of his

relationship

affinal

of reciprocal

advantages

existence

belong

marriages

Repetition

of the
duplication

economic or political

reasons.

rank,, should reverse
in the father's

in

generation;

its

between members of Ego's generation

as against

it

is preferable

that

of the two subelans.,
rather

marriage.

so

completed as between

in the different

marriage

as

reciprocal

and they are the same whether

generations.

for

interference

upon the simultaneous

marriagess

may be desirable

the existence

The possible

involved

in lapsed

of

not significantt

a single

of the formal

between two subelans,,
subelans

for

of women is

or within

are contingent

to the same or to successive

direction

during

an "exchange*

significance

as "exchanges"

sisters.

as structurally

are regarded

children.

would imply

and the preference

remains the same.

of more than one marriage

formally

of their

of two subelans

generations

marriages

such a phrasing

givings

of whether

case the structural

as against

since

relations

of wife

must be the question
successive

as do their

would phrase such reciprocal

bY the men in the sexaal
If

subclans,,

than duplicate
A marriage

subelan and a woman of his

in
Thus
any

assuming
the

in Ego's

father's

is thus

0

0

to one between

preferred

between

marriage

But when the

it..

repeat

the

in

Moreover

with

subelans

no longer

the

to one another
repetitive

(of.

Their

Possibly

marriages

50 percent

at that

in the generation
are preferable
two generations

generation,

by 64

represented

between "strangers"

that

already

of the parties

that

the formal

affinal

reciprocal

of the marriage

relationship
and duplicate

duplicated

in the same generation,

relation

to the new

ceased to exist.,

established

they
between the

marriages

or reciprocated

in as much as where

or duplicate

when., upon the termination

the affinal

were when

i. e. there

marriages;

marriage

are concerned the reciprocal
marriage

of the kind

preceding

may be said that

to such marriages

become a replacement

concerned in such a

between members of the two subolans

in the generation

succeeding

(tomakav

tama and 12ju to one another

or duplicate

reciprocal

Thus it

two

would thus conform to the basic

of these marriages

became the means of reviving

two subclans.

so

reasons.

as "strangers"

but

the individuals

When in such cases the earlier

marriage.

and is

would

members of the

the

marriage

but

investigated.

time one marriage

concernedo usually

the first

father's

between "strangers",,

marriage

they were contracted
existed

marriage

and economic

political

as affines

so that

a man of his

duplicate

not

would

and latue

IMa

may be desirable,

would not count as formal

of the total

percent

formally

formal

between

a marriage

generation

for

the

of

P. 313),

next Section).

preference

Chiefs.,

termination
count

Ego's

one between

seen such repetition

case of

marriage

for

in

i. e.

and a woman of Ego's;

to

preferred

has lapsed,

marriage

and as we have

particularly

later

is

and a woman of Ego's

subelan

(of.

tabu

affinal

father's

father's

a man of his

marriage

tends to

of the marriage

in

between the two subclaw

324-

link

the second marriage

ceases to exist;

by it

between the two subelans.

the same generation.,
for

advantage,

it

together

the advantages of reciprocal
the order

already

for

subelans

in

Bearing

discussed

concerning

(esp.

me riages

between individuals

marriages

where their

related

duplicate

potential

the first.

with

those already

with

as against

of preference

affinally

not have this

tend to be coterminous

will

are between members of

Where both marriages

howevers the second will

mind these considerationsp

313),

then becomes the only affinal

pp. 312-

who are
rank may be

are of--equivalent

summarised as being %Li_rp_tp reciprocal
of the earlier
Seco

9 reciprocal

and "sister's

husband's

the earlier

sister

marriage

It
absolute,
another

being

the case of the marriages
on the list

the one that
and others,

offers
is that

that

in particular

form of marriage

as we have seen.

succeeding

that

of

It

preferred

is an order

brother's

of

wife's

may also be repeated

most advantages..

to that

successors,

respects
here that

potentially

ustrangers*,,

of relativet
may result

circumstances

in fact

and their

is in certain

between formal

this

instances

of Chiefs

given

IQLa and bwad4.,

as that

brother.

husband's

preference;

preference

brothee

between members of the same generation

of course be understood

will

wife's

jgqWap Obrotýerls

between members of the generation

between
i.
affinal
e.
-

marriage

and sister's

as that

i.
formal-,
JAM
latu,
and
e.
-

marriage

the earlier

tabu.

sister".

marriage

duplicate

j.

between
formal
i.
e.
-

that

succeeding

between members of the same generation

marriage

marriage

Jhjr, 4p duplicate

Fourt

between
i.
affinal,
e.
-

marriage

of the earlier

between members of the generation

marriage

on the list.

in
In

indeed., the third

preferred

to the firstp

the "idealu

at least.,

not

marriage,

both economic

in the sense of members of
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subelans between which# whatever
is in existence

no marriage
will

than the marriages
locally

important

persons,

than another

one rather

more important

local

material
this

and their

so that

contracted.,

resources

brother

and wife's

heirs

marriages
a marriage

in their

that

that

is those other

heirs

and of other

is

e. g. personal

spousep or preference

only the marriages
that

designate

at the time of their

as, if

being

of Chiefs

lasts

subclans.,

and the more senior
its

and

and

of the Imiman and
significance

at

at the early

unimportant

the greater

not

and

negotiated

concerned are of decisive
are relatively

for

in influencing

are politically

the disposal

affecting

of the subclans

stagep but the longer

probable

potential

is generally

considerations

Mostother

stage.

of marriages,

considerationsp

it

contemplated.

or major economic considerations

It

of importance

is

lubou tend to be as important

potential

thans political

leaders

economically

personal

in the past,

relationship

marriage

headmen and their

than another

the choice of a spouse.
other

in the majority

of Chiefso

to one rather

attachments

when the further

also that

be realised

may have been their

become the husband

importance

tends to

become.
No reference
incest

taboos,

preferences

father

if

of systematic

of preferred

as determinants

kinship

and daughter

disapproval

with

social

of marriage

and daughter

of the individuals

is extended by processes
concerned in the formal

is of course
1ý1

may in individual

an own mother's

the sense of repugnance arouse by sexaal

to

ma riages

of marriage
It

relations.

the taboo between own father

cases reinforce
daughtert

discussion

these are not regarded

since

as elements

that

possible

has been made in this

intercourse

of psychological
father-daughter

brother's

11

between own

identifications
relation

with

those

:I
0.4
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But that

in the personal.
structurally

is apparent

significant
that

remarked;

and daughters

in so far

this,

preventing

the marriage

preference

for

of formal

can be explained

efficient

and expedient

permanent., but lapse with
that

the formal

formal

affinal

formal

relationships

divorce
daughter

Section

lapses

Svstematic

5.

individuals.,

just

Extensions

once established.,

no matter

kin;

and

are not
them,, so

cease to count as
whereas the lapsing

of

Thus upon

personal

ones.

relation

between father

and

taboo between them does not

if,

and Charvýes of Formal Usans.
Section

continue

how the latter

the incest

noted,

disappear

social

at the same time.

As was shown in Chapter II,

as kin,

the formal

but the incest

for

and maintain

establish

,va

to the

relating

relationships

to one another,

does not also terminate

may be terminated,

and

"resources*

also when individuals

tabu and tama and ILt&

or the death of the wife,,

disappear

that

the marriages

preference

affinal

and other

fathers

of preferences

the

that

taboos between personal

by incest

fathers

of exogamy

as such;

than formal

affines

of human and other

utilisation

father-daughter

is no rule

already

personal

as against

and daughters

as one of a series

purposesp and not as conditioned
the formal

there

fathers

between other

marriages

daughters

that

in a number of considerations

and that

is not reprobated.,

is not

may occur,

between formal

intercourse

sexual

as it

4. personal
to colour

may change with

taboo between own father

upon the dissolution

of his

between

relationships

their

formal

relationships

the passage of time.
and daughter

ma riage,

As

does not

the father

ceases to
U,

count formally
marriage

as such in relation

takes place

to the daughter.

between members of the daughter's

Similarly,,
generation

where a
two
the
of

327.

formal

of the father

that

subelans while

their

subelan do not affect

social

Appropriate

occur

,,
between own father
tama or latu..

and daughter,,

to some degree.

may be affected

personal

as

relationship,
term., in this

the appropriate

exists.,

be used in its

may still

attitudes

of course their

although

but where a close personal

of course;

total

in the terms used when such changes in status

changes take place

relations

changes in the

as members of their
i. e. their

personalitiess

and interaction

relationships

and daughter

relationships..

personal

as individual

one another

the consequent

exists,,

between the father

relationships

towards

still

case

sense between the individuals

concerned.
Thus if

e. g.

(father's

daughter

tabu,

affinal

to his wife

and her sisters,,

and Vawa to their

ma riage

lasts,,

continue

to count formally

father's

marriage.

father's

subclan. arising

his

as their

That is,

and usages will

arising

IMLa or bwada to their

brothers,

and the other

children

father's

in formal

from his

with

marriage
marriage.

father,

father's

of their

members of their

continue
latu

brothers)

subelan will

in respect

ate.

they will

subelan as formal

from the son's

becomes

personal

members of their
latu

previous-

the personal

including

interaction

from his marriage.,

be those arising

brotherst

the man's sister

But as long as their

marriage.

and the members of his

but in interaction

Similarly

affinal

mothers and mothers'

of the brother's

themselves

sister's

hi s tba- u al sot

previously

tuwa and bwadaO her mothers and mothers'

his tabu and tama., become his yaM.

in virtue

formal

female ja_da)., she becomes his kwavat her "brothers",,

become his affinal

ivat

father's

his tama,, become his jahoU, her "sistersA
,

previously

ly

his

a man marries

to reckon

and tama or tabu ate.,

the formal

relationships

This means in effect

32$.
that

the son and his

subelan contemporaries

contemporaries

and tabu,
subelans

lubou etc.,

to interact

continue

Extensions-of

It

ivata

as Inbout

so long as his marriage

one another
Lo!zical

the members of the father's

while

logically.,

as it

any formal

significance,

formal

the kinship

involving

reciprocal

affines

husbands.

"mothers"

exists

of specific

Further,

ina,

tuwa; bwada or luta.,

between their

subelans

little

formal

if
The use

No

kindsp

that

from the relationship

through

the spouses of subelan ina are

Ego's tama and that

in virtue
of his

as we saw above p. 299$ the other

so that
etc.

and that

exists

may develop

tama are also termed IM

with

extended

of Ego,, and as far

the subelan may also be extended to appropriately

children

of being

of affines.

relationships

derives

But since

relationship

of the subelan of such affinal
their

roles

any reciprocal

or husbands.

the analogy between their

used within

and bwada with

i. e. of men of the Oubelans

ina as such and that

termed tama., the spouses of other

their

tuw

terms are capable

those with

of such affinal

between Ego and such affinal

ina with

in both

(usage
14, pp. 296 ff).
an example

affords

are concerned,

fathers

generation

which have of themselves

particularly

fathers,

between the subelans

the formal

as tama

lasts.

were., to relationships

relation,

as individuals

marriage,

and affinal

of the term ina of the wives of formýL fathers.,

direct

and the preceding

Usageg.

must be noted here that

of Ego's formal

their

with

dnd bwada etc in

t

of the father's

of the same subelan in virtue

generation

affinal

members of the father's

but with

of his marriage,

virtue

subelan as jahoi

in his wife's

tend to interact

will

their

brothers

Where no direct

related

of

subelan
terms
members

may be termed kada,
affinal

relation

of Ego,, the use of such terms may be
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regarded
village

to the nature

as appropriate
with

playgroup

ts of a village
some of its

each other

interaction

the adults

and with

the formal

drawn into

are normally

of the formal

situations.

9 children
for

of their

relationships

by virtue

participating

the occasion

with

as members of a
Residen-

of the village.

or ceremonial

involved

In such

own subclans.

may be socially

of co-residence

those who are immediately

of

activities

be directly

members even though they may not themselves

in virtue

identified

of their

concerned,

and

termed formally

J&&u Ochild".
by the adults.
..a
Where however a direct affinal
relationship
subelan and that

of such an affinalAnals
to the indirect

addition
determines

Ego's formal

"motherls"

subelan are immediately

especially

those of informal

ofs his village
general

status

"motherad

and reference..

although

may speak jocularly

even after

or sentimentally

as "tuva

or bwada", *sibling

opposite

sex8s since

associated

with

the respect

personally

relation

by another

between subelans whose members
also

to,

and think

in the same

in day to day interaction

by their

their

situations.,

On the wholes however,

status

of their

names; both in address

proper

have changed adults

relations
childhood

playmates

of same sex8, but never as 011fta",

the use of this

As noted above, if

he may tend to refer

of the Chapter,

relation

own and the

in other

mother and siblings.

to personally

are referred

in which his

and sistersO

be the cases in

the direct

concernedo although

interaction.,

way as of his personal

individuals

the "father4s

in interaction

and "brothers

as we saw at the beginning

of Egos as may well

through

relation

between the members

exists

and friends

*sibling

of

term always evokes the feelings
between subelan luta.
reckoning

a direct

have an indirect

affinal
relation

relation
as affinal

exists
-ina

("father's
affinal

brotherls"

wife)

determines

relationship

subelan marries

affinal.

affinal

both Ego's
hand if

this

of their

virtue

subelans.,

fathers

wives"

extended to all
while

occur of

to the indirect
by clan

relation

subclan will

motherlo

affinal,

but in

relationships.
between

or clan kinship

of affinal

of the wives of his

identification
"mother"

of the status

in his

subelans

that

to specific

the formal

formal

of such
is the

It

own subelan.

between the members of his own and those of such
makes this

possible,

reciprocal

affinal

of subelan usages occur in connection
with

close

are of the same clan.

subclans

indirect

relation

of his

that
roles

to use terms referring

than that

follow

but they cannot normally

inals

not their

of the social

with

"mothers'"

extensions

and the terms

then,, Ego may extend the usages of subelan kinship

absence of specific
affinal

roles

as ina,, ka&IA,, jAw..% and hVI&IS etc..,

situations

clan kinship.

on the basis

"fathers'

subelan,

the new direct

reciprocal

to the members of the subelans

systematically

Ego or a member of

is the case, the terms appropriate

In the absence of a direct
their

inale

are the same as those of the direct

in formal

participate

as adults

Ego and the members of the affinal

so that

and the terms

relations

may not infrequently

Such marriages

and the affinal

relationship

kinshipt

formal

their

between playmates;

attachments

On the other

if

than the indirect

rather

status

Similarly,

establishes

they use of each other.

course if

formal

a member of such an affinal

relationship

personal

the direct

etc.

their

interaction.

they use in formal
his

and latu

father's

wife;

members of the subelans

Diagram 5 of the Appendix

with

there

is no need

relationships.

Similar

since

other

relationships

the term tabu may be systematically
of the spouses of all

affinal

shows how in consequence of the formal

&Ahup
"Id
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of the subelans

of any generation

of terms on the basis

extension
of formally

significant

concerned in virtue
kinship

of the logical

of the term ina of mother's

because of the absence

members of her subclan

ing;

her children

extension

of other

brother's

wifep

PP. 300 ff-P

and her brother

his nv&,

These special

the statuses

total

wife's

of his

wife

is

relation

himself.

It

indirect

affines

with

with

affines

do not involve
as total
is

toward

with

subclan

or sisterOj

that

social

units,

such as to permit

relation

of Ego's

but that
their

the status

opposed to

even though in
of the latter's

subelan mothers in relation
the relationships

subelans

of which

are formally

to himself.,

brother

words that

their

affinal

which establishes

subclan

in relation

the mother's

may be said in other

each other

indirect

with

identified

socially

etc.

between them in virtue

members of the affines'

those of the members of Ego's subclan
virtue

subclans,,

and obligations

rights

of other

"brother

by the direct

usages are conditioned

reciprocal

not his

is not

not his kada.

between Ego's and the kada's
specific

the relation

with

Ego's latu.,

Thus the use

subc1an usages.

discussed

on the analogy

are formally

members

is not accompanied by the

roles

accompanied by the use of the terms kada, tuwa or h3ada,, luta
other

such

which does involve

relationship

formal

But if

of affines.

the use of a term of subelan

of these relationshipso

of Ego's subelan in reciprocal

to members

etc.

between the members of the subclans

roles

to an affinal

jUtA

is possible

of analogy

sons and

of sisters'

of a variety

reciprocal

in reference

potentiality

identification

Ego may extend the terms tamay IM,

brothers,

mothers'

the social

involving

relationship,

in formal

affinal

the interaction

social

between
interaction
with

and terminological

such

to

332.

identification

). members of other

(kakave

pseudo-kin

Ego's indirect

we have seen that
in fact,

members of one anothers'

with

though his direct

identification

as the direct

affines

in their

significance

kind

either
relations
"Order

or clan kin., while

as affinos

supercede indirect

affinal

formal

between their

relationship

and is

from this,

apart

i

of indirect

but is of little

one another

with

relationships

own clan

Such

and interaction

party.,

upon the absence of a direct

conditional
subelans

of a third

affines

be members of his
cannot be.

to the relation

indeed)

of the same clan;

may well

in principle

affines

is appropriate

subelans

affines

as though they were

subelans

as has been shown direct
ones as determinants

total

relations

of formal

of

kinship

and usages.
of Affinal

of-Precedencem

In a similar

way B90's

or those of other

RelAtionghlDs.

status

members of his generation

marriages

of members of other

his

and the terms appropriate

roles

marries

generations

those deriving

'over-ride
of his

by his own marriagel
from the

as determinants

subclan

of

to them, when a member of Ego's generation

a member of th4 subelan of the spouse of a member of another

generation

of his

the total

subclans,

subolan.

of his

generation

subelan and with
are formally
used also

In such a case the structural

assuming them to be of equivalent

as we have seen (esp.

marriage

as determined

relations

)p
ff.
but the formal
318
ppthat

subelan with
the generation

of his

concerned in Ego's

contemporary

change as we saw on PP- 326-326.
the status

relations

rank,, remains the same

also

of Zgo's

relationships

contemporaties

of the father

between

relation

in e. g. the fathertsi

in so far

marriagep

as its

members

changes., and the terms

Thus where through

of the members of Ego's generation

the father's
in his own

333.
and his

father's

passive

modes of two units

to the relation

subelan were analogous

and generation

of the fatherts

subelan their

generation
the relation
structural

between active

ship as expressed

in formal

Other marriages
their

member of a mother's
spouse and his
formally
fact)

the village

within

time of Ego's birth
brother's

wife

or mother's

brother's

the marriage

(Chapter

members of the other

subelans

but become

as appropriate.

Section
father

of a formal

ascending

generation

to the status

subelan by the later

or of a mother's
father

(mother's

generation

of the other

different

busband)ý!
through

of Ego's

subelan
In such

subclan.

set up between Ego and

relations
marriage

motherlsý

will

have superdeded those
of the two

old enough to marry.

There is thus as it
ships through

In

what was at the

2c),

to the former by the time members of Ego's generation
are in turn

a

subelan., the

by the time Ego is old enough to marry,

of a member of the first

a case the usages appropriate

marries

between members of owning =bclans,,,

I Part 1,

have become that

wifep

jabu,

of

affines

wife's

Ego's affinal

of marriages

to a member of the corresponding

appropriate

or of brother's

the subelan of a mother's

may well

direct

with

tuwa or bwada etc.

affinal

cluster

of the former relation-

he or a "siblingO

Thus if

husband's

in view of the frequency

that

contemporaries

or her kin are no longer

his kwava, jubou,,

and the

of communication,

overrides

effects.

mother's

become analogous to

relations

status

and usages.

roles

of Ego or his

subelan have similar

when

concept,

a member of the contemporary

marries

modes of two units

of the latter

significance

in the structural

of communication

a member of Ego's subelan

between the latent

were in order
generations

of precedence between affinal

of Ego's subelan as determinants

relationof Ego's
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relations

other

subelans.

superaede all
temporaries
duplicate

with

Ego's own affinal
othersY

within

together

his

marriages

upon the status
eto.

and the usages formally

within

status

of their

relations

between them in a single

marriages
in respect

reciprocal

of reciprocal

gift

one of his

or whether

of Ego with
relation

the formal

and service

or

Ego's lubou.,

it

is

a subclan

between subelans
by second

members are not affected

generation,

con-

terminologically

as Ego's wife,
Osister"

of a subclan

of his

by that'of

is duplicated

But whereas the structural

of his wife.

and the formal

that

have no effects

generation

his marriage

by the marriage

reciprocated.,

the marriages

be recalled

will

a woman of the same subclan

with

"brother"

this

the spouse thus

of the members of the two subelans.

relations

remain jub2-2 whether

"brothersO

those through

it

subelan;

through

relations

with

towards members of

appropriate

roles

of the members!
by such

exchanges are modified

ma=iages.
Whether

Ego's

subelan

subelan or both in his
marriage

contracts

relations
generations

gives

a wife

relationships

supersede as determinants

and usages any marriages
of the two subelans,

already
so far

existing

But changes in usages and relationships

establishing

of marriages
relation

the generation
the roles

in Ego's generation

between the total

through

which the affinal

of Ego and his

which the same structural

subelans..

generation
relationship

relate

set up by the

between members of other
contemporaries

accompaqjina

are

the

not to the structural

which remains the same whatev

relationship

as affected

another

of the status

as Ego and his

concerned.

or formal

one from.,

or receives

the affinal

generation.,

concerned

to.,

is

established,

by the marriage

is expressed

anew.

but to

contracts

in

We may thus say
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that

the ultimate

formal
into

contemporaries
of other
It

Ego to

members of

a single

subelan

might

husband,

mother's

or daughter's
members of

his

basis

the

subalans

of

the

the

of the

appropriate

that

generation

marriage)

and the

in

is

associated

with

it

is

this

members of

the

other

them in most contexts

in so far

subelan

concerned

as formal

relationships

marriage
subclan,,

of formal

usages
But

the
that

since

dominates

and determines

may be relevant

son's

interaction

wife,

with
the

affinal

to be conducted

upon

from

and relations

marriage

interaction

formal

sister's

deriving

tends

the

another,

formal

members

of

e. g. Ego's

of

formal

Ego's

ma riage.

relations

as that
and his

wife

by that

own generation,

towards

same time

towar&,

relationships

affinal

to members of

such a situation

subelans

as determined

such affinal

with

In

and duplicate

Thus by marriages

same time.

brother's

formal

terms are the marriages

of reciprocal

own subelan

the

at

count

each generation

the

ships

of his

husband.

between

relation

at the

subelan

generations

successive

affinal

stand

these

and after

the two proximal.

especially

two or more formal

in

entered

in Ego's and his

referents

in view of the effects

is possible,

marriages,

his

of the subalan,

generations

contracts

but before

subclans;

and use of the kinship

relations

status

for

total

the effective

or lapse,

are established

of

of their

by them on behalf

contemporaries

and usages are the marriage

relationships

affinal

Ego's and his

in establishing

referents

Ego's
between
his

in

main part
the

general

the

between

usages

and in informal

subclans

in

relationhe employs

situations)l

in such situations.

(Cf.

pp. 326-33).
Should Ego's marriage
affinal

relationship

end through

the death of his wife,

between his and her subelans

established

the formal
by his marris'90

Jýl
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terminates

the transitional

and,, after

also,

he is termed toLQet

(formal

they become strangers

(tomakay

another

) to one another..

of the two subelans

generation

of his

subelan would be counted formally

lubou,

latu,

his

tabu etc.

relations,

as their

personally

Ofather"
at least

the now marriage,
during

of the two subelans,
in most situations.,

because of course his
not terminated
corresponding
apply

to the use of other

formal

status

Effect

of Rank.
Differential

father's

relation

relations

would continue

involved

children

with

to regard

immediately

generations

to term him tama

males of his generation

relationship.,

them as their

subelan.

from

Moreover

in these.

continue

other

generation

of the father's
kinship

formal

of their

between members of proximal

when a member of their
generation

erstwhile

than those arising

because of the personal

status

spousep

members of his generation

(children)

even though they term all

. partly

members of the next

sensep and to use the term tam& of him

other

of marriages
a personal

relationships

as Yawa to their

should they be personally

the coexistence

and subelan

latu

in the personal
in situations

caset this

in view of the persistence

Nevertheless

Ego's personal

if

exists

the death of Ego's

the other

Fgo with

already

In this
formal

so that..

before

had married

or should they marry thereafter.,

personal

there

unless

of his

superCedes Ego's as the determinant

the members of the dead wife' s subalan,,

with

which

by the members of her subclan.. he and

mourner)

between members of the two subelans.

marriage

marriage

of mourning during

period

marries

mother's

husband is

a member of the

Similar

terms in the personal

but also

considerations

sense where the

change.

ranIc again affects

changes in terminological

usages as it
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does other
their

aspects

connection
the

marriage,
one of

of

term

will

himself

Chief

were his
this

this

with

they

of the Chief's

generation

marriage

Chief,,
the

even though one of their

his latu

corresponding

of

tend to continue

subelan contemporaries

formally

Thus the children

relations.

of affinal

her

their

and other

his

of the two subelans

to this

reference

marriage,

of the members of all

relationships

and usages conditioned

and bwadap and

this

wouldý!
11

were so

of members of

tend to dominate
of his

the

as in particular

as well

generations

of

etc. p as they

interaction

in general

those of the Chief

in respect

But whereas if

would tend to dominate the affinal

Ego's generation

tuwa
yaw

generation

in

interaction

daughter

sisters

own.

as

presentations

a sister's

her

lubous

members of

gift

with

subelan of the same rank as their

marriage

In formal

subalan.

and

a member of the

number marries

'brothers"

'brothers"

themselves

to regard

e. g. in harvest

of a Chief

the formal

and his wives'

by them tend to be employed in all

subelans

interaction.
II

Formal kinship

usages are thus subject

by the changing affinal
interaction

formal

the kinship
the basic

subelans

is., like

relationships
terms and formal

requirements

members of kingroups
of local

groups also.

relations

and formal

to them, is flexible

roles

of regularity

provide

and their

of members of two subelans

marriages
their

that

relationships

between total

to systematic

the formal

each other

the system of related
refer..

as determinants
statuses

definitive

sufficiently

At the same time the interpretation
in social

organisationt

of

to which
to meet

in the interaction

and predictability

and., in as much as these are associated

roles

framework of

The way in which the

members.

supersede

changes conditioned

with

localities.,

of status

and of the terms that

enough to accommodate the variable

of

factors

referl

of personal

338-

personal

be farther

This will
6.

Section

the formal

kin although

change.

Sumary

The primary

use of terms in reference

seen in the contimed

as is

relationships,

of the individuals

relationships

concerned

in the next Chapter*

discussed

the Affir Al

&nd Conclugiono---

Contl: act.
of the

Chapter has been the analysis

aim of the present

to

i

kinship

terminology

provides

the basis

interaction
kinship

are

of marriage

they designate
of formal

the formal

reproductive

total

units

characteristics
social

together

viewpoint

of formal

the matrilineal

social

interaction

and relationships

of their

descent
(cf.

distinguishable

statuses

in interaction

for

kinship

the specific
systems.

groups are conceived

p. 190),

the total

and the formal

as

the sex and generation

members as having

system in as much as they express within

in the

discernible

of a conceptually

other

as an

and in the associated

characteristicsp

as against

that

on the hypothesis

as the expression

which can be hold to account

terms,

contract

marriages

preferred

explained

of the human population

of the Trobriand

by the

the kinship

Rather

as the social

with

are all

relationsy

sex and generation

system of communication

From this

of kin.

by

some kinds

or are conditioned

itselfv

and marriage

for

of

statuses

each other

preferences

system can be interpreted

kinship

processes..

characteristics

kinds

to

and related

condition

either

interaction.,

kinship

of biological

from

of different

grouping

element in formal

idiom

others

in the

The formal

population.

is not held that

but it

as against

the basis

Trobriand

which

statuses

and predictability

contimity

as differentiated

contract;

the statuses

that

of regularity,

conceived

terminological

to a system of related

refers

of members of the

the marriage

is

as it

formal

meaning in the

units

conceptually

usages of the kinship

I
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to the formal

terms as referring
sexes

as analogues

and generations

Ego.

individual
the
view
of
of
subelans

are in turn

total

their

and interaction

on the one hand the referent

subelans

as total
its

other;
and that

As three

the marriage

so three

levels

the relation

that

it

subelans

of individual

relation
the formal

level

of its

up of systematic

representative

is

of the sexes and

is conceived

tt

as secondary

the formal
as structural
affines

social

relations

units

of communication
of social

relations

members of different

the marriage
of reciprocal
subelans

been

of the total

interaction

by the giving

contract, $

and interaction
through

organisation.

contract

of

system of

of the marriage

significance

relation

for

and interaction

in the conceptual

aýI

the kinship

has already

marriage

as representatives

significance

for

may be distinguiched

level

between units

is., the structural

establishes

between total

family,

At the structural

of communication

communication;

it

to be that

the means of distinguishing

of significance

as the analogue in systematic

explained

the

viewpoint

have been distinguished

of significance

contract.

relations

of view.

point

levels

terms and usages,

setting

the elementary

of reproduction..

from the structural

is that

as the basis

significance

1

them into formal relations
with each
de
household,
the
'unit
coresidencep
of
of,

and of bringing

units

From this

the statuses

in distinguishing

point

of bringing

formal

is considered

to Ego., and on the other

in relation

generations

members into

contract

the

members of

significance

each othere

with

of the marriage

significance

the formal

as the individual

subelans as well

of communication
primary

conceived

between individual

Marriages
as having

from

comwni cation

modes of

of

of the different

and statuses

significances

subalans.

involves

the
At

the

between
of a woman of one

340.
to be the wife
into

a specific

structural
relation

relation

reciprocal

or potential

of both subelans.,

by reference

Individual

directly

in

concerned

total

subelans
in

especially

or mortuary
symbolically

in

their

their

to which their

or

the formal

contract

as structural

units

From the structural

to be secondary,
is that

it

since

brings

into

husband and the wife's
serves

as an affinal

of the total

and formal

a formal
brother

relation

subelans,,

between

contract

by reference

between units
to it.

of the elementary

family

contract
the

interaction

and thus

subelansf

in the social

contract

is

conceived

of the social
The fact

that

as a social

111

is considered

of the marriage

significance

which are also distinguished

family

of their

as representatives
of general

of the marriage

the function

of reciprocal

relations

provides

presentations

based upon it.,

social

the significance

That is the affinal.

the basis

gift

apparent

and establishes

and the elementary

as the means of establishing

contract

as is

organisation.

viewpoint

structurally

contract

subelans.

of social

of the household

as the basis

contract

and embody the affinal

their

represent

and the human groupings

itselft

subelano

between the total

of interaction

relations

to

one another.,

expresses

one

are distinguished

such as harvest

itself

Such interaction

rites.

hold

are

members

with

members of their

with

contexts

ritual

can be said also to symbolise
subelans

interaction

relations

subclans,,

contracts

affinal

between all

status

spouses and other
marriage

comes
of the

sets up a formal

interaction

reciprocal

formal

ceremonial

the marriage

while

this

as members of the same or of different

and established.

brother

the wife's

her husband, and in virtue

with

of the subelan.,

unity

and social
of actual

another,,

As a result

of a man of another.

relations
structurallIL
system

the same
unit

may be

1,111

341to the significance

as incidental

regarded

ct is formulated,

and in which the status

terms of the social
At the level

of personal

mechanism of social
marriage

level

organisation
contract

of opposite

and relationships

educating

family

including

social
family

but structurally

this

of regulating

communication

,,

affinal
reference

contract

group as the unit
function

function.,

contract

between total

not to the former.,

characteristic

features

At this

and incidental

features

units

of the Trobriand

to

of

of the Trobriand

in reference

and the special

of elementary

and

and co-residence;

family
kinship

to the

feature s of the

are no more to be explained

content

and

of members of

between formal

are hold to be explicable

to the psycho-biological

of rearing

relations

as subordinate

the relations

subclans

of the

of regulating

of reproduction

The characteristic

and marriage

activities

or adopted by the couple.

is regarded

and organising

primary.,

than are other

the processes

has the function

two

relationship

and maintenance

purposes the psycho-biological

and interaction.

system of kinship
latter

born to the wife

marriage

Thus the

in the economic and other

sex as partners

in

as a

formilation.

in a unique reciprocal

and household,

the elementary

that

in its

the establishing

the Trobriand
for

may vary

unites

families

itself

and marriage

contract

in

psycho-biological

members of elementary

connected with

any children

stabilising

as they have for

contra-

and the

contract

have the same basic

by it

however the social

societies,

elementary

sex

and formulated.

the marriage

significance

established

meanings for Kiriwinans

individuals

involves

of the population

relations

are distinguished

contract

human relationships

Trobriand

as this

membership and descent as the idiom in which the social

and generation

other

of kinship

by

relationships
system.

34M

of kinship

of the human population
logical

explanatory
That is,
residence

and descent

sexp generation

and relationships

characteristics

formulated

of the system of communication

as the psycho-biological

family

has of itself

and reproduction

heret

1.

elements

elementary

family

or principles

of

system may be summarised as follows

kinship

The structural

(subelan)

characteristic

as the

any more than have the incest

taboos., which are held to be elements of psycho-biological
The structurally

of co

unit

significance,

no structural

has been formulated

concept of structure

the formal

as an

constract.

the elementary

relationships.

system

in terms

as the expression

can be conceived

relations

and marriage

of biological

in as much as the formal

are held to be explicable

such features

Rather

and formal

and indivisibility

unity

based on the strictly

principle

matrilineal,

of the kingroup
of formal

descent.
2ýI

The formal
subelan,,
other

2.
.

structural

and the

social

of

equivalence

the

of

equivalence

the

statuses

membersp in

of

members of

relation

to

the

same

members of

subelans.

The formilation
a. Marriage

of the marriage

within

contract

in such a way thAt3, -

the subelan as the structural

of form.-,I kinship

unit

Ili

is impossible;
b. The marriages
total

subelans

of individual
into

formal

members of different
affinal

relationships

subalans bring
with

each other,

their
in

as much as
c. The reciprocal
wife

relations

and husband's

actually

sister

or potentially,

entered
(but
to all

into

by husband and wife's

not husband and wife)
other

members of their

apply

brothers
also,

respective

I

i
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subclans

(and.. to some extent.,

d. The rights

and obligations
of long-term

relations

between the total

groups and their
Status

of the categories

are distinguished
family

as it

Differential

marriage

subelans

of local

external,

and ritual

It

of the affinal
In as much as the

subelans

thus has

both internal
and villages;

that

is,

it

economic,, jural

politicalp

and between local

and

groups,

villages

clusters.

wiU

be noted that

been made above*

principle

of multiple

the rank factor

relations,

focussing

has the effect

as foci

subelans.

localities,

affinal

both within

contract

affinal

of subclansp

as foci

of other

the means of,

relationships..

and village

themselves

upon particular

in.. and provides

results

twice

groups

interactions

not to psycho-biological

of some subclans

particular

the formal

terms into

purposes of formal

attribute

of a n=ber
with

usages of the kinship

members to each other.

representatives

and the subalans

of focussing

the basis

by reference.,

rankp as a structural

relationships,

the effect

system, which provide

for

and their

subelaas

are associated

between local

as suchp but to the formal

relationships

contracts,

contractual

individuals

other

individual

of selecting

kinship

by the formal

and established

total

relates

and garden lands,

members also.

designated

which Ego can classify

and ritual

concerned andp in as much as the

villages

with

they can serve as
jural

economics political.,
subalans

in the formal

relations

elementary

formal

are identified

are such that

contracted

the basis

subelans

clans);

of the formal

reference

to the localisation

This may be regarded
kinship

system;

of subalans

as a structural

but the fact

that

has

element or
members and groups

344.
of the human population

human characteristic

as a biological

terms of the formal
That is,

cent.
biological
and time

kinship

..

terms of the present

explained

and localisation

as to the other

structural

human characteristics

system as its

analogue in the social

than incidental
Chapter.

reference

to localisation

and local

This is of course because formal

status

the relationships

of members of local

(pp. JS.2-W)

earlier

from2 and must be

formulated

kinship

systematically

grouping

system.

The

kinship
no more

with

in the present
in the Trobriand

relations

not local

groups with

attaching

in different

system have been discussed

system are phrased in terms of kingroup,

social

But in

and the formal

concept of the system of comminication

structural

varies

system derives

social

significanceý''

significance

in the same terms as, the formal

conceptually

in both space

relationships.

social

the specific

and in the Trobriand

societies,

group,

each other

membership;

are., as was said

in terms of kinship,

not

versa.
In other

system so far
a local
relations
is

analysis,

of

are always of some stru ctural
in their

in

sex,, age and des-

have the characteristics

descent lines

sense of the term,

is regarded

of significance

system as biological

human populations

all

localities

particular

of the same order

and these characteristics

to localisation

with

or social

sexesp generations,

in the widest

vice

are associated

words,
with

descent

we have been concerned in the analysis

the subelan as a formal

group,

and with

which can be discerned

conceived

systematically

as having

the social

the relationships

unit

of descent,,

the system of kinship
within

of the kinship
rather

and affinal

and between such units.

function

or attribute

of communication

than as
status
This system

of orgaaising

and interaction

of the

345population;

In the next Chapter we shall

they.

system works in the organisation
there

is a considerable

of ad hoc arrangements,
formal

kinship

structural
against

In discussing
be considering

that

relationshipst

of individuals

of individuals

as affinal.

between subclans

system.

as local

a conceptual

if

not actually,

also where
always

between kingroups.

organisation)

descent

the

group as

in particular

contracts

in social

descent groups., rather

in either

on the basis

especially

is always potentially.,

the way in which these operate
relations

takes place

from the

contracts
at least

significance

see that

and we shall

were most significantly

the relationships

and the marriage

and statuses
kinship

interactions

and that

But it

relations.

between members of local

formal

as it

the way in which the

governed by convention,

of view in long -term

individual

have potential

of social

more or less

system operates

point

appropriate,

be concerned with

amount of interaction

the means of systematising

units

are not the system., nor is it

but these human relationships

groups)

than the relations

system of comminication,

we shall
and
between
or a
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V.

Chapter
Kinship

An attempt

and Social

system,, as conceptually

explained

the social

concepts used and the analysis
it

should now be possible

further

material,

desirable

but no attempt

accounts

available

Rather the aim will

already

control

from this

viewpoint

relationships
as necessary

will

first

terms how kinship

by reference

adequate account

and analysis

by Malinowski's

The present

to kinship

Chapter will

what have been distinguished
in the preceding
social

organisation

social

behaviour

analysis,

descent

social

system win

and the formal

levels

emerge an account

(of p. 116 ) as the characteristic
populdtionp

relations

so far
a
be

in one sense, of

a resynthesis,

from which should

status

and organised

work together.

thus involve

of the Trobriand

and local.,

is hoped then that

It

of thq Trobriand

as the personal

defined

in terms of the formal

and marriage.

and the present

by examining

organisation.,

between the members of which are regulated

provides

in the processes

interaction

social

and then the groups,

marriage

where

on the Trobriands.

writings

general

and organising

though

be made here to re-produce

in other

and in economic and political

of social

data,

of course be presented

will

be to show in fairly

the means of systematising

afforded

statistical,

particularly

formulated

system to the data

kinship

a miniTmim of additional

works with

and available;

descriptive

fairly

based upon them have been adequately
the formal

the

If

of the Trobrianders.

relationships

kinship

Chapters,

in the preceding

and analysed

to relate

in Malinowski's

presented

Chapter to show how the formal

be made in this

will

serves to organise

Organisation.

resulting

of the kinship

of Trobriand
patternings

from their
system.

of kinship

of

interaction
Not all

347o

find

kinship.

social

contract

between representatives

units.

Personal

or local

groups,

interaction;

where

being attached

this

for

between distant

main or neighbouring

Islands

an adequate basis

political

for

carry

on his

daily

and to

organise

on the

basis

such.

most other

life

his

of his

routine

These underly
and dominant

mortuary

and twi

in

most part

domestic

affairs

rather

than

and inform

such routine

on special

rather

ceremonials,

and in emergencies

of the corporate

the

friendships

apparent

kinds,

for

wife.

clusters

while

of a
Similarly
on the

the Kula could
long term
between Chiefs

groups.

powerful
groups

senior

by marriages

were established

small

as affines

interaction,

short-term

recurrent

of the dominant and women of the less
members of

group,

basis..

an inadequate

and village

villages

of the Trobriand

and economic relations

Like

to his

purpose usually

in the relationships

provide

to provide

II
"Ili

relations

and political

seep and clan kinsmen may be counted formally

as we shall

population

as members of households

economic

may be felt

even clan kinship

are concerned,

Chief.,

long-term

important

as a

much of normal day-to-day

for

an adequate basis

provide

but

of subelans as structural

between individuals,

relationships

in terms of

is marriage

The key mechanism of such systematisation

formal

or quasi-

or indirectly

they do so directly

relationships

permanent social

long-term

their

necessary or advantageous to systematise

it

do

the Trobrianders

conductedp but wherever

needs to be formally

interaction

however
terms

the

of

personal

and activities
his

formal

tends

to

relationshipsi,

within

kinship

activities.,

than routine

Kiriwinan

the

village

relations

as

but are normally

occasions;

in communal economic enterprises

e. g. at
of many

the collective
status
such as disputes affecting
0
Thus while the formal basis of the social
subclans.

348interaction

of the Trobrianders

much of their
Section

informal

the

corporate

and their

to be latent

given point

in time,

their

designate

heirs

Part
their

of their

but in those of Chiefsp

formal

interactions

the members of which tend to intermarry
There is thus in practice

as between subelans within

relationships
great

importance,,

of an ordinary
is economically
later.

It

the institution

economic or political,

commoner,, although
and politically

is therefore

of marriage

course the majority.,

significants

that

to the young people

(1)

V. esp. 1929,, Cap. IV,

concerned,

the village

so that

effect

as Malinowski

normally

no

marriage

of commoner marriages

be further

of the structural

in instigating

clusterjj

in the affinal

to any particular

as will

in such individual

the initiative

left

the cluster,
attaches

in

as represented

than to marry outsiders.

and duplication

the cumulative

no contradiction

within

more readily

much overlapping

and to some extent

over the personal

of most peoplep

tend to be concentrated

transactions;

at a

in the summary of Cap. Ip

As was indicated

marriages.

leaders

other

of

significance

structural

tends to dominate

the structural

11, the reciprocal
urig-u

the relationships

in most marriages

than actual

rather

or potential

a sense this

In

members.

significance

structural

in terms of which are organised

relations

groups

to overshadow their

life

relation-

marriage

of

significance

or personal

tends in much of daily

aspects

or affinesp

(Cf.
I
Cap.
Social-Omanisation
Mechardsms
Marrilges
esp.
of
as
Part 11 sec. 2c., Cap. IV Usage 9j, and Malinowski 1935 1 Cap. VI
See. 2).

1.

as contractual

tends

as kin

relations

status

is informal-

interaction

routine

In practice

ships

is their

discussed

significance

of

marriages,

which are of

negotiations

should be

(1).
showed

See. 2p and 1935,, Ip p. 203.

349Marriage

Nejzo&iations

Co=onerg.
-

What Malinowski
their

negotiating

did not adequately

children's

whom they must consult
there

of the wife's

withholding

important
direct

by the wife's

as to require

intervention

since they can be trusted

selves.,
children
their

Their

own.

from the personal

partly

negotiators.,
corporate
"people"

and partly

You.. we shall

her from marrying

kinsmen collectively.,
they would probably
the refusal.

is

and if

clearly

was the character

1929,, pp. 74-75-

their

(2)

Ulo Kadala,
her father

that

marriage

from their

themof their

role

derives
as

of the children's

a girl's

saying

less

out of respect

subolans

support

Nfamily"

or

to him "We do not want

may have been in accord with
from the girl's

had offered

to continue

interests

children's

an ultimatum

the father

have refused

corporate

or explicit

not give her any food*..

the pronouncemento but it

the personal

between them, partly

wrote

still

to conduct negotiations

to safeguard

from the tacit

divorce

with

brotherso

mother's

being left

When Malinawski

subelans.
prevented

relation

with

with

to influence

ability

the

commoners are not so

and those of their

out of affection

should

from their

to safeguard

i. e. in effect

brothersp

of junior

much consultation

by them, fathers

subelans

they may be threatened

brother.,

Often the marriages

wives.

corporate

wives'

of the proposed marriage

in the matter,

in

the fathers,

of their

to do so, or in general

brother

of urigubu

from their

(2)

of their

as representatives

Should they fail

interests

for

act on behalf

marriages,

be any doubt as to the desirability

viewpoint.

for

emphasise is that

to garden for

gardening

of the young man;

for

him.

maternal

ý It t

i it I

her instead
The reason

such considerations

are

Ii

350the decisive

factors

immediately

above, pp. 278-Z79,

corporate

subelan derives

received

in most marriages,
is rather

value

its

appreciable

to the subelan

corporate

significance

Moreover since,

the relationships

subelans

cluster,,

village

with

the affinal

of their

and

corporate

transactions

concentrated

and duplication

relations

its

between

relation

the urigub

tend to be strongly

a consequent overlapping

between subelans,

relations

of his

remain junior

brother

in the interaction

to the

the wife's

with

however the affinal

as we saw pp. 73-76,

they pepresent

value

similarly

status;

relations

So long as husband and wife's

then tends also to remain unimportant
subelans.

Its

inception.

change in his personal

members of their

from the urimibu

as a symbol of the validity

is as a symbol of its

subelan.

uninfluential

advantage

at their

nor his

the individual

neither

material

especially

and of the consequent

marriage

groups are not

engaged.

As was indicated

recipient

to proposed marriages

of the corporate

interests

when the economic or political

of kin

the attitudes

in influencing

within

and
the

of affinal

of junior

members of

H
II

subelans tend to be overshadowed in importance

by those of the seniors.,

it

to represent

is relatively

rare

for

the junior

Ochannels of interaction.

formal

subelans.

Considerable

choosing their
of their

corporate

consent of their
Malinowski
kinsmen for Uria

8 in the corporate

much effect

of any two

young people in

one way or another

but they are none the less

subelans;

the only possible

relationships

can thus be allowed

latitude

spouses without

marriages

on the interests

dependent upon the

subelan kin.
adequately

stressed

a girl's

as a means of controlling

and

dependence on her maternal
her marriages

but greatly

351.
the independence of boys when he wrote

exaggerated

(3) "A man is almost

entirely

independent

in regard to matrimonyt

and his marriage.,

a matter

of constant

and considerable

and worry to his wife's

will

to lie

contimie

completely

of increasing

guide his choice effectively
the boy as his heir,,

not only through the mother's
his father

but also through

and through the proposed wife's

subelan kin are opposed to a proposed marriage
the girl's

father

is usually

the case some affinal

subelans pressure
support

brother

and mother's

already

exchanged by the fathers

described

by Malinowski

W-

at the inception
brother

and shares in these exchanges, which are carried
to his wife's

Negotiationg

The marriages
have immediate

Ibid.,

p. 72.
76.

and if

as

between the
kin to

symbolised

of a marriage,
at least

as

contributes

out by the father

in

to

as part

brother.

Chiefs.
-

of active

structural

to make

or her father's

subalans is in fact

One mother's

already,

The consent of representative

marriage.

and the boy's

the gifts

Marriage

exists

relation

a young mn's

his eligibility,

can be brought to bear on the girl's

members of both the girl's

of his obligations

as indicated

is enough in itself

question

relationship

the boy's in opposing their

brother's

The knowledge that

subelan.

to his

significance

but the subalan can oppose or

subelan as he becomes more senior;

corporate

familyp

the sphere of his own people's

outside

Not only is a man's marriage

concernsu.

with

effort

be

which will

Chiefs

importance..

and village
even before

leaders
their

of lower
inception,,

rank
and

always

All

352.
certainly

of their

representatives

respective

of the Omarakana cluster

are all

own leading

groups by

as corporate

affected

of their

Tabalu Chief,

who in olden times appears always to have consulted

cases to have summoneda formal
1950, despite

Mitakata

in the cluster
Village

local
father,

The later

much as public
usually
*love

to his proposed marriage

as private
before

matches* like

of the heirs

matters.
their

Their

positions

marriages

both their

designate

first

and tend to be regarded as

first

marriages

as heirs

commoners*

This according

is not unlikely

(5)

Cf. Malinowski

but it

wives$ KadammAila and Orayayse, were

of the Tabalu.

made the girls

to Malinowski

of both Toluluwa and Mitakata;

desirable

consideration

however, which are

are assureds tend to be

rivals,

allies,

by the girl's

and other leaders

members of the Kwoynama subclan.. the greatest
affinal

of the

in -S*rtjojj-, G.
--.

of Chiefs

at the outset,

those of junior

was the case in the first
may be noted that

In

of village

to the young daughter

be examined more fully

significance

contracted

them.

the reactions

for which were instigated

negotiations

will

marriages

also have political

important

to
5)
consider
-

was at pains to ascertain

Constable..

whose position

them at

and in particularly

(k

council

by those of the

of his powers by the presence of the Australian

restriction

Administration,
leaders

men and in particular

about his proposed marriages.,

informally

or

Thus the subclans and

the marriages

least

and senior

subelans and the villages

corporate

with which they are associated.

villag, a clusters
villages

are the leaders

in as much as the bridegrooms

it,

after

additionally

1935 11 Index s. v.

It

desirable

and hence the most
that

this

as wives to aspirant

i

o

353(6).

Chiefs

ma riage of Vanoi., the next in line

The first

not follow

this

as far

from making a politically

a wonan of his own clan,
The later

of designated

heirsp

and headmen,, have economic and political
are normally

negotiated

between corporate
dominate their
this

normally
and their

brothers

elders

marriage
if

relation

between their

result

personal

married

although

simply

the desired
from the

whereas

Special
commoners

being regarded as though

inclinations

that

wishes

of friends

to

foster

1929 esp. Cap. IV,, secs. 4-

too many men of his

Infant

to in the interests
is not urgently

a proposed

of the subalans, ' e. g.

to wo-menof the girl's.

relationship

by their

in order to set up
conversely

the interests

1929 pp. 10-13.. 96,113-114.
Cf. Malinowski

tends to

viewpoint

of even junior

is felt

'ii

in the relationships

affairs.

subelans;

it

and

only in so far as they

of others

corporate

(7) may also be resorted

but only if

(6)

of their

a boy wishes to marry a girl

betrothals

inception

from the outset.,

or at least

Chiefs

active

members of commoner subclans may be required

may be opposed as being against

subOlan are already

from this

in the marriages

at the outset,

to marry regardless

a desired

as links

primarily

aspects

of

from their

achieve prominence in local

may however result

Thus junior

those

importance

comes about in the marriages

having such significance
they had.

like

Their significance

domestic and personal

wives'

circamstances

and contracted

groups.

match he married

the anger of Mitakata.

thus incurring

marriages

desirable

does

a love

however., and can be regarded as certainly

pattern

match,, is as =ch

to 11itakatal

or child

of corporate
necessary;

groups..

they may often

and cement their

s
personal

H

354relationships

elements in corporate
induce the children

that

their

personal

for

infant

betrothal

kin and local

and their
affairs

be relatively

unstable

about divorce

rates

for,

It

as they become more senior

and

(8).

inception

and divorce

and later

no moral stigma attaches

available

than to the individuals

about the marital

seems probable

Of. Malinowski

however that

attaches

at least

25 percent

1929 Cap. VI,

Sec. 1.

that

their

is difficult

histories

so far as their

concerned,

information

as such, people

therefore

checking., and this

indicates

i

DroDre in klalinowskils

known informants

This in itself

tend to

are not easily

to divorce

out of =our

than close kin tends to be limited,,

marriages

comparative

stages of marriage

can not be accepted without

are concerned.

most Kiriwinan
Accurate

easy.

about such matters

the range of information

other

in their

in so far

Except in the case of well

at least

of their

by the interests

marriages

their

at this

although

tend to be reticent

other

wide range

tend to become important

of Marriages

For a few years after

statements

is so important
would be too urgent

when the matter

dictated

limits

Divorce and the Stability

phrase.

spouses as they grow up

themselves.

influential

obtainedv

be made to

Most people thus have a relatively

anyway.

groups'

every effort

although

to one

as structural

except when the marriage

wishes are ignored.,

subelans,

children

as future

to accept one another

of choice of spouse within
corporate

for

group relationsp

cannot be guaranteed

the result

sisters'

are not however very efficient

Such betrothals

another.

own or their

their

by marrying

early

since

of people
ma-riages

not much importance,,

to most early

marriage

of men and perhaps more

3

355.
of women have had at least

one marriage

terminated

of these divorces

in the first

four

Perhaps five

occurred

endeds and two or three

individuals

from his six divorces

resulting

details

his particular

the first

marriages,
attained

case, but it

tovavaygila

trial

may also reflect

It

period.

and navavaygila

to as OtotubovjU"

in

and stability
large

takes

of the

their

corporate

Effects-of

Birth

The birth

Ibid...

their

that

connection

marriage
groups

seriously

affected

the terms

man or woruLn", are more often

reciprocal

to early

attitude

are usually
(9).

It

concerned had to give evidence of their

fulfilling

in

may be regarded as in a sense

or OnatubovauO, Ogiown up boy or girll

though the individuals

forgetfulness

they give evidence of having

couples than of young people who, though marrieds

older

than as Oreal*

a more general

stability,

*married

ones, which he

a defensive

may be noted in this
.j

marriages

but he also

relationships

few years of whichs until

a minimal degree of actual

a probationary

upon his early

of the earlier

may have been in part

This in turn

thus

my employment.

entering

by the age of about thirty,

appeared to regard more as regularised
marriages.

years of marriage.

of embarrassment at the reputation

unable to recall

seemed genuinely

before

centering

relations

the result

partly

shortly

most

divorce"ss one being my

were notorious

his seventh wife

His vagueness about the kinship
was undoubtedly

or five

and that

of men and women had had more than one marriage

percent

cookboy who married

by divorce.,

duties

as an element

before
in

the

used of
referred
is as

serious

the
social

comiminity

intent
at

relationships
is

by it,

ofQildren.
of the

pp. 51.

first

child

to the

couple

may be taken

as evidence

of

356.
but by no means guarantees

stability,

father

sees in the child

no stage of development

of conception

capacities

of either

or of voluntary
birth

the formal

does affect

of a child

there

and her brothers'

emphasises the wife's
services,

by even greater

as social

Dater of the child

as well

dogma

the reproductive
to her

affinal

of sterility

On the other hand the

divorce.

in so far

relation

as it

the husband's

need to retain

in fulfilling

assiduity

not with

their

part

of the contract,
behalfs

on her brothers'

as guardian,

I

are

contract

is no conception

as grounds for

childlessness

marks

has no duty to bear children

The wife

husband, or he to beget them to her;

But it

between the corporate

covered by the marriage

spouse.

the

of descent and associated

rule

in the sexual act itself,

indulgence

the

may strengthen

attentions.
contract

affinal

the formal

the sexual rights

concerned with

his wife's

in the formal

In accordance with

groups.

for

a rival

it

may also weaken them, e. g. if

bonds between the couple.. it

emotional

for while

it;

of the mother.
Accurate
than

about

divorce,

interests

men's

their

despite

for

did

as their
themselves
age,
which

they

and knowledge.,
normally

strong

interests

and others

were at all

to discuss

them to do so rendered

sphere

to be in

to discuss

what they

as it

were,
freely,

memories

etc.
of

fact..
Because

children.
seriously,

such matters
their

rates

enquiries

Only a few old

"neutralOO

the

often

living

their

and reluctant

province.

as sexually

prepared

in

appear

tentative

my initial

exclusive

they

about birth

as outside

are regarded

as indeed

became embarrassed

one really

enabled

former

the

I was a man few women took
they

to obtain

data are even more difficult

and when
regarded
by

women, regarded
because
and the

and the

of their
very

information

factor
I

a

357.

received

unreliable.

from women together

with

that

about 10 percent

that

survive

of all

first

Some childless

child

women were known to be congenitally

of cases I was assured that

voluntarYs

most Young married
for

children

some time after

bearing,,

was past child
adoleseentsl

until

of knowledge of reproduction

Techniques of abortion

are well

sterility

are firmly

believed

practised

by the women).
to inforaants

According

Owould become anxious
children
them.

of

and solicit

would

(nigad

further

that..

percent

of women are

(10)

couples
they

go., usually

10)
a child
-

vifortunately

V. Malinowski

ebildless,

for

in

to a junior

such improvident

this

in

their

subalan

to make (bring

1935., 1, pp. 372-373.

to be known to and

old

had brought

personally

position

age without

their

couples.,
bear

to

up)

kinswoman

up as)

proportion

temporary

of inducing

themselves

be left

a similar

concerned with

men at least

finding

should

(i.
own
e. whom they

their

So they

lost

known, as white residents

by the native

in

of this

be apparent.

will

aware., and techniques

the woman

like
other
each

(The implications

a family.

was

a couple

one day that

to dplay with

regard to the question

medical work are only too well

was hold,

was discovered

because they preferred

than to start

rather

it

birth

or delayed first

Sometimes.. it

marriage.

but in the

to remain unencumbered by

couples preferring

having children

would put off

year of marriage.

sterile,,

childlessness

none

and most other women

or fourth

the third

until

certain

(at least

women bear no children

long enough to be counted as individuals),

do not bear their

majority

appears fairly

evidence it

genealogical

at least

as I was able to collect

such information

But taking

while

care

for

of the wife.,

own".
about

relatively

It
10
large

seems

3)5.

families

-4
(cf.

household

the average of something under two children

or 5 as against

pp. 21-22) - and that

burden of domesticity

lightened

Adoption

a solicitation.
what is relevant

such women are not averse to having the

by handing over a child

is further

here is that

discussed

relation

by their

Under some circumstancesp

too few babies or children
woman may incur
her own fault

between their

to ensure its

disapproval.

public

- e. g. if

it

is interpreted

is held to be her own fault

corporate

as the result

may refuse

her offente

her own corporate

kingroup,

The rearing

function,

structural

mechanism of social

considered

a primary

contract
viewpoint

as it

of children

and upbringing

incidental

rather

the birth

than the basic

function

organises

organisation..

the relations

of the first

child
stability

but the stability

corporate

groups is neither

(11)

L-lalinowski,, 1929, p. 170.

Cf.

however

particularly
but

to garden for her;

of her

that

not against
(11.).

may be regarded thus as an
purpose,

it

may still

established

between corporate
is significant

as a

of marriage

although

be

by the ina riage

groups.

From this

as a symptom,, rather

of the domestic unit

of the contractual

contingent

by an
if

for it;

reprobated

of the domestic unit

than a cause, of the increasing
by the contractp

contract

iS not held to be
of sorcery

to be penalised

she may be publicly

marriage

a childless

population,

and her brothers

husband in terms of the formal

her subelan includes

e. g. if

by a mother or sister,
is against

subelans established

her childlessness

enemy of her subelan - she is not likely
it

however (pp. 37t ff);

of a couple has no effect

future

If

in response to such

latert

the childlessness

upon the contractual
marriage.

per

relation

established
between the

upon nor ensured by the birth

of

359or their

children..

more difficult

rendered technically
is probably

less effective

than it

parents

Kiriwinan

Individual

is much less

frequently

transferred,,

or transfer

more or less permanently
future

children's

one;

emotional

Since there
formal

definition

special

is no question
of social

it

is recognised

that

make it

cases it

suitable
socially

interest

or other

formal

normally

it

goes with

The

is it

an

steps are taken.

as a legitimate

for a child

of the child

birth.,

is

since he is

than any other

if

he

also that

in some

to remove it

from

There are no jural

can claim the child.,

mother when she leaves its

the

into

entering

the best father

care in the event of a divorce.

its

).
371
ff.
pp.

of her children.

is realised

grounds upon which the father

are

children

while

as the 2ajLr
e

in the child

motherp and it

may not be in the best Interests

such an *own" father's

of the

any man who qualifies

personal
to its

The status

relationship

likely

attached

upon the

so, special

to the mother at the time of its

is sincerely

intensely

problem., nor normally

the man who was married
to have a closer

are

of divorce

(cf.
wide range

of the genito

paternity,

there

from household to household

themselves,

circumstances

husband of a given woman is equally
Nevertheless

the Kiriwinan.

a fairly

within

class western

that

tend to be less

of the effect

is thus never a material
if

(pp. L41-143)

subelan is not affectedo

mother's

between

than is the case in e. g. middle classt

parents

of a problem for

of children

relationship

e. g. in middle

children

the question

certainly

as a member of its

child

the emotional

has been suggested

the view that

families;

children

Moreover the birth

thereby.

in reinforcing

It

dependent upon their
English

conoerned,, nor is divorce

tends to be in some societies,

European marriages.
grounds for

to the individuals

adoption.,

father,

and

and may be left
j 1,

3zikinswoman for

by her in the care of a maternal
felt

case that

in a particular

from its

it

father

the second of three
her husband.

children,

some discussion.

the conclusion

in general,

After

place.
particularly
her real

the divorce,

on their

playing

his father
brothers,

while

It

status

can safely

the support

be

decided
claims

being agreed upon

close relationship

between parents

the negotiations

as factors

mother., claiming

began to agitate

for

and children
to be
should take
that

his return

was however personal

her the opportunity

that

if

another wornan and received

the boy might become emotionally

attached

she was
to her;
spite,.

to hurt

of some of her subelan kin partly
by suggesting

on

of the boy arose after

his particularly

to the boy offering

he married

the brother

it

was finally

and it

should be settled

to some informants.,

the

by

her son remained with
urimbu

from her

to these "strangers"

and

to take up his place with his own subelan kin.

was argued by the father

including

in 1950., a six year old boy,.

however, the boy's

sympathy,, partly

when he grew up refuse

late

attachments

to the child,

attachment
She enlisted

him until

of the future

neither

to during

motive,, according

father.

it

the issue of whether or not the divorce

attached

the father's

contract

nor the emotional

in deciding

considered

to separate

is

with

followedt

The question

were referred

it

the terms upon which outstanding

of the divorce;

the father,

but if

to accompany his mother when she left

The usual negotiations

side under the marriage

after

occurred

refused

the couple should divorce,,

either

with

temporarily

Thus in a case that

taken away.

that

would be bad for a child

it

may be left

the time being;

however and by some of the woman's own kin.,

who had gardened for her., that

the child's

as a member of his subelan could not be affected

formal

by his remaining

with
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of his subelan,

to that

ultimately

he became personally

if

members of the subclan of any future

who because of their

however was that

of or informed
deserving

since to force

his status

in and personal

of incorporation
decided that
father

to continue

its

the father

while

him against

the oldest

subelan

retaining

still

discussi

It was accordingly

pp.

for the time being,

his father

an arrangement

case the question

not as a matter affecting
or not,

might turn

daughter

existing

before

of his wife

the

the divorce
of his

on behalf

and his son, the boy in question.

brother
In this

with

aware

are no less

fulfilment.,

(cf.
the
members of
subclan

should remain with

whereby he gardened for
wife's

contacts

and integration,,

the child

agreeing

not only in

but also for practical

the boy to leave his father

him stay with

kint

argument

is less well

wishes., though it

than those of an adult;

than to let

more effectively

The strongest

advantage.

and thus in the long ran OloseN him to their

the persons responsible

By

and they to him.

in the boy might also be drawn

consequences of their

about the social

of consideration

reasons,

a child's

to

attached

own wishes shbuld be consulted.,

the boy's

being held that

it

principle,

subelan to their

and

group of "own' personal

another

interest

shared personal

to members of his natal

of the father

wife

the boy would acquire

such an attachment

advantage in future,

might be to his personal

it

and that

the father,

of the attachment

the Josue of whether the divorce

but as a consequence of the divorce

own rights,,

as it

were.

of whether the marriage

between father

to be considered

The significant

question

and son arose

should take place
and settled

in deciding

the issue

should be ended or not was whether the corporate

groups concerned could afford

its

termination,,

economically

in

and politicallyp
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it

or whether

despite

maintenance

their

parties;

outstanding

commitments

individuals

concerned..

between
on the

the villages
one hand,

and wife
not

felt

on the

were not of

arguments

and the
other.

extent

of the

In the

event

both

husband

and wife's

subelans

and localities,,

neither

was felt

in

was not
with

so important

as to

most new or recent

such cases divorce
there

being

Effects

whole

personal

relationships

to

increase

in

more stable

1929, p. 124.

stability
as its
in the

marriage

the

of the

technical

it

was

age in thbir

in

menp and it

of their

aspect

This

many of longer

is

standing;

marriage
the

case

and in

easy.. notwithstanding

(12).

in so far

as time

husband

be maintained;

eminent

showedp technically

factors

upon because

inter-personal.

and with

marriage

between

senior

contractual

connection

and similar

should

locally

of

the

of

antipathies
was agreed

by

and other

brother

fact

Significance

the

marriages

(12)

of the

easy so far

severance

were in

over-ride

may be said then that

relatively

of the

were fairly

as Malinowski

Structural

brother,

brother

inter-group

marriages

is,

children

of the

It
from

the

the

terms

such general

wife's

divorce

its

and wife

and importance

range

personal

that

husband
in

husband and the wife's

although

that

husband.,

consequences

importance

of overriding

effect

the

possible
the

of the

upon the

to warrant

respects

discussed

course

centred

between

of

these

inclinations

personal

The issues

concerned.
the

the

in

important

was sufficiently

Contracts,.

of Affinal

derive

as marriages
individuals
passes,
aspect

sense of increasing

their

concernedp
but
is

that

divorce

concerned.
the

difficulty

stability

they

tend

on the

remains
What makes
of divorce

363.
is their
social

importance

increasing

between corporate

relationships

tends to be difficult
emotional

him against

wife's

her marriage

is tacitly

jealousy

affair

without

losing

prestige
village
It

as it

had an affair

from fear., partly

father.,

and her arrival

as a warrior

and a sorcerer.
own kin in urging

owning

subalams

Cf. Malinowski
Ibid-,

of his

her to return
village

1929, index s. v.

pp- 117-119,385.

cluster

the

he cannot ignore

of the Chief of

her husband was away
by her co-wives

at

the husband on his return,

have killed

seeking refuge

caused some alarm,

Apart from this

outside

because she wanted to marry her

either

the range of his effective

outside

hand a

arouses her husband's

while

informed

is still

satisfaction

as is usual,

was she came to Tilakaiwa.

a reputation

the girl's

that

was connived at,

of the

(lau - 13)

On the other

In 1950 a young wife

In olden days she would probably

classificatory

(14)

cluster

ran away partly

been killed;

of the

(14).

divorce

seek it

suicide

she neither

nor behaves so indiscreetly

of

the presence of Government

wish.

provided

but one of them out of jealousy

and the girl
lover.

her subelan's

recognised,,

Tuma Island,

the time,

the vagaries

to seek sexual and emotional

right

a Northern Kiriwinan
visiting

despite

stable

unhappy wife to commit ceremonial

Polygamist's

personal

is great

whose help she might in theory

representatives

than to divorce

where this

Notwithstanding

of spouses.

for a Chief's

easier

groups;

and hence marriages

relations

and Mission

elements in the organisation

as structural

or have

herself
with

a

for her husband had

economic and political
however everyone joined

power
with

to her husband because hers was one
and could

not

afford

to allow

364.
him.

her to divorce
divorce
her,

Government or Mission

through

The structural

The case of the

could

not

kin

of the

Chief

and girls

for

necessary

her

renew their
first

choice

of three

or four

however

demanded the

in love

with

delay,

her kinsman

husband by refusing

her will,

but

to

to

(15)

Ibid.,

left

him,

unmarried

to

was,

fairly

and reflased

any other

reluctantly

agreed,

to

garden

for

him temporarily

p. 123.

wife

of the

for

the

offered
in

girl

After

and forced

more than

then

having

married,

married

It

the

the

became
in

Chief

the

After

question.
presumably

Chief,

once though

to divorce
further
though
eventually

his

Chief

much argument
girl

order

occasioned

of mourning

they

young)

them any more.

she eventually

affords

a formal

period

bride.

closer

or soon after,

another

*sisters'

among the

been

died.

the

it

girl

known to me),

same

she had apparently

when,

and after

spouses

of the

wife

openly

matter

question

find

of the

as to which

certain

the

it

who was already

him each time.

cf.

in

Chief

(she died

girl

and coercion

persuasion

return

with

death

wife's

her,

two girls

kinsman

subelan

or of another

who were not well

concerned

to the

alliance

by the

into

a man of her own choosing

of hers married

mother

to

to

married

inquire

well

of the

Whichever

an example.
happily

very

were not

in the

may also result
to the wishes

top

referred

in Tilakaiwa

and I

was,

her own kin might disown

relation

reference

without
just

girl

(aq own informants

Chief

a

she sought and obtained

intervention

aspect of the affinal

some marriages

up of

(15).

if

had to go back.

and finally

breaking

feared that

The girl

He
fallen
and
her

prolonged
much against
she had
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It

stabilising

the emotional

which is included
well

the personal

marriages

as the economic and other

al from his or her married
the social

relationships

the personal

stability

life,

structural

is largely

a function

duals concerned., including

dyadic

with

other

Stabilitv

of the

of the indivias well

with

the

both in bringing

and in maintaining

some and

to the personal

reference

minimal

as

them in

involve

the personal,

over-rides

its

group relations,

Where as in the case of Chiefs

marriages,

of the
that

as against
structural

concerned.

That

of the

and groups
organisation

is.,

of individual
of the

the

relationships

derive

Trobriand

characteristically

significance

organisation.
nature

relationships

is

of the Institution-of-LIgIZIage.
M

The stability
however,

formal

as

have been

marriage

brother

and wife's

other new marriages.,

existing

in organising

variablesp

relationships

sister

ii

as

by the individu-

in general

in corporate

in

relations

groups are independent

one another.

of the individuals

relationships

significance

of the personal

husband's

about some and preventing
terminating

structural

importance

aspect is paramountp it

structural

derived

Where an individual

in so far as their

interaction

satisfactions

relations

in

relationship,

family

and its

variablee

of little

husband and wife,

material

as factors

in elementary

aspects of kinship

said to be independently
empirically

factors

that

of the marriage

content

of corporate

and formal

discussion

from the foregoing

be apparent

will

from the

marriage

significance

and can be expected

in

reference

of the

to persist

a function

in

Trobriand

marriage

contract

to

relationship

so long

of ma riage

specifically

contract

Trobriand

form of the
established

is

marriages,

institution

it

between
in

as marriage

social
and the
individuals

social
as a social

lif
d
ý
i
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institution
social
in

to have this

continues

from contact

organisation

in social

organisation,

structural

significance

as an institution,
noted that

balance

diminishing

the notion

that

divorce

the structural

importance

aspect

in itself

its

structural

stability

is morally
marriages

is to be

It

bases.

of marriage,

e. g. by

extent
wrong, may to some A
from

resulting

but is not to be assumed

of the relationshipt
of the institution

stability

the

affects

even in an

itselfp

form.
may be said then that

the individual

marriage

may be terminated
structural

importance
greatest

it

in divorce,,
importance

and in this

reciprocal

exchange relationships

and groups centering
readjusting

in the relative

of popular

except in so far

factor.

in village

range and complexity

marriagep
termination

is of no particular
as when present

cluster

of existing*

between individuals

the relative

difficulty

by divorcey
of its

rank and

and is

marriages

who are leaders

concern at the prospect

or absence of children

connections;

upon its

with

of

which it

to the senjorityp

according

of goods and services

upon a particular

such relationships

in the extent

Chiefs

importance

sense is the stabilising

concerned in particular

in those of highranking
It

the structural

the ease or difficulty

tends to vary

of the individuals

is apparent

is ultimately

determines

that

affairs.

presence

also

see

as an element

of marriage

changes its

of individual

a weakening of stability

to restore

This

it

unless

of the personal

structural

It

it

affects

into

entering

may, as we shall

as such alteration

it

of marriage

diminished

altered

the significance

and in so far

reinforcement

introducing

European cultures

with

tend to alter

', Section--'

Factors

significance.

and simply
The

termination.

relevance

of

in these

they may complicate

the

367.
readjustment

of personal

the reciprocal

importance

structural
social

the deaths of Chiefs

by death.

termination

or their

case reflects

the greater

inter-group

relationships

terminated

The exchanges following

those

following

the

deaths

of infants

the normal pattern..

matters

interest

of private

interest

in the affairs

Conflict.

Friction

The foregoing
the
(cf.

formal

in AffInal

discussions

indicate

pp. 153-158).

where a marriage

The personal
is

may dominate

the

in

group

corporate

aspects

tend

of relatively

latter

to be in

CL6) Cf. Malinwo3ki

kin affected,

adjustment,

RelationshiT)

for himý while
64

are

exidous.,
Ix -

not as of public

.

the potentiality

of marriage

of conflict

as of other

may be subordinated
greater

where a marriage

relationships.

extensive

(16
4later).
Section
groups
v.
also
-

and Rivalry

aspects

of the

since such deaths are regarded as

to the personal

of corporate

and personal

are less

adult

or aged widows and widowers

and may not follow

of the

in the rites.

symbolically

to mourn formally

be no affines

will

the same basic

range and complexity

the death of an unmarried

and there

and prolonged,

and complex than

number and complexity

exchanges in the former
contractual

in the
following

rites

although

co=oner;

is observed in both cases, the greater

pattern

The mortuary

wives are much more prolonged

by the death of a married

those occasioned

The relative

and may be detected

also affects

of marriages

to their

reaction

to the marriage.

between the parties

obligations

and tend to extend

relationships,

social

as against

structural
is

In the
the

to the

interests

1929p Cap. VI Sees. 2-4,

lesser

of marriages

of the

corporate

and esp. p. 127.

'I ýi

relations

formal

significance$,

of relatively
majority

kinship

between

aspect
while

it

importance
however
groups

both
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concerned coinciding
e. g. it

is not usually

from becoming the wife

woman derives

she may feel

reluctance

Or a husband's

interest

by his

formal

of the wife's

representative

cannot for

instance

achieved

power and wealth

by using

his position
as the wife's

be little

conflict

other

expression

heir.

aspect

husband and wife

Normallyp

but also

marriage

of his

to favour
is or should
and his

and this

is that

enters

it

involves

in a relationship

of their

temperaments and personalities

may affect

relationships

of their

respective

Moreover the

requirements

of their

reciprocal

roles

as formal

between
into

but what is

which clashes

groups.

subelan..

the

interaction

marriage;

brother

do so

living.

in dyadic

contract

corporate

on his

corporate

of adjusting

and interests,,

husband and wife's

there

motivations

of social

as of any other

brother

then,

personal

is of course inherent

of the Kiriwinan

by passing

his wifals

to the requirements

of Kiriwinan

and the

guardian

he can nevertheless

heir,

in the process

personalities

reinforces

normally

interests

child's

son as his

which is inevitable

of differing

characteristic

to his

his

and children

as a member and representative

of personality

the personal

further

marriage.

as was noted on page 157, the

if,,

between the individual's

A degree of friction
individuals

brother;

any

motivated

to act as their

obligations

brother's

and obligations
than that

in his wife

as husband to influence

the child

duties

to a politically

a

advantages

tend to balance

of a Chief

against

interests

or other

example the personal

at being a party

personal

and is reinforced

father

Thus for

or divorce

marriage

either

concerned in the political

subclans.

corporate

to enforce

necessary

the wishes of the individuals
of their

so that

or embracing those of the individuals.,

with

representatives

not only
in

the affinal

of their

369.
between them in there

groups may lead to rivalry

corporate
be precise,

tends to develop

rivalry

these are established

by the affinal

and interaction

relationships

in the relations

of corporate

groups as

and to be focussed

contract,,

To

capacities.

in the

of the subelans.

of the male representatives

In as much as these are the husband on the one hand and the man who gardens
for

the wife,

often

but not always her formal

tends to focus on the lubou rather

rivalry
though it

may appear in all

that
even
-

assumes the responsibility
his

(cf.

father

In practice

Section

than other

on behalf

to associate

that

But this

in their

importance

one another

with

current

suggests

of mutual distrust

the apparent

has been noted by others

and latent

besides

and take",

if

of the gamep while

he feels

others

he can carry

the best opportunity

it

for

hostility

klalinowski,,

of rivalry,

in her husband.
and an under-

of indulging

this

proclivity,

in

in his relationships

advantage

The lubou'relationship

as

his relationships

all

as he can under the

most of us he is not averse to cheating
off.

beneath

The Trobriander,

main interests

as little

to the

be detected

can often

of

of many kinds.

is according

and "helper"

reckons

between

brother

enterprises

a sister

a "friend"

and one of his

like

husband and wife's

between lubou.

appears to be to get as much and give
rules

for

brother

mother's

the relationships

comiminities;

the possibility

harmony of the relations

terms of "give

and sonsp when a son

of his

in cooperative

of gardening

by so doing a man obtains

view in effect

relationshipap

tends to appear in the relationships

Indeed one of the advantages
native

affinal

such

2).

most commoner lubou appear to be harmoniousi
tending

on the other,

between fathers

of gardening

open rivalry

Of Political

affines

brother,

offers

a little

above all

especially

since.,
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should be noted that

It

in particular

or of affines

have the status

relations

friction

of conflict,

potentiality
put into

operation,

regarded

therefore

or social

system,

as it

less

still

system as here developed;

elements

in the social

and identity

cooperation

i. e. in the relation

in formal

opposed statuses;
status

relations.
however,

Conflict,

status

of interest

of the element of social

and their

in the conceptual

for

and as both aspects

relations

opposites

of kinship.,

may be present

between elements
friction,

kinship

and other

corresponding
their

while

may be regarded

friction

as counter-

of the marriage

of

the

or rivalry

kinship
contract

aspect

in all

in terms of all

of the formal

to

opposites,

or of the complementary

in interaction

and is

of the

rivalry

as elements

instance,,

are

of the formal

explanation

so both conflict.,

the significance

when the statuses

were held to be present

Because of the characteristics
in particular

That is,, the

not in the formal

relations,

equivalence.,

of people who

of the population.,

process,

process may be conceived

the element of opposition

formal

in social

system of comiminication.

structural

arises

were, in the interaction

as inherent

analysed the

are not capable of conflict

statuses

or rivalry

of jah2u

is held to be one of

to one another.

in reference

and

relations

which is a characteristic

form of interaction.,

or of any other

status

As already

of affines

statuses

friction

of conflict,

as such.

and conceptually

opposition,

complementary

a penalty.

in the formal

in general

between the formal

relation

as to incur

the potentialities

are not held to be inherent

rivalry

parts

so far

is not carried

course as it

so long of

of the subclan,

in the interests

as being

"gamev can be justified

of the affinal

in by the players

indulged

to pursue the metaphor,, any cheating

these status
system.,
as the
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structural

mechanism

primarily

through

corporate

local

the
descent

of jubog
the

that

These factors

individuals.
the same group;

of their

the relationships

personal

local

formal

now be considered.,
and junior

of senior

roles

desires

descent

latter

are

of frictionp
relation-

always the possibilityj

is also

as representatives
as

and motivations

of course into

also enter

the corporate

within

of which will

organisation

and there

the

of

in any dyadic

of temperament and personality,
or of spouses,

of

representatives

relations

political

is

it

since

always the possibility

is

groups and their

corporate

as the

above all

relationship

and competition

rivalry

between the requirements

of conflict

the relationships

of

group., the internal
tends to characterise

rivalry

those of men

members,, more especially

than women.

rather
Section

2.

The Internal

As a structural

Organisation

unit

of the C2r-oQrate Subela .

of social

land., in the privileges

own members.
categories,
distinguished
collective

The population

in reference
relations

and prestige

as members of a single

rights

in propertyo

to marriage

terms,

contracts

of the internal

of the members of each.

into

based on statuses

That is,

a series

the

members of other

organisation
considering

of

which are

as these establish

of the members of the subelan with
the basis

in

of a given ranky and in its

of such a subelan is divided

by the kinship

designated

and which provide

relationships

by birth

exogamous group which has corporate

matrilineal
particular

a subelan may be said to

organisation

in a number of persons recognised

consist

units,

groups

whether of lub

of their

of

relationships

from clashes

resulting
ships,

focus

lubou

the

organisation,

At the same time there

conducted.

A

social

become the

to

tends

others

of

like

of the
the subelan as a

I
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the internal

unit.,

relations

with

one another

relationships

a native

when one of their

stronger

"The wording
collective

of this

indicate

that

conception"t

social

descent

symbolic

quoted,

corporate
illustrated

resources

Adoptions

(17)

kinds

in the case of its

and frequencies

of adoption.

by Subelan Kin.

19293, p. 170.

or corporate

but
to

to all

relations

nature.,

aspects

as conceptual

are of ritual

but the unity

The members' rights

are in a very

human resources,

of

to which Malinowski

and

of the subelan

is of very much more than only ritual

to the natives.

of all

of

of his writings

could indeed be described

than of any other;

rather

significance

conception

in the same context

of the clan.,

in as much as clan kinship

significance

commented

of the same flesho

the unity.,

analysis

The unity

as the land and rank owning group,
conceptual

the interesting

he referred

bodies become

of children",

group is held to be fundamental

statement

(17),,

unity1m as no more than an "interesting

"collective

organisation.

than actual,

rather

their

for

and exogamy, the rest

rites

whereas in the present

the native

referred

But although

he viewed this

of the matrilineal
Trobriand

expresses

of the members being not only

of mortuary

affinal

been made Malinowski

has plenty

or nieces

sisters

one body".

his discussions

has already

"The kinsmen rejoice,

that

statement

clan unity,

forming

almost

statement

collective

kinship

subelans.

In a passage to which reference
quoting

to their

as these relate

members of other

with

members are organised, by their

of its

relationships

or

in the subelan's

real, sense corporate,

as is

or members., by the practices

373ýIalinowski.,
illegitimate

that

Defining

adoption

genealogy taking

indicate

children

that

occurs

in census and
in Tables 11

and presented

cluster,

83., or 46 percent,
"Children"

sense.

of

of 176

in this

context

persons of both sexes who are dependent members of households,

ages range up to and include

by members of their

of the children

transferences

cluster

by affines

9 or 60 percent

of children

in other

clusters

by affinal

in the majority

kin took place within

adopted 37 children

19299 P. 167;

into

were adopted by
It

will

within

clusters,

in the cases

within

while

the Omarakana cluster,

transfers

cluster.

but only 15t less

cf. 1927v pp. 21-22.

8

Thus adoptions

of children

of cases, whereas the majority

the cluster,

the

of 15 cases involved

in the same village.

involved

the village

be noted

from households

of the total

between households

by subelan kin of the adopted children

were adopted

by members of the same subelan 52

were transferred

of these 9 cases being between households

village

subelan kin.

whose

but who

occurs,

15, or 18-4 percent,

father's

to households

usually

of these 83 children

in the cases of adoption

OmarAkena village
of adoption

only

own or personal

from Table 11 that
or 76.5 percent

at which marriage

own subelans;

including

affinesp

that

68, or 81.6 percent,

are not yet married.

(18)

hardly

adoption

obtained

at least

were adopted in this

recorded

but he

permanent transference

figures

to anotherp

in the Omarakana village

and 12 of the Appendix..

include

as the more or less

from one household

children

from illegitimacy

apart

wrote that

children".,

adopted amongst the Trobrianders,

are frequently

children

appears to have thought
(18).

the problem of "fatherless

discussing

between

of adoptions

Subelan kin thus
than half

as many, out

374of it;

Furthermore

as many, out of it*
kin;

distinguish

"the

between actual

of the enquiry

precise

nature

Thus if

the question

or 'own'

to the Kiriwinan

person concernedp not between children
as suchp for
the Kiriwinan

that

adopted by them.
phrasing
Yunai)

it

reared

by a married

But if

the nature

or given

answer as the informant's
readily
children

given.

of the enquiry

conceived

them, while

whether

many adults

bore or adopted them.
cases whether

away others

a particular
are uncertain
But it

contemporary

is to

child

or

by

(i
born
and
valulu
as accurate

concerned permits

an
is

between the young

but old women who have

whom they bore may not always

individual
whether

was normally

children

by the

not reared

to her by someone else",

she has born and those she has adopted;

precisely

suggestedý

is made explicit

knowledge of the individuals

and given

'true'

the

couple whether born to the wife

A young woman can always distinguish

adopted some children
recall

(pa k)

and those

the "own" or "true"

in such a form as "Was so-and-so

by So-and-so

the

born to and those adopted by him or her

in Chapter II

as wad indicated

So-and-so

)p the distinction

mokwita ......
reared

but only if

in the form of the question.

were not made clear

between children

to

arose in my

Difficulty

were phrased in such a form as "Is

is that

also

very difficult

of meaning of the terms,

(latula
So-and-soO
of

child

Malinowski

children,

and adopted children".

not because of "elasticity"

enquiry,

boys.

were all

terms makes it

of kinship

elasticity

or twice

and fourv

and 29 boys were adopted by subclan

39 girls

of "prenuptial"

Commenting on the adoption
wrote

the cluster

adopted by affines

but the 15 children

(18) that

into

adopted two children

kin

affinal

was born to or adopted by
their

possible

"own" or personal
to ascertain

were born or adopted,

mothers

in most

and no particular

375.

emotional reaction

less is it

adopted was illegitimate,

as would be the case if

only such individuals

in a question which to the

or no importance.

natives seemedto be of little
The figures

presented in the tables indicate

remarkable degree of "circulationO

that there is in fact a
on the one hand amongst

of children..

households of membersof the same subelan located in different
clusters.,

between clan kin

adoption

transferences

elder

sister

(tuwa),

with

categories

in detail.

expected-, children

It

than by

rather

from

motherts

in the ==bers
of kin may well
to attempt

the children

elder

"gave"

sister

or it's

sister..

a child

to her brother

sample as small

of boys and girls
be affected

mother's

to her
(luta)

and

as that

thus "given"

greatly

to draw specific

may however be observed that,

are most frequently

to one

Thus where in Table 11 a

phrase it.

In a population

is not proposed therefore

the figures

to "give*

a women OgaveO a child

and so forth.

heres differences

between different
and it

or that

no cases of

In as much as

by the adults

the younger

would be said that

(Ivata)

his wife
dealt

elders

shown as adopted by e. g. its
it

subclans

may be said to be "comminicated"

themselves

as the Kiriwinans

is

brother,,

and their

to another,

I recorded

subclan kin).

tend to be initiated

concernedp the children

one household
another,

may be noted that

as such as against

of children

the children

child

(It

in the same cluster.

located

village

of members of different

between households

and on the other

were

to the enquiry appeared in fact to be

The only reaction

and puzzlement that I should be interested

surprise

ili

held to suggest that the individual

attach to adoptionp still

normally adopted.

to
appears

No stigma at all

was provoked by the enquiry.

by chance,

conclusions
as might be

adopted by members of the first

from

iiij

376.
ascending

(ina

generation
that

affines);

of their

as many girls

(Labu).

mothers

as boys are given by their

kin.

The most striking

however the much higher

mothers to the latters'

children

from one village

between households
adoptions
frequent

Individual
less

than half

for

in either

(19).

the households

Similarly
of their

of an own or personal
but not girls#

recognised,
brothers

will

their

and if

to continue

take action

Cf - lldaUnowski, 1929,, p. 125.

volunteer

to provide

are automatically

for

taken

while

boys,

own brother.

to take the children.,
to take care of them is

are forthcoming

to see that

kinswomen

but by no means always that

of the subclan

no volunteers

where it

maternal

adopted by a dead father's

usually

but the duty of some member or other

mother's

with

rather

by death or divorce.,

or mother of the deceased mother,

parents

times as

two categories;

above PP- 359-362,

orphaned children

are sometimes similarly

In such cases the adoptive

explicitly

children

kinswomen, usually

sister

of

also

are three

of marriages

having been-discussed
leave

into

case, should they be unable or unwilling

them themselves
into

the cluster

to another

seem to fall

adoption

women can easily

transferences

in the same village.

from the termination

result

the subelan is

within

involve

within

removal from one village

motives

sisterso

than of cases of transference

the same cluster;

an example of the latter
was noted that

of adoptions

to another.,

as those between households

twice

of each sex are given to other

of cases that

cluster

within

involving

feature

frequency

to members

children

may be noted also that

It

whereas almost the same numbers of children
subclan

and tama and Tabu among

"give"

mothers most frequently

is their

of the generation

the subclan

and kada within

the children's

some member of the subelan

377.
takes

from the collective
distribute

their

in the discussion

This

which may be

on pp. 356-358,

members of a subelan have the right

childless

to

those who have too many have

to ask those who have few or none to take charge of some of their
for

children

Whatever

transference

them.
the

members resident
cluster

as against

village

within

subclan

solidarity

factors.,

motives

the

of

structurally

and the very high rate

in different

village

suggest that

the cluster
occurs

shown in Table Up

ion"

spatial

tending
subclaa

include

the same
or

and reinforcement

may be least

developed

children

of

by other

members of the same subelan.

From

may be said to be

between members of the same subalan

separation

to diminish

in different

as residents
their

as a structural

the relatives

within

and
between

in the same cluster

expression

of one anothers'

their

of the total

this

separated

a form of "co-Tolni

should be noted that

the

of transferences

or villages

where it

precisely

the adoption

groups as a factor

significance

clusters

those between members resident

which helps to offset

howevers,

concerned,

solidarity;

i. e. between spatially

viewpoint

individuals

between members of the subelan both expresses

of children
their

reinforces

It

to the best advantage.

from those who have, and that

children

the right

local

of members of the subelan to

amongst themselves

children

may be said to derive

of motives

and obligations

as showing that

su=arised
ask for

rights

is illustrated

type of motive

this

The second category

charge of them.

unit

of social

by whom the children

both own or personal

and hence the

solidarityp

organisation.

are adopted., as

and classificatory

or formal
I

kin
it

of the children
was not possible

and their

biological

to ascertain

parents;

accurately

in the majority

whether the child

of cases

was in fact

378.

seems that

it

As an approximation

seen "own" kin in the biological
the social

In the first

other

aspects

adoptions

there

into

Again., while

the Chief's

the cluster

request

as might be expected

kin,

by affines

in as =ch

redistribution
It

will

fathers)

also differ

as there
of their

be noted that

are adopted by their

constituting

brothers'

that

is,

lubou

in these
(sisters'

for

by Subelan

among the members of the subclan

sisters);

mothers'

The motives

adoptions

who at

of the children

of their

of affinal

was

because she

cowives,

adoptions

the majority

(fathers'
tabu
or

and this

from those affecting

can be no question
children

(Lnq),

of Mitakata

in

number

sisters"

wife

(ina).

the greatest
(affinal

"mother"

37 or over 50 percent

"mothers"
to
by
kin
given
adopted
subelan
were

and

of residencei

as are sent out of it

her
junior
by
one
of
a
son
was given
By contrasts

and in the second
among subalan kin,

the same village

by an affinal

one adoption

had none of her own.

adoptions

to affines.,

(tama) and "fathers'

are by "fathers"

is only

from those by subelan

caseo the woman concerned being the senior

a special

in

may have

parents

of adopted children

occur within

are brought

by affines.

of such adoptions
tabu),

also own kin

original

picture

only boys are "given"

the distribution

as many children

adoptions

a different

present

place

reverse

Thus most affinal
twice

the child's

but as we have

-

by affines

Adoptions
kin.

of the child;

adopted.

by Affinea..

Adoptions

parents

concerned.

kin are as

by classificatory

sense are not necessarily

sense., since

or personal

been themselves

adoptions

of the original

as by own kin

frequent

kinsman or woman of the category

or, a formal

adopted by a personal

a cig facto
concerned.

(formal
by
tama
are
cases the children
husbands'

brothers)

I,

379.
or their

mothers'

mothers'

brothers

their
ing

to

the

husband
of

children,

stands

tama to

the

in

the

original

parents

consent,

tacit

to

the

of

children

the

kinds

of all

of the mothers'

brothers

they can object

if

by affines

In adoptions

requestp

of the child

advantage.,
may himself

for

the favour

support
if

an ex-affine,
between affines

he feels

by an affine

primarily

helps to integrate

as between subclan

kin

may initiate

the consent of his
must agree to the

to the subclan's

into

helps

as

as a means of reinforcing

between members of the same local

adoption

brother

Thus adoption

interests.

structurally

"strangers"

his

to "help"

or even., as in the case discussed,

in the subelan's

may be interpreted

relationships
is it

it

father

subclan

return,

a particular

As we saw p. 360, the mother's

conferred.

an adoption

but the
concerned is

out of a desire

of his

relationship.

taken by the child's

consider

a child's

and may seek a specific

individual
urip-m

and others
they

and

may thus

affinal

but he cannot act without

subelan kinsman;

brother

affines
the

her

sister

is transferred;

to whom it

and the individuals

e. g. at his brother's

is usually

and of

mothers

same way as the

foraal

us that

remind

mother's

between

by

adoption

by a mother's

original

and express the collective

in adoptions

will

and expressing

in

relationships,

undesirable.

as his

adopted

and his lubouý who as the representative

transfer

while

"gifts"

of

children's

is

as reinforcing

at least,

the adoption.,

that

These

in the sense that

necessary,

affinal

)

reinforce

The initiative

wife

relation

formal

presentations

of jubou

the

to

ivata

of

cases

diagrams

kinship

when a child

structurally

lnb_ou and ivat

brother

relation

while

child.

be interpreted

adoption

the

in

(In

sisters).

of the

examination

stand

wives

(husbands'

i, Xata

the corporate

to integrate

into

local

group;
groupsP

the corporate

the

380subelan members who are territorially
well

empirically
cluster

same village
with

so that

tend to be more closely
local

corporate

groups,

in almost

they are in practice

between them and their

infrequently
clusters

of members of a subclan

which in fact

and exchanges of children,,

one another;

daily

in some respects

integrated

their

I

II

in the

reside

contact

occur not

kin who as residents

subclan

help to reinforce

local

in Cap. I Part

of subelan distribution

the majority

are less

extent

in the same corporate

together

The discussion

group or cluster.
showed that

separated

than those who live

integrated

and to this

in other

into

their

the
of
members
as

solidarity

same subelan.
In a small

percentage

between households

residence
children

themselves.

relative

independence

they will

in the household

subelan kin
so that
its

in time they

adoptive

volition.,

parents

own parents

come to regard

therefore

in adoption

is in fact

periods

takes up residence

even though in fact

it

as having

R. g. 1929 pp. 4/+-1+6,19V p. 68.

so one

is usually

"given"

the child

may have gone to them of its
in its

to say in what proportion
taken by the adults

but if

homes.

to the arrangement.,

who agree in effect

themselves

which

in one anothers'

permanent residencep

e. g. because of unhappy. conditions

not possible

(20)

into

in which the child

to the child's

and the freedom with

children
prolonged

relatively

in some cases develop

of

(20) has commented more than once on the

of the Trobriand
for

permanent transference

appears to be taken by the

the initiative

Malinowski

go and stay

Such visits
adult

of cases of apparently

original

home.

It

to
own

is

of the cases the initiative

concerned and in what proportion

381.
by the children,
In other
live

a couple

if

it

to the adults

referred

own fates.

more or less

in others

in one village

in the cluster,,

thus possible

without

The figures

in its

to take

such as death or divorce
rights

precludes
village

daily

often

brothers
contexts

(cf.

with

if

this

groups as such;

of their

of village

adults

pp. 142 ff,

in principle

life

the residents

nature

as in that

and

But these

also to some extent

in the

it

they tend

may be said that

subelan kin

a collective

of the

when circumstances

or desirable.

also

results

is

or groups.

above only where spatial

297 ff).

older

members having the right

children

are apparent

cluster

in

they have none themselves..

necessary

as defined

as

of the cluster

the corporate

between members of corporate

in the company of other

mothers'
-certain

render

food at the households

the comminal character

familiar

to childrenp

children

and the village

particularly

obtain

thus illustrate
attitudes

so that

unkn wn territory

charge of one anothers'

in adoptions
contacts

into

ventures

and obligations

to be manifested

are no=ally

one another..

ar4 more or less

to obtain

of members of local

attitudes

with

cluster

in deciding

also that

connection

and movement between households

on adoptions

to approach one another
the obligation

contact

entailing

subelan as manifested

collective

in the same village

effective

to go to

a child

to a voice

right

must be borne in mind in this

continuous

than 10 percent.

to do so, and as in the case already

the children's

out residents

living

children

of forcing

means exist

not willing

recognise

It

has been pointed

is

amount to less

cases probably

cases however no effective

with

their

but the latter

separation
Within

subelans.

children

can for

as a matter

in older
of their

example

of course., and
being as

children

own mothers or

There is in practice
attitude

the

on the part

and in

of the adults

382.
as such towards

of a village

"Young men and girls
its

the future

constitute

most of the girls
those of their

with

local

to live

pp. 3Z7-328),,

future

do not

in time disperse,
and the boys in

villages

as members Hq

between children

relationships

personal

formal

their

but do not affect

status

mezabership of subelans. 9 not of

groups as such.

and as the heirs
in practice
generation
obligations

will

count as part

whose interests

by this

of their

aspect

to other

subelansf

contracts

the girls

adult

"channels

were providing

husbands as representatives

will

in the children

relations,

the rising

corporate

and become its

are

and

rights

formal

representa-

When they thus

elders.

have the collective

responsibility

between their

of communication"

of their

resources.,

and rights

to their

in succession

future

of their

in due course take over the subclan's

in relation

in affinal

children

of the adults,

conditioned

become socially
as it

their

from their

which derive

as adults,,

As members of subelans

tives

affect

iij

and

conditioned

and girls

but will

The bonds developed

playgroup
(of.

the youths

husbands'

in thbir

is

attitude

of the village,

population

own subolans.

one another

relations

by the knowledge that

going

of the same village

but this

to as the

referred

who are often

children,

of the village";

limited

significance

its

of

brothers

and

and at the same time of

subclans,

P
their

providing
latter

aspect

brothers
of their

adopted by affineso

and themselves
adult

since

roles

to allow

whose members belong

to other

latent

as an adult

formal

transmissive

status

mode of the unit

with

will

explain

a girl

subelans

successors

and heirs.

the fact

that

to be adopted into

than her own might

female.. explained

of communication;

girls

The
are never

a household

compromise her

as the analogue of the
and it

would certainly

entail

383.
the risk

not only herself

of losing

for

members of her subelan.,
to be less

of residence

245-24,6).

w611 integrated

if

subelan..

advantages

subelan loses

in7olved

different

obligation

of-C2remonig

The organisation
with

which presentations
will

illustrate

relation

to its

materialp

relation

to its

human., resources.

fkdquenaies
householders
presentations

while

received

aspect

of children

categories

and table

of

of the subelan's
it

in

shows the
of kin by the

11+the frequencies

categories.

of

In each table

of the donor to the recipient
13, the kinship

to whom the presentation

14 the terms used of the donor by the recipient
of presentations

from kin

illustrated

Table 13 in the Appendix

cluster.,

subelan.

in the relative

exemplified

the collective

the adoptive

1935 Iv Cap. IV.

are made to and received

the relationship

donor of the husband and wife

would be in the

Cf. Malinowski

gardening.,

to do so

the risk

to the members of the boy's

the next two columns showo in table

14 the frequencies

so that

children,

by them from the different

hand column gives

any reason fail

made to the different

of Oma akana village

he is to enjoy

by the advantage of placing

as the adoptions

of presentations

as a formal

if

village,

should he for

Garden-ing.

of ceremonial

categories.,

in its

(pp.

subclan kin

adopt boys is mach less than it

and may be outweighed

Thg-Organisation

frequencies

status;

affines

corporate

hand, must take up his position

the one man, not his

only

under a stronger

the left

their

into

personally

not as a resident

of adult

in letting

case of girlss
parents

as we have seen tend owing to the pattern

girls

A boy, on the other

member of his

his

as effective

than do boys., even when they are reared by their

subelans

the fall

but also her children

terms used by the

is made and in table

husband and wife.

are distinguished

for

the Chief

In table
and other

V

384-

distribution
so far

of urinr-b

should be compared with

Considering

for

especially

Table 13 first,,

it

(i. e. regular

at the end of the Southeaster

harvest

81 or 65 percent,

cluster,
stibelan

kinship

The remaining

two made by the Mission
be discussed
the present

sisters'

of the 38 recorded

in all

to orthodox

analysis

these total

daughters.,

cases,

was not possible

and where there

been counted as to "own" or personal

kin.

and their

daughters;

are also

Of the
(luýA)

of the total

of these presentations
sisters

then,

kinship.

52, or 42.15 percent

and 4 to sisters'

but it

in the next

are to sisters

proportion

or formal

as made to sisters

relationship.

presentationsp

as of affinal

of subelan

of

standards

his position

in examining

13., or one third..

made.

or another,

Teacher are by native

the largest

made to classificatory

relationship

of Omarakarg

season) made by householders

of an affinal

husbands (lubou);

of one kind

at the main

in virtue

124 presentations

mothers'

head to another

and 41, or 33.6 percent,

made to subelan kin,

definitely

crops cultivated

ceremonial

of a relationship

Confining

and their

of 124

of a total

in virtue

as many are made in virtue

65 gifts

as should

are presented

anomalous,, and will
Chapter.

annual

by one household

and presented

counts as a

pp. 398-4.18.

be seen that

will

13, since

2 See. 2 of Chapter I

and discussion,

in Coral Gardena I.

of uri

presentations

in Part

tables

the present

Document II,

Malinowski's

twice

he makes are concerned the Chief

Table 7-10 as discussed

citizen.

and spatial

is made in table

but no such distinction
.

as the presentations

private

the frequencies

as was done in discussing

householders,

in fact

were

husbands,

perhaps one third

will

kin

the precise

was doubt the presentation
It

9 to

to classificatorY

to ascertain

of

be recalled

that

has
in

385discussing
seen that

the fact

by native

standards,,

deal with

all

of gardening

subelans it

householders

resident

the figures

the proportion
smaller

in cases other

sisters'

kin;
(kada),

all

that

daughter.

kin

about five
brothers
subelan.

daughter's

are made between formal

in the other

and sisters,

of all
that

The next largest

brothers
of-all

brothers

except possibly

of the presentations
were to personal

words,

and sisters

kins

group,

sisters'

daughterso

that

of presentations
the next., that

men of one and women of the first

of presentations

to mothers'

brothers,

kinp

more

than between formal

the presentations
kin,

to

as was

appreciably

made.. and

are those between

is men and women of the same generation

men of the same generation;

that

In other

those made between subclan

involves

the next,

three

(kada) were to personal

Over half

categories.

eighths

13a and 14a, implyt

were all

10 or 8.0 percent,

totalling
brothers

presentations

in frequencies

those to elder

of the totals

except possibly

and most of those to mothers'
to a sister's

apply

are made is considerably

group of presentations,

(tuw; %) which number 13., or 10.0 percent

daughters

precision,,

than those to Osisters**

Thus the next largest

two made to personal

with

These observations

in tables

kin to whom presentations

of formal

HH

of actual

relationships

apparent

t

or non-owning.,

but as the differences

and own kin

was

tables

the present

irrespective

could not be checked.

given more or less.,
to formal

of presentations

of the cluster

always to ascertain

statements

it

kin tends to make them "own" kin

formal

In the case of members of Ostranger",,

was not possible

since informants'

for

subelan in Chapter II

must be borne in mind that

and it

subelan membership.

to all

of the Lobwaita

the relationships

to elder

of the
brothers.,

of presentations
descending

to

generationso

men of proximal

386.
and the solitary

generationsp
involves

J&tj)

by Others from wife's

received

It

and so on.

be recalled

will

figures

of presentations

internal

presentations

13a.,

of uri

Statistically

since both include

given and received.,
made within

to and from residents

the cluster

the mmbers of presentations

be significantý.,

but also

not only the

external

presentations

of other clusters.

are too small

for

detailed

between different

comparisons

kinship

frequencies

of relative

to

and for the same reason no attempt has been made to calculate
can only be compared in more general terms.

and the figures

coefficientes

husbands in table

discussion

from previous

luboup wife's

(pp. 73-76) that no one-to-one correspondence exists between

presentations

categories

and their

to those made to sisters

correspond

of the

l4a., where

(husband's

brothers

daughter

generation

can be seen in table

Roughly the same frequencies

presentations

daughter's

of the second descending

a man of one and a girl

subelan.

to a sister's

presentation

Leaving for later

consideration

of the differences

presentations

between frequencies

made to the Chief,

of presentations

the details

made to the various

categories

of kin and those received from them are to a large extent to be

attributed

to factors

relative

numbers of presentations

are roughly
lent.,

of chance of the same order

equal,

but there

received

and given in total.

therefore)

frequencies

and bearing

that the two tables

under each category

in mind that

a and a in table 14 are all

affect

basis;

presentations

Broadly
listed

to

speaking

under headings

between subelan kint

show much the same frequencies

equiva-

and the same applies

of kin.

the presentations

the

These totals

is no reason why they should be exactly

since they are not made on a one-to-one

the individual

as those that

it will

for the different

be seen

387.
categories.
Presentations

between Subelan Kin.

That the greater

proportion

should be from members of

of presentations

the wife's

subelan to her and her husband is of course in line

explicable

by reference

presentations

to the structural

made by men to their

in the preceding

discussed

presentations

in accordance with

the structural

husband relationship.
made to luta
probably

But it

as against

to explain

garden for

Chapter indicate

if

in the total

population

to garden for

the organisation
be gardened for

there

that

sample that

by at least

of the same generation,

kin

were that
figures

only

and ideally
(cf.

discussed

in each

equal numerically

between then

a discrepancy

the women have no *own*
involved

principle

each women when married
preferably

but there

is

someone who is personally

to garden for

1

2 of that

her may be and often

no rule

in

must

he should be

he should be an own or personal
p. 150),

should

in Cap. I Part

in Part

however the basic
is that

"own" brothers

as discussed

are

This would

category.

population

up to half

gardening

and up to half

of this

one man of her subelan;

The advantage of having

and her household

of the 52 presentations

is not so great

In fact

them.

of ceremonial

reasons already

that

the sexes are more or less

that

or at least

be.

personal

the principle

husbands (donor ' s lu b ou) is

are definitely

of the Omarakana cluster

generation;

for

be recalled

the womens since the overall

and in the analysis

brothers

will

of

of the brother -sister-sister's

significance

husbands., one third

and their

between formal

be difficult

the preponderance

(donor ' s jM&_a) and their

to sisters

uri

husbandso as already

and their

Similarly

analysis.

of the formal

significance

sisters

and is

with

brother

that

interested

is outweighed

he must

in a woman
by other

388considerations.,

as we have seen the fact

vhile

family.

up in the same elementary

brought

subelan pp. 101 ff.

women who lived

of the subelan to garden for

kin
they
own
were
whether or not

villages

women's villages
re-allocations

and their
their

their

husbands but alsov
formal

marriagejas

ments result

in each man having

husbands concerned.

the village

Within

made between the individuals
cases where difficulty
in the neighbourhood

arises,

which interrupt

to garden conveniently

leaders

ceremonial

proposed marriage
gardening

quarrels

gardening

of a subelan may intervene

They may also intervene

arrangements.,

little

the

are usually
but in

women of the subelan resident

in the interests

difficulties

with

being too few men available

such as those discussed

negotiations

such arrange-

or no formality.,

there
for

of

as supervisors
since

I

the women

such arrangements

and associated

in marriage

may raise

cluster

e. g. through

for

as may be desired

contacts

concerned with

or because of protracted

there,

as gardeners

between the subolans,

as close

in or near the

among the mens and have the

perhaps more significantlys

contracts

women who were

amount to exchanges or

not only

efficiency

while

men resident

responsibilities

of gardening

of increasing

effect

to one anothert

Such practices

of residence.

the man

in the same or neighbouring

by other

own kin to the men were gardened for

for

was a marked tendency

there

was seen that

it

of members of the Lobwaita

of the relationships

Thus in the analysis

a woman gives

or not they were

in her and her marriagewhether

interest

a man a personal

for

of gardening

63
ff.
pp.
the

relationships.,
of the corporate

if. it

is felt

e. g. by reduplicating

that

group,
the

existing

(pp.
has
been
349 ff).
as
seen

Thus the responsibility

of gardening

for

the women of a generation

fallil

389.
collectively

upon the men of their

generation,

but upon men of others

table

men of other

generations

13a, 3.1 or 8.85 percent

daughters

or daughters'

being 9. or 7 percent,
two from mothers'

also

of the total

of presentations
brothers

are not enough men
generations

garden for

are made to sisters'

presentationsp

in table

figures

by Others.

In table

least

two-thirdep

interests

13b,, 19j. or 15-35

received by

of these presentations.,

from two main considerations
On the one hand it

of the individuals.

and

at

to own or personal kin of the categoried

are apparently

concerned, and result

II

they also are presentations

which means that

The majority

'Asons".

148,

brothers

from mothers'

received

Thus in

the women.

to mothersp and in table 14a 22 or 16.75 percent of presentations
Others are from wives'

will

are enough under some

the corresponding

daughters,

mothers'

there

them.. men of other

normally

are made to, fathersp

presentations

If

but even where there

assume the responsibility;
conditions

(21).

to garden for

of the women's generation

those of their

subelan.. primarily

the personal

affecting

normally devolves upon the

personal brothers,, i. e. the men who garden for each married womansto garden
for his sister's
daughter should the girl marry before a man of her own
generation

is

responsibility
by gardening
young brother

available

to

garden

upon the mothers'
for

an own sister's

under an obligation

land as is discussed

lateri.

is

for

her*

This

is

ultimately

a collective

brothers

and mothers'

mothers'

daughter

the mother's

brother

to himself.

Thisp like

brothers;
her

places

giving

but
J!

plots

of

one of the ways in which men secure personal

heirs

and adherents

(21)

Cf. Malinowski 1935,, 1.. p. 189.

among the junior

members of the subelan..

11k

and for

this

411

390brother

reason a mother's

the latter's

for

gardening

sister

even if

he becomes too old to do so himself,
personal

heir

mothers'

brothers

a young man can by rendering
as by gardening
including

return,

gardening

for

their

personal
for

obligation

personal

in discussing

adoption

be personally

obliged

a senior

for

recognition

further

his

briefly

as personal

obtain

to care for

upon his

heir.

subelan

in order

gifts

or favours

in

fulfil

young man also
in childhood;

old age that

J

or

handp by

to make sure that

them in their

as an act

special

On the other

received

individual

is the system whereby

property

mothers and fathers

is largely

and her husband when

necessary.,

it

member of his

sister.,

necessary.

to supplement

is not strictly

care and affection
it

not strictly

undertake

later;

by

efforts

his death., devolves

or after

even when this

effortsp

is

son's

a man's sister

and young men often

primarily,,

of Dokal . which is discussed

services,

sister's

this

for

the duty of gardening

Conversely,

his

may supplement

their

as we saw
someone will
seek to

people

adopt children.
may take the form of gardening

But the act of Dokal
himself.,

brother

3.75 percent
Dokal

their

as in 5 or 4 percent

of presentations

13a, and 15 or 3.1 percent
rendering
eldero

as well

accepting

services

other

by other

or gifts

in itself

as the act of gardening
reckonings

they

14co while

of those in table

as or instead

Do-kal

in table

14c.

13a and 5 or
may also
in table

of presentations
By thus gardening

young men may become the personal

of mothers'

brotherso

makes the individuals
for

in table

younger brothers

as in 13 or 10 percent

brothers,

older

of presentations

f or the mother is

tit

or
heirs

of

and the act of making or
personal

kin

a woman makes a man her personal

count as own or classificatory

kin.

to one another.
brotherp
It

whether

is also

01ý

391commonfor

younger men who are inexperienced
to garden for

gardeners
experienced
effort

mothers'

to the cultivation

of crops for

to Chiefs.

Thus in considering

of different

generations

be reverted
collective

to laterp
gardening

the Lobwaita

three

for

to affines,,

Mitakatap

clearly

the more

especially
four

men

men of the

other

while

Such practices.,

the conscious

which will
of the

organisation

of the subelan.

strength

In table 14a are recorded 6 presentations
These are all

that

subelan we saw that

of these men.

demonstrate

in order

presentation

were gardening
for

brothers

men who are inefficient

should be able to devote more time and

gardeners

and efficient

subelan were gardening

or elder

or older

received from wives' mothers.

made by the four widows who were discussed on p- 58, and are

the products of their

assumption of quasi-masculine

they have been permitted

to retain

roles# in virtue

of which

or acquire independent households.

was also said that they had adopted some children;

It

three of the presentations

made are in fact to adopted daughters on behalf of adopted sons,, and in
gardening for their
of men of their

subelans.

and other motivations
the undertaking
individual;
governing
the fact
ultimately

own msurried daughters the womenare also acting on behalf
In these and the other cases personal affection

such as ambi#tion of course enter into and affect

of commitments and the manner of discharging

but the foregoing
the undertaking
that

discussion

of a particular

he does undertake

upon his

the individuals
and interpretations

for

to the corporate

whom he gardens.

that

them by the

whatever

commitment by a given

commitments and fulfil

responsibilities

of gardening

indicates

The existence

both

the motives

individual

them at all

rests

Subelan as much as to
of 'standard"

commitments as discussed

motivationsý#, *,

above in itself

392.
indicates

the responsibilities

that

individual
other

for women of a given
"brothers"

because ultimately

gardening

of the same corporate

rights

between Affinal

affinal

the present

by subolan kin
Thus it

presentations
relationships

conditioned

(22)

these

in fulfilling

is required

since

to overcome them by cooperation
these derives

of their

individual
in their

directly

responsibilities,

purpose we are considering

from
as members

reflects

by the viewpoint

Cf- Malinwoski

presentations

of the one or the other,
by affinal,

of the one is also a presentation

was noted that

in virtue

by kin

jointly

were at the same time presentations
into

action

meet

Kin.

as being made to husband and wife

of the other.

as members

the men of a subclan will

may arise

to further

ability

of

subelan.

In as much as for

presentation

that

which depend upon discharge

of the corporate
Pr2sentationg

motivated

and their

of the women's

women of any generation

necessarys

no such specific

members are so strongly

their

If

difficulties

commitments# but usually

own interests;

ways for

subelan.

collectively

so on behalf

men of

when they garden

the men share the responsibility

all

in other

and providing

and discuss

as doing

generation

of adjusting

and in practice

in principle

are regarded

since within

of the group., while

to the best advantage

responsibilities

generations

collective

can be seen to have the effect

they

the same generation

are ultimately

to fathers

presentations

to mothers.

of subelan, as against
informants'

Nevertheless
those

statements,

from which the particular

1935 1 p. 191.

in table

which in turn
is

kin
13b

the division

in virtue

gift

any

of
are

considered

(22).

ý1111

393.
a son is asked "Why do you garden for

Thus if

"Because of my mother"

reply

in order to fulfil

primarily

or "Mother's

brother".,

his personal

obligation

or as an act of Dokala to her brother;
if

he does so primarily
for

as a substitute
lub

Whatever the motives

-

Malinowski

presentations

him and/or

with

brother

father's

as his

is

in his yamstore,

stored

of lubou

made to

as well

as on behalf

identify

himself

,

in

with

most of

presentation

received

continuation

in

latter's

to their
of the

virtue

by Others

of his duties

for

the

as

are

his

daughter

and arranged
brother

the

with

table

are

fathers,

wife's

made to

immediate

again

can also
brother.
the

donors'

her marriage.

formally

for

doing

as a

brother.,
In gardening

his daughters

of

mostly

motives

of her mother's

and for

to

socially

14b 15 or 13. percent

may be regarded

as representative

his 'Wife's

may be said

husbands

presentations

wife's

donor's

the

and their

all

from

of

relationships.

relation

and in

true

lub

lub

kin..

is

as made in

members of

donor

daughters

Whatever his

of which he negotiated
for

of

percent

them personal

gardening

her he depatises

senior

the

kin of the recipients.

so., a father's

of
the

recipient

this

relationships;

Dokal

13b 20 or 16-55

"daughtersup

can be regarded

as much as in

made by fathers

to be made in

table

so far

respect

as Dokal

Presentations

discussed

in

subelan

virtue

'Because of my father"

casesj, howeverp the urigub

in individual

the presentations

one way or another

personal

to her and/

or attachment

later.

Thus all

In

to his mother's

so

showed in Coral Gardens I Cap. VI See. 1., and as is further

discussed

be said

he is doing

relationship

to the husband,. and is

formally

always presented

if

or he may reply

because of his personal

or a successor

he may

your mother and father"

brother

in
for
during

394the latter's

and he may be asked to do so by his wife's

minority$

Since the performance
with

of this

and her brother,,

the wife

daughters

that

personal

rather

his daughter,

than for
a father

care and affection

formal

sons, i. e. mother's

husbands'
tute

for

sons.

a fulfilment
his

other

also

his daughter's

lubou,

sisters'

for

not already

dealt
father

mother's
on behalf

a formal

brothers'

wives were made by widows (not

of

as a substi-

brother.,

Thus in table

with.

and as

who may request
has an

Such substitutions

explain

14b the one

is a case of the donor substituting

son's

brother..

those already

he was able

from wive's
dealt

''i
J!

the donor's

commitment until

the two presentations

Cf. Malinowski 1935 1 p. 205.

father

to his mother's

of his mother's

it

Similarly

These

someone to whom the father

to fulfil

(23)

of the 13.

husbands or sisters'

to his own father.,

obligation

who asked the donor to take on his
himself.

son's personalý'ý

as made by the donors on behalf

formally

him by gardening

brother

for

behalf

is that

sons., of husbands.

as an act of iDokal

from a wife's

presentation
for

or brothers$

That is the donor gardens for

presentations

upon his

among affines

as a subelan kinsman or as an affine.

obligation..

on their

own or

received by Othero in table 14d from formal

to the latters'

of his personal

son to 'help'l

their

(2,3).
old age

brothers'

his own father

own or personal

and her son's personal

his own claims

group of presentations

brothers

relationship

they garden for

brother's

his wife's

may be interpreted

mothers'

their

By gardening

and strengthens

8*25
or
percent of the total

presentations

for

normally

fathers.

increases

in his

The next largest

their

is

it

from the specific

arises

men garden,, in the same way that

to himselfp

obligations

service

brother.

with

mother's
abovey but

1ji

395in other

residents
of their

dead husbands to the latters'

The one presentation
have been better
harvest

gift

counted as being

as his

rather

Presentations

formal

father-in-law

62 percent

as against
his

subclan kin

from this

sections

affines

from this

the Chief

as against

of his

receives

subelan kin and their

own subelaa kin

or affiness

while

subelan and affinal

subelan and affinal

kin.

(24)

the great

114-3.16).

majority

13.5 percent.,

of the oeremonial

9 perce-

words combining

are explained
presentations

the

of his uripmb

75-5 percent

and 24-5 percent

These differences

of his

Others receive

98-5 percent

from

presentations

and only 1.5 percent

affines,

kin

nothing

17 percent

the Others'

In other

in all

81.5
percertl
-

of their

receives

the Others receive

urip, ubu from wives'

that

lj[,Jýjj

receives

he receives

subelan while

source.

from his wife's

tion

will

those received

of his wife

15-5 percent

hand the Chief

from affines

presentations

of the table

the Chief

from subclan kin

On the other

and only 1.5 percent

that

in the case of Others - while

from his wife's

presentations

nt of their

be noted first

will

whereas the Others receive

source.

(cf.

brother

by the Chief with

received

more of his uri

proportionately

whop it

and made the presenta-

than as his mother's

Comparing the presentations
14,, it

the

represents

(24)

to the Chief.

by Others in table

it

14c might

by her father

brotherp

mother's

husbands.

and their

father;

and his wife

on behalf

in table

brother

mother's

from the wife's

to Toginigini

was Toginigini's

daughters

sisters'

from a husband's

presented

be recalleds
tion

of the Omarakana cluster)

than those

villages

from his
of their

from their

own

by the consideralj[
of the Others and i, 11,

Cf. MalinwoWd 1935 1 pp. 191-192j. 195 Vd esp. Doc=ent IIx pp. 392 ff-

396.
the formal

relationships

whereas those of the Chief

Omarakana. clusters
(cf.

between individual

of communication*

formal

flexibility

greater

permits

concorned for

greater

of the affines

proportion

do so partly

householders

by gardening

children

It

is

tend to be crystallised;
the Chiefj,

for

instance,

the subelan

within

the more support

against

possible

between himself
wives'
other

brothers
village

hence the

the more individuals

and the rights

and

of young men of ambition
for

succession

to himself

by DQkal

a contender

can place under obligations
important

he can claim

to their

husbands or their

sisters'

the efforts

to enhance their

acts of DoW

such relationships

them that

ordinary

gardening

hand the marriages

from members of the village

of comminication",
as the representative
as representatives

clusters.

of the Chief
especially

tend to provide

as political

of his own village
of the leading

local

They are thus always of great

to

commitments towards
cluster

rivals.

On the other
"channels

relationships

reasons;

in order

partly

them or their

and by undertaking

affines

formal

of these affinal

by performing

in and through

through

accumulated

for

in the

This in itself

groups.

private

the formal

the

individually

and subclan kin who garden for

out of affection.,

subelan seniors
etc.

and local

more or less

as individuals

and influence

prestige

kin

clusters

as "channels

significance

structural

in the manipulation

by the individuals

claims

little

of the corporate

relationships

so that

subclans)

of them are of relatively

majority

Section,

of the Others tend to be much duplicated

relationships

the

within

come from other

mostly

as was seen in the last

This means that,

Table 9).

affinal

tend to be concentrated

they symbolise

the only

alliances,
cluster
descent
structural

and his
groups in

397-

as was seen also in the last
village

cluster,

The Chief's

Section.

of his

and interests

to power but of the man who has attained
leaders

village

than contractual
leader

of the corporate

intra-village

the process

cluster

his position

of maintaining

hand his affinal
entered

into

him for

political

relationships

him.

so doing acquire
affines

As already

Chief,

lest

garden for

=ach influence

the subclan

should lose

is

show that

of the wives of the Chief

of his presentations

fellows;

in its

are

1
ýI

garden for
which in
to

as eligible

and the best gardeners
and in

affinesp

by the same token only

themselves

the political

members of the

with

of its

members for

advantage of doing
and normally

so;

the
to

those who

exercise.

proportionately

garden for

age clusters

most important

though oneroust

a privilege,

v ill

who are regarded

its

in

On the other

and individuals

to garden on behalf

to do so are jealous

Thus the figures

their

associated

or allowed

have the right

percent

with

be required

a Chief

of other

of

although

are also important

of these relationshipsp

to garden for

it

power within

the cluster.

reasons,

withý!

relationships

power as the accepted

noted the most experienced

who are closely

subelan will

within

the range of individuals

1ý1

of an aspirant

group concerned,

relationships

also in virtue

reasons

in the subelan are appointed

close

local

political

not that

established

the leaders

with
for

and maintained

restricts

garden for

affinal

is

means of acquiring

embodying his

relationships

own

in the sense of paying due

and his affinal

are less

cluster

and representative

course his

itself

his

within

in his

position

followers,
it,

level

at the personal

significance

he is a *good" Chief

provided

to the rights

regard

lesser

and of correspondingly

significance..

him than do so for

come from mothers'

men of the subclansýlý
ý 1;
Others.
In table 14a .

more senior

mothers'

brothers

of his

398.
25 percent

wivest

from sisters'

from mothers'

sons., as against

of the wives of Others.
formal

kin to undertake

gardening

than to garden for

reflecting

the primary

responsibi3-it,

of efficiency

frequency

of formal

about 70 percent

four

of their
mothers'

mothers'

as do six

the living

wives.

generations

brothers

the oldest
their

husband # while

include, $ mothers'
wife's

own or personal

formal

for

with
table

the wives is

the wife.

14a are

who are formal

also

for

of the young women.

brothers

but also

formal

all

kin

and sons.

all

in the case of

speaking
is

not

formal

sons garden for

Generally
categories

of the

thus

the Chief;

in the case of the intermediate

kinsman in the various

kin

of older

men representing

Similarly
formal

;I

the purpose

him as the heads of their

brothers,

brothers

the

since

of the younger wives do so.. but also

the gardeners

brothersp

in

]j.

the

at leastp

subc1an to garden for

of a wife's

wives not only

brothers

There is a tendency

and brothers

to garden

both of whom are heads of the subolans

only the headmen of the subelans
mothers'

relationship

and garden for

of the mothers'

a given
subelans

Chiefs

gardening

chosen for

men are specificaUy

of the closeness

two oldest

Chief's

for

probably

and two of the brothersp

wives,

In gardening

more

among them in the

responsibilities

much higher,

of the Chief Ia younger wives,
subelans.,

to allocate

or own kin

and most efficient

of their

generations

personal

senior

Thus the

women within

as against

categories

irrespective

for

for

is a tendency

*, of men of the same generation

and expediency.

in all

from the kinsman

respectively

responsibilities

women of other

the women and the tendency

interests

and 1.75 percent

7.0

of 1*75 percents

As was noted on p. 3842 there

generation

for

from sons and 5 percent

figures

corresponding

15 percent

32 percents

percent,

6 percent

brothers,

wives
if

sufficiently

a

i
1
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in personal

senior
will

status

do so as well

whether

apparent

in the fact

that

of wives'

subelans'

affines,

(table

wives,

be chosen to garden for

or not he is

regarded

herp but others

as suitably

qualifiedp

an average of six men.. including
garden for

the Chief

a small

in respect

proportion

of each of his

total

notable

to the Chief

of presentations

is that of 15.5 percent from wives'

fathers.,

from wives'

table l4b.

for their

husband in virtue

women's mothers' brothers

or tama to their

whomthey were deputising.
importance in their
wives' brothers

own local

clusters,

obligations

the Tabalu Chief,
principle

and in gardening for their

subelans whose supporters they
eminence themselves.

were headmenof subclans as the same clan of

of clan exogamy., and their

of a harvest

clan kinsmen.

from the Chief's

Among the presentations

Similar

from the elder

gift

breaking the

gardening for daughters was an alternative,

themselves with the Chief politically

than they could do as his

wives., and that

daughters were both

to whomthey could not give wives without

way of associating

presentation

They were in

subclan kinsmen as the leaders of their

wives'

to the men of their

Three of these wives' fathers

were men of some

in rank.

and achieving a degree of political

were politically,

for one or the other of

groups,, though not of such importance as their

to whomthey were mostly inferior

or village

fulfilling

brothers,

gardened

as Iub2q to the

relationships

All these wives' fathers

fact supporters of the Chiefs'
villages

of their

subelans'

Two thirds

of the men concerned were own or personal kin of the Vivesp and all
formally

as is

7).

The only

affines

he will

formal

from wives'

motives

sister'

mother's

more definitively
underlay

the

a husband of one of the

brother's

subelan as well

son in table
as affinal

11+d.

kin is

N

400included

a mmber of presentations

Chief.

These are from members of the Mai-Iasi

village,,

to whose formal
that

made in remarking
basis

for

from the members of the same clan as the

attachment
clan kinship
important

structurally

to the Chief's

senior

tends to be regarded

allusion

wife

as an inadequate

the headman of an owning subelan of the same clan as the Chief
They are classed

cluster.
affinal

relationship

with

in which the relationship

his wife

by the persons

regarded

enough that

clearly

but the clan kinsmen of the Chief.

affines

in terms of marriage

status

political

arrangement

demonstrates

similarly

concerned,

is

the way
in

although

the donors are not the
of their

has already

structural

of

in the "male

involved

of male status

the basic

because that

phenomenon of the same order

to which reference

clearly

of a formal

The reformL lation

is a structural

as the reinterpretation

significance
wife*

is

through

between

in his village

in virtue

presentations

the Chief

they recognise

connections

other

as url

was

such as that

relationships

political

of Jolawotu

owning subelan

been made, and
of marriage

significance

(25).
No presentations
as nokal
total

.

This is partly

only three,,

opportunity

for

the Chief's

heir

indicated

are made to the Chief

as table
intensive
designate;

because the adult
3 showsp so that
competition
and partly

in -!:', -SectI: on'6-, - '.- -, there
-,

as to what would be the position

(25)

within

juniors

in the subelan

males of the Tabalu subclan
there

little

is relatively

the subalan

also becausep for

for

the position

successor.,

of

reasons to be

was in 1950-51 considerable

of Mitakata's

Cf. Malinowski 1935 1 p. 195.

from his

so that

uncertainty
there

was

x

401little

relatively

being only two possible

that

fundamentally

the effectiveness
demonstrate

groups established

in any marriage,

not actual

of Chiefs.,

marriages

collectively

and cooperatively

The Disposal

correctly

which is latent

resources

in the

manifested

kinsmen

wives'

of their

subclans

of the head and other

of Urjzuýbu Received.
is apparent

This again is most clearly

but is present

he receives

relationships

them their

for

also in the disposal

members of the subelan of the garden produce received

Malinowski

social

of each subclan.

The element of collectivity

brothers.

show

began to limit

marriages,

under the leadership

experts

relationships

These data also

but which is most clearly

the human and material

men and gardening

senior

by individual

however,,

in native

institutions.

in as much as in gardening

and organise

affinal

element in the affinal

the collective

clearly

existing

influencesý

European influences

political

of the

the restrictions

had the same significances

of indigenous

between corporate

allocate

they still

in 1951 as they had before

organisation

if

to his

from there

apart

owing to non-indigenous

data relating

and other

the succession

Notwithstanding

successors.

of the Chief

power and functions
the figures

to compete for

incentive

in other

(26),
showed

cases also.
normally

among his kinsfolk
distinguishes

adequate explanation.

The recipient

as kovisi.,

from uri-gubu,
Structurally

wives'

in the case of the Chief,,

discernible

expected

from their

amongst

of urigub

is.. as

to distribute

a proportion

presentations

which Malinowski

but for
the kovisi

which he does not offer
presentations

of what

an

are explicable
...... ...........

(26)

1935 1 pp. 189p 192j. 223.
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of the right

as symbolic

in the garden produce he receives
affinal

uriaubu

Malinowski

went on to refer

to "open the stores

commitment of the corporate
urigubu

from their

received

Thus when a Chief
in connection

or other

for

own affines

of the subelan he represents.

nature

affines

to "fill

as part

wives'
Similarly

of the subelans

shipsp the members of the organising

from al. 1 their

subelan(s)

Cf. lialinowski

ibid.

including

p. 193.

distribution

his houseO (dodige

of their

duties

uri

la
to

they have in turn
made by each

presentation

subelans to the organiser
in carrying

out mortuary

affinal

subclan

relation-

to the

must contribute

urigrubu received.

on

is most clearly

and of their

made to the widow or widower and their
resources,

the

a co4etitivs

or organises

in which as has been remarked already

presentations

to any

including

a ceremonial

to the collective

behalf

(27)

instance.,

of the organiser's

the corporate

filled

well

by her of a token

resources..

from the uri

representative

symbolised

their

1 eader initiates

senior

distributions,

has been particularly

affines.

so to contribute

from their

received

group from all

yams.. meat and so forth

him., and in doing

of a woman to

members of subelans must contribute

is the duty of his

it

(Z7) with

bwala)

whose yamstore

the harvesto

with

dance festival.,

In the same place

to her and her husband on presentation

More than this.,

valuable.

to share in one

bwaim . the right

to the likula

any of her NbrothersN

require

The right

is however more than symbolic.

received

to share

recipient

as a symbol of the individual

individually

set up by his marriage.

relationship

anothers'

of the original

kiiam"

of other

and clan kin

Indeed,

as was toted

il
IT
X

403earlier,,

harvest

as much of the ceremonial

that

is likely

it

the average householder

is given by him in contributions

as is used for

purposes by the recipient

far

domestic

the greater

ceremonial

proportion

or public
The harvest

group.

of a Chief's

purposes., on behalf

and stored
particular

ina riage

collective

rights

the collective
for

andp in the case of Chiefso

indirectly
the right
fulfilling

by collective

efforts,

Formg-Significance

collective

included

in a single

emphasis upon the "complications"
in Chapter VI of Coral

(28)

directly

gift

and the men of the husband's

and other

stored

or

subelan having

garden produce in

commitments.

distinguished

types of harvest presentations

(28) as gemdnes pretences

in effect

subelan having

of UriF-ubu Rjesentations.

In the foregoing discussion
by Malinowski

of

a matter

the harvest

of producing

ceremonial

in which

she and her husband are gardened

to share in and draw upon one anothers'
their

of the individuals

is ultimately

of seeing that

responsibility

of their

set up collective

the men of the wife's

and responsibilities,

such

by individuals.,

of the presentations

are symbolised

by

as his descent

in respect

subclans

while

is used for

as well

as the latter

between the corporate

relationships

family,

presentations

yamstoresp

so both the making and the receipt

the structural

and his

of his local

but just

relationships;

relationships

concerneds

individual

by

received

to such undertakings

are thus made and received

presentations

in the recipients'

affinal

urigubu

gift

category.

spurious

Malinowski

of Brigubu

Gardens, Part

I.

etc.

uri

have been

indeed laid

presentations

much

in his discussion

Thus on page 190 he wrote

1935 1 pp. 392-393j, and subsequent discussion.

"A subtle

I f!

404for

source of confusion
to state

and exactly

simply

from the fact

the Suropean arises
whether

at harvest

the gift

indicate,

brother's

lubou,

held here that
husband's

domestic

has as much right

indeed as is often
as the domestic

her before

to a mortuary
"paradoxesd
kinship
analysis

ceremonial

of the attitudes

resources

as her husband;
who acts

for

and the husband will

yams he will

instance
contribute

But the "complications"

undertakings.

sees in the uripubu

from a confusion

of the participants
which inform

and

in
indeed
and

practicest

seem to me to arise

relationships

including

not to deny

is the wife

how much of the available

is

as her

This is

it

life

but it

between

in the proceedingE,
and give

direction

behaviour.

the lists

are all

as the wife's

the wife;

with

disposal

in its

in most cases,

and motivations

of the systematic

FormaUy.,

listed

in general.,

relations

as his next sentences

as uripmubu-

to a voice

or other

which Malinowski

and analysis
to their

he decides

to the male

offered

to share in his

entitled

the case in our own domestic

Ochancellor"

is not easy

only in the sense thatp

from her brother

he receives

the wife

consult

she is

partner,,

it

is made to the husband,
relationship

is given to the sister

it

the foodstuffs
that

because of the latter's

is

In facty

or to his wifep ......
0
the formal presentation

head of the household
clearly

that

from the Kiriwinans'

in Malinowski's

gardens., made with
relationships

all

the presentations

in the Appendix under the heading

presented

ceremonial

viewpoint.,

docamentations.,

gifts

are uri

of yams grown for

the proper

observances

between male representatives

concerned stand as formal

lub

of urigubuo

made in
and all

those

because they

presentations,

the purpose in the main or kaymat
in respect

of the formal

of subelans,,

or as tama and latu

etc.

whether

the individuals

to one another,

and

405are made directly

the presentations

whether

through

or indirectly,

subelans
brother
Junior's

the intermediacy

for

behalf

the affine

concerned

can be said to be uri

presentation

a formal

reinforces

of a structural

or a mother's

gardens directly

(cf.

P. 384).

it

symbolises,

on the

Structurally,

of communication

any
or

expresses

which is an analogue in social

relationship

relation

if

of other

of an elder

who in turn

whom the donor gardens,

for

to representatives

organisation

modes in different

between active

units.
From this
motives

the making of the presentation

conditioning

as is any manipulation

irrelevantp
arranging

them.

still

classificatory
taking

to garden for

result

of his

kinsman of the wife;

her arises

ambition

of formal

from his

personal

affection

actual

between a man and a woman of the two subclans

mechanism, such as the marriage

of a male wife

members of the husband's

own clan as his

for

The affinal

political

reasons.

case is no more fictitious

or spurious

the purpose of such arrangements
effective,

affinal

formal

(tokwav
affines

relationship
than that

relationshiR$between

groups concerned which serve as contracts

of political

by an

or by another
of

to one of his wives

established
it real.,

representatives

or

or whether

) or the attachment

established

being to establish

in under-

is established

relationship

between donor and recipient

or a

her or i's the

for

power amongst his kinsman;

to achieve

in

affinal

whether his motive

not the affinal
marriage

cases are

may be involved

that

made in respect

the

the
donor is an own or personal
whether

uri

or formal

viewpointp

in individual

of relationships

Thus a presentation

is

relationships

formal

and from the Kiriwinans'

structural

in the-latter
in the former.,
that

is an

of the corporate
significance.

In one

4o6.
sense.. indeed.. the formal

inter-group

relations

ments may be said to be more OrealO than those latent
of a junior
latter

as a contract

great,

while

is

that

always great.,

structurally

between the corporate

it

is

significant

I therefore
distinguish

it

consider

only made for

unnecessary

the ways in which different

affines

all

serve at least

of the structural

the marriage

contract,

be explained

in any other

of

I
Trobriand

does

explain

satisfaction
than

his

than a historical

to be no more than a detailed
attaching

to the urigubu

kinship

phenomena.

why the

individual

in

fulfilling

own, as it

sets

the
out

As such it

to

obligations
do.

It

Gift"j,

of

accepts

does

in

proves upon

of the ideasp

attitudes

as an element in the complex

is

of

analysis

"Hungerp Love and

1. entitled

description

can

giftp

Malinowski's

sense.

Harvest

groups and

the form taken by

that

of the urigub

presentation

Trobriander

of the

is only by a hypothesis

It

Gardens Part

Forces in the Trobriand

as

end of symbolising

of corporate

the presentation

2 of Chapter VI of Coral

and values

the same structural

system of communication

including

to

to attempt

between subelan kin and

groups themselves.

such as that

examination

and otherwise

as was done in analysis

between the representatives

relationship

as Driving

kinds

affinal"

presentations

relationships

potentially

hence between the corporate

Vanity

political

uriRu

etc.

to indicate)

rather

tables,

Section

specific

or "clan

and misleading

and spurious

didp preferring

the formal

of the

significance

reasons.

between proper

Malinowski

marriage

groups concerned may never be

of the male wife

of an arrangement
since

in an ordinary

since the structural

member of a subclan,,

by such arrange-

established

course

and takes

gardening
not

for

valuable,

for

however

a pride
households

explain

in

it
and
other

any

II
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sense the form of kinship
for

to motives,,

incentives

to the requirements

why their

Thus for

of the system.

brothers

"sociologicalO

terms of the Kiriwinans'

of descent

offers

and of marriage

Indeed any attempt
the reactions
it

(29)j,

marriages

farther

to explain

the nature
to it

of the participants

is in the belief

that

that

it

logical

to say that

both marriage

in the Trobriand
significance

construct

and their

of marriage

in the system;

(29)

Mali"Ovski

in

views on the

conscious

"Why should the rules

by reference

behaviour

is as it

N.
to
by

as conditioned

would amount to saying

that

OP- cit-

concept

the people

that

the

is., and that

upon it

and social

to try

and desirable
of social

has been formulateds

as an institution

centering

kinship

units

to

ceremonially

of theýinstitution

is possible

it

the present

explanatory

of members of society

of

is because the people behave as they do.

is as it

than this

the principle

amounts to a formulation

more or less

behave as they do because the institution

It

to conform

take the form they have among the Trobrianders?

must prove to be tautological;

institution

were

of why women marry,, and

of answer to the question

no sort

as it

rise

them to do so and contribute

both require

set up by their

it

instance

discussion

in Malinowski's

the households

subject;

form gives

takes these

which induce the Trobrianders

and sanctions

as apparent

indeed it

relationships;

and then proceeds to show how their

granted,,

legitimacy

and marriage

straoture-as
so that

it

and the attitudes
have their

typical

to go
an

becomes possible
and behaviour

characteristics

system because of the structural

as a contract

which organises

is because of the significance

Pp. 202-203.

the relationships
of marriage

of
as the

408analogue in social

organisation

the concept of social
then it

the corporate

that

follows

If

structure.

between brothers

relationships

is to have this

marriage

units

In other

biological

processes

were,, as a characteristic
Structurally

of members of different

this

structural

view that
brother

aspect

basically,
to sister

matrilineal
represent
that

of their

unit

although

formal

"Each man must offer

land and carried
as further

husband he refers
Data already

From this

presented
the "...

sister

of the view that

to the discontinaation

adduced contradict

(30) Ibid.

p. 207;

(31) Ibid.

pp. 198ý, 353.

(32) Ibid.

pp. 190j, 353-

cf.

p. 208.

it

subclansi,
from

as deriving

viewpoint

Malinows1418
from

to the husbands they are gifts
endowment by its

Malinowski

significance.

to his

as symbols

of corporate

are to be regarded

tavtu

to her by his own kinsfolk

evidence

are explained

real

(30) cannot be accepteds
8
...

of filiation

a secondary

presentations

meaning.

representing

ends, as it

institution.

significance

of their

the

of marriage.,

serve its

between representatives

relationship

aspects

the nature

and maturation

structural

then the urigubu

of the contractual
and other

from determining

of reproduction

of legitimacy

and the principle

and sisters

words., so far

significance

must be exogamous., and both respect

then appear as mechanisms which ensure the marriages
units.

in

between units

of comminication

of a state

head of the

though it

states

grown by himself

specifically
on his

of the uj: j

to the sister
after

these viewsp in as much asý-

own

(31);

and relatives-in-law"

is presented

may

and

kJ& her

her death

(32).

4091.
small

The amounts presented

a relatively
also

by reference

household,

to the domestic

eog. to the number of children

as might be expected

the presentation

if

the

were intended

to 'Aendowu her and her children;

primarily

Only a relatively

brothers
by this

only

as Malinowski

requirementst

are not calculated

of the recipient

is rearing,

sister

fact

annual domestic

represent

in a number of contexts;

requirements

3.

of their

proportion

indicated
2.

made to normal households

The presentations

in fact,

is meant land belonging

that

only 30 percent
(cf.

villages

6).

table

is grown by them on their

less

and still

to their

subelans,

adult

males in fact

this

is not regarded

of all
and that

by "ownI

of urigu-bu is presented

small proportion

"own" landp if
by the

as is

indicated

live

in their

own

as wrong or anomalous

by informants;
4-

Formal urigubu

death of either
they
least

presentations

spousep whereas if

should be continued

This does not however occur;
continue

to be gardened for

brothers

if

holds

upon the children

viewpoint
patrimony.,

interpretation

household

a separate

but on the other
by their

by their

'this
3 on 4'.

page also

of land tenure
the portion

father's

hand widowed fathers

the urizubu

of the personal

(cf.
care
applies
is

were correct

to rear*

and has children

sons., or by the latters'

in fulfilment

by the

the death of her husband at

after

the boys are too young$ so long as they maintain

and do not remarry,

Point

Malinowskile

to the sister

so long as she maintains

is terminated

end when a marriage

may

mothers'
house-

separate

obligations

imposed

pp- 58 and 62-63 above).

to the argument that

*the annual return

from the

from the joint

which is due to the woman from her brother;

because

410the land which he husbands is partly
females

of each generation"

in fact

related

surprising

that

subelan's

land.

as attaching

annual

symbolic

having

the act itself

brother.,

of the wife

as the guardian

and acting

in turn

and the latter

to perform

At the same time the presentation
contract

symbolises

between the husband and the wife,,

to provide
reciprocal
providing

for

the husband's

services
for

grown on their
the formal

due to him for

his

not as a

significance,

which Malinowskils

account

(34)., but as an

it

regard

to the brother

services

and her children
reciprocal

services

the latter

in caring
of her

on behalf

to the husband.

the annual renewal

and domestic

sexual

to the

of the

undertaking

to continue

the
her
of
share
needs as

care of her and her childreny

including

them economically.

As Malinowaki
onlY Part

gifts

would be

between the husband and the wife's

the husband to render

which binds

brother,

the contract

renewal'of

it

to the act of presentation

shows is not the way the Trobrianders

clearly

harvest

to the economic needs of the household

contribution

land

anomaly does not apply however if

The apparent

the

for

of the presentation

in her subelan's

so few women receive

empirically

held in trust

own, partly

the formal'aspoct

If

to the woman's rights

husband by the brother,

for

(33).

is appreciated

significance

his

states

more than once, the harvest

represent

owed to the husband by the wife Ia brother,

of the reciprocicities

and the term uri

refers

(33)

Cf. Iklinowski

1935 1 p. 353.

(34)

Ibid.

(35)

1935 1 esp. pp. 196y 208.

cf.

presentations

ultimately

esp. p. 209.

to them all

(35)-

As has already

F

43-1.
been indicated
in the majority

(e. g. pp. 275-Z76.. 367-370) both in principle

between lubou is one of amicable

of marriages the relation

cooperation based on opposed but complementary interests
and household established

thereby,

the rights

husband being such that in principle
the wife's
important

brother.

and advance the interests

husband's rights

Whenthis

factor

wives' brothers

for assistance

the wife's

Succour her husband in ill

health

caused his illness

and local.,

at

the

enters the relationshipp

brother and other membersof her

in undertakings

gardens, building

yamstore or a canoe etc.;

service being popularly

of each to safeguard

to call

A32 husbands are entitled

advantage.

labour., such as fencing their

anY kind.

in the efforts

to services from the wife's

subelan gives him a potential
upon-their

with those of

of the corporate groups they represent however,,

of. his corporate group,, both kinship

the expense of the other.

of the

and responsibilities

as the marriage becomes increasingly

tends to enter the relationship

rivalry

in marriage contract

they should not conflict

In proportion

in the relationships

and in practice

brothers

communal

requiring

a new dwelling

house or

are expected to guard and

(the zeal with which they perform this

regarded as an index of whether or not they have

by sorcery),

and to rally

to his support in disputes of

A husband thus has a body of men upon whomhe is entitled

for help and support in many situations,,
unscrupulous personality,,

especially

use his claims on his affines
personal power and prestige,

if

and if

to call

he is of strong or

he has the advantage of rank., he can

to secure their
e. g. in pursuit

support in advancing his
of the succession to a headman

or Chief.
It

is this

aspect

of marriage

and the ju_bou relationship

that

is relevantý,

J,

412.
in political

organisation

significance

of marriage

little

greatdr

importance.,

concerned the Chief's

wealth

his

in turn

plus
his

affines

resulting

the factor

reassertions
but in his
it
his

therefore

of the contractual

relation

the support

adherents
a social

guardian

we have seen also,
significance

if

and from this

any marriage

viewpoint

no particular

in the sense of a presentation

powerful

person,, is present

Thus structurally
are the formal

and
than
As

kind

this

of primary

and abilitiess

of urigub

presentation

in as much as the element of
to an actually

to some degree in all

aspect may be predominant

rather

of personality

case or class

"tributary"

tribute

acquire

kind

as suchi

and her children.

sister

may potentially

the husband has the right

can be said to be specifically

this

their

affines,

is the way in which

Chief

of a political

for

and his

than a wife

rather

annual

as symbolic

of the contract

and leadership
and pat2r

also the uri

between the Chief

adherentsp

political

husband
is the cause of

as it

viewpoint

primarily

case the paramount significance

secures the Chief

simply

From this

and power.

is

of his power over

sisters'

personality,,

of

is much

organisation

as their

position

must be regarded

presentations

as political

importance

as much the result

is at least
from his

its

As

groups.

to commoners is

gifts

as we have seen;

of his high rank and strong
influence

political

of corporate

of uri

but so far

in the case of Chiefsp

the structural

reflects

in the relations

contracts

the presentation

an economic transaction
comparativ&ly

and that

above all,

or potentially

presentationsp

more

although

r

in some presentations.

the explanation

symbols of the anmial

between husbands as the representatives

of Uri
renewal

presentations
of the contractual

of their

corporate

kin

is that

they

relationship
groups and one

413.
or more men of their
the contractual

repayment for

is of potentially

relationship

in the fact

apparent

that

no single

the husband's

in his

adequately

degree in each transaction.

viewpoints

formal

as well

may well

the fact

that

it

or the wife,

in social

presentations

knowledge of physiological
structural
this

individuals
the collective

sense uri

on behalf

is

of their

responsibility

e. g. its

being made by
of the wife,

of her subelan than on its

requirements

by the
ýj

as such of the

as made to the husband
as false

as the significance

of uri

problemsp

concerned,, as the question

of providing

organisation.

are made and received
subclans,,

of the
In

by

the members of which have

the ceremonial
right

of the

from the viewpoint

system in social

corporate

husbands of the womer4 and the collective

to some

which from

or can be regarded

presentations

as

as the symbol of

as subelan kin

is irrelevant

of the kinship

significanpe

structural

paternity

may be present

is to be regarded

so far

to himself

characteristics

as an economic transaction

are resolved

organisation

its

characteristics

as well

to the domestic

irrelevant

all

successors

as paradoxical,,

of whether it

and so fprth.,

in the sense of being

Z72-Z74)..

is not regarded

the question

e. g. as a

and her kinsmen, 9 a's

significance

land than that

on other

and bears no relation

recipient,

its

king by affines

as personal

in yams grown more often

natives

to the wife

aspects

But granted

be described

is

significance

significance.,

of itself

explain

(pp.

That

of theirs.

or as her share of her brother's

household

of interaction

contract

other

land,

of its

rendered

though these ancillary

mechanism

a formal

general

or as the means whereby the donor secures

subclan.. will

a social

aspect

ser7ices

an "endowmentO of the sister's
OpatrimonyN.

as the representatives

subelans

wives'

har7est

gifts

to share in the gifts

for
received

Ii[

414.
the
of
wives of the menj as symbolic

from the brothers
of formal

renewals

as structural
ProDertv

contractual

units

Rights-and

The preceding

rather
it

over land,

at some length

am not concerned here with
grass

skirts

are produced by their

the mortuary

rites

of hair

etc.

again by the heir
ceremonially.
used in the first

spatulae.,
(Pugu-

after

mortuary

effects

personal

as well

as nail

of the mourning period

a dead person's

valuables

are distributed
rendered

(vaygul

clippingsp

ritual.,

) by the

be collected
and burnt
) after

being

in

amongst affines

in mourning on behalf

in the mortuary

which count as heirlooms,,

these

of a dead personp in whose name

in the case of dead Chiefsp

rite

weaponsq

the death of the

(ka-vvalub
kept
which are sometimes
as mementoes

Similarly

I

owned.

among the mourners and close kin

distributes

but these are elements

Valuables

The heir

rite.

acknowledgment of the services
kin;

such as lime

or may be burnt

at the termination

but

and may be handed on by them to others

owners no=aUyj,

are held,

Cap. XII,

and supplement

property

utensils

but mayp especially

recipients,

and other

as owned by individuals

mortuary

GaZaens I

analysis,,

possessions

some of the deceased person's
locks

of land

These subjecte

examined therein,

personal

as tokens of esteem or affectiony
owner,, at the final

in Coral

to the present

account

of rights

inheritance.

cover again the matters

Malinowski's

and household

and their

by Mal-inowski

some data on numbers of plots

with

of the nature

the question

raises

aim is notto

to relate

organisation.

discussion

have been discussed
and the present

subelans

Inheritance.

in particular

over property,

and

between the corporate

relationships

of social

expressions

of the subelan

not in inheritance.

howeverv are not thus treated

but pass to

415the heir;

such heirlooms

to the same rules

of inheritance

Subelan property

the inheritance
be taught
lifetime

consists

and only

he has passed it

to the same rules

as land,

first

of the corporate

subelan

the subclan

Oownershiplm of plots
quite

consistent

as trusteesp
subelan

because it

as it

were, provided

are also

rather

planted
right

and successorsp

of the collective

heritage

and as such are held

than owned by them;

land in this

attitude,,

subject

is greater

by heirs

claims

his

such as

to have a more absolute

emergent ancestorsp

by individuals,.

the native

during

because they are originally

of land which are part
from its

has to

property,

extent,

case also there

of formal

of a subelan's

with

death if

Semi-permanent

therefore

of course

sense by non-members is

suitable

they are related

"strangerarbeing
affinally

acceptable

to the owning

(37).

Transference

of Rights

Land terure
as being

the rules,,

over them,, in spite

for

both in practice

the possessor's

but in their

owners who are felt

than they have over plots

in trust

are the same for

survives

(36).

of Subelan property

and areca palms to a lesser

in interpreting

of disposal

kinds

and are subject

of land and magic., but though in

principally

on to someone.

coconut. palms especially

by their

property.,

of magic is not so amenable to regulation

and learnt

flexibility

not private

as are other

of inheritance

the rules

principle

are subelan.,

rights

of two kinds;

- Pokal
can be adequately
those deriving

(36)

Malinowski 1929 pp. 130 ff.

(37)

Malinowski 19351CaP. XII See. 1-

Enimmarised for

from ownership

the present

purpose

and those deriving

i

416.
,
(cf.

from citizenship

have the right

village

Members of the owning subelan of a

note37 p. 48).
to cultivate

anyone else who is accepted

lands

its

as a resident

in virtue

of their

of their

birth,

in virtue

village

and
of clan
I

kinship

or affinal
right

to exploit

relations

land as a non-owner citizen.

its

not include

the right

may acquire

limited

collective

rights

rights

senior,

it

members who have themselves

rendered

and the act of rendering
to subelan kin.,

junior

may Dokal

village

village

cluster

individual

members

from him or from other..
such rights

by the system

The term refers

to a

are rendered to persons who are in a

including

but may be performed

to the individual

both the gifts

by affines

and residents

may Dokal

Pokala is

not

thus a citizen

also;

of other

who

or services

as the system.

a member of the owning subelan for

clusters
for

land,

them as well

member of the owning subelan,

neighbouring

acquired

The term designates

it.

Rokal

of a village

-a

for

performs

limited

plots

of the

them with a desired response, by rendering a particular

to return

or by making over property..

service

on behalf

but other

above PP. 390-391.

system whereby services and/or gifts

I

A subelan's

plots.

are vested

over particular

rights

(39).
Of Do'kal
as was indicated

position

lands

headman (38).

recognised

the

Ownership of land does

over particular

over its

acquires

to non-owners., but individualsl,

absolutely

of disposal

of ownership

the limited

may acquire
usually

to alienate

group in its

corporate

members of the owning subclan

with

land as may a
villages

the headman or Chief

of of

of a village

the use of some of the land of which he is the formal

(38)

Ibid.

p. 346.

(39)

Ibid.

Index s. v. Bokal
footnote.
345
and
esp.
p.
,

or

417.
(40).
a season

Nownerm for

However it

more frequently

notably

occurs

between members of the same subalan thim between others.
If

member of a subelan wishes to acquire

a junior

decides

who of his

consideration

after

brothers

or mothers'

mothers'

most likely

to respond favourably

him gifts,

from lagoon villagesp

obtains

(including

sources

other

is this

assistance
for

rendering

firewoodp
being
Either

presentations
wiýnesses
servides

make the gift
a guo
designated

If

he will

required

of responsible
plot

(40) Malinowski
181,185-6.

the recipient
on this

of him;

him loads

bringing

or a later

and so on.
of the

the recipient

occasion
the gift

made or the service
of the

that

possible

satisfied
occasion

of

being askedo

without

or

always one when spectators
is

for

upon his ju-bo

or makes opportunities

seizes

with

the gifts

perform

and

the service

in the case of land he announces publicly

members of the community that

to the individual

ibid.

being

or

he is married;

if

man is unwell

and wherever

themselves,

are present.
rendered

to call

eg.

that

ceremonially

the
occasion,
.

of gifts

services.,

or on a suitable

is informed

is Pokal

He also

?

or

from traders

brothers,

entitled

when the senior

in attention

he catches

obtained

him on his main garden plot

at the time of receipt

rendered

).

man special

doing work for

goods or services

or tools

or tobacco

the young man's wife's

the senior

assiduous

bunches of bananas,, fish

of making pokal

is

and then proceeds to make

to his approach,

in which a man is

one of the situations

brothers

who are known to possess plots

usually,

fine

such as specially

or mothers'

elder

seniors.,

of land he

a plot

who has performed

PP- 372-373-

he is handing
the Dokala.

Cf. also 1922 Index

s*v*

If

or
to

over a
he is

Dokala esp. ppo

418.

decide

persuade the man already
their

the land finally
do about it,

with

in other

The land or other
on to the junior

property

before

sought from a senior

it

is to receive

publicly

that

provides

the way in which a man acquires
to any junior

property

of him., by being

attentive

received

the result

of the younger man's paying
affection

seniors

in general.

attentions
likely

but while
personal

man is

to

Dokal

Is regarded

kin,

may in this

may make it

Thus the T)okal
or heires

heir

known

for

a man
it

to have deserved

and needs whether the

heed to the normal requirements

most likely

there

to pay. ýsuch

man., and the senior

acts

or by inheritance

of

members of a subelan to their

man most

of Dokala from, a juniors
is for

the tendency

as "good"s

way be passed

acts of Doka12 at the time ot as

to a senior

to specific

own or personal

inheritance

rights

In as much as the junior

whether by transfer
this

not to perform

whom he considers

and care due from junior

to respond favourably

property

a personal

were made as specific

to any marked extent

one anothers'

the older

land from him either;

his death.

after

to the senior's

attentions

respects

that

deaths or the senior

the senior's

the junior

the owner of

him land.

who has refused

may "bequeath"

seeking

possibly

the younger man can

is little

he may seek to persuade his brothers

words,

the senior

is no use their

it

and means and that

unjust

over., there

men to

senior

If

also.

to persuade his fellows

than to try

other

and services

gifts

to hand it

refuses

the younger man may then

led to accede to his request.,

Dokal

assistance

be known;

this

or he may seek the help of other

him furthers

to Dokal

soliciting

lets

the recipient

not satisfied,

are

men to receive

from such own or personal
seems to be no rule

ought to be between own kin.

that

such

kin;

419.
appear to be any formal

Nor does there

in such matters;

seniority
Dokal

to be made for

than to less well
as a single

unit

apart

the reasons

this

collateral

lines

succession

to subelan

as for

of the same line

and village

(cf.

inheritance

strictly

strict

is that

Cap. II
adelphic

generosity

relationships,

than genealogical
genealogies
designate
while

of Mitakata

of genealogically

mother's

men who might

Pp. 345-346.

in its

subclan

or

that

formal

in this

mother's

successorj,

respect

heir

own sister's

brother

although

most

of the

the present

not his

his

for

reputation

Thus examination

instance

is his

man than his

member

The only

to replace

being more significant

succession.

Cf. Malinowski ibid.

from a member

succeeds is the

who in fact

(41).
as such

succeeded his formal

the subclans..

held.

of age, ability,,

the Tabalu Chief

senior

as we have seen

Nor is succession

of the total

show for

rather

to a junior

and acceptable

representative

for

or a subelan must be succeeded

the individual

and so forth

who also was a much older

personal

within

as Malinowski

in principle..

in the Appendix will

he himself

to some extent

See. 2v pp. 96-111).

relationships

a tendency

and although

as from a senior

qualifications

and integrity

in practice

headmanships passed as often

to be most suitable

as the formal

genealogical

Subelan seems to be regarded

purposesp

the headman of a village

man who shows himself

important

other

such line

by a member of the same subelan;

predecessor

being

above to close

indicated

could be traced

of descent

of one to a member of another

rule

from there

known seniors. 9 the corporate
for

concerning

rule

there

son,

Toluluwa,
were a number

have preceded Toluluwa, in the

L20.

is the duty of a man's personal

As has been noted above# it

heir

who

of pokgl-a to conduct the mortuary

rites

succeeds him positionally

in virtue

on his behalf.

has the duty of distributing

inheritable

The heir

property

only

bequeathed by him to other

in illness.
Dokal

of special

undistributed
of the heir
subclan

as may have been specifically

rendered,

services

his

after

or may be claimed

of the dead man's holding

to be the headman.

arbitrate

heir,

between the possible

after

heir

Dokal

unless

or,

if

recognized

as his

heir,,

while

the case., someones usually
undertakes
or both.

that

to organise

if

and allocate

there

will

senior

there

a man has heritable

is not likely

by those

may remain
those

including

being one individual

there

under their

it

as

he
happens
also
course
of

rites

significance

the dead man

by the receiver

claims

the head and other
claimants

But if

for

Any land that

someone to conduct the mortuary
direction.

given or

to have been such in effect

Should a man die without

as his personal

for

to the common pool of land held by the

have been met reverts

headman, not to the personal

recognised

e. g. in caring

'AestateA.

his

death against

members

of Dokala or may be claimed by such

men in virtue

Such care as noted above may be recognised

in his lifetime,

who gave it

upon the dead man., keeping

claims

of land etc.

such plots

men in respect

any

such as land, coconut or areca. palms amongst other

of the subelan who have recognised
himself

formally

the mortuary

property

property

of any

be no one reasonabl5

younger brother
rites

are none., appoint

any heritable

he has no land of his

a personal

men of the subelan

definitely
be

own,, as may well
or a sister's

out of affection

or nepotal

son,
respectj,

421.
Freauency
It
that

-of

Inclividual

OwnershiD of

must be realised

that

individual

part

in the case of land,

of the property

members hold

only

and to a lesser

or headman holds

the Chief

of coconat palms alsop

the greater

-Land

etc.

of the corporate

a relatively

the title

group on its

small proportion

had no garden plots

of their

of maturation

often live

behalf.

% while

I was able to investigate

Omarakana28 or 38 percent

own., and 5 or 7 percent had no coconut palms.

A32 had areca palms., mostly of their
rapidity

to by far

of the total.

Table 15 in the Appendix shows that of 73 adults of Tilakaiwas
Kasanai and Yolowotu who6e holdings

extent

and death of the areca. palm;

long enough to be inherited.

the relative

which reflects

own planting,

coconut palms much mote

The numbers of garden plots

(baleko - 42) and coconut and areca palms hold by headman of subelansi,
including

the Chief., and their

heirs and by "owners" of more distant

*too
held
former
the
in
the
was
case
as
property

could not be ascertained,,

numerous to be counted",, and in the latter
check informants'

it

distance made it

Excluding therefore

statements.

headmen and "strangers",

villages

the holdings of the

was found that 33 individuals

about 225 plots of land in the Omarakana cluster,

impossible to

held between them

averaging 7-8 plots

each,

while 57 had 530 coconut palms, with an average of 9-10 each, and 50 had 600
areca palms between them., averaging 12 each.
individuals
garden plots

who held no plots

consideration

the

or coconut palms, the averages work out at 3-4

per householder and 7-8 coconut palmss the figure

palms remaining the same.

(42)

Taking into

It was impossible

to find

Malinowski 1935 1 Index s. v. Garden Plots.

of 12 areca

out exactly

how many

422.
of landp coconut and areca palms were in addition

plots

in the cleared

of plots
the lands

holdings

10 percent

of the total

growing

that

suggests

than 5 percent.,

perhaps 50 percent

of these trees

area of
these

certainly

less

than

while

individually

or so and areca palms about
on the lands

of the Omarakana

villages.
Lrom Different

of different

kinds

cobimns indicate
the senior

recipients

was acquired

was situated

who was also

subclan's

was in other

villages

village

table.

It

be seen that

will

inheritance

in the village
village,

hand

of the subelan of the
the B columns record

while
village

there

etc.

own or that
acquired

of residence

which

and 14 involving

in which he was

are not taken into

are lZ7 cases in all

from members of the recipient's
affines..

The two left

and the 0 columns cases in which the property

than the recipient's

in this

juniors.

was in the recipient's

The numbers of plotst

resident.

members of the property

and then the kinship term used of
A
in each case.
The,. cobimns are cases

in that

resident

cases in which the property
was not his

to their

and others

the relationship

whose property

of both transferences

the death of senior

after

of kin

in which the property

of the frequencies

figures

first

of Kin and-Othersl.

Categories

and of inheritance

involving

less

and probably

Table 17 presents

tion

sites

in the case of garden land

represent

of the totals

Acquisition

before

by these

represented

owned coconut palms represent
75 percent

of the total

and the proportion

garden sites

of the subclans

individual

cluster

based on the average number

of the subolans., but a rough estimate

on behalf

held by the headmen

of transferences

subelan as against

the obtaining

of property

considera-

or

40 cases
from other

423-

amd headmen or in return

sources by 2gkala to Chiefs
kindness

48 of coconut palms and 38 of areca palms,

from subclan kin,
figures

for

individual
is

affines

brothers,
kin

kin

from mothers'
elder

brothers

6 cases involve

followed

brothers,

in that

and fathers

elder

are instances
the informants

in which the formal
being old men.

from whom the property
2 sisters

of individual

brothers;

ownership

2 mothers'

and wife's

of property

was forgotten.,

in which the person

There are 14 cases in all

sister

these

all

from Oyounger

to the senior

are women;

subelan

The 11 cases of OkinsmenO

subelans.

relationship

mothers,

mothers)

The proportion

mother.

probably

8 mothers,,

reflects

of these kinds

of

the relative
by women as

(43).
men

against

From the tables

it

owned tend to be either
fathers

will

as of his
brothers

to Dokal
subelan.
in villages

be apparent

that

in the individual's

where he is resident

individual

(43)

Amongst other

order.

palm trees

these to the cases in which men are involved
frequency

from mothers,

obtaining

was received

and one each father's

by receipts

to elder

who were the headmen of their

number of

are those where property

from younger

brothers

obtained

the corresponding

Hach the largest

of the same category

presentations

were cases of formal
brothers"

13 and 16.

being U.,

cases involving

received

acts of help or

There are 43 cases of garden plots

to neighbours.

etc.

for

senior

in its

and this

own village
reflects

members of the local

The two cases of plots
other

in the case of land the plots

than that

Cf. Malinowski 1935 1 P. 353.

or in that

of his

the tendency

of the

group of residence.,

being received

of residence

as well

from mother's

or the own subclan

derive

424from the possession

(44)p while

those of Omarakana. cluster
the sons'

in due course passed the plots
brothers'

sisters'

of land in villages

other

than that

titles

such a title
leaves
gifts

in his

itp

his effective

rights

from those who use it

of the individual

(45) lapse,,

himself

in the first

of land

other

out the Dokal

from affines

in respect

Moreover since

place.

of a plot

the subclan

even if

to an affine
it

is not redeemed,, for

right

is

(44)

Ibid.

pp. 433-434.

(45)

Ibid.

pp. 372-373.

contingent

upon his residence

or otherst

may redeem it

or

to the
the heir

from whoever

to him which is

of which the land was given
given to persons

in the same village.,

or a neighbour

there

his title

of land are only

plots

than subelan kin who are residents

the title

in the village

token
to
claim
or

and in time so will

from whom the land was acquired

to cancel

that

means a member of a subelan acquires

was givenp e. g. to the son., by making a presentation

considered

the fact

reflects

to use it

either

In the case of acquisition

plots.

it

own village

sons., i. e. their

he does not take up residence

if

as

The fathers

recorded*

depends upon residence

By whatever

residence
brother,

wives'

in

of plots

absence of cases of ownership

of residence

to plots

in which they are situated.

brothers

The relative

sons.

of individual

retention

by their

on to their

so received

than

villages

from the fathers'

result

from wives'

received

in other

cases of receipt

where they had been given plots

in the 4 cases of plots

wives'

the three

from fathers

villages

subelans'

in the villages

by the Tabalu Chief

of fields

does not entail

to allocate
its

loss

to

as we have seen the new owner's

in the village,

and if

he leaves

it,

425.
4i

he stays

if

while
I

to the "poollm of land hold by the subelan

reverts

him in return

for

the individual

is likely

it

Land received

possession,

or daughter

brothers

given as an expression

in order
will

on the recipient

claim

The same is also true
sons by fathers
held that

not infrequently
mainly

to pass it

during

on in turn

the fathersO.

difference

that

trees

planted

to a soný

land can never be owned individually,,

tend to approximate

more closely

subelan kin are felt

to have a prior

though not in principle,
to acquire

to that

it

by pokal

for

care and
of

to a degree;

lifetime

wives'

sons, so that

to their

own and therefore

Palm trees

by individuals

for

land from their

of their

and passed on in much the same ways as land;

ability

of it

of presentations

their

they obtain

have land

already

ready at once to garden for

practice,

of affection

Dokal , and indeed the giving

her personal

made to their

they grow up "they

that

remains under its

owned by a non-member.

when she needs it.

is

it

also

cannot be

is one of the ways in which a woman seeks to make provision

garden plots
but it

in pradtioe

while

to formal

her old age by ensuring
attention

the land of a subelan

from women is usually

than in response

rather

in any case be given back by

will

Thus in, 'principle

title.

even though nominally

control

it

by a member of the owning subclan who thus acquires

Dokal

out of its

alienated

that

headman.9

or village

whep
be

are also obtained

but there

is of course the

are owned by them in a sense

disposal

of absolute

claim upon them.
to the ownership

depends ultimately

willingness

to teach it;

subclan kin

is much more common than from other

to trees

in relation

and rights

even though

The same applies

of magic,

since

upon an older

the

man's

but again in the case Of palms acquisition
individuals.

In fact

from

in

,I

L26.

coconut
of
the

in

palms

their

of trees

he requires.
if

their

trees

It
individual

is

so far

concerned,

since

few people if

one's

distribution

group is that

(46)

importance

It

taboo.

accounts

himself

of seasons.

or not,, and since

Their

of status

even their

possession

be seen from it

ones.

the
residents

the largest

group corresponds

a few older

Cf. Malinowski 1935 1 pp. 300 ff.

that

is

and as a means of

Table 16 indicates

fellows.

this

for

of residence

owned among the sample of adult

men., but includes

the

and his dependants

himself

own to satisfy

as an index

will

that

few
headmen
other
a
and
and

of their

of men who own no plots;

the young married

for

of course than Chiefs

power amongst one's

in the Omarakana cluster.

to detect

or coconut palms is under no

of whether he owns plots

of numbers of plots

to others#

to be done except to

to land in the village

more than a couple

however of considerable
enhancing

ability

possess enough plots

needs for

belonging

and Malinowski's

to provide

he has the right

any, other

notables

domestic

as his

irrespective

cultivation

senior

Chapters

who possesses no garden plots

disadvantage

is occasioned

is difficult

little

is normally

as

OwnershiD.

of Individual
from previous

clear

that

effect

but resentment

(46) or a private

under the ka-vtubutabu

is

too,

Since it

first.

is obtained

regardless

to the

edicts

to make copra from trees

of nuts however there

Formal Significance

by individuals

may be used by any passerby

roadsides

is not objected

in order

permission

such "thefts"
place

this

Normally

freely

of Administrative

by the

planted

nuts are collected

unless

to be used

as a result

ownershipy

fruit

tend

particular

single

roughly

The next largest

with

fl
Jl,
'i

L.27.

group,, that
married

of men owning 1-5 plots,,

first

mmber of men of fairly

senior

At the same time it

children.

includes

who are however not leading

status,

ý

many
a

men in

localities.
men owning between six and ten plots

There is a group of four
these men are all
their

villages.,

their

subelans

many of them gardening

mentioned
five
senior

as their

group includes

Omarakana-Kasanai;

important
C,

controlling

All

influence

over their

accordance with

the individual's
or village
desirable

diligence

as represented
to acquire

importance

by its

individual

senior
holdings

of coconut and areca palms,

with

are all
This

is

and of

also the village
the Chief

the headmen exercise

in their

thus varies

in the service
members.

It

,

a

more or less

and local

group,

in
and

is evidence

of the corporate

of
subelan

thus becomes highly

of garden landp
their

and other

anct villages.

subelans

in the kinship

although

the last

The group of

and Yolawotu

of success in L>okal , which in turn
and ability

with

31-40 plots

who garden for

owned per individual

the owner's

serves as a rough index

juniors

of residence.

concerned.

of Wakailua

and vho, in association

of

subelans and villages.

of Tilakaiwa

these are men of importance

The mmber of plots

extent

headmen; of their

the garden magician

affines.,

is

status

personal

the garden magiciana

affines

villages

each and the one man with

menp but not actual

headman.

the most important

may also be included

11-15 and 16-20 plots

21-30 plots

men with

for

or of those of the headmen of their

group so far

each;

and of some degree of eminence in

of moderate seniority

The two men having

--.

to the younger

corresponds

have moved beyond the stage of Oprobatiorx'A;

men whose marriages

of these men have their

their

approximately

and to a lesser

possession

is not essential

Hi

z2-8.

or even highly
they

from the point

advantageous

on the owner.

confer

here since

different

from those attaching

favours

the conditions

and benefits.,

and so forth

subelan or upon his

a token "rent"

affines

and others

Thus the control

rendered.

in their

personal

to acquire

plots

property
juniors

for

influence

among their

exercised
possessionj

of their

fellows

or head men of their

senior

dependence upon the seniors

is in a position

of the right

bestowal

subelans,

In as much as operation

of this

and intensively

element in social

organisation

of the same order

of significance

structural

both uripmbu and Dokal
from less

powerful

prestige

and important

and obedience

respect

as such.

may be explained

Dokal . which
as an

Doha!

as a mechanism

structurally

in the relationships

of the members of a

of affines.

It

that

the fact

may from one viewpoint

of

and hence more effective

between subelan kin.,

significance

and

influential

in a position

mechanism is bound up with

in the relationships
in their

similarity

to enhance their

than the general

members of a subelan

subelan as has urigubu

of their

which is more specifiep

owed by junior

most frequently

over the

the desire

with

the juniors

places

control,

occurs

and gifts

and thus in time become themselves

as a mechanism of social
to senior

upon members of his

men of a subclan

together

own in order

of land

plots

in repayment of services
by senior

are

to confer

to his

or ItributeA.

in

has not been

can be transmitted

under which it

to land etc..,

including

in return

though this

of magic as well..

discussed

benefits

of these forms of property

But the possessor

and the possessor

particular,

of view of the material

explains
be regarded

is this
that

as 'Atribute'A

members of the community to its

leadersp

If1.

1+29.
in Malinowski's

is apparent
that

in some situations

to each other;

affines

members of different
operate

situations

structural

in social

may arise

ends of affinal

relations
uri

system., has revealed

to its

human population

generation

of the subelan

reinforcing

the solidarity

the permanent nacleus
is probably

effect
children

(47)

or

as

of local

in which r)okal

grouping,

may serve the formal
as we

presentations.
Organisatio

examination

the corporate

of the frequencies
of property.,
nature

especially

of

by the

of the subelan in relation

of the labour
heritable

of adoptions,

of its

members as
has

Adoption

property.

as a mechanism whereby members of the succeeding
are redistributed

amongst the adults.,

of members who are separated

most notable

with

unit

those of subolan organisation.,

of members resident

are most frequent,

sense of solidarity

context

and the products

structurally

structural

between affines

in the context

in land and other

resources

urigu

and since both subelan. and affinal

and of acquisition

Dokal

been explained

in the relationships

and urim

Section

ur-i-mbu presentations

as its

this

the fact

explains

of members of the same structural

unitsp

Subolan In Social

In the present

well

also

and subelan kin present

may Dokal

organisation

within

have seen in discussion
The Organized

It

is to say, since iDokala has the same basic

that

subelan as has urigu

corporate

kinship

accounts

in the relationships

significance

(47).

thereby

in the subelan's

own village;

in the case of women.. amongst whom Ogifts"

and who as we have seen tend to develop
their

from

by residence

subclan' s other

this
of

a weaker

members than do men because of

Cf. 1935 1 e. g. pp. 209-210 and P. 345.. footnote

2.

430.
the virilocal
be that

the redistribution

brothers

by its

families

and localities,,

of the subolan in respect

of the urigubu

may
of

and thus to increase
made

presentations

members.
These,, we have seen also,

are the collective

members,, men of each generation
for

primarily

the interests
but also
their

of convenience

in the conduct

relationships

respective

their

collective

from their

brothersj,

wives'

to collective

contributing
available

resources

is part.

But it

presentations
that
lubou;

affinal

was seen also that

he receives,

rather

than economically

in presenting

gifts

the harvest

than gardening

circumstances

the husband renews his
and her children's

contract

subelan from his

on behalf

to contime

brother

lasts,

and
between

contract
undertakes

anew

of the husband as and

dictate..
in return

needs and in general

W

uri

significantp

of the affinal

the wife's

and intentions

so long as it

the ceremonial

structurally

is the annual renewal

when the latter's

of their

received

presentations

of the corporate

undertakings

of which the uri

other

J.

of

in as much as each member has the duty of

are symbolically

services

aspects

The members of a

contract.

in the uri

in

gardenings

more important

what they symbolise

to perform

among themselves

husbands as representatives

sisters'

rights

those of other

not only in actual

and ultimately

in the formal

subelan have also

for

co=itments

and efficiency

of other

with

subolans

their

of gardening

responsibility

own and secondarily

to arrange

of its

responsibilities

the first

having

the women of their
and tending

generations.,

wife's

of the practice

effect

serves to even out the proportion

of children

in different

to sisters

the efficiency

A further

of residence.

pattern

and in receiving
to provide

to act as their

for

it

his

guardian

on

431behalf
for

The brother

of her brother.

assistance

reaching

in undertakings

kinds

of various

of her subelan are not,, and this
"bargaining

on his

the husband's

those of the brother

gives

duties

far

to the

as representative

the husband a potential

which is

power" over the brother

husband

sister's

but these are less

also,

than those the busband has upon him;

are as we have seen contractual,

wife

is

has some claim

advantage in

when the husband

crystallised

a man of rank and power.
The senior

men of a subclan

memberss intervening
desirable

Section.,

ensure satisfactory

are individually
frequent

either

bound up with

responsibilities

But since

his

to

subelan's

initially

interests

is not
of formal

show the individual's

that

own volition

of

few marriages

such intervention

accounts

to the subelan. of his

in respect

or in the allocation

negotiations

as Malinowskils

for

husbands as

sisters'

responsibilities

importance

of much structural

responsibilities;
closely

of gardening

marriages.

in marriage

and to promote

and in the same way they may intervene

allocation
contracted

of its

relationships

undesirable

of their

the intermediacy

matches through

new and already

to prevent

where necessary

was seen in the last

the marriage

supervise

he normally

are so
his

fulfils
his

in furthering

own

interests.
The dependence of members of the subclan upon one anothers
that

of juniors

upon seniors.,

which was structurally
to urigubu
support

in affinal.

of their

depend for

their

is particularly

explained
kinship.

seniors
sisters'

for

in the Dokal

as a mechanism in subelan kinship
Junior

their

apparent

especially

equivalent

members of a subelan depend upon the

wellbeing

and successors'

system.,

within

wellbeing

the subelan

as men

upon the support

of the

432.
women's husbands;
associated
largely

with

and since

in the corporate

position

upon their

in the community at large

position

seniors'

support

for

theijr

social

From this

viewpoint

the i)oka:L is of fundamental

exercised

by senior

of junior

social

in general.,

control

and the malting of gifts

in order

to solicit

expressing
juniors
their

their

symbolically

to-seniors
juniors'

interpendence,,
for

their

his

claims

he does that

his

own claims;

his

own.

(48)

from his

of his

status

As an informant

of

the means of controlling

factor

of

of their

mutual

these

claims
claims

*A man's rank,

is the strongest

works indices

claim

subelan

his rankj,

or that

Anything

to rankp land etc.

therefore
subclan's
his land,

of

to be counted

as a member of a subolan.

he does to promote his
put it,

derives

own village

indeed his

so are his renown (butar

This consideration

Malinowski.,

the subordination

subclan's

subelan's

to safeguard

ar7thing

those of his subclan;
land".

that

in which he may reside,,

ability

of'

and

emphasising

The Kiriwinan

society.

tends to weaken his

to weaken its

of

seniors

commondependence upon membership of their

in Trobriand

a member of society.,

to individual

and the solidarity

is the basic

in general..

to landp whether

any other village

in the control

effectively.

and their

position

tLs

the seniors

both the dependence of Juniors

members of the subclan

generally.

the performance

juniors

materially

by giving

in general

importance

and supportp

and reinforcing

behaviour

Underlying

by individual

approval

members depend

position

involves

in as much as it

services

closely

and hence in the processes

kin.,

subclan

junior

subelant

is

ultimately
claims

or
weakens

promotes

his wealth

are

48)
his
and
power in the
-

internalised

a. v. Renowns Butura.

sanction

433.
the Kiriwinan's

controlling
of values

and morality;

interests

of the subelan,

that

behaviour,,

determines

good behaviour

is ultimately

bad is that

which is against

also his

that

may be good if

indulged

works out in the interests

it

in even in the subclan's

Imstranger".

The most effective

members of the subelan
men, since it

senior
support

carries

Thus both in practice
an organised

be possible

to

between

relations
the

men of

men did
the

discuss

so the
owning

adult
subelan

amplification

organisation.

social

organisation

reside

in

male population

social

organisation

of various
be represented

aspects;

the

on Diagram

group

could

(49)

Malinowski 1929 pp. 11-12.

with

economic

in

entirely

village.,

would
structure
1 of the

since

and if

all

the

now be complete,
of the
appendix

should

kin.,

consist

practice

arid

of the

and clan

would

case in

it

also
terms

affinal

subclan's

the

jural

political..

In principle

of a village

only.

as the subelan

just

the members of a subelan

their

Were this

a member of

village.

and their

subelans

should

of Trobriand

analysis

group.,

social

corporate

a subclan

from its

of

of the subelan's

of withdrawal

from
it.,
49)
-

and in principle

corporate

in

(=I&

expelled

"strangers"

may expel undesirable

significance

is the disapproval

a

by the head and other

the threat

it

of

from is

of membership in as much as in principle

a subelan may be formally

ritual

with

e. g. theft

the person stolen

sanction

external

which is in the

of the subelan when

as expressed particularly

and ultimately

constitute

if

village..

standards

them, and behaviour

is always bad as between members of the same subelan,

food,

of

and it

of

members

structural
with

some

residential

village

by a line

enclosing

434

modes of another

unit

of one subelan

the male representative

and there
formal
It

are structurally

In practiceo

necessary

in their

own right,.

subelans

as corporate

Section

3.

less

were, in the light

descent

Trobriand

circular

P- 32 ff).

Demographically

around a single

by men of one or more subelans
village

site

together

with

of subelans
in turn

(50)

and associated

a number of other

identified

essentially

Cf- Malinowski

and 1926, passim.

as owners with
similar.

family
village

which are socially

households

Formally

1935 1 Cap. III;

other

of the

(50)

Local GrouD.

in a nucleus

garden and other

groups

in a number of separate

consists

consists

of local

localities.

with

by an elementary

it

groups.

of the organisation

the CgrDorate

pattern

from the

arising

organisation

groups associated

village

this,,

group

howeverp

between corporate

to examine the formal

houses each occupied

regular

reasons for

of interaction

The Organisation-of

Physicallythe
dwelling

as it

relation

and some women do*

villagess

subelans'

significant

in relations

male role

is therefore

in their

men live

to

of her subelan and local

between a male representative

not all

a formal

establishing

and one of the group to which she was attached.
as we know

of a

group and her children

and local

thereby

of another

and quiescent

the attachment

representing

of communications

female representative

of interaction

modes of one and the originative

and latent

the transmissive

lands

arranged

in a more or

"square"

(baku - cf.

of households

identified

with

headed

the

as the owning subclan(s)..

headed by men who are members
villages

the village

whose composition
consists

also Pp. 33-40,1922

is

in a nucleus

Cap. II

See. V.,,

T
1"Pi
J
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of the owning subclan(s)

of male representatives

number of male representatives
residents

kin of various
so that

also.,

kinds

by their

are placed

representatives

of their

and especially

the external

and clan kinship

affinal

involve

groups in effect
Structurally

the Village

a number of affinal
the analogues
in relations

contracts

interaction

subolan placed

female representative
of that

subclan.

grouping

domestic

that
-

her brother

the fact

reproduction

that

of social

unit
of
are

statuses

of communication

The affinal.

units

contracts

is formal

are

units

of

male representative

through

his wife

as the

as the male representative
this

is the institutionalised

and the care of both young and of aged
considered

as the embodiment of the formal

as units

units

of interaction

members of the community is

significance
subclans

Structurally

other

organisation

whose formal

each other.

of hers with

concerned with

and infirm

in social

between individuals

in a relation

of a given

delimited

as a spatially

each in a husband as the formal

consisting

so that

villagesp

subelans.

of operation

with

and with

one another

men who represent

of modes of the same or of different
of comiminication

the
as

of the residents
with

may be defined

embodied in individual

physically

of his

as other

which is the context

the

clan or

interaction

in other

relations

relationships

as well

being

relationships

both with

resident

subelans

them in formal

affinal

subelans

respective

of other

of population

wives,, all

of formal

in relationships

male representatives

local

and their

and in some cases of one another

of theirs.,

kinship

male residents

village

wives and a

than the members of the owning subelan(s)

other

affinal

subelans

of other

and their

organisation;

to be incidental

contractual
that

relation

is the specific

to its
between

436.
of the Kiriwinan

characteristics
understood
primary

of ma riage

established

rather

reproduction

for

If

social

children

were strictly

observed the village

by socially

together

identified

of subclans

also
all

and all

in their

men who as formal
of different

also representatives
be the structural
defined

explanation
(cf.

territories

of formal

villagesp

respective

units

to serve as the basis

local

of members of residential

the kinship

system could

difficult

still

of individuals
to see how it

the relations

of local

of their
and this

groups;

that

would in

subelans were

may be said to

is the identification

enables the kinship

systematisation
units.

Without

this

as members of elementary

characteristic

families.,

the means of continuing

groups in the way in which we shall

system
of the

and regulation

the social

serve as a means of systematising

could provide

subclan's

of the subelans with

That is., it

localities

of the formal

in their

the lubou relationship

of the identification

with

the adult

would be resident

subclans

representatives

interaction

relationships

wives'

PP- 342-345)-

of descent

All

subclans.

would be resident

so that

female

and their

villages,

other

T1

identified

the men's wives as adult

mothers'

men of their

the adult

cases involve

of

men and a few

women of the subclan

with

members of their

(married)

adult

with

men of the owning subelan of the village
village.,

thereby

units

of the processes

(widowed or divorced)

as pre-adult

as the

i. e. the control

of residence

as owning it.,

representatives

and of the domestic

contracts

exclusively

post-adult

the village

is regarded

are best

ends.

rules

would be populated

with

the latter

if

than the former.,

the formal

socially

and marriage

conceptually

and explained

function

system of kinship

but it

is

and regulating
see it

does.

MI
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The subelan is a local
a locality,

with

descent

not of course that

and the formal

kinship

subc1ans do reside

contradictory

of the formal

inter-village

becomes politically
do so.

But in practice

"strangers"

groups the.y represent
for

in the internal

The Internal

Organisation

The populations
groups,

it

organisation

of local

In other

of both subelans

it

they should

between resident
less

important
and local

population
of social

of local

relations

groups.

in social

significances
was possible

only incidental
to analyse

subc1an, is

corporate

constitute

to analyse

reference

a structural

unit

the formal

to loc al group

the constitution

groups except in terms of the formal

words a corporate

that

in the processes

and villages

different

and system with

would be impossible

membership;

see

of the Village.

As was said on p. 344, it

terminology

in

circumstances

of the village

than the external

but they have essentially

organisation.
kinship

rather

that

and as we shall

of the kinship

and in general

men

of their

are normally

relations

and other

purposess

is understood

relations

than in the organisation

economic and other

control

kinship

between

apparently

not essential

and members of the owning subelan

as elements in the political

it

groups,

if

is best

typically

under cilrtain

desirable

most formal

that

male representatives

relations

and otherwise

in the same village;

is less
if

as corporate

cluster

is identified

organisation

The fact

of residence

resident

and villages

it

of interaction

regulation

in each village

rules

so they become in effect

in examining

of social

of such groups.

of non-owning

subelans

members live

system as the basis

members and representatives

respective

its

all

as a system of contractual

understood

doing

group in the sense that

and

kinship

of social

System.

(cf.

structurat

unit

a locality

gives

that

local

whereas a corporate

organisation

pp. 181-183).

the latter

group or village

and the identification

as the medium of establishing

marriage

contractual

subolans has been held to give

corporate
biological

of a subelan with

in essentially

significance

social

social

the same way

to the

significance

Trobriandert

subelan is the corporate

his

a member of which he both has and safeguards

his position

Trobriand

is the corporate

his village

society;

of residence
life

in the position

group as a

membership of a subelan,

in the course of which he safeguards

which his

own interests

own are closely

subelan and his

corporate

they are the same for
the village
alsof

distribution
individual

least

in his

while

purposes;

ages will

village

only

is largely

most of the members

be resident
a nucleus

this

in the village

of adult

males of

normally

be present.

As the analysis

of subelan

and marriage

frequencies

in Chapter I Part

2 indicates.,

village.,

whether

(pp. 32-35)p
of all

of his

indeed so long as he remains in

see.. since the chances are that

subelan's

in the

in as much as

of residencep

where his is one of the owning subelans

as we shall

subelan will

village

village

subelan of both sexes and all

cluster..
his

cluster

subelanp with

is no clash between the interests

corporate

practical

and tries

So long as a man resides

associated.

of his own subelan there

village

and those of his

and position

by his

determined

his daily

to enhance his

group as

as a member of

member of which he lives

of his

between

relations

sexes.

To the individual

true

is a

population

politically,

simple

or joint

cannot be regarded
and its

internal

the

or a component of a compound

as an autonomous unit
organisation

in any respect2

must be considered

439.
as that

of a sub-unit

village

viewpoint.,

upon the nucleus
leadership

general

to refer

who is recognised
"real

subelan
this

and its

as the recognised

senior

associated

he tends to retain
adult;

holder

anything

with

approaching

it

for

formal

authority

increase

the holder's

way that

any member of the group can influence

and his influence

subelan

power to influence

as a senior

over other

kinsman and the leading

is always one man

in the local

the

group,
of his

in virtue

owning,

once a man attains
life

of his effective

to direct

fellows
others;

over the junior

residents

What it

or village.

his

as an important

and control

are dependent

(51)

Of. Malinowski

1935 1 pp. 346-347.

(52)

Cf. Malinowski

1935 1 pp. 345-346.

for

their

the same

is by

that

members of his
affine

right

the

does is t o

in essentially

man of the subelan.. upon the consent

of which they as "strangers"

is possible

of headman as such does not endow its

members of his

influence

It

residents*

the remainder

of other

his

under the

Dares among the other

and in that

activities

exercising

of the residents

in resourceso

(52)..

but the office

as a social

relations

man of the owning., or of the senior

the village

with

jural.

political,

individual

wealth

members

economic,

of headmano in as much as there

lands

position

kinship

and among the other

as the most important

owner" of its

position

group for

of the headman as Rrimus inter

to the office

between its

of members of the owning subclan(s)

men of the subelan

senior

namely the

autonomous unit,

set of relationships

nqTnly.. the formal

purposes;

focussed

a single

them as a corporate

ser7es to organise
and ritual

of a larger

(51)o

cluster

From this

or section

subelan,

or clan
of the members

to live

in and

440of the village.

the resources

exp1bit

The extent
his will

headman can command the submission

to which a recognised

of the village

depends as much, if

population

not more., upon his

his

personality

and ability

to manipulate

upon others

as a senior

subelan kinsman or as an affine

as the recognised

as does the "big

the "big

time., but there

is always a recognised

he may be a weak or ineffective

relative

lack

by the fact

weak as if
senior

its

internal

he is

strong.

comparable to that

The position

of a cluster

possession

or control
his power;

of special

magical

buti, as we shall

the cluster

Chief's

closely

to that

of the "big

man" than to that

of the local

affairs

or headman of the

Chief

is in essence
though the cluster

high rank and the

or headman's position

group.

its

the headman is

see., in the external

cluster

organisation

if

powers of one sort

village

internal

conducts

as well

of relatively

But the

of headman,As such is

headman in the villagep

the added prestige

and

villagep

case.

of the cluster

organisation

of the village

headman has usually

reinforce

almost

of

community at a given

one in any given

organisation

subelan in the internal

than is that
personality

on the whole the village

that

he

but the position

headman in a Trobriand

of the office

importance

of effective

subclan

in much the same way

position

manO in a given mainland

although

and maintains

as upon his position

is more RofficialN

in as much as it

may be no "big

illustrated

his

and retains

and claims

the Trobriand

words,

in the absence of a man of outstanding

man";

there

In other

rights

manu of so many New Guinea societies..

is different

attains

wealth

headman as such.

headman attains

and village

effectively

to

of the village

or another

to

relations

of the

approximates

more

headman in the

441Social Control - a. General Considerations*
For the purpose of this
of social

organisation

connection

these processes

with

absence of functional
different

leadership

aspects

of the total

therefore

to be conceptually

The first

of the typical

population

the average size of the Trobriand
and about 80 inhabitants

children

Cmarakana cluster
having a total

adult

but with

As was seen in Chapter II
is probably

females

population

largely

males,,

dependants,

mostly

of the

The villages

of the owning subclans in the cluster
in the cluster.

thus so small that every memberof a village
knows every other residentp
personally

Within the village,

would be adult

of only 325 (p. ý2), while table 3 reveals tha

ranging from 32 to 53., resident

the cluster#

1.,

about V households

and the remainder

a few old persons.

Section

range in size from 14-33 households and 49-322 inhabitants

the average population

adult life

in analysis.
is the small number of the

of whom perhaps a quarter

about the same proportion

with

system and would probably

distinguished

village

to the

in reference
in connection

in

which in more complex societies

characteristics

village.

are of importance

especially

in the social

of these relevant

of order

and external

of the village

processes

distinguished

require

the maintenance

of institutions

specialisation

to those aspects

refers

internal

in general,

might be formally

unmarried

in its

Three characteristics

relationships.

control

which are concerned with

the group and with

within

social

analysis

is 26.5 members,

The numbers involved

old enough to take part in

not only in the village

but also in

and in most cases with some degree of intimacy.

with its

very compact dimensions (map 5), life

communals,the dwelling

are

houses being used for little

is

more than

ýT

41+2.
in bad weather and illness.,

sleeping and for shelter

in the long houses of some New Guinea or Indonesian

comparable to life
(53).
peoples
the fact

rather

Associated

than as formal

with

this

members of the village
cooperative

organised

emergencies,
still

upon each otherp

for

and especially

and to a considerable
the elaboration

unnecessary.

individuals

fellowvillagers

as neighbours
kin,

clan or affinal

as was

help in work on other

that

of life

cluster

techniques

in daily

in the village

probably
of social

interaction

of personalities,

renders
control

emerges
and deliberate

or commission of offences whether against

or against groups is not easy where everyone's personality
and even movements almost from hour to hour are well known to

activities

else or to somebody or other.

therefore

conformity

the maintenance

of order

to responsibilities

Under ordinary

in the village

pp. 14-15-

circumstances

and of cooperation

and so on are effectively

Cf. Malinowski 1922 p- 36,1929

and

tend to break out on public

The intimacy

Leadership and organisation

and

in warfare

in olden times

support

and specific

than

and help in adversity

support

ioutual

of the

interdependence

degree also in the village

evasion of responsibilities

(53)

for

and minor clashes

of institutions

in

are conducted

activities

personal

where required from the interplay

naturally

everyone

for

forth.
so
and

or over girls

to

may well be related

Chapter pp. 346-348-

is the close

today in the brawls

occasions

subelan.,

of this

occasionso

his

with

relationships

at the beginning

indicated

daily

most of the Trobriander's

terms of his personal
and friends

of native life

These characteristics

that

and is in many respects

and

ensured by the

4439
operation

of diffuse

and need for

the desire

of friends

ridicule,
that

pursuing

the internal

in other

live

and interests

and as a group,

and his

in

their

to intervene

and rights
relationshipo

especially

husband particularly
subelan's

Hence by far

the greater

villages

villages

and not a few have interests

of the cluster

brother

and the right

and rights

interests

in them are fairly

intensive

in

within

while

the jah2u-

of importance.,

gives

interests

extent

have interests

to intervene

in their

of other

of interventions

and continaous.

the
in

village.

of a village

close together..

of

and have interests

in those of its

in villages

and rights

are spatially

membership of

to intervene

affairs;

to a lesser

of the residents

of the cluster

are these only nominal

of the cluster,,

and consequently

part

their

should developments

in the case of individuals

affairs

and in as much

some members of the population

in the conduct of their

and the wife's

the affine's

village

Similarly

appear advisable.

Members of

and have a right

subclan's

are 8owners" in other

a village

bound up with

are in part

is in

the village

of the cluster..

villages

subelan they are interested
affairsof

make this

residents

standards

as has been indicated.

not an autonomous unit.,

status

the corporate

villages

their

to be borne in mind is that

consideration

owning subelan(s)

in other

to which he can

his own.

many respects

it

with

as individuals

interests,

or

these by the knowledge

the extent

conformity

by

terminology;

of the disapproval

and underlying
and that

depends on his

of their

The third

as their

and by fear

the approval)

and neighbours,,

support

consideration

in Radcliffe-Brown's

sanctions

each man depends upon the rest

expect their

its

social

affairs,

clusters.

Nor

since the

and contacts

between

The average man

444-

appears to visit
of one sort

less

of sevens while

intensive

in which he has interests

every second days and often

at least

or another

of the cluster

village

one other

are kept up with

relations

five
villages

clusters

also., in as much as most men have some subelan kin

resident

in them even though they may not be one anothers'

or Nbrothers"

both local

members have fairly

the distances
greater

relationships

with

adjacent

that

between them the adults
in all

Island,

that

Island

with

kin

village

of Northern

of whom are unknown to him personally

control
relatively

and this

distant

out of the effective

since

villages,

range of its

as well

friends

and its

social

or

Kiriwina
in addition

of the group also
effective

as

the chances are

and have personal

Islands

relationships

of 5sOOOodd,, many

population

complicate

some at least

while

let,

though he tends to know a few in each

may to some extent

in each village,,

of the more distant

Kiriwinan's

thus extend to the whole of the Island

the

clusters,,

of village

and many of those of Southern

and in a few of those on other
The Northern

so easy throughout

but tend to have economic and

have visited

will

of many of

out on pp. 36-39.,

in any given village

while

a much wider

with

the populations

some at least

clustersp

the villages

to Kula partners.

district;

lub

personal

groups are so small,

as was pointed

are by no means isolated.,

alone villages.,
political

or affines

in the affairs

to intervene

and movement physically

are so small
of Kiriwina

part

descent

relationships

close personal

must be remembered that.,

it

while

and local

village

and have the right

range of people,
them;

of adjacentý,

etc.

Thus although
their

days out

others
influence

of its

the processes

of social

members are owners of

have friends

or kin

as a corporate

in districts

group,

and could

I

445to someextent evade the consequencesof non-conformity or non-cooperation
with their residential
serious

offences,,

by flight

of autonomy of individual

kinshipp

and the restriction

the hypothesis
that

its

the total

neither

interaction

necessary
replacement

of its

Maintenance

of native
behaviour,,

life

interaction

of social

by formal
to this

interactions

on

to allow

all

social

personal
interactions

are so largep

and intensivej,

of formal

kinship

intop

systems or institutions

while

nor the

as to make
or its
relating

(54)-

of Law and Order.

As already
or unorganised

for

members so diversified

diversified

both the

formal

component units

the elaboration

may explain

is too numerous and too dense and

too intensively

nor its

by, functionally
aspects

of a3-l necessary

population

the lack

of systematisation

an adequate basis

population

or advantageous

to different
b.

the basis

of

with

interaction

of social

of institutions

the total

to provide

discussed..

already

component groups interact

relationships

social

that

together

These considerations,
villages

one which provides

where they have rights

villages

of a degree of systematisation

existence

single

to other

kin or friends.

ownership.,

groups., and perhaps the results of some

village

indicated.,
social

there

as such sanctions

homogeneous communities.

order

and conformity

effective

The impression

aim of evading

(54)

1953 pp. 17-42.

its

rules

village

diffuse

in the context

to norms and ideals

tend typical. 1y to be in other

have the primary

Cf. Fortes

in the Kiriwinan

which are highly

sanctions

in maintaining

operate

of a society

small

scale

of
and

the members of which

and mores., and who are restrained

Ia
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from doing so only by the presence of strong
be derived

from Malinowski's

particular

and from passages in others

overdrawn

and derives

Crime and Custom in Savage Societ
of his writings

from an incidental

society

and contemporaries
his

in refutation

theorolution

concerning

of marriage

My own impression
and outgroup

morality

is that,

inclined

of small

to exploit

scale

his

of the comiminity in which he lives

of successfully

committing

antisocial

open to members of largescale

philosophy

(55)

relationships

followers
As in the case of

intention

to examine the

to relate

the present

no conception

of absolute

of ingroup

in mind the relativity

if

the Trobriander

groups,

neighbours

own advantage where he can than anyone else,

the nature

ties

bearing

characteristic

no more and no less

to his

but rather

as

to it.

analysis

is

family

of marriage.

is not the present

Custom in detail,,

which conditions

to prove the individuality

and elementary

of the institution

Sex and Re-oressio
howevers
it
p
argument of Crime =d

that

such as those of Morgan and his

of theories

of the work.

in the works of some of his predecessors

namely the desire

the comiminal nature

against

in

of members of descent

This aim of course parallels

of kinship.,

analyses

may

of emphases on the subordination

in refutation

of the members to the group current
(55).

and disunity

that

is to my mind

also,,

aim and tendency

,,
This is to emphasise the individuality
groups in primitive

deterrents,,

external

and his

but that

anything

right

by and large

reduces his

acts in comparison with
complex groups.

society

There is

the opportuniin Trobriand

and wrong) nor are there

Cf. Malinowski 1926 PP- 3-5, and Dassi

chances

specific

I
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acts which are always regarded
in the context

evaluated

the Trobriander

influences

conduct that

less

his practical

see in

shall

is normally

might apply to himselft

such influences

6.

Section

feels

that

-

how to reconcile

legitimate

Accordingly
behaviour

antisocial
problems

if

in their
there

claims

wherever

these kinds

this

adequate leadership;
the success theywill

is

in which

as of course it

occurs,
etc...

intra-

the extent

cluster

of formal

and inter-

provided

it

cluster

subelans
is well

kinship

conflicting

to achieve

to which efforts

meet in inter-village

between members

aim of reconciling

among members of corporate

the village

the
in
employed

the channels

The incentive

does, the

are handled by the same

or rivalry

namely through

is desirable.

of

mechanisms to deal with

friction

the general

than

and as representatives

as these serve to organise
with

any reason,

between individual

the same aims as those

of groups;

is strongest

groups., and within

claims

murder., adultery

essentially

group relations

control

in a situation

he breaks them for

are no special

of normal and Olegitimatelm

and local

by them., as we

own interests

adjustment

and marriage

appeared untouched

but conflicting

and with

kinship

50 years of

to laws or standards

techniques

and representatives

and even in 1950 after

as such., but when it

by theft,

created,

codes of

he may stand a good chance of evading the

members of groups acting
the groups.

is

to E=opean

The major problem of social

disapproval

consequences of social

Subject

unaware of alternative

morality

how to ensure conformity

an individual

by it.

of those affected

behaviour

between and in the light

relationships

of existing

of the aims and interests

good or bad;

as absolutely

adjustments

of

and village
integrated

under

are made to such ends and
relations

depends on the

L.L8.

of formal

and the importance

existence

between members of the

relationships

groups affected.
"Shame" Fis a Sanctio
Within

the village

however members are very

observe accepted

codes and standards

interdependence.,

of which reciprocity

of gifts

and services

general

may be detected
(butura)

and prestige

disapproval

from a particular
could be translated

strong

fear

public

of

own and to others'

behaviour.

The typical

about a Kiriwinan's

of whether

yams from a kinsman or neighbour

he would be shamed by stealing

in

need for

strong

sense Of shame;

steal

while

This

developed

sense of shame is however relative;

own or his

group reinforces

in a strongly

This

his

and

claims

motives

in refraining

which according

to context

"Because I should be ashamed, embarrassedo disgracedv

btc. 0 regardless

ridiculed,

than a

(56).
non-members

in the typically

is NPela agumwasila"p

action

or local

mutual

exchanges

rather

reciprocal

and the correspondingly

both to one's

response to any question

kin

vis-a-vU

internalised

or ridicule..

which is sensitive
first

of interests

solidarity

sense of solidarity
approval

may be hold to be an expression

between members of a corporate

obligations

by th6ir

own interests

of specific

to

motivated

in the sense of obligatory

of course the existence

cause., although

their

etc.

in their

strongly

subclan

stealing

(56)

Cfe esp. Malinowski

(57)

Malinowski

any

whether

relations
other

1926 Part

1929 V. index

e. g. a man would be ashamed to

from a resident

had formal

from

he were to be found out or not (57).

village

I IX.

s. v. Shame.

he were detected
of another

only if
he

village

or not,

but

with

which

he were detected,,
would

run

449of a beating

the risk

Within

the corporate

the basis

provides

prestige

found out., but would be
be shamed in the proper

and among subelan kin

village

the most effective

of probably

or honour provides

expressions
offences,

disapproval

of public

laziness

e. g. persistent

the roads or in the village
or petty

property.,

displays

of ill

may result

in a public

persistently

injured

such as Ofinding"

temper or brawling

reprobation.,

and formally

Such a yakal

or kakUuwa

spontaneous
More serious
in

part

or.. nowadays,, working
day for

appointed

and not returning
neighbours

with

(58) occurred

such

and so forth,,
or most

spokesman.,

self-appointed

endorsed more or less

on

others,

by the most recently

delivered

member of the group as its

approved by the others
headman.

garden sites

on the Administration

dishonesty.,

sanctions.

to take a full

or refusal

such as fencing

communal activities

intense

or both.

or ridicule

as the desire

positive,

by more or less

sense.

the sense of shame

negative,

the most effective

Minor misdemeanours are penalised

tasks;

if

retaliation

by his own people and would hardly

supported

for

or other

forcefally

in Tilakaiwa

by the
in

late

1950., its

immediate occasion being the cutting
down of a banana palm
CO
belonging,. Daibuna the heir designate of the village
headman Monumadoga by
Daibunal a younger brother
the village

grove for

young man, married

enthusiasm,

in gardening.

bigger

leg which reduceshLs
He much prefers

1929 P- 408-

land marginal

Tomiyala

garden.

to a woman considerably

by a withered

Malinowski

when he was clearing

his new subsidiary

handicapped

(58)

Tomiyala.,

fishing.,

ljý

is an amiable

than himself.,

efficiency,

to

and

and certainly

canoebuilding

and

his

450.
for which of course he has little

sailing
ambitious

man., who takes himself

older

embarrassingly

much sense of humour,, with
fortunately

for

and his responsibilities

but pleasant

seriously..

which Tomiyala

usual,,
fire
it

their

is plentifully

his hut,

that

claiming

and he didn't

else
his

of form.

and especially

and less
subelan

seniors

in his village
increasingly
Tomiyala
continued.,

thorough

it

was an old tree

new garden,, that

affines,

emotional

diatribei,

and generally

punctuated
fainter

and accompanied by an obbligato

garden magician.,

presents, while

endorsed the criticism

general

for

he

that

laxness

laziness

in

than everyone

he was letting

down

his weight

not pulling

His remarks took the form of an

affairs.

which became progressively

replied

and in his way#

he was later

in making his

subelan's

cases., from the others

that

saying

removing

a while

of Tomiyala's
Tomiyala

repeating

everyone to

after

in gardening.,

or his

for

Tomiyala

Tomiyala

He went on to reprove

and his

of the cooking

name in a loud voicep

it.

was typical

this

huts as

to which Daibuna replied

anyone wanted it;

should have asked., and that
and disregard

in the light

he was wrong to do so and calling

of his verandah that

think

their

outside

Then he reproved

he., Daibuna., had planted

from the shelter

general

forward

out Tomiyala's

called

everyone was listening.

the palm tree,
witness

endowed, perhaps

was cut down saw most of the

evening meal and gossiping
Daibuna., standing

when suddenly

until

,I

himself.

having

outside

rather

though he lacks

enough otherwise

The evening of the day when the palm tree
villagers

Daibuna, is an

opportunity.

their

by-protesting
and finally

interjections

faded out as Daibuna

of commentsi, of approval
mother's

of Tomiyala's

from

brother

in most

Touladoga,

gardening.

the

451Mommadoga, the headman took no part
Daibuna. had finished

and there

out that

and pointing

in effect

miyala

the others

endorsing

thought

he was partly

did not warn Tomiyala

of the occasion.

to blame in the matter
of its

tree
for

in the future.

his other

faultsp

age, but he accepted

for

his general

in as much as he

he

which Daibuna knew Tomiyala
The next day Tomiyala

it

He said that

the tree

the loss

faults.

itself

of his

He did indeed

weeks., but being a resilient

and his

stayed

his

that

hard work in the gardens was fine

past remissness.,

thereafter

former ways., and when I once commented on this

to make a name for

yourself,

like

down of

you enjoyed it

Daibilna.. but that

to reprove

for

being valueless

show a notable

if

me.. too dshamed"

the cutting

own young tree

character

into

neither,

of the tree,,

was only the excuse Daibuna had been waiting

its

three

Daibuna that

he was., he told

day, but proposed to make up for

which he admitted.,

Tomiyala

of the latter's

He also told

down.

when everyone else had gone to the gardens;

Daibunals

To-

He told

from
to
to
hut
from
his
me
a
smoke
come
only
seek
emerging

in the village,

to work that

him.

the loss

presence on the plot

and ask him not to cut it

was to clear,

what Daibuna had saids

and to make over one of his
for

own banana palms to Daibuna in compensation

over the

stillness

had agreed with

present

to mend his ways in general.,

bananas and as a reminder

comments, but after

was once more comparative

out to Tomiyala

Monumadoga called

village.,

in the general

because of

as a just
industry

penalty
for

This was a typical

seasick

back

began to slip
replied

to the effect

or were ambitious

hep Tomiyala,

and would be glad when the Kula season came round again.

he added, was usually

two or

was
Daibuna..

in a canoe.

case,, in which Daibuna acted as a spokesman for

the

,

ý',
jl
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and its

village

as in the process venting

owning subelan as well

grievances, while

the remainder

views in comments and interjections.

is personally

involved

part

in the argument.

injunction
and it

to adjust

is binding

refusal

to comply with

dissatisfied
hope that

it.,

is dissatisfied

party

when it

will

nen of the village

be raised

the matter

is raised

again,

delivered

being taken against

of

in the same

again either

Anyone who is
required

any restitution
public

but an outright

refusal

in the

in his favour

opinion

under such circumstances

the refuser

manner,

to the point

in council.

in time he may be able to influence

-G-eremonikl

to comply with a

leads to more serious

sooner or later.

Fj=lsion.

Such action

may take the form of a physical

upon the offendin

individualp

men of the corporate

village

help is the usual firit

Cf. Nalinowski

in which he will
and its

reaction

of garden produce (veil

(59)

either

to and taken

in what seems to him an equitable

in such a case may delay makin

headman's injunction
action

who have listened

of the

pronouncement takes the form of an

His final

unless

way or by the senior

before

pronouncement in the light

a final

the matter

but summing up each party's

discussed..

of other members of the village

reactions

case the headman

in the argument unless he

no part

in the matters

case at the end and delivering

and expressed their

Normally as in this

were, taking

as it

acts as a chairman,

listened

of the village

his own

serious

(kailasi)

1926 and 1929, indices

by the offended

have the backing of senior

owning subelan.

to really

adultery

attack

This form of self

wrongdoing,

or homicide

e. g. thefts

(59),

sv. Theft,, murder etc.

further

453.
between the offending

taken depending on the relationship

action
injured

subelan are always involved
course between unma riod

if

either

committed between its

in pre-European times usually
committed either

the interests

against

of their

liabilities

to it,

ceremony similar

to that

social

PP- 11-12.

in

result
in

society

but
it

happening

(60)

district

*brothersm

Cf. Malinowski

his

parts

of the

being

who came to be regarded as
expel-led from it

in a Yoba

in Sexual Lifep

Chapter I,,

expulsion

from the

and would inevitably

who would

his

forfeit

position

subelan;

had "heard'

informants

though

in

employed

fact

to get

Such cases occurred

my period

expelled

offenders

of

Island.

in a village.
during

as already

as a member of his

position

be remembered,

could

other

residents

Of Kiriwina

of a

from society,

expelled,

person

in losing

cases
in

of the

is much more often
-Yoba

"stranger*

subelan

suicide

altogether

no actual

The

or as the result

As between subelan kin such a ceremonial

the

seem

suicide

or persistent

by Malinowski

described

offences

(60),

or kakavuw

could be ceremonially

would be tantamount to expulsion

village

party,

serious

own subelans,

serious

in ceremonial

Nshamin 11Yakal

to informants,

committed with

are not involved,

parties

by the guilty

spontaneously

According

and other

to have resulted

and perhaps repeated

described.

or adultery

members of a subelan,

members where other

but sexual inter-

is married,

party

the spouse of a member of one's own subclan,

serious

members of more than one

In the case of sexual offences,

persons.

and the

of

field

in this

esp. 1926 pp. 91.-98.1

work,

way for

rid

of undesirable

twice

in villages

one of my cookboy's

suspected

adultery

with

!

454the wife

of a member of the owning subelan of his village

seeking and obtaining
the fact

of my cookboy's
:La Tilataula.

village

to the village

admission

The procedure

Malinowski,

and refusal

unthinkable

to my informants,

of Omarakana in virtue

in such cases is as described

to comply with the formal

expulsion

who held i1nanimously that

he felt

If

or wrongs of the case.

himself

innocence;

but effective

were distant

village

form of *suicide*

to a non-fatal

again whatever

gemLinely wronged,

from that

village
that

kill

himself

unless he had in fact

of residence

he could never expect to live

it

and might

to convince them of his

from which their

man Would not however deliberately

himself,

would not be possible

intervention

by

a man so expelled

howeverp he might seek the help of his kin in reinstating
have recourse

of

was quite

would be too "shamedO ever to show his face in the village
the rights

and

though they were 4ownersN of a

there,

residence

of residence.,

their

if

A

kin-sman was expelled.
after

from his

expulsion

committed so heinous an offence

down.

Ceremonial Suicide.
Deliberate
the

unless
provoke
is

self-destruction

individual

righteous

has actually
anger,

from one viewpoint

retaliation
suicide's

situation,,

against

neverp

not

self-execution

kin

1926 pp. 77-79,97.4

(62)

Ibid.

pp. 94-95.

has said

or others,

not on3,y as Malinowski

(61)

This,

suicide.

(61).

the

It

also

of informants)

opinion

done wrong ;a

as Malinowski
those,

in

false

whether
an act

will

actual

or only

of both

expiation

who have in
affords

accusation

occurs

effect

an escape

said for the individual

decreed
from

attempted,
and of
the

an intolerable

(62),, but also for
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his

corporate

subelan,

need to expel,

in effect

easily

undertaken

affect

adversely

suicide

corporate

reinstated

In less

offences

the sense and the fact

of guilt..

in his position

attempt

to make the offender

individual

is felt

compensation as further

oneself,

the

while

attempted

compensate an injured

to be too serious

evidence of repentance

is

is usually

no

subalan kinsman formally,

for material

his sin in an attempted

is

In cases

it.
there

or real,

with

at suicide

and the offender

in the subolan after

in suicide..

of himself

an attempt

does members of the same corporate

who expiates

of the feeling

identification

of the individual's

enough to result

as it

as the result

and the

from which the only escape is self

situation

serious

since the offence

such

members.

the subelan,

against

offences

serious

subelan.

enough to expiate

involving

for

one's subalan one offends

against

is a result

to

of the acuteness of the sense of shame or guilt

psychological

destruction

no more

and likely

of the remaining

of the emotion is best understood

"intolerable'

of the

own members., an action

of one's own limb,

off

and solidarity

reprobation

in offending

normally

the subelan is relieved

one of its

than the cutting

is also the result

strength

his

to kill,,

the unity

aroused by public

that

for by his suicide

compensation,,

descent group;

but an

may offer

voluntary

suicide

in the process of reinstating

himself.
ComDensation and Restitution.
'Where members of different

initial
adjusted

phase of the reaction

subelans

are

by physical

by compensation and/or restitution

between the two subalans and the local

concerned,

retaliation
provided

however,

once the

is past the matter

is

the relationship

groups concerned is close enough to

456.
This

to
in
achieve a compromiseon either side.
motivation
adequate
result
is usually the case where the offence involves membersof subelans with

joint rights of ownership in the samevillage,, or of subclans with rights
of ownership in compoundvillages

or in the samevillage

The

cluster.

(kayaku
63)
the
by
formal
is
called
meeting
matter
usually adjusted at a
headmanof the subelan of the injured party and attended by the headmanor
his representative of the offender's subelans other senior membersand
affines and manyother membersof the local group(s) concerned*
individuals

directly

involved on both sides present their

The

cases first.,

partisans support them and the senior menpresent reach an agreementwhich
is then formally pronouncedby the headmanof the offended subelan and agreed
to by the headmanof the other.

At least this is what should happen.,and
has something of

does in a reasonable percentage of cases; but such a kav

the character of a yakala indeed the terms are sometimesused as synonymso
friendly
to
intended
is
though
the
restore
sinces
occasion

relationso the,

damage
to
in
debating
technique
each other's
attempts
consists
normal
reputation,

as muchas to prove the casess though the value of evidenceg

usually circumstantial., is usually fully
consideration.

appreciated and taken into

Feelings however often ran high, and really

may lead to fighting

serious cases

even between membersof closely associated subelans or

local groups in a village

cluster., unless the matter is referred to the

cluster headmanor Chief as will

be discussed in the next Section.

brawls develop between the parties in such circumstances, every effort

(63) Malinowski 1935 11 index s. v. kay

esp. p. 19.

But if
is
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made by others
avoid

injuries

serious

The position

differs

residence
other

from that

of his being involved
of his

vention

or interests

or of neighbouring
he normally
the dispute

subelan kin unless

of their

self

help

directly

(Pp. 110-111),

must rely

a man in such a position

kinsman.

or affinal

be forthcoming,
supporting

he is a valued

as in Negidageda's

will

ceremonially

with

the other

be withheld.,

and if

if

corporate

corporate

to

to the offence.
Negidagedat
upon the

immediately

of its

especially

owning

were 8c3.ient*.,

clan

member of the community support

case;

his the owning subelan's

relationships
support

If

not be in a position

dependant.. or as it

as their

the prestige

affects

against

of residence,

of

on the inter-

cannot rely

of sorcery

subclanp which he can claim

of

In the event

stage of the reaction

of the members of his village

neither

of his village

villages.

they will

certainly

subclan;

village

who are owners of the village,

of residents

As we saw in the case of the accusation

support

to avoid g yet more

whose subelan owns a distant

in a dispute

him in the initial

assist

in order

nor in the neighbourhood

cluster

of the cluster

villages

to

own subclans.,

group solidarity.

of a stranger

in the same village

men of their

or death being inflicted

breach in local

serious

by senior

especially

present..

not.. or if
interests

appears that

it

serious

by

and important

groups of the cluster

the offende. - is

win

win

be damaged.,

the offender

may be

expel-led.

The Use of Sorcery.
Threats
frequently

of sorcery.,

whether

followed

employed in the maintenance

occur legitimatelyp

so far

up by practice

of order within

as I am aware, within

or not,
villages,

the subclan..

are not
and never

but occasional-tr

i
ý'
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it

to a resident

informally

is hinted

of his ways he may fall

aspect

is mades it

such a threat

course of a
-yakal

is

or his

ill.

than the headman., but the latter's
if

manifest
sorcery

headmen or Chiefs
than their

Chief

against

present

and is distinguished
Chiefs

or others

that

it

see., and so long as it

is regarded

(6/+).

suicides

while

*to helping

a client

to perform

and run the risk

case occurred
before

my arrival

in Kiriwina

one man of the subelan into
brother.

The sorcerer

sought against

(64)

for

of being killed

personal

another

of Mwadoia village

was under the impression
man who was a "stranger*

Cf. Malinowski 1926 p. 86.

ends whether by

to be rare

himself.

the illness

by a

procedurep

amongst
be learnt

should it

I was assured
to be persuaded

himself

his

a deed would forfeit

in which the local
causing

subolans

consent of the

and proper

who allowed

so sinful

of

employed by cluster

in such a way the result

the sorcerer

in the owning subclan

The threat

the tacit

with

This is held by informants

would be his

sufficiently

is made publicly

as a right

from the use of sorcery

anyone had employed a sorcerer

reputation

council

cluster

is

making it.

and I heard of no such cases in 1950-51;

subclan kin,

in the village

resident

members of other

recalcitrant

in the

usually

in the threat

acquiescence

socially

own, as we shall

and others

by another

if

and so on.

is however more characteristically

member of the de facto

senior

crops suffer,

the speaker for

he does not reprove

as a sanction

he mends some

unless

communicated to the individual

reprobation

public

that

stranger

I was told

a

a couple of years

sorcerer

was tricked

of another,
that

that

by

his mothers'

his help was being

in the village

and not
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of by other

thought

power was in fact

being

he Oneutralised"
his

against
creditable
kin,

against

his mother's

subclan

of the necessity

The Oillegal"

characterise

to other

to the friction

is related

or equivalent

very

serious

offences

the same village

village,
first

case every effort

or if

the offender

dead persoz4 unless
reaction

were a "stranger"

to the death of their

normal relationships
temporary

state

members.

tends to

that

discovered

The
as does

varies

of the

to the relationships

according

or residents
village

he might be formally

him first
kinsman.
the parties

him in turn

in the same
In the

clusters.

might be the breaking
between the subelans

of vendetta

expelled

from the

by the kin

of the

in the heat of their

first

In the second case also
by the leading

and a complete breach between them would probably
case the result

one of its

(pp- 367-370).

relationships

employed against

they killed

would be made at reconciling

last

the

by
be
to
breach
the
compensation,
compose
made
would

and have a sorcerer

village

sorcery

to be much more common among

or in different

cluster

as a

regarded

employing

against

and rivalry

concerned members of owning subelans

parties

son for

action

is believed

kinsman

by the dead man's subelan

to such cases where they are definitely

reaction
that

drastic

of taking

his

his powers

His death also of course relieved

brother.

the lubo

and turned

of the sorcerer

use of sorcery

and this

own subclan

client's

upon the sister's

retribution

that

This was apparently

who died.

on the part

and as a just

his

cast upon the victim

client,

reaction

affiness

employed against

the spell

original

and when he discovered

residents,,

off

men of the subelans

be avoided;

at least

and villages

efforts

for

but in the
a time of

concerned,

between them which would be terminated

and a
the
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sooner the more important
kinship

manifest

between the groups concerned and the stronger

links,

in resuming their
Ph-vsical

were the normal relationshipso

their

in the
interests

normal relationships.

ngtaliation.

Like

sorcery,

instigated

as an organised

As Malinowski

kill

or in fits

in flagrante,

including

retaLiation.,
sanction

has said,, deliberate

where residents
brawlsp

physical

one another

ki II ing,, is normally

only by cluster

murder is rare within
it

is normally

If

such killings

the village

more or less
his wife

of rage as when a man catches

(65).

headmen or Chiefs.
cluster;
in

accidentally

and her lover

involve very close kin,

the killer

may

commit suicide in shame and remorse., and again this

reaction

would be most

likely

subalan.

Were they

when the victim

members of different
killed

was a memberof the killer's
subelans, the killer

in immediate retaliation

would be felt

to the mortuary rites

the risk

of a further

the mýitter had been "squaredR,
use synonymously with
disputes

flaring
an English

own term MR

compensation

and local

cluster

Chiefp

Of. 1926 pp. 116-118.

a further

But once

word which the Kiriwinans
in reference

disruption

of their

of

act of retaliations

and representatives
relationships,

often

to the adjustment

or by an equivalent

groups concerned in their

to prevent

for the dead men - thereby

up of mutual resentment.

would be made by the leaders

kinship

(65)

their

by restitution,

every effort

by the dead man's kinsmen, when the matter

to be closed., except that each subclan would probably make

conspicuous contributions
incurring

would probably be wounded or

of other
especially

interests

and

the
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solidarity
CorDorate

GrouD ResDonsibili

between the individuals

local

group,

offence

against

his

group to a certain
arouses his
inflicted

extents

time

further

disruption

of its

within

such as that

in minor offences

except

in as much as the material
so that

small,,

of contributions
or local

a large

resources

from subelan kin,

group is in effect

members., and mast contribute
make or receive.

To attempt

the case of a major internal
group collectively

of Tomiyala,

corporately

own members and

is not emphasised.,
and this

is understandable

of most individuals

valuables

or foodstuffs

and friends.

affines

responsible

for

offence

compensating

compensation

would therefore
itself,,

are
is made up

That is., the subelan
the behaviour

to., and shares in., any compensation
significant

the

The making of restitution

or the village

payment of native

and

and which at the same

solidarity..

and wealth

local

himself

which relieves

one of its

of expiation,

the subelan

and

tends to be self-

suicide,

against

action

strong

serves as an act of repentance

or of compensation

local

or attempted

corporate

as against

the punishment

sense of "shameO strongly..

group of the need to take
risk

the wrong is felt

so that

own kin

in the sense of an
and his

subelan particularly

in the form of actual

thereby

the individual's
"sinful"

which make it

corporate

may be distingui-

may combine them

the same reaction

is committed within

in circumstances

of the relationships

by the offence

ar4 groups affected

Where the offence

above, the two

as outlined

and readjustment

though in practice

shed conceptuallyt
both.

of any kind

of the offender

of punishment

of the dead men.

.

to offences

In the reactions
aspects

between the kin

fighting

by further

they must

or restitution
amount to the kin

which of course it

of its

could

in
or
.

11,I
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hardly

do in practice.
concerns members of different

Where the offence
in the same clusters
offended
is less

party

is for

kind against

or village

emphasis is placed

which has the significance
subelan and village

or Chief

may intervene

where necessary

in so far

as the clusters

each other

have close

the offence

can be adjusted.

the offence

if

serious

such as the buritilaulo.,
prestige

as components

see the cluster

If

and power, which itself

would be more or less

ties

no such relationships

to a competition

limited

(66) Malinowski 1935 1 pp. 176-181.

relationships

to establish

to which

in reference
and links

or the issuing

may lead to fighting
interference

the

clusters,

groups in the same cluster

economic or political

in brawling

headman

the damage is made

to ensure that

by clan or kinship

may result

owing to the Administration's
fighting

of the offender's

relationships

as we shall

between corporate

and are linked

On the

members.

occurs between members of different

is the same as that

done to subclan

and compensationp

penalising

to their

is made good;

Where an offence

reaction

with

cluster

of

recompense to those of the offended

and a collective

whereby the harm done by the offence
of the village

on restitution

of a collective

by retaliation

than that

between their

by such retaliation

solidarity

hand greater

good.

of the cluster

members as such is less

its

by the

since the sense of "shame"

than to be selfinflicteds

rather

and villages

to be inflicted

punishment

and the harm done to the solidarity

a violent

other

the tendency

subalans

their
(66).

exist,

of a challenge,
relative
Nowadays,

in and ban on open warfare.,

to desultory

and opportunist

such

brawling

463.
with

weapons., as happened in a number of cases during

nonlethal

but in olden times there
raiding

with

unless

destruction

which it

village

"snowballing"
the very

attempts

relationships
well

to breaches

subelan

and village

to make

of its
arising

out of

according

to the

quarrels

one.

relationships

varies

are the same, namely those of kinships

with

groups as
of which both

in respect

groups in dealing

act as corporate

9

between members of different

in them as members of local

But the formal

as of subelans.

to the quarrel

of law and order

between those involved

(67),

arose in

more serious

to compose the original

Thus the reaction

or a vendetta

was and is always the risk

there

a maJor one through

into

hostility,

or circumstances

of the parties

However minor a dispute
initially,

clusters

of life.,

to stop it

intervened

became in the interests

peace themselves.

and loss

of property

Chief

a powerful

might have been open and continuing

1950-51;

such breaches

in respect of which the vi: llage no

less than the subelan are held to be structured.

In so far as the reaction

to such a breach is organised.. both in dealing with the offender a33din
closing the Ogap" caused in social
is organised within

organise

from these relationships
Similarly

such.
subelans

and affinesy

such a reaction

actions

(67)

Malinowski

the right

relate

from his actiont

of head and senior

or of individual

members to institute

not from their

membership of the local

when a breach of law and order

in different

their

resulting

in reference to the formal relations

the village

members as subc1an kin

relations

villages

of the cluster.,

are primarily

1927 Index

their

s. v. Vendetta.

involves

of its

men to
it

deriving
group as

members of owning

the corporate

subelans;

it

co-residents

groups to which
in their

464being

villages

involved

the subelan owning the village
drawn into
in their

the affair

in virtue

When the subelans

of the village

to serious

reaction

help aroused in those injured
offender

involved

is likely

breachesp
by its

to be killed,,

after

the form of suicide,

which may be the result

non-members no less

than against

members if

to the good name (but

) and the material

subelan is

serious,

sufficiently

responsibility

for

responsibility

to make and right

Where strangers

induced

its

offend

expulsion

members'

and the importanthat

and particularly
more immediately
the initial

otherl

of its

significant.

retaliatory

self-

which alone the
from the

of the individual

usually

against

committed

of actions

takes

the harm done by these actions
of the offender's

interests

in as much as the subelan bears a corporate

members' conduct.,

seriously

kin.

to receive
against

in the collective

as is apparent
compensation

or restitution.

the owning subelan

takes the form of the voba rather

of their

village

than of guilt-

suicide.

The social
offence;

distance,

in the case of the member of a subelan this

group offended;

of residence

on their

commission during

is expulsion

the residents

in a breach own villages

spatial

of residence

concerned is

clan or affinal

to intervene

ability

and headman are correspondingly

owning subclan
The final

as their

to a degree by their

is restricted

ce of the support

their

for

responsibility

dependants

of individuals

than those in the cluster,
behalf

of their

of the owning subclansp while

of the individuals

of residence

who are their

villages

kin

as clan or affinal

reaction

a minor insult

under aggravating

is only partly
or other

circumstances,

conditioned

may provoke

offence
e. g. if

by the nature

it

a violent

of an
retaliation

came as the culmination

of a

'

465of minor wrongs or insults.,

series

be treated

the extent

particularly
for

sought or obtained
ties

significant

the processes

Formal

relations

in any other

derive

action
this

in other

of law and order
of leadership
of local

relations

and in reaction

type of Pehaviour

in practice.

as a result

more frequently

to breaches

both aspects

contexts,

and

are bound up with

in generalj

which are

group members.

and personality

of which one or other

element in social

of leadership

of character

behaviour.

although

as

may be said to

in any dyadic

participant

tends to initiate

than the rest.

Leadership

and may be regarded
What is

as in

in any act of

are present

aspect

or more effectively

in leadership

of law and order#

The personal

sense is to be found in any situation.,

universal

are those who lead

aspect may be distinguished

and a formal

from the interplay

interaction

affairs

of social

LeadershiD,.

A personal

leadership

they are in fact

of law and order

maintenance

kinship

whether

and restitution

and the readjustment

of sanctions

and the processes

of the formal

the previous

or the absence of socially

of subelan and village

organisation

the desire

The persons who take the lead in

between the parties.

of organised

to circumstances.,

while

depends on the closeness

in the organisation

according

and restore

in the event of breaches

relationships

of corporate

to subordinate

might

groups to

reactions

desirable

is

it

circumstances

Amounts of compensation

both the application

organising

kinship

to which it

by these considerations..

are conditioned

Ce

similarly

between the parties.

relationship

functions

varies

to the need to preserve

retaliation

formal

The organised

as a poor Joke.

any given type of offence

when under other

characteristic

in

as a
of given
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is the system of formal

societies

Formal leadership

in the formal

a position

of initiative

On the other

strict
local

of initiative

genealogical

groups., except that

the subclan
httained

a reasonable

generation

owned by his

while

sixbclan.

of a village

personal

seniority

leader

influence

Cf. Malinowski

qualities

he may possess.

to attain

a position

kinship

of corporate

group formal

or,, in the case of joint

(68).

cluster..

1935 1. pp. 346-350-

Within

social
of his

of the village

can ever become the formal

therefore..

informally;

or

by having

importance

be a resident

citizen

or

is

leadership

must be qualified

he must also

he may achieve

of

There is thus no

in the structural

No "strangerIA
or village

he cannot

in age and in terms of effective

membership as manifested

relationships,

leader

the local

formal

he

provided

the senior owning subelan of the village

the recognised

a man

system by the exercise

and so on.

to the leadership

within

and

he also possesses the requisite

to members of the owning subelan

compoundvillages.,

affinal

qualified

ability

succession

That iss

he is not qualified..

what personal

not do so unless

will

qualities

restricted

(68)

no matter

position

we

organisation.

super-

spheres of action
if

the position;

that

of the systematisation

positional

in the kinship

this

social

of kinship.

relationships

hand, a man who is formally

superordination
personal

for

with

in recognised

and ability

the formal

attain

association

of superordination

formally

qualifies

by its

is with

Trobriand

as the result

can be defined

leadership

subordination
attains

and it

concerned here in considering

are principally

of personal

leadership,

however great

the

and no member, of the owning

1
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subclan

can become its

attains

this

and its

by the exercise

position

personally

to influence

Succession

to the HeadmanshiD.

Succession

and direct

tes of the junior

iýs

to the ordinary
during

village,

daily

headmanship is thus best understood
of the formally

life

has some significance

begins

in fact

the importance
great

with

physical

any formal

significance

As already

noted,

it

of strict

affinal

subelan which are normally
the best successor

be short.

successor.,

if

from its

and experience,
or lineal

importance

contractual

rather

succession
to maintain

The position

subclan

that

of Daibuna., the heir

headman of Tilakaiwa

is not that

of the senior

his

as such.
continuity

viewpoint
and experience

tenure

designate..

vjllageý

than from

of the corporate

relationships

is likely

The

correlation

those of the hearlmaný and from this

he succeeds it

to the present

the Lobwaita

adelphic

rather

is a man who is old enough to have maturity

but not so old that
will

derives

seniority

is of considerable

in the most important

is not immediately

so as he ages, or should he become ill.

and hence maturity

seniority,

which

although

predecessorp

on the new headman's successor

of genealogical

is revealed

stage of the process,

as soon as a new headman succeeds his
of deciding

is partly

Genealogical

successors.

in the earlier

but becomes increasingly

significance

The process

and temperament and ability

which character

candida-

qualified

of the members of the subelan and

and assessed in the conduct of the possible
seniority

which enable him

of the subclan.

generation

he

or headman unless

fellows.

his

ion and selection

living

leader

of qualities

to a subalan and village

as a process of ellmina

incidental

formal

village's

of office
or accepted

in the genealogy

member of his

generation,

of
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there

while

brothers.,

are living

to Daibuna. were there
in itself.

any great

significance

Monamadoga himself

is not for

of the subclan,,

to two living

respects

Amongst his
because of his

his

and his

sisters

than that
suggests

industry
assiduity

advancedp as it

the headman of his
uriggb&

formal

himself.

his duties

in gardening

to undertake

sister

and this

contemporaries,
and others

hintedo

as an indirect

his

which had resulted

number of garden plots
was further

evidence

also

of his

including

assiduity

appears greater
evidence

brother

Monumadoga.,

to the subelants

contribution

who is the husband of
for

directly

the Chief

of Daibunals

to

readiness

of the subclan and a reward for

in his acquisition

and palm trees

for

for

initially
In

and other

mother's

of the cluster

on behalf

cooperative

he is more than ordinarily

Kadumiyus to gardening

responsibilities

out

In 1950 Daibuna had been

a measure of power.
for

brother.

responsibilities

This was at the same time evidence

undertake
virtue.,

in fulfilling

to the Chief

member

in these

Daibuna was singled
to organise

subelan,

presentations

Daibunals

in the subelan,

from gardening

were,

junior

ability

as Tomiyala

and eager for

ambitious

being

his

readiness

succession

the most senior

in gardening,

of most of his
that,

to adelphic

matter

for Monumadoga as his mother's

and later
Daibunals

particular

that

in preference

and Benoni.

men, Motaipu

contemporaries

designate

attached

in age or genealogically..

either

of the

and classificatory,

headman Monumadoga, who should be the heirs

present

work,

both uterine

this

of more than the usual

a man of his

in making gifts

age.

This in itself

and services

to his

not only Monumadoga the headman but also his

subclan

seniors.,

brother

Touladoga the garden magician

and others

of their

generation.

Some
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of the services

of securing

object

to garden for
live

with

him in his

in 1951.

who died late

of their

viewpoint
for

of their

These services

to associate

himself

by his

emergence and acceptance

and, at any rate

with

his

of all

of Daibunals

time..

Tonupoi.,

respect

in the fulfilment

seniors
this

taken to

from the

counted as Dokal

contemporaries

at that

brother

mother's

evidence

The net result

responsibilities.

the obvious

also

as further

significance

and willingness

aged formal

their

household

both his undertaking

Mbimimadoga, and his having

that

and before

the

of Dokala made with

included

others

while

property.,

Mitakats,

acts

were specifically

rendered

was Daibuna's
as his

as well

the unquestioned

seniors

as

successor

to

Momimadoga.
There happened however in this
the succession,
not apparently

the other
particularly

case to be no particular

men of Daibuna's

generation
The position

ambitious.

commoner subelan. tends in any case to confer
upon the holderp
other

who has higher

members of his

than himself

subelan and villagey

is resident

in it

of the subelan being
of headman of a

as many burdens as privileges
and power than

and more wealth

prestige

provided

who might

for

competition

no one of higher

compete with

him (69),

rank

but norma.3-1y

as a commoner can have no more than one or two wives.

He has to garden

for

expected

his

subclan's

most important

generous contributions
gardening
unlike

(69)

and other

to mortuary
enterprises

the headman of a senior

Cf. Maliwwski

affine

himself,,

to feed workers

rites,

he initiates
subclan

1935 1 p. 363-

and is

to make

in cooperative

as headman, and so forth;

in a joint

or compound village.,

but
or

470.
the headmanof the leading

particularly

subelan of the cluster.,

he has no

for
him
him
to
kinsmen
and
garden
support
wide range of wives'

relatively

the Tilakaiwa. headmanopenly admitted to being
Mbimimadoga

in other ways.

headmanship from him as soon

ready to have Daibuna take over the effective

as possible.. and was in fact gradual-ly delegating

the younger man; it was for instance Daibuna who initiated

and organised

the
1950-51
in
for
his
Kula
the
season.
subelan
canoe
of
new

the building

health,

Monumdogals ill

to which allusion

may indeed have been partly

has already been made (p. 3-10),,

due to his inability

to cope with his

fellow-villagers.
his
to
hearlmans
of
some
according
as

responsibilities

The headmanship of senior subolans in joint
especially

to

his responsibilities

or compoundvillages,,

that of the leading subelan of the cluster,,

opportunities

hence tends to arouse keener rivalry

amongst possible

ambitious# and

successors.

Moreover

between

the succession in such cases tends to be affected

by rivalries

subelans associated as owners of the same village

or in the same cluster,

that factions

often develop supporting

against one another.
villages

This factor

although to some extent factional

result

in which they live;
of the existence

owning subelans

within

of the various

the absence of such situations
headmen is not normally

but if

ties
this

the cluster

rivalries

so

successors

may develop between

with and interests
occurs it
of strong

is likely
factions

village

are lined

rivalry

over the succession

so intense

ý3

is absent in the case of the simple

membersof the same subelan from their
villages

the claims of rival

4

much greater

offers

to acquire wealth and power to the personally

and

up against

as to cause disruption

in the
to be the
in which the

each other.
to co=oner
of the internal

In

471.

always to involve

subelan as the Tabalu of Omarakana tends
issues.

These result

different

alignments

well

in the support
of the Chief's

of one or other

to fighting

the death of their
successful
killing

his

to the cluster
village

village

and their

is popularly

It

major political

possible

and in olden times

between rivals

predecessor.

surviving

by poison

rivals

and is further

organisation,

by

as

appear to have led
even before

supporters

believed

also that

the

his position

or by sorcery.

headmanship is however a matter

successor
clusters

to such a headmanship would consolidate

aspirant

off

in other

affines

as of members of his own cluster.,

not infrequently

to the headmanship of such a

but the succession

of the subclan;

solidarity

by

The succession
as much as of

of cluster

in the next Section.

considered

Mechanisms of Formal Leadership.
Having then gained more or less
headman of his

subelan and its

assumes the responsibilities
of his predecessor,
as the older
In neither

a ceremonial

new headman;

his

and villagels

comiminal enterprises

public
festival

Chiefs

of some sort,

nowadays, cricketingp

their

and consolidate

dancing

accession,,
their

and neighbours.

of the

or inauguration

and "master"

with

position

them.

to discharge

of his

however are expected to organise

some time after

supporters

his lifetime

and so on serves to make his

e. g. in connection

influence

of wives from their

installation

appearance as the organiser

and official.

to extend their

able adequately

the death

after

him of them during

relieves
and less

above,, a man either

of the office

and privileges

man becomes older

as the next

recognition

as indicated

village

or gradually

case is there

general

subelan's

accession
a public

or harvesting

or,

when they have begun
by the acquisition

Such festivals

have

472.
counterparts

as "feasts

may be regarded

from time to time during
commoner subolans
Bearing
position

their

ships

be that

especially

over their

organiser

and "master"

gardening,

and as its

of the village's
most important

as the brother-in-law

influence.,

provided

that

the headman and gardener
claim

the assistance

they

from his wife's
also for

representative

of the cluster

land,

for

the subelan's

or wives'

of the members, as the
including

activities,,
in its

external

services

most important

properly.

affine

receives

As

p

he can
more than

upon whom he has more effective

than the other

exert

on theirs.

(70)

Cf. Malinowski 1929 and 1935 1 indices

He is thus normally

relation-

him greater

headman, gives

members, and himself

kinsmen,

as

magic and other

he is able to use these advantages

of the other

uriaubu

corporate

as

but his position

man;

to one or other

distributed

Some of them

in terms of personality

of the subelan's

owner and controller
not already

juniors

relation-

affinal

and village.

he is a youngish

if

have

age,, experience.,
of their

and in respect
of the subclan

in the affairs

resources

of their

in virtue

by Dokal

of property

of some six to a

generation

they
in
will
as
as
much
equals

speaking his

the new headmany especially

claims

in a senior

of Drimul

may have as much influence

ships

(70).

importance

a degree of importance

the titular

leaders

notable

by headmen of

but not normally

careers.,

of only local

dozen men who are generally

acquisition

by all

of merit'A and are organised

in mind the average size of the subclan., the new headman's

will

attained

Obig maaN,, and from one viewpoint

of the mainland

in the careers

H

in direct

members of the subelan
control

of more wealth

s. v. Ka-vasa.

can
than

p

H

473.
members of the subalan,

other

and can command the services

can they individually,

while

to live

and exploit

right
him,

in it

so thattthey

heed to his wishes and comply with

The headman's most important

behalf

communal enterprisesj,
gardening

especially

as corporate

prestige
in

also.,
general
the

corporate

inaugural

group

stage

of cooperative

or

of

wherever

these

its

subelan over all

are

marriages

economic

involved

to

of

permanent

the custodian
human "resources"

and of its

group,

the

of the

advantage

groups.

in land and magicas

as a corporate
see that

in their

and village

like

other

its

in

members are
interests

and other
any extent

of

at the

of marriages.

does the headman stand alone however;

members of the subolan and, where appropriates

(71)

in the maintenance

as in the organisation

subelan

especially

In none of these functions

proportion

e. g.

as:

and instigator

economic,

groups with

as much as he should
the

of group activitiess

groups he represents

of his

resourcess

to

subolan kin must pay

may be listed

of the corporate

and rights

arranged

from

rites;

4. To act as the "trustee*

of its

or indirectly

their

as we saw above;

3. To act as the representative

and semi-permanent

functions

as the organiser

or of mortuary

relationships

his direction

of the corporate

in his village,

2. To act on their

his

derive

team (71).

as members of the gardening

of law and order

directly

resources

as, or even more than,

as. well

1. To act on behalf

in the village

non-owner residents
its

of more men than

to their

Cf. Malinowski

seniority

and experience..

1935 1 PP- 356-357.

the viUage

all

share them in

and have the right

to act in

474.
the interests

of the subolan in fulfilling

to their

individual

of order

and the supervision

and formal

capacities

the leading

of the economic contribution

member of Tomiyala's

headman authority
rank and ability

or decisions
involved..

of the group as a whole.

the headman is normally

well

in day to day matters;

he must consult

at least

the other

plots

for

before

cultivation,,

implemented.,

while

any really

disputes

over inheritance

with

members.

all

or may involve

of rights

the calling

is really
In all

the dictator,
He usually
the subclan

his

matter,,

eg.

individuals

the allocation

deliberation

or kay

in even distant

of

consultation

requires
in less

of
be

will

ýbe development

may be informal

living

is any doubt

his decisions

over garden plots,

of a formal

numbers

men and any other

e. g. in gardening.,

Such consultation

a formal

of the agreed intentions

where there

he can be sure that

be summoned members of the subclan
matter

leading

serious

as we

enough aware of most of his kinsmen's

feelings

concerned in a given matterp

fellows

Because of the small

and neighbours'

directly

of his

on the basis

of the group is required

representative

as

as a man of high

is to act wherever

role

acting

Nor has the

sensej. except in so far

Rather the headman's proper

see.

of the subclan.

a degree of independence

may achieve

of members to the

in the case of Tomiyala

generation

in any autocratic

according

Thus in the maintenance

roles.

of the group Daibuna took action

resources

shall

these responsibilities

serious

matters,

to which may
.
if

villages

the

grave.
functions

of the will
acts only

after

and vJllage,,

then the headman acts
and intentions
consultation
and often

as the executor.,

of the corporate
with

delegates

than

group he represents-

the more important
some at least

rather

members of

of his

475to men amongst them who have special

responsibilities
This explains
delegated

the frequency

incantations
ordinary

and of technological

efficient

gardening.,

on behalf

of innumerable

in the memorising

aptitudes

requires

very onerous
material

the acquisition

of fame, respect

and influence.

headmen, or members of a subclanj,

are able or willing

to undertake

reward., though with

and it

is often
if

village
the right

very much to the advantage

an affine
to live

will

undertake

permanently

garden land and for

it

in their

of the whole subclan

as their

'Atrustee",

villages

for

a measure of influence

and prestige

Other members of the subelan who are recognised
other

e. g. as canoe builders

spheres;

and so forth;
organising

Other residents

relevant.
with

special

general

qualifications

(72)

for

with

of plots

as especially
house builders

aptitudes

good Nall
purposes

of its

able in
or dancers
with

the

or qualifications
may also be

special

in addition

he
have
or
may
none in any marked degree,
-

practical

for

(72).

such aptitudes

may have one or other

be something of a moderately
In fact

and its

in and may be entrusted
special

the role..

as in the case of garden magic.,

responsibilities.,

the headman himself

while

consulted

in which their

of undertakings

are directly
entrusted

en+ are specially

or sailors,,

Not all

in return

gifts

for

required

little

relatively

group with

is

and

spells

to undertake

and a willingness

of the corporate

it

beyond that

far

expertise

or aptitudes.

of garden magician

to non-members of the owning subolan of a village;

both special

duties

which the office

with

interests

to his
but may

rounder".

the major consideration

Malinowski esp. 1935 1 pp. 64-68,9 361-362.

which restricts

J"I;

476.

the formal

is the requirement

of safeguarding

as such, its

titles

rank,

Bound up with

knowledge of the subelan's
phrases

corporate

those of other

"chartersH.

knowledge gives
possess it,

their

control

and property

over the junior

The superordination
derives
interests

as well

influence

guidance
and their

seniors
and training
position

for

the junior

law and order,
vested

in its

of
in terms

This acquired

over the allocation

control

in making practically

effective

thus
the
subelan
members of
members and their

and identity

of its

in Trobriand

society;

members derives

in exploiting

ness both of the sanctions

a lifetime

men who are known to

their

over junior

heritage,

in society.

with

is a major element

on and settled

of older
with

together

members of the subelan.

status

their

bearing

of the subelan,

of senior

as their

and control

upon their

factors

from the unity

ultimately

in Malinowski's

as the "charters".

during

subelans

of detailed

is the matter

this

men of the subelan.

to the opinions

and is an important

can only be

these

the corporate

with

acquired

in disputes
on senior

confers

authority

of the resources

for

and neighbourhoods

experiences

at and involvement

attendance
of these

status;

which their

of the subelan

and the knowledge of theses

of the cluster

subelans

in the prestige

myths of origin

owning subelan

and standing

identified

socially

non-members are not.

of its

the prestige

to land and so forth;

to a man who is

entrusted
while

as such to members of its

headmanship of a village

both individual

These considerations

to

ability

dependence

from the latters'

and safeguarding

discussed

their

for

and collectiveý
their

material

underlie

in connection

with

and the effectiveness

of leadership

within

headman and exercised

by him together

with

resources

the effective-

the maintenance

of

the subelan as
other

senior

and

477.
influential

junior

in the processes

and involved
formilated

particularly

responsibilities
the position

on, while

their

the affairs

control

of social

in the formal

and manifested

the formal

respect

for

in his

for

is

agreement between the parties

to achieve

The subordinate

of the conditional
reflected

status

members of the owning subelan.
position

of some influence
but his

personality.,
upon the tacit

contribute

if

to the interests

citizens

rights

as affines
Individually

dependent upon their

he is felt

discussions

of a village

of residence.,

or simply

is the
and is
of

may attain

a

in terms of his

is ultimately

conditional

of the members of the owning subelan.

to be exploiting

of the village

of policy

or dependent sm?
&clan kin

of such a position

acquiescence

power

means of ignoring

such a stranger

as garden magician

retention

or explicit

which may be withdrawn

of their

nature

in their

conduct of

by compromise.

of non-owning

position

bound

headman as the

The aim in all

rightness.

in

to win them round to his viewpoint

he can only attempt

them of its

formally

of its

in their

and in the absence of the personal

by persuading

result

support

of the members is directly

leadershipp

the wishes of others;

discussedo

is reciprocally

by high rank a commoner headinanlas no effective

conferred

brothers

women of the subelan and so

members of the subclan

The authority

are

and relationsh-

and elder

for

of the subelan.

acquiescence

statuses

system as already

of senior

and trustee

the village

in the D-okal
gardening

from

resulting

within

due to mothers'

dependence upon the juniors

representative

relationships

in the institutionaliW

and systematised

ips of kinship.,

up with

The effective

members.

and subclan.

them or failing

to

This is apparent

478.

between the 14stranger"

relations

(73)-

to by Malinowski

in more than one case referred

thus provide
social

of formal

super-

coordination

in economic,, political

each other

indicated

and with

members of other

not conspicuous

in the daily

in terms of personal
in dealing

with

in mortuary

rites

on the surface,,

It

and other

giving

as members of corporate

to their

groups,

both local

autonomous unit.,

except

in so far

some extent

(73)

of social

organisation

constitutes

of consumption.

basis

which is

and it

however informal
rights

as in

as a local

these may appear
and obligations

group is not an

or in the case of joint

In distribution,

E. g. 1929, pp. 10-13P 1935 1 pp. 361-362-

underlies

But as was indicated

and kinship.

an economic unit

such as

work., and especially

occasions;

reciprocal

is

normally

conducted

in economic organisation,

the village
as it,

relationships

emerges however in crises,,

the new season's

substance

Section,

of it..

As has been

of the population

of this

sections

groups.

major ceremonial

at the beginning

villages

corporate

of law and order.,

which inaugurates

always the relationships

of their

of a village.,

relationships.

breaches

the garden council

life

and of

aspects

formal

this

and of

wherever

and subelan population

and other

more than once however,

control

the needs of leadership

serving

among the village

of social

themselves.,

the same relationships

the village,,

within

and sub-ordination

of effort

necessary,
with

in general

organisation

of the village

of the processes

basis

the structural

of

and the members of

subelans,

"owners*

and between these

kinship

both wives and children

citizens.,

members of the owning subelan and men of other
the owning subelan,

The formal

or compound

of production

and to

howevers as in land tenure

479.

of garden produce is largely

as much as distribution
harvest

uri

of the corporate

unity

at the level

basis

of the organisation

as the contractual

cluster

more or less
lands

garden and other
in the populations

representatives

reciprocal

contractual

relationships

associated

through

and external

similar

to that

village

in the internal

population.
best understood

closely

consists

situated

them.

with

formulated

and external
the internal

as consisting

to

related

of social
in the context

of

in a mmber of

village

and the

sites
it

consists

of

one another

with

one

with

in

site

each village

These

in terms of kinship.

upon the headman of the highest
in the organisation

of the cluster

of the headman of the senior

That is,

with

whose position

relationships

marriage

with

whose relationships

identified

are focussed

the structural

Demographically

the association

relationships

subelan in the clusters

internal

but

it

group

Cluster.

unit

of the owning subelans

contractual

ranking

to place

of the component villages.,

are structured

local

and

to which we now proceed.

as a territorial
distinct

as jurally

are structurally

the processes

the Villaae

The Organisation-of

4-

better

cluster,,

together

cluster,

is necessary

of the village

The village

another

to understand
it

of the

also,

cuts across

subelan

mechanism by which subelans

the organisation

spatially

of the village

in the village

organisation

the result

control

in

as the unit.,

and may be said to provide

of the village.,

In order

each other.

in social

system;

presentation
the unity

ceremonially..

Section

the subelan must be regarded

land exploitation.,

as against

population

is

subelan identified

relationships
organisation

in the organisation

of the
essentially
with

a

of the village's
of the village
of the external

cluster

is

480of the component village

relationships
their

focussing

or Chief

in contractual

kinship

land tenure

Malinowski

uses of land in his territory

marriage

women of differeat

with

same applies

to

three

(74).

wives"

held that

through

his

here

the

reciprocal
through

significance

rivalry

interests

interests

the

marriage

of

of

the

relation

is

the

formal

(74)

1935 1 p. 334;

(75)

E-9- 1935 1 PP- 359 ff.

the

being

of

relationship
the

precisely

interaction

v. also especially

wife
their

the

of
that

between

it

sister

or

efforts

between

otherv

the

establishes
the

i

to

their

subelar6in

established

sister

I'l

from

arising

the

from

corporate

the

or "doctrines"

brother,

children

in and

the result

as essentially

as resulting

respective

one with

marriage
of

in

cluster

interpreted

"principlesu

II
.4

is however

formulated

Malinowski

interpreted

contractual

The
has two or

it

analysis

is in general

and matrilineal

of their

in

roles
the

contractual

their

his

territory.

who usually

of husband and wife's

personal

over

and lead members of his village

of the lubou relationship

relationships

conflicting

safeguard

a headman,

relationships.

affinal

that

within

control
through

exercised

of the preceding

power to control

between patrilineal

in the personal

(75);

to

extent

In the light

characteristic

of conflict

owning subalans.

*The Chief's

is largely

who may accept his leadership

and others

rivalry

wrote

comminities

a mach smaller

a Chief's

operates

and their

headman

of the Chief.

In discussing
certain

through

populations,

between the cluster

relations

and the headmen of the villages

The Position

their

and subclan

them

structural
the

men and their

pp. 346-3,,+7, and Cap. III

pp. 341 ff-

481corporate

Their

subelans.

conditioned

not conflict

opposition

important

structurally

relations

of the descent

Chief's

the particular

intense
focussing

of leadership

a matter

alternative

head or senior

men of their

Chief Ia powers like

that

authority

as an attribute

hierarchy

of offices

administrative

and partly

subclan

or other

hierarchy..

wives by representatives

the same, and is

headmený but his personal

the succession

is usually

for

the associated

reason that

makes the succession

followers,

to the

between themselves

or e=ities
villages

the

who may support

or village

clusters.

headmen;
except

that

there

as
The

is no such formal

there

and their

is

an order

formal

in which he is held result

of lower rarýcing corporate

of prestige

representatives.

the headman of a subelan the prerogative

and veneration

the

Structurally

headman, does not derive from
I
Chief at the head of a
of cluster

as between subelans

High rank however gives

of the

for

to his

of an office

the more

in the organisation

Chief

own subelans..

of subordinate

in rank and seniority

and the fear

of other

of the village

a degree

tends to involve

is basically

because of rivalries

successors

and do
from

which should result

and far-reaching

subclan

interest

their

of all.

upon the cluster

of factional

are complementary

groups concerned.

and the competition

because of this,

partly

roles

ma riage

his

within

position

power is much greater.,

office

and local

in the same way., as that

attained

formal

of their

are

but in principle

children

the cooperation

are the most important

marriages

The Chief's

with

each other;

is the more intense

and this

of competition..

the woman's children

and its

in practice

although

the complementary

relations

in the marriage

and interests

roles

formal

by their

relations

with

of polygamy.,

in his being given

groups as a means of

482allying

themselves

as Gu

or Chief

in any affair

and for

As the husband of women of these groups., not

as such2 he then has an interest

claims

the other

organisation

units
Chiefst

explained

associated

their

with

example, this

Tilataula

on the other
(77).
other

chiefs

power is more feared
whole of the Islands
of the Toliwagao

(76)
(77)

(76).

The Toliwaga

Whatever the power attributed

high ranking

for

fear

for

and respect

and/or

chiefs

traditional

technical..

of the district

potent

(touri

instance,

by

by giving

of other

can operate

Malinowski 1929 p. 113., 1935 1 p. 83.
Malinowski 1935 1 pp- 38-39.

of causing

themselves

them wives;

with

the

and the Tabalu's

Chief,

since

chiefs

does not;

only through

fighting

for

has the effect
to ally

of

are believed

rivals

magic and skill

to them, it

of any other

whereas that

of Omarakansý

of Kabwakus leaders

military

in the neighbourhood

than that

from their

to be able to cause famine or plenty

and the Tabalu's

and villages

of other

power is the magic of sun and rain

hand to possess specially

subclans

magical

which

of communication

In the case of the Tabalu Chiefs

subelans.

the Trobriands
district

which

in social

them wives., as resulting

of dangerous powers,

special

their

expýain

giving

the use of which they are believed
throughout

brothers

of communication

upon them the relations

The Kiriwinans

or possession

as the analogue

of some units

attribute

which is the reason for

control

for

of focussing

212-213)-

wives and their

2u_pboth for harvest presentations
_lu_b.
due to a husband (pp. 43.1-413).

forms of urigub

of a conceptual

has the effect

to interfere

and a right

on them as their

Rank has been structurally

(pp.

by his

of the groups represented
his

may affect

him.

with

it

affects

the

the war magic

the physical

efforts

i"

483.
who can be fought and in favourable

of his warriors,

"antidote"

but there is no effective

these beliefs..

Structurally

shown to people

respect

polygamy and of certain
acquired

regarded

as charters

reinforce
ships

of social

chief

is held is the result
and reinforced

monopolies

traditionally

ways)., and so on, can be
ofp and mechanisms that

in his

themselves

those of his

formally

as his

kinship

affines

relation

a husband the Chief

relation-

in which the

powers,

is

one of these., and wives
in order

to ally

clan kin who tend to be counted
is more specific
obligations

has of course the normal duties
responsibilities,,

than a clan

(pp. 399-400)-

of the advantages

commanding both wealth
and local

groups in his

As

of any man towards his
especially

when he has a

number of wives., tend to be overshadowed by and subordinated

importance

and is

and economic and other

locality

of reciprocal

subc1an, but his domestic

wife's
large

because the affinal

as a contract

special

Polygyny

groups in his

him,, including

and fear

deference

in the ceremonial

are given him by the corporate
with

of the structural

the respect

of the belief

accorded him.

of

areca and coconut palmsp

as foci

That is,

organisatione

expressed

(pigs.,

or rationalisations
positions

"monopolies"

traditional

Kula and in other

their

magic.

with the outward observances of

together

forms of wealth

forp

and maintain,,

to the Tabalu's touributu

of rank and their

through

valuables

circumstances beaten,,

to the

he can bestow as an economic and political

and other
cluster

from all

forms of tribute
and in others,

if

ally,

the corporate

he is of great

kin

power and

high rank.
Because of his power headman of his wives'
possibly

offending

him, and tend to consult

subelans

are cautious

him about any matters

about

in their

11

484own subelan and village
lubou,

brothers

quantities

as their

status
disputes

in the settlement

to render

him the services

of his various

interests

and conflicts.

that
his
that
village

as their

cluster,

in their

affected

by and involved

position

of the headman of the highest

the village
not in virtue
of his

becomes in effect

cluster
of his

attributed
and senior

men of all

Social

Control

within

As has already

the Cluster

subelans

to see

are acted upon both in

of this

of seeing
the

of its

formally

shared by all
control

subclan

recognised
the other

over the special

(sister's

and villages

relationship
Thus the

and most senior

ranking

of his

their

the right

each other.

with

that

the

of the groups comprising

subalan he becomes the lubou
the other

to reconcile

who is in virtue

rank as such,, which is

subelan., but because in virtue
to his

his affines'

threaten

the responsibility

relations

in

he has

soughtp while

also as having

in the relations

common affine

or

groups represented
is

he may make as an arbitrator

is maintained

him with

quarrels

due, and the duty to safeguard

and because he has in general

good order

if

choice

and in the process

a

At the same time his

status.

such disputes

He is recognised

anf pronouncements
interestsp

affines,

e. g. if

so as to provide

or the corporate

if

he

husband,, if

safeguarded;

gardening
to his

as their

interests

any other

of which an arbitrator

to intervene

interests

like

makes him the obvious

between the residents

again both the right
ability

their

appropriate

common affine

arise

the cluster

gifts

his

affect

are not properly

are not organising

of harvest

might

to intervene.,

his rights

that

sees or suspects
wife's

affairs

he has the right

while

that

of
leader,

members
powers

husband) of the head
of the cluster.

LU
and-Order.
a.
-

been noted,, because of the dispersal

of the members of

485and of the reciprocal

owning subclans
(p. /+#).,

the village

is

and duties

rights

not an autonomous unit

may constitute

economically

consumption.

Even here however the policies
by the rights

conditioned

subelan and of their

domestic

households

have jural

in which the household

is

The residents

subelan.

its

and other

degrees by what goes on in each of its
of formal

kinship

motivated

collectively

and to cooperate
face of other
have their

in maintaining

village

own rights

the need to safeguard
other

subclans

villages
of his
for

than its

and interests.,
these against

in the relationships
own., in virtue

subelan as a corporate

the behaviour

any village

of its

are all

and disputes

subelan is likely

of the right

thus becomes potentially

interests

at least

in the
subclans

resources.,

and

by members of

between them and their
to be drawn into

members resident

of the individual

The maintenance

the cluster.,

the individual

encroachments

in virtue

them are strongly

within

e. g. in land and other

of any of its

rights

affects

and order

possible

in varying

affected

in whatever

group and the subclans

members.

and

than that

other

and having

At the same time,

clusters.

affairst

membership of an owning

common economic and other

tends to provoke rivalries

arising

lands., who in other
domestic

of their

solidarity

Moreover., each corporate

villages.
trouble

to maintain

members of the

in villages

villagesý

to intervene

relations

rights

cluster

of a village

men are

in as much as some members of all

in virtue

situated

of its

in the village's

comprising

of

head and senior

of the non-resident

in the exploitation

to intervene

in those of the households

and, to a degree,

of its

it

in the sense that

except

of production

and interests

affines

have the rieht

respects

a unit

of relatives-in-laws

corporate

any

in other

to the support
responsibility

of law and order within

the interest

and the

I k,

486.
responsibility
the

of all

individuals

and other

in fact

subclans

Strictly

is affected,,

concerned

him in this

intra-village

action

provided

to do so*

For it

the extent
advantages.

he is

have no formally

Cf. Malinowski

or another..

or other
effective

recognised

1929 Cap II

any matter

leader;

he may take

on his

of Gtxvau, Toliwag

leader.,

i. e. converts
polygynous

permit

the potential

him to exploit

ambitious

to

these

man.. the cluster

but in view of the rivalry

1935 1 pp. 46-48.

Givau

marriages.,

becomes
Chief
man
who
any

See. V;

own

enough personality

as such, a cluster

and character

of

cannot themselves

colleagues

offices

power through

subalans,

can be held to

so that

the statuses

(79).

of those primarily

in the cluster

that)

in

law and order

affecting

as the affine

not an able and minimally

headmanship of highranking

(79)

economic organisation

to him by them, while

must be understood

actual

of the cluster

he is able and a strong

of course that

his personality
If

leader

of course any matter

law and order

affect

of high rank into
that

status

who is the affine.,

the headmen of the owning

of all

in matters

may be referred

headman is its

senior

advantage

will

in which his

being ranks,, not political

or other

individual

which the headman and his

that

initiative2

etc.

than in its

way from one viewpoint

conclude

in matters

of some sortp

but in practice

relations

satisfactorily

ouming subclan.

to intervene

rieht

the clusterthough

are of course the head

a village

as the only

no less

to situations

within

makes him the de facto

villages.,

speaking his

limited

affect

or by a fiction

of law and order

matters

is

Chief Ia position

of other

for

men of its

senior

resident

and villages

subelans

responsible

primarily

The cluster
either

other

for

is likely

the
to

487,
possess these qualities.
The Cluster

Council.

Thus through
of the other

from completely

prevented

cannot be settled

or develop

of the cluster

wellbeing
prestige
position

is in principle

internal

relations

Chief

Chief.

subelan's

the Chief's

consult

them.

monthly

assembly of appointed

intervals.,

subclan
as it

but informants

held only when there

concerned

either

village

of the

said that

council,

before

and meet at

or whenever he

arisest

upon which he proposes to
of the Administration's

at more or less

in olden times a council
business

is to act

role

headmen and councillors.,

headmen and leaders

was definite

headman's in the

headmen and seniors

were a de facto

in imitation

and

and he should and normally

and village

of policy

to the

Chief Is

the cluster

the Chief's

of importance

any matter

Nowadays Mitakata.,

the Omarakana cluster

immediately

of a village

of the cluster,

whenever a matter

summons them e. g. to discuss

for

to that

Basically

They thus constitute
village

that

to the wellbeing

such matters

of

or villages

the
is
which
course
position
of
-

village.

the views of other

he does so.

with

very similar

as the spokesman of the interests
does consillt

subclans

as a whole - and therefore

of his village

his

within

and breaches

in such a way, as to amount to a threat

In dealing

of its

Kula e3qeditions

relationships;

between the parties

by negotiations

or are so serious.,

their

whenever

are composed or at least

and villages

disrupting

the activities

are coordinated
harvests,,

major competitive

members of different

involving

law and order

of the cluster

between subelans

disputes

the Chief

with

relationships

and villages

subelans

e. g. in organising

necessary,
etc.;

formal

their

to be attended

to.

holds

a council

regular
(ka-vaku) was

488The procedure

at such a cluster

k0

Those primarily

a village

views or put their

express their
evidence,
appropriates
finally

traditionally

headmen present

to express

the more junior

and finally

decision

or judgment.

etc...

with

procedure

the collective

jural

ble in varying
distinguish

own views which have the force

of a

involves

compensation

appropriation

of lands

if

Similarlyp

dealt

injury

physical

to arrive

at an

and in the presence of the
the kaya

especially

with

or restitution)

is concerned with

in olden times of warfares
the technique

and aim

4

may be summarised as being

to agreement.

from a theoretical
politicalt

with

of comminal enterprises.,

The same basic
affecting

starting

is made to get the parties

the matter

and

upon the other

of seniority,

and when they do so publicly

of the ka-vaku whatever

wherever

under deliberation.,

is made to secure a unanimous decision;

every effort

discussion

his

e. g. wrongful

the agreement is binding.

the organisation

dealt

giving

every effort

agreement themselves,
Chief

views in order

adduce

etc.

a spokesman., calls

Where the matter

as in charges concerning
in brawls

and myths of origin

through

their

under consideration

comment upon it,

others

of the matter

to the nature

according

the Chiefs

cases,

the same as at

essentially

in the matter

involved

or traditions

quote precedents

is

council

and the same personnel

interests

viewpoint
or ritual

they

and unity

by village

of the village

could be distinguished

matters;

degrees in any matter

at the level

deal with

these
that

of law and order

matters

all

cluster.,

H

as economic,

aspects

are of course all

may arise.

Nor is it

between breaches

headmen. and those which are dealt

whether

that

with

discerni-

possible
are always

by the Chief

to

ii

1+89.

and the cluster
kinds

council

wrongful
kind,

which provokes
killing

and so forth.

retaliatory

of an injury;
first

if

if

is closed;

being

raised

there

interested

interaction

between its

into
Chief

or any discussion

a major disturbance
and other

village

does not intervene
disturbanco,
village

except

is a direct

by the village

or by the head and senior
if

it

is an inter-village

of subalan

affected

Because of its

population,

small

or being

and of the techniques

of debate,

any minor breach of law

in intra-village

headmen to restore

requiring

affairs.,

the intervention

kind

but he may intervene

of the

Thus the Chief

the situation.

in any particular

may develop

of dispute

of course those to which he or a member of his

(80) But Cf. Austen 1945
PP- 48 ff.

and the

scale

or kakayuwa as a consequence of the

of3aw and order

party;

leaders

and village

is taken up at the cluster

by those primarily

of policy

automatically

to the discovery

the affair

matter.,

it

not,

in the

groups of the individuals

between the residents,

of the relationships

and order.,

or local

of any

affected

reaction

involved

parties.

which resemble those of the vakala
intimacy

first

the intervention

If

affair.

up by other

intensive

is an intra-village

it

succeedsy the matter
either

of the kin

and subelans directly

men of the villages
or inter-subelan

of those primarily

is the usual

adultery.,

and any dispute

are made to settle

where attempts

headman and elders

brought

that

action

from insulting

ranging
to theft..

retaliation

Any such offence.,

then at the level

involveds

councilp

minor physical

show different

accounts

by the Trobrianders

taken up at the level

is first

physical

As Malinowski's

are distinguished

of offence

behaviour

(80).

of choice

or
subelan

or of necessity

or

490in any kind
in virtue

of his right

to safeguard

is rendered

to the general

decisions

the coercive
informants

sanction

in his

held however that

his

in general

followers

employed within

accorded the Chiefs
position

the greater

and is in practice
the practical

the most effective

practice
village

individuals
villages
since

"shaming"

and to groups,
and with

a *shaming"

more public

similar

advantages

of public

techniques

he can invoke
opinions

by the Chief,

and hence more effective

In

as in the case of the
be employed by

council.,
is

both to

employed in the

which are the more readily
or by other

him) and

cluster.

which might

in much the same way as it
results

in reinforcing

of supporting

in the cluster

and

veneration

important

is,

as

and famine is in other

of the general
the less

that

could not be

the Chief Ia own as well

to the members of his village
sanction

headman., the backing

him in applying

but the basis

members or
who felt

him, because it

against

is

magic;

of a Chief

resort

The magic of drought

lands.

these are of course greatest

his leadership

of the tMriku

affecting

without

sanctions

interests.

would not be employed against

this

were turning

the cluster

words not a specific

control

in

to observe his

collective

to follow

incentive

except as the last

cluster

and their

villages

of members of the cluster

general

latent

his

by a mimber of sanctions.,

their
the
of
as
spokesman

weres this

groups within

his

and his duty

own interestp

adherents.

affinal

effective

motivation

and judgments

Backing up, as it

fear

of the cluster,,

Sanctions.

His intervention

other

the wellbeing

to secure his

as an affine,

and promote those of his

The Chief's

addition

appears to threaten

that

of dispute

men in the cluster

brought

about

councils

is

than a "shamingO by a vi. 11age headman.

491-

to other

available
threats

leading

Chiefs

the tacit

people for

is to employ sorcerers

or by the use of actual

the community, by spells
of sorcery

was never made by the Chief

you were to die because of your misdeeds".

others

present

it

had been put into
public

reference

sorcery

for

the man then died,

If
effect

to this.

the public

good against
of sorcery

or fellow-villagers,

while

secretly

as well

Esp. 1922 pp. 64-65.
power in Austen 1940.

agent,

offenders

Cf.

special

it

would be a pity

publicly

magical

also the story

by

action

would be
the threat

but no-one would make
the employment of
without

introducing

of their

the relationships

as more or less

a

he were not reproved

and if

of course the knowledge that

which he is held because of his

(81)

into

chronic

members of

but only by a spokesman

himself,

thus permits

The procedure

on behalf

would be assumed that

it

than

Traditionally

poisons.

the threatened

or his

by the Chief

element of suspicion

sorcerers

that

would be understood

approved by them.

undesirable

"So-and-so,
such
as
phrase

who would employ some elliptic

believed

automatically

puts his wealth

to eliminate

has

as he showed all

reasons more frequently

private

peopleo one of the uses to which a Chief

of his followers

by the Chief

(81).. but while

to more than once by Malinowski

against

both

agreement of other

or explicit

less
more
or
are
most
and
men of any eminence

do other

if

are open or implied

The employment of sorcerers

men of the cluster.

to employ sorcerers

threat

are not generally

be
may
employed against
which

or of violencet

and groups., and with

been alluded

these

headmen.. however;

village

of sorcery

individuals

that

can be employed by the Chief

Two sanctions

a Chief

strengthens

powers.

the

subelan kin
could employ
the fear

in

He may of course

of Botabalu's

rise

to

492.
have a reputation
(82).

predecessor

the same is true
the

b.

realm

of

of the use of force,

of discussion

brawls

of these

of
and

regulations.,

us into

of which carries

bans on fighting

collecting

and setting

encounters

that

hostile

to each other.

than one man was injured

amounted to organised
in them;

during

Despite

iý

in parties

resulted

to their

cases sought to restrain

hardly

in 1950-51.

occurred

between members of commmities

out to avenge the injuries

in all

which arose out

of Omarakana, cluster

or insults

these disputes

the open use of

statements

in the neighbourhood

more or less

Goverment

seniors

in discussing

between villages

from disputes

arising

which were traditionally

abortive

consideration

being based on informants'

of various

There wererfour

but their

owing to Goverment

tense is used historically

the following

period,

use of threats

Organisation. (83)

The present

this

Mitakata's

politics.

Political

force..

Nowadays of course the semi-overt

any purpose is not possible

for

sorcery

as had Toluluwa.,

himself,

as a sorcerer

of young men

fellow

villagers,,

them., and the resultant
warfare

no one was killed

even though more

in those I investigated

personally.
Regarding
in the external
fighting

the political
relationships

or warfare

organisation

of the village

cluster

of the component corporate

as a means of conducting

and appears not to have occurred

these is

when the cluster

kin

as consisting

and local

considered

reprehensible,,;

was under the effective

(82)

Seligman 1910 P. 665, quoting Annual Report 1899-1900,

(83)

V. esp. Seligman 1910 Cap. 21 pp. 692 ff.

groupso

i

ýý

1+93.
leadership

of a minimally

to have occurred

technique

be the use of poison

or a secret

the same techniques

bad Chief.

The use of force

factions

within

private

the cluster

armed retainers.,
compensation

armed retainers,

the public

can legitimately

Personal

upon whom they relied

with

the u-latile

(84)

man's kin

(84).

for

support,

All

a body of

and who

reached in council

but
-

Retainers.
fighting

houses, had little

gardening,

or insult

those who opposed the Chief

force

of a village

consists

male members., but the young unmarried

the bachelor

for

also.

The traditional
adult

Any injury

headmen.. had in olden times

or destroy

its

but as in the

be taken to obtain

who could also be used to intimidate

The Chief's

or

avenged by one of his

the decisions

contexts

or

his leadership

as right,,

interest.

could be employed by them to enforce

in other

undesirables

to follow

immediately

and many lesser

or warriors,,

on him

assassins

by
the executed
in
case
a
revenge
such
or

of any standing.,

appears to

could use his power of coercion

is usually

and no action

succession;

physically

social

against

which refuse

Chief

advantage as against

does appear

employed also to remove a

is however regarded

an unscrupulous

to the person of the Chief

Chiefs

are traditionally

by a Chief

seek to remove him from office

his

by individual

attack

It

disputed

with

a contender

of eliminating

personally;

case of sorcery

headman.

or senior

sometimes however in connection

but the most usual

against

Chief

strong

other

of other

village

men,, the ulatilep

to do in addition

than having

affairs

clusters

with

of course in all

to helping

girls

their

and quarrelling

and in so doing learning

Of. e. g. Malinowski 1929 pp. 376-377.

living

in

seniors
with

the techniques

494.

the other

from fighting

though they were restrained

of fighting,

The majority

of the cluster.

villages

something

labour

of a collective

which could be employed if

neighbouring

villages

of adventure

of one sort

under the direction

force

need be to intimidate

or in neighbouring

village

result

favour,

personal

a Chief

men who would support
nucleus

houses a

in the village

need be even against

and those

jealousy

and personal

presence

of such a body of Ostranger"

power increased

positions

junior
youths

or formal

which could not be alienated

and advantages

The friction
between a Chief's

village's

and they incur

wellbeing;

for

sons and his

of his position,

of a band of semi-idle
own kinsmen.

those of his

the likelihood

in their

affairs
his

village

not as Malinowski,

of
The

constituted

of the Chief's

a

future
to a

right

and even., should the Chief

personal
mightj

enmity

or hostility,

in order

up trouble

for

tends to characterise

sisters'

in his

neighbours.

from them, but to their

such youths

that

it

The

own wives later

subolan kin

rights

more secure,, stir

and hostility

his

of his

and with

enmity among his

not to the inheritance

personal

depended upon his

in the sons of the Chief,

wives in some cases,

become too autocratic

between

in his bachelor

could be sure of the services

say in the conduct of their

in the

By having

as his personal

successors

elements

meno

in search

careerp

threatp

of the senior

of such youths

or another.

him if

and constituted''

from the expeditions

of such a group consisted

predecessor's

unruly

of

were

Even today most brawls

communities.

number of such young men whose position

aspect

of such youths

sons of the men of the owning subelan of the village..

sisters'

their

the ulatile

with

sons has its

roots

to render
their

to
their

own ends.

the relations
in the political

argued in the kinship

system as

495(85).
such

the sons at the expense of the heirs

Favouring

between matrilineal

manifestation

of conflict

of kinship.,

but a political

manoeuvre by which a Chief

consolidates

his personal

power at the expense of that

his

although

subelan,

to be noted that

or important

members of the Chief's

senior

is the unique political
both desirable

importance

and advantageous

A commoner father

sons.
furthering

his interests

the latter

vice
there

village

with

be a plot

The tendency

for

women of his

subclan.,

the cluster,

and to settle

a Chief

function

of his political

personal

favours

villages

of their

father's

cluster

(85)

this

relate

on his

son can best do so by
e. g. by making Dokal

when the boy grows up and goes to his

to encourage

own awaiting

some at least

in the Chief's
position

also;

him (cf.

of his

of the other

own

).
ff.
392
P.

in

villages
villages

"

is

a

such men.. dependent upon the Chief's
agents

in the villages

sooner or later

but so long as they stayed

83,86;

to

sons to marry

own or in the other

Most of them would return

they would in effect

is

makes it

favours

to confer

brother.,

or women of owning subelans

Eg. 1929 pp. 13 ff.,

that

position

to help his

of land of his

own subelans.,

It

son.

is of course because it

could be used by him as his personal

in which they lived.

motive

quoted by Malinowski

him as father

his wife's

members of

a particular

of the Chief's

for

of other

and

headmen, none to the sons even of

subelan;

who desires

the son so that

will

for

affection

lesser

strengthens

cases the political

the cases of such conflict

all

to the sons of Chiefs
other

by personal

Imprinciples"

and patrilineal

of course in individual

be reinforced

could well

is not a

act as representatives

1935 1 pp. 350 ff.

etc.

to the

on in their
of their

own

4.96.
so that

subelans,

would be in the interests

it

encourage them to stay on., at least
their

wives'

in

presence was required

in order

village
village

subelans

clusters'

e. g. as heralds

protect

were reserved
Chief.,

special

against

to certain

to poison

subelans traditionally

who own Liluta

As the closest

regarded

are the first
importance
special

from whom a wife
of the connection

duties

to and ties

of ownership

in apparently
The "Council

affines

in order

with

called

Chiefs

Kwoynama by

of its

cluster.
they are

district,

outside

in the fact

the Tabalu this

his

that

subclan

in Omarakan-a and is represented

permanent residence

to

of the

own cluster.,

is sought by a new Tabalu Chief.

is apparent

such

or spear

or shield

as allies

clan,

and are 20MLvau

most important

Some of

or were allocated

to the Tabalu in rank in Kiriwina

rivals

the Tabalu Chief's

still

village

allies

Some of these duties

such as the Bwaydaga subelan of Lukwasisiga

Malinowski

(86).

as food tasters,
him.

and

subelans'

bodyguards

to some informants
attempts

their

to perform.,

duties

of the Chief's

sector

as the Chief's

or spokesmens personal

or even according
the Chief

to safeguard

but other

sons, of course;

in a special

interests

these men had by tradition

bearersý

lived

also

to be in a position

or village

duties,

the houses of members of the Chief's

for

is a section

Some of these men would be his

subelans.

men of the wives'

and

The

in virtue

of their

has acquired

limited

there

by a cadet branch

(pp. 41+ ff. ).

of Allies".

The resident

(86)

their

until

to

brothers

mothers'

own villages.
In Omarakana there

rights

of their

members of the Bwaydaga subclan

Cf. Map 5 in Appendix

and Malinowski

together

1929 Fig.

with

1., also

pp.

one man who
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has been allowed
the part

as his personal

by Mitakata

of the village

his

for

reserved

remains today of a body of resident
the Chief's

affinal

body to the Chief.,

who had to consult

developments

Its

of interest,

in which their
interests

affinal

had however no formal

internal

of the Chief's

village

had individual

claims

brothers.,

presence
including

in the Chief's
his

between himself
important..

villagej

rights

allies

local

groups
and

village.,

of

in events of importance
but by which their

their
part

in the cluster,

and may have been more so in practice.,
in strengthening

his

personal

village

members, like

personally.

with
position

that

all

Its

of other

persons,

upon him individual3y

in possible

divergences

was probably
than the Chief's
power.

clusters

the
in
body
a
as

though its

upon the Chief

howevero together

residents

of other

to intervene

cluster.,

be expected to take his

and other

of magic or sorcery

any major

by them informed

by the Chief.,

sons, who were dependent for

and could therefore

advisory

his

allied

in the Chief's

representatives

than the Chief's

wives'

of semi-

might be affected.

This body of resident

affairs

a

touch with

and other

or summon them to participate

as his allies

a sort

informal

that

groups represented

presence was not required

groups of

he could initiate

before

of events

could keep the headmen of the local
matters

in olden times

members also kept in close

in or observation

that

all

the headmen of the other

between the Chief

in the relations

by participation

of the local

any degree of certainty

war, with

him in it.

would support

it

d

a house in

represent

which acted as a more or less

council

especially

with

constituted

permanent resident

enterprisep

allies

representatives

of the Omarakana cluster,,

vi-Uages

retainer

affinal

who, together

allies

to build

no less
control

This appears

498.
indeed

as to make his

have been so great
benevolent

so far

autocrat

of the population

of his

resented

that

provided

good order,

underwrite
fleet

expeditions,

Chief

to help his

the instigation
would try
poisoned

to organise
or otherwise

of the Chief's

allies

the political
subelan's

level
affinal

of the clusters
the external

matters

in practice

with

of his wivest

relationships

resident

of importance

cluster,
to have him

of the representatives
at

relationships
their

in turn
the internal

leading

relationships

of his

in

marriages

of which he was the leader.

cluster

represented

perhaps at

allies,

of European administration

meeting

in their

while

affected

representatives

he was not a good

to arrange

because of the importance

men of the clusters

to some extent.,

population,

the Chief

e. g. Kula

of members of his

the internal

of the village

the effect

of having

head and senior
a council

affected

t

and refraining

If

Thus the presence

of.

of the cluster

and to

someone among his

disposed

his own,

of hardship

from them.

or preferably

he

to native

and enterprises,

the support

an armed revolt..

relation

Nowadays, although
advantages

with

is that

-e

according

of him in normal times,

sooner or later

and certainly

in times

followers

or services

of wealth

in these senses,

and justly

festivities

as was expected

from harsh extortion

fairly

disputes

the public

or organise

that

-e

apparently

of the group as much as for

the benefit

settling

nor was this
provided

has lessened

in the Chief's

village,,

in his marriages

in his village

economic and other

d

of a more or less
of the relationships

organisation

was concerned;

cluster

using his wealth

views,

as the internal

to

indicates

accounts
that

in effect

position

he was a "goodO Chiefs

employed his powers for
keeping

and Seligman's

as Yalinowskils

in olden times.,

where necessary
relations

with

still

the
the
act as

to consider
one another.,

3d
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in their

and on some occasions
Missions.

relations

With the important
therefore,

warfare,

relationships

Me

Inter-Cluster

of

five

of Omarakana cluster.

villages

by dotted

associated

with

lines

(competitive

undertakings
spatially,

Single

clusters

thus

villages

villages

and for

purposes

as in the
enclosed

and

are closely
of major economic

).,
but are relatively
seasons etc.
to be less

by informants

closely

isolated
by

integrated

than the villages

each other

with

by

are represented

single

or other

politically,,

relations

to inter-cluster

of the component villages,

harvest

and were stated
or marriage

line

to clusters

the clusters

data relating

The village

in a red dotted

within

the

and of clusters

into

proper.

The ruled

red lines

the named districts
named districts

some extent.

mark the grouping

represent

territorial

the
existing
*

The important

headmen in each named district
lines.

These lines

in virtue

of their

of the leading

enclose
marriages

indicating

Kuboma,, Kulumata and Luba.
than actual

rather
political

political

groupings

the village
with

cutting

across
Chiefs

them to
or

in the pecked brown and blue

clusters

tributary

women of the leading
and village

the site;

These

groupings

political

under leading

groupings

are represented

subelan in each cluster

of the circle

of villages

Tilataula,,

of Kiriwina,

and are traditional.

colour

0

affinal

Relationships.

visually

relationships.

the enclosure

clusters

of the Chiefs

0

Omanisation

and inter-district

kinship

of the absence of organised

significance

Map 3 of the Appendix presents

linked

d

or the

remains.

&

Section

difference

the structural

the Administration

with

site

one Coloured

to the Chiefs

subclans.

The rank

is indicated
red indicates

by the
a

500.
owning subelan and headman of the Tabalu Guy= Chief

senior

cadet branches;
black

rank,

blue

symbols indicate

headmen of Toliwaga

commoner owning subclans

because it

tributary

nature

of the relation

the Chief

for

but the Toliwaga
L'Ukulobuta

senior

leading
Yolawotu

headman of the cluster

are all

to one of the Chief's
headman is attached

to Mitakata's

headman of the same clan as the local
fictional

"brother"

married

to the district
the district

but as her formal

affine,

her subelan as is usually
of her brother.
relationship

leader

for

fictional

district

or a cluster

may garden for
in his

him as the
who is

cluster

hand

kinsman of such a woman

he is married

to another

husband"t

Whatever the mechanism adopted., the resulting
senior

of

purposes

headman may on the other

the case., or her "sister's

between the headman and his

the

as the Yolawotu

affine,

chief

not as the fictional
if

tributary

as we have seen;

wife..

The cluster

her "father"

while

as is the case in the village

of a woman of one of the subclans
leader.

clan,

subelans.

he may be attached

senior

t

by the blue symbols.,

is of the same clan as the

or district.,

wives as the Chief's

of the

of the Lukwasisiga,

of the Lukwasisiga

or Toliwaga

clansman is

woman of

and the lubou
tributary

structurally

the

same.
The data represented

on the map and here presented

Le

or headman and

chief

represented

or cluster

in the Omarakana cluster)

garden for

.

clan has no genuine chiefly

Where a headman of a village

ordinary

to the significance

Gumguyau chiefs

clans are all
co=oners

Chiefly

The clan membership of owning subelans

between the cluster
uriRu

lesser

commoner aubelan and white

senior

makes no difference

whom he provides

the Lukuba and the ýýilasi

headman of Gumgu

and headmen.

is not indicated

subclan

d

and its

were obtained

largely
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in discussion

with

informants

possible

by questioning

relative

intensity

of comminication
familiar

in other

districts

in political

villages

of chiefs

and other

well

from the various

visitors

men are fairly

most senior

in the Omarakana cluster,

as the villages

districts.,

upon which they draw for

the statements
and with

those of visitors

and the data may be taken with
political

;

the Island#

Le

of villages

te

as

Except in details
headmen in the

than Mitakata

where they

could be checked,
the

as representing

in outline.

The Omarakana Allianqq.
The interrelations

of the villages

may thus be taken as reasonably
as the example for

discussion

The local

adequate.

and clusters

information
in affinal

on the Map.

alliance,

and the areas covered by the affinal

be designated

The area so enclosed

by the names of the leaders'

the Tubowada. alliances,,

about them is the most
with

alliances

boundary between the districts

Tilataula

in order

alliances

villages

to distinguish

that

Mitakata

of

follows

of Kiriwina

be designated

will

be used

and Will

to the east of the pecked blue line

the indicated

district

of Kiriwina

of those in othersp

here since

groups associated

Omarakana are those lying
approximately

typical

t

is indicated.,

agreed both among themselves

confidence

reasonable

.

districts

and cluster

other

districts

of 1950-51 at least

situation

urigub

in Omarakana cluster
from other

Because of the

on the map where only the range

which are not represented

of informants

in the various

the chiefs

drawn upon by each of the chiefs

of villages

alignments

id

and of course everyone knows the

men of importance

for

throughout

the general

relations,

such as the number of men gardening
other

districts.

and interaction
with

checked wherever

and

the Omarakana

of other

Chiefs

will

as e. g. the Kabwaku, or

the political

alignments

from

ed

502.
the traditionally

recognised,

(1951) the Omarakana, alliance

At present
district

excepting

South,

and includes

Tilataula.
should

than with

area indicates
relationship

with

marriages.

It

underlined
tributary

will

thus,

be noted that

not
his

clusters
in northern

marriage

the men gardening
to women of their

through

as is

subelans.,

predecessor

shown on the map.

Omarakana alliance.,

Mitakata

is

which will

Malinowski 1935 1 P- 365.

be referred

it

alliances.

and is
are

former

of Olivilevi.,

with

received

evidence

to their

former
wives

which

Chiefs

of

from these

of the shrinking

to again later.

jil

by

do so not as affines

connection

This is

the

The Luba villages

there

Toluluwa

ed

and all

so underlined

but in deference

and to a traditional

Omarakana whereby Mitakata's

(87)

Tilataula

a

are also underlined

the cadet branch of the Tabalu subelan

has now died out (67).

clusters,

for

affinal.

in Luba district

in the boundary of the Omarakana alliance.

however;

connection

two village

Labai village

between Mitakata

in the area covered by his

one village

in fact

is

t

of the latter's

have at least
there

rather

urigubu

of one or other

the clusters

or another

of one sort

men of the clusters

included

is in a tributary

in virtue

all

te

in the

in red of the names of villages

and in most more than one., so that

relationship

in red.. while

of Kwaymwata-Yalimigwa

that

in which one man at least

be seen that

will

Le

in extreme south Tilataula

with

the Omarakana Chief

id

covers the whole of Kiriwina

of Holigilagi

cluster

The underlining

those

etc.

of Obwelia,, Okaikoda and Obowada in southern

be shown as associated

Obwelia.

Tilataula

of Kwaymwata-Yalumugwa in the extreme

cluster

the clusters

The village

probably

leading

the village

of Kiriwina.,

districts

geographical

of the

I
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The discussion

Sections

in the preceding

is

It

affines.

of Paramount Chief,

not that

the sense of the incumbent
head of a hierarchy
social

control

offices

of subordinate

and political

organisations

to those of such an institution.
of a man who in virtue
derived

therefrom

r=mber of contractual
though less
albeit

highly

followers

leader

or by tradition
for

to them.

by any marriages
Mitakata

his

career

it

he has previously

and his predecessor

is recorded

six wives during

with

1910 p. 713.

in some

already

voluntarilyy
as tributary

of recognised

discussed

above,

he has acquired

allies

We saw on P. 352 that

had already

at the time of their

married

of his predecessor

both

women of the

accession

Toluluwa

a

of reciprocal

the position

the affinal

work that

similar

by which similarly

groups accept

contracted.

Toluluwa

in Seligman's

the lifetime

only

of the

to negotiate

successfully

acceptance

Each man who achieves

of

in terms of rank and the

in some cases., positions

the Tabalu Chief's

Bwaydaga or Kwoynama subclan

(88)

of other

of the Tabalu subelan by the processes

PP- 465-471., begins

while

leaders

Le

of the Tabalu Chief

in the form of marriages

alliances

in return

obligations

of his advantages

in

at the

institution

the effects

The position

is able more or less

qualified

customarily

although

Z

alliances,

functions

of the groups concerned is

respects

prestige

of his

in a centralised

I

his position

defined

with

of a permanent office

upon the interrelations

that

the territory

even within

alliance

is

to emphasise that

is perhaps necessary

nature

g roups headed by his

to the local

of the Tabalu Chief Is powers in relation
tributary

emphasised the limited

already

to the Chieftancyp
had five

or

Numakala or Enamakala. (88).

ed

504Three stages may be discerned
by his

subelan kin

in Mitakatals
Toluluwals

as the new Chief.

declined

by his death in 1930-

20 wives

(89).. but by Malinowskils

"emancipating"

This policy

magical.

as the result

of Austen's

Administrator
Toluluwals

as a sorcerer,,

the fact

that

traditional

imprisoned

Magistrate

accorded traditional

Mitakata's

succession

in general

resulted

(91).

it,

by
especially

by Malinowskils
of the then

and the support

According

of Chieftaincy;

and was in fact

by Bellamy when he was Resident
Tabalu Guyau was still

(90).

of power

in the mid-twentiesp

as influenced

in the Trobriands,

of the institutions

his loss

which reinforced

was due to his bad personal

of support

to discrediting
reputation

efforts

of Papua, Judge Murray
loss

of Chiefs

to thirteen,

which aimed at

policies

to some extent

was reversed

acceptance

he had up to

career

To some extent

five.

and the beliefs

and his own experience

writings

of his

Government and Mission

the institution

his

number had declined

time this

the people from the domination

discrediting

largely

to early

after

power had considerably

At the beginning

and by the time he died he had only
can be attributed

career

to informants
reputation
he early
on this

and fear

than

rather

acquired

a bad

charge at Losuia

That the position

respect

however..

of the

'is evidenced

by

in his being given wives in the

way.

Thus after

the period

of mourning for

three

more wives.

(89)

Ibid.

(90)

Austen 1945 pp. 18-22.

(91)

Seligman 1910 p. 665;

He was already

married

his

predecessor,

to a girl

Ilitalcata

received

of the Bwaydaga owning

694P-

Austen ý945 PP- 19,21;

Malinowski 1929, p. 25.

505subolan of Liluta-Osapola,
hence their

greatest

contributed

to his

the next in rank to the Tabalu in the district
and most important

rivals

and most important

the Gumguyau lesser

commoner subclan

Chief

cluster.

most important

of the cluster

These marriages

Guyauj, and were followed
of meritu,

organised

members of his village
his

to the position

right

this

position

lea d ers of the district,
public
already

of Guyau, the period
personal

and the holding

of his

assertion

of his

readiness

allied

themselves

with

would in olden times
of his traditional

who did

followers

Nevertheless
the other

from the coastal

represented
villages

of Northern

clusters

of Tilataula

district.

villages

are regarded

as traditional

follow

more or less

by his

automatically

affinal

Kiriwina,

The alliances

Daka,, or

marriages

confirmed

to other

cluster
ý14

a

of those who had not

to informantsp
demands for

this

and the

Daka constituted

offer

because of the Administration's

in the few years following

localities

first

not voluntarily

as the next

allies

qualities

by formal

by the

which he consolidated

the support

According

him.

have been followed

not of course do this

could

to claim

first

affinal

during

his

headman

acceptance

the first

Thus in effect

served to demonstrate

his

years by his

the help of his

cluster.

from

and from the senior

headman of the district

two or three

with

who as we have seen are the

signalised

and village

after

wives from the

in the Omarakana. cluster;

of Kwaybwaga cluster,

of the Kaibola

"feast

the Lobwaita,,

in fact

this

allies;

He now received

the succession.

achieving

Lukuba owning subelan of Tilakaiwa.,
largest

affinal

and

this

Daka

wives from any

them, but Mitakata
ban on warfare.

Daka he received

wives

from

alliances

in 1950-51,

and later

from the southern

with

and., according
upon the recognition

first

the northern

Kiriwinan

to informants,

would

of the new Tabalu
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Guyau by the ranking

in as much as there

conditional,

not be continued

was some delay while

economic interests

and a few immediate
are so bound up with

in effect

constitute

place no one could

repudiate

Yolawotus
with

together

of villages,

the range of affinal

allies

with

of all

to as "our Chief"
a traditionally

political

local

identified
this

(da Guyausi)s
claim

valid

their

relations

degree of coordination
independent

is within

wealth,
with

but who

him.

of Kapwani, Mtawa,
cluster),

Kwaybwagas

with

together
1899-1900.
constitutes

clusters

in

the Tabalu. Chief

range of clusters

that

the Tabalu

in the sense of his being the only

having the right

and the responsibility
so as to provide

and compromise between their

or kinship

whose

without

to the economic and political

each other

they

that

New Guineap Seligman listed

the Kaibola-Idaleaka

groups in the district#

the corporate

the duty to redistribute
in their

It

and

whose political

major war in the Trobriands,

traditionally

the Omarakana. alliance.

Chief

with

than

other

allies

of supporters,

of the Diaghila

Omarakana. and Kasanai in the last

is referred

his

it

would

and reputation

prestige

Wakailua and Kaulagu as having been destroyed

Tilakaiwas

This list

and

the alliances

succeed to the position,,

of British

(parts

Savi and Kokokaibidi

Lilutap

the conduct

those of any Tabalu Chief

names) the villages

of their

spellings

neighbours,

but they are also

;

a Guyau once they have recognised,

On page 665 of his Melanesians
varying

and with

of permanent nucleus

a sort

consent in the first
cannot readily

his,

thus lost

Toluluwa

followers

cluster

his personal

the new Chief lost

if

as a good leader.

(with

district

in
that
Chief
the
and
assessedý
new
were
of

personality

his

of Kiriwina

leaders

cluster

individual

groups and the need to subordinate

support

to receive

and

of leading

them

the necessary
interests

as

these in their

5(Y7.
mutual benefit

in economic relations

the followings

of other

their

common brother-in-law,

an administrative

in

stage

among his

to demand tribute,

Mitakata's

because this

Mitakata's

position.

southern
support

Tilataula

at least

with

villages

formal

after

disturbances

followers

in

unnecessary

of
those

backing

had obtained

declined.

stages

of his

of his leadership
of warfare

Ritakata
career,

their

obtained

and had retained

up to 1951.
as well

of

wives from the
but lost

career

power considerably
the withdrawal

The

of war, but partly

by Administrative

Toluluwa

the opening

and inappropriate

district.

the threat

and power later

following

consolidated

of 1950-51 accepted

of his

threats

having

he was in a position

in Kiriwina

without

was replaced

have extended his

in the Island

office

of these were normally

at the beginning

recognition

able to employ the traditional
he could doubtless

as

from the leaders

alliances.,

in the Omarakena alliance

sanction

when his reputation

their

his

His predecessor

wives from them also

status

from these would in olden times be

for wives and tribute

at least

district,

of war, which was normally

clusters

claim

from his

of any specific

The first

districts.

and the demand for wives

village

personal

affinal

began when,

career

in Kiriwina

followers

in the Guyau's relations
Tilataula

new Guyau Is

in the form of affinal

made under the threat

derive

tenure

coordination

of the Chief's
tributary

with

hierarchy.

the

in other

clusters

of Tilataula.,

not from his

or other

The third

village

into

in entering

him, and his powers of leadership

with

his position

the acknowledging

through

by his followers

rank and prestige

relations

political

As has been seen the necessary

leaders.

and compromise is achieved

alliances

and in their

Had he been

as magical
farther;

of Administrative

sanctionsp

indeed
control

508.
in 1942., during
from attempts
inland

which European property
to re-establish
and Mitakata

villages,

was raided

the military

domination

claimed that

as a result

that

for

their

from these efforts

previous

is possible

as much as from their

been

returned
that

the fact

sentimental

regard

or the now dead Tabalu Chief

to Toluluwa.,

allegiance

he had in fact

him in 1950, as noted on pp. 502-

gardened for

men in two Luba clusters

503, may derive

but it

to be concluded,.

negotiations

of the lagoon by the

Administration

promised wives from Luba and Kulumata districts.
too soon for

(92)p arose primarily

of

Olivilevi.

H

Fighting
interaction

in the form of destructive
between the followings

frictions

which cannot be resolved
normally
kinds,

are resolved

by negotiations

in competitive

times,

unless
it.

prevent

the Chief
The formal

destructiveness

with

and would'

Today of course no such fights
occurred

in 1950-51,

should and

(93).

in the buritilaulo
fight

of his

other

followers

by the Chief's

can be staged,

two between followers

(92)

Cf. Austen 1945 P- 58-

(93)

V. Malinowski 1935 1 pp. 181 ff;

(94)

V. Seligman 1910 pp. 663-664;

of various
If

these

(94) might ensue in olden

was however governed by rules
be supervised

but
of a Chief

allies

such as the ka:Vas

activities

the backing

fighting

political

under his auspices

a formal

in a reconciliation,

leaders;

between the affinal

or in the exchange of foodstuffs

did not result

its

of different

in the relations

or conflicts

was thus a normal mode of

raiding

but four

of 11itakata,

intervened

which limited

representatives.

buritilaul2

challenges

one of which was a

Austen 1945 PP- 52-53.
Malinowski 1920 passim.

to
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finally

of an insult

as a result

headman of Diaghila
two clusters..
intervened
Chief
rise

to develop

both as Guyau and in his
the buritilaulo

to fighting.

Another

Kabwaku and Kabulula.,

buritilaulo

traditional

Kabwaku, who sought the assistance
in restraining
occurred

the participants

Fathers

intense

for

The Chieftaincy,
districts

intensive
economic if

resulting

confers

both

of the

in the following

by the intervention

of

for

the interaction

reasonss

J
situation

as we saw in Chapter

of social

by rank or seniority

tributary

the

and socially.,

between them not only inevitable

from the focussing

of their

iS the more

that

Yet the ecological

no other

upon such men a limited

are and always have

and competition
spatially

of the local

the relations

alliances

clusters.

interaction

upon men distinguished

marriages.,
direct

the closer's

between the associated

desirable

that

by a degree of friction

makes more or less
also

from the foregoing

in the Omarakana and other

and disruptive

relationship

of

of Gusaweta.

be apparent

been characterised

of

and the fourth

in the event from fighting,

the Catholic

giving

and headmen

Chiefs

and other

of Tukwalukwa, which was settledpartly

groups associated

of its

of the Toliwaga

in the following

of Mitakata

senior

between the villages

occurred

between Tukwalukwa and Okopukopu villages

will

fear

for

place.,

Tabalu Chief

It

but Mitakata

of Goverment-appointed

taking

rivals

between the

rivalry

a major affair,

capacity

contest

the other

man to Kasai the

a traditional

into

which was

headmen., while

by a Liluta

offered

This revived

village.

and threatened

to prevent

and Kaulagu villages

of the village

by the intervention

settled

occurred

in Yolawotu

between residents

minor affair

right
affines,

relations
through

and ability

but
1.

within

their

polygynous

to influence

and thus provides

a

and

510.
degree of stability

minimal

of the local

relations

of rank and polygyny

establishing

and maintaining
descent

the traditional

and recurrent

hand, it

in the relations

rivalries

such that

of property

On the other

of local

less

districts

by traditional

are characterised

by a more or less

periodically

by the temporary
overlord

Island.

continual

cooperation

groups

of life

and

have survived.

and coordination

as to bring

about the

even within

districtsp

Relations

between neighbouring

and in olden times

hostilities
for

struggle

loss

with

could hardly

administrations

over the whole of Kiriwina

between the

between adjacent

fighting

the need for

of

in the absence of which

and conflicts

groups was not so strong

particularly

tributary

interaction

many communities

appears that

the associated

significance

following,

of recurrent

emergence of permanent centralised
still

of formal

groups of a Chief's

in conditions

That is,

have the structural

relations

component local

destruction

the districts.

groups within

institutions

might have resulted

in the economic and political

and continuity

dominanceý interrupted
Chief

emergence of one or another

as the

of the rest.

Other Alliancea.
The followings

of other

1950-51 are indicated
groups associated

with

Luba districts.
western

clusters

the two leading
enclosing

districts

Toliwaga

as they were in

enclosing

local

headmen of Tilataula

the followings

district,

of the two Tabalu Chiefs

of Gumilababa in Kuboma and of Tukwalukwa in Kulumata-

The large

Kulumata constitutes

Tabalu Chief

in the various

on Map 3 by the pecked brown lines

and the pecked blue lines
of the village

leaders

of Malosaida,

village

cluster

a political
and., before

unit

of Kavataria-Mulosaida
under the leadership

the cadet branch

in
of the

of Tabalu established

53-1there

in the late

Chief

at Omarakana, the villages

19th century

died out at about the time Mitakata

present

followings

of the other

Tabalu.,

are almost

certainly

owing to the elimination
Two general
first

is that

and is generally

smaller

the superior
by other

admitted

the other

leading

14alinowski

in their

that

wives

could exercise
fact)

seems likely

effective

though the superior

such wealth
Islands

anyone other
It

many wives.

together

control.

with

magic,
tribute

his having,

a better

than

neverthe-

the Omarakana Chief
of his

is or

rank(96).

heyday the old Chief s of Omarakana may
informants

over Kiriwina

Island,

have claimed
while

however that

like

so

the area over which Tabalu Chiefs

power never exceeded northern
rank of a Chief

that

no one has

than the Omarakana Tabalu had anything

and power undoubtedly

the

in

right

from others,

over them in virtue

authority

(97).. and present

some of them had wives from all
suggested

leaders,,

and headmen deny that

of formal

has said that

have had up to forty

times.,

rank of the Omarakana Tabalu Guyau was

of the tourikuna

chiefs

ever was in a position

of the Omarakana

under Administrative

he can, to exact

anyone else to claim and, if
less

that

like

The

must be borne in mind in the present, discussion;

of his rank and control

virtue

(95).

than they were in pre-European

of open warfare

points

although

leaders,,

political

an

constituted

Tabalu also

of the Olivilevi

under the leadership

alliance

Luba district

of southern

became

Kiriwina

who had achieved

Island

a position

in
CX

would be acknowledged througghout the

of the group and beyond, but outside

this

areahe

could hardly

(95)

Cf. Malinowski 1922 pp. 66-70. V. also Austen 1940 pp. Z71-Z72.

(96)

Cf. Seligman 1910 p. 694-

(97)

1922 p. 64.

have
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waged war to the extent

wives and regular

of exacting

most of the Omarakana Guyaus did not extend their
by obtaining
and it

wives and regular
they

seems that

power of the Toliwaga

this

achieve

of that

district.

district,

the peacemaking itself

while

itself
received

wives from some of the southern

accepted

a tributary

The Structural

relation

Significance

The second general

point

Guyau and his

followers

his

in Tilataulap

followers

Kabwaku alliances

with

are all

in

the recognition

by

as Guyau;

that

did not in

however, Toluluwa
which thus

clustersý

of Formal Warfare.
is that

in Kiriwina

the recurrent
district

were formed and reformed

of the position

of the other.

Thus as is

major war in the Trobriands

Omarakana
the
between
wars

and the Toliwaga

in the pursuance

never aimed at or resulted

the last

as those

him.

of the leaders,

work,

Tilataula

the

the peacemaking

position

Later,

between them.

relation

the military

rank in making peace, but this

acknowledged Toluluwals

set up a tributary

of Tilataula.,

New Guine

involved

of Kabwaku., of Toluluwals

the then Toliwaga

is., Moliasi

of British

powerf

be noted that

will

665-668
of the same work,
on pp.

ceremony of 1900 described

'ýIoliasij

It

in 1904, after

which acknowledged the supremacy of Toluluwa

Tilataula.

sphere of effective

by overcoming

on pp. 693-694 of Melanesians

listed

villages

leaders

Probably

much beyond the district

tribute.,

could only

tribute.

of Kabwaku and

of which the Omarakana and

according

to the varying

in the usurpation

fortunes

by either

leader

recorded

665
on p.
of Seligman's

resulted

in the total

defeat

of
4

Namakala and his permanent following
clusters

with

in

Tilataula

district

in Kiriwina

which

Ihmakala on the grounds that

by a coalition

had repudiated

he did not properly

their

fulfil

of village

tributary

relations

his duties

as

II,
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Guyau, i. e. as their

their

commonbrother-in-law

had acknowledged in giving
led by Moliasi
alliance

in Tilataula

allies

by organising

less

to reassert

own claim

of his taking

been an office

revolt

against

it

afforded

his

superior

in a hierarchical

his

Toluluwa

which had been lost

in that

district

was no question

of his

of his victory,

and he the leader

political

as Numakala's
and landso

temporarily

of a

Nor was

system.

of his defeat;

rank as the result

at the peacemaking of 1899,, but his village
district,

the Omarakana

of Guyau - as he might have done

in a centralised

was not the rank of Guyau that

Kiriwina

to leadership

institution,

of Numakala's losing

any question

people were

among Numakala's

in rank as a result

over the position

superior

by the revolt

But there

Numakala.

as Numakala's

had it

there

the opportunity
his

The Tilataula

had remained outside

who apparently

the war against

being recognised
still

him wives and tribute.

the Toliwaga,,

and seized

whose rank and power they

successor

regained

and his place

as the result

in

of the

defeat.
This is of course in accordance
ownership.,
given

to which land is

according

subelan and cannot be alienated
In practice

way*

by anothers

(Map 5).

Since its

own in virtue

at present

the fact

of land

conception

with

from its

time owned the site

subelan of Tilakaiwa.,

as their

subclan;

identified

as much as owned by a

dies

out its

lands

are taken

of the Ilaolabuma

and lands

disappearance

its

that

status

titles

as affinal

the land belonged

over

subclan

of Kupwakopula adjacent
have passed to the

whose headman and garden magician
of their

in any

members permanently

as in the case of the disappearance

to Tilakaiwa
Lobwaita

the native

of course when a subclan

which in 14alinowski's

lands

with

kin

treat

its

of the extinct

to the extinct

subelan

11
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remembered,, but no doubt in time this

has shown how titles
favour

of higher

these

ranking

subelan by another,

his

land belonging

could

allocate

use;

in practice,

followers
only

to his

legitimate

rights

at the risk

of alienating

his

Malinowski.,

in his article

(99).,
'Asocial

duel"..

humiliation
present

following

rather

analysis

other

fighting

warfare

were traditionally
village

cluster

The result

leaders

of tributary

that

he received

(98) 1935 1 pp. 358-369.
(99)

of the,;

1920 passim.

some of his

landers

of glory

wives

Ii
but

Islands

as a sort

of

) and the

(butur

The

of economic advantage.
was in practice

the ultimate

could extend his power over

the voluntary

inferiority

exercise

their

or otherwise2

in which his position

acknowledged through

of the successful

was undoubtedly

district,

among

as a whole.

than the obtaining

suggests however that

than Kiriwina

sorcery

in this.

though he

on War and W-eamns-in the Trobriand

means by which the Tabalu Guyau in particular
regions

could deprive

Chief

the aim of which was the pursuit

of rivals

owning subelans

land to others,

their

of

of one

no war could result

by invoking

the traditional

characterised

Neither

own subelan to non-members for

no doubt., a powerful

of their

owners in

of the rights

seizure

to informants

or allocate

(98).

village

or headman could deprive

lands,

of their

their

the forceful

and according

also no Chief

following

into

immigrants

Again Malihowski

by the original

to land may be relinquished

processes however involve

In principle

be forgotten.

will

acceptance

which

of its

to the Omarakana Chief.

of his power by warfare
and tribute

and rights

or its

from those whom he

threat

oil
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overcame.. and to this
Trobriand
least

taken by the victorious

never attempted.,
Island

(100).

in Tilataula

leader

by Toluluwa

of these by Ritakata,,

recovery

of importance

of factors

operation

together

Tilataula

of all
other

than military

at

At the
were.,

of future

had not succeeded., and probably
autocracy

in the early
at that

1900's

time,

over the whole
in a

resulted

as Bellamy pointed

changes - e. g. the loss

in his later

in Tubowada village

of Kabwaku was leader

other

position"

There have been subsequent

following

the possibility

a permanent military

of the actual

token tribute

could bej, or at any rate

they certainly

to establish

into

entered

conquered as well.

to eliminate

by the time European intervention

"CrYstallisation
out

Tabalu Chiefs

by once beaten rivals;

revolt

steps

no effective

motives

could expect

than those actually

localities

appears that

same time it

Tabalu Chief

A successful

warfare.

from other

economic and political

extent

careerp

of his

and the partial

the emergence of a Toliwaga

with

Toliwaga
the
times
in
olden
where
from the

have
these
but
resulted
power, or at least

from processes

than war.
In as much therefore

which probably
which it

occurred

appears that

temporarily

and that

was and is

in times of crisis,,
the whole social

essential

rivals.,
the rivalry

it

system more or less

between district
social

(100)

Quoted in Seligman 1910 p. 694.

(101)

Of. Malinowski 1935 1, pp. 161-164.

broke down
or actual

of possible
such warfare

leaders
system,

raidingy

of famine., during

especially

may be said that

to the indigenous

(as against

warfare

the
101)
not
permanent elimination
was
-

economic and political
in itself,

as the aim of formal

was an end

and their

followers

From one viewpoint,,
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this

seems to be the factor

rivalry

the leaders

to unite

in practice

joined

to protect
turn

their
forces

themselves

in Tilataula.

provided

of inter-local

suppression

in the interests

the tensions

group rivalries

which in turn

thus

engendered by the

the districts

within

alliances

of political

up his own

between the two factions

fighting

which released

in order

of Kabwaku, who in

of the Guyau to build

claims

The recurrent

a safety-mechanism

groups of Kiriwina

of the Toliwaga

the claims

for

possible

of the Omarakana Guyau largely

in support

against

made it

the local

followings;

various

could use the aggressive

following

which in practice

or alliances

make continuing
i

power of the Tabalu Chief.,

check upon the personal
latter

were excessively

observe his reciprocal
prestige
against
his

the Guyau.

followers

military

That is2 the tributary

of the Toliwaga

allies

acknowledging

his

could obtain

established
military

him as the most potent
power as district

To go to war with
existing

control

contractual

the support

the help and
tributary

both his magical

powers,

magic of famine or plenty

the Trobriands,

and his

leader.

a Chief

relation

of all

a revolt

of the Tabalu Guyau by

of the tourikuna
Chief

or did not

discontented

versa;

rank and thus invoking

superior

which in the shape of his

and vice

the

between the Quyau and
they invoked

if

of a

the Toliwaga's

allies

relations

by the latter

of the Toliwaga.,

tribute

the means of organising

offered

as a warrior

could be repudiated

leadership

to his affinal

obligations

and reputation

in as much as if

in his demands for

extortionate

From another

of Kabwaku may be seen as that

of the Toliwaga

the position

viewpoint',

between the groups possible.

interaction

economic and social

implies
of affinal.,

however either

that

or as we shall

there
see clan,

is no
kinship
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with

him., or that

relations

of kinship

and the existence

other words, warfare
are mutually

is being

relationship

such an existing

By kinship

exclusive.

In

repudiated.

or affinal.

contractual

in this

relations

sense are

meant not merely membership of the same clan as such., or the existence
some traceable
of effective

contractual

e. g. between a cluster
contractually

related

leader

of the district,

fought

each other

districts

of indirect

relationship

relations

following
other

or another

normally

of a district

leader.,

or are affines
themselves

or kavasa competitive

where formal
their

are

in all

at least

kinship

Village

regarded

sides

related

in the

to each

subelan kin would not

in organised

warfare,

brawls,

or inter-village

villages

of formal

are established,

as improper

or those associated

clusters

the possibility

contracts

is

warfare

between associated

activities

But in as

in the same or adjacent

of the same Chief,

on opposing

as

inevitably

basis.

whose headmen are either

course they might do so in intra-

Thus in principle

Clan kin

on a district

seen, and formal

took place between adjacent

find

who in turn

headman.

cluster

marriage

and the acknowledged

marriages.,

took place normally

as we have already

affinally

following

headman, and hence his

much as the members of most subalans live

and rarely

by a specific

established

to him by specific

but the existence

sometimes in as much as the clans are represented

and warfare

clusters

kinship,

affinal

of

warfare

but is

though of

or in buritilaulo
and clusters.
is eliminated

always present

in

absence.
Structurally,

therefore,

the analogue in social
communication

Trobriand

organisation

between units

formal

warfare

of a conceptual

in the structural

can be understood

relation

of non-

system of communication

as

as
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with

communication
as it

III,

in Chapter

discussed

the contracting
social

of formal

kinship

of the Chapter,

saw at the beginning

localities,

villages

kinship

structured

between local

to that

between such units

in a sense,

and its

and is

acceptance

not in the elimination

contractual

where cooperation

warfare

as a technique

to this

between the units

to the other

to compete further

is

with

him;

challenge
it

results

between units

as a

which

the aim of formal
and maintain
According

remains possible.

Guyau and the Tilataula
such a position

the permanent loss

the aim of the fighting

of its

interpreted

being to restore

of them had attained

as to threaten

a contract

while

is

or undesirablep

warfare

kinship

but 'ilk a readjustment
warfare

is

as the

by a formal
rules..

as

It

occurred

is itself

initiated

interaction

such that

with

by contractual

interaction

between the Kiriwinan

view warfare

would occur whenever*one
relation

warfare

viewpoint

is unnecessary
of social

warfare

established

party,

of competitive

relationship

and the

organisation.

under established

From this

occurs

a relation

it

of the defeated

to the victor.

relations

since

fought

formal

formal

At the same time this

relations.

in social
that

groups as thus defined
mode of interaction

alternative

As we

members.

which are thus characterised

of interaction

units

of

in the systematic

significant

clusters.,

or village

units

in as much as they are identified

interaction

of social

organisation

by

established

i. e. subclans,

such units,,

between them are structurally

relations

of their

by the marriages

especially

organisation,

interaction

between structural

relations

of

is the alternative.,

warfare

of the mode of formal

aspect

were negative,

formal

That is,

each other.

are not in states

where units

which obtains

Toliwaga

of power in

of the other's

ability

would then be, not the
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elimination

of either

restoration

of their

to compete.

to their

position,

at which they could continue

the traditional
after

as occurred

but the

power by the other,

power to a point

relative

This would explain

adversaries

for

as a competitor

party

restoration

of defeated

the defeat

of the Tabalu

Guyau in 1899.
Two points
answered here,

follow
is that

the structural

of the Omarakana alliance
the traditional

by Toluluwa

optimal

range of local

of Kiriwina
shortly

focussed

the alien
that

continuing

it

relations
if

it

should;

are organised

men distinguished

roughly

of contractual

leader,

it

or,

the

relation-

affinal

relations

under the indigenous

social

the system cua system was in a state
as one process
was eliminated
system.

between associated

could,

both with

of the Guyau as

the following

that

by the establishing

efficiently
corporate

implies

of

either

as the basis

of

groups on a larger

under the indigenous

was not desirable

more probably.,

of interaction

This in turn

system could not operate

The indigenous

significance.
relations

administrative

kinship

social

or that2

system that

was maintained

centralised

the formal

scale.,

on the basis

at the time when warfare

whereby itsequilibrium

the extent

that

the peacemaking of 1900, represents

This of course assumes that

of equilibrium

corresponded

and with

upon the Quyau as district

system.

implies

than

rather

groups among which economic and political

could be coordinated,

ships

after

which is raised

interpretation

in 1951.. when it

district

restored

The firstp

from this.

both these views have

system whereby economic and political

on the basis

by rank or seniority

of the polygynous
could well

in as much as such man's powers of leadership

marriage

contracts

be said to be inefficient

are at once limited

and ill-

of

a
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defined,

being as they are the by-product.,
the primary

relationships
political

organisation

viewpoint

of coordinating

manipulations
for

all

efficient

between

alliances

is

coordination

in

equals

are

limiteds

negotiations

they

short,,

the

are
But

by the

scale

small

and by the

relatively

simple

nature

of the

economic

problems

with

the

had to

cope,

as posed,

as it

system

and demographic

ecological
European

culturally

position

of the Trobriand

alien

The apparent

situation.
groups

might

which

population

and seeking

same processes
need for

the

conducted.

involved

which

from the

as they do more or less protracted
continual

- since,

itself

by which such men

are time and energy wasting,,

and counterclaimsp

and so forth

of which are not economic or

the processes

involving

action,

of claims

compromises,

by which

Similarly

as such.

were.. of institutionalised

functions

or conscious

the power they achieve

can exercise

as it

of the

groups

M

by the

of any pre-

a threat

constitute

more

and political
were,

absence

31

to the

as a whole may be noted in this

connection.
The second point
manifestation
local

of continuing

groups,, characterises

spatially
relation

separated

competitive

that

Some other

leaders,

the Omarakana Guyau., claim virtually
according

to tradition

competed with

him in extending

of adjacent
It

their

military
notably

rather

overt
of

than of

is indeed only in the
followings

in Tilataula

rivalry

seems to have

the Tabalu Chiefs

equal rank with

and such records

as the recurrent

between associations

and Guyau and their

and recurrent

district

warfare,

relations

or districts.

alliances

intensive

formal

the relationships

between the Toliwaga

and Kiriwina
occurred.

Trobriand

is that

than

him, but none of themp

as are available.,

(though
power

other

IT

other

appear to have
adjacent

alliances

J*

521and districts
closest

competed with

important

traditional

definitely

the Omarakana Guyau's inferior
his power and military

explained

this

in rank,

on the grounds that

immediate
that

said simply

purposes

is that,

of northern
developed

of the Toliwaga

from establishing

Kiriwina

Island,

centralised

in the existing

of the Toliwaga's

that

other

than Tilataula

existing

political

relations

permanent control
laying

it

was

of the

of at least

the whole

the foundation

of a

Organisatio

appear to have varied

established

a dý ree of control
.9
a sufficient

the Toliwaga

men of

to the

according

of the Omarakana Guyau and the Tilataula

When the Guyau was in the ascendant,

Cf. Malinowski

present

explanation,

one or other

prevented

Toliwaga.

(102)

for

What seems clear

between the Omarakana Tabalu and the leading

districts

neutralise

rivalry

system.

The relationships

with

from others

system which would have led to marked changes

The Tabalu Subelan in Political

alliances

followers

military

or traditional

and thus possibly

political

social

Mitakata's

to claim or seek tribute

historical

its

who is

none approached the Omarakana. Tabalu

since

while

as his most

in rank., appears ever to have

had always been so.

it

whatever

only the opposition
Omarakana Chiefs

followers,

his

102),
while
-

of Tilataula,

might directly.

no one except he had any right

than their

extents

are regarded

Only the Toliwaga

allies.

contested

they

district

in rank in Kiriwina

rivals

to varying

each other

over Tilataula

number of its

as a threat

1922 Cap. II

having
district

cluster

the time being

through

and village

to his power, other

See. V.

for

district

affinal

headmen to
leaders

seem

5221by
Guyau
the
giving
of

to have acknowledged the position
tribute,

ceremonial

him wives or by acknowledging

as discussed

above pp. 4.16 ff.

was in the ascendants

other

Omarakana Guyau's claims
Toliwaga

brother"

in attacking

to their

him.

1900 apparently
district

involved

followings,

they been involved

not other

in the conflict

of a separate

Tubowada village
the following
at that

alliance

since
centering

of the Kabwaku Toliwaga,

in power.

his
But it

seniority

these two Toliwaga-led,
Kiriwina

northern
Subelan.

Island

Malinowski

center

upon the Toliwaga

headman of
in

is included

account

northern

although

Tilataula

may even

of the Kabwaku Toliwaga..

in Tilataula,
upon Chiefs

has discussed

of

1900, is the appearance in northern

the Omarakana Guyau was

only when he as against

alliances

of

the peacemaking of

in the alignments

be observed from the map that

will

by Moliasi

31

main party.

of either

(Map 3)., which in Seligman's

cluster

the

as would be expected had

leaders

appears to have occurred

time have been semi-independent

acknowledging

while

I

and the Omarakana Guyau and their

as allies

groups in the major alliances

Tilataula

his defeat

power

the

but not to have joined

in Luba district,

district

hand the Toliwagals

seem to have ignored

allegiance.,

only the Toliwaga

One major changge that
local

leaders

Thus Numakala after

Kabwaku was able to take refuge

3

to him,

tribute

and making pokal

When on the other

districts

by giving

clan or,. in the case of Tabalu

him as their

subelan "elder

as their

chiefs.,

him either

with

alliances

some entered

while

him at least

all

with

the exception

the other

alliances

of cadet branches

the processes

that

of
in

of the Tabalu

led to the settlement
-0'

of some of these branches

(103)

in the lagoon areas of the Trobriands

Esp. 1935 1 pp. 364 ff.

(103),

and
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not be examined here.

this

will

died

out since Malinowski's

As already

major changes have taken place

but no other

time,

their

in the relations

of these Chiefs

power, like

of the Omarakana Tabalu., has been restricted

that

their

that

except

neighbours.,

in certain

by European influence..

in others.,

though stabilised

respectso

with

branch has

notedo the Olivilevi

as is indicated

in the next Section.
It

be noted however., that

will

villages

of either

Kiriwina

This is probably

districts.

or Tilataula

because such branches would have been unwelcome as possible
the Omarakana Tabalu on their
Tilataula

Toliwaga

could hardly

on theirs

threaten

"home ground",,

as it

were,

the Omarakana Guyau's position
the necessary

relation

to the Toliwaga,

might enable him to claim tribute

if

not in actual

deny, as do all
those with

the Tabalu chiefs

of all

with

of the Tour

control

apart

of the Tabalu

from the possibility

in alliance,

only

the Omarakana Guyau is

magic and hence of the prosperity

subclan

that

the connection

is of more than merely

of its

the others

although

that

U

(p.
511 above),
his
rank as such
of

There is however some evidence

branches

while

in rank and

headmen of any clan or subelan except

over them in virtue

nevertheless

Islands.

power at any given time,

region

of Omarakana

of the others

whom the Tabalu Guyau of Omarakana is actually

he has any authority

and in

from that

For the Tabalu Chief

as the superior

and village

cluster

howeverý ando

power in his own district

leaders.

to be regarded

seems undoubtedly
prestige

of its

the

and with

directly..

he could achieve

brother"

with

competitors

The spread of Tabalu to the lagoon area

also.

provided

as the nelder

in

have settled

no Tabalu cadet branches

utilisation

for

of the
between the

nominal

political

credited
I
31

significance

the
by
purposes

I
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Omarakana Guyau.
Thus Bellamy has stated

so that

recognised,,

supreme chief

it

in the former
is Pulitali

In 1951 informants
Tabalu Chiefs
there

part

Chief

was a faction

by Rrs.

confirmed

bases in fact,

the cadet branches

believed

in Kiriwina

or

brother"

elder

(104)-

the k1ulosaida

as those at Omarakana,, and
at Omarakana..,

that

Ritakatap

he
time
the
at
when
Tabalu

of the Olivilevi

which wanted the

district

this

as the new Omarakana Guyau;

than Mitakata

rather

be a senior

also that

among

as senior

some of them might have become Chiefs

that

in the events that

their

there

if

had caused the death of the last

because there

strongly

of idalosaida,

in the Omarakana cluster

Olivilevi

recognised

(Tolulu-, Ws)

had in the past been as powerful

succeeded Toluluwa.,
Chiefs

"...

respects.,

of age is also

seniority

still

from the lagoon area maintained

was a suggestion

Informants

as such,

Toluluwa was undoubtedly

while

contemporaries

in rank and power is

seniority

while

among the Tabalu chiefs

respected

his

that

was

Lumley of Gusaweta, who claimed to have played

culminated

in the Olivilevi
indicate

these statements

of the Tabalu subelan

Chief's

that

Whatever

death.

in principle

a

members of

could succeed to the Omarakana

Chieftaincy.
Structurally

however the subclan kinship

of the Tabalu subelan does not in itself
economic relation
various

branches.

between the alliances
It

does provide

whenever the Omarakana, Chief

(104)

relation

establish
or districts

between the branches

a specific
associated

a means of structuring

succeeds in practice

Quoted by Seligman 1910 p. 694.

political
with

or
the

such relations

in extending

his political

525-

appear that

other

could have achieved

Tabalu Chiefs

magic., has the effect

to that

Tabalu Chiefs,

kinship

relation

Tabalu Chief

himself,

as it

relation

for

temporarily,

in Social

other

Organisatio

relations

or even, if

as are the other

(105)

of the subclan

that

an exceptionally

clan or,

Cf. Malinowski

original

t

village.

inter-district

to the subclan

significance

of Kiriwina

strong

clans to his

district,,

(uri

tribute

own;

kinship

of extending

h,, other
enoua:,

all

his

the Omarakana Guyau

) from village
alliancesp

clusters

in

where the

where they were of the same clan,

he would demand tribute

in the case of the Tabalu,

esp. 1922 p. 181.

relation-

who are apparently

In the process

subelan.

he felt

Tabalu Chiefsý

of

subclan

1

kinship

significant

him in his

as means of structuring

would demand affinal

districts

senior

At the

.

power beyond the limits

headmen were of different

their

a structurally

of the Tabalu2 and perhaps of the Toliwaga

instance

whenever a

between them.

of Omarakana Guyau implies

members of the same Lukwasisiga
political

leaders,

other

members of the cadet branches

appear to have a similar

connections

superordinate

were, to Omarakana., and such an event would have the effect

Clan kinship
ships

his position

contractually

between him and anyone who replaced

Clan KinshiD

in

dominance,

a similar

in one of the cadet branches might be able to "translate"

at least

establishing,

and indeed of all

that

succeed to the position

powerful

of keeping

is established

same time the possibility
might

does not

of the Omarakana Guyau, as controller

position

of the Tourikuna

formal

but it

11

as much as the unique ritual

of other

districts

and Tilataula

of Kiriwina.

powers beyond the limits

as Dokala
kinsman.

(105)., as
Should he
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prove able to consolidate
the clan by an affinal
headman of Mailasi

tributary

clan to his

the case of the Mailasi
obtaining

a wife

his powition2

that

he would then provide

2b (106) ;

Section
purposes

into

festivals,
there

cluster

the event is still

being no clan organisation

under the subelan leaders
direction

of the organiser

structural
Breaches

Clan

of

Breaches
significance

of
of

Exog
clan
clan

who married

their

(106)

Cf.

(107)

1929 pp.

as independent

howevero clan

for

of subclan

membershipp
groups

under the genoral

units

concept

dance

descent

local

2.

ceremonial

or public

Thus clan kinship

exogamy may be related
Malinowski

kinship.

daughters

Malinowski

so

is of limited

of structure.

0

had a reputation

particular

rites

as suchp the various

in terms of the present

significance

relations.,

groupst

are divided

on the basis

of the event.

concerned

as we-saw in Chapter I part

populations

cooperating

or

as the Tabalu Guyauls

of local

significance,

organised

as in

the Tabalu Guyau as the latter's

as e. g. in mortuary

clan alignments,

399-400),

in affinal

of Dokala tribute

organisation

even when local

(pp.

village

for

uripmubu tribute

ceremonial

"affine"

as his fictitious

headman was already

In the internal

membership has only

wife

the cluster

attaching

either

owning subelan of the cluster

as or instead

as well

clan kinsman.

senior

from a subordinate

which the Mailasi

affine

relationship;

headman of Yolawotu

with

wife's

howevero he would seek to reinforce

both

432,1+47.

has noted

as breakers

(107).

1922 pp.

to this

70-71;

The latter

of

clan

limited
that

the

Mailasi

in

exogamy and as people

tendency

1929 P. 421.

structural

has already

been
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related

to the preeminence of the Tabalu Chiefs

affinal

from generation

alliances

and similar

considerations

cases of marriages

will

the former

explain

heir

of Vanoi the present

as an index of the present

position

allusion

has already

involved

a woman of the Tabalu. clan,

been made.

tributary

whereby Ylailasi

relationship

in turn

clan in general.

kinship

four,,

members of other
to 11itakata

is no tradition

for

actual

cases to achieve

owning subelans

of Yolawotu

as evidence

in structuring

that

district

and results

inter-local

affinal

marriages
similar
joint

results

village;

this
after

the Tabalu;

group relations.

clan

cadet branch at

is the highest

of the relative

the

of exogamy within

between members of the Lukwasisiga

men of the Bwaydaga (Kwoynama) subelan's
be recalled

of

But the

the clan by a fictitious

might lead to a weakening of the rule

will

no

headmen can be counted as

in other

subelans

subelan in Kiriwina

b e interpreted

of these marriages

According

might serve as a precedent

The two marriages

Omarakana,, and it
important

endogamous

to the Tabalu Guyau

woman, and there

or cluster

village

as e. g. between the two Mailasi

both involve

Another

in order to reinforce

between members of Mailasi

and this

none of marriages

a Chief would be "shamed" by such a marriage.

of the Chief

eight

weakening of the Guyauls

in the Omarakana cluster.

owning subclans

such a marriage;

affines

designate

and the other

Tabalu Guyau would ever marry a Mailasi

procedure

I recorded

also.
(but

OP

Section sd3 an

II

One of the Mailasi

clans.

to whose marriage

Mailasi

of their

six being between members of the Mai 1asi and two

between members of the Lukwasisiga
was that

(Chapter

to generation

between members of the same clan

between subelan kin),

marriages

and the renewal

ranking

and most

thus these may also
inadequacy

of clan

At the same time the

H

I
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in Malinowski Is time;

if

by Vanoils

evidenced

Lukwasisiga
the
endogamous
and
'ailasi
only PA

that

stated

marriages..

ii

in

clan kin in

their

married

even

weakened, as is

has been further

then it

so, since

marriage

as much as I-1alinowski
his

by European influence

been
have
affected
may
exogamy
clan
of

importance

time.
may be, clan kinship

However this
structural

significance,

seem by the =th

inadequate

in themselves

as bases of inter-cluster

district

contractual
to be reinforced

still
sort

or another

Section

local
of
members

in interaction

rank can use their
kinship

relations,

the lagoon villages,,
sorcerers

wood carvers

But such transactions

are possible

between them,, so that
interaction

clan kinship

only where formal
subc1an or affinal

Malinowski's
is highly

accounts
desirable

men of

relationship

is

and associated
intercourse

villages

or those lying

and rank can facilitate

such ad hoe

of cooperation

have shown, however,

are established

between localities.

some regular

areas of the Island,

(108).

is not

groups concerned,

relations

in

transactions

such as those of

services

only when social

contractual

between certain

while

groups,

vava barter

from Boytalu

relations

IVp

in the absence of formal

similarly

special

between the local

impeded by hostility

distant

in individual

fish

of one

clan kinship

term economic or other

or in obtaining

or skilled

relations

Chapter
in
have
seen
as we

members of other

where a short

and tend

significancep

groups can utilise

and wealth

e. g. in obtaining

concerned;

existing

with

prestige

and even more of inter-

contractual

Neverthelessp

in such cases.

5P individual

relations

by affinal

or replaced

original

to have become

at least

century

of major political

relations

their

whatever

relateso

by
As

economic interaction
e. g. between inland
Ii

(108)

Cf.

Malinowski

1921 passim;

1922

esp.

pp.

96-98,167-176.
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and lagoon villages

and between the villages

in woodworking and other

specialise

are otherwise
structural

actually

or potentially

explanation

of the Kula.

The Kula in Social

reduction

of the structural

the complex of activities
and village

groups

(109),

social

organisation

of localities.,

palm trees.
with

it

through

associated

with

kinship

kinship
kinship

relations

to Chiefs

and
local

in the internal
districts.,

the participating

Chiefly

of

of the district

monopolies

of pigs

and

and in the economic exchanges associated

in motivating

system;

relations

aspects

members of the participant

the organisation

in the participating

between the villages

means of the formal
entered

in it

Participation

were and are important

relations

in other

by which the positions

the traditional

like

in which

was restricted

especially

of privilege

day, and has

situation

in mind., the Kula may be understood

With this

are reinforced,

senior

In

of the Kula.

significance

therewith2

associated

in a

resulted

had been widened in his

headmen and other

as one of the monopolies
leaders

may be found the

in the Kula exchanges2 but not participation

partnership

cluster

time,

from the pre-European

been even more extended,

since

even where relations

and herein

had, even by Malinowski's

membership in the circle

particular,

of the Island,

hostile;

which

cluster

Orizanisation.

European influences
considerable

parts

of Boytalu

but within

usually,
(110).

districts

f

of social
in alliances

by

them the Kula was and is

and partnerships

are also largely

On Map 2 are shown the groupings

(109)
Cf. Malinowski 1922, pp. 81., 91; Austen 1945 pp. 21,26.
Malinowskils
account in this work is taken as the basis of the present analysis.,
and no
attempt is made to amplify it here, though it is hoped to do so in a later work
(110) Malinowski 1922 Chapter III Section IV.
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of villages
noted that

are two such fleets

there

related

to the internal

cluster

Chiefs

the Trobriands

other

it

Kula;

it

and other

districts

its

kusten

was the Kula that

neighbouring
survive.,

Islands.,

by ensuring

importance
was told

informants

enabled the populations
as e. g. the Amphletts
that

they received

in the incidental

(3.11)

Ibid.

Chapter

CU2)

Ibid.

Introduction..

II

Section

(113),

concerned in the
aspects

and magical

of

as was I by minep that

of some of the small
(Map
1).,
to
Gawa
Iwo
and
and

and less

in olden timesj,

Kula exchanges,

and

economy of the Massim area

from Kitava

own inadequate

Nowadays more than ever,, though also

(1131 1945,9 P. 26.

the ceremonial

between

interaction,

social

other

primarily

in the regional

by his

may be stated

between the Trobriands

while

with

this

and between

economic interaction

disrupted

interaction

all

Malinowski,

produce to supplement their

imported

is

in which the vari 0us

Briefly,

of basic

even when warfare

of the Western Pacific

while

be

Will

and this

in the Trobriands

Massim comrminities.

is what underlies

recognised

(112),

district,,

the district,

between districts

Massim, comrminities.

Argonauts

it

of Kula is however to be sought in its

significance

Kula ensured the continuing

the Trobriand
and that

in Kiriwina

within
exchan-es
C>

in the relations

to be that

Kula fleets;

and headmen are involved.

The structural
importance

(111) into

districts

in the various

or Kiriwina
reliable

production.

the special

e. g. greenstone

garden

products

axeblades

ýýI

and

Vs Chapter =-

Section

1. and passim.

01

531to the Trobriand

pots and so on, are not essential
times

clearing
proportion

of the population.,

occasions,

so that

foodstuffs

was and is

and Marshall
it

these and other

attendant

a matter

still

Kula in the Trobriands

, remarked that
inland

interconnection

for

is

any purpose the leaders

presenting
recipient

a gift

the inlanders

to obtain

try

of garden produce)

lagoon village
(115)-

Kula partnerships,

the obligation
The organisers

enabled to impose this

obligation

especially

inland

it

village

needs

The

fish

in

quantity

formally

of which imposes on the

to conduct a fishing
village's

upon a lagoon village

those of their

(114).

by the wasi system,

of the inland

to the

villages

the Kula"

the acceptance

i. e. inter-

Thus Austen has

from the coastal

firstlyAan

twofold;

the as

transactions

to the inland,

attaches

in some way with
Wke's

people is interconnected

exchange with

need.

also to some extent.
of fish

"the very trading

as

to the Amphlett

and the incidental
of this

ensures the satisfaction

upon it

But comparable economic significance
district,

it

on ceremonial

of yams and other

of economic necessity

values which reinforce

small

must be regarded

articles

and the Kula ceremonial

Bennet Islanders,,

were artificial

imported

But the obtaining

than essentials.

rather

the pots are used only

while

for

or shells

to a relatively

and stone axes were available

sites,

luxuries

by the use of fire

was accomplished

most gardening

in pre-European

economy;

expedition
enterprise

by invoking

for
are

their

headman and the headman of a

ýI i- 1

lagoon village.

Secondly., and more fundamentally.,

(114) 1945 P. 26.
(115)

V. Malinowski

esp. 1922 pp. 187-188.

the Kula relationship
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danger., even in time of war.
Kula partner

overseas

(116),

insecurityn

as a "host.,

both motivation

and means for

the maintenance

"pariah"

with Kiriwina

economic relations

made for

to Kitava

a sailing

Kula partnerships

local

In short,

the

of minim-al

is

no less

so even where
thus

themselves;
and its

in Kula exchanges., are drawn
when the preparations

district

need for

by the Kiriwinans'

especially

between Chiefs

and districts

thus provide

groups through

which not only

of greater

extent

are

accompanying and

(11.7).

opening gifts

villages

of danger and

of Kuboma, Boytalu

directly

which do not participate

This

of the Kula circle

villages

of the

the Trobriands

within

Islands.

and adjacent

do not form part

example the socalled

into

between districts

without

though to a lesser

the Trobriands.

or districts

neighbours,

applies

Kula within

than between the Trobriands
villages

in a land

and ally

patron

village

to the position

referred

and the same description

economic interaction

regular

Malinowski

his

can visit

in inter-district

to the partner
Kula provides

the inlanders

but ensures that

lagoon village,

for

upon the headman of the particular

enables a claim to be exerted

not only

or lesser

economic utilityp

of potential

if

partnerships

between Chiefs

specifically

political

not actual

(116)

1922 p. 92.

(117)

Ibid.

Caps. VII.,

political

flow,

were,

significance.

of objects

a variety

but also are maintained

except

between their

of comainication"

as it

in the Trobriands

significance.,

M.

"channels

or headmen of distant

relationships

That is$ the Kula

are not in themselves
in so far

as through

of

them are

533.
maintained connections between the various
only

interaction

mode of social

then,

the Kula partnership

between representatives
is maintained
a similar

can be explained

have this

from this

the residents

the factor

as where hostility
districts
kinship,

especially

demographic
desirable

factors

as a technique

and warfare

contractual

affinalp

or necessary

between the local

intercourse

exchange

or social,

of interaction

between

through

ecological

or

interaction

cooperative

groups despite

where

interaction

while

in

between

group relations

of political

relations,

make minimal

nevertheless

as they result

relations,

the organisation

precludes

their

spatial

or

separation.
In as much as any kinship,

interaction
observancesý
hostile

as in inter-island

having

as the basis

ceremonial

as they occur in inter-local

physical

or alliances,

competitive

ý

Kula partnerships

in so far

relations

interaction,
by it

of marriage

group relations.

in the pursuance of their

of distance,

relationship

exchanges established
to that

4

Structurally.,

reciprocal

in economic exchanges and social

and in so far

relations;

social

in inter-local

interaction

cooperative

viewpoint

in inter-group

significance

as a contractual

groups whereby minimal

between them, the ceremonial

of the lubou relationship

where otherwise the

between them might be warfare.

of local

significance

districts

consists

in and is

contingent

spatial

separation

of local

groups., by preventing

satisfactory
interaction
found in its

especially

operation

most fully

groups., or their

contracts

groups and their
developed

contractual

upon the proper

such interaction,

of such kinship

between local

affinal,

relation

ceremonial
separation

by other

also tends to prevent
as the basis

members.

of

the

of other

Whereas the Kula is

form., in terms of ceremonial

and magical

e. 14

534and of the interest

observances
distant

the localities

opposite
if

visited,

tends to be true

spacial

localities,

clan kinship

aroused,

as Malinowski's

demonstrate

of kinship,

may provide

serve as adequate contractual

power of the Omarakana Guyau in relation

Kiriwina

between local

over the lagoon villages,
with

their

leaders,

in the districts

then assumed the same significance
group leaders

tribute

within

Kiriwina

Guyau's Kula partnerships

with

Chiefs

the Kula

ensured minimal

and exert

Kula partnerships

alliances
themp which

with

between local

The same would be true
in Kaileuna

control

political

by affinal

as the partnerships

district.

upon

alliances

But when the Guyau's power

Was formalised

not in terms of his

Toliwaga

of the Tilataula

between them.

his position

relati-

political

the lagoon villages,

especially

enough to enable him to exact

cannot of

Thus when the political

to that

group leaders

interaction

economic and political
was great

Island.,

of lesser

of relations

enough to enable the Guyau to impose tributary

most of northern

But

between

a separation

bases of intensive

descent groups or districts.

the

relations.

between them., whereas Kula partnerships

themselves

partnerships

basis

the formal

significance

was not great

of affinal,

especially

structural

ons between local

accounts

do not produce too great

factors

and social

the more

and sense of achievement

and Kitava. etc...

as he may from time to time have been able to extend his

descent

of the
in so far
control

political

to these Islands.
Briefly,,
extensions

his

position

formalised

then,, it
of

his

may be said that

political

in relation
initially

power beyond

to local

where a district
the

limits

groups in other

in terms of clan kinship

of

Chief
his

districts

relations,

affected

normal

alliancesp

might be
but that

these would

535be reinforced

Otherwise.,

possible.

hostility,

expressed

as a factor

in formal

in the preceding

to some extent

indirect,

under the present
to what extent

Administration;

the indigenous

These influences

therefore

Chapter and the Thesis
Section

6.

been referred

EuroDean influences

in Trobriand

rather,

the extent

greater

closer

contact

result

of the pearl

with

cluster.

changes have occurred
European influences
fishing

Chapter.

before

over

a summary of the

Organisatio

.

area as determinants

of rights

analysis

in the Trobriands;

in Kiriwina
There is

district

or
as
to

some evidence

in the lagoon area because of

generallyp

marriage

of

here I

own right;

to which the foregoing

between the World Wars;

subelan membership and virilocal
in that

to in the present

in its

situation

in the Introduction.,

in the Omarakana village

suggest that

for

Social

cultures

from the existing

as was indicated

exemplified

at the present

work to examine the course and the processes

between European and indigenous

to and derives

to show how and

in the Trobriands

briefly

be discussed

am concerned only to substantiate
refers

interaction

as a whole is attempted.

I hope in a separate
contact

necessary

have been present

and have frequently
will

is necessarily

system has been affected

social

since European influences
a century..

is therefore

it

has appeared

warfare

is not an element in social

since it

or latent

of actual

however,, the evidence

analysis.,

leaders

interaction

political

Wherever formal

warfare.

wherever

between district

were in relations

which otherwise

kinds

of various

however., the Kula relations

between the districts

half

contracts

kept open channels of economic and limited

especially

time,

by affinal

or replaced

and in particular
thus it

have been replaced

of ownership

in villages

as a

seems e. g. that
to some extent
by birth

to
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female residents

irrespective

(118).
subelan or not
Sinaketa

social

the village

is that

Trobriand

districts.,

Moreover in other

and Vakuta

indigenous

of whether

rank appears to have a different
as Malinowski

organisation;

Papuo-Melanesian

system of government by tribal

while

factors

ecological

food may affect

staple

of marriage
different

also

associated

the significance

(119).

so that

in these regions

But the statistical
here indicates

that

with

the cultivation

of taro

social

social

times.

with

in some directionsY

restricted

to its

appropriate

significance

social

reported

replaced

of kinship

have been lost
system or its

some beliefs

system of kinship

while

formal

by others,,

and rank.
or modified

explanatory

and traditions

by Malinowski,

by the fifty

warfare,

without

That isy

interaction

have been eliminated..
the structural

destroying
some elements

changing 61ther

without
structure

and more

and rahIc has been

some modes of social

operationnotably

and to some extent

culture

of the formal

Kiriwina

of Northern

what does appear to have happened

European influences;

the operation

in 1950-51 and presented

organisation

years

that

as the

may have been

organisation

obtained

evidence

vigourd,

as the form of urip,, Ubu.. and

as well

has not been changed fundamentally

is

"In Valcuta, the typical
is in fun

as here analysed
of contact

in

significance

said,

even in pre-European

the indigenous

notably

elders

indigenous

and other

of their

of total

the indigenous
For example..

as here conceived.

about the afterlife

have been forgotten

and origins
or have lost

Trobriand

of customs

their

meaning for
S.

(118)

Cf. Julius

(119)

1922 p. 69;

1947, pp. 59 and 60 (text).
Zy
1
Chapter
1935
and pp. 479 ff,
also
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the Trobrianders.,
but as already
procreation

so elsewhere
that

prophecy
is

that
for

be followed

long.

by a gradual

fact

the indigenous

and has remained since
to which it

the case, while

least

in northern

apply

the conceptual
of culture

as possible

alives

having

I shall

ecological

the foregoing

Economic Organisation

(121).

however is the

and other

1929 p. 115.

(121)

Cf. Austen 194,5 Secs. iv,

conditions

European contact,,
at

superficial,

to a later

work attempts

in Chapter III

above to the

seeking
analysis

death

here only

to

to show as

of the indigenous

social

as in 1951.

The data set out in the present
(120)

been relatively

leave

change in Kiriwina,

as lately

and Mission

system was at the time of Toluluwals

culture

system remained valid

because

I believe.,

important

certain
of the

and extinction

No less

approach developed

that

dire

and is

having remained unchanged despite

Kiriwina.

may not

a change of Governmental

Section.

essentially

is adjusted

it

area

disorganisation

a complete

by 1951 - partly,

social

the changes in the total

processes

though in the lagoon

of culture

towards

works contributed

their

and retain

of the Trobriands,

disintegration

as noted in the last

that

and the dogmas of

however, Malinowski's

Certainly.,

among the natives

policies,

briefly

is no longer

this

(120) had not been fulfilled

Malinowski's

Kiriwina,,

teachings;

by Christian

maintained

"At the death of (Toluluwa)

sure to take place

race"

descent are still

in northern

significance

are indications

remain

been displaced

noted the subclan myths of origin

and matrilineal

structural
there

having to some extent

work are evidence

v., ix;

that

despite

Mair 1948 Caps. V, IX, ZI.

over

to

538.
seventy years of contact
like

organisation,
well

the ecological

economy has literally

been in contact

Subsistence

economy.

tools

time the increased
a considerable
the role

formal

village

kinship

productive

of the latter

since the "white

the latter

Section,

is

in this

the natives

has been offset

which maintain
the basis

to

freely

but only within

of which remains
in terms of the
of

though the structural
has been modified.,

context

between the Trobriands
position

(123) in itself

tLnd

in essence an aspect

still

themselves

have always been familiar

use of the term Pimwall

amongst themselves

metal

but at the same

team structured

would be in a difficult

The Trobrianders

(122)

gardener

among the natives,

institution

the Kula which ensures barter

their

and other

man's peace" nowadays ensures the safety

but as noted in the last

and that

into

organisation,

Distribution

and Kula relationships

significance

than integrated

of warfare;

rituals,

or fishing

gardening

(122).
system

kinship

their

by the weakening of some of the mechanismsp notably

the traditional

the corporate

(as of 1951) ;

of iron

of the individual

of the garden magician and his

reinforce

seems to have been

of garden crops and sea foods has

by the elimination

efficiency

extent

rather

by the introduction

and facilitated

etc.,

with

production

been improved technologically

I economic

to which it

situation

has not been changed fundamentally

adjusted,

world

with Europeans the Trobrianders

with

of travellers
believe

that

and neighbouring
economically
barter

demonstrates,

;I
it

is

Islands,,,

without

1

it.

as such, as
and barter

the framework of formal

iII
'A ,"

Yialinowski

1935 1 p. 479;

(123) Malinowski

1922 Index s. v.

Austen

191+5 pp.

1+3-48.
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relationships
Experience

in terms of kinship

established
of trade

and rank or the Kula.

far
has
Europeans
not
so
with

nothing
this

still

conducted by the indigenous

approaching

or any other

and natives

a marketing

in the same general
it

although

transactions
before

way as their

changes there

out during

(124).

this

seasonal
that

cash production

caused in large

may be in the lagoon

of their

Goverment-enforced
but also in co=inai

region;

at all

seem seasonally

planting
village

but the pearling
the last

the war., and in this
O"t Y
of coconut palms., not,ýalong

plantations

(124)

Cf. Austen 1945 pp. 24-25.

(125)

Cf- 14alinow-ski 1935 1 pp. 18 -20;
Mair 1948 p. 83,132.

(126)

Austen 1945 pp. 19-20;

ýJjj'

as it

died

(125).
war

R!,

11T

of copra for

goods, which so far
connection

the
ilk'

the roads and paths

(126)., has stood them in good

Austen 191+5 pp. 23-25 45 -1+6 57-58;
..
..

Mair 1948 pp. 83 ff.

VI
jif ,

any differential

in European trade

than before

their

so that

are dependent upon the production

requirements

fishing

of pearl

of pearlss

part

since

qt,
1d
1

(Fdmwali)

used in barter

of garden produce from the inlanders

Nowadays the Trobrianders

remain not much greater

from traders
exchangesp

During the hey-day

the slump, and has not revived

the satisfaction

between traders

in ceremonial

the lagoon villagers

slump of the 1930'sp

was probably

in

as a form of wasi and are termed as

own valuables

between individuals

economy may have tended towards

cultural

developed

they seem to use the money received

to have bought quantities

and it

having

transactions

is sometimes., perhaps increasingly,.

the world

were

system of distribution

are regarded by the latter

such., and among themselves

for

wasi and vava techniques,,

Indeed credit

connection.

the

and lagoon villagers

exchange of garden and sea produce between inland
example is

this;

affected

esp. 85,, 87.

540o
f rom 1910 onwards are today

though many of the palms thus planted

stead,

fruitful

near the end of their
made to replace

On its

them.

cannot do more for

trade

is regularly

surplus
their

market for

There is little

resource.

and markets

harvests

are in my own view not reliable

not at present

available

this

in the Trobriands

the coconut plantation
investment

other

apart

represented

(127)

Of. Mair 1948 p. 83.

(128)

Cf. Austen 1945 PP. 44-45.

(129)

Cf. IlUr

1948 pp. 72-79.

the basis

of Trobriand

situation

into

some investment

for

investment

from Administrative

on Kuwo Island

than that

situation

of a
a wider
of

would be necessary.

There has never been much inducement
enterprises

to send to other

enough to provide

and the integration

New Guinea economy., and to deal with
Capital

to meet

partly

1 remains unchanged the annual main

in Chapter I Part I Section

cash production

market ready

of the annual

a proportion

and partly

as

an export

But so long as the ecological

outlined

change towards

of developing

Government and traders

sold to Missionp

(128).

in such products

being an expanding

of Papua and elsewhere;

while

copra they have no

trade

has been some talk

own consumer needs in the Trobriands,,

establishments

in copra

at about the prewar level,

in garden produce since the war,, there

in the urban centers

trade

people than enable them to meet their

slump in the world

(127)., and there

beche-de-mer

has so far been

effort

however their

basis

for European imports

be another

adequate alternative

and no organised

present

the Trobriand

consumer requirements
should there

lives.,

is

by major European
restrictions

(129);

the only example of such

by the resident

traders,

and Muwo is

541*
ran by its
kindly

manager with

to indentured

imported

labour

The Trobrianders

labour.

or even to service

overseas,

Europeans (130).. and the money and goods brought

into

with

Thus to date the effect

upon the indigenous

at the technological
production,
Islander

the indigenous

from the operation

has not been disrupted

as such either,
and other

aspects

the superimposition

law and order

upon the indigenous
conceived

kinship

Administrative

as conceived

by the present

but it
while

of the contact
modified

internal

and rank
situation
by this

control

through

purpose of

by European officials

and political

structural

has not

of these is probably

the specific

and understood
control

to the average

system of kinship

for

of

In as much as the

system of social

and maintained

system of social

in and explained

world;

has been indirectly

of the Administrative
created

available

The most important

of the situation.

mechanisms and offices
maintaining

of the formal

operation

in

of contact

of organisation

system.

by the economic aspect

its

although

possibly

Trobriand

altogether,

organisation

productive

except

the outside

with

remains based on the indigenous

derives

formal

by some dislocation

of the range of commodities

an extension

distribution

this

offset

and of his economic contacts

disrupted

latter

level

from this

to a degree of improvement

European economy as such has been limited

with

taken

resident

the Islands

source appears never to have been more than negligible
Vakuta.

have neler

organisation

interpretation

of the

and rank system.
Orpanisation.

As indicated

(131)

abovev the Trobriand

(130)

Cf. Julius

(131)

Cf. Austen 1945 sees. iii,

system of kinship

and rank ietains

1947 pp. 44-45 ; Mair 1948 p. 132.
x;

Mair 1948 Caps. II,

III,

X.

as

542,
its

basic

but its

general.,
the

structural

corporate

at the level

significance

the organisation

especially-in

efficiencys

team and at the level

gardening

personnel

Chiefs

ranking
traditional
beliefs

props to their
in beneficent

in itself

magic as well

and by breaking

coconut

kinship

as well

the 19301 s however,

of social

(later
Judge
of

by Malinowski Is works and with the support

leaders

in order

hierarchy,

other

steps

to integrate

eventually

introducing

Omarakana Chiefs

took
Papua.
of

to reinstate

them into

whaahe recognised

than the superiority

of their

rank)

in

system of
(132).

In

at Ioosuia., helped
Sir

i

Murray,

Hubert)

the indigenous

the administrative

a system of payments to them, in particular
(with

ýI

pigs

elements

in general

Magistrate

fI

of rank

valuables

of native

as in the structural

Resident

Austen as Assistant

then the Administrator

and the conception

organisation

the

polygamy,

of which are of course integral

economic organisation

and rank as the basis

by removing

by discrediting

monopolies"

the chiefs'

and areca nut palms - all

the indigenous

as sorcery,

i
I!,

system

hold of the

as the oppressive

specifically

position;

adversely

and administrative

of the population,

and headmen upon the rest

for

the indigenous

years of administration

to break what they interpreted

alike

of wealth

and headmen's positions

and steps were taken by Mission

was misinterpreted,

in

has been affected

by changes in the mechanisms by which the chiefs'
In the early

of production

of concentration

communal purposes in the hands of the leaders,

are maintained.

in

of economic organisation

no justification

to the

in indigenous

as Paramount. over Kiriwina

terms

Island

(13A.

and at one time according to native informants

(132)

Cf. IýWlinowski e. g. 1929 pp. 28 (n. 2) p 114-U5 ; Austen 1945 PP- 18-21.0

(133)

Austen

1945 pp.

21-22.

(I could f ind no

0
,11;

543.
official

record)

Mitakata,

establishing

Constabulary

at Omarakana., under

court

of the Royal Papuan

a representative

clerk,,

a native

complete with

"civil"

a subsidiary

and a flagpole.

The La_r_ek
A System.
From early
Native

times local

Constables

(-134)-

to time

Native Regulations

each with
responsible

for

houset

designate
represented
that

while

groupings,

and maintaining

constructing

the locality

("barrack")
and its

on the overlay

was to discredit

the native

changed to some extent

cut across

began to revive

the roles

The responsibilities
by different

from which it

local

the Trobriand

Chiefs

Constables

of Village

are

will

village

administrative

be seen
cluster

districts

In early

on Map 3.

represented

and even

days when policy
officers

to oppose them, but this

Councillors,

and still

of Papua
more when Austen

of Chiefs.
of the Village

administrators

(134)

V. Mair 1948 Pp- 45-48-

(135)

Ibid-

Pp- 48-53.

traditional

also

bareki

when in 1925 Marray as Administrator

the appointment

is

a Government rest

The Trobriand

to Map 2 (Appendix).,

sometimes chose and encouraged Native

inaugurated

collectively

by which term the Kiriwinans

population.

they do to some extent
alliances

of localities

a series

on the whole they do not cut across traditional

more the existing

from time

issued

orders

into

localities,

in charge., under whom each such locality

Constable

known as a bareki

and other

are divided

Islands

The Trobriand

a Native

in designated

the Administration

to represent

who are paid to enforce

in Papua have appointed

officers

administrative

Councillors

were variously

(135)., and Austen in the Trobriands

interpreted
was

544more liberal

probably
in

each district.,

as ownership

and discuss

it

for

roadsy

from time to time".

to the Assistant
at Losuia.,

court

Resident

(now Assistant

Magistrate's

to which there was appeal

maintaining

Regulations,

peace and ultimately

and submission
(136).

and findings

authority

were in fact
prestige

the traditional

and standing

highest

ranking,

officially

acted as a sort
appointed

Village

to the local

Village

headmen of their

headman or Chief

as the senior

of each bareki,,

in fact

from

cases

while

were responsible
with

Native

and Councillors'

the village

councillors

groups., chosen for

in each barek

Councillor

crop up

Officer's)

Constables'

and the recognised

or Chief

of chairman and spokesman of its
Constable

District

compliance

local

might

council.

senior,

their
or

1945 P- 50,, and PP- 51-55-

01
Y

was more or less
of the barek

and

The goverment

who was not a councillor

but who

subelan kinsman or affine
often proved to be a junior
of the b areki
ku .1ý
Chief, held by the villagers
least to be responsible
to the council. as
at
A

(136)

of

were reserved

Constabulary

With few exceptions

minor

cases., arising

also in the "civil"

enforcing

among the villagers,

cluster

recognised

for

payments

the cleaning

that

matters

such

In addition

for

and sorcery,

of course he and his detachment of Papuan Native
for

times

"criminalO

assaultý, theft

including

and any other

wife.,

village

But what Austen called

use of obscene language,

adultery,

other

They were

to kula,,

relating

would arrange

to houses,, and for

repair

claims.,

of a government court.

outside

the councillors

councillors

and headmen.
civil

matters

of his-divorced

which could be settled
was hoped that

and determine

of land and trees,,

due to a man on the remarriage
disputes

up a body of village

in a number of chiefs

consisting

to meet when required..
matters

He "set

than most.

i!

11

545well

as to the 0government's

him in his duties,

expected to assist
decisions

on matters

by successive

present.

After

was formulated

to be developed..
the lines

councils

and native

of the African

were already

handicapped

by discontinuity

changes of Australian
Assistant

personnel

due to shortage

language.,

even the standard

achieved

by Austen and one or two others,.

of understanding

bareki

because of frequent
have been at least

Officers

since then.

in the Servicev

but also., it

at any rate

and integration
so that

cf. also pp. 231-232.

less

still

has been

a failure

to

of the councillors

today few of the
of their

must

none of these

The result

system, but rather

seem to have any genuine understanding

1948 pp. 229-230;

is

since 1945 has been

even when they have wished to do so.
of the pre-war

"on

and the more

to get to know the people,

maintain

(137)

as this

The Trobriand

where there

of some individuals;

on the whole not development

Trobrianders

(137).

and as many Patrol

have had much opportunity

up to the

councils
!90.9
under which, ýrere

in so far

system,

administration

of personnel

to the use

as Mair has reported,,

development

at Losuiaj,

Officers

to the inadequacies

officials
their

in local

its

to village

such a system under Austen

but further

District

This is partly
be said,

established.,

units"

approaching

successors;

in regard

Administration,

Native Authority

able of his

four

courts

to very small political

applicable

in the Trobriands,

the Japanese War a new policy
civil

to enforce

according

effectively.,

government officters

by the reconstituted

were

when necessary.

more or less

This system has operated

and councillors

he was expected

while

jurisdiction

its

within

made of it

at Losuia.,

representative

pre-war

roles

546.
Administration's
by
the
as conceived
war developments

It

by the new Papua-New Guinea Adminstrative

envisaged

be apparent

will

cluster

and district

Service.

of this

Chapter;

traditional

cluster

the latter
to discharge

duties

the differences

traditional

similar

of official

the specific
Regulations

a creation

of selection

records

(inadequate

such as keeping
is that

of the alien

the bareki

hierarchical

as it

were,, making it
authority

The indigenous

were and,, in as much as they still
and rank system which has no specific
admi ni stration,,

which endows it

administration.,

both in form and in operation.

for

alien
village

are products

operate)

Constables)

with

the most important'll 1
J1

specific

a link

in a

to the Trobrianders
and other

councils

of the formal

as a system of

as it

were.. in meeting

economic and political

members is

of its

constitution

but grows up Nfrom below"p

requirements

and the position

the

under Native

upon the councillors

council

system of institutionalised

by elimination;

and so on - probably

roads clear

ones -

the

as against

though they be) by Village

conferred

and powers *from above",

authority

of headmen and Chiefs

but

councils;

from obvious

Apart

of councillors

appointment

powers and duties

difference

with

in

of villages

and they are expected

the bareki,

than the resemblances*

of official

processes

though groupings

to some of those of the traditional

are greater

e. g. the procedure

keeping

directly

do not correspond

4 and 5

the same as those of the

thus the members are largely
councils.,

village

in Sections

as discussed

councilsp

and district

are superficial

system and the indigenous

council

or alliance

there

that

from the foregoing

between the bareki

resemblances

limited

of the post-

towards the garek J, Syste=
. --.

Attitude

basic

less

sti Il

representatives,

cooperation

kinship

relatively

between autonomous

547.
local

groups;

de facto

the indigenous

in operation

while

flexible

both in what they do and in how they do itp

formally

constituted

bareki

nor their

aims and procedures

are well

even though few could formulate
apparent

in their

in general.

Trobrianders
often

unjust

still

in fact

them clearly;

but this

by their

oppressive

and its

element of the authoritarian

and most other
and resented

Australian

personnel

remarked that

Again one of the cluster
the Administration
a ke:,-a

(138)

that

as arbitrary,
There is

paternalism

that
of older

towards the nativesý

and

For example, when I

I should be missed not only

headmen who was also

they had to listen
but when he calls

we cannot tell

the

for

to us as though we were men;

to us as though we were bad children".

"The old chiefs

is not a sorcerer,
and after

talk

regard

and "undemocratic"

(138).

my tobacco but also because "you always talk
whites)

still

regime in the attitude

by the Trobrianders

one of my friends

(the resident

officials

aims as incomprehensible.

Judge ýhu-ray and his pre-war

is felt

awareness is

the regime of the Administration

standards

a strong

and differences,

system and the Administration

and mission

as dietatoriali,

tend to regard

administrative

was leaving

similarities

towards the bareki

attitudes

chieftaincy

characterised

called

as are the

codified

aware of these

Whereas some administrative

the indigenous

they

they are not

councils.
The Trobrianders

this

for

are highly

councils

a councillor

once remarked of
but when they

may have been sorcerers)
to what we said;
a kay

the Gabemg"

he first

him what is in our minds-

Cf. I-lair esp. pp. 12-14 and 2-31.

gives

(A. D. 0. )

us his

That is

orderst

not a

548.
proper kayaku. "

Nevertheless

any seem as yet to resent
personnel

as such;

faaine

present

Missions

and Social

The Methodist
at Oiabbia

Overseas Mission

the only way open to them at
would enable them to

a resident

1900'sp

and has since

as in other

in the Trobriands

to the resentment

they were interested

only

The Methodists

clusters

established

one native

(141)

of the Methodists,
in converting

although

churches

of any size
teacher

churches in a few other

for

with

the Catholics

(142).

with

at most of
have

and teaching

Austen 1945 PP* 44v 45-46.

(140) Cf. Mair 1948 pp. 161-166, and index s. v. Missions,
Austen 1945 PP- 46-48P 56.
(141)

Cf. Mair 1948 index s. v. Missions,, Catholic.

(142)

Austen 1945 p. 56.

20

declared

at Okaikodap and

which the Fathers

Cf. e. g. Malinowski 1935 1 PP- 479-480;

(140)

not the Mothodists'

and schools

a church and school

villages

the

at Gusaweta in

the Catholics

many years;

missionary

followed

a station

the pagan native,

have had village

white

of Melanesia

parts

established

many of them non-Kiriwinan

pastor-teachers..

the village

(139)

(13041

and the Administration

established

on the lagoon in the early

Sacred Heart Mission

village

of the insurance

especially

Organisation.

the Catholic

resident

alien

the whites".

policy

adherents.

of trade.,

to the Trobrianders

same general

1935-6,

or other

the knowledge which they believe

"like

if

Trobrianders

to the old days of fighting

by European resources

represent

of acquiring

become wealthy

of Administration

they do not want to return

represented

the Missions

while

the presence

aware of the advantages

and are well
against

few of the more responsible

Methodist;

549Sisters

visit

station

at Liluta-Osapola

regularly,

them is not without
Catholics

school teaching

Whereas the Methodist

for

rendered

the Methodists

station

who acts

with

as a sort

however ancillary

disease.,

traditional

schoolsp
=rse
Mission

medical

since

in Kiriwina

one of its

earliest

stationed

at dispensaries

at strategic

143).
-

To date however the Trobrianders
patients

remain there

(3.43) Cf. Austen 191+5p. 17;

villages

Medical

have to be ordered
only under protestj

into
while

are

venereal

a white

i4odical

Assistants

in the Islands

have developed

lay

have a small

activities

the Japanese War with

and of a team of Native

and mostly

have a white

the Catholics

while

in charge of it

prison

adherents

manner, whereas

the Methodists

Assistant

work;

are

at Losuia by Bellamy in 1907 to deal with

and has been maintained

European medical

support.

material

the Catholics

itself,

to those of the Administration;

was established

for

from theirs.

gifts

of district

Sisters.

adherents

in the proper

gifts

and., perhaps most

thus being able to reward their

ran residential

run by nursing

hospitals

must support

the

before

village

seems to appeal to many

ritual

is on the whole better

have to ask for

Both Missions

hospital

was a Methodist

Catholic

while

by funds from Australia..

services

sister

Liluta

there.,

may gain ground from

the Catholics

that

they make fewer demands upon their

important,

supported

fear

justification;

got a foothold
their

natives,

a new

where one of the Fathers was to be permanently

The Methodists'

stationed.

to build

1951 they were beginning

during

while

(Map 3 overlay

little

faith

in

hospital

as into

the only

remedy

Mair 1948 pp. 174-179, esp. 174.

550.
sought from the dispensaries
other

than physical

other

treatments

as medical,

injury

personnel

illnesses,,

eg.

quest for

have the power of inspection,
Regulations

yaws., to report

This has not however undermined the Trobrianders'

and the medical
any respect

for

operation
with

of their

in virtue

European doctor

central

in the villages

orderlies

expanding the hospital

It

is difficult

and death

(144)..

than accorded

During 1951 a refugee

facilities

were put into
in accordance

(145).

policy

to estimate

that

concerned with

but that

in the afterlife,

it

so far

religion

own beliefs

as dogma is

teaching

cases the average native
or no appreciation

Most of my informants
concerned,

has been

in magic Superceded.

as such,, and has little

activities.

is no immediate
native

Christian

except in a few individual

of the deeper aims of Mission
take the view that

to what extent
and their

by the Trobrianders.,

I am of the opinion

right,

and

ic.
and MaF!

assimilated

is little

treatment.

rather

and plans

and medical

sufferers

in sorcery

are tolerated

to Losuia,

was appointed

Post-191+5 Administrative

Missions

for

beliefs

and training.

offices

as well

sanitary

as the cause and care of most forms of illness

counter-magic

given

quining.

can order

themselves

ailments

all

and most patients

were, by their

as it

and under Native

of villages,

from obvious

by the Trobrianders,,

are trappedý

Government medical

This is demanded for

is quinine.

Rission

concern of the natives.

teaching

Cf. Malinowski esp. 1929 index s. v. Mnoss

(145)

V- Nair 1948 pp. 2Z7-228.

may be

As to beliefs

ideas have been adapted to some extent

(144)

seemed to

and Disease.

to Christian

F

551.
teaching about heaven;

but if

is asked what

the average native Christian

he believes his answer is "How should we know?

We're not dead yetJ11

Although the full

15
in
out of
only
was
performed
sequence of garden magic

60
about
villages

in 1951., this was not because the Trobrianders

their

belief

in magic.

have lost

WhenI asked Touladoga the Tilakaiwa magician why

he was performing the Momtilakaiva garden magic (146) in Tilakaiwa
time since the war while Omarakanawas hairing none on its

first

they tell

he explained *The Missions are here;

If there is famine we shall

than ours - good.
So we let

is here.

use the magic againO.

attributed

so this

Thus it

this

now gardens..
works better

for Government

not starve,

But two harvests

year we ka-vaku, we say all

seems that it

right

is the use of, rather

in, magic that has been suspended as a result

than the beliefs
influences;

ritual

them make prayers for us (taDwaroro).

bad;
three
harvests
are
crops
we will

us their

for the

of white

is probably true of sorcery and the magical powers

to Chiefs as well as of garden magic.

Missions and Moralit
Effective

morality

however is still,

uncompromisingly Kiriwinan..
All

at least

the spontaneous evaluations

by traditional

not by Christian

so far as I could judge,

in Omarakan cluster

and neighbourhood.

I heard made of conduct and so forth
standards,, from sex morality

None of the couples in Omarakanacluster

and upwards.

had been married "Christian".

one such marriage occurred in Kwaybwagacluster

were

church during 1951.

but
There

have been changes such as the disappearance of the bachelor houses from most

(146)

malinowski 1935 1 esp. pp. Z78 ff.

A

552.
in burial

modifications

villages,
Missionary

and Administrative

amatory expeditions
But this

is hardly

are now conducted

a favourite

occasion

because "it

is a holiday,

services"I

practices

more or less

for

years

ideals

of Christian

katuvausi

surreptitious

and the boys and girls
forty

Similarly

of acceptance

of compulsory

(147).

than publicly

rather

secretly

in response to

such as the katu-vausi

and practices

pressure.,

the result

and so forth

are together

of chastity;
is Sandayp
Sunday

after

road and village

cleaning

and house improvement have not made the average Trobriander

value

or better

from fighting

houses for

their

but because they know they will

be imprisoned

imprisoned

they do not understand;

imprisoned

for

fought

"riotous

Section

informants,

refrain

not because they have come to regard

among themaelves

Alliance,

The natives

own sakes.

behaviour"

the village

with

suggested by

and the Chief,, were that

on Friday

is enjoined);

were

(Omarakana
1950
of

punishment

councillors

and so on - but never because fighting

This is not stupidity;

their

wrong,

caught but why they are

the buritilaulO

after

on the roads not in the bush;

weekly work on roads etc.

as morally

30 men from the Kabwaku cluster

5 above) reasons for

including

if

it

cleanliness

("Government
knives

instead

they

Dayd., when
of with

sticks

as such is wrong and punishable.

it is rather that there is still

between Ewopean and their own standards.

no real "link up"

The Trobrianders conform

outwardly to what is required of them by Missions and Administration out of
their traditional

(147)

respect for power and wealth., out of good mannersand out

Cf. e. g. Austen 191+5pp. 28-31;
228-231.

Malinowski 1929 pp. 61

553.
of pragmatic

interestt

self

the resultant

and because they feel

but this

very surface

adaptability,

vitality

and resilience

of their

makes them more or less
that

those aspects

and his Mission

about 50 percent

although

school under Native

go to Sunday services
neighbourhood

more or less

(the Omarakana. pastor

than others,

while

essentials

- especially

structurally.

events of Mission

serves other

(semnakaj)

Trobriands.,
donations

partly

for

to other

in public
come round.

stations

are

must attend

of the population
men in the

than the Omarakana cluster

and are personally
him with
to its

closer

politeness

traditional

to the

and regard
importance;

except when the two main

affairs,

At the time of the main harvest

of the local

Mission

in Papuo-,Melanesia.

Cf. Austen, 1948 pp. 56-59-

population

the children

is taken up by Methodists

the support

the main stream

Two or three

regularly.

as appropriate

life

a man from Luba

pastor,

10-15 percent

most people treat

or no part

an annual collection

(148)

to the

to ideas or practices

of the cluster

while

sometimes act as lay preachers

but he takes little

for

(148);

system and organisationp

in its

churchp and all

Regulations.,

presence in the village

annual

related

in many ways are outside

activities

members of the village

his

life

social

resistant

the native

cluster

registered

villages)

of some of

Pastors.

life,

pastor

highly

I have here analysed

of village

its

social

way of life

Thus in Omarakana. village
district,

traditional

unconsciously

that

of it

traditional

which is I believe

the traditional

would affect

The Native

on their

changes in carrying

the advantage

throughout
at Oiabbia,

the
partly

There is a certain

554between the various

amount of competition
the pastor

cluster

and gifts.,

appealed

kavas

patriotism,

not of support

non-members as freely

help,

and in Omarakana

and a collection

on the lines

of money
to a

of contributions

as suchp donations

to the Mission

as by members of the churchs although

to the Hission

presentation

churches.,

but the appeal made was phrased in terms of local

traditional

;

for

to Hitakata

was organised

yams etc.,,

village

was made by the pastor

being made by
the actual

in the name of the local

church.
Again every Christmas,,
is termed kavas
as their

the various
the white
realises

having

Missionary

important
alliance

inter-local

pastors

it,

organised

analogous

the part

while

Chief

or

and the

are conscious,,

in the same terms as the

celebration

held

at Losuia

by the Administrative

known as Gabemani la kavaua.

organised, like

ka-vas . but the units

the Mission

Constables

play

detachment

of Papuak Native

is

and the more

to those of district

at the New Year., popularly

it

headmen and

kayas .

There is a similar

district

festivities,

(though he hardly

at Oiabbia

pastors

which

the same lines

exactly

dance or other

in organisation

The parallels

a celebration.,

to those of cluster

analogous

are compared to and discussed

celebrations

along

of leading

the native

churches have roles

Chiefs.

holds

group competitive

roles

playing

of course)s

village

indigenous

and is

by the natives

traditional

Mission

the Methodist

Chiefs

the part

of cluster

Constabulary

and the Assistant

said to bey has the role

District

at Losuia
Officers

of the leading

This is again

are the barekis

headmen, while

Chief

staffil

whose

the members of the
have roles

like

those of

the Gabemani whose kayan
in whose honour the
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is held,

celebration

again paralleling

ka-vas organisation.

native

these events there are elements of competition;
harvest donations,

in contributions

for

are =ado and teams are

Con3table

or the village
through

ball

or dancing

village

cluster.

appeals

by the

bere'! A for

church

teams assembled

of the villages

their

and his

Hiasion

his

in more distant
impoverished
contributing
Losuia
Marded

following

followers
parts

these

to the

on &indays,
occasions,

in

the

however;
or bare

of the

that

that

kayas

ceremonial

fact

container

and its

ka-vasa,

exhorting

of the

in

Mitakata

particular,
rumours
Chief

and its
was the

case)

current

were
by

of yams to be sentto
who was in

Constable,

effect

of the Chief.

pastor

and his

corporate
he hardly
council;

affairs
ever
there

church

played

little

of the village
took

part

of

representative

of disproving

(as in

the

(butura)
and renown

the local

Kiriwina

traditional

of the Omarakana

to both

prestige

opportunity

but the

who, endorsing

constable

latter's

na=e of Omarakana barek

&3 the representative

of the cluster

the

of the Islands

The O=arakana native
except

the

by supporting

to take

is

and its

or foot-

and prepared,

contributions

because of a bad harvest

in the

collected

bareki

case may be;

was in 1951 Mitakata

For the

generously

is

to maintain

and Liministration.

exhorted

New Year kavasa.

as the

pastor

and rehearsed,

local

organised

for

of yams and in

containers

the name of the

and the village

pastor

the =sabers
Chief

and its

In Omarakana it

donation3,

in

entered

the donation

which

native

ceremonial

at the Administration's

Do=tions

organ-isation

in the collection

Christmas kavas j, and in food contributions

sporti-, U
-, events at the Kissionary
&M team games and dancing

In aU

or no part,,
other

in public

were no weddings

than

on

discussions

or christenings
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in his

I was at Ti-lakaiwa.,

church while

members died he played
my enquiry

whether

she would be buried

This particular

however;

native

local

other

always highly

much as by Christian

as representatives

than in terms of the native

definitely

Mitakata

Although

polygamist,,

the Chief

dais;

for

leadership

Mission

indigenous
in virtue
organisation
activities,
the bareki

This

leadership

as

to do so was tacitly

and when he did so was given

is I bblieve

position

system analogous

leaders

traditional

typical

to that

headmen or Chiefs

except that

the Chief

of the
in the

which the headman or Chief

only within

of the status

of

in areas other

as representatives

But a pastor's

him authority

and the same is true

fairly

and power gains them a foothold

of his rank and seniority.

organisation.,

as

In Omarakana however

and traditional

as their

wealth

as such gives

by traditionaL

position

and his right

they can compete with

apparent

in

roles

systems of leadership..,

of different

services

situation

pastors

only in so far

and its

leading

and when any of his wives went they were

between native

than around the lagoon;

personality,

church membership when he became a

sometimes attended

honoured.

relationships

the pastor,

with

and headman are

where pastor

him a foothold.

he had to relinquish

a seat on the pastor's
correspondingly

gives

patronised

accepted.

followers

system in which the pastor's

of the Mission

representative

of their

That is,

standards.

and

in power, but such men are

leaders

native

nominal church

was received

a negative

was rather

by the majority

they are so less

rites

have from time to time played

pastors

evaluated

one of his

though he attended..

rites,

by Christian

pastor

and even challenged

affairs

rivals..

at her funeral

no part

astonishment.

and although

status

has

in the Mission

the sphere of Rission

of the Village

Constable

may also have a status

in

in that
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organisation
Mission

prestigep

by the effects

like

that

of the Constable.

to that

eyes at least

in native

superior

has however been weakened

men in general,

of white

been
has
to
introduce
Japanese
the
of
which
war,
one
of

element of suspicion

into

and M=opean

between Kiriwinans

the relations

an

residents.
War and its

The Japanese

Aftermath.

The Japanese war had similar

invaded by the Japanese (149).

of New Guinea not actually

of Europeans in 1942 there

evacuation
Islands

as already

noted,, a resurgence

manifested

in outbreaks

in the indigenous

eradicated
the existing
occup&tion,
for

social

by pre-war

which turned

Kiriwina

active

and rationing

Ibid.

(151)

Ibid.

into

Island

enrolled

suspension

life

(149) V. ;'!Lair 1948 Cap. X for
and Papua during the war.

(150)

period

there

warfare

for

hostile

suspended rather
After

Cap. I Part

of organised

of the Trobrianders

a general

pp. 185-198.
esp. pp. 188-193,194-195-

this

than

period

by the military

base and transit

an air

resentment

disapproved

and other

disrupted

labour

was,

conditions,

European influences.

in the end provoked

the normal social

this

New Guinea Administration

men were compulsorily

engendered by the complete
of all

that

the Solomons (cf.

of the Australian

that

which the

political

was completely

organisation

during

had been temporarily

culture

the campaign to retake

the control
all

or destroyed

the

After

between some of the traditionally

which suggests

areas

period

and during

of pre-European

of warfare

and alliances.,

elements

was a brief

domination,

were not under alien

districts

as in other

in the Trobriands

effects

camp

I See- 4)Unit

(Angau

Under
150)
-

under conditions

of pay

exceeded only by that
gardening
(151).

and consequently
A little

account of conditions

damage

in New Guinea
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was suffered

(famine-152)
of molu

period
working

natives

of normal life

Military

1945-1946,
returnt

when civil

and a period

even pre-war
harder

Administrative

calibre

to satisfy

and so on, as well

as of rising

needs for

existing

and the second rather

relationships

commensurate with
way of lifep
labour

with

the natives'

having

but to resume their
this

period

resuming
and local

native
leaders

life

but it

terminated

occupations.
seems fairly
organisation

who, as Councillors

(152)

Malinowsici 1935 1 pp. 160-164.

(153)

Cf. Mair 1948 pp. 210-212.

of

that

made

fairly

traditional
and an energy

ways.

abruptly
for

Exactly
clear

the first

to a known and meaningful

of Europeans and their

and village

by

personnel

prices

was that

an intensity

was in any case nothing

traditional

is obscure;

The first

eagerness to return

forces

(153) when there

departure

delayed.

had a surfeit

the occupying

world

of the War in Kiriwina,

were resumed with

and activities

into

European consumer goods.

There have been two major results
immediate

from famine

as elsewhere

and Mission

was

began to

and civilians

set in characterised

of readjustment

goods2 transport2

of trade

shortage

was restored

administration

because it

lasted

concomitants

was a

the non-

such as used to result

and its

occupation

it

for

supplied

some died., but mainly

so that

were inadequate

and starvation.

because rations

- partly

of disorganisation

a period

it

about the War is that

but what is remembered most vividly

raids;

of Japanese bombing

as the result

by natives

here and there

that

Compulsory

with

the Kiriwinans

to do

what happened during
the initiative

came from the village

and Constables,

their

in
headmen

had under Angau been
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The Europeans

employed more or less as labour overseers and foremen.
were beset with

to the Islands

returning
Missions

destroyed

with

transport

buildings,

Administrative

problems,

while

policy

as well

in post-war

in 1951 (154).

settled

last
the
-

their

anyway white

of the Islands,

evacuation

of life

it

it

that

and alien

becoming apparent
introduction

to the material

to traditional

life

Ibid.

that

of the ordinary

pp. 219-223-

with

of delayed

adjustment
had been

reaction

had had their

acute,

the existing

white

relation-

and relations

was wearing

became less

circumstances

of traditional

soldiers

off.,

there

which was

first

of European technology

reaction

a growing dissatisfaction

comparison with

(154)

advantages

and permanent

between them increased.

The Kiriwinans

the war, and as the first

of returning
apparent

institutions

the presence

In these

because the pre-war

of the war was a sort

in 1950-51.

days.

a revival

and the gaps and misunderstandings

The second result

during

social

that

realise

was not the unalterable

occurred

the more intense

ships and activities

disrupted,

there

a

of the

as the result

a rude jolt

had seemed to be in pre-war

is not surprising

between indigenous

and Missions

being

even had they wanted to,

which made the Kiriwinans

traders

of Administration,
feature

had suffered

prestige

for war

have given the natives

life

intra-village

changes

claims

with

of which were still

Thus they could hardly

lead in re-establishing
while

such as dealing

as problems

damage from Europeans and natives,

faced in addition

personnel

and

and

and stores

of materials

scarcity

own - traders

of their

problems

real

and resources

and the relief
was becoming

standard

of living

as seen during

the

in

56o.
Added to this was a strengthened resentment of the resident

occupation.
Europeans'

treatment

of the natives,

contrasted

very unfavourably

the Kiriwinans.

to expect an improvement in their
by 1951, when it

was not apparent

they were deliberately

as they believed

resources
demand for
Mission

better

schools,

to inaugurate

technical

training

copra was intensified

marketing

resembling

their

understanding

There was developing
that

long-term

immediate

effect

to it.

while

in short

cooperative
mainly

because

a situation

have emerged elsewhere

these has been mentioned by anyone in

like

effects

in the Trobriands
of

these

developments

(155).
do not

does, and has been to intensify

between Kiriwinans

attempts

paid to producers

prices

to introduce

in which Cargo Cults

the prewar situation

element of mistrust

(155)

schemes by the Administration,

attempt

and

Government as against

than met by unsuccessful

by a goverment

in many respects

The possible

here;

aggravated

on the contrary

There was a growing

for

as against

difficulties.

with

to do.

a desire

and this

in European wealth

made by traders

in New Guinea, though nothing
connection

position,

schemes which again were unsuccessful

and production

of transport

coupled with

which was rather

at the profits

resentment

from sharing

they were entitled

education

general

towards

had encouraged

policy

seemed to some men that

being prevented

troops

of ordinary

Administrative

post-war

the war,

during

of Angau officers

that

the attitudes

with

Furthermore,

the Kiriwinans

for

like

of prewar days and which,

that

changed from

which has not materially

and Europeans in the Islands

Before

the war the general

Cf. Mair 1948 pp. 64-67., 200-203.

attitude

concern

the lack

us

of

and to add an
of the
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to European control

Kiriwinans

to and accept them as far
their

intensifying
alternative

outlets

of warfare,

way of life,

and using

system, Mission

for

Europeans,

and conformity

with

Administrative

a nuisance

to be avoided

as far

as possible,

indigenous

social

with

traditional

political

other

phrased in terms of inter-Lareki
partly

in terms of their

inter-bareki

organisation

traditional
cluster

affairs

Councillors
have deprived
man, for
Losuia.

instance,

instead

of threatening

11issions have lost

traditional
establish

inter-local
a resident

group rivalries;
Father

(156) Powell 1952, passim.
Austen 1945 P- 56.

at Liluta

compete for

prestige
and

in terms of the

as possible

running

allies

affinal

upon their

status

official

as

of which European influences

to employ a sorcerer
him with

offer

the invitation

a

against

and imprisonment

arrest

much of the prestige

sources of knowledge of European waysp but still

tend to be

but intra-cluster

and his

sanctions

as

system still

and districts

and leaders

Mitakata

for

Thus in Omarakana cluster

the A. D. 0.;

a headman may threaten

Similarly

desire

tends to be regarded

though the bareki

on as far

carried

of the traditional

them;

(156)2

respect

along with

clusters

in the old way but relying

instead

interaction

and even cricket

organisation.

with

organisation,

political

(competitive

control

relationst

standing
is

as

Since the war however the positive

instance).

seems to have diminished

relations

innovations

alien

organisation

to conform and understand

serves to reinforce

and even

maintaining

while

modes of behaviour

traditional

in terms of the bareki
instead

as they were understood

existing
for

seems to have been to conform

and influences

they enjoyed as

outlets

for

the

to the Catholics

was a move by Mitakata's

at

greatest

Cf. esp. Malinawski 1935 1 pp. 211-213;

to
rival
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in rank., the headman of the Bwaydaga owning subelan of that
increase

his prestige

and other

traditional

as from their

roles

under European control
and political
less.

Mitakatals
for

sanctions,

of inter-cluster

and competition

his magical

with

derives

position

present

and other

by the Administration.,

in the alien

authority

was in 1951 still

success in rebuilding
after

hierarchy.

for

in 1950-51,, allowing

sanctions

and the pursuance of competition

Kiriwina,

represents
in so far

interaction
of kinship
Section

the indigenous

as this

as explained

this

eyes with
his position
by his
alliance

he employs
To this

warfare.

as

extent

in now forms of

and rivalry

social

organisation

of northern

in the characteristic

consists

by the structural

significance

patterns

in dyadic

of the formal

system

and rank.

7.

Granting

Swimary and Conclusions.
this

assumption,

the

the

changes such as the employment of different

situation

interaction,

Nevertheless

Guyau, as is indicated

sorcery-and

feared

man are still

from his recognition

even though in achieving

than the traditional

are so much

the Omarakana traditional

and maintaining

economic

from his traditional

and partly

of the traditional

the death of Toluluwat

weapons other

partly

alliances

since

which endows him in native

Administrative

that

other

support

for

alliances

powers as a wealthy

though he cannot employ them at present,
Paramount Chief

leaders,

as economic and political

the advantages

cooperation

their

and headmen are aware that

Chiefs

nowadays as mach from the Administration's

and power derives

prestige

of the Tabalu Guyau.

at the expense of that

However ýIitakata

to

village,

present

analysis

of

the

structure

and
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of Trobriand

organisation
that

various

society

of the account here presented

aspects

the symbolic

in particular

distributions,

ceremonial

But I felt

it

formulation

of the social

dealt

as a product

of the structural

necessarily

although
this

of any specific

is from the present

internal

and external

This in turn

has involved

kinship
well

in conjunction

and rank will

as political
As I stated

general

provide

aspects

a reasonablý

of Trobriand

to examine it

being

rather

analysis

of

of the economic as

organisation

of the conceptual

in relation

I have made to other

is

in general.

I am not concerned here with

to the Trobriand

the references
intended

social

but it

and rank system;

picture

organisation.

in particular

organisation

clear

writers'

to aid the exposition

material,
to other

since

element in the

works the present

Malinowski's

implications

in reference

made no attempt

of the kinship

in the Introductiono

methodological

specifically

with

and rank

in detail,,

and groups of social

of political

in

than the

mode of interaction

of the units

The

work.

organisation

rather

the most significant

discussion

of the operation

as one aspect
hoped that

relations

and

has been paid to leadership

attention

viewpoint

European

analysis

of the kinship

significance

distinguishable

particular

with

these and other

of social

of the population,

system in the dynamic interaction
examination

before

such as

as I hope to do in future

with,

Chapter has been the analysis

aim of the present

of contact

system and organisation

could be adequately

subjects

behaviour

of ceremonial

to develop the present

necessary

treatment,

fuller

require

as the processes

as well

influences.

general

interpretation

being understood

it

now be summarised,

will

possible

approadh developed
and for

this

methodological

concepts and to other
of the present

here

reason have
approaches,,
material

than to exaamine it

564in relation

to other

theoretical

however in the future,

attempt

I have set myself

characteristic

features

structural

because Trobriand

is the systematic,
making minimally

in so far

as regulation

social

in Trobriand
ships

responses

Chapters

to one another

other

distinguishable

their

formals

standardised

relationships

generalisations

polygynists

upon their

of the total

population

in the maintenance
to describe

viewpoint.
patterns

of dyadic

of local

particularly

nor in the effects

interaction

each other,

so that

local

of their

groups

affective

it

than any

were discerned

as conditioned

such as "Headmen of high ranking
of their

descent

of the Trobriand

Rather the patterns
behaviour

relation-

these were held to be

interaction;

dyadic

and predictable,

and hence leaders

and

and forms of interactiony

are requisite

in or characteristic

with

that

in regulating

Chapter has embodied an attempt

familiesý

population.

the

of the formalp

were not sought in the emotional

systematic

systematic

are as I see it

situations

characteristic

organisation

and elementary

no more and no less

valid

in all

between members of the populations

or subelans

and rank

and rank relations

from this

organisation

social

system of kinship

of the operation

and predictability
The present

In the preceding

These

the dynamic interaction

populations

the

as possible
organisation.

social

and structure

of kinship

predictable

of such interaction.
Trobriand

of Trobriand

explanation

aspect

component local

and its

and as consistently

organization

and the conceptual

product

all

and here to summarise., a set of

in terms of the Trobriand

social

also I hope to
For the present

appears justified.

it

logically

explain

are formulated

concepts

if

to do is to develop,

concepts which will

this

views in general;

was possible
subelans

in

by
to make

tend to be

groups8s or "The men of a
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subclan

provide

of formal

Such patterns

fulfils

behaviour

to membership of which in relation

reference

dyadic

hypothesis

interaction

that

consistent

are established

groups was held to provide

and can be explained2

of formal

the basis

in them through

interpretation

and elementary

as these serve as indices

characteristics
with

one another,

designating

such statuses

necessary
postulated;

related

and the classes

interpersonal

but it

the specific

characteristics

to be unique to the population

family

this
data,

in so far

as

based on them as well
but not

with2

then became

could be done neither
nor by reference

relations

analysed

of the status

of the population,
except

membership

status

It

otýLtus relations.

and

the standardised

associated

characteristics

was held that

in the absence of the necessary
psychobiological

relationships

to,, the systematic

to explain

or categories

and

in as much as

formal

of their

in

on the

or categories

terms were accordingly

and the kinship

as characteristic
causally

sex) generation

in

systematic

interaction

people are enabled to place one another
of their

system of

the patterns

to one another

Membership of the classes

each other.

with

in the

and categories

are in principle

of interaction

the patterns

may

responsibility.

of the formal

groupings

or even

or feelings

detected

and relations

and rank as a set of standardised

peoples'

his formal

observed data led to the postulation

empirically
kinship

to the man personally,

or none of these motives

the way in which any individual

affect

and

- not out of affection

subelan"

children

though all

the men's wives,

to spite

their

to attach

the women, desire

duties

of their

women's husbands as part

its

as members of the corporate

responsibilities
for

for

urigubu

system as

historically,

to the innate

since

or overt

these were held not

as they may be conditioned

by
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the systemý while

the patterns

of formal

system postulated

in reference

to them., were held to be uniquely

of the Trobriand

characteristic

of interaction

patterns
was held,

and therefore

On these grounds another
termed social
units

and rank statuses

organisation;

not a causalt

however,

groups and categories,
is descriptive

the rest

categories

with

postulated

system of kinship

structural

As a set of defined
e

units

kinship

kinship

and rank system

closer

of each

groups and
statuses

constructp

to empirical

system of communication,

metaphor,

or modelý by analogy

the
which is

reality

than

which could

with

which the

system is to be understood.

and statuses

the formal

a logical

as a

As a system of

system.

into

itself

of abstraction

of the formal

significance

groups and categories,

are divided

of the structural

as an explanatory

was formulated

structure

formal

social

in as much as from the viewpoint

and rank is

however held to be of an order

be described

of Trobriand

but as a system of related

rank attributes;

construct

of interaction

the postulated

reality,

of empirical

member of the population

the logical

not a causal,

of the formal

explanation

system of kinship

as a logical,

the concept of social

similarly

to

in reference

Thus the formal

patterns

construct

system of interrelated

distinguished

was postulated

of the characteristic

explanation

logical,

and units

inadmissible.

as a conceptual

ion between units.

it

would,

was sought in the logical

in modes of communication

of cornmilni

to the characteristic

is postulated

logically

explanation

formulated

structure,

consisting

states

of which it

the

Farthermore

populations.

system by reference

in explanation

be tautological

other

as against

of the postulated

any explanation

and therefore

interaction,

kinship

to which are related

the formal

and rank systemv and therefore
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the structural

as by definition

conceived

as incapable

also

Rather the system was conceived
reference,

of minimal

of the population,
as people's

environment

considered
of social
of this

Present

day Trobriand

of dynamic interaction

social
social

apparent

they representp

population

units

of kinship

and rank as already

has the form of cooperation

with

and competition

alien.,

that

patterns

in explanation

that

is maintained

in the relations
as the patterns

is the dynamic
or modified.

between individuals
relate

to the formal

in the pursuit
or corporate

influences

and the
system

The dynamic interaction

and analysed.

being indigenous,

is European,

or

is thus held to be the patterns

organisation

and units

social

This interaction

process;

organisation

and competition

power, both between individuals
such cooperation

of interaction

patterns

upon the characteristic

the social

defined

tend to be

to one another

occurs.

effect

was designated

in as much

and unpredictable

and hence upon the system postulated

organisation,
organisation,

or frame of

in the dynamic interaction

and predictability

of its

from the viewpoint

and therefore

themselves.

in response to changes in the physical,

process whereby the existing

contact

the framework,

which interaction

in the

positions,

of changing or adapting

makeup and reactions

within

were

constituted

each other,

with

and may produce changes in established

organisation

cultural

the formally

neither

which tends to be irregular

of its

in explanation

and statusesor

as providing

regularity

psychobiological

unsystematic,
in social

is)

as interacting

system were conceived

they were conceived

that

static;

as such nor the units

groups and categories
postulated

formulated

system of communication

of prestige

groups,

others

These have not however been such as to change the traditional

some modes of

resulting

in the social

and

from

environment.
social
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to have taken

necessary
the

concept

of

on the

delimited

also

groups

strict

so that
between

much as membership
prodesses

by which

existence,

although

structural

permanent
is

in

fixed

units

cease

existing
in

exist

and interaction
local

in

organisation

and there

are

or new ones
out

and

The corporate

social

die

some certainly

practice

descent

occupation

groups.

in

of

sense

local

relations

by birth,
to

the

constitute

their

local

units

principle

in

descent,

and

of individuals

groups

by tradition,

each associated

locality,

The competing

corporate

and they

formulating

in

consideration

matrilineal

and interaction

are

is

such a group,

are

a defined

relations

descent

of

member of

with

that

subclans

as much as they

in

exploitation
are

the

principle

a female

to

groups

are

make it

such a way as to

as defined.

structure

social

in

into

influences

European

Trobriand

units

cooperating

birth

structurally,

and system

organisation

is

that

as

no recognised

come into
therefore

and others

emerge.

probably

The corporate

kinship

of its

relations

interpretation

organised

status

of sex, generation

characteristics,

internally

members, whose roles

by their

are established

is

subelan

the kinship

relations

rather

than to the members' psychobiological

dyadic

interaction.

These status

and roles

of internal

reference

to the subelan's

subelans,

as theyeare

structural

significance

relations,

subelan organisation,
formal

established
of marriage

relations

terms

in interaction

family

formal

of the

one another

with

membership
to these

sense referring

relationships

developed

or the distinguished

as a corporate
of its

is thus that

it

in their

positions
in

significant

are structurally

in the marriages

formal

by the systematic

as established

and elementary

terms in their

in

group with
members.

establishes

other
The

the formal
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of dynamic

relations
these

and subordination

super-

to

necessary

subordinate

subelans,

the

while

as a unit

significance

means of

Within

of

local

subordinate
coresidential
especially

leadership

leadership

that
derent

identified

a significant
group place

in formal

relations

local

interests
with

its

of

other

structural
the

and ensures
is

contract

structurally
between

interaction

the higher

i. e. villages

groups,

to the extent

necessary

in formal

of virilocal

of the marriages

and the local
other

local

residence
descent

kinship
are

of one

kinship

marriage

the man's subelan together

to

subelans

of competing

a subordinate

as

of the

interests

rank or seniority

the possibility

The practices
with

descent

and subordination

subelan recognising

with

from

Where two or more corporate

proportion
it

the

and hence

results

marriage

extent

relations

in the corporate

by restricting

to the first.

corporate

of dynamic

is stabilised

a given village

members, the other

the village

as against

relations.

stabilises

the

members in

subclan,

relations

group in terms of superaffinal

the

organisation,

to cooperation

competition

with

relation

the

to

terms

in

organisation.

social

identified

its

of

formal

residence

subelans,,

against

unity

as much as the

establishing

as units

subelans

their

social

of

members,, in

its

exogamy of

of

corporate

of their

stabilised

relations

between

respect

is

and

competitive

members'

subclan

kinship

competition

them in

between

cooperation

formal

in

the

within

the

groupsp

as representatives

roles

reciprocal

Leadership

subelans.

respective

the

in

descent

local

corporate

and informing

in

apparent

interaction

cooperative

of

being

relations

between

interaction

for

it

to

or affinal

and residence

result

in

from and ensure

of members of each local
group of which it
and residence

is the nucleus

groups;

so that
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adjacent

tend to be formally

villages

Leadership

clusters.
to the extent

especially

with

in the interests
village

other

affinal

in turn

in village

each other
is formulated

and stabilised
among its

of competition

of the wider

local

corporate

in terms of formal

clusters

group in

kinship,.

These are focussed by the operation

relations.

upon the recognised

with

to ensure subordination

necessary

relations

the cluster

within

members to cooperation
its

related

leader

of rank

who thus becomes leader

of one subelan and village

of the cluster.
The dynamic social
social

in

inherent
to

be the

That

is

to

effective

say that

and contraction

to

the

the

which

members of

the

of

the

among themselves
area

competitive
leaders

formal

interaction

of village

power

being

necessary

but

leader

a cluster

of

not

is

conceived

as inherent

in

cooperation

through

competition

between

for

ranking

leadership

and its

This

through

which

were

was however
areas

having

displays

convert

of
his

effective

qualification

the

one of

village

however

do not

groups

the

forms

of wealth

of
on the

and other

forms

attribute

is

rank

leadership.,
into

compete

a permanent

focussed

the

always

do not

constitutes
and local

expansion

restricted

groups

cooperation

competition

condition
to

of

extendedt

In inter-cluster

a sufficient

thus

population.

effectively

component

descent

corporate

warfare.

is

total

the

one of whom is

subclans

The cluster

which

of

as
are

which

clustersp

village

process

respect.

others.

conceived

interaction

as a wholep

clusters

the

is

population

the

senior

within

total

between

competition

this

in

through

of

cluster

cooperation

of

compete

of

areas

of

the

of

of

patterns

in

units

social

within

leader

relations

interaction

competitive

held

clusters,

the

in

organisation

the existing

process which maintains

the

effective

qualified
power

a
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in such competitive

interaction

However each such leader

;0

is

with

normally

succeed in extending

previous

analysis,

the area over which he actually

while

Warfare between clusters

pos sible where no existing

These are established

permanent.
cluster

while

areas of cooperationo

leaders

ing tributary
cooperation

defeated
kinship

relations

These ensure

him.

with

but they

his death and the area of cooperation

with

by them then disintegrates,

by acknowledg

concerned so long as they last)

between the clusters

tend to lapse at latest

are not

acknowledge the victor

affinal

are not

as long as

when and are maintained

especially

is

in a district

which are,

alliances,

in competition

control

establishes

so that districts

is operating,

alliance

in the

these are termed districts

his power;

is that termed the alliance.

necessarily

an area over which he would

with

associated

leaders.

cluster

qualified

other

the process

leaving

of reestablishing

established
to begin

it

again.
Thus Trobriand

'A
,,-

here discussed
interaction
population;

social
related

between the, corporate
but the pattern

system and its,
to the apparent

has developed.

It

research

and in this

descent

has been suggested

in other

hypothesis
a

islands

as are the postulated
quality

may be

system and organisation

and demographic
that

as is the

is nevertheless

This static

explanation.

as

process

groups in the

and wider

static)

sense-is

to the ecological

here,

as dynamic,

dynamic inteTaction

of the social

stability

concerned may be relevant
comparative

conceived

local

ot this

conceptual

terms of its_ adjustment
it

is

is held to be part,

and formalised..

recurrent

of which the social

organisationý

social

the scale

context

in which

of the groups

which might be tested

of the group.

in

by

The Kula was interpreted
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as the means whereby minimal

structurally

and demographic situation

the ecological
the Trobriand

and other

that

of the system,

stability
organisation

a centralised

incompatible

with

the organisation

system of kinship

found in this

is a necessary

it

then the rigid

definition

of the units

stability

than patrilineal
than hypothesis.

eliminating

themselvesp

opposition

kinship

Trobriand

but this-is
of certain

which had the effect

connection
alien

between leaders

social

to have their

conjecture
ranking

characteristic

followings

patterns

than

rather

explained

and the kinship

rather

cluster

of reducing

and their

organisation

also the absence of contacts
populations

system,

might be more Satisfactory

power to compete.. are more justifiably

system could continue

hostile

might be

from this

as mechanisms whereby the expansion of areas of cooperation

ensureds so that

the

of social

of the existing

and matrilineal

The traditional

held in check and competition

this

than patrilineal

that

might be the more necessary to ensure

viewpoint;

warfare,

might have proved

of the fact

between units

descent from this

and the formal
their

of the units

of this

control

explanation

condition

of the

in terms of the existing

rather

of the relations

instability

organisation;

viewpoint

of interaction

A structural

and rank.

if

leaders

system of political

or

has also been suggested

might be a condition

organisation

descent groups are matrilineal

unilineal

It

in as mach as th4 cryntallisation

into

by

could be ensured between groups in

and rank system.

of inter-group

the instability

as indicated

which couldv or need.. not cooperate

populations

the
kinship
terms
in
of
compete

interaction

social

were

was

and rank

and form.

between the Trobriand

In

and

has been remarkedp

That Earopean influences

had not by 1950-51 structurally

changed the
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social

of the alien

superimposition
has eliminated

leaders

and their

other

social

concepts or foroulations,

Kiriwina,

as is that

enquiry,

here,

typically

and the lack

hand the existing

as discussed

island,

indigenous

to the present
structural
social

enquiry..

analysis

organisation

social

in the relations

examined

groups.

system and organisation

The question

however., the primary

culture

political

of clans as corporate

in an originally

of the significance

limited

have noted

of Polynesian

some elements in the material

in Chapter I.

Whether

system and

Papuan or Papuo-Ilelanosian

and demographic conditions

ecological

valid

of the social

the origin

here in an incursion

of significance

developments
be
spontaneous
could
the peculiar

of the indigenous

the presence of a rank system and its

significance,,

Island.

in reference

and how long they may remain

might indicate

as discussed

an originally

notably

on the other

and interaction

Seligman and Malinowskis

including

Such a view might explain

area.

origin

that

of areas

beyond the scope of the present

are questions

culture

system and organisation
elements into

regionso

the

suspended some and

Kiriwina

in northern

of the historical

of Trobriand

features

and contraction

and system are still

organisation

in other

Some writerst

organisation.

clusters

but has rather

at least

were then valid

so in Northern

between village

forms and areas of competition

to which the indigenous

they still

control

of extension

terms,

that

system of administrative
relations

nor the possibility

in indigenous

of cooperation
substituted

centralised

the competitive

neither

by the hypothesis

has been explained

system and organisation

Papuo-Melanesian
of northern

type in

Kiriwina

has no immediate relevance

aim of which has been the

of kinship
and interaction

and rank as the bases of
of the Trobriand

574o

as exemplified

population

and secondarily

clusters,
material

the filling

on the Trobrianders.

impression

population,
in 1950-51.

If

in of some of the gaps in the existing
in the course of the analysis

has been conveyed of an indigenous

that was still
influences

of Omarakana and neighbouring

by the population

after

over two thirds

exceptionally
this

is

well

of a century

integrated,

in accord with

social

system and organisation

of contact

and of a vital

the impressions

an

with

European

and resilient

I received

in the field
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TABLE I
Native
Porulatio
(Chapter
I, Part 1. Section
Births

Total

Date
1913-14
1914-15
1918-19
1919-20
1920-21
1923-24
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1933
1935

(But

9,134

Available

for

figures

38.2

including

31.2

161
26.8
30.8
24.7

303
268

1950-51

sex and adult-child

Adults
3#033;
males
Children
lj877;
males
-

38.3
35.3
31.0

Kitava)
ratios

as foll

are

(over 14)
Adult
3,158;
females
males
Children
both
sexes ......
Births
185;
156.
females
males
Deaths
105;
females
113.
males
-

1919-20

Rate

397
344
218

266
213

8: 556

1950-51

Deaths

176

8p571
8., 544
8 537

1936

Rate

M. 167 F. 158
436
329
341

8., 500
8., 500
(10., 000)
8023
8 781
(8: 400)

3)

3,854;
...

females 2,, 567;
females 1,657;

9
...

ows: Total:
..

Total:
it

7,012
1011

5x600

3j,534

TABLE la
Omarakana Villa ae Cluster - Pomlati o
(Chapter I. Part 1. Section 2a)
Household=
JU. 2 Female
Omarakana

21

Kasanai,

12

Tilakaiwa

16

Yolawotu

21

Wakailua
Totals:
Total

Him

Childre
E111_2Female

Denendant s
Adult-&I. Q Female
(92)

2

31

22

16,

1

10

8

10

1

-

15

19

3.1

5

2

15

2

(71)

10

19

13
6

1

12

2

19

1

1

(51)

82

4

85

83

56

9

6

villages:

325

population

of all

five

1

(43)
(68)

TABLE 2
Omarakana Villafte
Adult

Derendants'
(Chapter

Cluster

Househg1d
relationshins-to
2a)
I. Part 2, Section

Father
Fatheris
Brother
Younger Brother
SisterO
Sons
Mother's Mother's Brother
Wife's Father
Wife's Mother's Brother
Wife's Sister's
Son

Total:

Heads

Females

Yales
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

-

9 Males

2
1
1
1
1

Sons' Wives
Mother's Brother's
Wife
Adopted Child's
Mother
Wife's Sister
Wife's Mother's Sister

Total:

6 Females
15
both
of
sexes
-

TABLE 24
Omarakana Villaqe
Cluster Status of Yale Household Heads
(Chapter I. Part 2. Section 2a)
live
33 (40'-)
"0
(32%)
26
6
5
4
2
2

Total

80

11

7%
6%ý
5%)
3%)
3%)
2%)
2%)

in their
own subelans' villages
11 Fathers'
villages
Wife's Subelans' villages
Sister's
Husbands' villages
Wife's Fathers'
villages
Father's
Fathers'
villages
Daughter's Husbands' villages
Sister's
Daughter's Husbandb village
Mother's Mother's Husband's village.

TABIl
ýi. LUSTer

(ýha-, ter
Total
MAILASI
1 Tabalu

25

2 Osisupa
3 Kauoma
/.. Gbukula
5 ",alorii
6 Gawari
7 Kaibola
8 Karabida
9 Gubuj:ula
10 Waibitu
11 Losikula

41
17
16
15
1-1
6
6
4
4
2

12 Obowada

I,

01,IARAKAIJA
Al.' AF DEP

231
342
-12
1--12
-----23
211
-21
-11
- 8 -75» 23

2 , 3(3cti.on -ýI)ý
.

ý art

l' ASANAI
AF DEP
'Al:

1
3
2
-

1
2
2
1
-

6 6

10

1 1

1
1

LUKUBA

Lobwaita
Ywadoia
Mwauli
Opisatka
Siviyagila
obukula
Kumilapi
Dubwaga
Illabwaima
Tudava
gi
i"ioligi,
24 (Gilawata
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

53
7
6
5
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
81

425

2
1
6
1
-

-12

-

1

---11--1-1----------567

1
1
1
4

1

3

1
4

5

LuMJASISIGA

25 Bwaydaga
26 Wabari
27 Sakapu
28 odukalpatu
29 Nasowari
30 ýükunela
31 liolilagi
32 Mtawa
33 Kapwani
34 Kudewoli
35 Ulawabu
36
37
38
39

LUK9LABUTA
Kwoyoma
Labai
(Vakuta)
Wabari

25
6
16
12
6
6
3
2
1
1
1

711
---11
-23
--113
---11
-1---1r9- -8 -8

8
5
3
1
17
725

9

1
1
=
2

-

Z

1

1
1
2

iILAKAIW
K AF DEP

1
3
1
-

1
4
1
5
3
4
1
1
1
2
4
1
79 20

72

YOLAW
Al., AF DEF

1
- 2
1
2 1
522
- - - - - -

-

6
7--4
- - - - 6
2
- - -

7

7

7

7

6 12

2

3

5

2

3

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
2
2
-

3

1
9

3

5

1 2 10
- 1 1 2
- - - - - - - Z - :: -- =
2 3 12

WAKAILUA
»' AF D

- - - - - 3 6
1
1
5
3
1
-

1
1
1
-

-::
-::
11 3

1
9
2
4
1
1
1
9

-

-::2 -:
3 10
1
1

2
-

5
-

-Z2 -::2

5

24
-12
-11
2
1
--1
236
1
-21
Fl 51 - 40
UU
16 Y5
- 19
- -37
TOTALS
-1:2 1221 19 3i
27
68
92
43
71
51
Note: AM - Yale Household heads; AF - I,jives or Female household heads;
DEP - DepOf.
Table
I.
both
ages.
all
and
endants of
sexes

TABLE
Residence

Omarakana Cluster
Owning
Non-owni
Freagencies
and
-

Chapter I,
Adults

Male
A
B

Owning
Subclans
Tabalu
Osisupa
Obukula
Kalomi
Gawari
Lobwaita

3
7
2
2
5
7

Bwaydaga

7
33

Totals

C

7
1

9
2
19

2b

Derenda
Female
A
B

4

4
4
2
1
2
2

7

1
1 -6

3

Part 2, Section

g Subelan

I-Ale
A
BC

C

1
8
2
3
1
9
2

7
6

5
1
4
8

26

18

3
2
5
1
74

6o (2 5

59(25ý)

nts
F emale

2
52
11
62
12
14

Totals

A

B

C

6

2
4
2
3

1
1
1
3
1
3

3

4

7

81

26
52
19
24
14
72

4

3 71
2
735

-

22

9

26
10

233

41(18%ý

Other
(by cla
Mailasi
Lukuba
Lukwasisiga
Lukulabuta
Totals

6

Combined
Totals

33

19

8

11

7
16
1

15
11
14
7

5
14
4

5
10
5

40
28
54
17

30

47

31

31

139

37

16

89(24q/)

65

26

24

107 (2 9

37

43

104(28c,.

-

22

41
.9
72 (19c,
Ll)

372

TABLE 5
ar&ana Cluster
Residence Freauencies - b-v-Sex and Ag -Owning Subelans
,e
(Chapter It Part 2. Section 2b)

Males

Adult
Dependant
Totals
-

Females - Adult
Dependant
Totals
Totals

both
sexes
-

Totals
59
73

A%BC%
33 - 56
24 - 33

132

57 - 43

60
41

16 - 27
9- 22
25 - 25

101
233

19 - 32
37 - 50
56 - 43

7- 12
12 - 17

26 - 43
2-2 - 54

18 - 30
10 - 24
78
27
-

48 - 48

19 - 11+

82 - 35% 104
45%
47 - 20%
-

ý

TABLE 6

Omarakana Cluster Resid ence Freguenci es by Sex and Age - All
(Chapter I. Part 2, Section 2b)
A

%

%

Totals
89
104
193

33 - 37
24 - 23
77
30
-

19 - 21
37 - 36
T6
30
-

37 - 42
A2 - 41
80 - 40

Females - Adult
Dependant
Total
-

107
72
179

16 - 15
9- 1-2
75'
14
-

26 - 24
22 - 31
Z9
26
-

65
61
41 - 57
106 - 60

Totals

M

D2 - 22% 104 - 28%/D
186 - 50%
.

Males

Adult
Dependant
Total
-

both
sexes
-

B

Subel ang
%

C

TABLE,7
Chief's URIGUBUNumber6of donors Der househola
(Chapter I, Part 1. Section 2c)
Number o
Gardeners

IiMber of
households

33
44
53
64
72

Totals of
Gardeners

15
21+
14

12
Totals

1

12

12

72

Average number of URIGUBUgardeners
6.
per household
(Your senior
men of high rank contribute
a
for the Chief's
harvest
gift
personal
main
in addition
to one for a wife;
yamstore
thus these 72 gardeners
make 76 contributions.

)

TABLE 8

Other URIGUEUNumber of donors rer-househQl
(Chapter I, Part 2. Section 2c)
Number-of
Gardeners
0

1
2
3
4
5
Totals

Number of
Households

Totals o
Gardener

14
31
21
13
4
1

0
31
42
39
16
5

84

133

Average number of URIGUBUdonors per
household - 1.6
(Notet

Three households of men who had
and were
with their affines
quarrelled
harvest gifts
temporarily
not receiving
from them are not included. )
TABLE 8a
URIGUBU - Number of Recinients
gardened for by Omara-%ana-Householders
(Chapter
2c)
I. Part 29 Section

4 of them gardened regularly
to
42 11 11
33
4
1

for

no one
one person only
two persons
three persons
four persons

These men thus garden for 1.5 heads of households
hand,
Chief,
the
the
other
gardens for
on
each;
he
is the head.
household
0-3
which
of
per
men
only

TABLE
Spatial

Distribution-of
(Chapter
I,

Uri, -ubu Presentations
2., Section
i'art
2c)

The vertical
columns C., O. t K. t T. 0 Y.., and W.;
the Chief and the other householders
of the villages
Yolawotu and Wakailua.
Tilakaiwap

designate
respectively
of Omarakanas Kasanai,

R and G under these indicate:
The sub-columns
Under R- the number
of
to
the
Chief
The villages
Vjft
and householders.
men who 4,-,-present
of
left
the
to
these
Under G- the
are
men
shown
of the table.
of
residenco
Chief
householders
the
to
whom
of
and
present
men
number
urigubu.
Thus., taken with maps 2 and 3,, the table
shows the range of villages
from which the Chief and householders
of Omarakana, village
clusters
receive.
they
the
to
those
sendt
which
numbers of persons concerned.
urimiW,
and
and

C.
INTERNAL
Omarakana
Kasanai
Tilakaiwa

83
22
6221

YnI.

1122211,;

qwotu

Wakailua
Total
EXTEMAL
Kwa.
vbwaga
Kabulula
Kaulagu
Obowada
Kudokabilia
Liluta
Obwelia
Osapola
Wagaluma
MItawa
Kaibola
Diaghila
Kapwani
Yuwada
Kaimwamwala,
Idaloaka
Ilalima
Okaiboma
Labai
Kabwaku
Geyobara
Oiabbia
Okaibobwe
Luwagala
Wakaisa
Tukwaukwa
Yalumu,gwa
Gumilababa
?
Grigalotals

2
19
15
2
1
4
1
6
3
1
1
8
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

0.
16

K.
22

T.

1
1

7 16
2
1

W.

_q
3516212
10 10

'17

12

1
1

1

B

Iq

41
22

E

Y,

U5211

26

IA

I

24

12
A

1ý

16

1
3
2

1
3

1
2

3

1
3

1
2

iI

1

1
1
2
1

1

2
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

31

21

-3

19

33

3W
11

1

TABLE 10
Prop ortions of Internal
and External Urip-mbil
(Chapter I,, Part 2,, Section 2c) To
8(10%)

Within

the villa., e
Within the cluster
Outside the cluster
that

76
the

a
3(100%)

28(21%)
32(24%)

11(15%)
57(75/'0

Totals:
(Note

Other Hous-eholders
To
EZ
73(55%) 68(56%)

Chief

Urip-tibu presente

percentages

given

32(26%)
21(18%)

D2

3
in

the

columns

Combine
To
iýz
83ý538%) 71(57%)
39(19%) 32(25.5%)
89(43%) 21(17.5'/0)

121
are

209

of these

Y4
)

totals.

TABLE 11
Freguqncv

Term
used of,Ip
by Child

subelan Ki
MoMoBro
110110
MoEl31
Yloyosi
MoBro

TABU..
TABU..
INA..
INA.
.
KADA..

ElSi
ElBro

TUWA..
TUWA..

1
1

8
2
4
2

1

Totals:

in Omarakana Cluster

Totals:

all

children

adopted in all:

2
2
2
ý1
(5
12
4 - .97
16( 23 .5 1

1-0
6

Totals
LoX

Gi rl

3

24
14
22

2

Kin
Affinal
TAYA..
FaElBro
TAMA..
FaYoBro
TANA..
FaSiSon
TABU..
FaSi
TABU..
IloFa
Totals:
INA..
Mo Cowife
TAMA..
Neighbour
TAMA..
Benefactor
Totals and % by residence

83 children

Residence

1
3

Totals:
Totals and % by residence:

recorded

of

Changes of Residenc"-nvolved
'w4ithin Vil
Cluster
Between Vi l. Clu sters
.
Within
Between
1ýnto Om. ' From Om.
.cluste
villaRe
ViUaizes
GJ3ý1 LoZ
Girl
Boy 2irl
ov
Boy Girl

Kin

Relative
to wh
tran-sf'd

AdoDtions
Factor
the
(Chapter V. Section
2)

of

3
5
6
3

-5
10
2-0
J27 54.5
15 (22. 0)
52(7 6
Lýj

4

6
13
13
5
1
29
3q
683cloo. 0)

5

2

8(53.0)

-1(7.0)
9(60.0)

Boys
Girls
Both
Boys
Girls
Both

81.,
55v
1369
104P
722
176,

-4(27.0)6(40.0)
ddopted 22.,
22l
n
44P

2 (13.0)

or 27%
" 40%
" 31%

adopted 44, or 42%
39y
55%
83,,
46%

boys mmber 44, or 54%; girls

39, or 46%.

4
1
12
1
1
1
-.
15(100.0)

TABLE 12
of Adoption

Frenuency

Cate7-ories
Subclan-Ki
,
TABU..
INA..
MAoo
TWA.
Totals:
Ki
Affinal
TAI,A. .
TABU..
INA..
Totals:
Grand Totals:

(Chapter
Bova
%
No.
27.0
12
U
25.0
U. 4
5
20
L
-65oi
29

9
5
1
1ý
Aik

20.6
11.4
2L3
34.3
100.0

by Kinship

Cateaories

V. Section 2)
Girls
%
No.
7
18.0
67.0
26
5
12.4
1
2.6
39
10000

No.
19
37
10
2
68

23.0
44.0
12.2

100.0
100.0

9
5
1
-.
15
g2

11.0
6.2
1.2
18.
100.0

U

.u

Both

2.4
81.6

TABLE 13
URIGUBU Presentations
Hou holders,
made by Omarakana Cluster
Categories
by Kinship
analysed
(v. Chapter Vv Section
2. and cf. Tables 7-10 and 14)

Kinship terms uged_
Donor 2 Recipient
-t!
and latter's
wife

Recinient's
Zeýejtýionsh.JR
to Donor
Donor'
Mp.
s subclan
of
ym'hprs
a-

KADA
LUBOU
LUBOEJ
LUBOU

MoBro
MoSiDa
mkloSiDa
Sister
Sister (widow)
Mro
SiDa
SiDaDa
fines
b.
Father
FaSiSo
FaBroDa
MbBroDa
Daughter
BroDa

of Donor's

&upkand

Wife

Presen tions
nacI2 In
Catepro-each
No.

TUWA
YAWA
YAWA

INA
LUTA
LUTA
LUTA
LUTA
TTAIA
KADA
TABU

5
9
4
38
1
13
10
1
'Fl

4.0
7.2
3.1
31.0
0.85
10.0
8.0
0.85
65.0

TAMA
TAMA
LUB07J
YAWA
YAWA
YAWA

INA
INA
LUTA
LATU
LATU
LATU

19
1
1

15-35
0.85
0.85
2.7
13.0
0.85
33.6

subel

Teacher
Omarakana.
Mission
the
"Benefactorn
at
Oiabbia
two
his
for
who
at
of
colleagues
gardens
brought him up in the Mission
Totals:

3
16
1
41

124

1.4
100.0

Notes: In the two right hand columns, No. refers to the number of presentaI
is this number expressed as a percentage
in
tions made
each categoryt and
made.
of the total presentations

TABLE 14
URIGUBUnresentations
receivecl by Omarakana Cluster
Householders. anal-vsed by Kinship Categories
(Chapter V. Section 2. and cf. 'fables 7-10 and 13)
From
Terms us ed
Relationshi
Donor to
of Donor by
_qf
&-c-ijunt2
Recitients
Husband AJSQ
Wife's
a.
WilloMoBro
WiMO
WiMoBro
WiBro
WiSon
WiSiSon

Subelan Kin
TABU
YAWA
INA
YAWA
KADA
YAWA
LUBOU LUTA
LATU
LATU
LATU
LATU

b. Wife's Af final Ki
YAWA
WiMoFa
YVA
WiMoBroWi
YAWA
WiFa
YAWA
WiFaSiSon
YAWA
WiEldSiHu
Husband's

c.
f,oBro
HW,
HuYoBro
HuSiSon

By
Chief

Othera

All.

%

Nat

4

5.0

19
30
5

25.0
40.0
6.5
-ýAo
81.5

1.75
4.5
7.0
32.0
15.0
lLM

6
6
28
73
25

-4
62

2
6
9
43
20
2.

82

62.0

--6
144

69. o

1
2
15

0.75
1.75
11.0

-18

13.5

1
2
26
1
1
3-1

0.5
1.0
12.5
0.5
0-5
15.0

1
15

0.75
11.0

-5
21

-2.2ý
15.5

1
15
5
21

0.5
7.0
2.5
10.0

ITO.

TABU
INA
TAMA 32
=14A
1
TUWA 1
T3'

Kin
--Subelan
KADA YAWA
BWADA BWADA
KADA LATU

14.0
1.5
1.5
17.0

%

%
3.0
3.0
13.0
35.0
12.0
3.0

Ki
Affinal
Husband's
d.
YAWA
TAI-,
IA
1
0.75
1
HuFa
0.5
LATU
1
1.5
LATU
1
0.75
2
1.0
HuyoBroSon
LATU
LATU
'L0
ILL
LO
&L5
HuBroSon
-1
1.5
12
9.0
13
6. o
76 100.0
Totals:
lu
100.
209 100.
.
those
iven
terms
Kiriwinan
are
The
g
used by the adult members
LQI=:
URI
GUBU
towards
the
household
receiving
the
persons presenting it.
of
In the three right-hand
columns, the heading 140. denotes the
to
the
in
recipients
made
virtue
presentations
of each relanumber of
I refers to the number of presentations
heading
The
tionship.
expressed
total number received,
the
by
the
Chiefs
of
by
percentage
a
others
as
the
Chief's
in
Thus
30, or 4U, of
column,
both
by
combined.
and
all
from wives' brothers,
he
are
receives
etc,
the presentations

II I

IS

'.

ij

: ai

II

-

"I

TABIZ 15
OwnershiT) of Propert
(Chapter V,, Section 2)

L=
O)c
Er =!: ly
.
Garden

Aver age AnQunt s Owned
No. of
Items o
Average
Owners
ýXqpe
per Owner
33
225
7 plots
57
530
10 Palms
600
50
12 palms

Number of Householders

ýt
ý

ýl

Without

62.0
45
68 93.0
73 100.0

Goconut
Areca

38.0
7.0

28
5
--

it
73,
be
could
the
Of
although
of
said in most
sample
Notes:
be
could
was
ownedv
quantities
not
ascertained
property
whether
cases
heirs
their
headmen
or of men whose subelanis
and
in the cases of
been included in calhave
Such
not
distant.
cases
were
villages
averages.
culating
TABUL-Z-16
Freguencies

St,At u s of
2wnerri
,
Basl6deneq
Ownel
of

Plots
Garden
Owner
of
ship
of
J;j Om%trakana__Yjj1qge Cluster
2)
(Chapter Vp Section

Omarakana, Villa
In
of
_Village
Own. SubCl
Vjlj.
gjhejL.
2Merla
Of Clust
Yjll_=j

0-

jbqlM_jD
ge Gluote
Other Vill=
ClUste
_oL__thq
Vil.
Owner's
of
Village
)Cqpjd,=

(BALEKO)

Stranger
resident
in villages
of
OjDarakana Cluster
Owner's
Village

Vill,

of
residence

TotEkls

20
6

28
23

Number
None
5
10
6
15
11
16 - 20
21 - 30
31 - 40
Unknown
ITneounted
Totals:

7
10

3

1
4
1

5
1
5
1

427

1
2

1

3
owner's

Notes:

1
3
2
1

Th e sub-heading
of the plot -owner.

8

Village

5
26

9
means the

village

of

the

subelan

73

TABLE 17
FOKALA- Aýquisition_of-- HeritI4.1le P
rrap2r_týý
(Chapter V., Section 4) .
Kinshi
Term

Garden Plot,
ABCABCABC

TABU.
.
TABU.
.
KADA..
INA..
TUWA..
13WADA..
LU.. TA
Via.

11

From who
obtained

Coco

Pain

#22-1-126lz
;

Tota

Own S]abela
I-loY01Bro
I
M0110
MoBro
vo
ElBro
YoBro
Si
Kinsmen"

7

17

1
6
6

Totals:

Af fine-a
FaMoBro
Fa
FaSi
SiHu
WiBro,
Willo

TAMA..
TAMA..
TABU..
LUBOU..
LUBOU..
YVA.

44

1
17

72

3
8

2
2
72

27
2
47
8
2/+
6
2
1
127

8
23

4

71
2
31 28

1

32

TO
22 24

1

61
8

1

subclan's
owner's
:ACin
other
residence;
from 73
Figures
obtained
they had only palm trees

40
167

8

1

Totals:
by Owner:
in

4
29

233

Combined Totals:

Note

9
1
4

2
1
31
1
5
2

11

3

planted

11
2
4
1

1
4
3
5
3

3

Totals:

Other sources
Chief or GUYAUor
Headman TOLIVALU
For "Help" "PILASP

7

6
3

18

2
35

8

16
73

Bin owner's
village;
village
of
villages.
householders,
Of whom two were women;
which they had planted
themselves.
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